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Abstract 

This report aims to reduce risk and minimize machinery damage by select-
ing the correct lubricant and at the same time address the lack of stand-
ardization for lubricant selection across U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) civil works. In addition, this report proposes ways to standardize 
lubricant selection and also incorporate sustainability into lubricant selec-
tion. The report examines current practices across USACE in regards to 
mechanical equipment lubrication including self-lubricated materials and 
identifies current and past case studies and technical reports. The report 
reviews modifications that USACE civil works can make to current lubri-
cant selection practices, evaluates existing standards and provides perfor-
mance requirements for lubricants.  

The use of environmentally acceptable lubricants (EALs) is one option to 
incorporate sustainability into USACE civil works activities. However, 
EALs are often misunderstood, and uninformed selection of these (or any) 
lubricants can damage machinery. The report includes information to in-
form end users and designers on the selection and use of EALs, and de-
tailed recommendations for testing, evaluation, and selection of 
lubricants, including EALs. This work also recommends pilot studies to 
test and refine the use of EALs at USACE sites. Although this report is fo-
cused on navigation it is also applicable to hydropower, flood control 
dams, reservoirs, and floating plant applications. 

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. Ci-
tation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products. 
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to 
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents. 
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR. 
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Preface 
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land Navigation Design Center Mandatory Center of Expertise (INDC-
MCX) provides engineering, design, analysis, and review services for stud-
ies, new locks and navigation dams, major rehabilitation of existing inland 
navigation locks and dams, and significant inland navigation lock and dam 
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) projects. The INDC strives to deliver 
the highest quality products and services through design consistency, tech-
nical review, adherence to policy and regulation, standardization of design, 
risk analysis, collaboration with experts and stakeholders, and knowledge 
management of technical competency. 

The Inland Navigation Design Center Mandatory Center of Expertise was 
tasked by US Army Corps of Engineers Headquarters to investigate oppor-
tunities across the enterprise for sustainability and standardization at nav-
igation structures with emphasis given to mechanical and electrical 
components.  This study and report was funded by HQUSACE and in part 
through the USACE ERDC Dredging Operations Technical Support 
(DOTS) program. 
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1 Standardized Approach for Lubricant 
Selection and Sustainability 

1.1 Introduction 

There is a great need for better consistency in lubricant selection and in 
standardized maintenance procedures for machinery and mechanical 
equipment across U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) civil works ac-
tivities. Neither the Inland Marine Transportation System (IMTS) Mainte-
nance Standard, nor the Great Lakes and Ohio River Division (LRD) and 
Mississippi Valley Division (MVD) Annexes to this standard address 
equipment lubrication or standardization of lubricants. Even with the 
IMTS Maintenance Standard, maintenance procedures throughout the 
Corps of Engineers civil works are not standardized. Many USACE civil 
works districts (e.g., Rock Island and St. Paul) use site-specific standard 
operating procedures (SOPs) for lubricant testing and selection. Even 
within a given civil works activity, lubricant selections can vary. For exam-
ple, two adjacent lock sites in the same District often use entirely different 
sets of lubricants for gearboxes, hydraulic systems, and open gears.  

One cause for this disparity in lubricant selections and maintenance prac-
tices is that equipment throughout the Corps of Engineers civil works port-
folio, including locks and dams, is not standardized. The USACE civil 
works portfolio includes navigation locks, navigation dams, flood control 
dams, recreation sites, local flood protection projects, hydropower, and 
floating plants. This wide variation in the types of machinery across 
USACE makes the standardization of lubrication schedules and practices 
tremendously difficult. One result of this lack of standardization is that 
some lock and dam sites select lubricants by trial and error. 

From a logistical standpoint, two other conditions make it difficult to 
standardize lubrication selection across all USACE civil works activities: 

1. Environmental conditions, which affect lubricant selection, vary widely 
from one region of the country to another.  

2. Procurement and contracting requirements also play a role. Purchases 
greater than $3,500 have to be solicited, which requires a contract. Pur-
chasing one particular lubricant in large quantities requires a sole source 
selection that must be justified. At a typical lock site, lubricants are usually 
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purchased by the lock staff with a credit card from a local vendor. The pur-
chases are typically under the $3,500 credit card limit. One advantage of 
purchasing lubricants locally is that the delivery and distribution is nearly 
always done by the vendor. 

This report was undertaken to review current practices and to identify op-
portunities to standardize lubricant selection throughout USACE civil 
works activities.  

1.2 Previous efforts to standardize lubricant selection 

Over the past several decades, a number of attempts have been made to 
standardize the lubricant selection process. The USACE Repair, Evalua-
tion, Maintenance, and Rehabilitation (REMR) Research Program, which 
was initiated in 1984 and brought to completion in 1998, surveyed lubri-
cant users in an effort to provide some standardization in lubrication se-
lection. The resulting report, REMR-EM-5 (Clifton and Beitelman 1989) is 
included as Appendix B to this report.  

The Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) published two technical manuals re-
lated to lubrication and maintenance of its dams and powerhouses. The Fa-
cilities, Instructions, Standards, and Techniques (FIST), Vol 4-1A, 
Maintenance Scheduling for Mechanical Equipment (USBR 2009, included 
in Appendix K to this report) establishes minimum recommended practices 
for maintenance of mechanical equipment in Bureau of Reclamation hydro-
electric power and large pumping plants. This document recommends spe-
cific maintenance activities and maintenance intervals, and includes 
references. The Facilities, Instructions, Standards, and Techniques (FIST), 
Vol 2-4: Lubrication of Power Plant Equipment (USBR 2004, included in 
Appendix D to this report) discusses lubrication fundamentals, lubricant 
characteristics, additives, maintenance of lubrication systems, and the se-
lection of lubricants for common powerplant equipment. 

Unlike USACE civil works activities, the Department of the Army has 
standardized its lubrication program. Unlike civil works programs, mili-
tary applications maintain many combat vehicles, wheeled vehicles, air-
craft, etc. that are fairly standardized and that have standardized 
lubrication requirements. The military side purchases lubricants through 
the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), which provides commodities for the 
military/services and also for civilian agencies like the General Services 
Administration (GSA), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
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(NOAA), and others. These Government agencies can procure lubricants 
from DLA and, in turn, DLA is their primary supplier.  

The Army Oil Analysis Program (AOAP) document standardizes the ap-
proach to oil sampling and frequency. Chapter 5 of this report discusses 
the AOAP, which is included in Appendix J to this report. 

1.3 Sustainability 

Nearly all USACE civil works sites are located over or near waterways 
(Figure 1). Leakage of oil and grease from machinery can lead to spills in 
these waterways. Oil spills into waterways can adversely affect the envi-
ronment and generate a negative public opinion of USACE. A recent envi-
ronmental settlement in USACE Northwestern Division (NWD) focused on 
in-water grease use in hydropower applications. Chapter 8 of this report 
discusses this settlement in further detail. 

Figure 1.  Lock 19 Mississippi River. 

 

USACE defines the term “sustainability” as an overarching concept that 
encompasses energy, climate change, and the environment to ensure that 
“What we do today does not negatively impact tomorrow.” In the context 
of this discussion, opportunities for sustainability include the selection of 
environmentally acceptable lubricants (EALs) and the use of self-lubri-
cated materials (SLMs). This report discusses both of these extensively. 
EM 1110-2-1424, Lubricants and Hydraulic Fluids (HQUSACE 2016a) 
also contains a wealth of information on the topic. EALs are considered 
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“sustainable” because they break down (biodegrade) into carbon dioxide 
and water when spilled into waterways. SLMs (further discussed in Chap-
ter 3 of this report) are also included in the sustainability initiative. As the 
name implies, the term SLM refers to components that need no external 
lubrication. For example, the Hydroelectric Design Center (HDC) is stand-
ardizing SLMs for wicket gate bushings. 

The switch to EALs and SLMs can offer the following benefits:  

 They can improve worker safety. SLMs, for example, require no greas-
ing. Like biobased fluids, some EALs are safer to use than their mineral 
oil-based equivalents. 

 SLMs can reduce operating and maintenance costs. 
 Some EALs can provide better performance. 
 The use of EALs and SLMs promotes environmental stewardship. 

The development and transition to EALs in USACE civil works will take 
time. There is currently no Headquarters (HQ) directive to use EALs or 
SLMs at lock sites or field sites. However, an HQUSACE memorandum con-
cerning the Clean Water Act compliance directed towards the hydropower 
business line (included in Appendix E to this report) is discussed below. 

It is imperative to note that when switching to an EAL or SLM, the perfor-
mance requirements of the system must be the primary consideration. For 
example, an EAL grease must work properly, must provide the proper lubri-
cation to the mechanical part or equipment, and must not damage the equip-
ment. If the EAL cannot do this, it should not be used. The Portland District 
(NWP) report (included in in Appendix C to this report) focuses on several 
applications where EALs could be used. These are primarily in-water grease 
applications. Extensive testing has been done on several greases to determine 
their performance and suitability; Chapter 8 of this report discusses these in 
further detail. U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center 
(ERDC) reports listed in the references and discussed in Chapter 8 also focus 
on EAL grease application for in-water use. These ERDC reports also evalu-
ated and tested several greases from multiple manufacturers. 

Standardization can also provide sustainability benefits by reducing the 
lubricant inventory, by standardizing the analysis program for monitoring 
and replacement decisions, and by mitigating environmental impacts. 
Standardization can also reduce operational risk (and increase savings) by 
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avoiding unscheduled repairs and maintenance, and by improving the ed-
ucation of designers and end users. 

This objective of this work is to investigate the feasibility of incorporating 
EALs and SLMs for any new USACE Civil Works project and major reha-
bilitations. The possibility of this becoming an HQUSACE directive will be 
explored as a follow-up activity. Nevertheless, the discussion of EALs and 
SLMs should be included in the project design documentation report. Ap-
pendix E provides a memorandum signed by Steve Stockton, Director of 
USACE Civil Works, regarding compliance with the Clean Water Act. This 
memorandum, which applies to the hydropower business line only, states 
its purpose as:  

All USACE hydropower facilities will implement the management prac-

tices listed below to the extent that it is economically practicable and 

technically feasible to do so. Such practices will be reviewed and updated 

as appropriate on a regular basis. (1) Implement operation/maintenance 

and housekeeping procedures that minimize oil/grease usage and leak-

age. (2) Capture and reuse and recycle or dispose, as appropriate, lubri-

cant leakage when and where practicable and (3) Utilize environmentally 

acceptable lubricants. (4) When planning for major overhaul or replace-

ment of equipment, evaluate installing new or replacement equipment 

which will reduce or eliminate use of lubricants (e.g., greaseless bush-

ings). (5) Develop and implement an Oil Accountability Plan that ac-

counts annually for lubricants added to and contained within equipment, 

as well as lubricants removed, recovered or disposed. 

At this time there is no standardization for the use of EALs on USACE 
floating plants. For new construction, the systems are designed, con-
structed, and installed in accordance with the current U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) Vessel General Permit (VGP). This permits es-
sentially requires EALs for any vessels longer than 79 ft. Chapter 2 of this 
report discusses the VGP further. Unless it is determined that a “non-
sheening” EAL is required, the type and selection of the EAL installed is 
generally left to the discretion of the contractor and equipment supplier. If 
a “non-sheening” fluid is required, a Polyalkylene Glycol® (PAG) type fluid 
should be specified. For vessels and systems in-service, individual opera-
tors and project offices and districts provide the direction and use of EALs. 
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1.4 Opportunities for standardization 

As mentioned, completely standardization of lubricant selection through-
out USACE civil works activities is not possible for several reasons. First, 
there is a vast range of equipment used, and machinery is often custom de-
signed. There is a tremendous range of climate conditions across the coun-
try that can affect lubrication choices.  

However, there are still opportunities for partial standardization (which 
can be very beneficial) including standardizing performance requirements. 
From a contracting and legal perspective, mandating a specific grease for a 
miter gate pintle or a specific hydraulic fluid is not possible. However, 
some basic performance requirements can be provided that the manufac-
turer has to meet. At least this method would provide consistency in the 
performance of the machinery lubricants. These performance require-
ments are included in Chapter 6 of this report. Table 1 gives a partial list-
ing of some components that could be standardized this way.  

Table 1.  Opportunities for standardization by performance requirements. 

Component Lubricant 

Miter Gate Pintle Grease 

Sector Gate Pintle Grease 

Tainter Gate Trunnion Grease 

Miter Gate Gearbox Gear Oil 

Tainter Valve Gearbox Gear Oil 

Miter Gate Hydraulic Power Unit (HPU) Hydraulic Fluid 

Tainter Valve HPU Hydraulic Fluid 

Tainter Gate HPU Hydraulic Fluid 

Tainter Gate Gearboxes (Parallel, Helical, and Worm) Gear Oil 

Miter Gate Drive Open Gears Grease 

Miter Gate Rack Gears Grease 

Tainter Valve Drive Open Gears Grease 

Pillow Block Bearings Grease or Oil 

Couplings Grease 

Dam Gate Open Gears Grease 

Motors Grease 

Wire Rope Grease 

Chain Grease 

Standardization can also be approached regionally. There should be no 
reason why two adjacent lock sites use entirely different sets of lubricants 
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for the same machinery. At the very least, each USACE Civil Works District 
should standardize its machinery lubricants for key components. For ex-
ample, Rock Island District has standardized their lubricants for the miter 
gate gearboxes (see Chapter 6).  

Procurement and contracting practices may also be adjusted and stand-
ardized. The St. Paul District, for example, has used an indefinite delivery 
indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contract to purchase lubricants for the marine 
plant from a single manufacturer. The lubricants are used for a variety of 
systems including the cutter head dredge gear drive and for various diesel 
engines of the marine plant. This 5-year contract allows the end users to 
purchase standardized lubricants over the 5-year time frame. Prices of the 
lubricants are established in the contract. This could be a consideration for 
lock and dam machinery lubricants.  

1.5 Opportunities for sustainability 

The use of SLMs is an effective means to meet sustainability objectives 
when applicable. The second is to use EALs when applicable. In all cases, it 
is important to first establish the mechanical systems in which SLMs and 
EALs can be incorporated. 

There are two key areas where EALs could readily be integrated. One is in 
hydraulic drive systems for miter gates, culvert valves, and dam gates. On 
European waterways, including the Danube River locks in Germany, Pano-
lin (brand name for a synthetic ester [SE]) EAL hydraulic fluid is exclu-
sively used for these applications. Panolin HLP Synth is a fully synthetic, 
readily biodegradable, non-toxic hydraulic fluid made from saturated es-
ters (see Chapter 6). However, there are many other options for hydraulic 
system EALs (see Appendix H). Base fluids that meet EAL criteria include 
PAOs (polyalphaolefins), PAGs, SEs, and biobased (crop-based) fluids. 
These are further discussed in Chapter 6 of this report. ERDC/TN DOTS-
16-1 (Keyser, Samuel, and Welp 2016) and Appendix H evaluate all these 
EAL hydraulic fluids. This should be referenced when considering an EAL 
hydraulic fluid. 

One consideration for new locks and rehabilitation of existing locks is 
whether to use a hydraulic drive system or an electromechanical drive sys-
tem. Hydraulic systems would eliminate some of the greasing require-
ments, but the hydraulic fluid requires additional maintenance. 
Cleanliness requirements for hydraulic fluids are greater than for gear oils. 
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A spill involving a hydraulic system can allow a greater amount of fluid to 
enter the waterway than would an electromechanical drive system. How-
ever, hydraulic drive systems may be able to limit some of the water lubri-
cant interactions, such as would occur in open gear systems, which is the 
case when the lock becomes submerged during a flood.  

Grease applications are the second key area for incorporating EALs. Sev-
eral published studies and on-going studies in NWD (summarized in 
Chapter 8 of this report) are evaluating the performance requirements and 
applicability of EAL grease. ERDC has also evaluated a number of EAL 
greases from multiple manufacturers. Appendix I includes a proposed 
guide specification for EAL grease. This effort needs further development; 
this report recommends the implementation of this guide specification as 
a Unified Facilities Guide Specification (UFGS). It is imperative to note 
that EAL grease should have the same performance requirements as a 
mineral-based grease. Like hydraulic fluid, EAL grease base fluids could 
include PAGs, PAOs, SEs, and biobased fluids. 

1.6 DLA and Army Oil Analysis Program 

The Army military side uses far more fuels and lubricants than does the 
USACE civil works side. This is because the Army uses a vast number of 
vehicles and combat equipment. Consequently, the Army has standardized 
its lubricant selection by using military standards for lubricants. Lubri-
cants are identified by military specifications. National Stock Numbers 
(NSNs) are used to order products from the Federal supply system. It is 
worthwhile to discuss briefly the role of the Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA) in this process. 

The DLA provides the Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard, 
other Federal agencies, and partner nations with the full spectrum of logis-
tics, acquisition, and technical services. This includes supplying the na-
tion’s military branches and several civilian agencies, including GSA, with 
logistics, acquisition, and technical services.  

DLA sources and provides nearly all of the consumable items America’s 
military forces need to operate. This includes food, fuel, medical supplies, 
and construction material. For the purposes of this report, this includes 
lubricants. Of the six primary field activities of DLA, four provide different 
commodities or supplies. DLA Energy provides petroleum products and 
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fuels and lubricants. DLA Aviation (AVN) provides repair parts for avia-
tion weapon systems. Three commodities/supplies provided by DLA AVN, 
Richmond are: 

 6810 chemicals 
 6850 miscellaneous, chemical specialties 
 9150 oils and greases (cutting, lubricating, hydraulics). 

These are called “Federal supply classes.” DLA also supplies 86% of the 
military’s spare parts and nearly 100% of fuel and troop support consuma-
bles; manages the reutilization of military equipment; provides catalogs 
and other logistics information products; and offers document automation 
and production services to a host of military and Federal agencies. DLA 
energy services offer a wide array of bio-based fuels and lubricants for mil-
itary applications. DLA Energy is one of the six primary level field activi-
ties that provides bulk petroleum products, lubricants, and alternative 
fuel/renewable energy, among other commodities. 

The AOAP (discussed further in Chapter 5 of this report) is a standardized 
oil sampling and testing program used by the Army on all its equipment. 
Some key parts of the AOAP program can be used to standardize testing 
requirements for USACE civil works applications. 

USACE civil works districts can order machinery lubricants through DLA. 
This should be a consideration especially in any bulk quantity. Purchases 
are accomplished by using the lubricant’s NSN. All the lubricants have 
specifications associated with them. The 13 digit NSN has significant 
meanings. For example for the NSN 3210-01-138-5895: 

 32 is Federal supply group 
 3210 is Federal supply class  
 01 is country code of origin  
 138-5895 is unique serial number 
 01-138-5895 is national item Identification (ID) number. 

Items are procured through NSNs by going through U.S. Department of 
Defense (DoD) FedMall (formerly called e-MALL): 

 http://www.dla.mil/info/FedMall  
 Customer Interaction Center: 1-877-352-225 / DSN CONUS/OCONUS 

877-352-2255 
 DLAcontactcenter@dla.mil. 
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Also, each service and government agency has its own automated ordering 
systems. Procurements can be done through these systems using 
MILSTRIP/FEDSTRIP (Standard Form 344) (where MILSTRIP stands for 
“Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedures” and FEDSTRIP 
stands for “Federal Standard Requisition and Issue Procedures”).  

For help, access: http://www.logisticsinformationservice.dla.mil/CIC/self_default.asp 

or call: 1-877-DLA-CALL (1-877-352-2255). 

The DLA Headquarters’ Public Affairs Office also created the linked video 
below. It can used to educate internal non-acquisition employees and DLA 
customers about the path of a requisition. This video is very high level, but 
it provides an overview of the requisition process as it flows through DLA. 
The video also is on DLA’s YouTube channel.  

 Where’s My Stuff (open caption): https://youtu.be/3LXFw0Wl-tA  
 Where’s My Stuff:  https://youtu.be/WIYRFniA3Pw  
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2 Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants 

The content for this chapter was derived from two technical reports and 
one HQUSACE Engineer Manual: 

Medina, Victor F. 2015. Evaluation of Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants (EALS) 
for Dams Managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ERDC WQTN-MS-9, 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/281179018_Evaluation_of_Environmentally_Accept
able_Lubricants_EALS_for_Dams_Managed_by_the_US_Army_Corps_of_Engineers_Victor_F_M
edina 

Medina, Victor F. 2017. Evaluation of Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants (EALs) 
for NWD Dams. Draft Technical Report (TR). Vicksburg, MS: Engineer Research 
and Development Center, Environmental Laboratory (ERDC-EL). 

Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (HQUSACE). 2016. Lubricants and 
Hydraulic Fluids. Engineer Manual (EM) 1110-2-1424. Washington, DC: 
HQUSACE. This EM provides a much more extensive discussion on 
environmentally acceptable lubricants or EALs. 

2.1 The need for a workable definition of EALs 

Because it is difficult to completely eliminate spills and discharges of min-
eral oil based lubricants, and also difficult to alleviate public concerns 
about their impact on the environment, a new class of EALs is becoming 
available and is finding increased use. In contrast to mineral oil based 
equivalents, EALs are non-toxic and decompose into water and carbon di-
oxide (CO2). To be an EAL, the base oil must be biodegradable, non-toxic, 
and must not bioaccumulate the environment. To be “biodegradable,” a 
lubricant must have the capability to be fully decomposed by soil and wa-
ter borne micro-organisms such that the micro-organisms consume the 
lubricant, leaving only residual natural substances like CO2 and water.  

Note that the term “Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant” should not be 
confused with other commonly used, but less specific labeling descriptors 
(e.g., “environmentally friendly” or “environmentally aware” lubricants), 
which vaguely suggest that a lubricant would have a neutral to slightly 
negative (within an acceptable level) impacts on the environment if re-
leased. The term “Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant” denotes that the 
lubricant product meets certain requirements. The USEPA (2011) defines 
EALs as products that meet specific criteria for biodegradation, aquatic 
toxicity, and bioaccumulation. Products labeled with misleadingly similar 
terms very likely do not meet the strict EAL criteria. 
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Further complicating matters, the USEPA definition of EALs is broad; de-
termining whether a product meets the EAL criteria is not always clear. 
For example, tests may be given to demonstrate that a lubricant meets the 
EAL criteria. However, a lubricant may also be considered an EAL based 
on the lubricant’s chemistry properties (like octanol water coefficient), or 
based on its base oil composition. The USEPA definition cites several la-
beling programs that do not necessarily require testing of all criteria. Con-
sequently, many products that claim to be EALs do not actually have test 
data to demonstrate that they meet one of more of the EAL criteria. A 
working definition must account for the breadth of the USEPA definition. 

Moreover, the test procedure itself for EALs can have some drawbacks. 
For instance, the specific gravity of a fluid can affect test results, e.g., a 
fluid that floats may negatively impact the test procedure. Also, there are 
often differences between laboratory testing and practical results; it is the 
practical results that dictate fines and hazardous response requirements.  

The ASTM document, STP1521, Testing and Use of Environmentally Ac-
ceptable Lubricants, is also a good reference for a discussion of EALs. The 
document provides industry trends, test data, technical papers, and envi-
ronmental policies. 

2.2 Food grade vs. EALs 

The term “food grade” is also sometimes confused with the term “environ-
mentally acceptable lubricant.” In fact, these are different classes of lubri-
cants. Food grade lubricants are a class of lubricants that are governed by 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and that are acceptable for use in 
meat, poultry, and other food processing equipment. The U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) created the current original food grade designations 
H1, H2, and H3, to designate lubricant types that may be used in food-
grade applications based on their likelihood to contact food.  

The larger issue is whether a food grade lubricant can truly meet the per-
formance requirements of the various machinery and applications within 
USACE civil works. Food grade lubricants are often made of white mineral 
oil, which is not toxic, but which does not always meet the biodegradability 
criteria commonly required of EALs. As a result, food grade lubricants may 
or may not work as lubricants in USACE civil works machinery. The selec-
tion of lubricants for USACE civil works should be based on EALs and not 
food grade lubricants.  
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2.3 Environmental effects from lubricants from dams and 
navigational structures 

Brunner and Salmon (1997) documented that oil and lubricant leaks from 
hydroelectric dams pose a significant environmental risk, and they devel-
oped a model to assess risk for dams in Canada. Similarly, Verlind, 
Leonsson, and Videhult (2004) reported that concerns over lubricating oil 
releases in Sweden led to research to develop new Kaplan runners for their 
turbines that reduced and even in some cases eliminated lubricating oil use. 
The Columbia Riverkeepers reported significant releases of oils of all kinds 
from dams on the Columbia and Snake Rivers (Johnson 2014). The Colum-
bia Riverkeepers is an environmental organization whose mission statement 
is “to protect and restore the water quality of the Columbia River and all 
life connected to it, from the headwaters to the Pacific Ocean.”  

Some of the leaks were reported to contain polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs), which are highly regulated and very resistant to biodegradation 
(Johnson 2014). Hydraulic power systems on navigation locks and dams 
in particular can be prone to leakage into the waterway. This is especially 
the case as seals on the hydraulic cylinders age and deteriorate. Hydraulic 
piping leaks are also common occurrences when hydraulic pipe corrodes, 
as happened at Locks 52 and 53 on the Ohio River (Figure 2). Some locks 
such as the Lagrange Locks (Figure 2) can become submerged during 
floods, further increasing the risk of hydraulic fluid entering the waterway. 

EALs are designed to minimize environmental damage. This is an im-
portant consideration for many USACE civil works sites on waterways. 
Leakage of the best EAL would cause a neutral to slightly negative impact. 
Even so, whenever possible, releases of any kind should be avoided or 
minimized.  
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Figure 2.  Lock 53 and LaGrange Lock hydraulic cylinders. 

 

2.4 Base oil composition 

The base oil of a lubricant plays a critical role in its environmental impact. 
The base oil often has the most effect on a lubricant’s biodegradability. 
Typical lubricants are composed of petroleum fractions called mineral oils 
(Haus et al. 2001, Nagendramma and Kaul 2012). Mineral oil derivations 
are generally effective for most lubricating applications, and their perfor-
mance is usually considered as a baseline for comparison in most studies. 
Mineral oils are also the least expensive of the lubricating oils. Mineral oil 
lubricants can biodegrade, but the process is generally slow, and the tox-
icity of mineral oils tends to be problematic. So, mineral oils are generally 
the most damaging base oil when released to the environment.  

Other types of base oils can lessen the impact of release into the environ-
ment. Biobased lubricants are lubricants derived from natural sources 
with minimal modification (Salimon et al. 2012). Vegetable oils are the 
most common; these include: canola oil, castor oil, palm oil, sunflower 
seed oil, sesame seed oil, rapeseed oil, soybean oil and coconut oil (Durak 
2004, Jaydas and Prabhakaran Nair 2006, Miller et al. 2007, Nagen-
dramma and Kaul 2012, Salimon et al. 2012). Biobased lubricants have 
some limitations, particularly at low temperatures. However, when cor-
rectly selected for the application, their performance can actually match or 
even exceed that of mineral oils (Anand and Chhibber 2006). Further-
more, biobased lubricants can be modified thermally or chemically to im-
prove certain performance characteristics. This is often done by 
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augmenting the base oil with additives, or by blending it with other base 
oils. Biobased lubricants generally biodegrade quickly and are usually far 
less toxic than are mineral oils, especially in the smaller quantities that get 
released into the environment.  

Chapter 4 of this report more extensively discusses some of the drawbacks 
of biobased lubricants. Interestingly, one USEPA report (USEPA 2017) 
states that vegetable oils and animal fats have the same negative impacts 
on the environment as mineral oils. The releases discussed in the USEPA 
report, however, are generally larger in scale than quantities typically rep-
resentative of a typical USACE civil works facility, and the report does not 
specifically call these “EALs.” 

Biobased lubricants will often have the greatest volume of additives. This 
is in an attempt to extend the fluid’s life. Biobased lubricants generally 
have the shortest life expectancy compared to other EALs. Biobased fluids 
are often blended with other base oils to extend life, but this generally re-
duces biodegradability. These blends and high volume of additives can 
also increase toxicity. 

Synthetic lubricants are formulated via chemical synthesis to create mate-
rials with desirable lubrication properties (Nagendramma and Kaul 2012). 
Chapter 4 of this report discusses synthetic lubricants in more depth. 
Chemicals used in synthetic lubricants can be derived from petroleum, 
from plant sources, or even from mixtures. Synthetic lubricants can be for-
mulated to have properties far superior to mineral oil lubricants, and they 
can be synthesized precisely, so as to have unparalleled consistency of 
properties. Furthermore, most synthetic lubricants include labile struc-
tures that facilitate biodegradation while reducing toxic exposures com-
pared to mineral oil lubricants. These include synthetic esters (SE), 
polyalkaline glycols (PAGs), and polyalphaolefins (PAOs). Synthetic esters 
are more prevalent at this time especially for grease applications.  

PAOs are synthesized hydrocarbons and have only recently been used as 
EALs. PAOs have a narrow bandwidth where they are biodegradable, gen-
erally at lower viscosities. They are also sometimes blended with a bi-
obased lubricant. 

As noted, mineral oil biodegradation is slow and may be incomplete. EALs 
tend to biodegrade more quickly and more completely, with vegetable oils 
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in particular showing rapid rates (Aluyor et al. 2009). Battersby (2000) 
studied the degradation of various lubricating oils using the Coordinating 
European Council (CEC) L-33-A-93 test (CEC 1982) and found that vege-
table oils were >95% degraded in 21 days, while mineral oils range from 4 
to 57% in the same time period. In general, the following pattern is found 
for biodegradability: 

Mineral oil < Polyalkaline glycols < Synthetic esters < Biobased lubricants (Vegetable Oils) 

Normally, mineral oil lubricants have relatively high toxic effects, while 
PAGs, synthetic esters, and biobased lubricants have lower toxic effects. 
However, in some instances, PAGs can have higher levels of toxicity due to 
their increased solubility resulting from the glycol groups. 

2.5 Additives 

Additives improve a lubricant’s performance. EM 1110-2-1424 (HQUSACE 
2016a) discusses many types of additives, including oxidation inhibitors 
(anti-oxidants), rust inhibitors, extreme pressure (EP) agents, antiwear 
agents, and friction-reducing materials (Duzcukoglu and Acaroglu 2010, 
Wright 2008). In general, additives contribute to a lubricant’s toxicity. 
Many additives formulated for mineral oil based lubricants will not work 
for EALs because they are toxic.  

Additionally, the USEPA discussion of EALs focuses only on the base oil. 
Since additives can also affect the environmental effects of the lubricants, 
most commonly making them less environmentally acceptable (particu-
larly by increasing their toxicity), USEPA sources should not be the sole 
determining factor regarding environmental adequacy. Additives can be 
developed using environmentally acceptable materials that further im-
prove the product’s environmentally sustainability. 

2.6 EPA 800-R11-002 

Section 4 of EPA 800-R-11-002 (USEPA 2011) and also EM 1110-2-1424 
(HQUSACE 2016a) specify the definition of an EAL: the lubricant must be 
biodegradable, minimally toxic, and non-bioaccumulative. The tests to de-
termine biodegradability, toxicity, and bioaccumulation are further de-
fined in EM 1110-2-1424 and EPA 800-R-11-002; summarized in the 
paragraphs below. 
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2.6.1  Biodegradability 

Tests for biodegradability measure the breakdown of the chemical struc-
ture of the lubricant by microorganisms (USEPA 2011). Two types of bio-
degradation are identified in evaluating lubricants: (1) primary 
biodegradation occurs through the loss of one or more active groups that 
reduces or eliminates the toxicity of the lubricants, and (2) ultimate bio-
degradation occurs through the mineralization of the compounds to car-
bon dioxide and water. Compounds that are “inherently biodegradable” 
are those that can degrade in any test; compounds that are “readily biode-
gradable” show a fraction of removal within a specified time frame. Table 2 
summarizes tests commonly that are used to determine the biodegradability 
of chemicals and that are, or can be, used to assess lubricants. ASTM D5864 
is one such standard in the United States. Interestingly, EPA 800-R11-002 
(USEPA 2011) does not limit testing to only those listed. It is possible an-
other (unlisted) test could be used. 

Table 2.  Commonly used methods for measuring biodegradability (adapted from USEPA 
2011). 
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There also needs to be a distinction between inherently biodegradable and 
readily biodegradable. EM 1110-2-1424 (HQUSACE 2016a) states that lub-
ricants that are not readily biodegradable and only inherently biodegrada-
ble will not be considered by USACE to be environmentally acceptable. 
“Inherent biodegradability” is only an indicator of whether a substance has 
any potential for biodegradation. Many substances will biodegrade, but it 
may take years for them to do so. 

Biodegradation is a complicated process; testing for biodegradation may 
not completely connect testing results with real world conditions or out-
comes. Oil condition is also an important factor. In the laboratory, oil is 
new and without issues of wear or contamination. In real world spills and 
leaks, the fluid is rarely new and may well have more harmful effects. 

2.6.2  Toxicity 

The second criterion that an EAL must meet is low aquatic toxicity. Like 
biodegradability, a number of toxicity tests can be applied (Table 3). The 
most common test methods used by the lubricant industry for evaluating 
the acute toxicity of their products are described in EPA560/6-82-002, 
Sections EG-9 and ES-6 (USEPA 1982), and Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) 203 (OECD 1992). These tests de-
termine the concentration of a substance that produces a toxic effect on a 
specified percentage of test organisms in 96 hours. 

Table 3.  Commonly used methods for measuring toxicity (adapted from USEPA 2011) 

 

Toxicity tests, such as OECD 201 (OECD 2011) and 202 (OECD 2004), 
were developed to test chemicals that solubilize in water. These tests as-
sume that the solution to be taken in through a fish’s gills to demonstrate 
the concentration at which it becomes toxic. Mineral and vegetable oils are 
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not soluble in water and have a higher specific gravity than water, and 
therefore will float. This means that these oils will not form a solution that 
will pass through the fish’s gills, so that these tests will result in a false 
positive for mineral and vegetable oils. The same applies for some esters 
and PAOs. This style of toxicity test was not developed for use on these 
types of fluids, even though they are still used. This does not mean those 
fluids are toxic, rather some of the current testing methods do not ade-
quately measure all fluids equally. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) also has a rating system for 
toxicity (Table 4). The scale ranges from relatively harmless to super toxic. 
The USFWS Research Information Bulletin No. 84-78, “Acute-Toxicity 
Rating Scales” (August 1984), defines the ecotoxicity for the aquatic envi-
ronment (acute toxicity), in terms of concentration levels measured for an 
effect concentration, EC50 and lethal concentration, LC50. The USFWS de-
fines acute toxicity concentrations for the aquatic environment as: 

 LC50 - …a 96-hour LC50 value is the concentration of chemical that 
would be lethal to 50% of a population of the test organisms (in-
vertebrates, fishes, and amphibians) within 96 hours.  

 EC50 - Toxicity to some invertebrates (daphnids and midge lar-
vae), expressed as 48 hour EC50, is the estimated concentration of 
chemical that would produce an effect (immobilization, loss of 
equilibrium, etc.) within 48 hours.  

Table 4.  USFWS and USEPA toxicity rating scales for aquatic organisms. 

Relative Toxicity 

USFWS USEPA 

EC50 or LC50  
(mg/L or ppm) 

LC50  
(ppm) 

Super Toxic < 0.01 Not Defined 

Extremely Toxic 0.01-0.1 < 0.1 

Highly Toxic 0.1-1.0 0.1-1 

Moderately Toxic 1.0-10.0 >1-10 

Slightly Toxic 10-100 >10-100 

Practically Nontoxic 100-1000 >100 

Relatively Harmless >1000 Not Defined 
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For use in USACE facilities, an environmentally acceptable (EA) lubricant 
should be rated to meet or exceed the minimum requirements of EPA 560 
and the noted USFWS standard as follows: 

 EC50 or LC50 concentration levels defined for “Practically 
Nontoxic” rating as defined by EPA (and USFWS), or IC50 
concentration level defined by USFWS.  

2.6.3  Bioaccumulation 

The third criterion for an USEPA defined EAL is that it must fall below 
certain thresholds for bioaccumulation. Bioaccumulation is the build-up of 
organic chemicals in the fatty tissues of an organism over time. Such 
buildup is harmful to the organism, and can pass up through the food 
chain. The longer the organism is exposed to a chemical, and the longer 
the organism lives, the greater the accumulation of the chemical in the tis-
sues. The criteria and rate of bioaccumulation can be directly measured by 
exposing organisms to the contaminant, then measuring uptake. 

However, this type of measurement is complicated by the wide variety of en-
vironmental factors that can affect uptake. Furthermore, if the buildup con-
sists of organic constituents, it can be transformed and degraded in the 
target organism, making measurements difficult. Finally, tests with organ-
isms can be expensive. Because of these reasons, surrogate measurements 
have become more common when it comes to measuring bioaccumulation. 
In particular, the octanol/water-partitioning coefficient (Kow) is the com-
mon basis for assessing bioaccumulation. In a Kow test, a chemical of inter-
est is placed in a container containing both water and octanol, and the 
solution is vigorously mixed. The ratio of the contaminant in the octanol 
and in the water is then measured. Since differences frequently span orders 
of magnitude, Kow is typically presented as a logarithmic scale (log Kow).  

Log Kows for marine environments tend to vary between 0 and 6. Sub-
stances with Log Kow < 3 tend not to bioaccumulate and acceptable for 
meeting the definition of an USACE EAL. Lubricants with Kow > 3 are 
considered as bioaccumulating. OECD 107 and 117 are common methods 
used to measure Kow values for EAL purposes (OECD 2013a).  
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2.6.4  Base Oil 

Although EPA 800-R-11-002 recommends testing to demonstrate that a 
lubricant meets EAL criteria, it actually does not require it. The USEPA in-
dicates that lubricants with specific base oils generally meet the criteria 
(Tables 3, 5, 6, and 7 in EPA 800-R-11-002 (USEPA 2011). For example, 
vegetable oil grease would generally be readily biodegradable, have no po-
tential for bioaccumulation, and low toxicity, even without supporting 
testing. The USEPA also indicated that synthetic ester and PAG based 
greases also generally meet EAL criteria. Although this general criteria ap-
pear to be less authoritative than measurements based on supporting la-
boratory data, it is acceptable based on EPA 800 R11-002. 

2.6.5  Labeling 

Various labeling programs are available in the marketplace for EALs 
(Table 5). Many of these are European labeling programs. The intent of 
these labeling programs is to minimize confusion over EA lubricants and 
to increase public awareness for environmentally preferable products. For 
the USACE end user, these labeling programs may be enough to qualify 
certain lubricants as EALs (see the Tiered definition in Section 2.9.2 be-
low). Some labels will qualify a lubricant as a Tier 1 EAL while other labels 
will qualify the same lubricant as a Tier 2 EAL. These labeling programs 
have defined, established methods to measure the properties of a lubricant 
that would qualify it as being environmentally acceptable.  

Table 5.  Criteria for labeling programs used by the USEPA to define EALs. 
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EPA 800-R-11-002 lists several labels that are used to define a lubricant as 
an EAL (Table 5):  

 Blue Angel. A label developed by Germany, which has now been ac-
cepted internationally as an acceptable standard, 
http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabel/blue-angel  

 Swedish Standard. A label developed by Sweden that includes stand-
ards for hydraulic fluids (SS 155434) and greases (SS 155470). 

 Nordic Swan (Nordic Ecolabel). A label jointly developed by Iceland, 
Norway, Denmark, Sweden, and Finland. Nordic swan is meant to con-
sider the entire product life cycle, http://www.nordic-ecolabel.org/  

 European Eco-label. Developed by the European Union,  
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/ecolabel 

 OSPAR. Developed by the OSPAR commission to protect the Northeast 
Atlantic Ocean and its resources, http://www.ospar.org/ 

Note that some of the labels require only a portion of the testing for the 
three criteria, although they do have other requirements that must be met. 

2.7 USEPA vessel general permit (VGP) 

The USEPA Vessel General Permit (USEPA 2013) is a document for water-
borne vessels (there is an exemption for recreational vessels) regulating 
their discharges in “waters of the United States,” which includes all navi-
gable water. The document is set to expire in 2018 unless it is renewed. 
This standard covers 27 ship discharges that are incidental to normal com-
mercial vessel operations. The law affects any commercial vessel over 79 ft 
that provides transportation and operates within the 3-mile territorial wa-
ters, Great Lakes, and inland U.S. waterways. The standard basically re-
quires EALs for systems with “oil-to-sea” interface; such as wire rope, 
thrusters, stern tubes, propulsion drives, etc. The document recommends 
the use of EALs in all above deck equipment, and also essentially mandate 
EALs in all oil-to-sea interfaces unless technically infeasible. EALs are also 
required for the use of two-stroke motors, although there is an exemption 
if technically infeasible. Special requirements allow the use of non-EALs in 
documented cases that can justify why the use of EALs is not feasible, and 
that record the amounts of non-EALs used. 

Appendix A of the VGP contains definitions for EALs, biodegradability, 
toxicity, and bioaccumulation. The EAL definition is essentially identical 
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of that to the USEPA 800-R-11-002. However, the definitions for the crite-
ria are more detailed and specify that testing is required. For VGP compli-
ance, base oil composition is not suitable as a definition.  

2.8 Previous USACE documents on EALs 

Two ERDC documents on EALs (Medina 2015; Medina et al. 2017, in 
press) focus primarily on greases that would be used in water or above wa-
ter at dams. Medina 2015 is an introductory document that describes base 
oil differences. It covers the properties of an EAL and discusses perfor-
mance of EALs from a very general perspective. 

Medina et al. (2017) focuses on an application for the Northwest Division 
(NWD) dams. In-water and above water sources were assessed. A compari-
son was then made of potential EAL products to determine if they had the 
performance criteria for NWD use. The assessment compared EALs with ex-
isting greases and with published performance criteria, and included the re-
sults of interviews with personnel at projects that had adapted EAL greases. 
The conclusion was that EAL products at least potentially meet performance 
criteria. However, the study also found that most EAL products had not 
completed testing for all the EAL criteria. Specifically, data for bioaccumula-
tion tended to be missing. So, a tiered system was proposed. 

2.9 Operational tiered working EAL definition 

A review of EPA 800-R-11-002 clarifies that there are currently several 
methods to determine whether a lubricant could be considered an EAL: 

1. Testing is recommended to show that the lubricant meets the three criteria 
of biodegradation, toxicity, and bioaccumulation.  

2. However, an EAL could go through a labeling program that would qualify 
it as an EAL.  

3. It is also possible for a lubricant to qualify itself on its base oil alone.  

Testing for all the criteria would represent a most stringent approach, 
while declaration due to base oil composition would be a less rigorous 
means. Because of this variability, a tiered approach is proposed, where a 
Tier 1 EAL has passed the most stringent criteria and Tier 2 is less so. 
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2.9.1  Means of meeting criteria 

To start, we define three ways that a lubricant could pass each criterion 
(biodegradation, toxicity, and bioaccumulation): 

 Testing. EPA 800-R-11-002 (USEPA 2011) has defined several tests for 
each criterion. By presenting test results as a report or in a specifica-
tions sheet, a grease or oil can conclusively prove that it passes the cri-
teria.  

 Vendor’s Statements. Although a vendor’s statement is not as conclu-
sive as actual test results, it does indicate that vendors stand behind 
their product and is a strong endorsement for meeting a given criteria. 

 Base Oil Composition. The USEPA indicates that EALs of specific com-
positions generally meet the criteria (Tables 3, 5, 6 and 7 in EPA 800-
R-11-002 (USEPA 2011). For example, vegetable oil grease would gen-
erally be readily biodegradable, have no potential for bioaccumulation, 
and have low toxicity, even without supporting testing. The USEPA 
also indicated that synthetic ester and PAG-based greases also gener-
ally meet EAL criteria. Although this is the weakest of the supporting 
data, it is acceptable based on EPA 800-R11-002. 

 Labeling. The USEPA definition indicates that specific labeled prod-
ucts are considered as EALs. Several are cited including: Blue Angel; 
Swedish Standard(s); Nordic Swan; European Eco-label; and OSPAR. 
Section 5 of EPA 800-R11-002 (USEPA 2011) also identify these label-
ing programs. In addition, some EALs are certified as VGP compliant 
(USEPA 2013). ERDC has determined this to be an equivalent label 
and all EALs and greases defined as VGP compliant are determined to 
be EALs. 

2.9.2  Tiered definition 

Acknowledging that some candidate EALs have more complete data than 
others and that the USEPA definition can be interpreted either tightly or 
more broadly, ERDC has developed a tiered definition that might help 
USACE field sites choose EAL oils and greases. A Tier 1 USACE EAL is one 
that conforms to a strict interpretation of the USEPA definition and will ei-
ther: 

 Be a product labeled by European Eco-label, and/or Ospar (other prod-
uct labeling could be considered by an Environmental Officer), or 

 Be a product classified as USEPA VGP document Appendix A compli-
ant, or 
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 Have test data as specified in USEPA 800-R11-002 or in USEPA VGP 
document Appendix A. Test reports shall indicate that it meets all re-
quirements for bioaccumulation, toxicity, and biodegradability. Such 
data may be presented as test reports or reported on product specifica-
tion sheets. 

A Tier 2 USACE EAL is a product that does not meet the criteria of a Tier 1 
EAL, but: 

 It is labeled by one or more of the following: Blue Angel, Nordic Swan, 
or Swedish Standard and/or, 

 It contains a manufacturer’s statement that it meets one or more of the 
test criteria (bioaccumulation, toxicity, and biodegradability) as per the 
USEPA 800-R11-002 definition or USEPA VGP document Appendix A 
definition, with appropriate test data to confirm the other criteria, 
and/or 

 Its base oil indicates that it meets one or more of the test criteria (see 
USEPA 800-R11-002, Section 4, Table 3 for biodegradability, Table 5 
for toxicity, and Table 6 for bioaccumulation), with test data to support 
the other criteria. USACE would prefer products with data on lubricant 
composition, including toxic or Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act (RCRA) metals, and certification that additives do not affect tox-
icity or accumulation. 

The preference would be to use Tier 1 EALs, but Tier 2 EALs can be used if 
deemed a safer choice for equipment. Allowing a broader set of EALs (i.e., 
Tier 2 definition) allows a much easier transition to EALs with a much 
higher degree of confidence. Since Tier 2 EALs have base oil compositions 
that are more environmentally benign, they represent a better alternative, 
from an environmental perspective, than mineral oil lubricants. However, 
if there are situations where the EAL definition could be contentious, then 
the choice should focus only on lubricants with a Tier 1 definition. 
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3 Self-Lubricated Materials 

3.1 General recommendations 

Self-lubricated materials (SLMs) allow another option for sustainability. 
There is a growing role of SLMs across USACE civil works including self-
lubricated pintle bearings. Within USACE civil works these materials can 
be applicable to the slow moving machinery that operates under boundary 
lubrication. However, there is much misunderstanding about these mate-
rials. Designers and operators are also cautious about their use. SLMs are 
normally used in applications where grease is required such that they 
eliminate the need for greasing bearings and other components. However, 
there are applications in USACE where the end user still greases the mate-
rial even when the SLM is used. EM 1110-2-1424 (HQUSACE 2016a) dis-
cusses this topic extensively. Other sources of information on this topic are 
USACE EM 1110-2-2610 (HQUSACE 2013) and UFGS 35 05 40.17, Self-
Lubricated Materials, Fabrication, Handling and Assembly (USACE 
2014). 

Self-lubricating or greaseless bearing systems, which have been produced 
for a number of years, play a significant role in the aircraft and aerospace 
industry. Self-lubricating bearing materials have been used in both the 
United States and Europe for various gate drive applications including 
hinge and pintle bearings on sector gates and miter gates and trunnion 
bearings for radial gates. These systems eliminate the need for grease 
lines, prevent the introduction of grease into the marine environment, and 
provide a very low friction bearing system. Traditional bearings, such as 
bronze bearings, have a long history of successful performance and are 
typically an excellent choice for use. However, for gate drives and gate 
pivot points, self-lubricated materials can offer performance improve-
ments for low speed and boundary lubrication conditions with limited re-
quired maintenance. Some of the benefits of self-lubricating bearings 
include the ability to withstand much higher bearing pressures. This al-
lows bearings to be smaller, which helps minimize the size of adjacent 
members and reduce the size and weight of components, which in turn can 
help to minimize fabrication costs. 

EM 1110-2-1424 (HQUSACE 2016a) further discusses solid lubricants. 
Perhaps the most commonly used solid lubricants are the inorganic com-
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pounds graphite and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) and the polymer ma-
terial polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Self-lubricated materials are mate-
rials in which the primary bearing or bushing lubricant is integral to the 
base material that provides lubrication for the life of the part. Self-lubri-
cated materials use polymers with solid lubricants dispersed throughout 
the polymer matrix. SLM systems generally fall into one of the following 
types: 

 fabric/textile reinforced polymers composites 
 extruded homogeneous polymer materials 
 sprayed homogeneous systems (liner systems and puck systems) 
 plugged bearings.  

3.2 Design considerations 

For SLMs, wear material is typically enhanced with solid lubricants that 
help lubricate the bearing. The primary advantage of a lubrication free sys-
tem is that lubrication is not required to be supplied from an external 
source like a greased bronze bearing. Other advantages include:  

 the use of a more reliable lubrication method (especially in the loaded 
zone) 

 lower coefficients of friction 
 higher allowable loads (sometimes—this must be verified with manu-

facturer) 
 potential reduction in operations and maintenance (O&M) labor 
 the ability to provide electrical isolation to minimize or eliminate gal-

vanic corrosion 
 reduction in the potential for contaminating waterways by eliminating 

or minimizing the use of petroleum lubricants. 

SLMs have disadvantages also. Among these is the lack of history of use 
for gate drive applications and a general lack of testing standards. Design 
details and proper preparation are crucial for successful installation. Other 
disadvantages include: 

 For hydraulic gate applications, self-lubricated bearings are generally 
limited to low speed boundary lubrication applications. 

 They have potential higher initial costs. 
 Consequences of misalignment can be more severe and catastrophic 

(crushing failure modes instead of plastic deformation as is seen with 
bronze and metals). 
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 They have wide variation of proprietary material properties. 
 Installation methods are generally more complex and often require in-

terference fits. 
 They are susceptible to impact damage during installation. 
 They are susceptible to brittle failure modes. 
 They typically requires stainless steel running surfaces (for example on 

a radial gate this will often require a stainless steel pin). 
 They are a newer technology with newer design paradigms. 
 They are not as tolerant of debris like a bronze bearing. 
 Water absorption is an issue on some types of self-lubricated materials. 
 Dimensional stability can be an issue when subjected to heat. 
 More care must be taken when doing repair working around the bear-

ings, especially in high heat operations. 

The design of fabric/textile reinforced polymers for bushings has to con-
sider several factors. Figure 3 shows an example of an application for a ra-
dial gate trunnion bearing. These (probably the most common) types of 
SLMs are constructed of composites made up of three basic components; 
textile, resin, and lubricants.  

Figure 3.  Textile reinforced polymer self-lubricated materials for radial gate trunnion bushing 
(USACE). 

  

The textiles and fabric are often polyesters, polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE), or Aramid fabrics. The textile serves to reinforce the base polymer 
resin material and provide mechanical strength and stiffness similar to the 
way steel rebar is used to reinforce concrete. The lubricants are disbursed 
through the base material matrix. As the material wears, new lubricant is 
constantly exposed. Polymers are ideal for a number of reasons. First, pol-
ymer construction methods allow for easy incorporation of solid lubri-
cants. Second, the tribological properties of polymers offer advantages 
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over metallic bearings. Polymer materials tend to experience highly elastic 
deformations when used as a bearing. In general, this elastic deformation 
requires less energy and results in lower friction. Third, polymer materials 
are lighter than metals and are generally easy to work with and cut.  

Polymer materials have limitations. The main property that limits their 
range of use is thermal conductivity. For high speeds, polymers cannot dis-
sipate the heat generated by friction fast enough to maintain their ideal 
mechanical properties. This limits their applications to slow speed bear-
ings such as for the radial gate application. They can be harder to machine 
accurately due to the highly elastic deformations. The types of polymers 
used for self-lubricated materials tend to experience brittle failure modes. 
Situations where metallic bearings would elastically deform and redistrib-
ute stress can cause self-lubricated materials to crush or fracture and expe-
rience little to no plastic deformation. The polymers used for most self-
lubricated materials are subject to water absorption. Swelling from water 
absorption can reduce bearing clearances or cause seizing if clearances are 
sized improperly.  

Figure 4 shows the installation of a self-lubricated bushing for a radial gate 
by freezing in liquid nitrogen. Interference fitting is by far the most simple, 
cost effective, and common method to install self-lubricated sleeve bush-
ings. SLMs can be more complicated to install and require greater care 
than traditional grease lubricated bearings and bushings. The SLM can be 
damaged much more easily than bronze bushings and bearings. It is criti-
cal to follow the manufacturer’s installation instructions. 
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Figure 4.  Spillway radial gate trunnion bushing - freezing in liquid nitrogen (USACE). 

 

Smaller bushing sizes can sometimes be interference fit using a force fit 
method. Adequate protection should be provided to shield the self-lubri-
cated materials from damage during force fitting. In general, force fitting 
methods should use smooth constant force and should avoid hammer 
blows or other impact loads to force components together. Larger bushing 
sizes can be interference fit using a shrink fitting method. The most com-
mon method is to cool the bushing in a freezer or submerge in liquid nitro-
gen to establish the shrink required to assemble components. This is 
typically done for the larger radial gate trunnion bushings. Dry ice (CO2) 
can also be used to freeze the bushing for installation. After the bushing 
has warmed and returned to ambient temperatures it may be necessary to 
field machine to restore bore and pin fit tolerances. Designers should con-
sult with the self-lubricated material manufacturer to determine the rec-
ommended amount of interference. Designers should also remember that, 
after interference fitting is performed, the inner surface of the bushing will 
shrink in diameter and change the bushing/bearing running clearance.  

The design of extruded homogeneous polymer materials has some differ-
ent considerations. The polymer extrusion process is used widely to mass 
produce plastic parts. Common household items fabricated with a polymer 
extrusion process include polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe, plastic gutters, 
trim, and moldings. With the right mix of thermoplastic polymer materi-
als, this same extrusion process is used to create self-lubricated materials. 
The homogeneous nature of the formed materials tends to have low stiff-
ness when compared to other self-lubricated polymer parts and, as such, 
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the stiffness needs to be provided in the design of the bearing housing. The 
extrusion process is limited to using thermoplastic materials that will melt 
if exposed to high temperatures. These materials also tend to be softer and 
exhibit lower abrasion resistance properties.  

Sprayed homogeneous coatings or liner systems are another type of self-
lubricated material (Figure 5). The spray coating systems are used exten-
sively for various gate drive and gate pivot point applications. This in-
cludes miter gate pintles, sector gate pintles, and sector gate hinge 
bearings. Spray coated self-lubricated parts are made up of two basic com-
ponents, a spray applied, self-lubricated coating and backer material. The 
backer material provides the stiffness and strength for the part. Backers 
are typically made of metallic materials such as a bronze alloys or stainless 
steel, but hard polymer composites have also been used. The self-lubri-
cated coating is a homogeneous polymer resin with solid lubricants such 
as PTFE.  

Figure 5.  Spray coated pintle bushing and Kamatics liner (USACE). 

  

The coating is typically no more than 0.794 mm (1/32-in.) thickness. Ma-
terials with coefficients of friction in the range of 0.08 to 0.10 are typical. 
The sprayed self-lubricated coatings have machining capabilities similar to 
a soft bronze. After the spray coating is applied and cured, conventional 
machining methods are used to bring the coating to a final size. The rigid 
backer materials tend to create parts with high stiffness compared to other 
self-lubricated materials. Sprayed coatings tend to have a high hardness 
that provides excellent abrasion resistance and higher allowable design 
pressures. The spray coated systems can tolerate higher bearing pressures 
and have been used for bearing pressures over 34Mpa (5000 psi). 
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A variation on the liner system is the puck-type system where, instead of a 
continuous liner, the same type of synthetic material is placed on an array 
of bearing inserts (Figure 6). Puck systems have been used on a number of 
miter gate and sector gate pintle systems. Puck systems typically use the 
same types of material as liner systems, except they are applied to individ-
ual inserts mounted in recesses on what otherwise would be the bushing 
surface. The insert’s face is raised above the mounting surface, such that 
the interstitial space between inserts does not contact the stainless steel 
bearing face. Puck systems facilitate fabrication on large bushings and aid 
in replacement, as they do not require removal of the entire bushing or 
pintle from the work site for recoating. This would be necessary for a liner 
system of machining and lapping for a greased system.  

Figure 6.  Miter gate self-lubricating pintle – The Dalles Lock and pintle puck system (USACE). 

 

Plugged metals are the final type of self-lubricated material. Plugged metal 
self-lubricated parts are made up of two basic components, a bronze base 
material and polymer self-lubricating plugs. The bronze base material pro-
vides stiffness and strength for the part, while the plugs provide lubrica-
tion. As the bearing operates, the self-lubricated plug material wears. The 
plug wear material is pulled across the bronze surfaces by the shaft provid-
ing lubrication for the bearing. Lubricating plugs are typically a homoge-
neous polymer material. Common lubricating additives are 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and graphite. 

Plug-type systems essentially are a bronze bushing with lubrication for the 
life of the bearing supplied internally (Figure 7). They are most similar to 
traditional greased bronze systems. The bronze base materials provide a 
bearing stiffness comparable to traditional bronze supplied lubricant bear-
ings. The degree to which the plugs act as a bearing surface, in addition to 
a lubricant, needs to be considered when determining effective bearing 
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area. Plug-type systems might require break-in grease until the plugs wear 
adequately. Typically, they do not benefit from the same reduction in fric-
tion of a liner or puck-type system; however, plug-type systems do not risk 
liner delamination or grease system failure and are generally resilient re-
garding maintenance neglect.  

Figure 7.  Plug type self-lubricated bearing from Panama Canal miter gate pintle replacement 
project (courtesy ACP). 

 

The intermittent spacing of the self-lubricating plugs is not ideal for appli-
cations that have small ranges of movement such as a radial gate. For the 
bearing to lubricate the full running surface, the bearing needs enough ro-
tation for adjacent plugs to move over the same area. Also, the bronze base 
material does not provide electrical isolation between the bearing and run-
ning surface. Graphite is also a commonly used plug material that can 
cause severe galvanic corrosion in a marine environment. A graphite-
based lubricant is prohibited in UFGS 35 05 40.17 (USACE 2014) due to 
corrosion issues associated with graphite in wet applications. 

3.3 SLM properties 

Solid polymer self-lubricated materials, such as textile reinforced compo-
sites and extruded homogeneous materials, have significant differences in 
failure behavior from metallic bearings. Solid polymer self-lubricated ma-
terials can sustain small amounts of overload or damage without impact to 
performance. However, significant overloads often leads to fracture of 
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these types of material, which can progress into complete failure of the 
component. When significantly overloaded, most solid polymer materials 
experience brittle failure modes such as fracture and crushing. Crushing 
failures start to occur when the component loading exceeds the compres-
sive yield point of the material. For rigid polymers, the compressive yield 
point is defined as the first point on the stress vs. strain curve where an in-
crease in strain occurs without an increase in stress. Exceeding the com-
pressive yield point of a material is most often caused by uneven part 
loading resulting from a severe misalignment. However, underestimating 
operating loads can also result in exceeding material yield points and 
crushing failures. There is also a large difference in the tolerance to debris 
and contamination between the self-lubricated materials (see Table 6). 

Table 6.  Tolerance to debris and contamination. 

Material Abrasion Resistance Notes: 

Fabric Reinforced 
Polymer 

Medium to High Fabric reinforces against abrasive wear 

Extruded Polymer Low Soft material, not much to resist abrasion 

Sprayed Coatings High High hardness gives good abrasion resistance 

Plugged Bronze Medium to High Medium to high bronze hardness - soft plugs 

Self-lubricated materials have a large range of materials types, construc-
tions, performance properties, etc. However, the running surface require-
ments for most materials are virtually identical. The most important 
consideration for self-lubricated running surfaces is the surface finish. Al-
most all self-lubricated materials require very smooth surfaces. Most man-
ufacturers require running surfaces no rougher than 0.8μm (32 micro-in.) 
for infrequent use and surfaces no rougher than 0.4μm (16 micro-in.) for 
frequent use. A stainless steel running surface, such as a stainless steel 
trunnion pin, is generally required to provide a smooth surface to prevent 
wear. 

A critical design consideration for self-lubricated polymer materials (both 
fabric reinforced and extruded) is the combined effect of pressure (P) and 
velocity (V) or “PV” rate. The PV rate can be a quick indicator to tell if a 
self-lubricated material will or will not work for an application. The PV 
rate can be provided by the manufacturer and is an important considera-
tion for sprayed coatings. The PV rate (the pressure P multiplied by the ve-
locity V) measures the ability of the bearing material to accommodate the 
temperature limit generated by the frictional energy during operation. The 
PV value can also be used as a load-speed limit providing a basis for 
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estimating relative wear rates. Most self-lubricated bearing manufacturers 
generate PV charts (with pressure and velocity both plotted on a graph) to 
show general acceptability of their product for an application. 

Finding a standardized testing format for self-lubricated materials can be 
challenging. The U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center, 
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (ERDC-CERL) and Power-
tech Labs, Inc. (Surrey, B.C., Canada) have developed a variety of self-lu-
bricated material performance tests, described in Construction 
Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) Technical Report TR-99-104, 
Greaseless Bushings for Hydropower (Jones 1999) and CERL Special Re-
port, SR-04-8, Evaluation Self Lubricated Components (Race, Kumar, 
and Stephenson 2004). These are discussed further in USACE EM 1110-2-
1424 (HQUSACE 2016a). USACE CERL and Powertech Labs developed 
the standardized testing to evaluate self-lubricated bearing performance 
under a variety of conditions. Both wet testing and dry testing were con-
ducted. Self-lubricated material manufacturers submitted their product 
for testing and materials were ranked in order by performance. Designers 
should familiarize themselves thoroughly with performance test reports 
available for the material types they are selecting. Some factors considered 
in the Powertech tests include: 

 static and dynamic coefficients of friction 
 stick-slip ratio 
 wear rate 
 damage susceptibility 
 surface damage. 

Design bearing pressures will depend on the characteristics of the compo-
site material being considered, the type of movement intended for the 
bearing, and the rotational or sliding speed at the bearing surface. Slower 
rotational speeds will tolerate bearing pressures at the higher end of this 
range.  

Laboratory testing has measured coefficients of friction for most self-lubri-
cated materials between 0.1 and 0.22, with some below 0.1. However, as 
with supplied lubricant bronze bearings, dirt, debris, and contamination can 
enter into the bearing and degrade the coefficient of friction that is seen in 
actual operation. Designers should select conservative coefficients of fric-
tion that account for debris and contamination for the design of self-lubri-
cated bearing systems and related operating systems. These values should 
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be above the manufacturer’s stated values. For example, EM 1110-2-2610 
states that a coefficient of friction of 0.3 should be used for tainter (radial) 
gate trunnion bearings. Composites that have static and dynamic coeffi-
cients of friction equal to each other result in smoother operating equip-
ment, even if the friction load is high. When the static and dynamic friction 
coefficients are closer in value, a lower difference in strain energy exists as 
the system transitions from a static to dynamic condition. This helps to re-
duce the stick-slip phenomenon, allowing for a smoother operating system 
with less vibration, noise, and possible damage to the equipment. 

3.4 Applications 

Applications for self-lubricated materials within USACE civil works include: 

 miter gate pintles 
 sector gate pintles 
 floating mooring bitts (installed at Bonneville Lock for example) 
 tainter (radial) gate trunnion bearings 
 tainter (radial) gate wire rope connection pin bushings 
 vertical lift gate guide rollers 
 vertical lift gate guide blocks and wear pads 
 vertical lift gate reaction rollers and trains  
 hydropower wicket gate bushings 
 pin connections – trunnions / gudgeons 
 roller chain 
 axial-slide – push rod guides / crowder slides 
 spherical bearings – pintles /self-align rollers 
 gate guide/seals – knife gate slides/seals 
 thrust washers – valve or gate trunnions 
 rub blocks/wear pads – lifting beams  
 pumps - vertical, wet end shaft bearings (hydrodynamic). 

The spray coated puck system has been used on the 225 ft. New Orleans West 
Closure Complex sector gate pintle (36-in. diameter). The same system is 
used for several miter gates pintles in St. Paul District (Figure 8) and the 
NWP Dalles miter gate pintle (22-in. diameter). New miter gates currently 
being constructed in the St. Paul District will utilize the spray coated puck 
system. Self-lubricated materials are installed on 25 spillway tainter gates in 
NWP and 12 tainter valves in NWP. A self-lubricated pintle was initially in-
stalled at the New Orleans LPV 144 sector gate (Figure 8). 
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A new Unified Facilities Guide Specification (UFGS 35 05 40.17, “Self-Lu-
bricated Materials, Fabrication, Handling, and Assembly”) is now also avail-
able for use and should be used for procuring self-lubricated materials. 

Figure 8.  Lock 6 and LPV 144 pintle installation. 
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4 Synthetic Lubricants and Bio-based 
Lubricants 

4.1 General  

Oils are generally classified as refined and synthetic. For over 100 years, 
lock and dam navigation structures have traditionally used (refined) min-
eral oil or petroleum based lubricants. More recently, synthetic lubricants, 
biobased lubricants, and EALs have assumed a growing role within 
USACE. Self-lubricated materials are also being used more extensively 
throughout the Corps of Engineers. There are three types of lubricating 
oils: mineral, synthetic, and biobased (crop-based) (Table 7). 

Mineral oil is derived from crude oil; its quality depends on the refining 
process. Mineral oil is mainly made up of four different types of molecules 
– paraffin, branched paraffin, naphthene, and aromatic. Paraffinic oils are 
used mainly in engine oils, industrial lubricants, and processing oils. 
Naphthenic oils have a saturated ring structure and are most common in 
moderate temperature applications. Aromatic oils have a non-saturated 
ring structure and are used for manufacturing seal compounds and adhe-
sives.  

Synthetic oils are man-made fluids that have identical straight chained 
structures, much like the branched paraffinic oils. One of the benefits of a 
synthetic is that the molecular size and weight are constant, making their 
properties very predictable. (By contrast, the molecular size and weight of 
mineral oils vary greatly.) 

Biobased lubricants are primarily crop and vegetable-based. These include 
vegetable oil, rapeseed oil, sunflower oil, coconut oil, palm oil, or soybean 
oil. These are all considered biodegradable fluids.  

All lubricants, whether hydraulic fluid, grease, gearbox oil, etc. start with a 
base oil. Different kinds of lubricating oils are produced by a blending pro-
cess between a base oil and additives. The characteristics of the finished 
(blended) lubricant is determined by the type of base oil used and its addi-
tives. Grease, for example, is produced by adding a soap thickener. Oil 
quality is designated using a grading scale, and different applications re-
quire different oil qualities. 
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Table 7.  Comparison of different base oils. 

Properties Mineral  Vegetable or Bio-Based  Synthetic  

Biodegradability  
Temperature Range  
Oxidative Stability  

Very Low  
Wide  
Good  

Very High  
Moderate to Low 
Moderate  

High  
Very Wide  
Very Good  

Thermal Stability  Good  Moderate  Very Good  

Mineral Oil Miscibility  Yes  Yes  Varies  

4.2 Defining synthetic lubricants 

Synthetic oils are making up a larger portion of the lubrication market es-
pecially in automobile oils. Synthetic oils are increasingly being used at 
USACE lock and dam sites. Synthetic oils are a man-made fluid with scien-
tifically designed molecules. The molecules have identified structure. As 
such, fluid properties are very predictable. One example is greater hydro-
lytic stability (ability to resist chemical decomposition or hydrolysis in the 
presence of water). Synthetic lubricants are produced from chemical syn-
thesis rather than from the refinement of existing petroleum or vegetable 
oils. These oils are superior to petroleum (mineral) lubricants in most cir-
cumstances. There are two American Petroleum Institute (API) base oil 
categories that include synthetics. The first is API Group IV and the only 
synthetic base oil included in this group is polyalphaolefin or PAO.  

The second category is API Group V. These are non-PAO synthetic bases. 
Examples include diesters, polyolesters, alkylated benzenes, PAG’s, phos-
phate esters, etc. Some API Group III oils are also marketed as synthetics. 
These are highly processed crude oils that are very close in property to 
Group IV oils. The use of synthetic oils is increasing due to their popularity 
with many lubricant end users and marketing by manufacturers. Synthetic 
lubricants will typically be double or more the cost of petroleum-based lub-
ricants.  

PAO and Polyalkylene Glycols (PAG) are two common products produced 
in the synthetic base oil market. Of the two, PAO is the more common and 
used extensively in the automobile industry and are heavily marketed as 
engine oils. Both PAOs and PAGs are used for hydraulic fluids and as the 
base oil for some greases. 

4.3 Synthetic oil production 

Synthetic lubricants are produced from chemical synthesis rather than 
from the refinement of existing petroleum or biobased (vegetable) oils. 
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These oils are generally superior to and usually have longer life than petro-
leum (mineral) lubricants in most circumstances. The primary drawback 
of synthetic lubricants is their higher cost. Synthetic oils perform better 
than mineral oils in the following respects: 

 better oxidation stability or resistance 
 better viscosity index 
 much lower pour point, as low as minus 50 ºF (minus 46 ºC) 
 lower coefficient of friction 
 better high temperature stability and protection against breakdown 
 better low temperature viscosity 
 lower operating temperatures 
 extended life. 

The advantages offered by synthetic oils are most notable at either very 
low or very high temperatures. Good oxidation stability and a lower coeffi-
cient of friction permits operation at higher temperatures. The better vis-
cosity index and lower pour points permit operation at lower 
temperatures. It is worth noting that seal compatibility is not consistent 
with the various types of synthetic oils. Some industries have always used 
compatible seals, but others would need to use new seals. All fluid types, 
PAGs, PAO, biobased, mineral, etc., have to deal with compatibility issues 
and this needs to be a consideration, especially so if switching from a min-
eral-based fluid to a synthetic fluid. 

4.3.1  PAO lubricants 

Engine oils (Mobil, Shell, etc.) are the most common and are heavily mar-
keted in this area as either full synthetic or partial synthetic. PAO synthet-
ics are also used in greases and hydraulic fluids. These lubricants provide 
performance characteristics closest to mineral oils and are compatible 
with them. They are produced from crude derivatives (such as natural gas) 
and polymerized to different viscosity. In industrial applications, they may 
be combined with organic esters to be used in high temperature gear and 
bearing oils, as well as gas turbines. They are also used as a base fluid in 
some wide temperature range greases. 

PAOs are gaining acceptance as high-performance lubricants because they 
exhibit certain inherent and highly desirable characteristics. These favora-
ble properties include: 

 a wide operational temperature range 
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 low pour point 
 high viscosity index 
 thermal stability 
 oxidative stability 
 shear stability 
 compatibility with mineral oils 
 some PAOs have low toxicity and qualify as EALs. 

Disadvantages include: 

 limited ability to dissolve some additives 
 tendency to shrink rubber seals and hoses 
 require addition of anti-oxidant additives to resist oxidation 
 limited properties on boundary lubrication. 

4.3.2  Synthetic esters 

Synthetic esters are made from modified animal fat and vegetable oil re-
acted with alcohol. Synthetic esters are widely used as hydraulic fluids es-
pecially so in European waterways and as a base oil for greases. Some 
types of synthetic esters are used as EALs. The chemistry to produce esters 
also involves some petrochemicals. Esters are thermally stable and have a 
high viscosity index. Organic esters such as diabasic acid and polyol esters 
are the most common types. The properties of these oils are easily en-
hanced through additives. Properties include: 

 excellent low temp fluidity (pour point in range from -58 to 149 °F (-50 
to 65 °C) 

 high viscosity index (above 140) 
 good lubricating properties (high shear resistance) 
 good thermal and oxidation resistance 
 lower volatility than mineral oils. 

Some disadvantages include: 

 poor hydrolytic stability (diesters) 
 tend to shrink rubber seals and hoses 
 requires addition of anti-oxidant additives to resist oxidation 
 limited properties on boundary lubrication 
 affects paints and finishes. 
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There are other drawbacks. Some esters can be toxic to plants. If water 
content becomes high enough in the system, the fluid can degrade rapidly 
and can result in major equipment damage.  

4.3.3  Phosphate esters 

Phosphate esters are produced by reaction between alcohols and phos-
phoric acid. These oils are suited for fire-resistance applications and one of 
the more common applications is fire resistant hydraulic systems. Proper-
ties include: 

 excellent fire resistance 
 pour point in range from -13 °F to -58 °F (-25 to -50 °C) 
 high viscosity index (above 120-160) 
 excellent boundary lubrication properties 
 good thermal stability 
 fair hydrolytic stability 
 a specific gravity >1 (water contamination floats on top). 

Some disadvantages include: 

 very low viscosity index (VI)  
 limited capabilities at higher temperatures 
 decomposition byproducts are corrosive 
 poor compatibility with mineral oils 
 degradation products are phosphate soaps with black sludge-like con-

sistency. 

4.3.4  Polyalkylene glycols 

Polyalkylene Glycols (PAG) lubrication applications are diverse including 
gears, bearings, and compressors. They are used for hydraulic fluids and 
as the base fluid for some greases. As a hydraulic fluid, low temperatures 
and the effect on viscosity needs to be considered. They can increase the 
viscosity and increase the necessary pump horsepower (See Chapter 6 for 
more discussion). They have a growing role in EALs. PAG fluids have the 
greatest stability with a range from -45 to 250 °C (-49 to 482 °F). PAG lub-
ricants excel where fire hazard is a concern. PAG lubricants are a mix of 
propylene and ethylene oxides. The use of the water soluble type is the 
most common and is the type used for EALs. They were the first biode-
gradable oils on the market. The biodegradability of PAG-based products 
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depends on the relative percentage of ethylene/propylene oxide in the pol-
ymer. The higher the proportion of ethylene oxide the more biodegradable. 
They can be incompatible with a number of paint systems and varnishes 
and are completely incompatible with mineral oil. Because of this incom-
patibility, they may have the highest changeover costs of any class of EALs. 
Several PAG products are blends, however, that negate some, if not all, of 
these disadvantages. 

PAG lubricants especially so in hydraulic fluids are able to tolerate more 
water in the system than all other lubricants without affecting oil perfor-
mance. Also, all other oils will deposit increased varnish or sludge when 
water is present, but a PAG will not deposit any varnish or sludge. 

The advantages of the use of PAGs must be balanced with their aquatic 
toxicity when mixed with lubricating additives, and with their incompati-
bility with mineral oils and some seal materials. PAGs are generally com-
patible with a vast majority of seals used in the industry, especially the 
most commonly used. Properties include:  

 a tendency to volatilize rather than form deposits or sludge at high 
temperatures 

 wide thermal range and high thermal conductivity 
 high viscosity index above 150 
 low solubility with hydrocarbon gases and some refrigerants 
 good biodegradability and aquatic toxicity 
 as a hydraulic fluid, ability to tolerate very high water concentrations 
 very low coefficient of friction, which results in PAGs having some of 

the best lubricity. 

Disadvantages include: 

 incompatibility with mineral oils or their additives 
 incompatibility with PAOs or esters. 

4.3.5  Silicones 

Silicones lubricants are chemically inert, nontoxic, fire-resistant, and wa-
ter repellant. They also have low pour points and volatility, good low-tem-
perature fluidity, and good oxidation and thermal stability at high 
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temperatures. They are one of the older types of synthetic fluids and often 
used for brake fluid. Properties include: 

 very high viscosity index (300 and more) 
 chemically inert 
 nontoxic 
 good low temperature fluidity 
 fire-resistant 
 low volatility 
 water repellent 
 good thermal and oxidation stability up to quite high temperature. 

Disadvantages include: 

 high compressibility (low lube properties) 
 oxidation products are abrasive (silicon oxides) 
 low surface tension (does not form adherent lubricating films) 
 poor anti-wear protection. 

4.4 Biobased lubricants 

Biobased lubricants can provide some advantages over mineral oil-based 
lubricants and synthetic lubricants provided they are properly selected. 
This is particular the case for their environmental benefits. Biobased lubri-
cants, in particular crop-based grease products, tend to have poor low 
temperature performance and degradation at high operating tempera-
tures; these properties must be considered in machinery applications. Bi-
obased lubricants, however, can be blended with other lubricants to 
overcome the low and high temperature issues. Biobased lubricants have 
been used in the following applications where hydraulic systems and 
grease are the most common: 

 hydraulic systems 
 grease lubricated components (gears) 
 gear boxes 
 pumps 
 wire rope and chain 
 penetrating oil and multi-purpose oil. 

The usable biobased lubricants can offer excellent lubricating properties 
(within a limited temperature range); they are also nontoxic and highly bi-
odegradable, are relatively inexpensive compared to synthetic fluids, and 
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are made from natural renewable resources. In general, biobased (in par-
ticular crop-based) lubricants: 

 can have poor high temperature performance 
 have a narrow viscosity operating range 
 exhibit rapid oxidation at high temperatures and poor thermal stability 
 thicken and gel at low temperatures 
 are characterized by excellent biodegradability 
 are relatively inexpensive. 

Rapeseed oil (RO) or canola oil, is a base for the most popular of the bi-
obased hydraulic fluids. RO quality has improved over time, and has be-
come increasingly popular, but it has problems at both high and low 
temperatures and tends to age rapidly. The cost of rapeseed oil is approxi-
mately double that of mineral oil, which makes it more affordable than 
many alternative EALs. 

On a life cycle basis, biobased lubricants can cost more than synthetics 
when one considers how often they need to be replaced. This primarily de-
pends on their use and the particular application. For example, for in-wa-
ter greases, washout is much more important than life cycle, and many 
biobased greases are among the best in washout.  

Biobased oil lubricants, including rapeseed, castor, and sunflower oils, 
tend to age quickly. At high temperatures, they become dense and change 
composition; at low temperatures, they thicken and gel. This has been an 
issue with some EA grease products. It is important when using biobased 
fluids to make sure the temperature range is adequate for their use. Some 
products are not recommended for use in ambient temperatures above 
32°C (90 °F) or below -6°C (21°F), but other products gel only after ex-
tended periods below -18°C (0°F) and will perform well up to 82°C 
(180°F). 

Conversion to biobased fluids should present few problems, as nearly all 
are mixable with mineral oil. However, contamination with mineral oil 
should be kept to a minimum so that biodegradability will not be affected. 
Special filter elements are not required. Filters should be checked after 50 
hours of operation, as vegetable oils tend to remove mineral oil deposits 
from the system and carry these to the filters. Filter clogging indicators 
should be carefully monitored, as filter-element service life may be re-
duced in comparison to mineral oil operation. 
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Another important property of vegetable oils, and an advantage in some 
applications, is their high flash/fire points; 610°F/670°F (321°C/354°C) 
for natural ester vegetable oils compared to 400°F/450°F (204°C/232°C) 
for conventional petroleum (mineral) oils. This makes natural ester vege-
table oil based fluids suitable for use in fire resistant hydraulic fluid appli-
cations and in transformers. Because of this property, the use in industrial 
transformer use is growing. Cargill is a major manufacturer in this market. 
Vegetable-based fluid is typically a soybean oil based product for use as a 
coolant and insulator in high-voltage electric transformers. For the past 30 
years, mineral oil has been the dominant dielectric fluid used in trans-
formers. However, mineral oil is flammable and can be toxic to the envi-
ronment. Vegetable oil is much less flammable than mineral oil and can 
handle a much higher rise in temperature than mineral oil. This means 
manufacturers can design fluid-filled transformers 15-20% smaller and 
can deliver up to 20% overload capacity. What’s more, vegetable-based 
fluid actually protects the transformer insulation making it last up to five 
times longer than transformers filled with mineral oil. 
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5 Standardized Sampling and Testing 
Procedures 

5.1 General recommendations 

Sampling and testing lubricants, and then analyzing and trending the data, 
is critical and should be part of every USACE facilities maintenance pro-
gram. EM 1110-2-1424 (HQUSACE 2016a) states that: “All USACE facili-
ties, including navigation sites, field sites, and hydropower sites, shall 
establish an oil sampling and testing program for their equipment.” This 
need for standardization can be met by establishing consist sampling and 
testing procedures for lubricants, and then by defining common warning 
limits for the test data.  

Sampling and testing are very important measures. Creating a wear check 
database of lubricant performance history will allow for a better under-
standing of maintenance requirements for equipment. It is also important 
to examine, trend, and catalogue lubricant changes over time as their per-
formance often diminish from usage.  

Sampling and testing procedures should include tracking and trending of 
data. The frequency of testing will be discussed below. For an oil analysis 
program, the central question becomes how exactly is this data interpreted 
and trended. It is critical that data be interpreted correctly and the correct 
warning limits used. Table 8 describes some of the tests for various equip-
ment that should be done. Ultimately, oil replacement should be done 
based on testing and monitoring data.  

5.2 Standardized operating procedure for sampling and testing 

Oil sampling is the most critical aspect of oil analysis and is discussed ex-
tensively in EM 1110-2-1424 (HQUSACE 2016a). Failure to obtain a repre-
sentative oil sample impairs all other oil analysis efforts. Oil sampling and 
testing can be performed for several different purposes including: 

 purchasing new oil to verify oil properties 
 testing the health of in-service oil 
 testing oil after reconditioning such as filtration. 

The most common application is testing in-service oil. Oil monitoring 
serves as a maintenance tool to check not only the condition of the oil, but 
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the condition of the machinery as well. It can be used as a mean of pre-
venting failures or sometimes as a means of failure analysis. American So-
ciety for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D6224, Standard Practice for In-
Service Monitoring of Lubricating Oil for Auxiliary Power Plant Equip-
ment (ASTM 2016), can be used for some guidelines on this subject. How-
ever, note that ASTM D6224 pertains to mineral oils, and not to 
synthetics. ASTM D6224 is intended to help users, particularly power 
plant operators, maintain effective control over their mineral lubricating 
oils and lubrication monitoring program. This practice may be used to per-
form oil changes based on oil condition and test results rather than on the 
basis of service time or calendar time. It is intended to save operating and 
maintenance expenses. This standard is also intended to help users moni-
tor the condition of mineral lubricating oils and to guard against excessive 
component wear, oil degradation, or contamination, thereby minimizing 
the potential of catastrophic machine problems that are more likely to oc-
cur in the absence of such an oil condition monitoring program. 

It is important for USACE civil works facilities to establish a working rela-
tionship with a credible testing laboratory. Proper communication pro-
motes accurate interpretation and leads to increased confidence and 
interest in maintaining an active oil analysis program. Complete and cor-
rect sample information speeds processing and increases the data analyst’s 
ability to fully interpret the test results. 

5.3 Testing frequency 

Some guidelines on sampling frequency and testing requirements are pro-
vided in this chapter. Establishing an appropriate sampling frequency de-
pends on several factors: 

 Whether a predictive or proactive strategy being used 
 age of the machine 
 the age of the oil 
 the consequences of failure 
 the severity of the environment and the life expectancy of the lubricant 
 whether there has been a history of oil related issues. 

For civil works equipment such as locks and dams, a minimum sampling 
and lubricant testing frequency of once per year should be established. On 
certain systems, where more information about the system is available, 
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this sampling frequency can be refined. Depending on equipment applica-
tion, this testing frequency may need to be increased. 

Often dam gates on USACE civil works structures are operated very infre-
quently. It is still recommended to at least sample oil and lubricants in 
gearboxes for example once a year. This data needs to be trended to deter-
mine replacement of the lubricant. 

The AOAP discussed below also provides some guidelines for testing fre-
quency. Appendix B of that program provides sampling frequencies for a 
variety of non-aeronautical equipment including cranes, watercraft, and 
diesel engines.  

The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) Technical Standard 262 document (Appen-
dix A) provides the following sampling frequencies:  

 Where specified, the oil samples shall be taken at oil change intervals. 
 Sampling intervals for reduction gears, thrusters, controllable pitch 

propellers, and hydraulic systems that do not have defined oil change 
intervals shall be taken quarterly. 

 Samples from reduction gears, thrusters, controllable pitch propellers, 
and hydraulic systems with defined oil change periods shall be taken a 
minimum of three times between oil changes at even increments of 
elapsed time. Oil samples shall be taken no less frequently than quar-
terly. 

 Samples shall be taken before oil is changed. Samples of new oil being 
installed shall be taken. In addition, newly overhauled engines shall 
have break-in oil samples drawn and submitted after 10, 25, 50 hours, 
and thereafter at the regularly scheduled sampling intervals. 

 If at all possible, an oil sample shall be drawn and submitted after any 
major engine or component casualty.  

The Bureau of Reclamation has two documents related to lubrication. 
FIST 2-4 (USBR 2004) states that: 

Samples should be drawn from all guide bearings and governors (NOTE: 

Governors are hydraulic systems) annually and submitted for laboratory 

analysis. In addition to the annual tests, samples should be visually in-

spected periodically. In most cases, annual laboratory testing is sufficient, 

but more frequent testing may be warranted if a visual inspection of the oil 
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indicates the presence of water or sediment or if previous laboratory tests 

had indicated a sudden increase in contaminants or oxidation products. 

FIST 4-1A, Maintenance Scheduling for Mechanical Equipment (USBR 
2009), provides even more maintenance guidelines for a variety of equip-
ment including cranes, compressors, and pumps.  

5.4 Test requirements 

The tests to be performed depend on the application. Appendix N provides 
an actual test report from a miter gate gearbox at Lock and Dam 4 on the 
Mississippi River. Tables 8 and 9 list recommended tests for equipment 
common in civil works. The data in Table 9 are extracted from EM 1110-2-
1424(HQUSACE 2016a), and are noted for turbine oils, but are also appli-
cable for many lubricating oils. The frequency of testing for some lubri-
cants such as hydraulic oils may need to be increased depending on the 
application. Adjustments can be made based on the specific application. It 
is also acceptable to follow the guidance of American ASTM D6224 (ASTM 
2016) for tests to be performed.  

Laboratory tests for gear oils, hydraulic oils, and turbine oils should in-
clude viscosity, water content, total acid number, particle count, oxidation 
stability test, and elemental analysis for wear metals and additives. Based 
on the initial testing, other tests may be recommended by the laboratory. 
The tests can usually be accomplished by any laboratory equipped for lub-
ricant testing, but the tests should preferably be performed by someone 
knowledgeable in the use and formulation of the lubricants being tested. 
Since the composition and additive content of oils is usually considered 
proprietary information, the manufacturer may have to be contacted to de-
termine the extent of additive depletion. The manufacturer should also be 
contacted any time the tests indicate there is some question about the con-
tinued serviceability of an oil. 

Table 8.  Test requirements for gear oils. 

Requirement* Test 

Particle Count ISO 4406 

Spectrochemical by ICP ASTM D5185 

Direct Read Ferrography ASTM D7684 

Viscosity at 40 and 100 °C-Cst (104  and 212 °F) ASTM D445 

Water by Karl Fischer ASTM D6304 

Total Acid Number ASTM D664 
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Requirement* Test 

Oxidation Stability (EP oils) ASTM D2893 

Air Compressors 

Spectrochemical by ICP ASTM D5185 

Water by Karl Fischer ASTM D6304 

Viscosity at 40°C and 100°C 
(104 °F and 212 °F) 

ASTM D445 

Total Acid Number ASTM D664 

Grease 

Oxidation Stability ASTM D942 

Apparent Viscosity ASTM D1092 

Extreme Pressure Properties (4 ball method)  ASTM D2596 

Timken OK Load ASTM D2509 

Spectrochemical by ICP ASTM D5185 

Hydraulic Oil 

Spectrochemical by ICP ASTM D5185 

Water by Karl Fischer ASTM D6304 

Viscosity at 40 °C and 100 °C - Cst  
(104 °F and 212 °F) 

ASTM D445 

Total Acid Number ASTM D664 

Particle Count  ISO D4406 

Infrared Spectrometry ASTM E2412 

Copper Strip Corrosion ASTM D130 

Corrosion Protection ASTM D665(A&B) 

Hydro turbine oils 

Viscosity Measurement at 40°C and 100°C (104 °F and 212 °F)  ASTM D445 

Total Acid Number  ASTM D664 

Spectrochemical by ICP (Inductively Coupled Plasma) ASTM D5185 

Particle Count  ISO 4406 

Water by Karl Fischer  ASTM D6304 

Viscosity Index (Calculated)  ASTM D2270 

Foaming Characteristics  ASTM D892 

Water Separability of Oils @ 54 °C (129 °F )  ASTM D1401 

Rust Preventative Characteristics  ASTM D665 

Copper Corrosion by Copper Strip  ASTM D130 

Oxidation Stability (Rotating Pressure Vessel Oxidation Test 
[RPVOT])  

ASTM D2272  

Oil compatibility testing  ASTM D7155 
*Also see American Gear Manufacturers’ Association (AGMA) 9005-E02 for further 
requirements. 
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Table 9.  Annual testing requirements for lubricating oils. 

 

Laboratories use spectroscopy to determine the kind and quantity of con-
taminants in the oil, such as metal particles, fuel, coolant, or water. (Spec-
troscopy is the science that studies the way light interacts with matter, 
which can indicate what the matter is made of and how much of each com-
ponent is present.) Ferrography (wear particle analysis) detects metals 
that cannot be identified by spectrometric analysis and also determines 
the kind of wear, such as spalling (fragmentation), cutting, and rubbing. 

Spectrometric analysis for wear metals should be done by a qualified la-
boratory. Data shall be reported in parts per million (PPM) and results 
should be trended over time. Labs should use both wear metal levels and 
wear metal trend levels to make determinations regarding the existence 
and severity of machinery problems. Labs also make diagnostic determina-
tions based on the types of wear metals exhibiting abnormally high wear 
metal concentrations and trend levels. The following wear metals levels 
should be measured and reported (some of these may or may not apply de-
pending on the specific application): 

 Iron 
 Aluminum 
 Lead 
 Tin 
 Copper 

 Chromium 
 Nickel 
 Silver 
 Silicon 
 Titanium 

 Magnesium 
 Zinc 
 Calcium 
 Sodium 
 Boron 

 Potassium 
 Molybdenum 
 Phosphorus 
 Antimony 
 Barium. 
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5.5 Key tests and warning limits 

The most important single property of a lubricant is its viscosity. It is a 
factor in the formation of lubricating films under both thick and thin film 
conditions. For any piece of equipment, the first essential for satisfactory 
results is to use oil of proper viscosity to meet the operating conditions. 
EM 1110-2-1424 further discusses the different types of viscosity measure-
ments and the conversions between cSt centistokes (kinematic viscosity), 
cP (dynamic viscosity), and SSU (Saybolt Seconds, Universal [unit of vis-
cosity]). Viscosity changes for all types of lubricants is a key test measure. 
It is common for viscosity to increase as the oil ages due to the addition of 
oxidation products. However, some oils can experience viscosity de-
creases. A significant change from baseline values is a red flag to look at 
closely as it indicates degradation. Some ways viscosity might decrease in-
clude mixing of fuel with oil, water contamination, electrostatic removal of 
oxides, shear thinning of VI enhancers, and cracking of lubricant. Ways 
viscosity can increase include the addition of more viscous make up oil, 
boiling off of light hydrocarbon fractions (solvents), oxidation, and 
polymerization. Testing and trending the viscosity of lubricating oils can 
provide a basis for determining when to change the oil. For industrial oils, 
a +5% change in viscosity is at the caution level, and a +10% change is at 
the critical level. For engine oils a +20% change is critical, +10% change is 
caution, -5% is caution and -10% is critical. For industrial oils, the viscos-
ity should be measured at 104 °F (40 °C). For engine oils, the viscosity 
should be measured at 212 °F (100 °C). 

5.5.1  Acid number 

The total acid number (TAN) is another key parameter to test and trend 
for a number of different lubricants. Acidity indicates the extent of oxida-
tion of a lubricant and its ability to neutralize acids from exterior sources 
such as combustion gases. A severely degraded lubricant indicated by a 
high TAN may be very corrosive. The acidity of lubricants is measured by 
the amount of potassium hydroxide required for neutralization 
(mgKOH/g). The resultant number is called the TAN. For turbine oils and 
hydraulic fluid, an acid number greater than 0.2 mg KOH /g is typically at 
warning level, indicating that oil is degraded. An acid number of 0.4 mg 
KOH/g is considered at the critical limit. Acid number is an indicator of oil 
health. It is useful in monitoring acid buildup in oils due to depletion of 
antioxidants. Oil oxidation causes acidic byproducts to form. High acid 
levels can indicate excessive oil oxidation, or depletion of the oil additives, 
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and can lead to corrosion of the internal components. By monitoring the 
acid level, the oil can be changed before any damage occurs. For gear box 
oil, these values will be higher. An acid number of 1.0 mg KOH/g is typi-
cally a warning level indicating that oil is degraded, and an acid number of 
2.0 mg KOH/g is considered the critical limit. 

5.5.2  International Standards Organization (ISO) particle count 

It is imperative to track the cleanliness of lubricants using the particle 
count per International Standards Organization (ISO) 4406. Achieving 
better cleanliness of any lubricant will increase equipment life. Warning 
levels can vary somewhat depending on criticality of the system and expec-
tations of equipment life and reliability.  

ISO 4406 (1999) is an internationally recognized standard that expresses 
the level of particulate contamination of a lubricating fluid. This is the pre-
ferred standard for particle counting and should be used in testing lubri-
cants. ISO 4406 is a cleanliness rating system that is based on a number of 
contamination particles in a 1-milliliter (ml) fluid sample. Once the num-
ber and size of the particles are determined, the points are plotted on a 
standardized chart of ISO range numbers to convert the particle counts 
into an ISO 4406 rating. The ISO 4406 rating provides three range num-
bers that are separated by a slash, such as 16/14/12. All three values for 
applicable range numbers can be determined through the use of the ISO 
4406 standardized chart based on the actual number of particles counted 
within the 1-ml sample for each size category.  

The first number in the ISO 4406 standard represents the number of par-
ticles present measuring greater than 4μm, the second represents particles 
greater than 6μm and the third represents those greater than 14μm. As the 
range number increases by one value, the number of particles in a sample 
of oil will double. On the range code, each number is double the range be-
low. For example, an oil with a code of 19/17/14 should contain twice as 
many particles in each size category as the code of 18/16/13. For critical 
components, particle counting and testing should be repeated to confirm 
the ISO rating. 
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5.5.3  Water content 

Water content should be tracked and trended for all lubricants. This is a 
more critical consideration for hydraulic systems. Generally speaking, wa-
ter content below 100 to 200 ppm is considered good for hydraulic sys-
tems where for gearbox oils below 500 ppm is considered good. The 
specific manufacturer should provide their target saturation levels. Water 
contamination in the oil affects viscosity, increases oxidation, forms acids, 
and causes corrosion of components. The three states of water include dis-
solved, emulsified, and free water. The Karl Fischer test calculates percent-
ages of dissolved, emulsified, and free water in the oil. The point at which 
an oil contains the maximum amount of dissolved water is termed the sat-
uration point. The saturation point depends on the oil’s temperature, age, 
and additive composition. The higher the temperature, the higher the sat-
uration point and hence more water held in solution, in the dissolved 
phase. Temperature changes affect the saturation level of the oil. As an ex-
ample, an oil with 200 ppm water may be suitable for use at an operating 
temperature of 180 °F (82 °C), but if the equipment cools down to 60 °F 
(16 °C), saturated water can be released as potentially damaging free wa-
ter. Testing the oil in-service and correcting for temperature allows opera-
tors to discover and correct water problems before they reach the stage 
where water drops out. 

5.6 Hydraulic fluid 

Hydraulic systems are used extensively in USACE civil works. Hydraulic 
fluid typically requires the most cleanliness of all the lubricants used at 
USACE civil works site (see Table 10). It is imperative that hydraulic sys-
tems be clean and dry. Many hydraulic system failures are a direct result of 
fluid contamination. Contamination of hydraulic fluid is by far the most 
common cause of hydraulic pump, valve, and actuator failure. Many 
sources and literature will peg the number at 70-90% of those failures be-
ing related to poor fluid condition. 

The hydraulic fluid is both a lubricant and a power transmitting medium. 
The presence of solid contaminant particles in the liquid interferes with 
the ability of the hydraulic fluid to lubricate and causes wear to the compo-
nents. The extent of contamination in the fluid has a direct bearing on the 
performance and reliability of the system. Contamination interferes with 
the four functions of hydraulic fluids: 

 to act as an energy transmission medium 
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 to lubricate internal moving parts of components 
 to act as a heat transfer medium 
 to seal clearances between moving parts. 

If any one of these functions is impaired, the hydraulic system will not per-
form as designed. The data in Table 10 are excerpted from Eaton Corp. 
(2002) on the cleanliness requirements for various hydraulic system com-
ponents. It is important to work with the manufacturer to establish the re-
quired cleanliness for their particular components.  

Water in hydraulic oil can compromise oil viscosity, can cause acid levels 
to increase, and can initiate corrosion in system components (such as cyl-
inders, valves, filter housings, pumps). In reservoirs, it can spoil anti-foam 
additives, compress into vapor, and cause damage to both oil, internal 
components, and system performance. Since the effects of free (also emul-
sified) water is more harmful than those of dissolved water, water levels 
should remain well below the saturation point. However, even water in so-
lution can cause damage. Therefore every reasonable effort should be 
made to keep saturation levels as low as possible. 

Table 10.  ISO 4406 Cleanliness recommendations from Vickers (excerpt). 
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A water level of 500 ppm should be considered a warning for hydraulic 
systems, in particular for those that use mineral-based hydraulic oils. Min-
eral oil usually has a water content of 50-300ppm, which it can support 
without adverse consequences. Once the water content exceeds approxi-
mately 500 ppm, the oil starts to appear hazy. This value can change, how-
ever, with the type of oil and the temperature. 

Above saturation levels, there is a danger of free water accumulating in the 
system in areas of low flow. This can lead to corrosion and accelerated wear. 
Similarly, fire resistant fluids have a natural water content. Some PAG hy-
draulic fluids can tolerate a very high water content (2000 ppm) and still 
function. It is imperative to have the hydraulic oil supplier provide the ac-
tual saturation level of their product, especially for synthetic fluids. 

5.7 Gear oils 

Gear oils are more tolerant of dirt and water than are hydraulic system 
oils. That being said, it is still important to keep gear oils clean and dry to 
the maximum extent possible. The requirements placed on a gear oil de-
pend on the type of gearing (for example, spur, helical, bevel, hypoid, or 
worm), gear tooth sliding speed, and gear loading. Oil requirements also 
depend on whether the gear box is splash lubricated or if there is pump. 
Due to the nature of gear lubrication, lubricants are often required to have 
high levels of EP additives. Additionally, antifoaming, antioxidant, and an-
ticorrosion additives are common. Water content in gear oils should stay 
below 500 ppm regardless of whether it is a mineral oil or synthetic gear 
oil. As in hydraulic fluids, it is important to have the gear oil manufacturer 
provide their water saturation level. Some suggested warning limits for 
mineral-based gear oil are:  

 Water: Warning: 1000 ppm Critical: 2000 ppm 
 Particle Count: Warning: 23/21/18 Critical: 24/22/19 
 TAN: Warning 1.0 Critical 2.0. 

5.8 Oil monitoring program 

The oil monitoring program should evaluate, track, and trend oil test data. 
The savings achieved by a developing and following a well regimented oil 
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analysis program at USACE projects should be related to benefits of sus-
tainability emphasized and discussed in Section 5.1. The program should 
establish baseline data, especially on the following tests: 

 viscosity 
 particle count 
 sufficiency of additives 
 water content 
 acidity 
 oxidation stability 
 trace metals content. 

The program should set “warning” and “critical” limits. Test reporting and 
tracking software is available for assistance in managing the information. 
There are Web-accessible programs offered by oil labs and commercially 
designed web-based, fee-for-service software. More detailed guidance for 
oil monitoring for a variety of equipment, pumps, compressors, gears, die-
sel engines, electrohydraulic controls, and others is shown in ASTM 
D6224, Standard Practice for In-Service Monitoring of Lubricating Oil 
for Auxiliary Power Plant Equipment. 

5.9 Army oil analysis program 

The AOAP, administered by the Army Materiel Command Logistics Support 
Activity at Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama, is part of a Department 
of Defense effort to detect imminent component failures and determine the 
condition of used oils by periodically collecting and evaluating samples. The 
AOAP procedures and sampling intervals can be adaptable to USACE civil 
works for a variety of machinery. It appears, however, that USACE civil 
works sites cannot use the AOAP testing laboratories. A follow-up action 
item for this project will be to determine this conclusively. 

Early detection of problems allows maintenance to be performed before 
more severe damage to the equipment occurs. Since its inception in 1975, 
the AOAP has prevented consumption of millions of barrels of oil; elimi-
nated disposal of used oil and filters; and saved resources that would have 
been required to pump, refine, transport, and package new oil. Savings 
from the program have increased as more tactical wheeled vehicles and 
construction and support equipment have been enrolled in the program. 
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Currently, the Army has enrolled 1,751 individual ground system compo-
nents in the AOAP. Oil and filters in these components are changed only 
when recommended by an AOAP laboratory. Oil samples are evaluated in 
one of the AOAP’s 5 laboratories located outside of the continental United 
States (OCONUS) or in one of its 19 Continental United States (CONUS) 
labs. Oil analysis diagnoses the physical condition of the lubricant, such as 
its viscosity, fuel dilution, or water content, and the condition of the en-
gine, transmission, and hydraulic systems from which the sample is taken. 
The analysis can determine problems such as contamination, faulty air-in-
duction systems, leaking cooling systems, loose fuel-return lines, and ab-
normal wear rates of moving metal parts. 
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6 Performance Characteristics of 
Lubricants and Selection Criteria  

6.1 General discussion 

This chapter provides some guidelines and considerations for lubricant se-
lection in various mechanical systems including greases, hydraulic fluids, 
and gearbox oils. This provides a means to standardize the selection pro-
cess of lubricants for USACE civil works applications. 

Maintenance staffing at navigation facilities varies greatly. O&M work is 
constantly being delayed or cut back due to fiscal constraints. Changing oil 
in a gearbox or hydraulic system and replacing grease on open gears are 
time consuming and costly undertakings. It is important that the lubri-
cants on both hydraulic drives and mechanical drives not degrade quickly, 
and that they have a long service life (durability). EM 1110-2-1424 
(HQUSACE 2016a) discusses lubrication issues and lubrication basics in 
depth, and is a good primary resource for lubrication design. 

Open gearing and gearboxes and hydraulic cylinders on navigation struc-
tures are used more intermittently than are similar equipment in indus-
trial installations. Machinery on dam structures may be only operated 
once or twice per month; in northern climates, they may be completely 
shut down over the winter. Corrosion resistance, lubricant durability, and 
suitable lubricant properties over a wide range of temperatures are critical. 
It is important that the lubricants not degrade quickly, and that they have 
a long service life (durability). 

Although hydraulic drive systems and cylinders are becoming more com-
mon in USACE and being specified for many new projects, existing me-
chanical drive systems are probably more common. Open gearing on 
mechanical drive systems is probably the most time consuming to lubri-
cate. 

6.2 Grease selection 

6.2.1  General 

Grease is probably the most commonly used lubricant in USACE civil 
works. This section will provide some basic selection criteria. Many grease 
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applications have the potential to interface with waterways. As such, over-
greasing should be minimized and EA grease should be considered where 
practical. The frequency of greasing equipment and machinery is a func-
tion of the frequency of use of the equipment, the type of equipment, the 
environment of the equipment, and manufacturer’s operating and mainte-
nance instructions. It is imperative to understand these requirements to 
prevent over greasing. Grease is used for many applications including:  

 open gears  
 couplings 
 anti-friction bearings (roller bearings)  
 journal bearings  
 tainter (radial) gate trunnion bearings  
 tainter valve trunnion bearings 
 pump bearings  
 motor bearings 
 wire ropes. 

Step 1.  Determine the application. 

List all potential requirements; provide those requirements to (and 
work with) the grease manufacturer and equipment supplier.  

Note that base oils will be mineral-based (petroleum), biobased, or 
synthetic. Environmentally acceptable greases will use either biobased 
or synthetic base oil. Lithium and calcium soaps can be used for a ma-
jority of applications in USACE. Higher temperature applications can 
use complex soaps.  

Determine which of the following applications (or combinations of ap-
plications) the grease will be used for: 

 general applications 
 bearings 
 motors 
 wire ropes 
 couplings 
 open gears 
 low temperature grease 
 high temperature grease 
 submerged application 
 applications for which environmentally acceptable grease is re-

quired and/or appropriate. 
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Step 2.  Determine test requirements. 

The manufacturer should provide a complete performance list of the 
grease including: 

 National Lubricating Grease Institute (NLGI) Consistency 
 Prevention of Rust – ASTM D1743 
 Water Washout – ASTM D1264 
 Pumpability – ASTM D217 and ASTM D1092 
 Base Oil Viscosity – ASTM D445 
 Anti-Wear and Scuffing – ASTM 2596 and G99 
 Shelf life and Storage – ASTM D1742 
 Oxidation Stability – ASTM D942 and D2893 
 Dropping Point – ASTM D2665 
 Timken OK Load – ASTM D2509 
 4-ball EP Test – ASTM D2596 
 4-ball wear Test – ASTM D2266 
 Standard Test Method for Detection of Copper Corrosion from 

Lubricating Grease – ASTM D4048 
 Pumpability in Hand Operated Grease Gun – ASTM D1264. 

For USACE civil works applications, the following are some key param-
eters for grease: 

 anti-wear, high lubricity 
 high/extreme pressure grease suitable for low speeds 
 low washout/high washout resistance 
 corrosion inhibiting 
 appropriate viscosity for pumping  
 low oxidation and high oxidation stability 
 water washout for any in-water use. 

6.2.2  Grease selection for wide applications 

Step 1.  Determine the performance properties of the grease.  

Grease performance properties include many of the same properties 
used for lubricating oils, as well as others exclusive to grease. Proper-
ties exclusive to grease include dropping point (temperature where 
grease becomes liquefied), mechanical stability, water washout, bleed 
characteristics, and pumpability. The most important performance 
properties are determined by the application. The dropping point is al-
ways a critical consideration. If an application operates continuously at 
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room temperature, properties like dropping and upper operating tem-
perature limits are not as important. If an application operates under 
heavy loads at low speeds, load carrying tests such as four-ball EP or 
Timken OK load should be considered. If the grease is submerged, the 
water washout test becomes very important. 

Step 2.  Determine the required consistency of the grease. 

The consistency of grease is controlled by the thickener concentration, 
thickener type and the viscosity of the base oil. The NLGI has estab-
lished a scale to indicate grease consistency, which ranges from grades 
000 (semifluid – like ketchup) to 6 (block grease – like cheddar cheese 
spread). The most common NLGI grade is 2 (like peanut butter) and is 
recommended for most applications in USACE. Lower temperature ap-
plications can utilize NLGI grade 1. 

Step 3.  Determine the dropping point and low temperature op-
eration of the grease. 

The operating condition should be at least 100 °F (38 °C) below drop-
ping point. The pour point of the base oil should be considered the low 
temperature limit of the grease. Additional considerations include: 

 Dropping point is an indicator of the heat resistance of grease 
and is the temperature at which a grease becomes fluid enough 
to drip. The dropping point indicates the upper temperature 
limit at which a grease retains its structure, not the maximum 
temperature at which a grease may be used. 

 Oxidation stability is the ability of a grease to resist a chemical 
union with oxygen. The reaction of grease with oxygen produces 
insoluble gum, sludge, and lacquer-like deposits that cause slug-
gish operation, increased wear, and reduction of clearances. 
Prolonged exposure to high temperatures accelerates oxidation 
in greases. 

 Low-temperature effects. If the temperature of a grease is low-
ered enough, it will become so viscous that it can be classified as 
a hard grease. Pumpability suffers and machinery operation may 
become impossible due to torque limitations and power require-
ments. As noted above, the base oil’s pour point is considered 
the low-temperature limit of a grease. 

 For in-water lubrication several factors are critical. These in-
clude oxidation stability (aging), evaporative loss (volatility), hy-
drolytic stability (reactions with water), water wash off, and 
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corrosion protection properties. In-water structures in locks and 
dams and hydro turbines may be subjected to strong water cur-
rents and possible cavitation.  

Step 4.  Determine the base oil selection. 

Three available options include:  

 mineral oil 
 synthetic oils (which may or may not also be EALs) 
 biobased oils. 

6.2.3  Mineral oils 

Most common grease lubricants are composed of petroleum fractions 
called mineral oils. These are medium to heavy weight refined fractions 
with viscosities ranging from 103 to over 140. NLGI 2, a lithium-based 
grease, will work for a majority of USACE applications and is probably the 
most common. In extremely cold applications, NLGI 1 could be consid-
ered. Lithium complex grease has a higher dropping point and should be 
selected when higher operating temperatures are required. Additives can 
be provided depending on specific requirements. This type of grease can 
work on open gearing, couplings, and bearings.  

 excellent oxidation stability 
 good mechanical stability 
 excellent water resistance and rust inhibiting properties. 

NLGI 3 (semi-hard like vegetable shortening) mineral oil based, lithium soap 
thickened grease is an option for applications requiring stiff grease. Again, 
lithium complex soap can be used for higher temperature applications.  

NLGI 3 has: 

 excellent rust inhibiting properties 
 high oxidation stability within its recommended temperature range. 

NLGI 3 is appropriate for use on: 

 bearings >100 mm (3.9 in.) shaft size 
 outer bearing ring rotation 
 vertical shaft applications 
 continuous high ambient temperatures >95 °F (35 °C) 
 propeller shafts 
 large electric motors. 
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For extreme pressure applications, NLGI 2 with EP additives, mineral oil 
based lithium soap thickened grease can be used. This grease provides 
good lubrication in general applications subjected to harsh conditions and 
vibrations. For extreme pressure applications and wide temperature varia-
tions, NLGI 2, with EP additives and lithium complex soap can be used. 
For low temperature and extreme pressure, NLGI 1 mineral oil based 
grease, using a lithium soap and containing extreme pressure additives is 
an option.  

6.2.4  Synthetic base oil grease 

Synthetic greases should be considered for high temperature and low tem-
perature applications. There are generally four options available for syn-
thetic grease. This includes PAOs, PAGs, esters, and silicones. For in-water 
applications, these greases also work better since they have better hydro-
lytic stability. Synthetic grease generally perform better than mineral oil 
based grease because it has: 

 better oxidation stability or resistance 
 better viscosity index 
 better high temperature stability and protection against breakdown 
 better low temperature viscosity 
 better hydrolytic stability (in-water applications). 

6.2.5  EAL grease 

There are several options available for environmentally acceptable greases. 
The first consideration is the base oil type. There are three base oil types to 
consider. SEs and biobased greases are the predominant forms available. 
It is important to work with the manufacturer to ensure they meet the re-
quirements for an EAL (see Chapter 2). A guide specification for EAL 
grease is provided in Appendix I. EAL greases include: 

 synthetic ester base oil with a lithium/calcium soap thickener 
 PAO base oil with a lithium or lithium complex soap thickener 
 PAG base oil with a lithium or lithium complex soap thickener 
 biobased base oil (canola oil, rapeseed oil, etc.) 
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6.3 Grease selection for bearings  

Step 1.  Determine proper base oil viscosity. 

Base oil viscosity is important because the use of an oil with too high a 
viscosity will overheat the bearing. The use of an oil with too low of a 
viscosity will result in improper lubrication of the bearing and possible 
bearing damage. There are several common methods for determining 
minimum and optimum viscosity requirements for rolling element 
bearings, most of which use speed factors, commonly denoted as DN. 
Ultimately, the bearing manufacturer can also help determine proper 
base oil viscosity.  

Step 2.  Consider additives and base oil type. 

Once the viscosity has been determined, additives need to be evaluated 
and the base oil type determined. Most performance-enhancing addi-
tives found in lubricating oils are also used in grease formulation and 
should be chosen according to the demands of the application. Table 11 
lists some common additive requirements by application (Scott, Fitch, 
and Leugner 2011). Most grease applications in USACE can be formu-
lated using mineral oil base stocks, which are appropriate for most ap-
plications. However, some applications might benefit from the use of a 
synthetic base oil, e.g., applications that involve high or low operating 
temperatures, or a wide ambient temperature range; or any application 
where extended re-lubrication intervals are desired.  

For bearings, speed factor and operating temperature can be used to 
determine the best consistency or NLGI grade for a given application. 
The data in Table 12 provide a general guide to selecting NLGI grade 
based on speed factor and operating temperature (Scott, Fitch, and 
Leugner 2011).  

Table 11.  Bearing additives. 

Additive* 
Journal 

Bearings  
Ball 

Bearings  
Thrust 

Bearings  
Roller 

Bearings  
Needle 

Bearings 

Antioxidants • • • • • 

Antifoam Agents  • • • • • 

Antiwear/EP • • • • 

Rust Inhibitors  • • • • - 

Extreme Pressure  - - 

Demulsibility • • • • - 

VI Improvers  - - - - • 

Corrosion Inhibitors  • • • • • 
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Additive* 
Journal 

Bearings  
Ball 

Bearings  
Thrust 

Bearings  
Roller 

Bearings  
Needle 

Bearings 

• Required, - Depends on application  
*Source: Scott, Fitch, and Leugner (2011) 

Table 12.  Grease NLGI grade for bearings. 

Operating 
Temperature* DN (Speed Factor) NLGI No.** 

-30 to 100 °F  
(-34 to 38 °C) 

0 - 75,000 
75,00 - 150,000 

150,000 - 300,000 

1 
2 
2 

0 °F to 150 °F 
(-18 to 66 °C) 

0 - 75,000 
75,00 - 150,000 

150,000 - 300,000 

2 
2 
3 

100 to 275 °F 
(38 to 135 °C) 

0 - 75,000 
75,00 - 150,000 

150,000 - 300,000 

2 
3 
3 

*Source: Scott, Fitch, and Leugner (2011) 
**Depends on other factors as well, including bearing type, thickener type, base oil viscosity 

and base oil type 

6.3.1  Tainter (radial) gate trunnion bearings 

USACE civil works has hundreds of tainter gates along with their associ-
ated trunnion bearings. The vast majority of these bearings are grease lu-
bricated. The requirements for sector gate and miter gate pintle grease will 
have similar criteria. Table 13 lists some selection criteria. Other general 
criteria include:  

 Measurement of Extreme-Pressure Properties of Lubricating Grease 
(Four-Ball Method). It is recommended that the criteria be set as fol-
lows:  
o Minimum Wear Load Index of 40 kgf  
o Minimum Weld Point of 140 kgf 
o Trunnion application is a typical boundary condition, and it is ap-

propriate to set these parameters to make sure excessive wear 
and/or welding does not occur at the exhibited loads and speeds. 

 Good adhesion to bearing surfaces. No test. 
 Maximum separation allowed should be limited to 0.5% or 1.0%. This 

characteristic is not only an important consideration for storage of 
grease, but also for grease in automatic greasing system lube lines, due 
to possible long pauses between actual greasing. It is important that oil 
not separate from thickeners and additives while static. 
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Table 13.  Tainter gate trunnion bearing lubrication parameters. 

Test Purpose Requirement 

ASTM D-1743 Rust Prevention Pass 

ASTM D-1264 Water washout Max. 3% and for submerged applications 
maximum less than 1% 

ASTM D-217 Worked Penetration NLGI 1 or NLGI 2 depending on climate 
conditions Ease to pump and distribute 

ASTM D-445 Viscosity High viscosity mineral or synthetic oil 
base - Minimum 300 cSt at 40°C 
depending on load, location, in-water or 
out of water, and environmental 
conditions  

ASTM D-2596 Antiwear/scuffing Wear load index 40 kgf 
Weld point 140 kgf 

ASTM D-4048 Prevention of Bronze Corrosion 1A or 1B 

ASTM D4049 Resistance of Lubricating Grease 
to Water Spray 

Less than 2 

ASTM D-1742 Non-separation in storage 0.5 to 1% 

ASTM D2782 Timken OK Load (EP Lubricants) 45 minimum 

ASTM D2509 Timken OK Load 75 minimum 

6.4 Grease selection for open gearing  

Open gears are used extensively on USACE navigation structures and 
within USACE civil works (Figure 9). Lubricants are integral to gears and 
gearboxes and are subject to some unique challenges on navigation struc-
tures. This includes extreme temperatures, infrequency of use, high hu-
midity, submersion during floods, and high operating loads and pressures. 
Open gears are typically custom made and any failure could result in a 
lengthy shutdown of the lock and/or dam. 

Mineral-based, multi-purpose, lithium soap, NLGI 2 can be used for a ma-
jority of these applications. Grease needs to be manufactured for open gear 
lubrication to resist fling-off. The need for EP additives should be evalu-
ated such as for sector gears, which transfer very high torque (Figure 10) 
on electromechanical drive systems. Environmentally acceptable grease 
can also be evaluated. 
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Figure 9.  Open spur gear (USACE). 

 

Figure 10.  Sector gear (USACE). 

 

Step 1.  Consider open gear lubricant requirements and indus-
try standards. 

Due to the operating environment and load requirements, open gearing 
applications are considered some of the most difficult applications a 
lubricant can encounter. Many USACE applications are either in water 
or become submerged during floods. Open gear lubricants must pos-
sess the following characteristics and properties: 
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 tackiness (adhesive/cohesive properties) – excellent adhesion to 
the gears 

 resistance to water washout and spray-off  
 load-carrying capability to protect against friction and wear  
 protection of the gears against wear and corrosion  
 cushioning ability (vibration reduction)  
 sprayability and/or ease of dispensability  
 alleviation of housekeeping and maintenance problem 
 resistance to fling-off  
 no buildup in the roots of the gear teeth 
 properly selected dropping point and low temperature pumpa-

bility. 

Step 2.  Determine key test requirements. 

Table 14 lists some key test requirements with suggested ratings. Note 
that these are suggested ratings and guidelines only. It is imperative 
to work with the gear manufacturer and the lubricant supplier to pro-
vide the correct lubricant for the specific application. 

Some general criteria are: 

 Water washout @ 79°C, wt% ASTM D1264 <2 (for applications 
frequently submerged suggest Rating <1) 

 Four Ball EP Weld Point, kgf, ASTM D2596: 300 minimum 
 Four Ball EP Load Wear Index, kgf, ASTM D2596: 100 
 Oxidation Stability, ASTM D2893 
 Prevention of Rust – ASTM D1743: Pass 
 Pour Point, degrees Fahrenheit, ASTM D97 
 Pumpability – ASTM D217 and ASTM D1092 
 Anti-Wear and Scuffing – ASTM 2596 and G99 
 Shelf life and Storage – ASTM D1742 – limit to 1% 
 Oxidation Stability – ASTM D942 and D2893. 

Table 14.  Required target performance values for open gear grease. 

Test Purpose Requirement 

ASTM D-1743 Rust Prevention Pass 

ASTM D-1264 Water washout Max. 3.0% and for submerged 
applications maximum less than 1% 

ASTM D-217 Worked Penetration NLGI 1 or NLGI 2 depending on climate 
conditions 

ASTM D-445 Viscosity Minimum 300 cSt at 40C 

ASTM D-2596 Antiwear/scuffing Wear load index 100 kgf (minimum) 
Weld point 400 kgf (minimum) 
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Test Purpose Requirement 

ASTM D4049 Resistance of Lubricating Grease 
to Water Spray 

Less than 2 

ASTM D-1742 Non-separation in storage 0.5 to 1% 

ASTM D2782 Timken OK Load (EP Lubricants) 45 minimum 

ASTM D2509 Timken OK Load 50 minimum 

Step 3.  Select the types of open gear lubricants.  

Open gear lubricants generally fall into the following categories: 

 asphaltic type (also referred to as residual compounds)  
 semifluid greases (also known as paste type)  
 semifluid grease cutbacks  
 gel/polymer-thickened types  
 high-viscosity synthetics oils. 

Asphaltic Type. Asphaltic-type open gear lubricants are known as re-
sidual compounds or black oils. They are formulated from high-viscos-
ity mineral oils or residual compounds that contain a high level of 
asphalt or bitumen and a volatile solvent diluent, which is used in the 
application of the product. Typically, the residual black oils used in the 
formulation have viscosities of 643 cSt or higher at 212 °F (100 °C). 

Semifluid Greases and Semifluid Solvent Cutbacks (Paste 
Type). These types of open gear lubricants are the most common in 
USACE locks and dams and typically contain a medium to high viscos-
ity petroleum base oil, which may contain some asphalt or bitumen. 
They may also contain a synthetic oil, a gelling agent or thickener sys-
tem such as aluminum complex or lithium complex, solid lubricants 
such as molybdenum disulfide and graphite, rust inhibitors, and EP 
agents. Because these types of open gear lubricants contain a thickener 
system, they are commonly referred to as paste-type open gear lubes. 
Their consistency typically ranges from an NLGI grade 0 to 2. The cut-
back versions contain a volatile solvent to enhance the product’s ability 
to be applied with spraying and automatic lubrication systems, espe-
cially when low temperatures are encountered.  

Gel/Polymer-thickened Type. These types of lubricants are similar 
to paste-type open gear lubricants because they contain medium- to 
high-viscosity petroleum or synthetic base oils that are thickened with 
a polymeric thickener, EP agents, and solid lubricants to enhance their 
thin film and boundary film performance. These types of open gear 
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lubricants are typically NLGI 00 to 0 in consistency or are semifluid in 
consistency. 

High-viscosity Synthetic Oils (open gears). Oils are typically not 
used on open gearing within USACE and their use is generally not rec-
ommended. American Gear Manufacturers’ Association (AGMA) 9005 
provides more discussion and details on oil-lubricated open gearing. 
These are typically formulated from medium to very high synthetic 
base fluids, such as PAO and esters, or a combination of both. They 
typically contain EP agents and rust and corrosion additive systems. 
Some products may also contain solid lubricants, such as molybdenum 
disulfide that is dispersed into the lubricant in a colloidal suspension, 
or contain viscosity index improvers.  

6.5 Grease for wire rope applications 

USACE has thousands of applications of wire rope on locks, dams, and hy-
dropower sites. EM 1110-2-3200 (HQUSACE 2016b) discusses extensively 
wire rope requirements. All wire rope should be lubricated to the maxi-
mum extent possible (especially the portion of the rope drums), including 
stainless steel. Stainless steel wire rope is lubricated to prevent abrasion as 
the rope is wound on the drum. Wire rope lubricants have principal func-
tions as follows:  

 to reduce friction as the individual wires move over each other 
 to reduce abrasion as wire rope goes over sheaves or drums 
 to provide corrosion protection and lubrication in the core and inside 

wires and on the exterior surfaces. 

Step 1.  Determine the type of wire rope lubricant. 

There are two types of wire rope lubricants, penetrating and coating. 
Penetrating lubricants contain a petroleum solvent that carries the lub-
ricant into the core of the wire rope then evaporates, leaving behind a 
heavy lubricating film to protect and lubricate each strand. Penetrating 
lubricants need to be provided for galvanized wire rope and carbon 
steel wire rope. Coating lubricants penetrate slightly, sealing the out-
side of the cable from moisture and reducing wear and fretting corro-
sion from contact with external bodies. Coating lubricants are required 
for stainless steel wire rope. Because most carbon steel and galvanized 
steel wire ropes fail from the inside, it is important to make sure that 
the center core receives sufficient lubricant. A combination approach in 
which a penetrating lubricant is used to saturate the core, followed 
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with a coating to seal and protect the outer surface, is recommended. It 
is also recommended to use pressurized lubricators when possible. This 
is discussed further in EM 1110-2-1424.  

Mineral-based lubricants, with the proper additives, provide excellent 
corrosion and water resistance and are recommended for most applica-
tions. Asphaltic compounds are the coating type and generally dry to a 
very dark hardened surface, which makes inspection difficult. They ad-
here well for extended long-term storage, but will crack and become 
brittle in cold climates.   

Various types of greases are used for wire rope lubrication. These are 
the coating types that penetrate partially, but usually do not saturate 
the rope core. Common grease thickeners include sodium, lithium, lith-
ium complex, and aluminum complex soaps. Greases used for this ap-
plication generally have a soft semifluid consistency. They coat and 
achieve partial penetration if applied with pressure lubricators.  

Petroleum and vegetable oils penetrate best and are the easiest to ap-
ply. Proper additive design of these penetrating types gives them excel-
lent wear and corrosion resistance. The fluid property of oil type 
lubricants helps wash the rope to remove abrasive external contami-
nants.  

Wire ropes should be lubricated during the manufacturing process. If 
the rope has a fiber core center, the fiber will be lubricated with a min-
eral oil or synthetic type lubricant. The core will absorb the lubricant 
and function as a reservoir for prolonged lubrication while in service. If 
the rope has a steel core, the lubricant (both oil and grease type) is 
pumped in a stream just ahead of the die that twists the wires into a 
strand. This allows complete coverage of all wires.  

Once in service, wire ropes should cleaned before applying new lubri-
cant. If a cable is dirty or has accumulated layers of hardened lubricant 
or other contaminants, it must be cleaned with a wire brush and petro-
leum solvent, compressed air, or steam cleaner before re-lubrication. 
The wire rope must then be dried and lubricated immediately to pre-
vent rusting. Field lubricants can be applied by spray, brush, dip, drip, 
or pressure boot. Lubricants are best applied at a drum or sheave 
where the rope strands have a tendency to separate slightly due to 
bending to facilitate maximum penetration to the core. If a pressure 
boot application is used, the lubricant is applied to the rope under 
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slight tension in a straight condition. Excessive lubricant application 
should be avoided to prevent safety hazards. 

Step 2.  Determine lubricant performance measures. 

Some key performance attributes to look for in a wire rope lubricant 
are wear resistance and corrosion prevention. Some useful perfor-
mance benchmarks include high four-ball EP test values, such as a 
weld point (ASTM D2783) of above 350 kg, and a load wear index of 
above 50. For corrosion protection, look for wire rope lubricants with 
salt spray (ASTM B117) resistance values above 60 hours and humidity 
cabinet (ASTM D1748) values of more than 60 days.  

6.6 Hydraulic oil selection 

The required application should be the most critical attribute when select-
ing a hydraulic fluid to ensure the system’s ability to function properly and 
attain long life. Many hydraulic systems in USACE applications are near 
water and are subject to a variety of environmental conditions. This in-
cludes possible submersion, heat, cold, rain, and snow. When selecting a 
hydraulic fluid, it is very critical to determine the system’s needs in terms 
of viscosity, additives, operation, etc. There are three primary types of hy-
draulic oils plus a 4th type for water-based hydraulic fluid: 

 fire-resistant applications – hydraulic oils 
 hydraulic systems for mobile and industrial systems (typically either 

mineral-based or synthetic hydraulic oils) 
 EA hydraulic oil 
 water-based hydraulic oil. 

Fire resistant applications are not common within USACE especially for 
civil works applications and will not be discussed further. Water-based hy-
draulic oil is further discussed below. Most applications in USACE civil 
works fall under the industrial and mobile system category such as for 
construction equipment like excavators. Environmentally acceptable hy-
draulic oils are becoming more common and their use is encouraged. In 
addition, hydraulic oils can be synthetic-based, mineral oil based, or bi-
obased. There are two primary considerations for hydraulic systems: the 
viscosity grade and the hydraulic oil type. These specifications are typically 
determined by the type of hydraulic pump employed in the system, operat-
ing temperature and the system’s operating pressure.  
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6.6.1  Pump requirements 

There are three major design types of pumps used in hydraulic systems, 
vane, piston, and gear (internal and external): 

 Vane. Vane pumps typically require a viscosity range of 14 to 160 cen-
tistokes (cSt) at operating temperatures. 

 Piston. They can produce much higher operating pressures - up to 
6,000 psi. The typical viscosity range for piston pumps is 10 to 160 cSt 
at operating temperatures. 

 Gear. Gear pumps are typically the most inefficient of the three pump 
types, but they tolerate larger amounts of contamination. Gear pumps 
operate by pressurizing the fluid between the trapped air volume of the 
meshing teeth of a gear set and the inside wall of the gear housing, then 
expelling that fluid. The two main types of gear pumps are internal and 
external. 

Internal gear pumps offer a wide range of viscosity choices, the highest of 
which can be up to 2,200 cSt. This pump type offers good efficiency and 
quiet operation, and can produce pressures from 3,000 to 3,500 psi. Ex-
ternal gear pumps are less efficient than their counterparts, but have some 
advantages, including ease of maintenance, steady flow, and lower pur-
chase and repair costs. As with the internal gear pump, these pumps can 
produce pressures ranging from 3,000 to 3,500 psi, but their viscosity 
range is limited to 300 cSt. 

6.6.2  Determine viscosity requirements 

Viscosity should be determined by the pump type. ISO Grade 32 and 46 
and 68 are the most common. Not having the correct viscosity for the ap-
plication will dramatically reduce the average life of the pump and system, 
thereby directly reducing its reliability and production. When selecting the 
appropriate viscosity grade, look for the optimum viscosity required by the 
pump. This can be determined by collecting data from the pump original 
equipment manufacturer, actual operating temperature of the pump, and 
the lubricant properties referenced to the ISO grading system at 40 and 
100 °C (104 and 212 °F). 

Viscosity is the single most important factor when selecting a hydraulic 
fluid. Defining the correct fluid viscosity grade for a particular hydraulic 
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system involves consideration of several interdependent variables. These 
include:  

 starting viscosity at minimum ambient temperature 
 maximum expected operating temperature, which is influenced by 

maximum ambient temperature 
 permissible and optimum viscosity range for the system’s components. 

If the hydraulic system is required to operate in freezing temperatures in 
winter and tropical conditions in summer, then it is likely that multi-grade 
oil will be required to maintain viscosity within permissible limits across a 
wide operating temperature range. If fluid viscosity can be maintained in 
the optimum range, typically 25 to 36 centistokes, the overall efficiency of 
the hydraulic system is maximized (less input power is given up to heat). 
This means that under certain conditions, the use of a multi-grade can re-
duce the power consumption of the hydraulic system.  

6.6.3  Mineral oil hydraulic fluid 

Mineral oil hydraulic fluids are the most common within USACE and will 
work for a majority of applications. They are refined with the addition of 
additives, which range from anti-wear (AW), rust and oxidation inhibitors 
(RO), anti-foaming, and viscosity index (VI) improvers. These fluids offer 
a lower cost alternative to synthetics and can be very comparable in per-
formance when certain additive packages are included.  

Mineral oil based hydraulic fluid comes in many different forms and varie-
ties, which differ largely in how they are processed or refined. Low grades 
of hydraulic mineral oil come from early stages of the refinement process 
and generally cost less than higher grades that have been more thoroughly 
refined. Different types of hydraulic oil are also distinguished by their 
compressibility. In high pressure systems, specialty oils may be required to 
successfully transfer power or energy.  

Generally, the easiest way to choose between different types of hydraulic 
oil is to consult the manufacturer’s recommendations for the equipment or 
machinery in question. Most owner’s manuals or instruction books specify 
the best type of hydraulic oil to maximize performance. Many oil manufac-
turers create their own unique blends of mineral oil, then sell these trade-
marked formulas under patented brand names. 
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6.6.4  Synthetic hydraulic fluid 

Synthetic hydraulic fluids have better hydrolytic stability when exposed to 
water. They can operate at higher and lower temperatures than mineral oil 
based hydraulic fluids. Many synthetic-based hydraulic fluids can also be 
considered as EALs. The primary categories of synthetic base hydraulic 
fluid include: 

 PAGs - polyalkylene glycols 
 PAOs - polyalphaolefins 
 esters. 

PAG hydraulic fluids have been available for decades and are widely used 
in construction machinery and industrial applications. The EAL hydraulic 
fluid is HEPG — hydraulic environmental poly glycol (water soluble poly-
alkylene glycol). PAGs have excellent lubricity characteristics and a high 
viscosity index. PAGs offer good temperature stability. PAG base fluids are 
available in both water soluble and insoluble forms, and in a wide range of 
viscosity grades. PAGs can be used in both high and low temperature envi-
ronments. The viscosity of PAG hydraulic fluid at low temperature needs 
to be evaluated. PAGs can increase the hydraulic pump horsepower re-
quirements in extremely cold weather (below 0 °F [-18 °C]). 

PAGs are completely incompatible with mineral oil. When a hydraulic sys-
tem is converted from mineral oil to PAG, it is essential that the oil sup-
plier’s recommendations be followed. Normally, total system evacuation 
and one or two flushing procedures are required to avoid any mixing with 
previously used mineral oil. Mineral oil is less dense than PAG fluids, so 
any residual mineral oil will float to the top and must be skimmed off. Ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s recommendations, the final residual quan-
tity of mineral oil may not exceed 1% of the total fluid volume. Mineral oil 
must not be used to replace lost PAG fluid; any contamination of PAG with 
mineral oil must be avoided. Compatibility with varnish, seal, and filter 
materials also must be considered. Paper filters may need to be replaced 
with glass-fiber or metal mesh filters. These should be checked after the 
first 50 hours of operation since the filters will retain any residual mineral 
oil and may become clogged. Because of their excellent wetting properties, 
PAG fluids tend to remove deposits left from operation with mineral oil, 
and these deposits are carried to the filter.  
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PAG hydraulic oils are able to tolerate more water in the system than all 
other lubricants without affecting oil performance. Also, all other oils will 
deposit increased varnish or sludge when water is present, but a PAG will 
not deposit any varnish or sludge. 

PAO hydraulic oils typically not been used for environmentally acceptable 
applications. However, that is changing. Normally, PAO base oils are not 
biodegradable. These synthetic base oils are made through a process called 
synthesizing. The PAO hydraulic fluids that can be considered EALs are 
called HEPR fluids (hydraulic environmental polyalphaolefin and related). 
These are water-insoluble polyalphaolefins (PAO) and related hydrocar-
bon-based fluids. These synthetic hydrocarbons are made by polymerizing 
alpha olefins to produce PAO. Only low viscosity PAOs are considered en-
vironmentally friendly. PAO lubricants are typically initially produced with 
ISO light viscosity grades and then chemically modified (viscosity modifi-
ers) to produce higher ISO viscosity grades. When considering PAOs as an 
environmentally acceptable lubricant, it is imperative to work with the 
manufacturer and supplier. PAO hydraulic fluids offer excellent oxidation 
stability and good corrosion protection. They also have good lubricity and 
aging characteristics, and a long service life. They offer good viscosity per-
formance over a wide temperature range with very low pour points 
to -40 °F (-40 °C). 

Synthetic ester hydraulic fluids are used extensively on European naviga-
tion structures and have been in use for decades. Synthetic esters with 
suitable additives can also be nontoxic and are often used as EALs. Syn-
thetic esters used for EALs have an ISO classification of HEES (Hydraulic 
Environmental Ester oil Synthetic) (see Section 6.6.5). They have excellent 
lubrication properties including a high viscosity index and low friction 
characteristics. Their liquidity at low and high temperatures is excellent, as 
is their aging stability. Although they mix well with mineral oils, this char-
acteristic negatively influences their biodegradability. SE fluids offer good 
corrosion protection and lubricity and usually can be used under the same 
operating conditions as mineral oils. They are applicable for extreme tem-
perature-range operations. Synthetic esters do have a very high first cost 
(the highest of all the synthetic products) and are incompatible with some 
paints, finishes, and some seal materials. However, it may be possible to 
extend oil-change intervals and partially offset the higher cost. 
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6.6.5  Environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluid 

Depending on whether it is a new installation or a retrofit, some consider-
ations on using EA hydraulic fluid include: 

 viscosity over operating temperature range 
 equipment compatibility (Steel pumps and cylinders cannot use water-

based fluids) 
 fluid compatibility 
 seal compatibility 
 field serviceability  
 fluid maintenance 
 down time for switch over of fluids 
 fluid cost difference 
 environmental risks. 

For further information, refer to “Appendix H: ERDC DOTS 16-1 - Under-
standing, Classifying, and Selecting Environmentally Acceptable Hydraulic 
Fluids – August 2016” (Keyser, Samuel, and Welp 2016). ISO 15380 iden-
tifies four categories of biodegradable hydraulic oil: (1) HETG (hydraulic 
environmental tri-glyceride[s]), which are biobased or vegetable oils such 
as rapeseed; (2) HEES, synthetic ester; (3) HEPG, polyglycol or PAG; and 
(4) HEPR, hydrocarbon and ester mix (typically PAOs). ASTM D6046, 
Standard Classification of Hydraulic Fluids for Environmental Impact, can 
also be referenced for EA hydraulic fluid considerations. 

EALs are classified by the International Standards Organization (ISO) 
Standard 6743-4:1999 (ISO 1999). Specifications for four of the groups 
classified by ISO 6743-4:1999 are contained in ISO 15380:2016 (ISO 
2016). ISO 15380:2016 specifies the requirements for environmentally ac-
ceptable hydraulic fluids and is intended for hydraulic systems, particu-
larly hydraulic fluid power systems. These four categories of EA hydraulic 
fluids include: 

 Synthetic Esters (SE) – ISO Classification HEES* 
 Polyglycols (particularly Polyalkylene Glycols [PAG]) – ISO Classifica-

tion HEPG 
 Triglycerides (vegetable oils and biobased oils) - ISO Classification 

HETG 

                                                                 
* The ISO fluid class prefix “HE” denotes “hydraulic oil environmental.” 
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 Polyalphaolefins (PAO) and related hydrocarbon products – ISO Clas-
sification HEPR. 

Water-based hydraulic fluids are also a consideration, although not widely 
used. Water is currently being used in some hydraulic systems for naviga-
tion in Germany. Water hydraulic systems are also being considered and 
experimented with on dredges within USACE (Todd and Bossert 2013). 
Pure water has poor lubricity and cannot function as a lubricant in the tra-
ditional sense, but water has been used as hydraulic fluid in specialty ap-
plications where leakage contamination and fire hazard are major 
concerns. New designs and use of highly wear-resistant materials have 
opened up possibilities for new water hydraulic applications. The rate and 
extent to which water hydraulics are adopted depends on the motivation 
for further technical development and EAL additive development by lubri-
cant producers. Some advantages of water-based hydraulic systems in-
clude: 

 Water costs a fraction of mineral oils and other EA lubricants. 
 Water disposal has little or no impact on the environment. 
 Water is nonflammable and can be used where the combination of high 

temperatures and oils could create fire hazards. 
 Water has better thermal conductivity than oil and can transfer heat 

better allowing smaller heat exchanger to be used. 

Water does have several performance drawbacks, however. Conventional 
hydraulic oil system components will not work with water. The following 
list describes performance drawbacks of water and solutions for overcom-
ing them: 

 Water has low viscosity, so leakage is a concern. Components with 
tighter clearances are being manufactured to compensate for this. 

 Water has low viscosity and low film strength, which means lower lu-
bricity and higher wear. Also, water corrodes metal parts. Stainless 
steel, high-strength plastic, and ceramic bearings and component parts 
designed for high wear resistance are being developed. 

 Water has higher vapor pressure than mineral oil, which makes it more 
prone to cause cavitation. Pumps are being manufactured with smoother 
and larger flow areas, and throttling valves are being redesigned with in-
novative flow geometries to mitigate the cavitation potential. 

 Water freezes. Nontoxic antifreezes have been developed to lower wa-
ter’s freezing point and pour point. 
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USACE Pittsburgh District conducted a study of various hydraulic fluids 
for the New Cumberland Lock and Dam on the Ohio River (Pittsburgh Dis-
trict 2017) including a water-based system. When New Cumberland was 
originally constructed in 1960, a centralized system was a cost effective op-
tion that was built into the lock. A new hydraulic system is now being ret-
rofit into the existing lock. There are also numerous leaks in the crossover 
piping arrangement at New Cumberland Lock. These leaks prompted the 
district to reevaluate the design of the centralized hydraulic system, and to 
evaluate a 4-corner hydraulic system. This also led to an effort to imple-
ment an environmentally safe design as part of the replacement system for 
New Cumberland Lock. The report notes the minimization of risk can be 
accomplished through three primary measures: 

 reducing system fluid volume 
 minimizing potential leak points 
 selecting hydraulic fluid. 

An excerpt from the report states that: 

The existing centralized hydraulic system at New Cumberland contains 

around 5,000 gallons of hydraulic fluid for both the main and auxiliary 

chamber combined (calculation in the Appendix). Each corner of the 4-

corner system would contain approximately 302 gallons. This would 

equate to 1,208 gallons for the main chamber and totals around 2,422 

gallons for both lock chambers combined, cutting the volume by over 

half. The dedicated system has a comparable reduction of the overall sys-

tem volume. Between these two options, the 4-corner system provides 

fewer serviceable components, and lower anticipated cost. For the pur-

pose of this report, the hydraulic fluid selection will be evaluated based 

on a 4-corner system. 

The report addressed three types of hydraulic fluid. This includes conven-
tional petroleum-based oils, EALs, and water with special additives to en-
hance the fluid properties. A matrix (Table 15) was developed to evaluate 
the system that best satisfies desired criteria for New Cumberland. Cost 
was separated from the total ranking and included as a cost of magnitude 
for reference. 

The ranking factors for design importance and performance level were es-
tablished as follows: 

 Poor – 4 
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 Fair – 3 
 Good – 2 
 Best – 1. 

Table 15.  New Cumberland hydraulic fluid evaluation matrix. 

 

There are a few areas to focus on in the matrix. The first is the total rank-
ing of each option, which ranks EAL the best, followed by conventional oil, 
and water-based hydraulics. However, the district made a decision to use 
conventional petroleum-based hydraulic oil. 

Some hydraulic fluids that have been used at USACE field sites and Euro-
pean waterways that are considered EALs include: 

 Trident PAG from Dow Chemical - PAG http://www.dow.com/ucon/formulated/flu-

ids/anhy.htm. This product is being used at the new Folsom Dam tainter 
gates. However, at the time of the writing of this manual, a perfor-
mance evaluation has not been done. EnBio PAG hydraulic fluids are 
another consideration and were evaluated for the new hydraulic system 
at LaGrange Lock (but were not used) - https://enbiousa.com 

 Panolin - synthetic ester. This is used extensively and throughout Eu-
rope on multiple lock and dam sites. http://www.panolin.com/inten/products/envi-

ronmentally_considerate_lubricants/panolin_hlp_synth/hlp_synth_overview.php  
 RSC Bio Solutions – PAO. This is being used for the hydraulic system 

at Coon Rapids Dam in Minnesota. Their product literature indicates 

EVALUATION FACTORS Comment Ranking Comment Ranking Comment Ranking

Cylinder compatibility Yes. Current oil used. 1

Seal compatibilty 

depends on type 2

No, refurbishment 

required 4

Field serviceability Yes. Current oil used. 1

Yes but seals may be 

special 2

Valves have to be 

factory serviced 4

Component availablity Industry standard 1 Industry standard 2 Niche market 4

Fluid Maintenance Low. Current oil used. 1

Low. Similar to 

conventional but more 

frequent change‐out 2

Limited sheld life. 

Flushing required to 

eliminate 

bioaccumulation 4

Environmental Impact  ‐ Toxicity Negative Impact 4 Depends on type 3 No impact. Skin irritant 2

Environmental Impact  ‐ Biodegradability Negative Impact 4 Depends on type 2 Readily biodegradable 1

Bidibility Many companies 1 Many companies 1 Specialty companies 3

Contract Staging/lock downtime Minimal 1 Minimal 1

Requires cylinder 

refurbishment time 3

TOTAL RANKING  (Lower score desirable) 14 15 25

Cost of Fluid (order of magnitude) 1.0 2.5‐7.0 1.1*

Cost of HPU (order of magnitude) 1.0 1.0‐1.2 3.0

Cost Incurred from Spill YES YES** NO

Water‐basedConventional Oil Environmentally Acceptable Oil

NEW CUMBERLAND HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FLUID EVALUATION MATRIX
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they are compliant with the USEPA Vessel General Permit require-
ments, http://rscbio.com/products/envirologic/hydraulic-fluids  

 BioBlend – Biobased hydraulic fluid - https://www.bioblend.com/. The product 
website and product literature indicate they are VGP compliant. 

6.7 Gear reducer oil selection 

Gear reducers are also used extensively in USACE civil works applications 
(Figure 11). They are a common form of power transmission used on a va-
riety mechanical drives. Some more common types of gear reducers in-
clude parallel shaft with helical gearing and worm gear reducers. Gear 
reducers simply are a combination of open gears that are enclosed in a 
sealed box or housing. They are generally used for speed reduction within 
USACE. Gear reducers can use a number of gear types including worm 
gears, spur gears, bevel gears, and helical gears. A lubricant is used to con-
trol friction and wear between the mating surfaces, and in enclosed gear 
drive applications, to transfer heat away from the contact area. It also 
serves as a medium to carry the additives that may be required for special 
functions. There are many different lubricants available to accomplish 
these tasks. 

For systems in which water contamination is likely, gear oils conforming 
to AGMA Standard 250.4, Grade 7 compounded, are recommended. These 
oils contain a fatty oil additive that enhances their surface wetting ability 
under high moisture conditions. 

The intermittent and infrequent use of machinery on navigation structures 
can also contribute to corrosion on the interior of gear reducers. Most of 
these gear reducers have breathers that are open to the atmosphere and 
rely on splash lubrication. Long periods of non-use allow any protective 
film of lubrication to evaporate. Moisture in the air within the gearbox can 
condense and cause rust and corrosion to form.  

Selecting the proper gear lubricant is important to the long-term, efficient 
operation of the gear drive. There are many factors to consider when se-
lecting an industrial gear lubricant for a particular application. However, 
two key factors are: 

 the type of gear reducer 
 the application. 
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The appropriate viscosity and oil selection criteria for a particular type of 
industrial gear drive can be determined using AGMA 9005-E02, Indus-
trial Gear Lubrication (AGMA 2002). The AGMA 9005-E02 standard 
shows suggested viscosity grades for industrial gear drives operating under 
normal loads over a range of speeds and ambient temperatures.  

Figure 11.  Gear reducers (USACE). 

 

As the oil in a gear reducer heats and cools, it expands and contracts, al-
lowing moist outside air into the gear reducer through the breather. To 
limit the entrance of moisture into gear reducers, the use of an appropri-
ately sized oil bath or disposable desiccant breather is necessary. This type 
of breather must not only be designed and installed correctly, it must also 
be replaced when the desiccant is saturated. Gear reducer outdoor expo-
sure to humidity and sunlight will draw water into the gear reducer oil. 
Fabricated protective covers or roofs are justified to limit the direct expo-
sure to sunlight and the elements. A closed loop breather system is also a 
consideration. The Parker Kleenvent has been used at several sites in 
USACE: http://ph.parker.com/us/en/hydraulic-reservoir-isolator-kleenvent-kve 

Lubrication requirements for gear reducers are prescribed by the equip-
ment manufacturer(s), based on the operating characteristics and ambient 
conditions under which the equipment will operate. Often the nameplate 
data on the equipment will indicate the type of lubricant required. If the 
manufacturer is unknown or no longer in business, a lubricant supplier 
should be consulted for recommendations. Means of lubricating gear re-
ducers include splash lubrication, pressure lubrication, gravity drip, spray 
systems, and idler immersion systems.  

The most common viscosity grade for both parallel shaft and right-angle 
intersecting gears is ISO VG 220. A common mistake has been to use the 
wrong weight of oil in gear reducers. For example, worm gear reducers 
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typically require oil that is approximately twice as heavy as that required 
for parallel shaft gear reducers. This is due to the nature of the sliding ac-
tion between the worm gear and the worm wheel. It is not unusual to find 
that the same weight oil that is appropriate for the parallel shaft gear re-
ducers used in the worm gear reducers. This will lead to accelerated wear.  

Oxidation stability of the lubricant is critical for gear reducers. Lubricants 
with low values of oxidation stability will oxide rapidly in the presence of 
water at high temperatures. When oil oxidizes, it may result in sludge ac-
cumulation in the gear reducer. The sludge may interfere with the cooling 
and lubrication. The oxidized oil will also cause corrosion. Oxidation sta-
bility is discussed further below. 

In addition, the gear lubricant selected for a particular application should 
match the recommendations of the original equipment manufacturer. 
These lubrication specifications can be found inscribed either on the in-
dustrial gear drive’s nameplate or in the published specifications found in 
the operator’s manual. These lubrication specifications are designed to 
balance the lubrication needs of the bearings, which generally require a 
light-viscosity lubricant. The specifications are also designed to balance 
the lubrication needs of the gears, which usually require the use of a me-
dium- to high-viscosity lubricant. This balance can be achieved only 
through proper viscosity selection.  

Step 1.  Determine viscosity requirements and select proper vis-
cosity oil. 

Viscosity provides the proper thickness of the oil film at the operating 
temperature and conditions to keep the mating surfaces of the gears 
and bearings apart during hydrodynamic lubrication conditions. It also 
allows for the proper flow of the lubricant to carry frictional heat away 
from the stress points along with any wear debris or contaminants pre-
sent. In addition, the viscosity of the industrial gear lubricant selected 
is important to the overall load-carrying ability of the gear lubricant. 
For new equipment, the manufacturer will select the proper viscosity of 
the gear oil and provide this as part of the project operation and 
maintenance manual. Table 16 lists some general guidelines for viscos-
ity selection (Scott, Fitch, and Leugner 2011). 
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Table 16.  Common viscosity requirements for gearboxes (from Noria Machinery Lubrication 
Handbook). 

Gear Type ISO Viscosity Range Oil Type 

Spur, Helical, and 
Herringbone 

150-320 EP, PAO, PAG, Mineral  

Bevel 150-320 EP, PAO, PAG, Mineral 

Worm 460-1000 Compounded, PAO, PAG 

Hypoid 460 EP 

Many older gearboxes still reflect the old AGMA rating system, in 
which viscosity grades were indicated by a single digit number. The 
new rating system uses ISO viscosity grades or shortened as ISO VG. 
The EM 1110-2-1424 provides a conversion between the rating systems 
as does the Noria Lubrication Handbook (Scott, Fitch, and Leugner 
2011). 

The higher the viscosity, the higher the load-carrying contribution to 
the gear lubricant. However, care must be taken in selecting the proper 
viscosity for an industrial gear application. The use an oil with of too 
heavy of a viscosity can result in excessive heat generation, excessive 
power losses, decreased gearbox efficiency, and improper oil flow. The 
optimum selection will take into consideration ambient temperatures, 
the operating temperatures, drive loads, and operating speeds that are 
most desirable in keeping wear rates at a minimum. Again, AGMA 
9005-E02 should be used. 

As mentioned, the manufacturer of the industrial gear drive generally 
will specify the viscosity grade to use based on the ambient tempera-
tures and operating conditions. The original equipment manufacturer 
will usually specify the industrial gear lubricant’s required viscosity 
grade in centistokes (cSt) at 40 °C (104 °F), in Saybolt Universal Sec-
onds (SUS) at 100 °F (38 °C), or reference the required AGMA or ISO 
viscosity grade.  

If the gear reducer manufacturer does not specify a particular viscosity 
grade to use, or if the lubrication recommendations are no longer avail-
able due to lost maintenance records, misplaced operator’s manuals, or 
painted-over nameplates, the correct viscosity grade for a particular in-
dustrial gear lubricant can still be determined. AGMA 005-E02 can be 
used to determine the correct viscosity. AGMA 9005-E02 provides cal-
culations to determine proper viscosity based on speed and load. 

Step 2.  Review other relevant considerations. 
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These include the type of gearing, the loads and transmitted power ap-
plied to the industrial gear drive, the speed of the gears, the operating 
and/or ambient temperatures, the materials used, and the condition of 
the gears. These factors can help with determining the type of indus-
trial gear lubricant to use for a particular application.  

The pour point of the gear oil should be at least 9 °F (5 °C) below the 
minimum expected ambient temperature during start-up. If this can-
not be achieved, use a gear lubricant that has a lower pour point, such 
as one that is formulated with synthetic base fluids, or use a heater to 
heat the oil before starting the industrial gear drive. Any heater should 
be minimum wattage and not allow the oil to get any hotter than 120 °F 
(49 °C). 

Step 3.  Select oil. 

The four general types of gear lubricants that could be used in the lu-
brication of gear reducers include: (1) rust and oxidation (R&O) inhib-
ited oils, (2) EP gear oils, (3) compounded gear oils, and (4) synthetic 
gear oils.  

6.7.1  Rust and oxidation inhibited gear oils 

These are typically formulated with highly refined petroleum or synthetic 
base oils and contain additives that enhance oxidation stability, provide 
corrosion protection, and suppress foam. Their superior oxidation stabili-
ties typically set them apart from other gear oil types. However, their load 
carrying capabilities may be less than other gear oil types. These oils are 
generally associated with higher speed and lighter load applications. Rust 
and oxidation inhibited gear lubricants can perform well over a wide range 
of gear sizes and speeds with ambient temperatures ranging from -5 to 
250 °F (-21 to 121 °C). R&O inhibited oils are commonly used to lubricate 
high-speed single helical, herringbone reduction gear sets that have pitch-
line velocities greater than 3,500 ft/minute (17.5 meters/second) and are 
subjected to light to moderate loads. They are also used in the lubrication 
of spur, straight bevel, and spiral bevel gear drives that are subjected to 
light loads.  

6.7.2  Extreme pressure gear oils 

These oils provide protection against corrosion and oxidation and contain 
additives that provide protection against wear and scuffing. These oils are 
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formulated with refined petroleum or synthetic base oils. They are gener-
ally used in ISO VGs of 150 and above, and were developed to protect 
geared systems operating at high loads and severe impact or reversal con-
ditions. EP gear lubricants are recommended for use with spur, straight 
bevel, spiral bevel, helical, herringbone, and hypoid-type gear drives that 
are subjected to high loading conditions, moderate to high sliding condi-
tions, and high-transmitted power conditions. Many of the USACE electro-
mechanical drives systems use EP gear oils. 

On worm gear drives, avoid the use of EP additives when possible. When 
used in worm gear drives, EP lubricants must resist the thinning due to high 
temperatures and the wiping effect of sliding action, and they must provide 
adequate cooling. Mineral oils compounded with lubricity additives are rec-
ommended. EP additives usually are not required for worm gears and may 
actually be detrimental to a bronze worm gear. Because some types of EP 
gear lubricants contain chemically active additives systems, care must be 
taken if they are used in systems where the gears and bearings are lubri-
cated from the same system, or if they are used in heavily loaded worm gear 
drives. EP gear lubricants can contain additives that are corrosive to brass 
or bronze components. When used in these applications, the lubricant sup-
plier should be contacted to determine if the EP gear lubricant can be used 
in such applications. Some EP gear lubricants will also contain solid lubri-
cants such as graphite or molybdenum disulfide that are held in a suspen-
sion. These solid lubricants are formulated into the industrial gear lubricant 
to further improve the gear lubricant’s load-carrying capabilities. 

EP gear lubricants perform well over a range of gear sizes and speeds with 
ambient temperatures ranging from -5 to 250 °F (-21 to 121 °C). Constant 
re-lubrication by the use of either splash lubrication or circulation lubrica-
tion systems of the gear teeth is preferred because EP industrial gear oils do 
not adhere to the surface of the gear teeth. They can be used effectively to 
cool the gear mesh and flush the tooth surfaces of wear particles or debris. 

6.7.3  Compounded gear oils 

Compounded gear oils are a blend of petroleum base oils with 3 to 10% of 
natural or synthetic fatty oils. These lubricants are frequently used in worm 
gear drives where the high sliding action of the gear teeth requires a fric-
tion-reducing agent to reduce heat and improve efficiency. The surface ac-
tive agent, which is a fatty or synthetic fatty oil, prevents sliding wear and 
provides the lubricity needed to reduce sliding wear. Their use is limited by 
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an upper operating temperature of 180 °F (82 °C). Most worm gear drives 
normally require an ISO VG 460 or VG 680 compounded oil. In some cases, 
an ISO VG 1000 viscosity grade is required. The viscosity grade required de-
pends on the worm gear drive’s speed and operating temperature. Generally 
the lower the worm’s gear speed, the heavier the viscosity grade. 

6.7.4  Synthetic gear oil 

Synthetic gear oils are primarily used in spur, straight bevel, spiral bevel, 
helical, herringbone, and hypoid worm enclosed gear drive applications 
whenever petroleum-based industrial gear lubricants have reached their 
performance limits. Synthetic gear lubricants can contain R&O inhibited 
additive systems, or anti-wear or EP additives. They are used in enclosed 
gear drive applications where very low or high ambient and/or operating 
temperatures are encountered. Synthetic gear lubricants offer the follow-
ing advantages in enclosed gear drive applications: 

 improved thermal and oxidation stability  
 improved viscosity-temperature characteristics (high viscosity index)  
 very good to excellent low temperature characteristics  
 lower volatility and evaporation rates  
 reduced flammability (depending on the type of synthetic base used)  
 improved lubricity at mesh temperatures above 365 °F (185 °C)  
 resistance to the formation of residues and deposits at high tempera-

tures  
 improved efficiency due to reduced tooth-related friction losses (low 

traction coefficients)  
 lower gearing losses due to reduced frictional losses (low traction coef-

ficients)  
 extended oil drain intervals  
 reduced operating temperatures especially under fully loaded condi-

tions  
 reduced energy consumption. 

Many of the USACE St. Paul District gearbox drives use Mobil SHC 630 
synthetic gear oil with EP additives (ISO 220 viscosity grade). Recently, 
Schaeffer 293 has been used at several sites in St. Paul District. This is an 
API Group III blended with PAO. In Rock Island District, the policy has 
been to replace the Mobil SHC 630 with CEN-PE-CO oil when the Mobil 
SHC 630 becomes contaminated (based on oil testing results).  
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In USACE Huntington District, parallel shaft and worm gear box oils are 
standardized across the entire portfolio (locks and dams and reservoir pro-
jects), with: 

 Mobil SHC 630 (ISO VG 220) for parallel shaft with 8 to 20-in. gear 
centers 

 Mobil SHC 632 (ISO VG 320) for parallel shaft reducers with centers 
>20 in. 

 Mobil SHC 634 (ISO VG 460) for worm gear reducers. 
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7 Lubricant Survey  

7.1 EAL survey  

A sampling survey of lubricants in use at USACE facilities and marine 
plants was conducted to provide some insight into the level of standardiza-
tion and the extent that EALs are used (see Appendix L). The survey in-
cluded feedback from operators on performance of lubricants and an 
inventory of existing facility lubricants.  

From the survey, 64 replies were returned primarily from MVP (St. Paul 
District), MVN (New Orleans District), SAM (Mobile District), LRE 
(USACE Detroit District) and LRN (USACE Nashville District). A few ob-
servations on the survey: 

1. EAL Use on Floating Plant. The use of EALs is limited. Marine Design 
Center (MDC) is aware of some of the applications and these were the only 
ones identified, with one exception (D/B Nicholet on the hydraulic drive). 
MDC is aware of other installations, but surveys were not returned. 

2. EAL Use on Locks and Dams. Several instances of “Food Grade” greases 
and oils were reported that the operators believe are EALs. However, the 
vast majority of responses indicated no use of EALs. 

3. Most facilities have heard of EALs. 
4. Most facilities are not aware of any USACE publication concerning either 

lubrication or EALs 
5. Most facilities are not aware of any guidance concerning EALs. 

The use of EALs is very limited, but the real value in the survey are the re-
sponses to Questions 2 and 3: 

2. If your facility or vessel currently do not use EALs: 
a. Are aware of EALs? Most sites are aware of EALs, but there is much 

confusion on the definition. Many sites do not differentiate between 
food grade lubricants and EALs. 

b. Have you considered using EALs? Most sites have not or have never 
used EALs. 
(1) If so, what applications? 

c. Have you been in contact with representatives from EAL companies or 
industry experts? Primarily, the answer was “no.” 
(1) If so, please provide contacts/Points of Contact (POCs) 
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d. What reason(s) have prevented converting to EALs? Lack of infor-
mation and guidance was the primary answer. 

e. Will you specify EALs if/when a system requiring lubricants is re-
placed? Primarily, the answer was “no.” 

3. Are you aware of USACE publications regarding lubricants and EALs – 
Primarily, the answer was “no.” 

7.2 Lock and dam survey 

The survey included feedback from lock and dam operators on the perfor-
mance of lubricants and an inventory of existing facility lubricants. Survey 
information was provided from Huntington (LRH), Rock Island (MVR), 
and St. Paul Districts (MVP). Information from the 13 lock sites in MVP is 
provided in Appendix M. Many interesting observations can be made from 
an examination of the survey data. While this work focused on lock and 
dam operating machinery, some projects reported back on the lubricants 
they use in their maintenance equipment such as lawn mowers, utility ve-
hicles, road vehicles, etc., in which they described use of a wide range of 
products for these purposes. 

The Mississippi River locks generally do not use hydraulic fluid (except for 
three sites) so all of the results for hydraulic fluid are from LRH and MVR 
(Illinois Waterway). One project reported having six different hydraulic 
fluids between their lock machinery and maintenance equipment. How-
ever, the projects generally use an ISO VG 32 hydraulic fluid for their lock 
operating equipment, which therefore represents a good opportunity for 
standardization.  

Both MVP and MVR primarily use electromechanical gear drives for the mi-
ter gates and tainter valves. Gearbox oils are standardized within MVR. In 
MVP, the gearboxes oils are nearly standardized with the exception of a cou-
ple of sites. Grease usage is not at all standardized in either MVP or MVR. 
MVR has established a comprehensive testing and cleaning program for their 
gearbox oils. A significant issue in Rock Island District is flooding, which oc-
curs frequently, submerging the lock machinery, including gearboxes. 

The bearing greases appear to be mostly NLGI #2 greases with various ad-
ditives from a variety of manufacturers. While this result appears to sup-
port standardization, the fact that these greases are readily available from 
so many different retail outlets may make it difficult to get end user buy-in 
on standardizing on a centrally sourced grease.  
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During the survey, the operations personnel were asked to provide any 
feedback they had on the products that they are using. Feedback com-
ments were few, but no comments were received indicating dissatisfaction 
with the lubrication performance of the products in use. Feedback com-
ments were related to ease of use, cost, equipment inspection (clear lubri-
cants versus opaque), and cleanup. Therefore implementing any 
standardization and EAL program should address these issues to get maxi-
mum end user buy-in. 
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8 Case Studies and Existing Reports  

8.1 Existing lubrication reports ERDC 

ERDC has recently evaluated published two technical reports that evaluate 
the use of EALs. The first, Evaluation of Environmentally Acceptable 
Lubricants (EALS) for Dams Managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers (Medina 2015), was published in August 2015. The purpose of this 
report was to provide a preliminary assessment of EALs for application in 
dams that are managed by USACE. The report explored the environmental 
aspects of EALs and also their operational characteristics. The second 
ERDC report, Evaluation of Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants 
(EALs) Non-Hydropower Uses for NWD and NWW Dams, focused on 
EAL greases for several non-hydropower sites in Northwest Division. This 
technical report is provided in Appendix G and introduced a tiered defini-
tion for EALs, as summarized in Chapter 2 of this report. Nineteen lubri-
cants were evaluated. These were identified as environmentally friendly 
greases already used in USACE dams or as potentially applicable environ-
mentally friendly greases from other sources. Each grease was checked 
against the USEPA criteria for bioaccumulation, biodegradation, and tox-
icity. ERDC considered the composition of the greases where direct data 
was not available. ERDC also checked for labels that indicated EAL accept-
ability.  

8.2 NWD and NWP and NWW (Walla Walla District) grease testing 

Several technical reports were written in response to an environmental 
lawsuit regarding primarily in-water grease usage. This result of the law-
suit was a settlement between USACE and the Columbia Riverkeeper in 
the USACE Northwest Division (NWD). The Riverkeeper website states 
that: 

Riverkeeper’s vision is to restore a Columbia Basin with clean, clear wa-

ters flowing cold from the headwaters to the Pacific Ocean. Our vision is 

for a Columbia with healthy salmon runs that can support traditional 

harvest by Native Americans and non-native fishermen. 

In NWP and NWW hydropower applications, past history of use and 
standardization of grease is lacking. A survey was conducted on eight hy-
dropower plants on the Columbia and Snake rivers on current and past 
grease use. Past history of the greases used was poorly documented as well 
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as the decision to use the current grease. Grease used at the eight plants 
varied, and standardization is lacking. Grease selection was left up to the 
maintenance staff. Selection criteria and guidance were also lacking. Com-
patibility was generally an afterthought or not considered. 

8.2.1  Environmentally acceptable lubricant wire rope and hydropower 
submerged equipment testing in NWD 

Field testing of EAL wire rope lubricant was conducted by HDC and NWD 
to assess the feasibility of using EAL wire rope lubricant (HDC 2017). Four 
different EALs were field tested to evaluate the ability of the lubricant to 
perform its function without risk of damage to the equipment. In addition 
to the four EALs tested, an existing non-EAL lubricant was tested to pro-
vide a baseline for comparison purposes. Field testing was conducted over 
a 12-month duration at Bonneville Powerhouse II and Ice Harbor Dam.  

The four EAL wire rope lubricants were subjected to field testing in two 
different ways: (1) accelerated life testing by 12-month continued sub-
mergence in water and (2) normal use testing by applying them on an ex-
isting wire rope on powerhouse intake and tailrace cranes. The lubricants 
were evaluated based on corrosion protection of the wire rope core, reten-
tion of rope strength, retention of lubricant properties, and expected life 
span. In addition, the EAL lubricant could not interfere with visual inspec-
tions of the wire rope. 

New unused wire ropes were segmented and the lubricant applied and 
submerged for 12 months in the river. In addition, wire rope samples were 
prepared and placed in saltwater in a sealed container.  

Wire rope on the powerhouse cranes spend the majority of their time ex-
posed to the atmosphere. The crane wire rope is infrequently subjected to 
short duration immersion in the river any time the crane places or re-
moves a gate or bulkhead.  

The wire ropes were inspected after 6 months and again at 12 months. Vis-
ual inspection techniques were used to evaluate the condition of the wire 
ropes and the lubricants. After the 12 month inspection, the wire rope 
samples were sent to be destructively tested to determine if loss of 
strength occurred.  
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The ropes that were continuously submerged showed almost complete bio-
degradation of the lubricant after 1 month of exposure. By the end of the 
12-month test period, all the wire rope test samples had no lubricant left 
and were developing heavy rust. Destructive testing showed loss of 
strength. This leads to the conclusion that EALs are not technically ac-
ceptable for applications where the rope will be submerged for extended 
period of time. The test did not establish limits for hours of water expo-
sure, but rather showed a trend that the more the rope is submerged, the 
more the lubricant is degraded.  

The destructive testing of the wire rope did not provide data that one lub-
ricant performed better. All rope samples showed a decrease in strength, 
including the rope sample with the non-EAL lubricant. There were no sig-
nificant differences in the performance of the four EAL lubricants tested. 

The results of this test indicate that EALs are not technically acceptable for 
applications on wire ropes that are submerged in water for extended pe-
riod of time (More than 80 hours in a 12-month period). EALs will biode-
grade when exposed to river water. This biodegradation is so severe that 
the lubricant will not be serviceable after 1 month of exposure. Use of 
EALs in submerged applications would require maintenance intervals 
once per month or more frequently. 

For non-submerged and crane applications, the testing indicated that 
EALs are technically acceptable for wire ropes that are not submerged for 
extended periods of time and spend the majority of life exposed to the at-
mosphere. For all applications, it is recommended that a pressurized ap-
plicator be used to apply the wire rope lubricant.  

8.2.2  EAL Proof of concept plan lower monumental navigation lock tainter 
valve #4 

Field testing of the use of EAL grease on the fill and drain valves was con-
ducted on Lower Monumental Lock and Dam Fill Valve No. 4 by Walla 
Walla district (Portland and Walla Walla Districts 2017e). This testing was 
conducted over a 12-month period. The existing trunnion bushings and 
pins were replaced under an existing repair contract. The existing grease 
line of Tainter Valve No. 4 was replaced and existing grease was purged 
and replaced with Panolin Biogrease EP2. 
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Panolin Biogrease EP2 was selected for this testing based on compatibility 
and performance testing conducted by HDR Engineering, Inc. (HDR) and 
HDC (Portland District 2015). The prior grease used at Lower Monumen-
tal is Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP (NLGI 1). Panolin Biogrease is thicker 
grease (NLGI 2), but the consistency of this thicker grease was considered 
acceptable based on acceptable performance of NLGI 2 greases currently 
in service on the Little Goose Lock and Dam and Ice Harbor Lock and 
Dam fill and drain valves.  

A data logger was used to capture data throughout the operating cycle. The 
gate position, system pressure, and hydraulic pump motor amperage data 
was collected.  

Testing will be considered successful if the valve raises and lowers without 
sticking or binding, the operating pressure does not increase more than 
10% during the entire testing cycle, and the hydraulic pump motor does 
not experience and overcurrent condition. In addition, visual inspection of 
the valve and grease distribution was also done. 

Based on the reviewed data, the operating pressure during the periods of 
May through November time period are within 10% of each other. Discus-
sion with the Lower Monumental Project crew indicated that, overall, 
there were no major problems with using the EAL and they would find it 
acceptable to use on the remaining three tainter valves. The project ob-
served the following: 

 The mechanics recognized that the NLGI 2 EAL was thicker than the 
existing mineral oil based grease (NLGI 1). There was some difficulty 
pumping the grease down to the tainter valve machinery room where 
the automatic grease reservoir is located. The use of a heated oil drum 
blanket could help reduce the viscosity and make this pumping easier. 

 A shift operator discovered a fault in the automatic grease system. When 
investigated, it was found that air had entered into the reservoir. This was 
remedied and the grease system was back on-line. Heating the grease be-
fore installation in the reservoir may help remove pockets of air. 

 The shift operators reported some abnormal noise in the valve; how-
ever more recently this noise has not been noticed. It is not known if 
this noise had to do with the lubrication system or greased bearings. 
The data did not reveal any unusual spikes in pressure. 

 Motor overcurrent did not occur on the tainter valve hydraulic system. 
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 Downloading from the data logger used during the Lower Monumental 
fill/drain valve continues to be problematic. Export file is proprietary 
software that requires U.S. Army Corps of Engineers–Information 
Technology (ACE-IT) approval for install. Future tests should attempt 
to install software before attempting to download export from data log-
gers. 

8.2.3  Environmentally acceptable lubricant grease for hydropower 
applications – Technical feasibility analysis for eight hydropower facilities 
in Washington and Oregon 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Hydroelectric Design Center 
(HDC) contracted with HDR to assess the technical feasibility of switching 
from conventional greases to EALs on certain in-water hydroelectric plant 
equipment (Portland District 2015). The complete report is provided in 
Appendix C. The report stated that:  

EALs represent a class of lubricants that have been demonstrated to meet 

standards for biodegradability, toxicity and bioaccumulation that mini-

mize the potential for adverse consequences in the aquatic environment 

when compared to conventional lubricants. The feasibility of switching to 

EALs is being assessed at the following power plants: Bonneville, The 

Dalles, John Day, McNary, Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental, Little Goose, 

and Lower Granite. EALs are being evaluated for use on turbine wicket 

gate bushings and balance of plant lifting equipment that may become 

submerged such as crane hooks, lifting beams and wire rope. The study 

objective focused on technical feasibility and whether one or more EALs 

can be used without risk of damage to existing plant equipment. 

HDR collected representative in-service grease from USACE powerhouses 
to be used to check compatibility with new candidate EAL greases and 
serve as a performance target for new products. Candidate EAL greases 
were selected based on international criteria defining an EAL. Grease al-
ready in service at the plants and candidate EAL samples were sent to in-
dependent analytical laboratories for testing and analysis. 

In-service grease samples were tested for their compatibility with four can-
didate EAL lubricants to assess whether the greases currently in service 
can be mixed with the candidate EALs without development of adverse 
characteristics or degradation in performance. The ability to mix the EAL 
grease with the in-service grease is very important to prevent clogging of 
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the grease distribution lines or separation of the base oil from the thick-
ener. Either of these scenarios could lead to one or more bearings being 
starved of lubricant. Additionally, each of the candidate EALs was tested 
for performance metrics to determine if their performance was equal to or 
better than a reference in-service grease. 

One of the four EAL greases tested (Panolin Biogrease EP 2) was assessed 
to be both compatible with existing in-service greases and achieved the 
stated laboratory performance metrics. Based on laboratory data alone, 
the study concludes that switching to EALs is technically feasible on cer-
tain in-water hydroelectric plant equipment. However, the study did not 
find wicket gate bushing performance history on the Panolin Biogrease EP 
2, and the question of whether it can be implemented without risk of dam-
age to equipment remains uncertain. 

Based on results of laboratory testing and the absence of wicket gate per-
formance history for Panolin Biogrease EP 2, the implementation of EALs 
should include a “proof of concept” before full implementation. The “proof 
of concept” can take various forms to fully demonstrate that the new EAL 
is satisfactory for long-term operation and does not pose a risk to genera-
tion assets. This may involve a defined timeline of testing or operation in 
one or two machines at each site or on each turbine type that is of suffi-
cient duration to determine a successful outcome. 

This study identifies several candidate greases for wire rope applications. 
Although these greases were not subject to testing because of the reduced 
sensitivity to compatibility issues in these applications, several greases 
have been found to qualify as EALs and have promising characteristics for 
wire rope protection and lubrication. 

8.2.4  Environmentally acceptable lubricant wicket gate bushing proof of 
concept testing plan 

The USACE Hydroelectric Design Center (HDC) prepared this technical re-
port (HDC 2016) to address the feasibility of using an EAL grease without 
risk of damage to the wicket gate bushings and operating mechanism at the 
following power plants: Bonneville Second Powerhouse, The Dalles, John 
Day, McNary, Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental, Little Goose, and Lower 
Granite. The EAL grease being evaluated for proof of concept testing on the 
turbine wicket bushing and operating mechanism is Panolin Biogrease EP2. 
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Panolin Biogrease EP2 was selected after a series of laboratory tests were 
conducted by HDR in 2015 focusing on performance and compatibility 
with the existing in-service greases at the eight power plants (Portland 
District 2015), and on Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant Grease for 
Hydropower Applications (Portland District 2015) included in Appendix 
C. Based on laboratory testing alone, HDR found Panolin to be compatible 
with all but Chevron Ultra-Duty and Chevron FM ALC in-service greases. 
Those greases are used at McNary, Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental, Little 
Goose, and Lower Granite. The greases were found to have borderline 
compatibility with Panolin EP2. Based on laboratory testing alone, Panolin 
performance appears to be acceptable. However, the study was not able to 
locate wicket gate bushing performance history on the Panolin Biogrease 
EP2. Panolin has since supplied references of hydropower use in Italy. 
However, the duration of use or satisfactory performance was not verified 
and therefore concern remains as to its ability to protect the equipment.  

This proof of concept test plan details the process to address the concern 
of equipment damage and compatibility when implementing the replace-
ment EAL lubricant. This will be accomplished through monitoring perfor-
mance and compatibility of the candidate EAL grease after being placed in 
service in designated test units. 

The intent behind this Proof of Concept Testing Plan is to outline a 1-year 
test run, with the EAL grease replacing the in-service grease. HDC and the 
Architect-Engineer (A-E) will work collaboratively with the project person-
nel to install instrumentation, operate, and collect data with the in-service 
grease to develop a baseline for performance. With this baseline perfor-
mance data for the in-service grease, the linkages will be disassembled, ac-
cessible bronze bushings (Upper Bushing or Linkage Pin Bushing) will be 
inspected and measured, and the in-service (non-EAL) grease will be 
purged and replaced with the EAL grease (Panolin). With the EAL grease 
in place, the unit will be periodically monitored and operated. Data will be 
collected at defined intervals; the current measurements include at time of 
install, every month for 3 months, then every 3 months until the year mark 
(months 0,1,2,3,6,9,12). After a year has passed, the linkages will be disas-
sembled and the accessible bushings will be inspected again for compari-
son to the start of the test. HDC will be onsite with the A-E for all unit 
monitoring activities.  
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The test will be conducted on four test units, representing each unique in-
service grease type. Testing will be performed on each in-service grease 
and allows the team to fully assess compatibility of the EAL grease after it 
is placed in service with the existing grease. In addition, the four test units 
will be selected in a manner that test units from several turbine manufac-
turers (Allis Chalmers, Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton, S. Morgan Smith). 

Instrumentation will be installed to record wicket gate servo pressures, 
wicket gate journal clearance, wicket gate motion, and grease flow volumes. 
The instrumentation will be used to measure and record a performance 
baseline for the in-service lubricant. This baseline will be compared with the 
new lubricant throughout the test, to evaluate compatibility and perfor-
mance. Also, laboratory tests will be conducted for both the used in-service 
grease and the used EAL grease performance characteristics on completion 
of the 12-month trial. This will be used to evaluate life of the lubricant after 
it has been placed in service and its ability to protect the equipment. From 
this information, it can be determined any change in friction coefficients; 
increase in journal clearance before and after the new grease is applied as 
well as compatibility issues and grease line fouling due to incompatibility. 

Final bushings inspection will be used to determine if satisfactory perfor-
mance is achieved with the EAL lubricant and whether the EAL can be 
used without risk of potential damage to the equipment.  

It is unlikely that significant wear of the wicket gate bushing during this 
12-month period would result in recordable dimensional change of the 
bushing bore. A change in surface finish would prove as indication of sig-
nificant increase in wear and be deemed unacceptable. 

Laboratory testing of the used in-service greases will be used to evaluate 
the grease’s ability to protect the equipment as it ages, as well as help de-
termine if greasing frequency is sufficient. In addition, a change in used 
EAL grease performance that significantly exceeds the change in perfor-
mance of the used, existing in-service grease will be deemed unacceptable. 

Grease meters will be used to monitor flow of grease in the line. A decreas-
ing flow trend will be cause for concern to pumpability of EAL and com-
patibility issues. Fouled grease lines and excessive reduction of EAL grease 
performance properties will be cause to classify the EAL grease as incom-
patible with the existing grease. 
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A large differential between static and dynamic coefficient of friction will 
be cause for concern and indicate inadequate lubricity. Observed stalling 
or stick-slip (increase delta between static and dynamic frictional coeffi-
cients) of the wicket gate mechanism will require operation of the test unit 
to cease until further investigation of the cause. 

8.2.5  EAL proof of concept plan – Ice Harbor fish pumps 

This document discusses proof of concept for implementation of EALs on 
the fish pumps for the Portland and Walla Walla Districts (2016a). The 
fish pumps include those at the following projects: 

 John Day Dam 
 McNary Dam 
 Ice Harbor Dam. 

The Portland and Walla Walla Districts recently completed a study on the 
risk of switching to EALs on various project equipment (Portland and 
Walla Walla Districts 2016b). This study was prompted by a settlement 
agreement with Columbia Riverkeepers in 2014, which required USACE to 
assess if switching to EALs was feasible on certain in‐water equipment. It 
was determined that using EAL on the fish pumps would require testing to 
ensure that switching to an EAL would perform similarly to a non‐EAL 
and would not pose a risk to the equipment.  

Ice Harbor was selected as the site to perform proof of concept testing on 
fish pumps because there are sufficient pumps such that pump perfor-
mance can be monitored both with the EAL and with the existing grease. 
The eight fish pumps on the south shore are lubricated by an automatic 
grease system (Farval). The automatic greasing is separated by two grease 
systems that each supply grease to four of the pumps. Four of these fish 
pumps will be used for testing using an EAL. The remaining pumps will be 
monitored as well for comparison purposes with the existing grease (Chev-
ron Ultra‐Duty Grease EP NLGI 2). 

The lubrication system is an automatic greasing system and consists of a 
reservoir, a positive displacement pump, and discharge valves that regu-
late the amount of grease supplied to the fish pumps. Adjustment screws 
are used to change the distribution of grease that is discharged each cycle. 
For purposes of this test, the adjustment screws shall remain in the same 
position as before. 
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The positive displacement grease pump regulates the amount of grease 
that is discharged to the system by a setting that changes the length of cy-
cle time. Changes may be needed to increase or decrease the cycle time. 

8.2.6  EAL proof of concept plan – Little Goose Navigation Lock – 
Downstream miter gate 

This document discusses the proof of concept for implementation of EALs 
on the miter gate pintles located within navigation locks of the Portland 
and Walla Walla Districts (2016c). The proposed gates initially included 
the following lock sites: 

 Bonneville (upstream and downstream) 
 McNary (upstream and downstream) 
 Little Goose (downstream) 
 Lower Granite (downstream). 

The miter gate pintle at Little Goose will be the only one investigated ini-
tially. The Portland and Walla Walla districts recently completed a study 
on the risk of switching to EALs on various project equipment (Portland 
and Walla Walla Districts 2016b). It was determined that using an EAL on 
the miter gate pintle bearings would require testing to ensure that switch-
ing to an EAL would perform similarly to a non‐EAL and would not pose a 
risk to the equipment. Little Goose was selected as the site to perform 
proof of concept testing because the pintle bearings are being replaced in 
FY17, so the condition at the onset of testing will be known. The lubrica-
tion system for each miter gate serves the gudgeon, gate pin, gimbal, and 
the pintle bearing, although only the pintle is being replaced in FY17. Only 
the riverside leaf will have the EAL grease implemented. The landside leaf 
will be monitored with the existing grease (Chevron Ultra‐Duty Grease EP 
NLGI 2) for comparison purposes. Note that the Project Delivery Team 
(PDT) considered testing at McNary since their pintle bearings are sched-
uled to be replaced in 2021. The new pintle bearings at Little Goose, how-
ever, provided an opportunity to assess the grease performance from a 
known starting condition. The pintle bearing has a sealed greased system. 
An O‐ring seals the pintle near its base so that the grease will enter a re-
turn line that travels back up to the machinery room. Little Goose system 
will have a Viton (FKM, or fluorocarbon) O‐ring installed with the new 
pintle bearing. Viton is the preferred O‐ring material to ensure the best 
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compatibility with Panolin Biogrease, as indicated by the Panolin repre-
sentative. Furthermore, seal manufacturers SKF and AEGIR Marine re-
quire stern tube seals to be replaced with Viton when implementing EALs. 

8.2.7  EAL proof of concept plan – Lower Granite Navigation Lock – 
Upstream tainter gate trunnions and wire rope blocks 

This document discusses proof of concept for implementation of EALs on 
the trunnion bearings and wire rope blocks located on the Lower Granite 
navigation lock upstream tainter gate (Portland and Walla Walla Districts 
2016d). This test plan will provide information to make a decision as to 
whether to switch to EAL grease at Lower Granite as well as on similar 
equipment at The Dalles, Ice Harbor, and Little Goose. 

The Portland and Walla Walla districts recently completed a study on the 
risk of switching to EALs on various project equipment (Portland and 
Walla Walla Districts 2016b). It was determined that using EAL on the 
tainter gate trunnion bearings would require testing to ensure that switch-
ing to an EAL would perform similarly to a non-EAL and would not pose a 
risk to the equipment or mission. Lower Granite was selected as a site to 
perform proof of concept testing. Lower Granite’s upstream trunnion 
bushings are in good operating condition with no current issues with the 
mechanical drive system.  

The lubrication system for the tainter gate serves the trunnion bearings 
and the wire rope blocks. Both the riverside leaf and the landside leaf bear-
ing grease will be replaced with the EAL in lieu of the existing grease 
(Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2), as will the wire rope blocks. The 
lubrication system is a manual greasing system and consists of two ½-in. 
outer diameter hoses (likely 5/16-in. inner diameter) delivering grease to 
the trunnion bushing and wire rope block. The hoses have button head 
disconnects to accept a manual grease gun operated by maintenance per-
sonnel. Both the landside and riverside bearing and wire rope block are 
greased bi-weekly (twice per month). Each lockage has up to two cycles — 
one for closing and one for opening the gate. 

Monitoring the effects of EAL installation will be limited to checking the 
hoist motor current, and a general visual and auditory inspection of gate 
operation. Visual inspections of the bearing will not be possible without 
removal of the trunnion pin, which could be done under the annual FY18 
lock outage, but is not likely due to the large level of effort required. Visual 
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inspection of the trunnion may be done via ladder with fall protection or 
by man basket although these methods have a high level of effort and re-
quire multiple personnel with specialized training and equipment. Work 
also needs to be coordinated with lock operations because the lock cannot 
be used while personnel are accessing the trunnions and wire rope blocks. 
Optics may be used to view the trunnions and rope blocks from a safe loca-
tion if access is not feasible. 
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9 Conclusion and Recommendations 

9.1 General  

This report recommends that: 

 All USACE civil works projects should evaluate the use of EALs and self-
lubricated materials as applicable. A follow-up to this work will be to en-
courage HQUSACE to mandate this evaluation of EALs and SLMs on 
USACE civil works projects. It should be clear that the use of EALs and 
SLMs will not be mandated, only their evaluation and consideration. 

 Formal adoption of Tier 1 and Tier 2 definitions of EALs should be de-
veloped throughout USACE civil works. 

 Lubricant selection should be standardized within Districts. Lubricant 
selection should be standardized within waterways to the extent possi-
ble (for example on the Upper Mississippi River and Illinois Water-
way). This will require Districts to establish Standard Operating 
Procedures for their lubricant selection and testing and replacement. 

 All USACE civil works field sites should establish a lubricant sampling 
and testing program per the requirements in USACE EM 1110-2-1424. 

 To help with standardization, USACE districts and field sites should in-
vestigate different means of purchasing lubricants including through 
the DLA, through IDIQ contracts, and through bulk purchases. 

 An official guide specification for EAL grease should be developed and 
incorporated into a Unified Facilities Guide Specification (UFGS). The 
current draft version can be a starting point. 

 An official guide specification for EA hydraulic fluid should be devel-
oped and incorporated into an UFGS. Alternatively, the existing UFGS 
on hydraulic systems: Section 35 05 40.14 10, Hydraulic Power Sys-
tems for Civil Works Structures, should be modified. 

 It should be determined conclusively whether the AOAP testing labora-
tories can or cannot be used for USACE civil works. 

 An ERDC Statement of Need should be initiated and a survey taken of 
EALs and self-lubricating materials throughout USACE civil works. 

 ERDC reports concerning the Powertech Self Lubricated Bearing tests 
(Jones 1999; Race, Kumar, and Stephenson 2004) should be updated. 
The original Powertech test dates back to 1999. Manufacturers have 
since marketed new products and enhancements to their existing prod-
uct lines. New and updated reports will provide much needed test data 
for the latest manufacturer product lines. 
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 A comprehensive listing of all USACE civil works sites that are using 
self-lubricated materials and the application for which they are used, 
should be developed. In addition, the performance of these materials 
needs to be documented to clarify whether these materials are working 
properly, and whether there been any failures. This is especially critical 
for pintle bearings on miter gates and sector gates. 

 Pilot studies should be initiated (see Section 9.3) for EAL greases and 
EA hydraulic fluid. 

9.2 Operation and maintenance and risk considerations 

Several factors need to be considered when converting to EALs or syn-
thetic lubricants or self-lubricated materials on drive machinery. Mineral 
oil lubricants should always be considered a baseline for any comparison. 
Related to costs, the most important item to cover with field sites and end 
users is equipment lifetime costs. The initial cost of the lubricant or SLM is 
often the driving factor, but life cycle costs also need to be considered. Var-
iables include initial fluid price, any changeover or conversion costs, re-
duction or increase in energy consumption from the machine, and 
increased or decreased efficiency of the equipment. Any lubricants or 
SLMs that extend the life of the equipment also need consideration and 
need to be rated accordingly. Other factors include potential reduced labor 
for maintenance (if lubricant life can be extended), reduced maintenance 
parts costs, reduced fluid replacement intervals, reduced or alleviated en-
vironmental costs, and improved image costs. The New Cumberland study 
illustrated several of these considerations (see Table 15). Many times 
switching to an EAL can introduce risk of damage to equipment if not se-
lected correctly. EALs should have the same performance requirements as 
mineral oil based lubricants. 

9.3 Pilot studies 

A pilot study or multiple pilot studies at USACE lock and dam sites could 
give critical data for the assessment of sustainable and standardization 
practices in navigational structures. Essentially, these studies would pro-
vide a “proof of concept” for either EALs or SLMs. This work is already be-
ing done in NWD for in-water greases as described in Chapter 8 of this 
report and a pilot study could be a follow-on to that work. The plan would 
be to test specific EAL greases on a miter gate pintle, a sector gear and pin-
ion, and a tainter gate trunnion bearing. At Troy Lock in New York State, 
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an EAL grease is currently being evaluated for the miter gate pintle. How-
ever, it is proving difficult to find a suitable EAL grease. This is but one ex-
ample of the difficulties in selecting an EAL grease over a mineral oil 
grease. There is limited guidance and direction. 

It is recommended to initiate three pilot studies for EAL grease on lock 
and dam pintle bearings. This work is already being done in the Northwest 
Division at Little Goose, McNary, Bonneville, and Lower Granite Locks 
and Dams (Portland and Walla Walla Districts 2016c). As such, this pilot 
study would be a follow on to the work in NWD. One site could be the Chi-
cago Lock, one site on the Upper Mississippi River, and one site on the Illi-
nois Waterway. The Chicago Lock has already been using “food grade” 
grease for the sector gate pintle bearings. In addition, there should be a 
study evaluating EAL grease for tainter gate trunnion bearings. This work 
is also being done in NWD at Lower Granite Lock and Dam (Portland and 
Walla Walla Districts 2016d). So the pilot study would be a follow on to 
that work. This pilot study could be done on both the Upper Mississippi 
River and Illinois Waterway. 

A pilot study is recommended to include a hydraulic system for a miter 
gate and tainter valve drive system at one or several USACE locks and/or 
dams. This would be an opportunity to evaluate and assess the perfor-
mance of various synthetic hydraulic fluids, biobased hydraulic fluids, and 
EALs. The study could also look at the performance of any current hydrau-
lic systems in use that are using non-mineral oil based hydraulic fluids 
such as Folsom Dam. The Illinois Waterway and the Ohio River both have 
multiple lock sites that use hydraulic drives. As such, this pilot study could 
be conducted at one of these sites. 
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Appendix A: U.S. Coast Guard Technical Re-
port 262 

This Coast Guard technical standard provides the general information, re-
quirements, and guidance necessary for the use, testing, and analysis of lu-
bricating oils and systems. The standard covers a wide range of topics 
including lubrication fundamentals, properties of lubricants, and lubricant 
types and applications. Although the standard is focused on floating plant, 
many of the topics in the standard are directly applicable to USACE civil 
works. 

The standard includes a detailed lubricant sampling guideline and discus-
sion of lubricant testing. The standard also provides a detailed oil analysis 
program. 
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Appendix B: REMR EM-MM-1-1 and EM-5 

These reports, which dates back to 1989, includes a discussion of lubrica-
tion fundamentals. The report EM-5 includes a lubricant survey of USACE 
field sites and selection criteria for a range of mechanical equipment 
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Appendix C: Environmentally Acceptable Lub-
ricant Grease for Hydropower – U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers Portland District – 
July 2015 

Sub-Title: Technical Feasibility Analysis for Eight Hydropower Facilities in 
Washington and Oregon 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Hydroelectric Design Center 
(HDC) contracted with HDR Engineering, Inc. (HDR) to assess the tech-
nical feasibility of switching from conventional greases to EALs) on certain 
in-water hydroelectric plant equipment. The feasibility of switching to 
EALs was assessed at the following power plants: Bonneville, The Dalles, 
John Day, McNary, Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental, Little Goose, and 
Lower Granite. EALs are being evaluated for use on turbine wicket gate 
bushings and powerhouse balance of plant lifting equipment that may be-
come submerged such as crane hooks, lifting beams and wire rope. The 
study objective focused on technical feasibility and whether one or more 
EALs can be used without risk of damage to existing plant equipment. 
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Appendix D: Bureau of Reclamation FIST 2-4, 
Lubrication of Hydropower Equipment 

Although this is Bureau of Reclamation technical report focuses on hydro-
power, it is also directly applicable to all USACE civil works. The proper 
selection and use of lubricants, as well as the care and operation of lubri-
cating systems, is an essential part of any powerplant maintenance pro-
gram. Any piece of equipment with moving parts depends on some type of 
lubricant to reduce friction and wear and to extend its life. This document 
discusses lubrication fundamentals, lubricant characteristics, additives, 
maintenance of lubrication systems, and the selection of lubricants for 
common powerplant equipment. The report provides a lubricant selection 
guide for turbine oil, wicket gates, gears, wire rope, and radial gates 
(tainter gates). The content of this report can provide a basic understand-
ing of lubrication theory and the characteristics of lubricants essential to 
choose an appropriate lubricant for a particular application, and to main-
tain the lubricant’s effectiveness. 
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Appendix E: Memorandum on Clean Water Act 
Compliance at USACE Hydropower Facili-
ties 

This memorandum provides guidance on the operation and maintenance 
of USACE hydropower facilities, in accordance with Engineer Regulation 
(ER) 200-2-3 (Environmental Compliance Policies), Chapter 11-1, specifi-
cally regarding compliance with the Clean Water Act (CWA). This guid-
ance identifies management practices that should be considered, where 
economically practicable and technically feasible, for implementation at 
USACE hydropower facilities. This guidance refers to normal operations 
and does not address actions that may be required to respond to a spill of 
regulated substances. 
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Appendix F: Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 
National Stock Numbers for Lubricants 

This spreadsheet provides the National Stock Numbers (NSN) and military 
standards for fuels and lubricants provided by DLA. 
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Appendix G: ERDC - Evaluation of Environmen-
tally Acceptable Lubricants at non-Hydro 
Facilities for NWD and NWW Dams – Au-
gust 2015 

This report focuses on two questions: 

1. Are EAL greases available for use at multipurpose facilities (dams) for 
non-hydropower application? And, 

2. Do these EALs meet performance needs? 

A separate study was conducted evaluating candidate greases for hydro-
power applications (HDR 2015). Although applicable to all U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE) dams, this project particularly focused on 
dams in the Columbia and Snake Rivers, which are under the management 
of the Portland and Walla Walla Districts (NWP and NWW respectively), 
and which are both part of the Northwest Division of the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers. 
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Appendix H: ERDC DOTS 16-1 - Understanding, 
Classifying, and Selecting Environmen-
tally Acceptable Hydraulic Fluids – August 
2016 

The objective of this technical note is to educate USACE end users (boat 
operators, plant managers, lock and dam operators, project managers, su-
pervisors, etc.) about the use of environmentally acceptable hydraulic flu-
ids. This document presents the USACE definition and classification 
criteria for an environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluid, along with con-
siderations for selecting an environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluid. 
This technical note is intended to provide basic knowledge and under-
standing for end users considering the use of environmentally acceptable 
hydraulic fluids. 
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Appendix I: Draft Guide Specification for an 
EAL Grease 

This appendix provides a guide specification for purchasing EAL grease. It 
is emphasized the specification is only in draft format. One consideration 
is the viscosity of EAL grease for gate trunnion applications and miter gate 
and sector gate pintles. Recent investigations have shown the difficulty of 
finding an appropriate EAL grease that meets the target viscosity require-
ment. 
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Appendix J: Army Oil Analysis Program AOAP 
TB 43 -0211 – 1 December 2004 

The Army Oil Analysis Program (AOAP) is part of a Department of De-
fense program to detect impending equipment component failures and de-
termine lubricant condition through on-line and laboratory evaluation of 
oil samples. The application of laboratory non-destructive analytical tech-
niques allows flight safety to be improved, equipment readiness to be en-
hanced, and resources to be conserved. Program Manager (PM) AOAP 
provides operational management of the oil analysis program. Army Regu-
lation (AR) 750-1, Army Materiel Maintenance Policy prescribes the ob-
jectives, policies, and the responsibilities of commands participating in the 
AOAP. This technical bulletin must not be interpreted to imply that AOAP 
minimizes the need to employ good maintenance practices and strong 
maintenance discipline. AOAP is an effective maintenance diagnostic tool 
and not a maintenance substitute. 

This technical bulletin identifies equipment enrolled in the AOAP, pro-
vides instructions on taking oil samples, and provides guidance for instal-
lation and unit management of AOAP operations. This publication also 
gives the equipment maintainer needed information regarding what sup-
plies to obtain, how to prepare forms, where AOAP laboratories are lo-
cated, and where to seek assistance when unusual situations are 
encountered and appropriate information is not contained herein. 

Tables list data on the sampling frequency for a variety of equipment, 
some of which is applicable to USACE civil works. 
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Appendix K: Bureau of Reclamation FIST 4-1A 

This appendix provides the Bureau of Reclamation document FIST 4-1A 
that establishes minimum recommended practices for maintenance of me-
chanical equipment in Bureau of Reclamation hydroelectric power and 
large pumping plants. Included in this document are recommended 
maintenance activities, maintenance interval, and references. 
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Appendix L: EAL Survey 

This appendix provides the results of the EAL survey among USACE civil 
works. 
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Appendix M: USACE St. Paul District Lubrica-
tion List 

This appendix provides a listing of the lubricants used on the St. Paul Dis-
trict Locks and Dams. 
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Appendix N: Test Report for a Miter Gate 
Gearbox at Lock and Dam 4 

A test report is provided for the gearbox oil at Lock and Dam 4 on Missis-
sippi River. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


The proper selection and use of lubricants, as well as the care and operation of lubricating 
systems, is an essential part of any powerplant maintenance program.  Any piece of equipment 
with moving parts depends on some type of lubricant to reduce friction and wear and to extend 
its life. To choose an appropriate lubricant for a particular application and to maintain the 
lubricant’s effectiveness, a basic understanding of lubrication theory and the characteristics of 
lubricants can be very beneficial. This document will discuss lubrication fundamentals, lubricant 
characteristics, additives, maintenance of lubrication systems, and the selection of lubricants for 
common powerplant equipment. 


2. FUNDAMENTALS OF LUBRICATION 


The basic purpose of a lubricant is to reduce friction and wear between two surfaces moving 
relative to one another. In most cases, a lubricant also dissipates heat, prevents rust or corrosion, 
acts as a seal to outside contaminants, and flushes contaminants away from bearing surfaces.  For 
the lubricant to accomplish these functions, a fluid lubricant film must be maintained between 
the moving surfaces.  This condition is known as fluid film lubrication. 


2.1 Fluid Film Lubrication 


Fluid film lubrication reduces friction between moving surfaces by substituting fluid friction for 
mechanical friction.  Fluid film lubrication is illustrated in figure 1.  Surface 1 moves over 
surface 2 at velocity V, separated by a film of fluid with a thickness h.  The oil film can be 
considered to be made up of many layers.  The layer in contact with moving surface 1 clings to 
that surface and moves at the same velocity.  Similarly, the layer in contact with surface 2 is 
stationary. The layers in between move at velocities directly proportional to their distance from 
the moving surface.  For example, at a distance of ½ h from surface 1, the velocity would be 
½ V. The force F, required to move surface 1 across surface 2 is simply the force required to 
overcome the friction between the layers of fluid.  This internal friction, or resistance to flow, is 
defined as the viscosity of the fluid. Viscosity will be discussed in more detail later. 


To keep the surfaces separated, the fluid pressure must be high enough to support the load.  In 
highly loaded bearings, like thrust bearings and horizontal journal bearings, relatively high fluid 
pressures are required to support the load.  If this pressure is supplied by an outside source, it is 
called hydrostatic lubrication. If the pressure is generated internally (i.e., within the bearing by 
dynamic action), it is referred to as hydrodynamic lubrication.  In hydrodynamic lubrication, a 
fluid wedge is formed by the relative surface motion of the bearing journals or the thrust runners 
over their respective bearing surfaces. This wedge is similar to the fluid wedge that forms under 
a speeding boat, pushing the bow out of the water, or under water skis, allowing the skier to skim 
across the water. Figure 2 illustrates the wedge action in a pivoting shoe thrust bearing.  As the 
thrust runner moves over the thrust shoe, fluid adhering to the runner is drawn in between the 
runner and the shoe, causing the shoe to pivot and forming a wedge of oil.  As the speed of the 
runner increases, the pressure of this wedge increases, the runner is lifted vertically, and full fluid 
film lubrication takes place. 
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Fluid Film Lubrication 
Bearing Surface Area = A 


Moving Surface 1 


Stationary Surface 2 


Velocity = V 


Velocity = 1/2V 


Velocity = 0 


1/2 h 
Fluid Thickness = h 


Force = F 


Shear Stress = F/A = dynes/cm 2 Shear Rate = V/h = (cm/sec)/cm = 1/sec 


Dynamic Viscosity = Shear Stress/Shear Rate = (dynes/cm 2)/(1/sec) = 1 Poise 


Figure 1.—Fluid Film Lubrication 


Pivoting Shoe Thrust Bearing 


Thrust Runner 


Thrust Shoe 


Oil Wedge 


Direction of Rotation 


Figure 2.—Pivoting Shoe Thrust Bearing 
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Figure 3 demonstrates the wedge that forms in a horizontal journal bearing. In drawing “A,” the 
journal is at rest and the weight of the journal has squeezed out the oil film at “E” so that the 
journal rests on the bearing surface.  As rotation starts, as shown in drawing “B,” the journal has 
a tendency to roll up the side of the bearing.  At the same time, fluid adhering to the journal is 
drawn into the contact area at “F.” As the speed increases, an oil wedge is formed at “G.”  The 
pressure of the oil wedge increases until the journal is lifted off the bearing at “H,” as shown in 
drawing “C.” Drawing “D” shows the condition at full speed.  The journal is not only lifted 
vertically, but is also pushed to the left by the pressure of the oil wedge so that the resultant force 
from the fluid pressure acts along the line “PO.”  The minimum fluid film thickness at full speed 
will occur at “J” and not at the bottom of the bearing. 


Figure 3.—Horizontal Journal Bearing 


(Courtesy of Conoco Inc.) 


In both the pivoting shoe thrust bearing and the horizontal journal bearing, the minimum 
thickness of the fluid film increases with an increase in fluid viscosity and surface speed and 
decreases with an increase in load. 


2.2 Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication 


In instances of very high unit loads and high speeds, such as are experienced in antifriction 
bearings (ball and roller bearings), cams, and some gears, establishing or maintaining an oil film 
with adequate thickness for normal hydrodynamic lubrication is difficult.  In these special cases, 
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the lubricant is compressed and extremely high pressures are developed.  The high pressures 
increase the lubricant’s viscosity and elastically deform the metal surfaces.  This allows the load 
to be spread over a larger area and increases the load carrying capacity.  This is referred to as 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication.  In this realm of lubrication, an increase in load deforms the 
metal surfaces rather than affecting the oil film thickness because the oil film is actually more 
rigid than the metal. 


2.3 Boundary Lubrication 


A well-designed fluid film bearing will operate with a full fluid film under most circumstances, 
but under less than ideal conditions, such as during start up and shut down, the fluid film may 
become so thin that contact may be made between the rubbing surfaces.  This condition is called 
boundary lubrication and is compared to fluid film lubrication in figure 4.  When the bearing 
surfaces are greatly magnified, peaks on the surface, referred to as asperities, are evident.  
During boundary lubrication conditions, the asperities of one surface come in contact with the 
other surface and are torn or worn off. The lubricant’s viscosity alone cannot provide sufficient 
lubrication under these circumstances.  To compensate for this, lubricant additives may be 
required that form an extremely thin boundary film on the bearing surfaces or, in the case of 
hydroelectric generator thrust bearings, an outside pressure source or hydrostatic system may be 
used. 


Fluid Film Lubrication 


i i


i


by 
Lubri


iti


ilm 


Boundary Lubr cat on 


Bear ng 
Surfaces 


Separated 


cant 
Film 


Asper es 


Boundary F


Figure 4.— Fluid Film and Boundary Lubrication 
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Some reciprocating equipment, such as pistons in compressors or engines, and slow moving 
equipment, such as turbine wicket gates, rely on boundary lubrication entirely.  Gear teeth also 
depend on boundary lubrication to a great extent.  For boundary lubrication to be effective (i.e., 
to reduce friction and provide damage control to the rubbing surfaces), a very thin film of 
lubricant, or additive, or both must be maintained.  This is accomplished through the use of 
various extreme pressure, antiwear, and lubricity additives.  Solid lubricants, such as graphite, 
molybdenum disulfide, and PTFE may also be added by the lubricant manufacturer, but research 
on greases used in boundary lubrication applications following the Folsom gate failure found that 
adding molybdenum disulfide or PTFE was not effective. 


3. 	LUBRICANT CHARACTERISTICS 


3.1 	Oil 


3.1.1 	General. A lubricating oil is composed of a base stock blended with various 
additives to enhance performance and maintain quality.  The base stock may be a 
petroleum oil, a synthetic oil, or in rare specialized instances, vegetable oil.  
Petroleum oils are usually classified as either paraffinic or naphthenic.  Paraffinic 
oils, as the name implies, contain paraffin wax and are the most widely used type 
of lubricating oil base stock. In comparison to naphthenic, paraffinic oils are 
more resistant to oxidation, have a lower volatility, a higher viscosity index, and 
are generally a better lubricant.  Since naphthenic oils are essentially wax free, 
they have naturally low pour points. 


Synthetic based lubricants are produced to provide a product with precise and 
predictable properties through the chemical reaction of materials of a specific 
chemical composition.  Synthetic lubricants are superior to petroleum lubricants 
in most circumstances.  Despite the superior performance of synthetic lubricants, 
their use is usually limited to severe or unusual applications because of their cost, 
which can be many times more than a similar petroleum product. 


3.1.2 	 Oil Characteristics. 


3.1.2.1 	Viscosity.  Probably the single most important characteristic of a 
lubricant is its viscosity. As mentioned earlier, viscosity is a measure of 
a fluid’s internal friction or resistance to flow. The higher the viscosity 
of a fluid, the greater the internal resistance and the greater its load 
capacity. But with the higher internal resistance, temperatures can rise.  
The correct viscosity for a particular application would be thick enough 
to support the load but not so thick as to cause excessive fluid friction 
and a corresponding increase in temperature. 


Dynamic or absolute viscosity is defined as the ratio of shear stress to 
shear rate and is most commonly measured in poise or centipoise.  
Figure 1 illustrates this. Kinematic viscosity is the dynamic viscosity 
divided by the density of the lubricant and is most commonly measured 
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in centistokes. The kinematic viscosity is related to the time required for 
a fixed volume of lubricant to flow through a capillary tube at a given 
test temperature, usually 40 degrees Celsius (ºC) or 100 ºC, under the 
influence of gravity. The kinematic viscosity is the most common 
method of expressing a lubricant’s viscosity. 


There are many other methods for measuring and expressing the 
viscosity of lubricants.  A common but outdated viscosity measuring 
system seen in many of the original powerplant equipment specifications 
is Saybolt Universal Seconds (SUS), or Saybolt Seconds Universal 
(SSU). In this system, the viscosity is the amount of time, in seconds, it 
takes for 60 cubic centimeters of the lubricant to flow through a standard 
orifice at a given test temperature, usually 100 degrees Fahrenheit (ºF) or 
210 ºF. 


Various organizations have developed grading systems for lubricant 
viscosity. The most common grading systems now in use have been 
developed by the International Standards Organization (ISO), the 
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and the American Gear 
Manufacturers’ Association. It should be noted that these grades do not 
correspond to a specific kinematic or Saybolt viscosity value, but to a 
viscosity range. Figure 5 compares these viscosity grading systems to 
Kinematic and Saybolt viscosities. 


3.1.2.2 	Viscosity Index. An oil’s viscosity index (VI) is an empirical number 
used to describe its viscosity-temperature relationship.  A high VI for an 
oil indicates a relatively low change in viscosity for a change in 
temperature. 


3.1.2.3 	Pour Point. A fluid’s pour point is the lowest temperature at which the 
fluid will flow.  In paraffinic oils, the pour point is the result of the 
crystallization of waxy particles.  In naphthenic oils, the pour point is the 
result of the decrease in viscosity caused by a decrease in temperature.  
This property is important in choosing a lubricant for cold weather 
applications. 


3.1.2.4 	 Flash Point. The flash point is the lowest temperature at which vapors 
are given off in sufficient quantity to ignite when brought into contact 
with a spark or flame.  The flash point is not necessarily the safe upper 
temperature limit.  Instead, it is a relative indication of the fire and 
explosion hazard of a particular oil. The flash point can also be used as 
an indication of the evaporation losses that can be expected under high 
temperature applications. 
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Figure 5.—Viscosity Grading Systems Comparison 


3.1.2.5 	 Fire Point. The fire point is the lowest temperature at which vapors are 
given off in sufficient quantity to sustain combustion. 


3.1.2.6 	 Neutralization Number.  The neutralization number is a measure of the 
acidity of an oil and is the amount, in milligrams, of potassium 
hydroxide (KOH) required to neutralize 1 gram of oil.  A relative 
increase in the neutralization number indicates oxidation of the oil. 
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3.2 	Grease 


3.2.1 	General. Lubricating grease is a mixture of a lubricating fluid, a thickening 
agent, and additives.  Petroleum oils mixed with a soap thickening agent make up 
most of the grease in use today. The soaps are formed by the reaction of animal 
or vegetable fats or fatty acids with strong alkalies such as calcium or sodium.  
Non-soap thickening agents, such as modified clays and polyureas, are also used 
in some instances.  Table 1 lists some of the thickening agent types and their usual 
characteristics. Synthetic oils are used in severe conditions or when a normal 
petroleum oil is not adequate. 


Table 1.—Grease Application Guide 
(Copyright 1989, National Grease Lubricating Institute, reprinted with permission) 


GREASE APPLICATION GUIDE 


Properties Aluminum Sodium Calcium Calcium Lithium Aluminum Calcium Lithium Polyurea Organo- 
Conventional Anhydrous Complex Complex Complex Clay 


Dropping Point 110 163-177 96-104 135-143 177-204 260+ 260+ 260+ 243 260+ 
ºC 


Max. Usable 
Temp ºC 


79 121 93 110 135 177 177 177 177 177 


Water Good to Poor to Good to Excellent Good Good to Fair to Good to Good to Fair to 
Resistance Excellent Fair Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent 


Work Stability Poor Fair Fair to Good Good to Good to Good to Fair to Good to Poor to Fair to 
Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Good Good 


Oxidation Excellent Poor to Poor to Fair to Fair to Fair to Poor to Fair to Good to Good 
Stability Good Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Good Excellent Excellent 


Protection Good to Good to Poor to Poor to Poor to Good to Fair to Fair to Fair to Poor to 
Against Rust Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent 


Pumpability Poor Poor to Good to Fair to Fair to Fair to Good Poor to Fair Good to Good to Good 
Fair Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent 


Oil Separation Good Fair to Poor to Good Good Good to Good to Good to Good to Good to Good to 
Good Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent 


Appearance Smooth Smooth to Smooth and Smooth and Smooth and Smooth and Smooth Smooth and Smooth and Smooth 
and Clear Fibrous Buttery Buttery Buttery Buttery and Buttery Buttery Buttery and 


Buttery 


Other Adhesive EP Grades EP Grades EP Grades EP Grades EP and EP Grades EP Grades 
Properties and Available Available Available, Available, Antiwear Available Available 


Cohesive Reversible Reversible Inherent 
Principal Uses Thread 


Lubricant 
Rolling 
Contact 
Bearings 


General Uses 
for Economy 


Military 
Multiservice 


Multiservice 
Automotive 
& Industrial 


Multiservice 
Industrial 


Multiservice 
Automotive 
& Industrial 


Multiservice 
Automotive 
& Industrial 


Multiservice 
Automotive 
& Industrial 


High 
Temp. 
(Freq.  
Relube) 


The lubricating fluid, which is usually petroleum oil, is the main ingredient of all 
greases, making up 85 to 95 percent of the final product.  While thickening agents 
impart some important characteristics to a grease, the oil and its additives perform 
the actual lubrication. The base oil’s characteristics, such as viscosity and pour 
point, will influence the performance of the grease. 
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As moving parts come in contact with the grease, oil “bleeds” from the grease to 
provide either fluid film or boundary lubrication.  The oil picked up by the 
moving parts will be lost because of evaporation or leakage, so the grease must 
continually “bleed” to provide sufficient lubrication.  Eventually, the grease must 
be replenished or replaced. 


Grease is used when it is not practical or convenient to use oil.  In applications 
where oil would leak out of the bearing or where the bearing is submerged in 
water, grease works very well. Grease also has the advantages of requiring less 
frequent relubrication or replenishment than many oil lubricated systems and can 
more readily seal dust and dirt out of the bearing. 


3.2.2 Grease Characteristics. 


3.2.2.1 	Consistency. The consistency, or hardness, of a grease is a measure of 
its resistance to deformation by an applied force and is, in most cases, 
the most important characteristic of a grease.  A grease’s consistency 
depends on its base oil’s viscosity and the type and amount of thickening 
agent used. Consistency is measured in terms of the depth, in tenths of a 
millimeter, that a standard cone will sink into a grease under prescribed 
conditions and is referred to as the penetration number.  The National 
Lubricating Grease Institute (NGLI) has established consistency 
numbers, or grades, ranging from 000 (soft) to 6 (hard), corresponding 
to specified ranges of penetration numbers.  This rating system covers 
most greases, but there are greases available that are softer than a NGLI 
No. 000 or harder than a No. 6. 


The consistency of a grease should be soft enough to allow easy 
application and provide acceptable lubrication but not so soft that the 
grease leaks out of the area being lubricated.  In centralized greasing 
systems, a grease with a consistency softer than is optimum for the 
lubrication of equipment may be required in order to be pumped through 
the long lines and metering valves.  As with an oil’s viscosity, grease 
consistency becomes thinner, or more fluid, with an increase in 
temperature and thicker, or more solid, with a decrease in temperature. 


3.2.2.2 	 Consistency Stability. The consistency of a grease may change while 
in use primarily because of the mechanical shearing of the thickening 
agent particles. The resistance to this change is referred to as 
consistency stability. 


3.2.2.3 	 Dropping Point. The dropping point of a grease is the temperature at 
which the grease becomes soft enough for a drop of fluid to fall from the 
grease. At or above the dropping point, a grease will act as a fluid.  It 
should be noted that the dropping point is not the highest allowable 
operating temperature for a grease, as the grease may actually start to  
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break down far below the dropping point. The dropping point should 
only be used as a general indication of a grease’s temperature limit.  
Most grease manufacturers list a usable temperature range along with 
the dropping point in the specifications for a grease. 


The consistency of most greases will permanently change if exposed to 
temperatures at or above their dropping point, but a few types of grease 
have the ability to return to their original consistency.  This property is 
referred to as reversibility. 


4. 	LUBRICANT ADDITIVES 


Practically all lubricants contain additives to enhance existing properties or to impart new 
properties. Three general classifications of lubricant additives are surface protective, 
performance enhancing, and lubricant protective.  As the names imply, surface protective 
additives protect the bearing surfaces, performance enhancing additives enhance the lubricant’s 
performance for particular applications, and lubricant protective additives prevent deterioration 
of the lubricant. 


4.1 	Surface Protective Additives 


4.1.1 	 Lubricity Additives. Lubricity, also referred to as oiliness, with respect to 
lubricating oil, is defined as the ability of an oil to reduce friction between 
moving surfaces. Lubricity additives, usually vegetable or animal fats, enhance 
lubricity by tenaciously adhering to the metal’s surface, forming an adsorbed film 
of high lubricating value. 


4.1.2 	Antiwear Additives. Antiwear additives work by coating a metal’s surface.  If 
light metal-to-metal contact is made, the heat from the friction melts the additives, 
forming a liquid layer between the surfaces.  This molten additive layer, being 
softer than the metal, acts as a lubricant, preventing wear of the metal surfaces. 


4.1.3 	 Extreme Pressure Additives. Extreme Pressure (EP) additives work by reacting 
with a metal to form a compound that acts as a protective layer on the metal’s 
surface. Because this layer is softer than the metal itself, under extreme pressure 
conditions, the compound layer wears away first, protecting the metal.  As this 
layer is removed, the EP additive acts to form another layer.  In contrast to the 
action of antiwear additives, EP additives control wear instead of preventing it.  
Some EP additives, because of their reactive nature, can be corrosive to brass or 
copper-containing alloys. To prevent excessive corrosion, most EP additives are 
activated by the heat of friction created during extreme pressure conditions but do 
not react at room temperature. 
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4.1.4 	Tackiness Agent. Tackiness agents act to increase the adhesiveness of an oil or 
grease. 


4.1.5 	 Corrosion and Rust Inhibitors. Rust inhibitors protect ferrous (iron or steel) 
parts by forming a film on the part that resists attack by water.  Corrosion 
inhibitors act in a similar way to protect nonferrous parts and also act to neutralize 
acids with a basic compound such as calcium carbonate. 


4.1.6 	 Detergents and Dispersants. Detergents and dispersants are used primarily in 
engine oils to keep surfaces free of deposits and keep contaminants dispersed in 
the lubricant. 


4.2 	Performance Enhancing Additives 


4.2.1 	 Viscosity Index Improvers. Viscosity index improvers lower the rate of change 
of viscosity with temperature and are used to produce multigrade motor oils. 


4.2.2 	 Pour Point Depressant. Pour point depressants enable lubricants to flow at low 
temperature. 


4.2.3 	Demulsifier. A demulsifier promotes the separation of oil and water in lubricants 
exposed to water. 


4.2.4 	Emulsifier. An emulsifier promotes the rapid mixing of oil and water to form a 
stable emulsion.  Emulsifiers are used in motor oils to allow water, formed by 
combustion of fuel, to be kept in emulsion until engine heat can evaporate it.  
Emulsifiers are also used in soluble oils used in some metal working operations 
and in fire-resistant hydraulic fluids. Emulsification is usually not a desirable 
property in most hydraulic fluids or turbine oils. 


4.3 	 Lubricant Protective Additives 


4.3.1 	 Oxidation Inhibitors. Oxidation inhibitors, or antioxidants, lengthen a 
lubricant’s service or storage life by increasing its oxidation resistance by binding 
the free oxygen in the oil or by neutralizing the catalytic effect of metals. 


4.3.2 	 Foam Inhibitors. Foam inhibitors prevent lubricant foaming by decreasing the 
surface tension of air bubbles, allowing them to combine into large ones, which 
break more rapidly. 
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4.4 	Additive Depletion 


Some additives, such as antiwear and extreme pressure additives and rust, oxidation, and 
corrosion inhibitors, are consumed as they are used.  When all of a particular additive has been 
consumed, the lubricant is no longer capable of performing as originally intended.  Usually this 
condition requires replacement of the lubricant, but in some cases, replenishment of the additive 
is possible. The lubricant manufacturer should be consulted before this is attempted. 


4.5 	 After Market Additives 


There are a number of after market lubricant additives that are being marketed as solutions to 
many lubricating problems.  These additives may contain teflon or some other “secret 
ingredient” that supposedly imparts improved lubricating qualities to the lubricant.  There may 
be cases where these additives improve performance in some way, or at least appear to improve 
performance, but in most cases their usefulness is questionable at best.  These additives may 
actually reduce a lubricant’s effectiveness by reacting with some of the additives already in the 
oil. 


The major lubricant manufacturers spend a great deal of time and money formulating their 
products to provide optimum performance for particular applications.  If some additive is 
available that will improve a lubricant to the extent claimed by many of the after market additive 
distributors, most lubricant manufacturers would have added it to their product. 


If a lubricant is not performing as it should, a different lubricant may be required, or some 
mechanical problem may exist.  Before adding anything to a lubricant, the lubricant’s 
manufacturer should be consulted.  The lubricant manufacturer can provide information on the 
possible benefits or consequences of the additive and determine whether a different lubricant is 
required. 


5. 	MAINTENANCE OF LUBRICATION SYSTEMS 


For a lubricant to perform as intended, some maintenance of the system is required.  Care must 
be taken to ensure that the correct amount and type of lubricant is used and that the lubricant and 
the system is clean and free of contaminants. 


5.1 	 Oil Lubricated Systems 


5.1.1 	 Oil Testing and Analysis.  The periodic analysis of lubricating oil can be a 
beneficial part of a preventive maintenance program.  Tests can measure the 
effects of oxidation and detect the types and amount of various contaminants in 
the oil. These can be helpful in detecting problems within a lubricating system, 
determining whether the oil is still serviceable, and setting up a filtering or 
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purification schedule. By keeping track of the condition of the oil, damage to 
equipment caused by oil deterioration can be prevented.  There are a variety of 
tests that can be performed on an oil depending on its type and service.  Some 
tests can be performed in the field to obtain a quick indication of an oil’s 
condition, but since field testing is not as complete or as accurate as laboratory 
analysis, laboratory tests should be performed as well. 


5.1.1.1 	 Sample Collection. For the oil analysis to be effective, the sample must 
be representative of the oil in the system.  A sample skimmed off the top 
of an oil tub after the oil has cooled and contaminants have settled out, 
may test cleaner than the oil actually is.  Conversely, a sample taken 
from a drain line at the bottom of an oil tub will likely contain sediment 
and contaminants that have built up over time, providing a much worse 
picture of the oil condition. Ideally, the oil sample should be drawn 
from the middle of the oil tub while the unit is operating.  In most cases, 
this is not practical, and other procedures are required.  The procedure 
used will vary depending on whether the system is circulating. 


Circulating systems have a continuous flow of oil provided by a pump.  
An example of this in a hydroplant is a turbine guide bearing where the 
oil is supplied through the side of the bearing and flows out the top and 
bottom of the bearing to return to the sump.  In a circulating system, it is 
best to obtain a sample from the supply pipe to the bearing.  The 
sampling port should be from an area where there is turbulence in the 
pipe, such as at or directly after an elbow or other fitting.  This will 
ensure that the oil is well mixed.  The sampling port should be 
downstream from the pump but before any inline filters. 


The most common noncirculating systems in hydroelectric plants are the 
generator guide and thrust bearing.  Gear boxes, as found on gate 
operators, are another example.  The bearings or gears are submerged or 
partially submerged in a tub of oil with no external pump to circulate the 
oil. Also, thrust bearings typically have hydrostatic lubrication through 
the high-pressure lubrication system, but these are operated only during 
startup and shutdown. When the unit is operating, oil in the tub 
circulates because of the rotating shaft.  Once the unit is shut down, any 
contaminants are going to separate out of the oil.  To get a representative 
sample of the oil, the sample should be taken while the unit is operating 
or shortly after shutdown.  The most common place to take a sample on 
a noncirculating system is from the drain.  Even with the unit running, a 
sample drawn from the drain will probably get a higher concentration of 
contaminants than the oil lubricating the bearing.  If this is the only 
place to obtain a sample, it is best to wait until the unit is shut down and 
the bearing is being drained for filtering.  The bearing should be drained 
while the oil is still warm. To flush the line and sediment that may be 
near the drain, at least 1/4 of the oil should be drained out of the tub 
before the sample is taken. 
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If the sampling is to be accomplished on a regular basis between 
filtering, a permanently mounted tube extending into the bearing 
housing should be used. The tubing can be installed on the bottom or 
the side of the oil tub and extend into the oil near the bearing that is 
being lubricated.  A sample drawn from this area of the tub will be more 
representative of the oil actually lubricating the bearing.  There are 
vacuum devices available that can assist in obtaining the sample. 


When using a permanently mounted sample tube, it is important to flush 
the tube before taking the sample.  At least five times the dead volume 
of the tube should be flushed before the sample is taken.  This flushing 
should remove any contaminants that may have settled in the tube. 


The bottle used to take the sample must be very clean to prevent 
contaminating the sample.  ISO 3722 is the standard for the cleanliness 
of sample bottles.  For most applications in hydroplants, a bottle meeting 
the ISO 3722 requirements for “Super Clean” is recommended.  There 
are several options for bottle material.  The type of material is not 
important.  Clear materials, such as glass and PET plastic, allow a visual 
inspection of the oil. 


There are numerous sizes of bottles available.  The size required 
depends on the tests that are going to be performed.  The size of the 
bottle should be coordinated with the testing laboratory based on the 
volume of oil that they require. 


5.1.1.2 	 Field Tests. A visual inspection of an oil sample is the simplest type of 
field test. The sample to be inspected should be stored at room 
temperature away from direct sunlight for at least 24 hours before the 
inspection. The sample should then be checked for sediment, separated 
water, unusual color or cloudiness, and any unusual odors. For 
comparison, it is a good idea to keep a sample of new, unused oil of the 
same type and manufacturer stored in a sealed container in a cool dark 
place. The used sample can then be compared to the new sample with 
respect to color, odor, and general appearance. 


Hazy or cloudy oil may be the result of water contamination.  The 
crackle test can be used to verify the presence of water in oil, but does 
not give any quantitative results. The crackle test can be conducted by 
making a small cup from aluminum foil, adding a few drops of the oil, 
and heating rapidly with a small flame.  The test can also be conducted 
by immersing a hot soldering iron in a sample of the oil.  In either 
method, an audible crackling sound will be heard if water is present.  
Eye protection should be worn during the test because oil may splatter 
while being heated. 
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If water or sediment is found during the visual inspection, the oil should 
be purified, and samples of the unpurified oil and the purified oil should 
be sent to a laboratory for analysis.  In this way, the sediment of the 
unpurified oil can be analyzed to determine its source, and the condition 
of the purified oil can be verified as safe for continued use. 


There are test kits available that allow the oil’s neutralization number to 
be determined in the field.  With the exception of some motor oils, 
which may be alkali to counteract acidic products of combustion, most 
lubricating oils are essentially neutral.  If an oil is found to be acidic, it 
is likely the result of oxidation of the oil caused by extended service or 
abnormal operating conditions.  The neutralization number of new oil is 
usually less that 0.08. The maximum allowable number depends on the 
type of oil and its service and should be obtained from the oil 
manufacturer.  The maximum value is usually less than 0.5.  Of greatest 
concern in this test is the rate of increase and not necessarily the 
neutralization number itself.  A sudden increase in the neutralization 
number may indicate that some operational problem exists or that the oil 
has simply reached the end of its useful life.  In either case, action is 
required before further deterioration and equipment damage occurs.  If a 
large increase in the neutralization number is noted or if the number 
exceeds the maximum allowable, the oil’s manufacturer should be 
contacted to determine what, if anything, can be done to reclaim the oil. 


There is also equipment available to allow tests such as viscosity, water 
content, and particle count to be done onsite.  Doing these tests onsite 
will save time and allow quick decisions to be made concerning filtering 
or other maintenance, but unless a facility does a large volume of 
lubricant testing, having these tests done by a laboratory is probably 
more cost effective. 


5.1.1.3 	Laboratory Tests. Laboratory tests should include viscosity, water 
content, total acid number, particle count, and elemental analysis for 
wear metals and additives.  A Rotating Pressure Vessel Oxidation Test, 
which is a test to determine the oil resistance to oxidation and an 
indication of the condition of the oxidation inhibitor in the oil, should be 
done periodically as well, but this test is not required as part of the 
regular testing schedule. Based on the initial testing, other tests may be 
recommended by the laboratory.  The tests can usually be accomplished 
by any laboratory equipped for lubricant testing, but preferably, the tests 
should be performed by someone knowledgeable in the use and 
formulation of the lubricants being tested.  Since the composition and 
additive content of oils is usually considered proprietary information, the 
manufacturer may have to be contacted to determine the extent of 
additive depletion. The manufacturer should also be contacted anytime 
the tests indicate there is some question about the continued 
serviceability of an oil. 
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5.1.1.4 	 Test Schedule. Samples should be drawn from all guide bearings and 
governors annually and submitted for laboratory analysis.  In addition to 
the annual tests, samples should be visually inspected periodically.  In 
most cases, annual laboratory testing is sufficient, but more frequent 
testing may be warranted if a visual inspection of the oil indicates the 
presence of water or sediment or if previous laboratory tests had 
indicated a sudden increase in contaminants or oxidation products. 


If testing is being performed to determine the filtering schedule as part 
of a condition-based maintenance program, testing should be performed 
much more frequently.  Monthly testing may be required to prevent the 
oil from degrading to a point that damage could result to the equipment 
being lubricated. 


5.1.2 	 Oil Purification and Filtration. For a lubricating or hydraulic oil to perform 
properly, it must be kept free of contaminants.  In hydroelectric powerplants, 
water is the most common contaminant.  The presence of water in oil may 
promote oxidation, corrosion, sludge formation, foaming, additive depletion, and 
will generally reduce an oil’s effectiveness.  Solid contaminants such as dirt or 
dust and wear particles may also be present.  These solid particles may increase 
wear, promote sludge formation and foaming, and restrict oil flow within the 
system.  To remove contaminants from the oil, it must be periodically purified.  
The frequency of purification can be based on the results of the oil testing 
program or testing simply can be performed periodically.  The following are some 
of the most common purification methods: 


5.1.2.1 	 Gravity Purification. Gravity purification is simply the separation or 
the settling of contaminants that are heavier than the oil.  Gravity 
separation occurs while oil is in storage, but is usually not considered an 
adequate means of purification for most applications.  Other purification 
methods should also be used in addition to gravity separation. 


5.1.2.2 	 Centrifugal Purification. Centrifugal purification is gravity separation 
accelerated by the centrifugal forces developed by rotating the oil at 
high speed. Centrifugal purification is an effective means of removing 
water and most solid contaminants from the oil.  The rate of purification 
depends on the viscosity of the oil and the size of the contaminants. 


5.1.2.3 	 Mechanical Filtration.  Mechanical filtration removes contaminants by 
forcing the oil through a filter medium with holes smaller than the 
contaminants.  Mechanical filters with a fine filter medium can remove 
particles as small as 1 micron.  The filter medium of a mechanical filter 
will require periodic replacement as the contaminants collect on the 
medium’s surface. 
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When choosing a filter medium, the Beta rating should be specified 
rather than a nominal rating.  The nominal rating some filter 
manufacturers may use is an arbitrary rating that means the filter will 
stop most particles at the nominal size.  The Beta rating is a filter rating 
expressed as the ratio of the particles at a given size or larger entering 
the filter to the number of the same sized particles leaving the filter.  For 
example, a Beta rating of β2=200 means that for every 200 particles 
greater than 2 microns that entered the filter, only 1 particle would leave 
the filter. Likewise, a β5 = 1,000 filter would remove 999 out of every 
1,000 particles 5 microns and bigger.  For most equipment in 
hydroplants, a β5 = 200 filter is sufficient, but if cleaner oil is desired, a 
β2=200 can be used. Before using a filter finer than a β5 = 200, the oil 
manufacturer should be contacted to verify what it recommends for a 
minimum filter rating.  Some additives may be filtered out of the oil if 
the filter medium is too fine. 


5.1.2.4 	 Coalescence Purification. A coalescing filter system uses special 
cartridges to combine small, dispersed water droplets into larger ones.  
The larger water drops are retained within a separator screen and fall to 
the bottom of the filter while the dry oil passes through the screen.  A 
coalescing filter will also remove solid contaminants by the mechanical 
filtration principle. 


5.1.2.5 	 Vacuum Dehydration. A vacuum dehydration system removes water 
from oil through the application of heat and vacuum.  The contaminated 
oil is exposed to a vacuum and is heated to temperatures of 
approximately 100 to 140 ºF (38 to 60 ºC).  The water is removed as a 
vapor. Care must be taken so that some of the desirable, low-vapor-
pressure components or additives are not removed by the heat or 
vacuum. 


5.1.2.6 	 Adsorption Purification.  Adsorption or surface attraction purification 
uses an active media, such as fullers earth, to remove oil oxidation 
products by their attraction or adherence to the large internal surfaces of 
the media.  This is a common method of purifying transformer insulating 
oils. This method will also remove most of an oil’s additives as well 
and should not be used for turbine or hydraulic oil purification. 


5.1.3 	 Operating Temperature.  A recommended range for the oil operating 
temperature for a particular application is usually specified by the equipment 
manufacturer.  Exceeding this range may reduce the oil’s viscosity to the point 
that it can no longer provide adequate lubrication.  Subjecting oil to high 
temperatures also increases the oxidation rate.  For every 18 ºF (10 ºC) increase 
above 150 ºF (66 ºC), an oil’s oxidation rate doubles, which means the oil’s life is 
essentially cut in half. This is especially critical to turbine oil in hydroelectric 
generating units where the oil is expected to last for years.  Typically, the ideal 
range for turbine oil is between 120 and 140 ºF (50 and 60 ºC), although in many 
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cases, the actual operating temperature may be below this range.  If the oil 
operates consistently above this range, some problem, such as misalignment, tight 
bearings, or clogged cooling lines, may exist and should be corrected.  If it is 
necessary to operate at higher temperatures, the oil’s neutralization number 
should be checked more frequently.  An increase in the neutralization number 
indicates the oxidation inhibitors have been used up and the oil is beginning to 
oxidize. The lubricant manufacturer should be contacted for recommendations 
regarding the continued use of the oil. 


5.1.4 	 Oil Compatibility. When it becomes necessary to replenish an oil lubrication 
system, the best practice is to always use oil that is identical to the oil already in 
the system.  Similar oils made by different manufacturers for the same service 
may be incompatible because of different additives in the oils.  The additives may 
react with one another, causing a depletion of these additives and leaving the oil 
unable to perform as it was intended. 


Another possible incompatibility problem is the change in the type of base oil 
used by many manufacturers, or more accurately, the type of refining process 
used to process the base oil. Until the mid-1990s, most base oil stock was refined 
by the solvent refining process. This process uses solvents to remove some of the 
impurities of the crude oil.  Solvent-refined base oils are commonly referred to as 
Group I oils. In the mid-1990s, many manufacturers started using base oils that 
are refined by hydrocracking. This process adds hydrogen at high temperatures 
and pressures to remove impurities and change the molecular structure of some of 
the molecules.  Oil refined by hydrocracking is referred to as Group II oil.  
Group II oil is a purer oil that offers better thermal and oxidation stability, lower 
toxicity, increased biodegradability, improved low temperature flow, and a 
generally longer life than a comparable Group I oil.  Because of the superior 
characteristics, most oil companies are changing over to Group II base oils for 
their turbine oil formulations. 


The Group I and Group II base oils themselves are not necessarily incompatible, 
but the additive packages used in the oil may very well be incompatible.  An 
example of this incompatibility occurred at a Corps of Engineers plant.  In this 
case, the existing Group I oil was replaced by a Group II oil.  The original oil 
used an antifoaming additive that was silicone based.  The silicon-based additive 
is easily held in solution in a Group I base oil but will not dissolve in a Group II 
base oil. When the new Group II oil was put in service, the antifoaming additive 
in the residual Group I oil precipitated out of solution and coated everything in 
contact with the lubricant.  If the mixing occurs in a bearing housing or governor 
sump, the precipitate will coat bearing surfaces, clog filters and valves, and will 
likely require at least partial disassembly to clean.  If the mixing occurs in a 
storage tank, the entire volume of oil in the tank may be contaminated and, at a 
minimum, require an extensive reclaiming process to make the oil acceptable for 
use. 
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While there are tests for oil compatibility, the tests are not quantitative, and 
certification of compatibility by a test laboratory or a manufacturer is difficult or 
impossible to obtain.  The tests are simply pass-fail, and there is no reference 
standard available for the accuracy of these tests.  Requiring a compatibility test 
as part of a specification for makeup oil may not guarantee that the new oil is 
compatible with the existing oil. 


Even if tests show that two different oils are compatible, it is always prudent to 
check the oil more frequently if a different makeup oil is used.  The oil and 
bearing should be checked for signs of foaming, precipitate, or overheating.  If a 
system is converted to a different lubricant, it is recommended that the entire 
system be cleaned and thoroughly flushed before the new lubricant is added.  
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D 6439-99, 
Standard Guide for Cleaning, Flushing, and Purification of Steam, Gas, and 
Hydroelectric Turbine Lubrication Systems, provides guidance for flushing 
bearing systems. 


5.2 	 Grease Lubricated Systems 


5.2.1 	 Antifriction Bearings.  The most common problem with the grease lubrication of 
antifriction bearings is overlubrication.  Excess grease will churn within the 
bearing housing and cause excessive heat, which can soften the grease, reducing 
its effectiveness and leading to bearing damage.  The heat can also cause the 
grease to expand, increasing the temperature further, and creating enough pressure 
to damage the bearing seals. 


Ideally, a grease lubricated antifriction bearing should be “packed” by hand so 
that the bearing housing is approximately one-third full of grease.  The bearing 
housing should be opened, the bearing and all of the old grease removed, and the 
bearing and the housing thoroughly cleaned. Compressed air should not be used 
for cleaning or drying the bearing because moisture in the air may induce 
corrosion in the highly polished bearing surfaces.  When clean, the bearing should 
be thoroughly packed in new grease and the bearing housing filled one-third full 
of grease. 


It is not always practical or possible to hand pack a bearing.  In these cases, grease 
guns or other high-pressure devices may be used.  Caution should be exercised 
when using high-pressure systems to prevent overgreasing or creating excess 
pressure in the bearing housing. When grease is applied using a grease gun, the 
relief plug, if so equipped, should be removed so that, as the new grease is 
applied, all the old grease is purged from the bearing housing.  The machine 
should be operated approximately 30 minutes before the plug is replaced to allow 
excess grease to escape. If the bearing housing does not have a relief plug, grease 
should be added very infrequently to prevent overgreasing, and after grease is 
added, the pressure fitting, or “zerk,” should be removed to prevent pressure 
retention. 
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5.2.2 	 Journal Bearings or Bushings. Grease lubricated bushings or journal bearings 
are not as sensitive to overlubrication as antifriction bearings so “hand packing” is 
not usually necessary. The most common method of applying grease to a journal 
bearing is by a high-pressure system.  This may be a centralized, automatic 
system, as is used on turbine wicket gates, or it may be a simple grease gun.  
Overgreasing with a high-pressure system will not normally damage a journal 
bearing, but it can damage seals, waste grease, and cause a mess. 


The most common problem encountered with centralized greasing systems is 
plugging of the lines. All points that are to be lubricated should be checked 
regularly to ensure they are receiving grease.  If clogging of the lines is a 
persistent problem, switching to a grease with a lighter consistency or less 
adhesiveness or adjusting the cycle frequency and the volume of grease per cycle 
may be necessary. 


5.2.3 	 Grease Compatibility. The mixing of two greases many times will result in a 
product inferior to either of the component greases.  The mixture may be softer in 
consistency, less resistant to heat, and have a lower shear stability.  When this 
happens, the greases are considered incompatible.  Incompatibility of greases is 
normally a result of the incompatibility of the thickening agents of the component 
greases. Table 2 lists the compatibility of some of the most common types of 
greases. It should be noted that this table is intended only as a guide.  In some 
instances, grease types listed as compatible may be incompatible because of 
adverse reactions between the thickening agent of one grease and additives in the 
other. In rare cases, greases with the same thickening agent, but made by 
different manufacturers, may be incompatible because of the additives. 


If it becomes necessary to change the type of grease used in a piece of equipment, 
the bearing housing or the area being greased should be thoroughly cleaned to 
remove all of the old grease.  If this is not possible, as much of the old grease as 
possible should be flushed out by the new grease during the initial application and 
the greasing frequency should be increased until it is determined that all of the old 
grease has been purged from the system. 


6. 	 LUBRICANT STORAGE AND HANDLING 


6.1 	Safety 


When handled properly, most lubricants are safe; when handled improperly, some hazards may 
exist. The Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) provides information on the potential hazards 
associated with a specific lubricant and should be readily accessible to all personnel involved in 
any way in the handling of lubricants. The lubricant’s MSDS should provide information on any 
hazardous ingredients, physical and chemical characteristics, fire and explosion data, health 
hazards, and precautions for safe use. 
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Table 2.—Grease Compatibility 
Grease Compatibility 


Grease Aluminum Barium Calcium Calcium Calcium Calcium Calcium Clay Lithium Lithium Lithium Lithium Polyrea Sodium 
Complex Coumplex 12 Stearate Sulfanate Complex 12 Stearate 


Hydroxy Hydroxy 


Aluminum C I I I C I B I I C I I I I 
Complex 


Barium I C I I C NI B I I I I NI I I 


Calcium I I C B C NI I C C C B NI I I 


Calcium 
Coumplex 


I I B C B I C I I C I I C I 


Calcium 12 C C C B C C NI B C C C C I I 
Hydroxy 


Calcium I NI NI I C C B C NI C B C I NI 
Stearate 


Calcium 
Sulfanate 


B B I C NI B C B C C B B B I 


Clay I I C I B C B C I I I I I I 


Lithium I I C I C NI C I C C C NI I B 


Lithium 
Complex 


C I C C C C C I C C C C I B 


Lithium 12 I I B I C B B I C C C C I I 
Hydroxy 


Lithium I NI NI I C C B I NI C C C I NI 
Stearate 


Polyrea I I I C I I B I I I I I C I 


Sodium I I I I I NI I I B B I NI I C 


B – Borderline compatibility 
C – Compatible 
I – Incompatible 
NI – No information on compatibility 


6.2 Oil 


In most powerplants, a bulk storage system with separate clean and dirty oil tanks is used to store 
the oil for the guide bearings and governors.  At times, the clean oil tank can become 
contaminated by water condensation or dust or dirt in the air.  To prevent the contamination of 
the bearing or governor oil reservoirs, the oil from the clean tank should be filtered again as it is 
being pumped into these reservoirs.  If this is not possible, the initial oil drawn from the clean 
tank should be directed into the dirty oil tank to remove any settled contaminants. 


The clean oil storage tank should be periodically drained and thoroughly cleaned.  If the area 
where the storage tanks are located is dusty, it may be desirable to install a filter in the tank’s 
vent line. If water contamination is persistent or excessive, a desiccant breather may be required. 


Oil stored in drums, if possible, should be stored indoors, following label directions as they 
pertain to special precautions regarding temperature or ventilation requirements.  If it is 
necessary to store drums outside, they should be stored on their side to prevent water or dirt from 
collecting on top of the drum.  The bungs on the drums should always be kept tightly closed 
except when oil is being drawn out. If a tap or pump is installed on the drum, the outlet should 
be wiped clean after drawing oil to prevent dust from collecting. 
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When dispensing oil from bulk storage, such as a drum or tank, dispense it only into clean, 
closed containers to prevent contamination.  The containers should be marked for the oil they are 
to be used with to prevent mixing incompatible oils. 


6.3 Grease 


Characteristics of some greases may change in storage.  A grease may bleed, change consistency, 
or pick up contaminants during storage.  Because some greases may be more susceptible to the 
effects of prolonged storage than others, the manufacturer or distributor should be consulted for 
information on the maximum shelf life of a particular grease.  To be safe, no more than a 1-year 
supply of a grease should be in storage at any time.  Grease should be stored in a tightly sealed 
container to prevent dust, moisture, or other contamination, and stored where it will not be 
exposed to excessive heat, such as near furnaces or heaters.  Excessive heat may cause the grease 
to bleed and oxidize. 


7. LUBRICANT SELECTION 


When choosing a lubricant for a particular piece of equipment, the equipment manufacturer’s 
operation and maintenance manual should be consulted.  The operation and maintenance manual 
will usually outline the required characteristics of the lubricants as well as a recommended 
schedule for replacement or filtering.  If the maintenance manual is not available, or is vague in 
its recommendations, lubricant manufacturers and distributors are other sources of information.  
All the pertinent information on the equipment, such as operating speed, frequency of operation, 
operating temperature, and any other special or unusual conditions, should be provided to the 
lubricant manufacturer or distributor so that a lubricant with the proper characteristics can be 
chosen. Some discretion should be used when dealing with a lubricant salesperson to prevent 
purchasing an expensive lubricant with capabilities in excess of what is required. 


Whenever possible, lubricants should be purchased that can be used in several applications.  By 
limiting the number of lubricants onsite, the chance of mixing different lubricants or using the 
wrong lubricant is minimized. 


7.1 Lubricant Standards 


There are a number of tests and standards that have been developed to define and measure the 
properties of lubricants.  Most of these tests have been standardized by ASTM.  The properties 
determined by these tests can be very helpful in comparing relative performance of several 
lubricants, but it should be noted that many of these tests have little correlation to actual service 
conditions. When selecting a lubricant, the test procedures for the required properties should be 
reviewed so that the relevance of the test is kept in perspective. 
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7.2 Turbine Oil 


Under normal conditions, the lubricating oil for a hydroelectric unit’s guide and thrust bearings 
experiences relatively mild service, but it is expected to have a long service life.  To have a long 
life, a high quality oil with various additives to enhance and maintain its quality is required. 


In most powerplants, a highly refined turbine oil is used for bearing lubrication.  Table 3 lists 
some typical properties of a Group I turbine oil.  A Group II oil would have better oxidation 
stability. The oil should be rust and oxidation inhibited with an antifoam additive.  The oil 
should also be resistant to emulsification and separate readily from water.  Antiwear or extreme 
pressure additives are not required or desired. 


Table 3.—Typical Turbine Oil Specifications 
TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR TURBINE OIL 


Characteristics 
ISO VISCOSITY GRADE ASTM 


TEST NO. 32 46 68 


Viscosity, centistokes @ 40 ºC 28.8 – 35.2 41.4 –50.6 61.2 – 74.8 D 445 


Viscosity Index, minimum 94 94 94 D 2270 


Pour Point, ºC maximum -6 -6 -6 D 97 


Flash Point, ºC minimum 180 180 180 D 92 


Total Acid Number, mg KOH/g Report Report Report D 974 


Rust Preventive Characteristics Pass Pass Pass D 665A 


Foaming Characteristics 
   Sequence 1, mL maximum 


50/0 50/0 50/0 D 892 


Air Release, 50 ºC, minutes max 5 7 10 D 3427 


Emulsion Characteristics 
   @ 54 ºC, minutes to 3 mL emulsion max 


30 30 30 D 1401 


Oxidation Stability
  Hours to neut.  No. 2.0 min 2000 2000 2000 D 943 
   Minutes to 175 kPa drop, min 350 350 175 D 2272 


The recommended oil viscosity is usually specified by the equipment manufacturer and depends 
on the operating speed, load, and temperature as well as the bearing clearances.  The most 
common viscosities used in turbines are the ISO viscosity grades 32, 46, and 68. 


7.3 Hydraulic Systems 


The primary purpose of hydraulic fluid is to transmit power.  To accomplish this effectively, the 
fluid must be incompressible and flow readily through the system.  The fluid must also have 
sufficient viscosity to seal and lubricate the components of the hydraulic system.  There are a 
variety of fluids capable of performing these functions, but the most satisfactory hydraulic fluid 
is usually oil. 
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A hydraulic oil has many of the same requirements as a lubricating oil used in the unit bearings, 
and, in many cases, the same oil can be used.  If the system uses a gear pump, operates at 
pressures less than 1,000 pounds per square inch (psi), and has similar viscosity requirements, 
the bearing lubricating oil can function very well as a hydraulic oil.  In systems that operate over 
1,000 psi or use a piston or sliding vane pump, a fluid with an antiwear additive is usually 
required.  Where the system operates in an area of great temperature extremes, a multigrade oil 
may be required to provide desirable high and low temperature viscosity characteristics. 


In some instances, a fire-resistant hydraulic fluid may be required.  These fluids are usually 
either a water-based or a synthetic fluid. In either case, the system must be designed specifically 
for the fluid it will use. Water-based fluids have a very low viscosity, and the synthetic fluids are 
not compatible with many seal materials found in hydraulic systems. 


7.4 Hydraulic Governor Systems 


A hydraulic governor system is simply a hydraulic system and in most cases can use the turbine 
oil used in the unit bearings. In some cases, such as low plant temperatures or extremely long 
control lines, a lighter viscosity oil than is used in the turbine may be required. 


7.5 Wicket Gates, Radial Gates, and Butterfly Valves 


Grease for the slow moving, highly loaded, bronze bushings such as those found on wicket gates, 
radial gates, and butterfly valves should be adhesive, water resistant, able to withstand high 
bearing pressures, and of a consistency that can be pumped at the lowest temperature 
encountered. Usually, a grease with extreme pressure or antiwear capabilities is specified.  It 
should be noted that the term, “extreme pressure,” is used fairly liberally by grease 
manufacturers, and the presence of extreme pressure additives and extreme pressure properties 
should be verified. Because the grease is lubricating a bronze bearing, it should not be corrosive 
to copper. The dropping point of the grease has little relevance in this case. 


A great deal of research was conducted on the lubrication of radial gate trunnion bearings 
following the failure of the Folsom Dam radial gate.  Table 4 lists some of the properties of 
grease recommended for this application as a result of this research.  Because wicket gate 
bushings and butterfly valve trunnion bearings see similar service, the list applies to them as 
well. 


7.6 Gears 


Gears vary greatly in design and in their requirements for lubrication.  When selecting a lubricant 
for any gear application, the type of gearing and the operating conditions, such as speed, load, 
and temperature, must be considered.  Enclosed gears (i.e., gears encased in an oil tight housing) 
usually use a mineral oil with rust, oxidation, and foam inhibitors and, where loads are severe, 
extreme pressure additives. 
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Table 4.—Recommended Grease Properties 
Recommended Grease Properties for Wicket Gates, Radial Gates, Butterfly Valves 
Grease Property Purpose of Property ASTM Test ASTM Test Maximum 


Desired Result Allowable 
Lubricity Low static and kinetic 


friction for bronze on 
steel 


G99-03 Coefficient of static 
friction, fs (breakaway), 
0.10, (b) coefficient of 
kinetic friction at 0.2 


Fs, 0.15, 
(b) fk, 0.12 


inch/min, fk, 0.10 
Rust inhibitors Prevent rust on steel D1743-01 Pass, no rusting of steel Pass 


after 48 hrs 
Copper corrosion Low corrosion of 


bronze bushing 
D4048-02 1 to 4B 4C 


Wear and scuffing Prevent scuffing G99-03 No scuffing or transfer of No Scuffing 
resistance between steel and metal of bronze to steel 


bronze 
Water washout Resists washout by 


water 
D1264-00 0% washout 1.9% 


Consistency Easy to pump but thick 
enough to stay in 
bushing 


D-217-02 NLGI 1 to 1.5 NLGI 2 


Oxidation stability Resistance to D-942-02 Pass, no acid formation or Pass 
oxidation discoloration 


Oil separation Indication of stability in 
storage 


D-1742-94 Less than 0.1% bleeding 
of oil 


1.6% in 24 hours 


Worm gears are a special case because the action between the worm and its mating gear is 
sliding rather than the rolling action found in most gears.  The sliding action allows fluid film 
lubrication to take place.  Worm gears are also different in that the mating gears (the worm and 
the bull gears) are usually made of dissimilar materials.  The use of dissimilar material reduces 
the friction and the chance of galling. Extreme pressure additives are usually not required for 
worm gears, but lubrication can be improved by lubricity additives. 


A highly adhesive lubricant is required for most open gear applications.  An open gear lubricant 
must resist being thrown off by centrifugal force or being scraped off by the action of the gear 
teeth. Most open gear lubricants are heavy oils, many times asphalt based, or soft greases.  
Depending on the service conditions, oxidation inhibitors or extreme pressure additives may be 
added. Because these lubricants are very adhesive, they also attract dust and dirt.  These 
contaminants can act as abrasives if the gears are not periodically cleaned. 


7.7 Wire Rope 


The life of a wire rope can be extended through the proper application of the correct lubricant.  
The individual wires in a wire rope are subject to abrasive wear as they move relative to each 
other any time the rope is bent, such as when it goes over a sheave or is wound on a drum.  
Unless the rope is constructed of stainless steel, it is also subject to corrosion damage.  Corrosion 
is especially a problem for wire ropes that are exposed to the elements. 
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To be effective, the lubricant must penetrate into the rope to provide lubrication between the 
individual wires and strands.  It also must provide lubrication externally to reduce friction 
between the rope and sheaves or drum, and it should act as a sealant to prevent corrosion.  The 
lubricant coating should not prevent the visual inspection of the rope for broken wires or other 
damage. 


Many times, a light mineral oil, such as an SAE 10 motor oil, is used to lubricate wire rope.  The 
advantages of such a light oil is that it can be applied cold and it will penetrate into the rope 
easily. The main disadvantage is that it will work out of the rope just as easily as it works in, and 
frequent application will be required. 


Heavy, adhesive lubricants can provide longer lasting protection, but most require heating before 
application to provide proper penetration. A heavy lubricant, when properly applied, will not 
only provide internal lubrication, but also provide a durable outer coating to prevent corrosion 
and keep dust and abrasives out of the rope. Heavy adhesive lubricants usually must be heated 
or thinned with a solvent to ensure they provide internal lubrication. 


The lubricant can be applied by brush, spray, or dripped on, or, preferably, by passing the rope 
through a heated reservoir filled with the lubricant.  Before applying the lubricant, clean any 
accumulated dirt, dust, or rust from the rope because they can prevent the lubricant from 
penetrating properly. The lubricant should be applied to the entire circumference of the rope and 
the rope slowly wound on and off the drum several times to work the lubricant into the rope.  If 
the lubricant is being applied by hand, it may be helpful to apply the lubricant as it passes over a 
sheave because the rope’s strands are spread by the bending, and the lubricant can penetrate 
more easily. 


7.8 Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants 


With more stringent regulations on the use, containment, and disposal of lubricants, a great deal 
of interest has been generated in the use of “environmentally friendly” or “environmentally 
acceptable” (EA) lubricants and hydraulic fluids.  The desire is to use products that are less toxic 
and more readily biodegradable if they are inadvertently released to the environment.  
Unfortunately, at this time, there are no generally accepted industry standards for these products.  
Although there are tests for toxicity and biodegradability, the results of these tests may have very 
little correlation to the conditions under which the lubricant will actually be used.  A product 
may be nontoxic to one organism but toxic to another.  Likewise, a product may readily 
biodegrade under certain test conditions but less so under different conditions.  When choosing 
an EA product, the test procedures, as well as the results, should be provided to back up any 
toxicity and biodegradability claim. 


EA lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids in use should be tested frequently.  The properties that 
allow these products to biodegrade more quickly are not always conducive to long life.  
Oxidation stability is usually not as good as with a comparable mineral oil-based product.  Any 
water contamination can accelerate the oxidation.  In general, the EA products will have to be 
replaced more frequently than a mineral oil-based product. 
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 9150 NSNs BY SPECIFICATION 6/27/2017


Specification NSN Type/Grade/Class Container Comments
received from Ernie Jeniolionis (IST) 3-9-2017 (saved under OIL)


9150-01-444-1171 8 oz tube
9150-00-250-0926 1.75 lb can
9150-00-250-0933 7.5 lb can
9150-00-250-0928 35 lb can
9150-00-530-7368 120 lb drum


9150-00-753-4649 8 oz tube
9150-00-273-2374 35 lb can
9150-00-531-6971 120 lb drum


9150-00-190-0918 1.75 lb can
9150-00-190-0919 6.5 lb can
9150-01-320-2636 35 lb can


9150-00-598-2911 Type II 1 qt can
9150-00-292-9657 Type II 1 gal can
9150-01-434-8780 Type II 5 gal can


9150-00-823-7905 Type IV 1 gal can


9150-00-234-5198 Type I 1 oz water w/ 1 oz fluid
9150-00-265-9405 Type I 1 gal can
9150-00-252-6380 Type I 5 gal can
9150-00-261-8144 Type I 55 gal drum


9150-00-912-8785 Type II 5 gal can
9150-00-912-7176 Type II 55 gal drum


9150-00-912-8784 Type III 5 gal can
9150-00-912-7175 Type III 55 gal drum


ASTM D 960 
Standard 


Specification for 
Raw Castor Oil 9150-00-270-0047 1 gal can


9150-00-550-7000 0.65 cSt 0.75 lb can
9150-01-055-5995 0.65 cSt 5 gal can


9150-00-066-2382 1 cSt 12 fl oz can
9150-00-116-0323 1 cSt 55 gal drum


9150-01-193-2060 1.5 cSt 5 gal can


VV-L-825 
Lubricating Oil, 


Refrigerant 
Compressor


VV-P-236 
Petrolatum, 
Technical


VV-G-632 
Grease, 


Industrial, 
General Purpose


VV-G-671 
Grease, 
Graphite


VV-C-846 
Cutting Fluids 
(Emulsifiable 


Oils)


1
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9150-00-754-2600 2 cSt 1 pt can
9150-01-067-6732 2 cSt 1 gal can


9150-00-435-2712 5 cSt 1 lb can
9150-00-087-4046 5 cSt 1 gal can
9150-00-137-6343 5 cSt 55 gal drum


9150-00-607-0897 10 cSt 1 pt can
9150-00-664-0111 10 cSt 1 gal can


9150-00-543-7219 20 cSt 1 lb can
9150-00-487-4219 20 cSt 1 gal can
9150-01-219-5229 20 cSt 55 gal drum


9150-00-664-0047 50 cSt 1 lb can
9150-00-664-0048 50 cSt 1 qt can


9150-00-269-8246 100 cSt 1 lb can
9150-00-404-3435 100 cSt 55 gal drum


9150-00-584-3134 200 cSt 1 lb can
9150-00-851-4257 350 cSt 1 lb can


9150-00-024-9621 500 cSt 1 pt can
9150-00-261-8327 500 cSt 8 lb can


9150-00-024-9623 1000 cSt 1 qt can
9150-00-664-3829 5000 cSt 1 lb can


9150-00-292-9608 7500 cSt 1 lb can
9150-00-024-9624 12500 cSt 1 lb can


9150-00-257-5435 20000 cSt 1 lb can
9150-00-530-5232 30000 cSt 1 lb can


9150-00-864-4973 40000 cSt 1 lb can
9150-00-261-8326 60000 cSt 8 lb can


9150-00-292-9609 100000 cSt 1 lb can
9150-00-286-8088 200000 cSt 1 lb can


9150-00-190-0932 1 pt can
9150-01-052-6762 1 qt can
9150-00-231-9071 1 gal can


9150-00-168-6889 Type II 1 qt can
9150-00-065-0115 Type II 1 gal can
9150-00-753-5060 Type II 5 gal can
9150-00-753-4937 Type II 55 gal drum


SAE J 1703 
Brake Fluid, 
Automotive 
(Polyglycol)


SAE J 1899 
Lubricating Oil, 
Aircraft Piston 


VV-D-1078 
Damping Fluid 


(Silicone) 
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9150-00-019-5701 Type III 1 qt can
9150-00-965-2303 Type III 5 gal can
9150-00-965-2305 Type III 55 gal drum


9150-00-231-6669 Grade 1065 55 gal drum


9150-01-007-9134 Grade 1100 1 qt can
9150-00-235-9059 Grade 1100 55 gal drum


9150-01-432-0511 Grade 1120 55 gal drum


9150-00-189-6727 SAE 10W 1 qt can
9150-01-177-3988 SAE 10W 1 qt bottle
9150-00-186-6668 SAE 10W 5 gal can
9150-00-191-2772 SAE 10W 55 gal drum
9150-00-183-7807 SAE 10W Bulk in gal
9150-01-496-1957 SAE 10W 1 qt bottle R/R 
9150-01-496-1946 SAE 10W 5 gal can R/R 
9150-01-496-1939 SAE 10W 55 gal drum R/R 
9150-01-496-1962 SAE 10W Bulk in gal R/R 
9150-01-496-1959 SAE 10W 1 qt bottle R/R C/L 
9150-01-496-1948 SAE 10W 5 gal can R/R C/L 
9150-01-496-1943 SAE 10W 55 gal drum R/R C/L 
9150-01-496-1966 SAE 10W Bulk in gal R/R C/L 


9150-00-186-6681 SAE 30 1 qt can
9150-01-178-4726 SAE 30 1 qt bottle
9150-00-188-9858 SAE 30 5 gal can
9150-00-189-6729 SAE 30 55 gal drum
9150-00-183-7808 SAE 30 Bulk in gal
9150-01-433-7988 SAE 30 1 qt can R/R 
9150-01-433-7974 SAE 30 1 qt bottle R/R 
9150-01-433-7986 SAE 30 5 gal can R/R 
9150-01-433-7978 SAE 30 55 gal drum R/R 
9150-01-460-7526 SAE 30 1 qt bottle R/R C/L 
9150-01-460-7536 SAE 30 5 gal can R/R C/L 
9150-01-460-7518 SAE 30 55 gal drum R/R C/L 
9150-01-460-7897 SAE 30 Bulk in gal R/R C/L 


9150-00-188-9862 SAE 40 55 gal drum
9150-00-405-2987 SAE 40 Bulk in gal
9150-01-433-7970 SAE 40 55 gal drum R/R 
9150-01-460-7956 SAE 40 55 gal drum R/R C/L 
9150-01-460-7965 SAE 40 Bulk in gal R/R C/L 


9150-01-152-4117 SAE 15W-40 1 qt can
9150-01-178-4725 SAE 15W-40 1 qt bottle
9150-01-152-4118 SAE 15W-40 5 gal can
9150-01-152-4119 SAE 15W-40 55 gal drum


Engine, (Ashless 
Dispersant)


SAE J 1966 
Lubricating oil, 
Aircraft Piston 


Engine 
(Nondispersant 


Mineral Oil)


MIL-PRF-2104 
Lubricating Oil, 


Internal 
Combustion 


Engine, 
Combat/Tactical 


Service
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9150-01-213-3118 SAE 15W-40 Bulk in gal
9150-01-422-9346 SAE 15W-40 1 qt can R/R 
9150-01-421-1427 SAE 15W-40 1 qt bottle R/R 
9150-01-421-1424 SAE 15W-40 5 gal can R/R 
9150-01-421-1432 SAE 15W-40 55 gal drum R/R 
9150-01-432-4309 SAE 15W-40 275 gal tank R/R 
9150-01-438-6076 SAE 15W-40 1 qt bottle R/R C/L 
9150-01-438-6082 SAE 15W-40 5 gal can R/R C/L 
9150-01-438-6079 SAE 15W-40 55 gal drum R/R C/L 
9150-01-438-6084 SAE 15W-40 Bulk in gal R/R C/L 


9150-01-035-5390 75W 1 qt can
9150-01-035-5391 75W 5 gal can


9150-01-035-5392 80W-90 1 qt can
9150-01-313-2191 80W-90 1 gal can
9150-01-035-5393 80W-90 5 gal can
9150-01-035-5394 80W-90 55 gal drum
9150-01-488-4045 80W-90 Bulk in gal
9150-00-001-9395 80W-90 5 gal can limit slip
9150-01-422-9329 80W-90 1 qt can R/R 
9150-01-422-9335 80W-90 5 gal can R/R 
9150-01-422-9340 80W-90 55 gal drum R/R 
9150-01-422-9342 80W-90 5 gal can limit slip R/R
9150-01-463-0820 80W-90 1 qt can R/R C/L 
9150-01-463-2062 80W-90 5 gal can R/R C/L 
9150-01-463-3135 80W-90 55 gal drum R/R C/L 


9150-01-048-4591 85W-140 1 qt can
9150-01-035-5395 85W-140 5 gal can
9150-01-035-5396 85W-140 55 gal drum


9150-00-271-8427 4 fl oz can
9150-00-231-2361 1 qt can
9150-00-231-2356 5 gal can
9150-00-231-2357 55 gal drum


9150-00-261-7905 Grade A Size I 2 oz bottle
9150-00-235-5580 Grade A Size II 1 qt can
9150-00-235-5581 Grade A Size III 1 gal can


9150-00-261-7906 Grade B Size I 2 oz bottle
9150-00-235-5584 Grade B Size III 1 gal can


9150-00-235-5587 Grade C Size III 1 gal can


9150-00-252-6382 5 cc bottle


MIL-PRF-2105 
Lubricating Oil, 


Gear, 
Multipurpose 


(Metric)


MIL-PRF-3150 
Lubricating Oil, 


General Purpose


MIL-PRF-3572 
Lubricant, 
Colloidal 


Graphite In Oil


MIL-L-3918 
Lubricating Oil, 


Instrument, 
Jewel Bearing
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9150-00-270-0063 0.5 fl oz bottle


9150-00-119-9291 2 oz tube
9150-00-269-8255 1.75 lb can


9150-00-834-5608 Type I 1 pt can
9150-00-985-7255 Type I 1 gal can


9150-00-948-6912 Type II 1 qt can
9150-00-948-7025 Type II 1 gal can


9150-00-252-6383 1 qt can
9150-00-223-4134 1 gal can
9150-00-082-7524 10 gal can
9150-00-265-9408 55 gal drum


9150-00-190-0926 Type I 8 oz can
9150-00-257-5360 Type I 1.75 lb can


9150-00-261-8287 Type II Class A 24 sticks
9150-00-261-8289 Type II Class B 24 sticks
9150-00-261-8290 Type II Class C 24 sticks
9150-00-261-8291 Type II Class D 24 sticks
9150-00-261-8292 Type II Class G 24 sticks


9150-00-273-2388 Grade 1010 1 qt can
9150-00-273-8807 Grade 1010 1 gal can
9150-00-231-6676 Grade 1010 55 gal drum


9150-00-159-4472 13 oz aerosol
9150-00-935-9807 1 qt can
9150-00-935-9808 1 gal can
9150-00-935-9809 5 gal can
9150-00-935-9810 55 gal drum


9150-00-664-6518 1.5 oz bottle
9150-00-257-5449 4 oz can
9150-00-223-4129 1 qt can
9150-01-311-5640 1 gal can
9150-01-018-8959 5 gal can


9150-00-265-9417 Grade L 1 gal can
9150-00-223-4116 Grade L 5 gal can


Jewel Bearing


SAE ASM G 
4343 Grease, 


Pneumatic 
System 


SAE AS5272 
Lubricant, Solid 


Film, Heat 
Cured, Corrosion 


Inhibiting


MIL-H-5606 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Petroleum Base


SAE AMS-G-
6032 Grease, 
Plug Valve, 


Gasoline and Oil 
Resistant


MIL-PRF-6081 
Lubricating Oil, 


Jet Engine


MIL-PRF-6083 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Petroleum Base


MIL-PRF-6085 
Lubricating Oil, 


Instrument


MIL-PRF-6086 
Lubricating Oil, 
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9150-00-240-2235 Grade M 1 pt can
9150-00-223-4130 Grade M 1 gal can


9150-00-108-5359 Grade 3 8 oz can
9150-00-782-2627 Grade 3 1 qt can
9150-00-270-4057 Grade 3 1 gal can
9150-00-782-2679 Grade 3 55 gal drum


9150-01-414-5926 Grade 4 1 qt can
9150-01-414-5927 Grade 4 1 gal can
9150-01-414-8141 Grade 4 55 gal drum


9150-00-542-1430 4 oz can
9150-00-263-3490 1 qt can
9150-00-273-2397 1 gal can
9150-00-281-9438 55 gal drum


9150-00-181-8229 5 gal can
9150-00-181-8097 55 gal drum


9150-00-011-5892 7 Comp. 1 gal can
9150-00-231-6646 7 Comp. 55 gal drum


9150-01-348-3092 8 Comp. 1 gal can
9150-01-348-3093 8 Comp. 5 gal can


9150-01-197-7693 14 oz cartridge
9150-01-197-7688 2.25 oz tube
9150-01-197-7690 1.75 lb can
9150-01-197-7689 6.5 lb can
9150-01-197-7692 35 lb can
9150-01-197-7691 120 lb drum


9150-00-261-7895 55 gal drum
9150-01-472-9364 Bulk in gallons


9150-00-292-9689 1 qt can
9150-00-292-9687 5 gal can


Gear, Petroleum 
Base


MIL-PRF-7808 
Lubricating Oil, 
Aircraft Turbine 


Engine, 
Synthetic


MIL-PRF-7870 
Lubricating Oil, 


General 
Purpose, Low 
Temperature


MIL-PRF-9000 
Lubricating Oil, 


Engine 
(Shipboard 


Internal 
Combustion 
Engine, High 


Output Diesel)


ANSI/AMGA 
9005-D94 


Industrial Gear 
Lubrication


MIL-PRF-10924 
Grease, 


Automotive and 
Artillery


MIL-PRF-12070 
Fog Oil


MIL-PRF-14107 
Lubricating Oil, 


Weapons
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9150-01-262-9540 2 oz tube
9150-00-257-5358 8 oz tube
9150-01-080-9652 14 oz cartridge
9150-00-903-7094 1.75 lb can


9150-00-290-4091 8 oz can
9150-00-261-8317 5 gal can
9150-00-261-8318 55 gal drum


MIL-T-17128 
Transducer 
Fluid, Sonar 9150-00-694-1409 1 gal can


9150-01-368-7076 1 gal can
9150-01-370-2583 5 gal can
9150-01-368-7075 55 gal drum


9150-00-985-7231 Grade 32 1 qt can
9150-00-985-7232 Grade 32 5 gal can
9150-00-985-7233 Grade 32 55 gal drum


9150-00-753-4799 Grade 46 1 gal can
9150-00-985-7234 Grade 46 5 gal can
9150-00-582-5480 Grade 46 55 gal drum


9150-00-985-7236 Grade 68 1 qt can
9150-00-985-7237 Grade 68 5 gal can
9150-00-584-2560 Grade 68 55 gal drum


MIL-G-18458 
Grease, Wire 


Rope and 
Exposed Gear 9150-00-530-6814 35 lb can


9150-01-113-2045 1 gal can
9150-01-113-2046 5 gal can
9150-01-113-2047 55 gal drum


MIL-L-19701 
Lubricant, All-


Weather, Semi-
Fluid, For 
Aircraft 


Ordnance, 
Metric 9150-00-559-3071 1 pt can


MIL-L-15719 
Grease, Silicone 
Insulated Electric 


Motor


MIL-DTL-17111 
Fluid, Power 
Transmission


MIL-PRF-17331 
Lubricating Oil, 
Steam Turbine


MIL-PRF-17672 
Hydraulic Fluid, 


Petroleum, 
Inhibited


MIL-H-19457 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Fire Resistant, 
Non-Neurotoxic
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9150-00-935-4018 14 oz cartridge
9150-00-754-2595 1.75 lb can
9150-00-223-4004 6.5 lb can
9150-00-965-2003 35 lb can
9150-01-219-1629 20 kg drum


9150-00-111-3199 Grade 10 5 gal can
9150-00-111-0208 Grade 10 55 gal drum


9150-00-111-0209 Grade 30 5 gal can
9150-00-111-0210 Grade 30 55 gal drum


9150-01-293-2773 Grade 40 5 gal can
9150-01-293-7697 Grade 40 55 gal drum


9150-01-293-7696 Grade 15W-40 5 gal can
9150-01-293-2772 Grade 15W-40 55 gal drum


9150-01-080-5961 1 gal can
9150-01-080-5962 55 gal drum


9150-01-260-2534 16 oz aerosol
9150-00-954-7422 1 qt can


9150-00-985-7316 1.75 lb can
9150-00-235-5555 6.5 lb can
9150-00-823-8047 35 lb can


9150-00-180-6266 Class C/I 8 fl oz can
9150-00-985-7099 Class C/I 1 qt can
9150-00-681-5999 Class C/I 55 gal drum


9150-01-439-0764 Class HTS 8 fl oz can
9150-01-439-0756 Class HTS 1 qt can
9150-01-439-2070 Class HTS 55 gal drum


9150-01-476-1075 Class STD 8 fl oz can
9150-01-476-1074 Class STD 1 qt can
9150-01-476-1083 Class STD 55 gal drum


9150-00-985-7244 Type I 4 oz tube
9150-00-985-7245 Type I 8 oz tube
9150-00-935-4017 Type I 14 oz cartridge
9150-00-985-7246 Type I 1.75 lb can


MIL-G-21164 
Grease, 


Molybdenum 
Disulfide, For 
Low and High 
Temperatures


MIL-PRF-21260 
Lubricating Oil, 


Internal 
Combustion 


Engine 
(Preservation & 


Break-In)


MIL-H-22072 
Hydraulic Fluid, 


Catapult


MIL-L-23398 
Lubricant, Solid 


Film


MIL-G-23549 
Grease, General 


Purpose


MIL-PRF-23699 
Lubricating Oil, 
Aircraft Turbine 


Engine, 
Synthetic
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9150-00-985-7247 Type I 6.5 lb can
9150-00-985-7248 Type I 35 lb can


9150-01-492-1065 Type II 4 oz tube
9150-01-492-1059 Type II 8 oz tube
9150-01-491-8089 Type II 14 oz cartridge
9150-01-491-8082 Type II 1.75 lb can
9150-01-491-8032 Type II 6.5 lb can
9150-01-492-1035 Type II 35 lb can


MIL-L-24131 
Lubricant, 
Colloidal 


Graphite in 
Isopropanol 9150-00-926-8963 2 fl oz container


9150-00-180-6381 1.75 lb can
9150-00-180-6382 6.5 lb can
9150-00-180-6383 35 lb can


9150-00-149-1592 8 oz tube
9150-00-149-1593 1.75 lb can
9150-01-117-2928 6.5 lb can


9150-01-101-8834 Type I 1 qt can


9150-01-101-8835 Type II 1 qt can


9150-01-101-8836 Type III 1 qt can


DOD-G-24650 
Grease, Food 
Grade, Food 
Processing 
Equipment 


(Metric) 9150-01-209-6868 1.75 lb can


9150-01-237-7467 Type I 1 gal can


9150-01-237-7980 Type II 1 gal can


9150-00-823-8048 8 oz tube


MIL-PRF-23827 
Grease, Aircraft 
and Instrument


MIL-PRF-24139 
Grease, General 


Purpose


DOD-G-24508 
Grease, Ball and 


Roller Bearing


DOD-PRF-
24574 


Lubricating Oil, 
Oxidizing Gas 


Systems


DOD-L-24651 
Lubricating Oil, 
Food Grade, 


Food Processing 
Equipment 


(Metric)


MIL-G-25013 
Grease Aircraft
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9150-00-935-4019 14 oz cartridge
9150-00-141-6770 1.75 lb can
9150-00-141-6771 35 lb can


9150-00-478-0055 14 oz cartridge
9150-00-616-9020 1.75 lb can
9150-00-721-8570 6.5 lb can
9150-00-721-8581 35 lb can


DOD-L-25681 
Lubricant 


Molybdenum 
Disulfide, 
Silicone 9150-00-543-7220 1 lb can


9150-00-577-4241 Grade 1 Size A 1 gal can
9150-00-682-6771 Grade 1 Size B 5 gal can


9150-00-965-2399 Grade 2 Size A 1 gal can
9150-00-965-2400 Grade 2 Size B 5 gal can
9150-00-753-4636 Grade 2 Size C 55 gal drum


9150-01-007-4384 Type I 8 oz tube
9150-01-311-9771 Type I 1.75 lb can


9150-01-088-0498 Type II 2 oz tube


9150-00-961-8995 Type III 8 oz tube
9150-01-358-5154 Type III 1.75 lb can


9150-01-393-1749 Type IV 2 oz tube
9150-01-353-5788 Type IV 1 lb jar


9150-01-499-6634 35 lb container
9150-01-499-6642 6.5 lb can
9150-01-499-6647 1.75 lb jar
9150-01-499-6648 4 oz tube
9150-01-499-6650 2 oz tube


9150-00-836-8641 12 - 0.5 oz bottles
9150-00-261-8146 1 fl oz bottle
9150-00-273-2389 4 fl oz can
9150-00-458-0075 16 oz aerosol
9150-01-374-2021 16 oz sprayer
9150-00-231-6689 1 qt can
9150-00-231-9045 1 gal can
9150-00-231-9062 5 gal can
9150-00-281-2060 55 gal drum


MIL-PRF-32033 
Lubricating Oil, 


General Purpose


Grease, Aircraft, 
Ball and Roller 


Bearing


MIL-G-25537 
Grease, Aircraft


MIL-PRF-26087 
Lubricating Oil, 


General Purpose


MIL-PRF-27617 
Grease, Aircraft 
and Instrument, 


Fuel and 
Oxidizer 
Resistant


MIL-PRF-32014 
Grease, Water 
Resistant, High 
Speed, Aircraft 


and Missile
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9150-01-498-0268 Grade 1 1 gal can 15
9150-01-498-0315 Grade 1 5 gal can
9150-01-498-0014 Grade 1 55 gal drum


9150-01-498-1483 Grade 2 1 gal can 22
9150-01-498-1468 Grade 2 5 gal can
9150-01-498-1481 Grade 2 55 gal drum


9150-01-503-1775 Grade 3 1 gal can 32
9150-01-503-1759 Grade 3 5 gal can
9150-01-521-2218 Grade 3 55 gal drum


9150-01-498-1518 Grade 4 1 gal can 46
9150-01-498-1492 Grade 4 5 gal can
9150-01-498-1487 Grade 4 55 gal drum


9150-01-498-1522 Grade 5 1 gal can 68
9150-01-498-1523 Grade 5 5 gal can
9150-01-498-1524 Grade 5 55 gal drum


9150-00-935-6597 2 fl oz bottle
9150-00-889-3522 4 fl oz bottle
9150-00-687-4241 1 qt can
9150-00-753-4686 1 gal can


9150-00-889-3523 Grade 1 1 qt can
9150-00-985-7293 Grade 1 5 gal can
9150-00-407-0973 Grade 1 55 gal drum


MIL-G-46003 
Grease, Rifle 9150-00-754-0063 14 oz can


9150-01-416-9509 Black 1 gal can
9150-01-416-9506 Natural 1 gal can


9150-00-209-8013 Type II 1 pt can


9150-01-207-0507 Type III 55 gal drum


9150-01-360-1908 Type I Form 1 Color 2 1 qt can
9150-01-360-1909 Type I Form 1 Color 2 1 gal can


9150-01-360-1907 Type I Form1 Color 1 1 qt can
9150-00-142-9361 Type I Form1 Color 1 1 gal can


MIL-PRF-32073 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Biodegradable


MIL-L-46000 
Lubricant, Semi-
Fluid (Automatic 


Weapons)


MIL-PRF-46002 
Preservative Oil, 


Contact and 
Volatile 


Corrosion 
Inhibited


MIL-PRF-46010 
Lubricant, Solid 


Film


MIL-L-46014 
Lubricating Oil, 


Spindle


MIL-L-46147 
Lubricant Solid
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9150-01-360-1904 Type I Form 2 Color 2 12 oz aerosol
9150-01-360-1906 Type I Form 2 Color 2 16 oz aerosol


9150-01-360-1903 Type I Form 2 Color 1 12 oz aerosol
9150-01-360-1905 Type I Form 2 Color 1 16 oz aerosol


9150-01-566-7396 Type I Form 2 Color 1 16 oz aerosol lead-free
9150-01-566-7397 Type I Form 1 Color 1 1 gal can lead-free
9150-01-566-7399 Type I Form 1 Color 1 1 qt can lead-free


9150-00-949-0323 8 oz tube
9150-01-109-7793 1 lb can


9150-00-402-2372 5 gal can
9150-00-491-7197 55 gal drum


9150-01-332-7819 Type I 1 pt can
9150-00-111-6256 Type I 1 qt can
9150-00-111-6254 Type I 1 gal can
9150-00-111-6255 Type I 5 gal can
9150-01-158-0462 Type I 55 gal drum


9150-01-131-3323 Type II 1 qt can
9150-01-131-3324 Type II 1 gal can
9150-01-131-3325 Type II 5 gal can
9150-01-119-8149 Type II 55 gal drum


9150-01-102-9455 1 gal can
9150-01-123-3152 5 gal can
9150-01-072-8379 55 gal drum


A-A-50433 
Grease, Sea 
Water Wash 


Resistant 9150-01-306-9167 35 lb can


9150-00-261-7899 Type I 1 pt can
9150-00-262-8990 Type I 1 qt can
9150-00-223-4119 Type I 1 gal can
9150-00-852-4659 Type I 55 gal drum


9150-00-529-7518 Type II 16 oz aerosol


Lubricant, Solid 
Film; Air Cured 


(Corrosion 
Inhibiting)


MIL-L-46150 
Lubricant, 


Weapons, Semi-
Fluid (High Load 


Carrying 
Capacity)


MIL-PRF-46167 
Lubricating Oil, 


Internal 
Combustion 


Engine, Arctic


MIL-PRF-46170 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Fire Resistant


MIL-B-46176 
Brake Fluid, 


Silicone


A-A-50493 Oil, 
Penetrating (For 


Loosening 
Frozen Metallic
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9150-01-598-9606 Type I 12 oz can
9150-01-591-4213 Type I 1 pt can
9150-01-591-4281 Type I 55 gal drum


9150-01-410-8972 1 qt can
9150-01-387-4469 1 gal can


9150-01-320-3706 SAE 5W-30 box of 12 qts
9150-01-348-1596 SAE 5W-30 55 gal drum
9150-01-422-9253 SAE 5W-30 box of 12 qts R/R
9150-01-422-9326 SAE 5W-30 55 gal drum R/R
9150-01-460-6628 SAE 5W-30 box of 12 qts R/R C/L
9150-01-460-7373 SAE 5W-30 5 gal container R/R C/L
9150-01-460-7370 SAE 5W-30 55 gal drum R/R C/L
9150-01-460-6638 SAE 5W-30 Bulk in gallons R/R C/L


9150-01-227-8210 SAE 10W-30 box of 12 qts
9150-01-230-9749 SAE 10W-30 5 gal container
9150-01-230-9748 SAE 10W-30 55 gal drum
9150-01-413-6897 SAE 10W-30 box of 12 qts R/R
9150-01-413-6892 SAE 10W-30 5 gal container R/R
9150-01-413-6990 SAE 10W-30 55 gal drum R/R
9150-01-438-5875 SAE 10W-30 box of 12 qts R/R C/L
9150-01-438-5882 SAE 10W-30 5 gal container R/R C/L
9150-01-438-5891 SAE 10W-30 55 gal drum R/R C/L
9150-01-438-5933 SAE 10W-30 Bulk in gallons R/R C/L


9150-01-351-9016 SAE 30 box of 12 qts
9150-01-352-8090 SAE 30 5 gal container
9150-01-351-9015 SAE 30 55 gal drum
9150-01-422-9250 SAE 30 box of 12 qts R/R
9150-01-422-9247 SAE 30 5 gal container R/R
9150-01-422-8997 SAE 30 55 gal drum R/R
9150-01-467-8000 SAE 30 box of 12 qts R/R C/L
9150-01-467-8166 SAE 30 5 gal container R/R C/L
9150-01-467-8173 SAE 30 55 gal drum R/R C/L


9150-01-352-8091 SAE 40 55 gal drum
9150-01-422-8901 SAE 40 55 gal drum R/R
9150-01-467-8161 SAE 40 55 gal drum R/R C/L


9150-01-351-9019 SAE 15W-40 box of 12 qts
9150-01-352-2962 SAE 15W-40 5 gal container
9150-01-351-9018 SAE 15W-40 55 gal drum


Frozen Metallic 
Parts)


A-A-50634 
Lubricating Oil, 


Ester-Based, For 
Compressors 


Using HFC-134a 
Refrigerant


BIOBASED (iaw USDA BioPreferred Program)


A-A-52306 
Lubricating Oil, 
Heavy-Duty 
Diesel Engine     
(cancelled s/s 
SAE J2363 
Lubricating Oil 
for Wheeled 
Military Vehicles 
w/heavy-duty 
Di l E i )


A-A-52039 
Lubricating Oil, 


Automotive 
Engine, API 
Service SH      


(cancelled  s/s 
SAE J2362 


Lubricating Oil, 
Automotive 
Engine, API 


service SJ for 
military Admin 


Servce)
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9150-01-422-8899 SAE 15W-40 box of 12 qts R/R
9150-01-422-8750 SAE 15W-40 5 gal container R/R
9150-01-422-8746 SAE 15W-40 55 gal drum R/R
9150-01-438-5905 SAE 15W-40 box of 12 qts R/R C/L
9150-01-438-6064 SAE 15W-40 5 gal container R/R C/L
9150-01-438-6066 SAE 15W-40 55 gal drum R/R C/L
9150-01-438-6071 SAE 15W-40 Bulk in gallons R/R C/L


9150-00-223-4133 5190 1 gal can
9150-00-240-2260 5190 5 gal can
9150-00-240-2261 5190 55 gal drum


9150-00-243-3192 5230 5 gal can


9150-01-388-5990 Grade 4 1 qt bottle


9150-01-388-6146 Grade 6 1 qt bottle


9150-01-388-6025 Grade 9 1 qt bottle


9150-01-388-6117 Grade 14 1 qt bottle


9150-01-388-6068 Grade 40 1 qt bottle


A-A-59004 Anti-
Galling 


Compound, 
Thread 


Lubricating, 
Seizing 


Resistant, and 
Calcium 


Hydroxide 
Containing 9150-01-446-2164 1 lb can


9150-00-145-0112 Type I 5 gal can
9150-00-402-4479 Type I 55 gal drum


9150-00-402-4480 Type II 55 gal drum


9150-00-231-6661 Grade A 1 qt can


9150-00-231-6662 Grade B 1 qt can


9150-00-145-0161 Type I Size A 8 oz tube
9150-00-445-7819 Type I Size B 10 lb can


MIL-DTL-53131 
Lubricating Oil, 


Precision Rolling 
Element 
Bearing, 


Polyalphaolefin 
Based


A-A-59113 
Lubricating Oil, 
Machine Tool 


Slideways


A-A-59137 
Lubricating Oil, 
Breech Block 


(For Naval 
Ordnance)


A-A-59173 
G Sili


Diesel Engines)


MIL-PRF-53074 
Lubricating Oil, 
Steam-Cylinder, 


Mineral
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9150-01-228-3389 Type II Size C 5.3 oz tube


9150-00-231-6699 1 pt can
9150-00-265-9406 1 gal can
9150-00-231-9054 5 gal can
9150-00-449-6009 55 gal drum


9150-00-224-8729 5 gal can
9150-00-243-1987 55 gal drum


9150-00-966-8830 Grade 1 5 gal can 32
9150-00-966-8831 Grade 1 55 gal drum


9150-00-966-8833 Grade 2 55 gal drum 46


9150-00-966-8832 Grade 3 5 gal can 68
9150-00-966-8835 Grade 3 55 gal drum


9150-00-966-8836 Grade 4 5 gal can 150
9150-00-966-8837 Grade 4 55 gal drum


RE-REFINED


9150-01-581-7676 Grade 1 5 gal can 32
9150-01-581-7370 Grade 1 55 gal drum


9150-01-581-7397 Grade 2 55 gal drum 46


9150-01-581-7384 Grade 3 5 gal can 68
9150-01-581-7594 Grade 3 55 gal drum


9150-01-581-7393 Grade 4 5 gal can 150
9150-01-581-7570 Grade 4 55 gal drum


9150-01-102-1473 0.5 oz bottle
9150-01-079-6124 4 oz bottle
9150-01-054-6453 1 pt w/ sprayer
9150-01-327-9631 1 liter w/ sprayer
9150-01-053-6688 1 gal bottle


MIL-H-81019 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Petroleum Base, 


Ultra-Low 
Temperature, 


Metric 9150-00-142-8496 5 gal can


A-A-59197 Fatty 
Oil, For Metal 


Working 
Lubricants


Grease, Silicone


A-A-59290 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Arresting Gear


A-A-59354 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Petroleum Base, 


For Machine 
Tools


MIL-PRF-63460 
Lubricant, 


Cleaner and 
Preservative For 
Weapons and 


Weapon 
Systems
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9150-00-082-5636 1 qt can
9150-00-782-3946 5 gal can


9150-01-378-0744 Grade 1 8 oz tube
9150-01-501-5729 Grade 1 12 oz tube
9150-01-519-1200 Grade 1 12.5 oz cartridge
9150-01-378-0559 Grade 1 1.75 lb can
9150-01-378-0693 Grade 1 6.5 lb can
9150-01-237-7468 Grade 1 120 lb drum


9150-00-181-7724 Grade 2 8 oz tube
9150-01-262-3358 Grade 2 14 oz cartridge
9150-00-944-8953 Grade 2 1.75 lb can
9150-00-145-0268 Grade 2 6.5 lb can
9150-00-935-5851 Grade 2 35 lb can


MIL-PRF-81329 
Lubricant, Solid 
Film (Extreme 
Environment) 9150-00-964-9228 8 fl oz bottle


9150-01-345-6449 14 oz cartridge
9150-00-408-9635 1.75 lb can


MIL-L-81846 
Lubricating Oil, 
Instrument, Ball 
Bearing, High 
Flash Point 9150-00-238-5203 4 oz bottle


9150-01-009-6235 4 oz tube
9150-01-009-6236 1 lb can


9150-00-267-7188 5 gram tube
9150-00-567-0597 6.5 lb can


9150-00-149-7431 1 qt can
9150-00-149-7432 1 gal can
9150-01-009-7709 10 gal can
9150-00-180-6290 55 gal drum


MIL-PRF-81322 
Grease, Aircraft, 


General 
Purpose, Wide 
Temperature 


Range


MIL-G-81827 
Grease, Aircraft


MIL-G-81937 
Grease, 


Instrument, Ultra-
Clean (Metric)


MIL-PRF-83261 
Grease, Aircraft, 


Extreme 
Pressure, Anti-


Wear


MIL-S-81087 
Lubricating Oil, 


Hydraulic


MIL-PRF-83282 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Fire Resistant
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9150-00-128-8032 14 oz cartridge
9150-01-023-9415 1.75 lb can


9150-00-823-8024 Type 1 1 qt can


9150-00-273-8663 Type 2 1 qt can/bottle
9150-01-219-7381 Type 2 55 gal drum


9150-00-273-8664 Type 4 1 qt can/bottle


MIL-PRF-85336 
Lubricant, All-


Weather 
(Automatic 
Weapons) 9150-01-104-5227 1 qt can


9150-00-179-5137 Type A/D19-0 250 ml bottle


9150-01-307-3343 Type B/D12-5 250 ml bottle
9150-00-179-5145 Type B/D12-10 250 ml bottle
9150-00-179-5144 Type B/D12-30 250 ml bottle
9150-00-179-5143 Type B/D12-50 250 ml bottle
9150-00-179-5142 Type B/D12-100 250 ml bottle
9150-00-179-5141 Type B/D12-300 250 ml bottle


9150-01-283-0249 Type C/D3-100 250 ml bottle


DOD-G-85733 
Grease, High 
Temperature, 


Catapult System 9150-01-145-1259 40 lb can


9150-01-209-2684 1 qt can
9150-01-210-1938 1 gal can
9150-01-209-3399 55 gal drum


MIL-L-87132 
Lubricant, Cetyl 


Alcohol, 1-
Hexadecanol, 
Application to 


Fasteners 9150-01-398-4669 Type III Grade B 1 gal can


9150-01-306-2475 1 qt can
9150-01-304-0885 1 gal can - round
9150-01-336-7174 1 gal can - oblong


MIL-PRF-83363 
Grease, 


Transmission, 
Helicopter


MIL-L-83767 
Lubricating Oil, 
Vacuum Pump


DOD-S-85694 
Calibrating Oil, 


Standard


DOD-L-85734 
Lubricating Oil, 


Helicopter 
Transmission


MIL-PRF-87252 
Coolant Fluid, 
Hydrolytically 


Stable, Dielectric
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9150-01-306-2470 55 gal drum


9150-01-388-7769 1 qt can
9150-01-386-6687 1 gal can
9150-01-391-2087 5 gal can
9150-01-387-4577 55 gal drum


MIL-PRF-87257 
Hydraulic Fluid, 
Fire Resistant; 


Low 
Temperature, 


Synthetic 
Hydrocarbon 
Base, Aircraft 
and Missile


,
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R/R = re-refined oil (iaw EPA Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines (CPG))


R/R = re-refined oil (iaw EPA Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines (CPG))


C/L = closed loop


C/L = closed loop
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R/R = re-refined oil (iaw EPA Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines (CPG))


(ENAC = environmental atrribute code iaw DOD 4100.39M vol 10 table 194) 


R/R = re-refined oil (iaw EPA Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines (CPG))


R/R = re-refined oil (iaw EPA Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines (CPG))


ENAC = EB


C/L = closed loop


C/L = closed loop


ENAC = EB 
(ENAC = environmental atrribute code iaw DOD 4100.39M vol 10 table 194) 


C/L = closed loop
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R/R = re-refined oil (iaw EPA Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines (CPG))


C/L = closed loop
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Sustainability/Standardization of Mechanical & Electrical Components at Locks and Dams
Sponsored by: Inland Navigation Design Center (INDC)
Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants (EAL) USACE Survey
Survey of USACE Floating Plant and Locks & Dams Operations


LRD LRD Fort Loudon Lock and Melton Hill Lock NO EAL USE


LRD LRE Lake Michigan Area Office Crane Barge Manitowoc Robert Stanick/David Peterson NO EAL USE


LRD LRE Duluth Area Office D/B H.J. Schwartz David J. Curran NO EAL USE


LRD LRE Soo Area Office D/B Nicolet Kurt Bunker/John Laitinen Hydraulic Drive Hydraulic Oil Mobile EAL 224H Hydrualic Fluid


LRD LRE Duluth Area Office Tug Billmaier Daniel Carlson / Raymond Bennink NO EAL USE


LRD LRE Lake Michigan Area Office Tug Kenosha & Tug Racine Robert Stanick / David Peterson NO EAL USE
LRD LRE Detroit Area Office Tugboat Demolen Chris Lindman/Jason Dmitruchina NO EAL USE
LRD LRE Veler Lindman Hydrualics Hydraulic Oil Mobile AW46
LRD LRH Peter Dodgion NO EAL USE
LRD LRN All Floating Plant Brad Bishop NO EAL USE


LRD LRN Barkley Lock Miter Gate Miter and Quoin Block Lubrication Food Grease Schaeffer's 271 Food Grease


LRD LRN Kentucky Lock Miter Gate Miter and Quoin Block Lubrication Food Grease Schaeffer's 271 Food Grease


LRD LRN Nickajack Lock NO EAL USE


LRD LRN Watts Bar Lock Keith Holley NO EAL USE
MVD MVN Operations Algiers Lock Thomas Malone NO EAL USE
MVD MVN Bayou Boeuf Lock Ladon Champine NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Atchafalaya Basin Bayou Sorrell Lock Brad Blanchard Lock Gates Grease, Food Grade Food Grade?


MVD MVN Operations Calcasieu Lock Kevin Galley NO EAL USE
MVD MVN Maintenance Section CE‐869 Spud Barge Rex Wascom NO EAL USE
MVD MVN Maintenance Section CE‐9701 Spud Barge Robert J. Gauthreaux NO EAL USE


MVD MVN CALCASIEU RIVER SALTWATER BARRIER  Contol Structure CHARLES HEBERT NO EAL USE


MVD MVN CATFISH POINT CONTROL STRUCTURE Contol Structure CHARLES HEBERT NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Marine Management Dredge Wheeler Bethany Walker (interim)/Michael Stack Controllable Pitch Propeller Hydraulic System Hydraulic Oil
American Chemical 
Technologies UCON TRIDENT 46 AW 46 YES


MVD MVN Marine Management Dredge Wheeler Bethany Walker (interim)/Michael Stack Trunnion Track Grease Chemax Chemax Am‐39 Grease
MVD MVN Maintenance Section Floating Crane Brownlee Kevin Calico NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Freshwater Bayou Lock John C. Choate Navigation Lock gates hinges and pins Grease, Food Grade Premalube Premalube Xtreme Food Grade Grease Food Grade?


Fluid Series Fluid Weight
NOT SURVEY
EAL CheckDivision District Project Office Vessel Name/Designation USACE POC System/Equipment Fluid Type Manufacturer







MVD MVN GIWW Harvey Lock Victor Landry
NO EAL USE ‐ Was told by different vendor it does not work as well as 
non EAL


MVD MVN GIWW IHNC Lock Victor Landry NO EAL USE


MVD MVN GIWW Leland Bowman Lock Jason P. Petrey Hydraulic Pump Unit for gate operations Hydraulic Oil Chevron Clarity AW AW 32
MVD MVN Operations M/V BIENVILLE David A. Smith NO EAL USE
MVD MVN Maintenance Section M/V KENT William Zar NO EAL USE


MVD MVN CEMVN‐OD‐JR Old River Lock Morris J. Oubre NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Operations S/V BEAUVAIS Richard Entwisle NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Operations S/V Blanchard Richard Entwisle NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Operations S/V Burrwood Richard Entwisle NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Operations S/V John Bopp Richard Entwisle NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Operations S/V Lafourche Richard Entwisle NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Operations S/V Teche Richard Entwisle NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Schooner Bayou Control Structure John C. Choate Navigation Lock gates hinges and pins Grease, Food Grade Mobile Mobilgrease FM101 and FM 222 Food Grade?
MVD MVN Maintenance Section Unit A Robert J. Gauthreaux NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Old River Control and Auxilliary Structure Stacey Hodnett NO EAL USE
MVD MVN Berwick Lock Lennis Paray NO EAL USE


MVD MVN Port Allen Lock Adam McFarlain NO EAL USE


MVD MVP Mississippi River, La Crescent Field Office Blackhawk Park Recreation Area Kevin F. Berg NO EAL USE


MVD MVP Mississippi River Project Office Dredge Goetz Jon Miller, Chief Engineer
Hydraulic knife valve and Hoffer Valve on dredge suction pipe suction 
pipe Hydraulic Oil Phillips 66 Ecoterra 32


No ‐ not readily 
biodegradable, 
unknonwn 
bioaccumulation, but 
claims to be non‐toxic.  
Additionally it claims to 
pass the static sheen 
test


MVD MVP MN Flood Control Project Section Gates & Small Work Skiff Brian Jorgenson NO EAL USE
MVD MVP OP‐RNR, Environmental Section (Mississippi River Project) Small work boats (17‐18ft) X 3 Randall Urich NO EAL USE


MVD MVP Channels and Harbors Survey Launch 21 and Survey Launch 22 Steve Tapp NO EAL USE


MVD MVP Mississippi River Project Office
Upper Saint Anthony Falls, Lower Saint Anthony Falls, & L&D 1, 2, 
 3, 4, 5, 5A, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 Tim Paulus NO EAL USE


MVD MVP Orwell Dam John Fromuth NO EAL USE


MVD MVP Lac qui Project Office Brian Jorgenson NO EAL USE


MVD MVP Lake Traverse Tom Mattis NO EAL USE ‐ Only use manufacture recommended oils


MVD MVP Baldhill Dam Rich Schueneman and Joel Zietz NO EAL USE


MVD MVR Illinois Waterway Project Office MV City of Ottawa, MV LaSalle, MV Creve Coeur, MV Channahon, Crane Barge 9.10,11 Crane Barge Hercules Scott W. Perrilles NO EAL USE


MVD MVR Mississippi River Project Office MV Clinton, MV Rock Island, MV Bettendorf, MV Davenport, MV Moline, MV Muscatine, Quad Cities, DB 766, DB 767, DB 768 Dan Guise, Matt Thurman


NO EAL USE** (Survey says no, trying to confirm the EAL used for the 
ROCK ISLAND and CLINTON steering systems at the time of delivery is 
still in place or not)


SAD SAJ SFOO LEITNER Graham Thompson NO EAL USE ‐ Synethetics in Steering Hydraulic Oil Chevron Clarity Synthetic ISO 68


SAD SAJ Multiple Multiple (survey vessels, tugs and airboats) Jason Chapple or Phillip Bates NO EAL USE


SAD SAJ SFOO TUG CHOBEE Graham Thompson NO EAL USE ‐ Synethetics in Steering Hydraulic Oil Chevron Clarity Synthetic ISO 68


SAD SAM Apalachicola‐Chattahoochee‐Flint Rivers (CESAM‐OP‐AC) M/V GENERAL IRWIN Scott Beams, Sam Hill Steering System Hydraulic Oil
American Chemical 
Technologies UCON TRIDENT 46 AW YES


SAD SAM Black Warrior/Tombigbee and Alabama Rivers Projects (CESM/V LAWSON, Floating Crane CHOCTAWHATCHEE, Barge #9201 Scott Beams NO EAL USE







SAD SAM Tennessee‐Tombigbee Waterway (CESAM‐OP‐CO) M/V TENN‐TOM, M/V CONSTITUTION, Floating Crane RW DAVIS   Scott Beams, Randy Junkin NO EAL USE
SAD SAM Irvington Site Office (CESAM‐OP‐GW) S/V IRVINGTON Scott Beams NO EAL USE
SPD SPK Operations Keley Stock NO EAL USE at SPK projects or equipment


SWD SWT Navigation Locks and Dams Kenneth Todd/ Robert Steiner NO EAL USE


SWD SWT RSKMT M/V Mister Pat, M/V Ozark, M/V Wailes Shane Roe / David Key / David Hutain NO EAL USE
NAD NAP Operations Tender Two Mark Saylor NO EAL USE
NAD NAP Operations Fort Mifflin Heavy Equipment (Dozers & Excavators) Jim Amadio NO EAL USE
NAD NAP Operations Multiple Survey Vessels Steve Farrell NO EAL USE







(Y/N) Frequenecy


Has the testing been helpful to identify 
issue or increase the longevity of the 
fluid Has the fluid been conditioned Have any issues been detected


YES


Napa Parts/Mobil 115 $28.18 2000 New Every work day


No, after several years 
of use and sampling, we 
found the sampling was 
no longer needed if the 
oil is replaced every two 


years.
The fluid is filtered through inline 
hydraulic filters


The oil seems to be hard on seals and 
motor components Yes


250 2012 Conversion Daily Yes Annually Yes YES N/A N/A


Schaeffers < 5 $50.00 2008 Conversion (from Moly Grease) Everyday NO N/A NO NO NO


Schaeffers < 5 $50.00 2008 Conversion (from Moly Grease) Everyday NO N/A NO NO NO


YES


Certified 1992 Conversion  Everyday NO NO
Problem keeping grease on the pintle ball 
under water


YES


AMERICAN CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGIES 330 $40.00 2012 Conversion


due to the ready reserve status of the 
Wheeler, system sometimes doesn’t get 
used in months; however, once the ship 
is in service, the system is in use 24‐7. 
Duration of dredge assignments vary. Yes Monthly Yes


Yes, it’s filtered, we have dehydrators 
and we have air dryers on reservoir 
tanks. Yes Yes


Chemax Corporation $100.00


due to the ready reserve status of the 
Wheeler, system sometimes doesn’t get 
used in months; however, once the ship 
is in service, the system is in use in a daily 
basis. Duration of dredge assignments 


vary. NO No No Yes


Certified Laboratories 4 hinges/ 5 gallons each $360.15/5 gallons 1997 Conversion Everyday No NO


None. Food grade grease works fine. 
During gate dewatering when pins where 
pulled and inspected there was no 
noticeable wear after 10 years


Has the fluid been replaced


Fluid Sampling Program


Equipment Usage
(daily, monthly, monthly, rarely)


Conversion or
New InstallationIn‐service YearApprox Cost/GalQuantity (gals)Fluid Supplier POC







Patrick Duhon, Duhon Brothers 
337.893.0674 130/unit: 4 Units = 520 $11.84 2010 N/A Everyday NO


we filter the fluid annually using a 
filtering unit NO Yes


Menard Oil Co., Abbeville, La. 4 hinges/ 5 gallons each $200.00/5 gallons 1997 Conversion Everyday No No None. Food grade grease works fine


Was using Cygnus #2 Food Grade grease 
from Texaco, switched to Mobilgrease, 
Food Grade from Menard Oil Co.


Severson Oil Company 5 $12.50 2008 Conversion daily during dredge operations NO
The system has a filtration system 
installed on the hydraulic unit None Yes


Hollew Oil Belle Glade (561‐996‐2787) 20 $18.75 1996 New Installation Monthly NO N/A NO N/A N/A


Kelley Tractor (Clewiston, FL 863‐983‐
8177) 8.75 $18.75 2010 New Installation Monthly NO N/A NO N/A N/A


American Chemical Technologies 93
Have not purchased any yet (boat was 


delivered with EAL) 2010 New Installation Everyday NO NO NONE NO
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1.  Introduction 
1.1  Maintenance 
1.1.1  General 
This document is intended to establish recommended practice as well as to give 
general advice and guidance in the maintenance of mechanical equipment owned 
and operated by the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation).  Specific technical 
details of maintenance are included in other documents referenced in this 
document.  


Maintenance recommendations are based on industry standards and experience in 
Reclamation facilities.  However, equipment and situations vary greatly, and 
sound engineering and management judgment must be exercised when applying 
these recommendations.  Other sources of information must be consulted (e.g., 
manufacturer=s recommendations, unusual operating conditions, personal 
experience with the equipment, etc.) in conjunction with these maintenance 
recommendations.  


1.1.2  Preventive Maintenance 
Preventive maintenance (PM) is the practice of maintaining equipment on a 
regular schedule based on elapsed time or meter readings.  The intent of PM is to 
“prevent” maintenance problems or failures before they take place by following 
routine and comprehensive maintenance procedures.  The goal is to achieve 
fewer, shorter, and more predictable outages. 


Some advantages of PM are: 


• It is predictable, making budgeting, planning, and resource leveling 
possible. 


• When properly practiced, it generally prevents most major problems, thus 
reducing forced outages, “reactive maintenance,” and maintenance costs in 
general.1 


• It assures managers that equipment is being maintained. 


• It is easily understood and justified. 


PM does have some drawbacks: 


• It is time consuming and resource intensive. 


• It does not consider actual equipment condition when scheduling or 
performing the maintenance. 


• It can cause problems in equipment in addition to solving them (e.g., 
damaging seals, stripping threads). 


                                                 
1 World Class Maintenance Management, Terry Wireman, Industrial Press Inc., 1990, pp. 7, 73. 
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Despite these drawbacks, PM has proven generally reliable in the past and is still 
the core of most maintenance programs. 


PM traditionally has been the standard maintenance practice in Reclamation.  The 
maintenance recommendations in this document are based on a PM philosophy 
and should be considered as “baseline” practices to be used when managing a 
maintenance program.  


However, care should be taken in applying PM recommendations.  Wholesale 
implementation of PM recommendations without considering equipment 
criticality or equipment condition may result in a workload that is too large to 
achieve.  This could result in important equipment not receiving needed 
maintenance, which defeats the purpose of PM management. 


To mitigate this problem, maintenance managers may choose to apply a 
consciously chosen, effectively implemented, and properly documented 
reliability-centered maintenance (RCM) program. 


Whether utilizing a PM, RCM, or condition-based maintenance (CBM) program, 
or a combination of these, scheduled maintenance should be the primary focus of 
the in-house maintenance staff.2  This will reduce reactive (emergency and 
corrective) maintenance.  Scheduled maintenance should have a higher priority 
than special projects and should be the number one priority.  


1.1.3  Reliability-Centered Maintenance 
RCM programs are gaining in popularity and have been piloted in a few 
Reclamation power facilities with good results.  The goal of these programs is to 
provide the appropriate amount of maintenance at the right time to prevent forced 
outages while at the same time eliminating unnecessary maintenance.  


Implemented properly, RCM can eliminate some of the drawbacks of PM and 
may result in a more streamlined, efficient maintenance program.  RCM seems 
very attractive in times of diminishing funding, scarcity of skilled maintenance 
staff, and the pressure to “stay online” due to electric utility industry deregulation. 


Some features of RCM are:  


• It may be labor intensive and time consuming to set up initially. 


• It may require additional monitoring of quantities, like temperature and 
vibration, to be effective.  This may mean new monitoring equipment with 
its own PM or more human monitoring with multiple inspections. 


• It may result in a “run-to-failure” or deferred maintenance philosophy for 
some equipment which may cause concern for some staff and managers. 


                                                 
2 World Class Maintenance Management, Terry Wireman, Industrial Press Inc., 1990, pg. 32.  
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• It may require initial and later revisions to the maintenance schedule in a 
“trial-and-error” fashion depending on the success of the initial 
maintenance schedule and equipment condition. 


• It should result in a more manageable maintenance workload focused on 
the most important equipment. 


RCM is not an excuse to move to a “breakdown maintenance” philosophy or to 
eliminate critical PM in the name of reducing maintenance staff/ funding.  
However, to mitigate problems associated with a PM program, maintenance 
managers may choose to apply a consciously chosen, effectively implemented, 
and properly documented RCM program. 


For a viable RCM program at Reclamation facilities, it must: 


• Be chosen as the local maintenance philosophy by management. 


• Be implemented according to generally accepted RCM practices. 


• Be documented so that maintenance decisions are defensible.  


1.1.4  Condition-Based Maintenance 
This program relies on knowing the condition of individual pieces of equipment.   


Some features of CBM include: 


• Monitoring equipment parameters such as temperatures, pressures, 
vibrations, leakage current, dissolved gas analysis, etc. 


• Testing on a periodic basis and/or when problems are suspected such as 
Doble testing, vibration testing, and infrared scanning. 


• Monitoring carefully operator-gathered data. 


• Securing results in knowledgeable maintenance decisions which would 
reduce overall costs by focusing only on equipment that really needs 
attention. 


Drawbacks to CBM include it being very difficult and expensive to monitor some 
quantities.  It requires knowledgeable and consistent analysis to be effective; and 
also condition monitoring equipment and systems themselves require 
maintenance.  Because of these drawbacks, it is nearly impossible to have an 
entirely CBM program. 


1.1.5  Combination of Condition-Based and Preventive Maintenance 
A combination of CBM and PM is perhaps the most practical approach.  
Monitoring, testing, and using historical data and PM schedules may provide the 
best information on when equipment should be maintained.  By keeping accurate 
records of the “as found” condition of equipment when it is torn down for  
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maintenance, one can determine what maintenance was really necessary.  In this 
manner, maintenance schedules can be lengthened or perhaps shortened, based on 
experience and monitoring.   


1.2  Standards and References 
1.2.1  Reclamation Standards 
Electrical and mechanical maintenance recommended practices for some 
equipment are contained in other Facilities, Instructions, Standards, and 
Techniques (FIST) volumes that will be referenced in this report.  For equipment 
not covered by other FIST volumes, requirements defined in this report are the 
recommended practices.  Manufacturer=s maintenance requirements, as defined in 
instruction books, also must be incorporated into a complete maintenance 
program.  Other recommended practices are defined in Power Equipment 
Bulletins (PEB). 


Variance from Reclamation electrical maintenance recommended practices, as 
defined in FIST volumes, is acceptable provided that proper documentation exists 
to support the variance.  Refer to the Power Review of O&M Directive and 
Standard and Guidebook for further information (see section 1.7).  


Recommended practices, including recommended intervals (defined in 
FIST volumes) are based on power industry best practices, published standards, 
and Reclamation=s experience maintaining equipment in hydroelectric 
powerplants.  Additional references to published standards may be found in other 
FIST volumes.  


To access Reclamation’s FIST volumes:  


• Printed FIST volumes: 


Regional and Area Offices – Contact 86-68440, Hydropower Technical 
Services Group 303-445-2300.  All others – contact National Technical 
Information Service, Operations Division, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, 
Virginia  22161.  


• Intranet access to FIST volumes:  http://intra.usbr.gov   
Select:   Quicklist; Power O&M.  


• Access to Internet FIST volumes:  www.usbr.gov 
Select:  Programs & Activities, Power Program, Reports & Data; 
FIST Manuals.  


This FIST volume supersedes, in part, Power Operation and Maintenance (O&M) 
Bulletin No. 19 - Maintenance Schedules and Records.  Mechanical maintenance 
portions of Power O&M Bulletin No. 19 are included in FIST Volume 4-1A, 
Maintenance Scheduling for Mechanical Equipment.  Electrical maintenance 
portions of Power O&M Bulletin No. 19 are included in FIST Volume 4-1B, 
Maintenance Scheduling for Electrical Equipment. 
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1.2.2  Recommended Standards and References 
Current editions of the following published standards and references should be 
maintained locally for mechanical engineers, mechanical foremen, mechanical 
supervisors, and other O&M personnel to use: 


• Applicable National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standards 


• Applicable American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASME) Standards for cranes 


• FIST Volume 1-1, Hazardous Energy Control Program 


• Copies of all mechanical maintenance and safety FIST volumes 


• Copies of all mechanical PEBs  


1.3  Maintenance and Test Procedures 
1.3.1  General 
Maintenance activities fall into three general categories: 


• Routine Maintenance B Activities that are conducted while equipment and 
systems are in service.  These activities are predictable and can be 
scheduled and budgeted.  Generally, these are the activities scheduled on a 
time-based or meter-based schedule derived from preventive or predictive 
maintenance strategies.  Some examples are visual inspections, cleaning, 
functional tests, measurement of operating quantities, lubrication, oil tests, 
and governor maintenance.  


• Maintenance Testing B Activities that involve using test equipment to 
assess condition in an offline state.  These activities are predictable and 
can be scheduled and budgeted.  They may be scheduled on a time or 
meter basis but may be planned to coincide with scheduled equipment 
outages.  Since these activities are predictable, some offices consider them 
“routine maintenance” or “preventive maintenance.”  Some examples are 
governor alignments and balanced and unbalanced gate testing.  


• Diagnostic Testing – Activities that involve using test equipment to assess 
the condition of equipment after unusual events, such as equipment 
failure/ repair/replacement or when equipment deterioration is suspected.  
These activities are not predictable and cannot be scheduled because they 
are required after a forced outage.  Each office must budget for these 
events.  Some examples are governor troubleshooting, unit balancing, and 
vibration testing. 


This document addresses scheduling of maintenance activities in the first two 
categories.  It does not address followup work generated by routine maintenance 
or maintenance testing, nor does it address diagnostic testing (with a few 
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exceptions).  Also, maintenance staff may be used for other activities such as 
improvements and construction, but this guide does not address these activities.  


1.4  Maintenance Schedules and Documentation 


Complete, thorough, and current documentation is essential to an effective 
maintenance program.  Whether you are performing preventive, predictive, or 
reliability-centered maintenance, keeping track of equipment condition and 
maintenance performed or planned is critical. 


Maintenance recommendations contained in this report should be used as the 
basis for establishing or refining a maintenance schedule.  Recommendations can 
be converted into Job Plans or Work Orders in MAXIMO or another maintenance 
management system.  Once these job plans and work orders are established, 
implementation of well-executed predictive or RCM is possible.   


The maintenance recordkeeping system must be kept current so that a complete 
maintenance history of each piece of equipment is available at all times.  This is 
important for planning and conducting an ongoing maintenance program and 
provides documentation needed for the Power O&M Reviews (section 1.7).  
Regular maintenance and emergency maintenance must be well documented, as 
should special work done during overhauls and replacement.   


The availability of up-to-date drawings to management and maintenance staff is 
extremely important.  Accurate drawings are very important to ongoing 
maintenance, testing, and new construction; but they also are essential during 
emergencies for troubleshooting.  In addition, accurate drawings are important to 
the continued safety of the staff working on the equipment.   


1.5  Job Plan Templates 


Job plan templates have been created to assist in developing site-specific 
MAXIMO Job Plans for electrical and mechanical PM.  The electrical job plan 
templates include all PM activities prescribed in this volume and may be 
augmented to include manufacturer’s maintenance requirements and other site-
specific considerations.  Local development of complete job plans that match 
FIST volume requirements can be expedited by adopting these templates.  
Templates can be accessed on the Reclamation Intranet at http://intra.usbr.gov/ 
~hydrores/pomreview/ and selecting “Job Plan Templates” from the menu on the 
left. 


1.6  Power O&M Forms 


Power O&M (PO&M) forms have been updated and placed on the Intranet for 
facility use in documenting maintenance.  These forms can be filled out online 
and printed or printed and completed by hand.  PO&M forms are available at 
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http://intra.usbr.gov/~hydrores/pomreview/.  Select “Power O&M Forms” 
from the menu on the left or from the Reclamation forms Web site at 
http://intra.usbr.gov/ forms/. 


Word format files of the forms can be acquired from the Hydropower Technical 
Services Group at 303-445-2300, if modification for specific facility is desired. 


1.7  Power O&M Reviews 


Mechanical maintenance is one aspect of the Power Review of O&M Program.  
This program uses regularly scheduled annual (self-assessment), periodic 
(regionally conducted), and comprehensive (Denver conducted) reviews.  Each 
level of review is intended to assess compliance with accepted practices in 
operation and maintenance.  The accepted practices for mechanical equipment 
maintenance are defined in this and other FIST volumes, PEBs, and in the 
references cited in this document.  As stated above in section 1.2.1, variance from 
these practices is acceptable if adequate justification is provided to reviewers 


1.8  Limitations 


This volume summarizes maintenance recommendations for mechanical 
equipment and directs the reader to related references.  It should not be the sole 
source of information used in conducting maintenance activities.  Other 
references, training, and work experience are also necessary to fully understand 
and carry out the recommended maintenance. 


1.9  Safety During Maintenance 


Performing maintenance on mechanical equipment can be hazardous.  Electrical 
and mechanical energy can cause injury and death if not managed properly.  All 
maintenance activity should be conducted in accordance with FIST Volume 1-1, 
Hazardous Energy Control Program (HECP) and Reclamation Safety and Health 
Standards.  A job hazard analysis (JHA) must be conducted as well.  Visitors, 
contractors, and others working under clearances must be trained in HECP and 
must follow all JHA and clearance procedures.   
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2.  Turbine and Pump Maintenance 
2.1  Hydraulic Turbines 


Hydraulic turbines are classified as either reaction turbines or impulse turbines 
referring to the hydraulic action by which the pressure or potential energy is 
converted to rotating or kinetic energy.  The reaction turbines include the Francis 
and the propeller types, while the impulse turbines are represented by the Pelton 
type turbine. 


Impulse turbines convert all available head into kinetic or velocity energy through 
using contracting nozzles.  The jets of water from the nozzles act on the runner 
buckets to exert a force in the direction of flow.  This force, or impulse as it is 
referred to, turns the turbine.  Impulse turbines primarily are used for heads of 
800 feet or more, although they are also used in some low-flow, low-head 
applications. 


Water flow to an impulse turbine is controlled by a needle valve.  The position of 
the needle valve is controlled by a governor to change speed or load.  A moveable 
deflector plate, controlled by the governor, is positioned in front of the nozzle to 
rapidly deflect the water away from the turbine during a load rejection. 


The head pressure in a reaction turbine is only partially converted to velocity.  
While the reaction turbine obtains some power from the impulse force from the 
velocity of the water, most of its power is a result of difference in pressure 
between the top and bottom of the runner buckets.   


The Francis turbine is very similar in construction to a volute pump with a closed 
impeller (see figures 1 and 2).  Water entering the spiral or scroll case is directed 
to the turbine runner by the guide vanes and the wicket gates.  The wicket gates, 
controlled by the governor through hydraulic servomotors, control water flow to 
the turbine.  


A propeller turbine is similar in appearance to a boat propeller.  Water is directed 
and controlled in much the same manner as with the Francis turbine.  A variation 
of the propeller turbine is the Kaplan turbine which features adjustable blades that 
are pivoted to obtain the highest efficiency possible at any load. 


2.2  Pumps 


Basically, there are two general classifications of pumps:  dynamic and positive 
displacement.  These classifications are based on the method the pump uses to 
impart motion and pressure to the fluid. 


2.2.1  Dynamic Pumps 
Dynamic pumps continuously accelerate the fluid within the pump to a velocity 
much higher than the velocity at the discharge.  The subsequent decrease of the 
fluid velocity at the discharge causes a corresponding increase in pressure.  The  
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Figure 1.—Francis turbine. 
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Figure 2.—Kaplan turbine. 
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dynamic pump category is made up of centrifugal pumps and special effect 
pumps, such as eductor and hydraulic ram pumps. 


Eductors, or jet pumps as they are sometimes called, use a high-pressure stream of 
fluid to pump a larger volume of fluid at a lower pressure.  An eductor consists of 
three basic parts:  the nozzle, the suction chamber, and the diffuser.  The high-
pressure fluid is directed through a nozzle to increase its velocity.  The high 
velocity creates a low-pressure area that causes the low-pressure fluid to be drawn 
into the suction chamber.  The low-pressure fluid is then mixed with the high 
velocity fluid as it flows through the diffuser, and the velocity energy of the 
mixture is converted into pressure at the discharge.  Eductors commonly are used 
in powerplants and dams to dewater sumps below the inlet of the sump pumps.  
Some plants use eductors to pump cooling water for the units.   


By far, the most common type of dynamic pump is the centrifugal pump.  The 
impeller of a centrifugal pump, the rotating component of the pump which 
imparts the necessary energy to the fluid to provide flow and pressure, is 
classified according to the direction of flow in reference to the axis of rotation of 
the impeller.  The three major classes of centrifugal impellers are: 


1. Axial-flow 


2. Radial-flow 


3. Mixed-flow 


Impellers may be classified further by their construction.  The impeller 
construction may be: 


1. Open 


2. Semi-open 


3. Closed 


An open impeller consists of vanes attached to a central hub.  A semi-open 
impeller has a single shroud supporting the vanes, usually on the back of the 
impeller.  The closed impeller incorporates shrouds on both sides of the vanes.  
The shrouds totally enclose the impeller’s waterways and support the impeller 
vanes. 


Centrifugal pumps are also classified by the means in which the velocity energy 
imparted to the fluid by the impeller is converted to pressure.  Volute pumps use a 
spiral or volute shaped casing to change velocity energy to pressure energy.  
Pumps which use a set of stationary diffuser vanes to change velocity to pressure 
are called diffuser pumps.  The most common diffuser type pumps are vertical 
turbine pumps and single stage, low head, propeller pumps.  Large volute pumps 
may also have diffuser vanes; but while these vanes direct the water flow, their 
main purpose is structural and not energy conversion. 
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Centrifugal pumps are further classified as either horizontal or vertical, referring 
to the orientation of the pump shaft.  A vertical volute pump is shown in figure 3.  
In comparison to horizontal pumps, vertical pumps take up less floor space; the 
pump suction can be positioned more easily below the water surface to eliminate 
the need for priming; and the pump motor can be located above the water surface 
to prevent damage in the event of flooding.  Vertical pumps can be either dry-pit 
or wet-pit.  Dry-pit pumps are surrounded by air, while wet-pit pumps are either 
fully or partially submerged.  The dry-pit pumps commonly are used in medium 
to high head, large capacity pumping plants.  These large dry-pit pumps are 
generally volute pumps with closed, radial flow impellers. 


There are a variety of wet-pit pump designs for differing applications.  One of the 
most common types is the vertical turbine pump.  The vertical turbine pump is a 
diffuser pump with either closed or semi-open, radial-flow, or mixed-flow 
impellers.  Vertical turbine pumps, while most commonly used for deep well 
applications, have a wide variety of uses, including irrigation pumping plants and 
sumps in powerplants and dams (figure 4).  This type of pump normally is 
constructed of several stages.  A stage consists of an impeller and its casing, 
called a bowl.  The main advantage of this type of construction is that system 
pressure can be varied by simply adding or reducing the number of stages of the 
pump. 


Horizontal pumps are classified according to the location of the suction pipe.  The 
suction can be from the end, side, top, or bottom.  Also common in horizontal 
pumps is the use of double suction impellers.  In a double suction impeller pump, 
water flows symmetrically from both sides into the impeller which helps to reduce 
the axial thrust load (figure 5).  In a hydroelectric plant, horizontal pumps are 
normally used for fire water and cooling water applications. 


2.2.2  Positive Displacement Pumps 
Positive displacement pumps enclose the fluid through the use of gears, pistons, 
or other devices and push or “displace” the fluid out though the discharge line.  
Displacement pumps are divided into two groups—reciprocating (such as piston 
and diaphragm pumps) and rotary (such as gear, screw, and vane pumps).  Since 
positive displacement pumps do “displace” the fluid being pumped, relief valves 
are required in the discharge line, ahead of any shutoff valve or any device that 
could conceivably act as a flow restriction. 


Reciprocating piston or plunger pumps are suitable where a constant capacity is 
required over a variety of pressures.  Piston and plunger pumps are capable of 
developing very high pressures, although capacities are somewhat limited.  These 
pumps provide a pulsating output which, depending on the application, may be 
objectionable.  The use of reciprocating pumps in hydroelectric powerplants is 
limited. 
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Figure 3.—Vertical volute pump. 
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Figure 4.—Two-stage vertical turbine pump. 
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Figure 5.—Double suction horizontal volute pump and parts list. 
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Rotary positive displacement pumps are used in a variety of applications, one of 
the most common being hydraulic systems.  Gear, vane, radial piston, and axial 
piston pumps (figure 6) are some of the most common rotary pumps used in 
hydraulic systems.  Screw pumps, with a single helical screw or meshing multiple 
screws, most commonly are used for fluid transfer, although they are sometimes 
used in hydraulic system applications.  


Gear pumps are relatively simple in design, relying on the meshing of the mating 
gears and the fit of the gears in the pump casing to pump the fluid.  External gear 
pumps use two meshing gears, usually spur or herringbone types, in a close fitting 
casing.  The fluid is pumped as it is trapped between the rotating gears and the 
casing and moved from the suction of the pump to the discharge.  An internal gear 
pump uses an external gear rotating eccentrically within and driving an internal 
gear to pump the fluid. 


Vane pumps consist of a case and a single eccentric rotor with multiple vanes 
sliding in slots in the rotor.  Centrifugal force keeps the vanes in contact with the 
interior of the pump casing.  As the rotor rotates, the fluid is drawn into the pump 
by the gradually increasing volume between the vanes; and then it is pushed out 
through the discharge as the volume gradually decreases. 


The radial piston pump is similar in construction to the vane pump in that it has a 
single rotor, eccentric to the pump housing; but instead of vanes, it has radial 
pistons.  The pistons are held against the pump housing by centrifugal force, and 
the fluid is pumped by the reciprocating action of the pistons in their bore.  The 
fluid ports are in the center of the rotor. 


The axial piston pump rotor consists of a round cylinder block with multiple 
cylinders, parallel to the cylinder block axis.  The cylinder block rotates at an 
angle to the axis of the drive shaft, and the fluid is pumped by reciprocating action 
of the pistons in the cylinder block. 


2.3  Cavitation Erosion, Abrasive Erosion, and Corrosion 


Pump impellers, turbine runners, and their related components may be damaged 
by a number of different actions—the most common being cavitation erosion, 
abrasive erosion, and corrosion.  The appropriate repair procedure will depend on 
the cause of the damage. 


Cavitation is the formation of vapor bubbles or cavities in a flowing liquid 
subjected to an absolute pressure equal to, or less than, the vapor pressure of the 
liquid.  These bubbles collapse violently as they move to a region of higher 
pressure causing shock pressures which can be greater than 100,000 pounds per 
square inch (psi).  When audible, cavitation makes a steady crackling sound 
similar to rocks passing through the pump or turbine.  Cavitation erosion or 
pitting occurs when the bubbles collapse against the metal surface of the impeller 
or turbine runner—most frequently on the low-pressure side of the impeller inlet 
vanes  
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Figure 6.—Positive displacement pumps. 
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or turbine buckets.  Cavitation cannot only severely damage the pump or turbine, 
but it also can reduce substantially the capacity and, therefore, lessen the 
efficiency.  


Abrasive erosion is removing metal mechanically by suspended solids, such as 
sand, in the liquid flowing through an impeller or turbine.  The rate of wear is 
directly related to the velocity of the liquid; so wear will be more pronounced at 
the discharge of the nozzle of impulse turbines, near the exit vanes and shrouds of 
pump impellers and near the leading edge of reaction turbines buckets where the 
liquid velocity is highest. 


Corrosion damage to submerged or wet metal is the result of an electrochemical 
reaction.  The electrochemical reaction occurs when a galvanic cell is created by 
immersing two different elements in an electrolyte, causing an electric current to 
flow between the two elements.  The anode, or the positive electrode of the cell, 
gradually dissolves as a result of the reaction.  With the water acting as an 
electrolyte, irregularities, such as variation in surface finish or imperfections in 
the metal’s composition, create small galvanic cells over the entire surface of the 
metal.  Corrosion damage occurs as the anodes of these cells dissolve.  Corrosion, 
unlike abrasive erosion, is generally independent of the liquid velocity.  Pitting 
caused strictly by corrosion will be uniform over the entire surface.  


Diagnosis of the problem can be difficult as the damage may be caused by more 
than one action.  As a metal corrodes, the products of corrosion form a protective 
film on the metal surface.  This film protects the base metal from further corrosive 
attack.  An erosive environment will tend to remove this film leaving the metal 
susceptible to corrosion damage.  Similarly, where cavitation erosion is occurring, 
the metal will be prone to further damage from corrosion. 


Severe erosion or corrosion damage may warrant the replacement of the damaged 
parts with parts constructed of a material that is more erosion or corrosion 
resistant.  If severe cavitation erosion occurs during normal operation, a new 
impeller, runner, or other design changes may be required.  Obviously, replacing 
an impeller or other major components can be a very expensive endeavor and 
only should be done after careful economic analysis.  Some factors to consider 
when making an analysis are the cost and effectiveness of past repairs and any 
gain in efficiency or output that may be obtained by replacement.  


Except for severe cases, repair instead of replacement is the most economical 
solution.  The repair procedure will depend on the cause of the damage.  Welding 
is the most successful method of repair for cavitation damage.  Repair with  
nonfusing materials, such as epoxies and ceramics, generally is not successful 
because the low bond strength of these materials, usually less than 3,000 psi, is 
not capable of withstanding the high shock pressures encountered during 
cavitation.  Prior to any weld repair, a detailed welding procedure should be 
developed.  Welding, performed incorrectly, can cause more damage, by 
distortion and cracking, than the cavitation did originally.  Cavitation repair is 
discussed in more detail in FIST Volume 2-5, Turbine Repair. 
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Corrosion or erosion damage, if the pitting is deep enough, can also be repaired 
by welding.  If the pitting definitely is not caused by cavitation, other coatings or 
fillings may be acceptable.  The epoxies and ceramics discussed earlier, if 
properly applied, can be helpful in filling in pitting damage caused by corrosion 
or erosion.  In a corrosive environment, a coating of paint, after the original 
contour has been restored, can offer protection by forming a barrier between the 
metal and the electrolyte and preventing the electrochemical reaction. 


Erosion resistant coatings, to be effective, must be able to withstand the cutting 
action of the suspended abrasive.  A coating of neoprene has been proven 
successful for sand erosion protection.  Other available coatings have also been 
proven to resist erosion, but many of these coatings can be difficult to apply and 
maintain and, because of coating thickness, may restrict water passages.  Choose 
erosion resistant coatings based on the design of the turbine or pump and the 
severity of erosion. 


2.4  Wearing Rings 


Wearing rings, or seal rings as they are also called, provide a renewable seal or 
leakage joint between a pump impeller or a turbine runner and its casing.  As the 
name implies, these rings can wear over time; and as the clearance increases, 
efficiency can decrease.  As a general rule, when the wearing ring clearance 
exceeds 200 percent of the design clearance, the wearing rings should be replaced 
or renewed.  If a design does not include replaceable wearing rings, it may be 
necessary to build up the wearing ring area by welding or some other acceptable 
process and machining back to the original clearances; remachine the wear ring 
area and impeller or runner to accept replaceable wearing rings; or, on small 
pumps, replace the impeller and casing. 


The location of the wearing rings depends on the design of the pump or turbine.  
Francis turbines and most closed impeller pumps have two wearing rings, 
although some pump impellers may only have a suction side wearing ring.  
Propeller turbines, open impeller. and many semi-open impeller pumps do not 
have wearing rings, relying instead on a close fit between the runner or impeller 
vanes and the casing to control leakage. 


2.5  Packing/Mechanical Seals 
2.5.1  Packing 
The most common method of controlling leakage past a pump, turbine, or wicket 
gate shaft is by using compression packing.  The standard packing or stuffing box 
will contain several rings of packing with a packing gland to hold the packing in 
place and maintain the desired compression.  Some leakage past the packing is 
necessary to cool and lubricate the packing and shaft.  If additional lubrication or 
cooling is required, a lantern ring also may be installed along with an external 
packing water source. 
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Over time, the packing gland may have to be tightened to control leakage.  To 
prevent burning the packing or scoring the shaft when these adjustments are 
made, most compression packing contains a lubricant.  As the packing is 
tightened, the lubricant is released to lubricate the shaft until leakage past the 
packing is reestablished.  Eventually, the packing can be compressed to a point 
where no lubricant remains and replacement is required.  Continued operation 
with packing in this condition can severely damage the shaft. 


When packing replacement is necessary, remove all of the old packing.  If the 
packing box is equipped with a lantern ring, this also must be removed along with 
all of the packing below it.  With the packing removed, special attention should be 
given to cleaning and inspecting the packing box bore and the shaft or shaft 
sleeve.  To provide an adequate sealing surface for the new packing, a severely 
worn shaft or shaft sleeve should be repaired or replaced.  Likewise, severe pitting 
in the packing box bore should be repaired.  For the packing to seal against a 
rough packing box bore requires excessive compression of the packing.  This over 
compression of the packing will lead to premature wear of the shaft or shaft 
sleeve. 


On small pumps, the shaft runout at the packing box should be checked by 
manually rotating the shaft and measuring the runout with a dial indicator.  In 
most cases, total indicated runout should not exceed 0.003 inch.  If the runout is 
excessive, the cause should be found and corrected.  Bent shafts should be 
replaced and misalignment corrected. 


There is a number of different types of packing available; so when choosing new 
packing, ensure that it is the correct size and type for the intended application.  
All of the relevant conditions that the packing will operate under, such as shaft 
size and rotational speed, must be considered.  Installing the wrong packing can 
result in excessive leakage, reduced service life, and damage to the shaft or 
sleeve. 


The new packing should be installed with the joints staggered 90 degrees apart.  It 
is sometimes helpful to lubricate the packing prior to installation.  The packing 
manufacturer should be consulted for recommendations of a lubricant and for any 
special instructions that may be required for the type of packing being used.  With 
all of the packing and the lantern ring in place, the packing gland should be 
installed finger tight. 


There should be generous leakage upon the initial startup after installing new 
packing.  The packing gland should be tightened evenly and in small steps until 
the leakage is reduced sufficiently.  The gland should be tightened at 15-  
to 30-minute intervals to allow the packing time to break-in.  The temperature of 
the water leaking from the packing should be cool or lukewarm, never hot.  If the 
water is hot, back off the packing gland. 
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2.5.2  Mechanical Seals 
Mechanical seals are used in both pump and turbine applications.  Mechanical 
seals allow very little leakage and can be designed to operate at high pressures.  
Properly installed mechanical seals will have a long service life and require little 
maintenance. 


Basically, a mechanical seal on a small pump consists of a stationary and a 
rotating member with sealing surfaces perpendicular to the shaft.  The highly 
polished sealing surfaces are held together by a combination of spring and fluid 
pressure and are lubricated by maintaining a thin film of the fluid sealed between 
the surfaces. 


There is a wide variety of mechanical seals available for small pump applications, 
each having its own distinct installation procedure; therefore, it is important to 
follow the seal manufacturer’s installation instructions as closely as possible.  The 
manufacturer also should provide information about the allowable shaft runout 
and endplay for their particular seal. 


Mechanical seals used in hydraulic turbines and large pumps consist of sealing 
segments, usually made of carbon, held against the shaft by spring tension and 
lubricated by a thin film of water.  These seals usually require grease lubrication 
prior to startup if the unit is shut down for extended periods. 


Since mechanical seals are precisely made and rely on very tight tolerances to 
operate successfully, great care must be taken during installation.  Just a small 
amount of dirt or other contaminants on the polished sealing surfaces can allow 
leakage past the seal and reduce the seal’s life. 


Seal water is provided on most larger seals to help cool and keep the seals clean.  
The seal water must be clear, clean water.  Some type of filtration should be 
installed if there is any silt or sand in the seal water supply, since contaminants 
can quickly damage the seals. 


2.6  Bearings 


The purpose of the bearings is to locate and support the shafts of a pump or 
turbine.  The bearings can provide radial support (line or guide bearings), axial 
support (thrust bearings), or both.  The most common types of bearings are fluid 
film and antifriction. 


2.6.1  Fluid Film Bearings 
Fluid film bearings derive their load carrying capacity through forming an “oil 
wedge” as the shaft or thrust runner rotates.  Forming this “oil wedge” is similar 
to the fluid wedge that forms under a speeding boat, raising its bow out of the 
water.  The force of the wedge in a bearing must be sufficient to balance the load 
to the bearing surfaces. 
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Fluid film, or plain bearings, normally are used on turbines and large pumps and 
can be in the form of sleeve bearings (either solid or split, tilting pads, or pivoted 
thrust shoes).  These bearings usually consist of a cast iron or steel bearing shell 
with a tin- or lead-based babbitt lining.  Bronze bushings are used for line shaft 
bearings in vertical, wet-pit pumps and on some horizontal pumps. 


The thrust and upper guide bearings of large vertical generators are insulated 
from the frame to prevent circulating current from passing through the 
bearing.  The bearing can be quickly damaged or destroyed if not adequately 
insulated.  Test terminals usually are provided to check the insulation.  Refer 
to FIST Volume 3-11, Miscellaneous Power O&M Instructions, for more 
information on bearing insulation testing. 


2.6.2  Antifriction Bearings 
Through using rolling elements, the antifriction bearing utilizes the low 
coefficient of rolling friction, as opposed to that of sliding friction of the fluid 
film bearing, in supporting a load.  The most common type of antifriction 
bearings are “ball” and “roller” bearings, referring to the shape of the bearing’s 
rolling elements.  These bearings also are classified as “radial,” “radial-thrust,” or 
“thrust” bearings according to the type of load they are meant to support. 


An antifriction bearing is a delicate, precision-made piece of equipment, and great 
care should be taken during installation.  The bearing manufacturer will usually 
provide instructions and precautions for installing a particular bearing, and these 
instructions should be followed closely.  Cleanliness is probably the most 
important thing to consider in handling antifriction bearings.  Any dust or dirt can 
act as an abrasive and quickly wear the bearing’s rolling elements; therefore, it is 
important to work with clean tools and clean hands and to clean the bearing 
housings, covers, and shaft before installation.  The new bearing should not be 
cleaned or wiped before installation unless it is recommended by the 
manufacturer.  Bearings should be pressed onto shafts using adapters that apply 
even pressure to the inner race only.  Never hammer a bearing onto a shaft. 


2.7  Shaft Couplings 


Couplings are used to connect the shaft of a driver, such as a turbine or a motor, 
to the shaft of a driven machine, such as a pump or generator.  There are basically 
two types of couplings:  rigid and flexible. 


Rigid couplings require precise alignment and most commonly are used in 
vertical units where the entire weight is supported by thrust bearings in the 
motor or generator.  Flanged and threaded couplings are the most widely used 
rigid couplings.  Flanged couplings are used on large, vertical units and 
consist of precisely machined flanges on each shaft, connected by a series of 
coupling bolts around the perimeter of the flanges.  The coupling bolts are 
typically body-fit bolts.  Threaded couplings, used to connect the line shafts 
of vertical turbine pumps, are cylindrically shaped with internal threads matching 
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the external threads on the line shafts.  The shafts to be coupled simply 
are screwed tightly into either end of the coupling. 


Flexible couplings are designed to accommodate slight misalignment between 
shafts and, to some extent, dampen vibration.  The amount of allowable 
misalignment is completely dependent on the design of the particular coupling.  
Since there are a number of flexible coupling designs, tolerances for misalignment 
should be obtained from the coupling manufacturer.  The flexibility of the 
couplings can be provided through clearances between mating parts, as in gear 
and chain couplings, or through using a flexible material in the coupling, as in 
flexible disk and compression couplings.  Horizontal pumps usually employ some 
sort of flexible coupling to connect the pump to its driver. 


If properly aligned, most couplings should require very little maintenance outside 
of periodic inspection and, in some cases, lubrication.  Over time, the alignment 
between the pump and its driver can deteriorate, increasing stress on the coupling 
which can lead to a shorter life. 


2.8  Shaft Alignment 


Misalignment is a common and sometimes serious problem.  Poor alignment can 
cause premature wear or failure of bearings, overheating of shaft couplings, and, 
in extreme cases, cracked or broken shafts.  The procedure for alignment depends 
on the type of equipment and its design. 


Large vertical units, suspended from a thrust bearing in the motor or generator, 
require making the shaft plumb and the guide bearings concentric.  The procedure 
for aligning these units is discussed in detail in FIST Volume 2-1, Alignment of 
Vertical Shaft Hydro Units. 


The lineshafts of vertical turbine pumps are held in alignment by lineshaft 
bearings in the pipe column.  The proper alignment of the lineshaft depends on 
the proper assembly of the pipe column and the bearing retainers.  Depending on 
the design, the pump motor to lineshaft coupling may be aligned by the face and 
rim method or the reverse indicator method described below.  Refer to the pump 
manufacturer’s instructions for specific directions for assembly and alignment. 


2.8.1  Horizontal Pump Alignment 
Horizontal pumps usually are coupled to the pump driver with a flexible coupling.  
The amount of misalignment a flexible coupling can tolerate is dependent on the 
coupling’s design and characteristics, such as speed and torque, of the machines 
being coupled.  The coupling’s manufacturer should provide installation 
instructions indicating the allowable tolerances for a particular design.  A 
horizontal pump usually can be aligned acceptably by either the face and rim 
method or the reverse indicator method.  In most cases, the pump driver is aligned 
to the pump, as the pump is usually connected to rigid piping and is more difficult 
of move. 
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There are a number of laser alignment systems available for horizontal shaft 
alignment.  These systems typically have a laser that mounts to one shaft and a 
target that mounts to the other shaft.  A microprocessor takes the data from the 
laser and target and calculates the required movement and shim placement.  These 
systems greatly reduce the time required for the alignment process. 


Preliminary Checks for Alignment of Horizontal Pumps.— 


1. At least 0.125 inch of nonrusting shims should be installed under each leg 
of the motor to allow for adjustments that may be required during the 
alignment procedure. 


2. Compensation should be made for any “soft” or “dead” foot condition.  A 
“soft foot” condition is comparable to a short leg on a four-legged table.  
To check for a “soft foot,” make sure all four feet are securely bolted to 
the baseplate.  With a dial indicator, check the rise of each foot as its 
holddown bolt is loosened.  Retighten the holddown bolt after the rise is 
recorded, so that only one bolt is loose at a time.  If one foot rises more 
than the other three, that foot is the “soft foot.”  For example, if one foot 
rises 0.005 inch while the other three rise only 0.002 inch, a 0.003-inch 
shim should be added to the “soft foot.” 


3. The holddown bolt holes should be checked for sufficient clearance to 
allow for movement during the alignment procedure. 


4. Jacking bolts or other fixtures for moving the motor should be fabricated 
or procured. 


5. The mounting brackets and extension bars used for the indicators should 
be constructed to minimize sag.  Sag is the effect of gravity on the 
indicator extension bar and can greatly affect the accuracy of the readings 
when using the reverse indicator method or rim readings of the face and 
rim method.  The sag of an indicator bar can be determined by securely 
attaching the bar to a section of rigid bar stock or a shaft mandrel.  The bar 
stock or mandrel can be supported and rotated by hand or between centers 
on a lathe.  With the indicator bar positioned on top, zero the indicator and 
rotate the bar stock 180 degrees.  The indicator reading will be twice the 
actual amount of bar sag (figure 7).  To correct alignment readings for sag, 
add twice the amount of bar sag to the bottom indicator reading.  The bar 
sag is always expressed as a positive number regardless of indicator 
convention. 


 
 


Important:  The procedures described below for the face 
and rim and the reverse indicator alignment methods 
assume that movement towards the indicator moves the 
indicator needle in the positive direction, while movement 
away from the indicator moves the needle in the negative 
direction. 
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If the indicator used has the opposite sign convention—that is, movement towards 
the indicator moves the needle in the negative direction—enter the opposite sign 
than what is read onto the worksheet. 


Figure 7.—Checking indicator bar for sag. 
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2.8.2  Face and Rim Alignment Method 
The face and rim method of alignment utilizes a dial indicator attached to one of 
the coupling flanges to check for angular (dogleg) and parallel (offset) 
misalignment (figure 8).  Indicator readings can be taken by rotating just one 
shaft; but to compensate for an untrue surface on the face or rim of the coupling 
flange, both shafts should be rotated together in the direction of normal rotation.  
If it is not possible to rotate both shafts, the indicator base should be attached to 
the shaft that is rotated.  The procedure is the same whether one or both shafts are 
rotated.  From the dial indicator readings and the dimensions of the motor, the 
amount each leg should be moved can be determined analytically.  The Face and 
Rim Worksheet simplifies the required calculations.  The following procedure 
uses the Face and Rim Worksheet (figures 9 and 10). 


Figure 8.—Face and rim alignment method. 
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Figure 10.—Face and rim alignment worksheet example. 
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Face Reading.— 


1. Attach the indicator base to the motor coupling and adjust the indicator so 
that the button is resting near the outer edge of the pump coupling flange 
face.  Measure the distance from the centerline of the indicator button to 
the shaft centerline and enter this value on the worksheet as dimension R.  
Measure the horizontal distance from the face of the pump coupling flange 
to the center of the inboard leg and enter this value on the worksheet as the 
dimension A.  Measure the horizontal distance from the face of the pump 
coupling flange to the center of the outboard leg and enter this value on 
the worksheet as the dimension B. 


2. Rotate the shaft with the indicator so that the indicator is at the top or 
12 o’clock position and zero the indicator. 


3. Rotate both shafts, preferably in the direction of normal rotation, and 
record the indicator readings at 90-degree intervals.  For consistency, right 
and left readings should be designated for both shafts looking from the 
pump end towards the motor end.  The indicator should read zero at 
360 degrees.  If it doesn’t, zero the indicator and retake the readings. 


Rim Reading.— 


1. Enter twice the actual amount of bar sag in Column 2, Bottom Reading.  
Attach the indicator base to the motor coupling flange and adjust the 
indicator so that the button is resting on the rim of the pump coupling 
flange. 


2. Rotate the shaft with the indicator so that the indicator is at the top or 
12 o’clock position and zero the indicator. 


3. Rotate both shafts, preferably in the direction of normal rotation, and 
record the indicator readings at 90-degree intervals.  For consistency, right 
and left readings should be designated for both shafts looking from the 
pump end towards the motor end.  The indicator should read zero at 
360 degrees.  If it doesn’t, zero the indicator and retake the readings. 


Calculations.—With all the readings entered in Column 1 for both the Face and 
Rim readings, follow the directions in each column. 


Face and Rim Readings.— 


 Column 1 
These are the actual readings obtained from the dial indicator. 


 Column 2 
Enter twice the actual amount of bar sag for the fixture being used. 
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 Column 3 
Add Columns 1 and 2.  Column 2 is the effect of bar sag and is only added to 
the bottom reading of the Rim Readings. 


 Column 4  
Face:  Subtract the top from the bottom and the right from the left from the 
corrected readings in Column 3. 


Rim:  Subtract the bottom from the top and the left from the right from the 
corrected readings in Column 3. 


 Column 5 
Face:  This is the amount of movement required at the outboard legs to correct 
the angular misalignment.  Multiply the value in Column 4 by the 
dimension B, divided by two times the dimension R. 


Rim:  This is the amount of movement required at the outboard legs to correct 
the parallel misalignment.  Multiply the value in Column 4 by ½. 


 Column 6  
Face:  This is the amount of movement required at the inboard leg to correct 
the angular misalignment.  Multiply the value in Column 4 times the 
dimension B, divided by two times the dimension R. 


Rim:  This is the amount of movement required at the inboard leg to correct 
the parallel misalignment.  Multiply the value in Column 4 by ½. 


Total Movement for Motor Legs.—This part of the table sums the required 
movement at each leg for parallel and angular misalignment to determine the total 
required movement. 


 Column 1  
Add the value in Face Column 5 to the value in Rim Column 5 to determine 
the total movement required for outboard legs. 


 Column 2  
Determine the direction of the required movement by the sign of the value in 
Column 1.  A positive value means the motor should be moved up or right.  A 
negative value means the motor should be moved down or left. 


 Column 3 
Add the value in Face Column 6 to the value in Rim Column 6 to determine 
the total movement required for inboard legs. 


 Column 4 
Determine the direction of the required movement by the sign of the value in 
Column 1.  Positive values mean the motor should be moved up or right.  
Negative values mean the motor should be moved down or left. 
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2.8.3  Reverse Indicator Method 
The reverse indicator method of alignment can be used when it is possible to 
rotate both shafts.  This method uses two dial indicators, one attached to each 
shaft, taking a reading on the opposite shaft.  Indicator brackets are available that 
allow the indicator to be attached directly to the shaft, indicating off the indicator 
bar.  This arrangement reduces bar sag and eliminates inaccuracies caused by a 
poor surface condition of the shaft.  From the data obtained by the reverse 
indicator method, it is possible to determine, either analytically or graphically, the 
movement or shims necessary to align the shafts.  A graphical method is 
presented below using the Reverse Indicator Alignment Worksheet (figures 11 
and 12). 


Record Indicator Readings.— 


1. Attach indicator bars and indicators to shafts and position shafts so that the 
pump indicator, that is the indicator nearest the pump, is on top and the 
motor indicator is on the bottom.  By increasing the span between the 
indicators, the accuracy of the readings usually can be increased, although 
bar sag may also increase.  Zero both indicators at this position. 


2. Rotate both shafts, preferably in the direction of normal rotation, and 
record the indicator readings at 90-degree intervals.  For consistency, right 
and left readings should be designated for both shafts looking from the 
pump end towards the motor end.  Both indicators should read zero at 
360 degrees.  If not, zero indicators and retake readings.  It is very 
important to record whether a reading is positive or negative and to keep 
track of each value’s sign while performing the addition and subtraction in 
the following steps. 


3. To correct for bar sag, add twice the actual amount of sag to the bottom 
readings. 


4. Subtract the top reading from the corrected bottom reading and the left 
reading from the right reading; then divide the differences by 2.  These 
values will be used for plotting the position of the shafts. 


Plot Data.— 


1. Two graphs will be needed (figure 13)—one for the horizontal plane (top 
view) and one for the vertical plane (side view).  The horizontal scale of 
both graphs will represent the horizontal distance from the plane of the 
pump indicator to the plane of the rear motor feet.  Since the pump shaft 
will not be moved, it will be used as the horizontal reference in 
determining the position of the motor shaft.  The vertical scale will 
represent the misalignment of the motor shaft. 
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Figure 11.—Reverse indicator alignment worksheet. 
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Figure 12.—Reverse indicator alignment worksheet (example). 
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Figure 13.—Reverse indicator alignment plot. 
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2. Establish the horizontal scale, marking with vertical lines the relative 
position of both indicators and the front and rear motor feet.  Draw two 
horizontal lines representing the pump shaft reference line for the 
horizontal and vertical planes.  A vertical scale of 0.001 inch per division 
is usually satisfactory. 


3. Plot the values from “Record Indicator Readings,” step 4, above.  These 
values represent the vertical distance from the pump shaft line to the motor 
shaft line at each of the indicator locations.  The top-bottom readings are 
used in the vertical plane plot, and the left-right readings are used in the 
horizontal plane plot.  The sign convention is different for the two 
indicators.  If the values for the pump indicator are positive, the plot will 
be above and left of the pump shaft reference line.  The plot will be below 
and right of the pump shaft reference line for positive motor indicator 
readings. 


4. Draw a line from the pump indicator point through the motor indicator 
pump point extending to the rear motor feet line.  This line represents the 
position of the motor shaft.  The vertical distances from the motor shaft 
line to the pump shaft line at the two motor feet lines are the required 
movements of the motor feet to align the motor to the pump.  On the 
vertical plane plot, these distances represent the required amount of shims 
to be added or removed.  On the horizontal plane, these distances represent 
the amount of lateral movement required at the motor feet. 


5. After any shimming or movement of the motor, repeat the readings and 
plot data to verify the alignment. 


2.9  Vibration Monitoring and Analysis 


Vibration monitoring and analysis can be a useful part of a preventive or 
predictive maintenance program.  There are a variety of vibration monitoring 
systems available.  Some use permanently mounted sensors to continually 
monitor vibration levels, while other systems require readings to be taken 
periodically with hand held sensors.  The type of system used depends on the 
equipment being monitored.  The maintenance supervisor should compare the 
potential benefits of a vibration monitoring system, such as preventing damage 
and reducing outages, to the overall cost before deciding which system to use or 
whether to use any system at all.  


2.9.1  Proximity Probe Systems 
A proximity probe is a noncontacting type sensor which provides a direct current 
(dc) voltage directly proportional to shaft position relative to the probe.  In a 
hydroelectric powerplant or a large pumping plant, proximity probes are used to 
measure the main shaft runout on the turbine/generator or pump/motor.  A typical 
proximity probe system uses two probes per guide bearing location, radially 
mounted and 90 degrees apart.  The monitors for the probes are centrally located 
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and are provided with relays for alarm and shutdown with continuous indication 
of shaft runout in mils.  The optimum alarm and shutdown points will vary from 
unit to unit.  The best way to set these points is experimentally.  The runout 
amplitude should be measured from speed-no-load to full load, noting the normal 
amplitude of runout as well as the amplitude at any rough zones.  If operation in 
the rough zone is not desirable, the alarm should be set high enough above normal 
amplitude to prevent nuisance alarms but low enough to indicate when the unit is 
in the rough zone.  If the operation in the rough zone is allowed, the alarm point 
should be set above the maximum amplitude observed at any load.  The shutdown 
point, if one is desired, should be set high enough to prevent nuisance tripping but 
low enough to prevent damage to the machine.  A timer or deadband circuit may 
be required to avoid alarms as the unit passes through rough zones. 


2.9.2  Accelerometer Systems 
There is a number of accelerometer-based vibration monitoring systems available, 
varying greatly in complexity and capability.  Accelerometers are lightweight 
vibration sensors that, as the name implies, provide an electrical output 
proportional to the acceleration of the vibration of the machine being checked.  
Although accelerometers are available that can measure low frequency vibration 
(less than 5 hertz [Hz]), they primarily are used for higher frequency vibrations 
such as 1,800-rotations-per-minute (rpm) electric motors.  Accelerometers are 
generally ineffective for use on slow speed equipment such as hydroelectric units, 
since the primary frequencies are low and the critical measurement is 
displacement. 


Depending on the system, accelerometers may be mounted permanently, 
handheld, or attached with a magnetic base.  A common method of using 
accelerometers in a predictive maintenance program is to take periodic readings at 
different points on each machine.  The data from these readings are usually stored 
in a portable recording instrument and downloaded to a computer.  This data then 
must be analyzed and compared to previous readings to determine if there is a 
significant increase in the vibration levels, indicating an impending failure. 


2.9.3  Signature Analysis 
A common means of analyzing vibration data is through using a spectrum plot 
(figure 14).  A spectrum plot is an X-Y plot where the X-axis represents the 
vibration frequency, usually in cycles per minute or cycles per second (hertz); and 
the Y-axis represents vibration amplitude in acceleration, velocity, or 
displacement units.  A spectrum plot features amplitude spikes or peaks 
corresponding to operating frequencies of components of the equipment being 
tested.  The initial plot provides a “signature” of the vibration for that particular 
piece of equipment.  An increase in the amplitude of vibration at any of the 
various frequencies or the appearance of a new spike in subsequent plots may 
indicate an operational problem or impending failure.   
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A signature analysis program can be helpful in scheduling outages for bearing 
replacement on small motors and pumps.  The amplitude of vibration at the 
bearing pass frequency will increase as an antifriction bearing starts to fail.  
Signature analysis is also a good tool for hydroelectric units.  Spectrum plots from 
proximity probes at each of the guide bearings can be used to diagnose problems 
such as misalignment, unbalance, or draft tube surging.  To be effective with 
hydroelectric units, spectrum plots should be taken frequently since vibration 
levels will vary with the water level of the forebay and tailrace.  Subsequent 
readings then can be compared to readings under the same operating conditions. 


To perform a vibration analysis, a basic understanding of the characteristics of 
machine vibration and some knowledge of use of the test equipment is required.  
Training is available from many of the manufacturers of vibration monitoring 
systems. 


Figure 14.—Single spectrum plot. 
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2.10  Oil and Lubricants 


The primary purpose of a lubricant is to reduce friction and wear between two 
moving surfaces, but a lubricant also acts as a coolant, prevents corrosion, and 
seals out dirt and other contaminants.  In order for a lubricant to perform as 
intended, careful attention must be given to its selection and application as well as 
its condition while in use.  FIST Volume 2-4, Lubrication of Powerplant 
Equipment, provides more information on lubricants and their use.  The 
equipment manufacturer should provide specific information on the lubricant type 
and on the periodic recommended maintenance for a particular application. 


2.10.2  Oil Lubrication 
Oil lubrication can take many forms—from a simple squirt oil can to a complex 
circulating system.  Regardless of the method by which the oil is applied, the 
intent is the same, which is to keep a lubricant film between moving surfaces.  For 
successful lubrication, it is critical that the proper oil be chosen, properly applied, 
and kept clean and uncontaminated. 


While it is beneficial to have as few types of oil in stock as possible, there is no 
one all-purpose oil that can be used in all applications.  Various additives, such as 
emulsifiers, rust and corrosion inhibitors, detergent, and dispersants, are added to 
oil to enhance performance for a given application.  Characteristics that may be 
desirable in one case may be very undesirable in another.  For example, 
emulsifiers are added to motor oil to allow the oil to hold water in an emulsion 
until the engine’s heat can boil it away.  In bearing lubrication, where there is not 
sufficient heat to evaporate the water, the oil must be capable of readily separating 
from water. 


2.10.3  Grease Lubrication 
Grease is a lubricant consisting of a lubricating oil combined with a thickening 
agent.  The base oil makes up 85–95 percent of the grease and performs the actual 
lubrication.  The thickening agent, usually some type of soap, determines many of 
the characteristics of a grease, such as heat resistance, water resistance, and cold 
weather pumpability.  Various additives may also be added to improve 
performance. 


Overheating and subsequent failure of grease lubricated bearings caused by over 
lubrication is a common problem.  The idea that more is better, coupled with the 
fact that it usually is difficult to determine the actual amount of grease in a 
bearing housing, causes many bearings to be “over greased.” 


Ideally, a grease-lubricated bearing should be “packed” by hand so that the 
bearing housing is approximately one-third full of grease.  When grease is applied 
using a grease gun, the relief plug, if so equipped, should be removed so that, as 
the new grease is applied, all of the old grease is purged from the bearing housing.  
The unit should be operated approximately 30 minutes before the plug is replaced 
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to allow excess grease to escape.  If the bearing housing doesn’t have a relief 
plug, grease should be added very infrequently to prevent over lubrication. 


Many of the soap bases used in making grease are incompatible.  Mixing two 
different types of grease many times will result in a mixture inferior to both of the 
component greases.  As a general rule, different greases should not be mixed.  If it 
becomes necessary to change the type of grease used on a piece of equipment, the 
bearing housing should be disassembled completely and cleaned thoroughly to 
remove all the old grease.  If this is not possible, as much of the old grease as 
possible should be flushed out by the new grease during the initial application; 
and the greasing frequency should be increased until it is determined that all of 
the old grease has been purged from the system. 


In wicket gate greasing systems and other underwater applications, a grease must 
be chosen that is water resistant, somewhat adhesive, and has extreme pressure 
characteristics, as well as being pumpable.  A grease that is impervious to water 
and has excellent lubricating qualities is useless if it doesn’t get to the bearing.  
The consistency must be thin enough to be pumped through the grease lines but 
thick enough to stay in the bearings once it is there.  Some compromise in the 
desired qualities is required to obtain a workable grease. 


2.10.4  Hydraulic Oil 
The main purpose of a hydraulic oil is to transmit power, but it also must lubricate 
the components of the hydraulic system.  In many systems, a lubricating oil such 
as turbine oil can be used as the hydraulic fluid.  If the system uses a gear pump, 
operates at pressures less than 1,000 psi and has similar viscosity requirements, a 
turbine oil can function very well as a hydraulic oil.  In systems that operate over 
1,000 psi or use a piston or sliding vane pump, a fluid with an antiwear additive 
usually is required.  Where the system operates in an area of great temperature 
extremes, such as gate operators, an oil with a high viscosity index might be 
required to provide desirable high and low temperature viscosity characteristics. 


2.10.5  Testing and Filtering 
Cleanliness is extremely important.  All seals should be installed and in good 
condition.  Dirt, water, or other contaminants not only can cause premature wear 
of the bearings and hydraulic system components but they also can cause the 
depletion of some of the oil’s additives.  


Laboratory tests should include viscosity, water content, total acid number, 
particle count, and elemental analysis for wear metals and additives.  A Rotating 
Pressure Vessel Oxidation Test, which is a test to determine the oil resistance to 
oxidation and an indication of the condition of the oxidation inhibitor in the oil, 
should be done periodically as well; but this test is not required as part of the 
regular testing schedule.  Based on the initial testing, other tests may be 
recommended by the laboratory.  The tests usually can be accomplished by any 
laboratory equipped for lubricant testing; but preferably, the tests should be 
performed by someone knowledgeable in the use and formulation of the 
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lubricants being tested.  Since the composition and additive content of oils usually 
is considered proprietary information, the manufacturer may have to be contacted 
to determine the extent of additive depletion.  The manufacturer should also be 
contacted anytime the tests indicate there is some question about the continued 
serviceability of an oil. 


The tests should be performed at least annually and more frequently if a problem 
is suspected or previous tests have indicated an impending problem.  In any 
testing program, it is important to keep complete and accurate records of the tests.  
A significant change in any of the measured properties from previous tests may 
indicate a problem, although the oil still may be acceptable for service.   


The oil from large bearings periodically should be drained and filtered and the oil 
reservoir thoroughly cleaned.  The most efficient method of determining when to 
filter is through the results of the oil tests.  Filtering more frequently than is 
necessary is a waste of time, while waiting too long to filter the oil will shorten 
the oil’s life and damage the equipment being lubricated.   


The oil from small bearings should be drained periodically, and the reservoir or 
case cleaned and filled with new oil.  Care should be taken when filling a bearing 
oil reservoir so as not to under or over fill.  In many cases, over filling an oil 
reservoir can cause as much damage as an underfilling. 


Another possible source of contamination is the mixing of incompatible oils.  
Similar oils made by different manufacturers for the same service may be 
incompatible because of different additives in the oils.  The additives may react 
with one another, causing a depletion of these additives and leaving the oil unable 
to perform as it was intended. 


Another possible incompatibility problem is the change in the type of base oil 
used by many manufacturers, or more accurately, the type of refining process 
used to process the base oil.  Until the mid-1990s, most base oil stock was refined 
by the solvent refining process.  This process uses solvents to remove some of the 
impurities of the crude oil.  Solvent-refined base oils are commonly referred to as 
Group I oils.  In the mid-1990s, many manufacturers started using base oils that 
are refined by hydrocracking.  This process adds hydrogen at high temperatures 
and pressures to remove impurities and change the molecular structure of some of 
the molecules.  Oil refined by hydrocracking is referred to as Group II oil.  
Group II oil is a purer oil that offers better thermal and oxidation stability, lower 
toxicity, increased biodegradability, improved low temperature flow, and 
generally a longer life than a comparable Group I oil.  Because of the superior 
characteristics, most oil companies are changing over to Group II base oils for 
their turbine oil formulations. 


The Group I and Group II base oils themselves are not necessarily incompatible, 
but the additive packages used in the oil may very well be incompatible.  An 
example of this incompatibility occurred at a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
plant.  In this case, the existing Group I oil was replaced by a Group II oil.  The 
original oil used an antifoaming additive that was silicone based.  The silicon-
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based additive is easily held in solution in a Group I base oil but will not dissolve 
in a Group II base oil.  When the new Group II oil was put in service, the 
antifoaming additive in the residual Group I oil precipitated out of solution and 
coated everything in contact with the lubricant.  If the mixing occurs in a bearing 
housing or governor sump, the precipitate will coat bearing surfaces, clog filters 
and valves, and will likely require at least partial disassembly to clean.  If the 
mixing occurs in a storage tank, the entire volume of oil in the tank may be 
contaminated and, at a minimum, require an extensive reclaiming process to make 
the oil acceptable for use. 


It is difficult to determine if two different oils are compatible.  American Society 
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D7155-06 Standard Practice for Evaluating 
Compatibility of Mixtures of Turbine Lubricating Oils provides procedures for 
testing mixtures of different turbine oils.  It is recommended that, any time new 
oil is added or oil is changed out, the tests of this standard be performed.  As the 
tests can be somewhat costly, only testing mixtures in the ratios that are expected 
to be encountered are recommended.  


Even if tests show that two different oils are compatible, it is always prudent to 
check the oil more frequently if a different makeup oil is used.  The oil and 
bearing should be checked for signs of foaming, precipitate, or overheating.  If a 
system is converted to a different lubricant, it is recommended that the entire 
system be cleaned and thoroughly flushed before the new lubricant is added.  
ASTM Standard D 6439-99, Standard Guide for Cleaning, Flushing, and 
Purification of Steam, Gas, and Hydroelectric Turbine Lubrication Systems, 
provides guidance for flushing bearing systems. 


2.11  Inspection Checklist 


Turbines and Large Pumps 


Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 
1. Turbine Runner/Pump 


Impeller 
Annual,  Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


2. Spiral Case, Draft Tube/ 
Pump Casing, Suction 
Tube 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


3. Wearing Rings Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
4. Main Shaft Packing Weekly, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
5. Mechanical Seals Weekly, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
6. Wicket Gates, Facing 


Plates 
Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


7. Servomotors, Wicket 
Gate Linkage 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


8. Unit Bearings Daily, Annual, Not 
Scheduled 


Reclamation Practice 


9. Shaft and Coupling Annual Reclamation Practice 
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Turbines and Large Pumps (continued) 
Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 


10. Generator /Motor Annual Reclamation Practice 
11. Generator Air Coolers Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
12. Unit Brakes Monthly, Annual Reclamation Practice 
13. Generator Carbon 


Dioxide (CO2) System 
Semiannual, Annual Reclamation Practice 


14. Inspection Reports Annual Reclamation Practice 
 
 
Auxiliary Pumps 


Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 
15. Pump Impeller Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
16. Shaft and Coupling Weekly, Annual Reclamation Practice 
17. Packing Weekly, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
18. Mechanical Seals Weekly, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
19. Bearings Weekly Reclamation Practice 
20. Pressure Relief Valves Annual Reclamation Practice 
21. Eductors Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
 
 


Important:  It is recognized that many plants perform major 
maintenance on a biennial or triennial basis based on 
maintenance history and the number of units.  Many of the 
tasks listed here as annual are actually performed during 
the major maintenance periods.  Extending the interval is 
acceptable as long as proper documentation exists to 
support the variance.   


 
 


2.11.1  Hydraulic Turbines and Large Pumps 
 


1. Runner or Impeller 
Annual.  Examine runner or impeller thoroughly for cavitation or other 
damage.  Use a nondestructive test, such as dye-penetrant testing, to check for 
cracks in runner buckets or impeller vanes.  Fill out appropriate runner 
inspection form, PO&M 160, 161, 162, or 163.  These forms can be found on 
Reclamation’s Intranet site at http://intra.usbr.gov/forms/pomforms.html.  
Refer to FIST Volume 2-5, Turbine Repair, for repair recommendations and 
techniques. 


Not Scheduled.  Remove runner or impeller and inspect and repair areas not 
normally accessible. 
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2. Spiral Case and Draft Tube or Pump Casing and Suction Inlet 
Annual.  Check condition of interior coating and repair as required.  Weld 
repair cavitation damaged areas of draft tube liner.  Inspect riveted and welded 
joints for leaks and corrosion and repair as required.  Check mandoors for 
leaks and condition of door hinges.  The draft tube or suction tube liner should 
be checked for voids between the liner and the concrete and grouted if 
necessary.  Any leaks between the concrete and the spiral case, pump casing, 
draft tube, or suction tube should be monitored.  If excessive or if an increase 
is noted, the source of the leak should be found and repaired.  The spiral case 
is considered a pressure vessel, and the repair procedure must take this into 
account. 


Not Scheduled.  If the condition of interior coating is such that spot repairs are 
no longer effective, sandblast and repaint the entire surface.  Draft tube liners 
severely damaged by cavitation may be repaired by cutting out the damaged 
area and welding the plates in place that have been rolled to the proper 
diameter. 


3. Wearing Rings 
Annual.  Check top and bottom wearing ring clearances at four points, 
90 degrees apart.  Compare to the design clearance and previous readings.  If 
clearance is approaching 200 percent of design clearance, schedule wearing 
ring replacement. 


Not Scheduled.  Remove runner or impeller and replace or renew wearing 
rings when clearance exceeds 200 percent of design clearance.  In some cases, 
wearing rings that are an integral part of the runner, impeller, or the casing 
may be built up by welding and being remachined.  Replaceable wearing 
rings, in most cases, should not be built up by welding, as the heat of welding 
can induce stresses or distort the rings.  If the wearing rings are replaced, the 
stationary rings should be supplied with an undersized inner diameter and 
bored concentric to the center of the unit. 


4. Main Shaft Packing 
Weekly.  Check flow and pressure of packing cooling water.  Check for 
excessive heat and for leakage past the packing.  Tighten the packing gland as 
leakage becomes excessive and grease the packing box if and when required. 


Not Scheduled.  Remove old packing and lantern ring and thoroughly clean 
packing box.  Check packing sleeve for excessive wear and repair as required.  
Install new packing, staggering adjacent rings so that joints do not coincide. 


5. Mechanical Seals 
Weekly.  Check for excessive leakage.  Follow manufacturer’s 
recommendations for lubrication during extended outages.  When excessive 
leakage does occur, it normally is an indication that new seals are required. 
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Not Scheduled.  Disassemble seal and thoroughly clean seal components and 
shaft sleeve.  Check shaft sleeve for excessive wear and repair as required.  
Replace segments or other components as required. 


6.  Wicket Gates and Facing Plates 
Annual.  Measure clearance between gates at the top, middle, and bottom with 
feeler gauges with gates closed and the servomotor pressure released.  Check 
clearance between wicket gates and upper and lower facing plates.  Compare 
to previous readings and design clearances.  Check gates and facing plates for 
cavitation damage, corrosion, or other damage.  Repair or repaint as required.  
Check leakage past packing and tighten as required.  Automatic greasing 
systems should be checked for leaks, crushed or damaged piping, and fittings.  
Run greasing system through complete cycle, noting operating pressure and 
cycle time.  Make sure each lubrication point is getting grease. 


Not Scheduled.  Disassemble and check wicket gate bushings, thrust washers, 
stems, and packing sleeve for wear or corrosion.  If bushings are out of 
tolerance, replace and line bore, making sure the bushings are bored 
concentric and plumb.  Check upper and lower facing plates for scoring, 
corrosion, or other damage and repair as required.  Take measurements to 
verify that facing plates are level and parallel to one another.  If necessary, 
replace facing plates or machine existing plates level and parallel to one 
another.  Measure height of wicket gate and compare it to the distance 
between the upper and lower facing plates.  If out of tolerance, build up 
wicket gates ends and machine back to specified dimensions.  Check gate-to-
gate sealing surfaces and build up and remachine as required.  Replace shaft 
packing. 


7.  Servomotors, Shift Ring, and Wicket Gate Linkage 
Annual.  Observe servomotor, shift ring, and wicket gate linkage as it is 
moved through its full range of motion in both directions.  Look for any 
lateral movement of shift ring indicating worn bearing pads and for any 
backlash in the wicket gate linkage.  Check for leakage past servomotor 
packing glands and tighten as required.  Check servomotor shaft for scoring 
and repair or schedule repairs as required.  Verify the existence of 
“cushioning” on the end of the closing stroke.  Adjust as necessary.  Review 
records for shear pin replacement for the preceding year.  If there is an 
abnormally high number of broken shear pins for no apparent reason (i.e., no 
trash or other debris in scroll case), visually inspect pins for signs of fatigue or 
check for cracks with ultrasonic equipment.  The fatigue life usually is fairly 
consistent; so if several show signs of fatigue and the pins are of the same 
vintage, schedule replacement of all pins.  If pins are failing prematurely, 
check amount of squeeze on the wicket gates by the procedure in section 4.1, 
of FIST Volume 2-3, Mechanical Governors for Hydroelectric Units.   


Not Scheduled.  Disassemble and check condition of shift ring bearing pads 
and wicket gate linkage bushings and pins.  Replace if out of tolerance.  
Disassemble servomotors and check pistons and cylinder for scoring or signs 
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of misalignment and realign as required.  Bore or polish scored cylinder and 
renew piston by sleeving or other method.  Replace piston rings.  Check 
servomotor shaft for scoring and repair by machining and hard chrome plating 
or other method if necessary.  Replace packing as required.   


8.  Bearings 
Weekly.  Check the bearing temperature and lubricant level.  Check flow and 
pressure of cooling water.  Check flow and pressure of turbine guide bearing 
oil pump. 


Annual.  Take oil sample from all bearings, preferably while unit is running 
some time before a scheduled outage.  If it is not possible to obtain samples 
with unit running, samples should be taken immediately after shutdown while 
the oil is still hot.  Laboratory tests should include viscosity, water content, 
total acid number, particle count, and elemental analysis for wear metals and 
additives as a minimum.  Based on the results of the oil tests, the oil should be 
drained and filtered.  If oil tests are not performed, the oil should be filtered 
annually. 


If easily accessible, check bearing clearances with dial indicators and by 
“jacking” the shaft or with feeler gauges.  Runout readings taken with 
proximity probes at each bearing may be substituted for bearing clearance 
readings if taken consistently.  Changes in runout readings can be a good 
indication of bearing health.  Any change in previous readings should be 
investigated.  Calibrate temperature sensors and oil level indicators.  Check 
operation of alternating current (ac) and dc turbine guide bearing and thrust 
bearing high-pressure lubrication system oil pumps.  Note operating pressure 
of high-pressure lubrication system and investigate if it is significantly 
different from previous readings.  Check filters on high-pressure lubrication 
system and clean or replace as required. 


Check the generator thrust bearing and upper guide bearing insulation with an 
ohmmeter following the procedure in FIST Volume 3-11, Generator Thrust 
Bearing Insulation and Oil Film Resistance.  If resistance is low, investigate 
cause immediately. 


Not Scheduled.  Remove bearings and check for any damage.  Light scoring 
and other minor damage can be removed by scraping babbitt bearings.  If 
there is severe damage to the babbitt surface, the bearing should be 
rebabbitted.  


Remove cooling coils and clean out any deposits.  Hydrostatic test coils for 
several hours to check for leaks before reinstalling.  Check normally 
inaccessible portions of thrust bearing high-pressure lubrication system for 
leaks or broken hoses. 


9.  Shaft and Coupling 
Annual.  Check shaft runout with dial indicator or with proximity probes and 
a strip chart recorder or data acquisition system.  At minimum, check runout 
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at full load and, if possible, record the runout as the unit is loaded from 
speed-no-load to full load.  Make note of the maximum runout magnitude 
and the load at which it occurred.  Investigate if runout is excessive or has 
changed significantly from previous readings. 


10.  Generator or Motor 
Annual.  Thoroughly inspect stress carrying parts of rotor for cracks.  Pay 
particular attention to welds on the rotor spider.  Any cracks should be 
evaluated by engineering personnel, and a repair procedure should be 
developed.  Check bolted connections for tightness and any evidence of 
movement.  Check stator frame for loose connections, cracks, or other 
damage.  Check stator air gap at a minimum of four positions, top, and 
bottom. 


11.  Air Coolers 
Annual.  Clean exterior surfaces of coils and check for leaks.  


Not Scheduled.  Check interior of coils for excessive scale buildup.  If scale is 
excessive, clean mechanically or with an approved chemical treatment.  
Perform a hydrostatic test after cleaning to check for leaks. 


12.  Unit Brakes 
Monthly.  Check condition of brake air line filters and lubricators.  If 
lubricator is not installed, operate unit jacks to lubricate brake cylinders.  


Annual.  Measure brake shoe thickness and check condition of brake ring.  
Operate brake cylinders to check for any binding or sticking.  If necessary, 
disassemble brake cylinders and repair. 


13.  Generator CO2 
Monthly.  Check electrical control circuits and indicating lights.  Weigh all 
CO2 cylinders and replace cylinders in which the CO2 content weighs less 
than 90 percent of the weight marked on the cylinder by the supplier. 


Annual.  Check CO2 system by disconnecting the detonators of all except 
those CO2 cylinders that are under test and operate the actuating contacts by 
hand to release CO2 into the generator housing.  Observe for proper operation 
and for leaks in the system and generator housing.  CO2 cylinders that are 
being removed because of loss of weight may be used for this test.  All CO2 
cylinders must be discharged and then hydrostatically tested by qualified 
suppliers every 12 years.  Any cylinder that has been discharged and that has 
not been hydrostatic tested within 5 years must be hydrostatic tested before 
refilling. 


14. Inspection Reports 
Inspection reports detailing what work was performed during an inspection 
should be filled out annually to record data obtained during the annual  
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inspection.  PO&M 190 (Hydraulic Turbines) and PO&M 191(Large Pumps) 
can be found on Reclamations Intranet at http://intra.usbr.gov/forms/ 
pomforms.html. 


2.11.2  Auxiliary Pumps 
 


15.  Impeller or Rotor and Casing 
Annual.  Check for leaks from casing at gasketed joints and tighten or replace 
gaskets as required.  Take ammeter readings of pump motor with pump at full 
capacity.  A decrease in amperage indicates a decrease in pump output, which 
suggests some maintenance is required. 


Not Scheduled.  Disassemble the pump if there is a reduction in capacity or 
pressure, an increase in vibration or other indication that a problem exists, or 
disassemble the pump at intervals determined by past maintenance experience.  
Check for worn parts and repair or replace as required. 


16.  Shaft and Coupling 
Weekly.  Visually check shaft and coupling for excessive runout or vibration.  
Look for loose coupling bolts or other damaged coupling components.  
Lubricate if required. 


Annual.  Check shaft runout with dial indicator or with proximity probes.  
Check shaft alignment if runout is excessive. 


17.  Packing 
Weekly.  Check for excessive heat and for proper amount of leakage.  Tighten 
packing as required. 


Not Scheduled.  Remove old packing and lantern ring and thoroughly clean 
packing box.  Check packing sleeve for excessive wear and repair or replace 
as required.  Install new packing, staggering adjacent rings so that joints do 
not coincide. 


18.  Mechanical Seals 
Weekly.  Check for excessive leakage.  When excessive leakage does occur, it 
normally is an indication that new seals are required. 


19.  Bearings 
Weekly.  Check for vibration and for adequate lubrication.  Prior to complete 
failure, vibration will increase; and the bearing will usually become extremely 
noisy.  As it is sometimes difficult to detect an increase in noise or vibration, 
some sort of vibration monitoring system can be helpful.  If a bearing fails 
prematurely, determine the cause and correct it before restarting the pump.  
Insufficient or excessive lubrication, contamination of the lubricant, or 
misalignment of the shaft or bearings are some possible causes of premature 
bearing failure. 
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20.  Pressure Relief Valves 
Annual.  All positive displacement pumps, such as in hydraulic systems, must 
have a pressure relief valve installed in its discharge line ahead of any valve or 
obstruction that could restrict flow.  In some pumps, the relief valve is an 
integral part of the pump.  Test all relief valves for proper operation and 
setting.  


21.  Eductors 
Not Scheduled.  Disassemble and clean any scale or rust buildup from nozzle, 
eductor body, and piping.  Repair or replace nozzle if damaged by corrosion 
or cavitation. 
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3.  Penstocks, Outlet Pipes, Piping, Gates, and Valves 
3.1  Penstocks, Outlet Pipes, Lines, and Piping 


Penstocks and outlet pipes are steel, concrete, or, in some cases, wood stave water 
conduits.  Penstocks and outlet pipes may be embedded entirely or partially in 
concrete, placed under ground, or carried on suitable supports above ground or in 
a tunnel.  A penstock is conduit that conveys water from a reservoir, forebay, or 
other source to a hydraulic turbine in a hydroelectric powerplant.  An outlet pipe 
is a conduit that conveys water from a reservoir for irrigation, run of the river, 
municipal or industrial water supply, or other purposes.  Both penstocks and 
outlet pipes may have expansion joints, manholes, drain and fill lines, and other 
accessories which require periodic maintenance. 


Many of the penstocks and outlet pipes in Reclamation facilities are over 40 years 
old.  Besides periodic inspections and maintenance, the condition of these 
conduits should be evaluated as to their safety.  Due to corrosion and other 
factors, a penstock or outlet pipe no longer may be safe for water hammer 
conditions that may occur during a load rejection or closure of an outlet valve.  
Reclamation’s FIST Volume 2-8, Inspection of Steel Penstocks and Pressure 
Conduits, provides useful information and engineering techniques for the 
assessment of all types of pipes and should be consulted in setting up an 
evaluation program. 


The auxiliary piping systems, except for the painting of their exterior surfaces, 
many times are ignored until leaks or other problems occur.  Although a leak may 
be just an isolated event, frequently it can be an indication of the entire system’s 
condition.  By monitoring a system’s condition, repair or replacement can be 
scheduled, preventing an unscheduled outage.  Determining the condition of a 
piping system can be difficult.  Partial disassembly can provide a good indication 
of the condition of the system but may damage the piping or valves.  Radiographs 
or X-rays are nondestructive and provide a permanent record of the pipe wall 
thickness and the amount of mineral deposits or corrosion products built up in the 
pipe.  Other nondestructive tests such as ultrasonic also can determine pipe wall 
thickness. 


3.2  Gates and Valves  
3.2.1  General 
There are numerous types of gates and valves installed in Reclamation 
powerplants and dams.  Figures 15, 16, and 17 illustrate some common gate and 
valve layouts.  A gate or valve’s primary purpose is to regulate flow or to act as a 
secondary shutoff.  The following definitions are taken from the Handbook of 
Applied Hydraulics, Third Edition: 


Gate.—A gate is a closure device in which a leaf or closure member is moved 
across the fluidway from an external position to control the flow of water. 
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Figure 15.—Common gate and valve arrangements. 
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Figure 16.—Intake arrangements. 
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Figure 17.—Intake arrangements. 
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Valve.—A valve is a closure device in which the closure member remains fixed 
axially with respect to the fluidway and is either rotated or moved longitudinally 
to control the flow of water. 


Guard Gates or Valves.—Guard gates or valves operate fully open or closed and 
function as a secondary device for shutting off the flow of water in case the 
primary closure device becomes inoperable.  Guard gates usually are operated 
under balanced-pressure no-flow conditions, except for closure in emergencies. 


Regulating Gates and Valves.—Regulating gates and valves operate under full 
pressure and flow conditions to throttle and vary the rate of discharge. 


Bulkhead Gates.—Bulkhead gates usually are installed at the entrance, are used 
to unwater fluidways for inspection or maintenance, and nearly always are opened 
or closed under balanced pressures. 


Stop Logs.—Stop logs are installed in the same manner and perform the same 
function as bulkhead gates.  A stop log may be considered as a section of a 
bulkhead gate which has been made of several units to permit easier handling. 


3.2.2  Gates 
Closure or regulating devices meeting the above definition of “gates” appear in a 
variety of forms.  The more common types are discussed in the following 
sections. 


1. Radial or Tainter Gates 
Radial gates (figure 18) or tainter gates, as they also are called, are used 
primarily as spillway crest gates but are also used in canals or other open 
channel applications.  A radial gate basically consists of a skinplate, shaped 
like a cylindrical section, connected to radial arms which converge to a 
horizontal pivot pin.  The gate is raised or lowered usually by a wire rope or 
chain and sprocket hoist. 


2. Slide Gates 
Slide gates, in their various configurations, may be used as guard or regulating 
gates for closed, high-pressure conduits, such as penstocks and outlet works, 
or for open channel flow such as canals.  The construction of a slide gate can 
vary a great deal.  The cast iron slide gate consists of a flat or rectangular leaf 
that is moved within a frame over a circular or rectangular opening.  The leaf 
is connected to a hoist by a stem which is supported by guides attached to the 
concrete above the opening.  High-pressure gates and outlet gates are also 
slide gates.  They consist of a leaf, a body and bonnet embedded in concrete, 
and some type of hoist for raising and lowering the leaf.  Since slide gates 
usually seal downstream, the downstream mating surfaces between the leaf 
and the body act as bearing and sealing surfaces.  Figure 19 shows an outlet 
works slide gate. 
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Figure 18.—Radial gates. 
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Figure 19.—Slide gate. 
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3. Wheel- and Roller-Mounted Gates 
Wheel-mounted (fixed wheel gates) and roller-mounted (coaster gates) gates 
consist of a flat structural steel gate leaf with a roller system or a series of 
wheels fixed to the leaf to transfer the hydraulic load from the gate to tracks 
imbedded in concrete.  These gates are used as spillway gates or as the 
primary guard gate for a penstock or outlet conduit.  Depending on the 
application, the hoist for the gate may be a hydraulic cylinder or some type of 
a mechanical hoist.  Figures 20 and 21 show typical installations. 


4. Jet Flow Gates 
Jet flow gates are used strictly for water regulation through outlet conduits.  A 
jet flow gate is similar to a slide gate consisting of a leaf, a body, a bonnet, 
and a hoist to position the leaf.  The outlet of the gate is circular in cross 
section, rather than square or rectangular as a slide gate, with a conical nozzle 
upstream of the gate.  This nozzle produces a contracted, jet type discharge 
that jumps over the gate leaf slot.  Figure 22 shows a jet flow gate. 


5. Ring-Follower Gates 
Ring-follower gates are used as guard gates for penstocks or outlet conduits 
and are not suitable for water regulation.  A ring-follower gate is a slide gate 
with a leaf, body, bonnet, and a hoist, which is usually a hydraulic cylinder, to 
move the leaf.  The ring-follower gate leaf consists of two parts:  the bulkhead 
part which blocks the fluid flow in the closed position and the “ring” portion, 
which has a circular opening matching the diameter of the penstock or 
conduit, to provide a unobstructed water passage in the open position.  A ring-
follower gate is shown in figure 23. 


6. Ring-Seal Gates 
Ring-seal gates are a type of ring-follower gate with a movable seal and a 
wheel- or roller-mounted gate leaf.  The gate seal is hydraulically actuated by 
water pressure, either from the conduit or an external source, and may be 
located in the housing or the leaf.  The hoist may be mechanical or a hydraulic 
cylinder.  Ring-seal gates are shown in figures 24 and 25. 


7. Bulkhead Gates and Stop Logs 
Bulkhead gates and stop logs are installed under balanced, no flow conditions 
and are used to allow the unwatering of a waterway such as an outlet pipe, 
penstock, or turbine draft tube.  In the case of outlet pipes and penstocks, they 
are placed as far upstream as possible to allow the complete unwatering of the 
waterway and provide access to gates or valves in the waterway.  Bulkhead 
gates and modern stop logs are both constructed of structural steel with rubber 
seals and are virtually identical in appearance.  Stop logs are differentiated 
from bulkhead gates in that they employ more than two sections and, when all 
the sections are installed, extend above the reservoir surface.  Bulkhead gates 
are made up of one or two sections and only cover the entrance to the  
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Figure 20.—Roller-mounted gate (coaster gate). 
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Figure 21.—Wheel-mounted gate (fixed wheel gate). 
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Figure 22.—Jet flow gate. 
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Figure 23.  Ring-follower gate. 
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Figure 24.—Ring seal gate (hydraulically operated). 
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Figure 25.—Ring-seal gate (mechanically operated). 
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waterway.  Bulkhead gates and stop logs usually are installed with a gantry or 
mobile crane.  Figures 26 and 27 show typical bulkhead gate and stop log 
installations. 


3.2.3  Valves 
Valves, like gates, can regulate flow or act as guard valves to penstocks and outlet 
conduits.  This section will describe the most common valve types in use in 
Reclamation facilities. 


1. Tube Valves 
Tube valves are used primarily as regulating valves in outlet conduits.  The 
tube valve is essentially a needle valve with the downstream needle omitted to 
eliminate the cavitation damage experienced with normal needle valves.  A 
hollow cylinder or tube is actuated by a mechanical operator to seal against a 
valve seat on the downstream end of the valve.  Like a needle valve, the fluid 
way converges at the outlet.  A tube valve is shown in figure 28. 


2. Hollow-Jet Valves 
Hollow-jet valves are used as regulating valves and are similar in construction 
to a tube valve.  The closure member of the hollow-jet valve is the needle 
which moves upstream to seal against its valve seat.  The fluid way is not 
converging so that the discharge is in the shape of a hollow jet.  The hollow-
jet valve can be operated either hydraulically or mechanically.  Figures 29 and 
30 are examples of hollow-jet valves. 


3. Butterfly Valves 
Butterfly valves most commonly are used as guard valves on penstocks and 
outlet conduits.  They normally are used for flow regulation only if the head 
differential across the leaf is small.  The butterfly valve consists of a 
cylindrical or conical shaped body with a circular leaf, mounted on a 
horizontal or vertical shaft, perpendicular to the fluidway.  An external 
actuator, usually hydraulic, rotates the leaf 90 degrees to fully open or close 
the valve.  A butterfly valve is shown in figure 31. 


3.2.4  Valve and Gate Operators 
 


1. Threaded Stem Hoist 
Basically, a threaded stem type hoist consists of a steel, Acme-threaded stem 
mated to a bronze stem nut.  Depending on the application, the stem or the 
stem nut may be rigidly attached to the gate.  In a rising stem type gate, the 
nut is rotated, and the stem rises with the gate.  In some cases, the stem is 
rotated and the gate rises with the stem nut.  In most cases, the hoist is electric 
motor driven through a system of gears.  Ring-seal gates and some jet-flow 
gates use threaded stem type hoists with twin stems.  Threaded stem hoists are 
shown in figures 32 and 33. 
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Figure 26.—Bulkhead gate. 
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Figure 27.—Stop logs. 
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Figure 28.—Tube valve. 
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Figure 29.—Hollow jet valve (mechanically operated). 
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Figure 30.—Hollow jet valve (hydraulically operated). 
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Figure 31.—Butterfly valve. 
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Figure 32.—Rising stem gate hoist. 
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Figure 33.—Twin threaded stem gate hoist (nonrising stem). 
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2. Chain and Sprocket Hoist 
Chain and sprocket hoists are used to raise or lower large gates which are used 
infrequently.  The hoists are powered by an electric motor which drives a 
reduction unit with two output shafts.  The output shafts each drive a hoist 
unit with reduction gearing, drive sprocket, idler sprocket, and sprocket chain.   


One end of each chain is attached to the gate and the other to a counter 
weight.  A typical chain and sprocket hoist is illustrated in figure 34. 


3. Wire Rope Hoist 
Wire rope hoists are most commonly used with radial gates.  Wire rope hoists 
normally use two drums driven by an electric motor through reduction gearing 
similar to the chain and sprocket hoist.  A wire rope hoist is shown in 
figure 35. 


4. Hydraulic Operators 
Hydraulic operators are used for a variety of gates and valves.  Basically, a 
hydraulic system consists of an oil reservoir; electric motor driven pump; 
directional, relief, check, flow control, and shutoff valves; filters; and the 
operator itself, usually a hydraulic cylinder.  Many systems use two pumps in 
parallel to provide a backup should one fail.  The operator may be driven in 
both directions or it may be powered open and allowed to close by gravity.  
Examples of hydraulic systems are shown in figures 36 and 37, and a 
hydraulic cylinder is shown in figure 38. 


3.3  Guard Gate and Valve Closure Tests 


Unbalanced tests of all guard gates and valves are required periodically to verify 
gate and valve dependability and determine maintenance requirements.  While 
some gates and valves can only be tested under balanced conditions, most should 
be given a simulated emergency closure test under maximum flow, unbalanced 
conditions. 


These tests ensure that the gates/valves will operate as intended under severe, but 
controlled, conditions.  If the gate/valve fails to operate as intended during these 
tests, the regulating gate/valve is still available to stop the flow.  In an actual 
emergency situation, such as failure of regulating gate/valve or a ruptured pipe, 
the guard gate/valve would be the only means of stopping flow. 


conditions with no damage, but it is essential that the correct test procedure be 
followed exactly.  The test may require closing the gate/valve under unbalanced 
conditions or opening the gate/valve 10 percent of its total travel under 
unbalanced conditions.  If there is any doubt about the validity of the test 
procedure or if a written procedure for a particular gate or valve is not available, 
contact the Mechanical Equipment Group, 86-68410, immediately. 
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Figure 34.—Chain and sprocket hoist. 
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Figure 35.—Wire rope hoist. 
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Figure 36.—Typical hydraulic hoist system. 
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Figure 37.—Typical hydraulic hoist system (gravity closing gate). 
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Figure 38.—Typical hydraulic hoist system (hydraulic cylinder). 
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The gates/valves requiring unbalanced tests are designed to close under full flow 
The unbalanced testing of gates or valves of outlet works is usually scheduled 
every 6 years to correspond to the Comprehensive Facility Review.  The 
unbalanced testing of penstock guard gates or valves is usually scheduled to fit 
into the regular maintenance schedule of the powerplant.  The scheduled interval 
for penstock gates or valves should not exceed 10 years. 


3.4  Turbine Pressure Relief Valves 


A few turbines in Reclamation facilities (Hoover, Flatiron, Estes, Pilot Butte, and 
Pole Hill) are equipped with pressure relief valves.  These valves are sometimes 
supplied on high head Francis turbines to limit the pressure rise in the penstock 
following a load rejection.  The relief valves are connected to the wicket gate 
linkage and are designed to open following a quick wicket closure, as would 
occur during a load rejection.  The valve then will close slowly.  Using pressure 
relief valves allows a quicker closure of the wicket gates which limits the 
overspeed of the unit.  The design of these relief valves varies with manufacturer, 
but most require the penstock to be watered up to test the operation of the valve as 
they use water pressure to operate.  Because of this requirement, the only way to 
test the operation of these valves is to perform a load rejection test.  Some of the 
pressure relief valves are also designed to be operated manually so they can be 
used as bypass valves to allow water to be bypassed if the turbine is not in 
operation.   


3.5  Auxiliary Piping Systems 


Auxiliary piping systems include domestic, fire protection, and cooling water 
systems, hydraulic and lubricating oil systems, and service air systems.  In most 
cases, oil systems require little maintenance other than repair of an occasional 
leak and routine oil testing and filtering.  Due to corrosion, most water systems do 
require maintenance and, eventually, replacement.  The life of a water system will 
depend a great deal on the corrosiveness and mineral content of the water it 
carries. 


Since determining the internal condition of water piping is very difficult, the first 
indication of a problem may be a leak or the failure of a valve or other 
component.  Although a leak or valve failure may just be an isolated event, 
frequently it may be an indication of the condition of the entire system.  By 
monitoring the condition of a piping system, maintenance and replacement can be 
scheduled, preventing an unscheduled outage.  Partial disassembly of a piping 
system can provide a good indication of the condition of the entire system, but it 
may damage the piping and valves.  Nondestructive tests, such as radiographs or 
ultrasonic tests, can be used to determine the condition of a piping system.  
Radiographs will not only show pipe wall thickness but also the amount of scale 
buildup inside the pipe. 
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Service air systems may also suffer corrosion damage if excessive moisture is 
allowed into the system.  Scale and rust particles can damage pneumatic tools and 
cause pneumatic cylinders to stick.  If moisture in air piping is a problem, a 
moisture separator or an air dryer should be installed. 


If a piping system fails prematurely because of a corrosion problem, it may be 
beneficial to replace the piping with a nonmetallic material.  Pipe constructed of 
fiberglass and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) as well as other plastics has been used 
successfully in corrosive environments.  Before switching to one of these 
materials, give careful consideration to their temperature and pressure limitations.  
If PVC or fiberglass is used, the installation instructions should be followed 
carefully.  Pipe hanger requirements and joining procedures are significantly 
different from steel pipe.  Fiberglass and plastic piping should not be used in 
compressed air systems. 


3.6  Inspection Checklist 


Penstocks and Outlet Pipes 
Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 


1. Supports  Annual, 5 Years FIST 2-8 
2. Expansion Joints  Annual , 5 Years FIST 2-8 
3. Exterior  Annual, 5 Years FIST 2-8 
4. Interior  3 Years FIST 2-8 
5. Penstock Inspection 


Report (Including Ultra-
sonic Thickness Survey 
and Stress Analysis) 


5 Years, Not to Exceed 
10 Years 


FIST 2-8 


 
 


3.6.1  Gates and Valves 
Abbreviations in parenthesis refer to the types of gates or valves of a particular 
inspection item. 


 


FW - Fixed Wheel Gate RG - Radial Gate CG - Coaster Gate 
JF - Jet Flow Gate BV - Butterfly Valve RS - Ring-Seal Gate 
SG - Slide Gate HJ - Hollow Jet Valve RF - Ring-Follower Gate 
TPRV - Turbine Pressure 


Relief Valve 
BH - Bulkhead Gates or Stop 


Logs 
TV - Tube Valve 
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Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 
6. General Inspection 
 (FW, CG, RS, RF, BH, 


JF, SG, RG, BV, HJ, TV, 
TPRV) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


7. Seals and Seal Seats 
(FW, CG, RS, RF, BH, 
JF, SG, RG, BV, HJ, TV, 
TPRV) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


8. Gate Frames and Tracks 
(FW, CG) 


Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


9. Roller and Wheel 
Assemblies (FW, CG, 
RS) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


10. Pivot Pins and Hinges 
(RG) 


Annual Reclamation Practice 


11. Gate Frames and 
Bonnets (RS, RF, JF, SG) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


12. Gate Leaf, Skin Plates, 
and Structural Members 


 (FW, CG, RS, RF, BH, JF, 
SG, RG, BV) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


13. Valve Body (BV, HJ, TV) 
and Valve Needle or Tube 
(HJ, TV, TPRV) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


14. Threaded Stem Hoist 
and Mechanical 
Operators (FW, CG, RS, 
RF, JF, SG, HJ, TV) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


15. Chain Hoists (FW, CG, 
RG) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
American National 


Standards Institute 
(ANSI)/ American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) B30.16 


16. Wire Rope Hoists (FW, 
CG, BH, RG) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
ANSI/ASME B30.7 


17. Hydraulic Hoists (FW, 
CG, RS, RF, JF, SG, BV, 
HJ) 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


18. Balanced Closure Tests 
(FW, CG, RS, RF, SG, 
RG, BV) 


Annual Reclamation Practice 


19. Unbalanced Tests (FW, 
CG, RS, RF, SG, RG, 
BV) 


Outlet Works – 6 Years 
Penstock – Not to 


Exceed 10 Years 


Reclamation Practice 


20. Turbine Pressure Relief 
Valve Operational Tests 


Annual, Not to Exceed 
10 Years 


Reclamation Practice 
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Auxiliary Piping Systems 
Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 


21. Pipe and Fittings - 
Exterior Surface 


Annual Reclamation Practice 


22. Pipe and Fittings - 
Interior Surface 


Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


23. Gate Valves, Globe 
Valves, Plug Valves, etc. 


Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


24. Check Valves Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
25. Pressure Regulating and 


Pressure Relief Valves 
Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


 
 


3.6.2  Penstocks, Outlet Pipes 
 


1.  Supports 
Annual.  Check concrete supports for cracks, spalling, or signs of movement.  
Check lubrication of sliding supports and clean exposed bearing surfaces.  
Make sure sliding surfaces are not obstructed. 


5 Years.  Perform thorough inspection of supports and document results in 
penstock inspection report.  Thoroughly clean packing area and sliding 
surfaces and install new packing if required. 


2.  Expansion Joints 
Annual.  Check leakage past packing and tighten as necessary.  Sliding 
surfaces should be clean of rust and scale.  Clean as required. 


5 Years.  Perform thorough inspection of expansion joints and document 
results in penstock inspection report.  Thoroughly clean packing area and 
sliding surfaces and install new packing if required. 


3. Exterior 
Annual.  Inspect surface for deterioration of paint and for corrosion, paying 
particular attention to rivets, bolts, and welds.  Prepare corroded or 
deteriorated surfaces by sandblasting or other acceptable means and repaint.  
Steel pipe, where it emerges from concrete, is subject to galvanic corrosion.  
These areas should be repaired by thoroughly cleaning and sandblasting and 
painting with a zinc rich primer.  Look for leakage from gasketed joints such 
as mandoors or at drain or fill lines. 


5 Years.  Perform a detailed inspection of the penstock exterior and include in 
the penstock inspection report.  Sandblast and paint exterior surfaces when 
condition of paint has reached the point that it is no longer adequate. 
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4. Interior 
3 Years.  Inspect surface for paint deterioration, corrosion, and cavitation 
damage paying particular attention to rivet heads and welded and bolted 
joints.  Check condition of tie rods and supports at bifurcations.  Prepare 
corroded or deteriorated surfaces by sandblasting or other acceptable means 
and repaint with an appropriate paint. 


5 Years.  Perform a detailed inspection of the penstock interior and include in 
the penstock inspection report.  Sandblast and paint interior surfaces when 
condition of paint has reached the point that it is no longer adequate. 


5. Inspection Report 
5 Years.  An inspection report documenting the results of a detailed penstock 
inspection and appurtenant features should be completed.  This detailed 
inspection should include an ultrasonic thickness survey and a stress 
analysis based upon the remaining metal thickness.  PO&M 185 
(Penstock Inspection Checklist) can be found on Reclamation’s Intranet at 
http://intra.usbr.gov/forms/pomforms.html.  


3.6.3  Gates and Valves 
 


6.  General Inspection  
 (FW, CG, RS, RF, BH, JF, SG, RG, BV, HJ, TV, TPRV) 


Annual.  Inspect exposed and accessible components for corrosion, 
deterioration of paint, or any other damage.  Unwater penstock or water 
conduit and inspect downstream portion of gate or valve.  Where guard gates 
are available, inspect upstream portion as well.  If possible, operate gate 
through its full range of travel. 


Not Scheduled.  Install stop logs or bulkhead gates to inspect portions of gates 
or valves normally inaccessible.  Remove or disassemble gate or valve as 
necessary to replace or renew seals or guides, to sandblast and repaint, or to 
repair any other damage. 


7.  Seals and Seal Seats  
 (FW, CG, RS, RF, BH, JF, SG, RG, BV, HJ, TV, TPRV) 


Annual.  Check for excessive leakage.  Adjust seals or schedule maintenance 
as required.  Leakage, especially through high-pressure gates or valves, can 
cause further damage if not corrected.  Where accessible, check rubber seals 
for cracking or other signs of deterioration and bronze seals for wear, 
cavitation erosion, or galling.  Check operation of greasing systems where 
applicable.   


Not Scheduled.  Unwater as required and check for damaged or missing seals, 
seal retainers, and bolts.  Check that water actuated seals are free to move and 
that water lines and ports are clear.  Check seal seats, wallplates, gate sills, 
and adjacent concrete for wear or other damage.  Look for signs of 
misalignment, such as uneven wear on the seals or seal seats. 
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8.  Gate Frames and Tracks 
 (FW, CG) 


Not Scheduled.  In most cases, a thorough inspection of the tracks and gate 
frames will require installing bulkhead gates or stop logs or using divers or a 
remote controlled underwater vehicle.  The tracks for the rollers or wheels 
should be checked for deformation, corrosion, and missing clamps or bolts.  
The gate frame should be checked for deformation, corrosion, cavitation 
damage, and any missing bolts. 


9.  Roller and Wheel Assemblies 
 (FW, CG, RS) 


Annual.  Lubricate wheels and rollers of gates with manual grease fittings. 


Not Scheduled.  Removal or disassembly of the gate is usually required for 
inspection of roller and wheel assemblies.  Roller assemblies should be 
checked for any damaged rollers, pins, or links.  Rollers and wheels should be 
checked for free movement and for flat spots or other indications that the 
rollers or wheels have been sliding and not rolling.  Antifriction bearings 
(roller or ball bearings) should be checked for free rotation, adequate 
lubrication, and corrosion and should be replaced as necessary.  Bronze 
bushings should be checked for scoring or adequate lubrication.  Bearing seals 
should be replaced if there is any sign of damage.  The bearing journal should 
be checked for scoring, corrosion, or any other damage.  The bearing journal 
of self-lubricated bushings can sometimes corrode due to an electrolytic 
reaction from the graphite in the bushing.  If this is noted, the bushings should 
be replaced with a non-graphite, self-lubricated bushing or a plain bronze 
bushing with some type of lubrication system. 


10.  Pivot Pins and Hinges 
 (RG) 


Annual.  Check general condition of pivot pin or hinge, looking for bent or 
damaged parts.  Check that pivot pins are properly lubricated.  Inspect 
concrete adjacent to anchors or pivot pins for cracking or spalling. 


11.  Gate Frames and Bonnet 
 (RS, RF, JF, SG) 


Annual.  If accessible, inspect interior of fluidway, checking for any cavitation 
erosion, corrosion, or other damage.  Check bonnet cover for cracks or leaky 
gaskets.  Check for excessive leakage past gate stem and position indicator 
rod packing and tighten as required.  If equipped with a lower bonnet drain, 
flush silt from bottom of bonnet. 


Not Scheduled.  Disassemble gate and inspect for any cracks, corrosion, 
cavitation erosion, or any other damage.  Sandblast or clean by acceptable 
method and paint interior of bonnet as necessary. 
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12.  Gate Leaf, Skin Plates, and Structural Members 
 (FW, CG, RS, RF, BH, JF, SG, RG, BV) 


Annual.  Accessible portions should be checked for corrosion, cavitation 
erosion, missing or damaged bolts or rivets, or any other damage.  Check 
flexible drain hoses of drum gates to ensure they are clear and unplugged. 


Not Scheduled.  Disassemble gate or install bulkhead gates and unwater to 
allow inspection of entire gate or gate leaf.  Check bottom of the gate leaf or 
gate for cavitation erosion.  Sandblast or clean by acceptable method and paint 
as necessary.  Check structural members for cracked welds, missing or 
damaged bolts or rivets, or any other damage.  On drum gates and some radial 
gates, check interior of gate for leaks, plugged drain holes, and general 
condition.  Drum gate flexible drain hoses should be cleaned with a rotary 
drain cleaner. 


13.  Valve Body (BV, HJ, TV) and Valve Needle or Tube (HJ, TV, TPRV) 
Annual.  Exterior of valve should be checked for leakage, cracks, and 
corrosion.  If accessible, interior of valve should be checked for corrosion, 
cavitation erosion, scale buildup that may interfere with valve movement or 
sealing, and any other damage.  Check lubrication to bearings and the oil level 
of gear boxes. 


Not Scheduled.  Unwater water conduit or penstock or disassemble valve to 
allow inspection of all valve components.  Check for parts damaged by 
cavitation erosion or corrosion.  Check water and oil seals and replace as 
necessary.  Polished surfaces of hydraulically operated hollow jet valves 
should be checked for any damage and built up by welding or other process, 
remachined, and repolished if necessary.  Check bearings and bronze seal 
rings for wear or other damage and replace if necessary.   


3.6.4  Gate and Valve Operators and Hoists 
 


14.  Threaded Stem Hoist and Mechanical Operators  
 (FW, CG, RS, RF, JF, SG, CY, HJ, TV) 


Annual.  Inspect gear cases for leaks or other damage.  Check motor coupling 
for misalignment.  Check oil in gear boxes for water contamination and for 
proper level.  Check grease coated gears, stems, and stem nuts for dirt or dust 
contamination of grease.  Check gears, stem, and stem nut for wear, galling, or 
other damage.  Grease bearings or other components equipped with grease 
fittings, being careful not to overgrease and damage grease seals.  During 
operational test, check for unusual or excessive vibration or noise. 


Not Scheduled.  Drain gear boxes and refill with new oil.  Grease coated gears 
and stems should be cleaned and recoated with new grease.  Disassemble as 
required to check condition of gears, bearings, or other components normally 
inaccessible. 
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15.  Chain Hoists  
 (FW, CG, RG) 


Annual.  Hoists should be inspected in accordance to ANSI/ASME B30.16, 
Overhead Hoists.  Inspect chain for corrosion and deformed chain links or 
pins.  Check sprocket for damaged teeth.  Apply appropriate lubricant to 
chain.  Check oil in gear boxes for water contamination and for proper level.  
Check condition of grease for dirt or dust contamination on grease-coated 
gears.  Grease sheave, drum, and gear shaft bearings equipped with grease 
fittings, being careful not to overgrease and damage grease seals.  Check gears 
for uneven wear, galling, or signs of misalignment.  Check brake shoes and 
brake drums for signs of overheating or other damage. 


Not Scheduled.  Drain gear boxes and refill with new oil.  Grease-coated gears 
should be cleaned and recoated with new grease.  Disassemble as required to 
check condition of gears, bearings, or other components normally 
inaccessible. 


16.  Wire Rope Hoists  
 (FW, CG, BH, RG) 


Annual.  Hoists should be inspected in accordance to ANSI/ASME B30.7, 
Base Mounted Drum Hoists.  Inspect wire rope for broken wires, worn or 
abraded wires, corrosion, and crushed or flattened strands.  See section 6, 
“Cranes, Hoists, and Rigging Equipment,” for replacement requirements.  
Inspect rope drum and sheaves for wear and spooling characteristics of the 
drum.  If required, apply lubricant to entire length of wire rope.  Check oil in 
gear boxes for water contamination and for proper level.  Grease sheave, 
drum, and gear shaft bearings equipped with grease fittings.  Check gears for 
uneven wear, galling, or signs of misalignment.  Check condition of brake 
shoes and brake drums for signs of overheating or other damage. 


Not Scheduled.  Drain gear boxes and refill with new oil.  Grease-coated gears 
should be cleaned and recoated with new grease. 


17.  Hydraulic Hoists  
 (FW, CG, RS, RF, JF, SG, CY, BV, HJ) 


Annual.  Check entire hydraulic system for leaks, including piping, valves, 
and packing.  Drain accumulations of water and sediment from oil reservoir 
and lower end of hydraulic cylinders.  Prior to scheduled maintenance, take oil 
sample after operating system for sufficient time to allow the oil and any 
contaminants to mix.  Oil sample should be checked for water content, 
viscosity, acidity, and solid contaminants.  Based on results of oil tests, drain 
system, filter oil, and clean oil reservoir with lint free rags.  Add oil to system 
if it is necessary to bring the oil to the proper level, making sure that the added 
oil is exactly the same type and viscosity as the oil in the system.  Clean or 
replace oil filters.  Calibrate pressure gauges and pressure switches.  Check 
setting and operation of pressure relief valves.  Operate gate or valve through 
a complete open-close cycle under balanced conditions, checking the opening 
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or closing times, and noting any unusual or excessive noise or vibration.  If 
there is a significant increase in either the opening or closing time, determine 
the reason for increase.  Check surface condition of piston stem for rusting, 
scoring, or other condition that could impair operation or cause leakage.  
Check position indicators to ensure wire rope and sheaves or chains and 
sprockets move freely. 


Not Scheduled.  Remove cylinder head and inspect cylinder wall looking for 
signs of corrosion pitting or scoring.  Check condition of stems and stem 
couplings, applying a coating of waterproof grease to couplings normally 
submerged or exposed to moisture. 


3.6.5  Guard Gate and Valve Closure Tests 
 


18.  Balanced Closure Tests 
 (FW, CG, RS, RF, SG, RG, BV) 


Annual.  Perform gate or valve closure test under balanced, no flow conditions 
following the test procedure for the particular gate or valve being tested.  Test 
procedure should be for the specific gate or valve being tested and not a 
similar one.  Contact the Mechanical Equipment Group, 86-68410, if a 
procedure is not available or if there is any uncertainty about the procedure 
that is available.  Record opening and closing times, pressures for hydraulic 
systems, and amperage for electric hoists. 


19.  Unbalanced Tests  
 (FW, CG, RS, RF, SG, RG) 


Outlet Works – 6 Years, Penstocks – Not to Exceed 10 years.  Perform gate or 
valve test following the test procedure for the gate or valve being tested.  Use 
caution when conducting this type of test.  Test procedure should be for the 
specific gate or valve being tested and not a similar one.  Contact the 
Mechanical Equipment Group, 86-68410, if a procedure is not available or if 
there is any uncertainty about the procedure that is available. 


3.6.6  Turbine Pressure Relief Valves Operational Tests 
 


20.  Operational Tests 
Annual.  If manual operation is possible, open and close valve with turbine 
shut down.  Check that valve opens smoothly and closes with minimal 
leakage. 


Not to Exceed 10 Years.  Perform full load rejection test to determine if the 
pressure relief valve is operating satisfactorily.  Instrumentation should 
include gate position, relief valve position, relief valve dashpot position, 
penstock pressure, and unit speed.  Check maximum pressure rise and closing 
time of relief valve.   
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3.6.7  Auxiliary Piping Systems 
 


21.  Pipe and Fittings  - Exterior Surface 
Annual.  Visually inspect all threaded, welded, and flanged fittings, checking 
for any leaks or corrosion.  Replace or tighten fittings or pipe as required.  
Check pipe hangers and supports to make sure they are carrying their share of 
the load and that anchors are tight.  Examine paint for cracking, chalking, or 
other deterioration.  Remove corrosion by wire brushing, sandblasting, or 
other acceptable method and repaint. 


22.  Pipe and Fittings  - Interior Surface 
Not Scheduled.  Partially disassemble piping or utilize a nondestructive test 
method to determine condition of interior surfaces.  Measure pipe wall 
thickness and compare to original thickness. 


23.  Gate Valves, Globe Valves, Plug Valves, etc. 
Annual.  Check valve stem packing for leaks and tighten packing gland as 
required.  Operate valve through its full range of movement several times.  
With valve closed under pressure, listen for leakage past valve and correct as 
required.  Lubricate the valve stems, plug valve seats, and other components 
as required with appropriate lubricant. 


Not Scheduled.  Disassemble valve and inspect condition of valve body, stem, 
and sealing surfaces and repair as required.  Completely remove old valve 
stem packing and install new packing. 


24.  Check Valves 
Not Scheduled.  Check for leakage past valve while under full operating 
pressure.  Disassemble and replace or regrind valve seats as required. 


25.  Pressure Regulating and Pressure Relief Valves 
Annual.  Check operation and setting of pressure regulating and pressure relief 
valves. 


Not Scheduled.  Disassemble valves and remove any scale buildup that 
interferes with the operation of the valve.  Reassemble and check operation 
and settings of valves. 
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4.  Mechanical Governors 
4.1  General 


Periodic maintenance of a mechanical governor is essential for reliability and to 
maintain optimum performance.  When preparing a maintenance schedule for a 
mechanical governor, consult FIST Volume 2-3, Mechanical Governors for 
Hydroelectric Units, and the governor manufacturer’s literature. 


The maintenance interval required for many of the governor components will 
depend on the cleanliness of the oil in the governor system.  Cleaner oil will lead 
to less varnish and less wear of parts in contact with the oil.  As with unit 
maintenance, many plants have extended the time interval between major 
maintenance tasks on the governor.  Many of the tasks listed here, as annual, 
actually are performed during the major maintenance periods.  Extending the 
interval is acceptable as long as proper documentation exists to support the 
variance.   


It should be noted that disassembly of the dashpot or replacement of the pilot 
valve or other components will probably change the settings performed in the 
governor tests and adjustments in item 1.   


4.2  Inspection Checklist 


Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 
1. Governor Tests and 


Adjustments 
Annual 
5 Years 


FIST 2-3, section 7; 
Western Electricity 
Coordinating Council 
(WECC) 


2. Governor Ball Head 
(Woodward Vibrator 
Type) 


Weekly, Annual FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


3. Governor Ball Head 
(Woodward Strap 
Suspended Type) 


Quarterly, Annual FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


4. Governor Ball Head 
(Pelton) 


Annual FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 


Company Literature 
5. Woodward Oil Motor 


Vibrator 
Annual FIST 2-3, section 8; 


Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


6. Pilot Valve Biannual FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


7. Main Distributing and 
Auxiliary Valves 


Annual, 5 Years, Not 
Scheduled 


FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 
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Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 
8. Miscellaneous Valves 5 Years FIST 2-3, section 8; 


Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


9. Dashpot Annual, 5 Years FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


10. Linkage and Pins Monthly, Annual FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


11. Restoring Cable  Annual FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


12. Hydraulic System Daily, Weekly, Monthly, 
Annual 


FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


13. Generator Air Brake 
Valve 


Annual, 5 Years FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature  


14. Permanent Magnet 
Generator (PMG) or 
Speed Signal Generator 
(SSG) 


Annual, 5 Years FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


15. Position and Limit 
Switches 


Annual FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


16. Shutdown Solenoids Annual FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


17. Speed Changer and 
Gate Limit Motors and 
Remote Position 
Indicators   


Annual FIST 2-3, section 8; 
Woodward Governor 
Company Literature 


18. Actuator Tank 5 Years FIST 2-9; Designer’s 
Operating Criteria 


19. Governor Inspection 
Report 


Annual Reclamation Practice 


 
 
1.  Governor Tests and Adjustments 


Annual.  Check wicket gate timing. 


5 Years.  Check speed droop calibration, speed changer adjustment, speed 
stability index, and governor time constant as described in FIST Volume 2-3, 
section 7.   


2.  Governor Ball Head (Woodward Vibrator Type) 
Weekly.  Oil ball head by applying a few drops of light machine oil to the top 
of the ball head motor shaft.  See if a discernible motion can be felt with a 
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finger between the main valve and base.  If no motion can be felt, replace the 
vibrator and balls. 


Annual.  After shutdown, remove ball head and disassemble.  Clean and 
inspect the slide blocks, flyball rod, and flyball rod bushings.  Replace 
vibrators and vibrator balls if no discernible motion of the main valve was felt 
before shutdown or if there is any noticeable wear on the vibrators.  If sliding 
surfaces of slide blocks are worn, rotate both blocks to new surface.  Scribe an 
“X” or other mark on the worn slide block surfaces so they are not reused.  
Check flyball rod for wear and for straightness and replace as required.  Check 
ball bearings in ball head motor and flyball arms and replace as required.  
Replace flyball rod bushings if worn or scored.  Cover vibrator balls with a 
light grease and reassemble.  Do not fill vibrator cup with grease as this can 
dampen the vibration.  Check operation of pressure type oilers if so equipped. 


3.  Governor Ball Head (Woodward Strap Suspended Type) 
Quarterly.  Add dashpot oil to top of ball head motor to fill internal dashpot.  
Do not use lubricating oil. 


Annual.  Observe operation of ball head and check for any unusual vibration.  
If any abnormal vibration is noted, disassemble ball head and check condition 
of thrust bearing, ball head shaft bearings, and ball head motor bearings.  
Follow manufacturer’s alignment and reassembly procedure.     


4.  Governor Ball Head (Pelton)  
Annual.  Observe ball head and ball head motor for any unusual vibration or 
noise.  Replace ball head motor bearings if any abnormal vibration or noise is 
noted.  Follow manufacturer’s instructions for disassembly and reassembly. 


5.  Woodward Oil Motor Vibrator 
Annual.  Check that oil motor vibrator is providing a 0.006- to 0.007-inch 
oscillation of the main valve and that the motor is turning in the range of 400–
600 rpms (7–10 hertz).  Adjust the eccentric bushing in the pivot lever to 
change the magnitude of oscillation.  Adjust the oil flow regulator to change 
the motor speed. 


6.  Pilot Valve 
Biannual.  Disassemble pilot valve and remove all rust spots and oil varnish 
with a fine grade emery cloth (320–500) and crocus cloth.  Any nicks or 
scratches should be removed by stoning with a very fine flat stone.  Be careful 
not to round or break the edges of the valve lands.  If wear is excessive or the 
plunger does not move freely in the bushing, replace it with a new matched 
plunger-bushing set. 


7.  Main and Auxiliary Distributing Valves 
Annual.  Check that main valve plunger is free.  Shut off oil supply to pilot 
and main valves and disconnect the pressure supply to the pilot valve.  With 
the oil pressure relieved, lift main valve plunger until it hits the opening stop 
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nuts and drop it so it hits closing stop nuts.  If the plunger drops freely, it is 
acceptable; but if there is any binding or if the plunger drops sluggishly, 
disassemble the valve to determine the problem.  Check operation of transfer 
valve and auxiliary valve. 


5 Years.  Remove main and auxiliary valve plunger and remove all rust spots 
and oil varnish with a fine grade emery cloth (320–500) and crocus cloth.  
Any nicks or scratches should be removed by stoning with a very fine flat 
stone.  Be careful not to round or break the edges of the valve lands.  Check 
ports in valve bushings for dirt or sludge and clean as required.  Check that 
main valve plunger is free and can fall of its own weight after reassembly. 


Not Scheduled.  Completely disassemble main and auxiliary valves.  Remove 
opening, closing, and pressure plungers and remove all rust spots and oil 
varnish with a fine grade emery cloth (320–500) and crocus cloth.  Check 
condition of main distributing valve plungers piston rings and replace as 
required. 


8.  Miscellaneous Valves 
5 Years.  There may be other hydraulic valves in the governor, such as gate 
limit valves and solenoid valves.  These valves should be disassembled and all 
rust spots and oil varnish should be removed with a fine grade emery cloth 
(320 to 500) and crocus cloth.  Any nicks or scratches should be removed by 
stoning with a very fine flat stone.  Care must be taken not to round or break 
the edges of the valve lands.  Check ports in valve bushings for dirt or sludge 
and clean as required. 


9.  Dashpot   
Annual.  Check dashpot oil level and add dashpot oil if necessary.  Do not use 
lubricating oil.  Check operation of solenoid operated bypass.   


5 Years.  If governor tests from item 1 indicate a sticking dashpot, 
disassemble, inspect, and clean dashpot plungers.  Before reassembly, check 
the setting of the small dashpot plunger.  On Woodward governors, the 
distance from the center of the pivot pin to the top of the bonnet should be 
2⅞ inches.  Turn the small plunger spring to adjust this distance.  On other 
governors, check the manufacturer’s instruction book for adjustment 
procedure.  To refill the dashpot, reassemble except for the small dashpot 
plunger.  Tip the dashpot so that the opening for the small plunger is higher 
than the large plunger and fill the dashpot through the small plunger opening.  
Move the large plunger occasionally during filling to allow air to escape.  To 
check for trapped air once the dashpot is filled, install the small plunger, close 
the dashpot needle, and operate the large plunger while holding the small 
plunger.  The small plunger should react instantaneously to any movement of 
the large plunger.  Any lag in small plunger movement indicates there is air in 
the dashpot or a leak past the needle, solenoid bypass, or the plungers.  To 
purge the air, open the needle, hold the small plunger in place, and operate the 
large plunger.   
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To check the condition of the dashpot, close the bypass and the needle 
completely, push the small plunger down as far as it will go, and time how 
long it takes to recenter.  It should take more than 50 seconds to travel 
0.125 inch.  A shorter time indicates excessive leakage past the needle or 
plungers, and the dashpot should be repaired or replaced. 


After any maintenance on the dashpot, it is important to perform the governor 
adjustment tests of item 1 to bring the governor back to optimum 
performance. 


10.  Linkage and Pins 
Monthly.  Lubricate links and pivot pins with a light machine oil.  


Annual.  Check links and pins for wear or binding.  Use a new pin to check 
holes in links for wear and use a new link with the proper sized mating hole to 
check condition of pins.  Replace as required.  Check bearings in linkage, on 
shafts, and in the control panel for any roughness and replace as required.  
Lubricate bearings as required.  Check gears for wear and proper meshing. 


11.  Restoring Cable  
Annual.  Lubricate restoring cable sheaves and rod ends at servomotor 
connection.   


Not Scheduled.  Disassemble sheaves and inspect sheaves and cable.  Replace 
sheaves if pulley is worn or if bearings are rough.   


12.  Hydraulic System 
Daily.  Check level of oil in sump and actuator tank and add oil or charge 
pressure tank with air as required. 


Weekly.  Switch lead pump to lag and vice versa. 


Monthly.  Switch strainers and clean or replace filter element.  If pumps are 
equipped with hour meters, note run time.  Compare run time to previous 
months readings and investigate any large deviation. 


Annual.  Prior to scheduled maintenance, send a sample of the governor oil to 
the laboratory for analysis.  If the analysis shows filtration is required, drain 
and filter the oil.   


When oil is drained, clean the oil sump and actuator tank with lint free rags 
and squeegee, inspect, and repaint as required.  Check condition of float valve 
disk, seat, float, and float arm for any damage or wear.  Check condition of 
float, cable, and sheaves of level switches for wear and free operation.    


After the system is refilled, check operation of pump unloader valve.  Check 
the operation of pressure relief valves on pumps and actuator tank.  Relief 
valves on the actuator tank should be set to operate at 10-percent higher than 
the working pressure.  The pump relief valves should be set to operate at a  
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slightly lower pressure than the actuator tank relief valve.  This is to prevent 
the pumps from continuing to fill the actuator tank should a high-pressure 
condition in the system occur. 


Check calibration and operation of pressure and level switches and reset as 
required.  Check annunciation where applicable. 


With wicket gates blocked, time pumping cycle for each pump, noting the 
length of time the pump is on, the rise of the oil level in the actuator tank, and 
the length of time between pumping cycles.  Compare to previous readings.  If 
pump is taking longer to reach operating pressure or is pumping more 
frequently, check for leaks in the system. 


13.  Generator Air Brake Valve   
Annual.  Check manual and solenoid operation of valve.  Lubricate pivot 
points with light machine oil.  Clean airline filter. 


5 Years.  Disassemble and remove all rust spots with a fine grade emery cloth 
(320–500) and crocus cloth.  Lap valve seats if required. 


14.  Permanent Magnet Generator or Speed Signal Generator 
Annual.  Inspect speed switches and drive gears for wear.  Lubricate pivot 
pins and check speed switch bearings.  Check insulation between PMG or 
SSG housing and the supporting frame by measuring the resistance from the 
housing to ground with a meggar.  Replace or repair insulating gasket as 
required.  Check voltage output of PMG. 


5 Years.  Check setting and operation of speed switches.  Replace main drive 
bearings of PMG or SSG.  If necessary, remagnetize PMG field following 
procedure in FIST Volume 2-3. 


15.  Position and Limit Switches 
Annual.  Check operation and settings of gate limit, speed changer position, 
and gate position switches.  Adjust as required.  Clean contacts as required.  
Check drive gears for wear and proper meshing.  Check annunciation where 
applicable. 


16.  Shutdown Solenoids 
Annual.  Check operation of solenoids for binding or sticking when tripped 
and reset.  Check settings to ensure that complete shutdown solenoid closes 
wicket gates completely and partial shutdown solenoid brings gates to speed 
no load setting.  Inspect solenoid for any signs of any overheating or other 
damage.  Check condition of electrical connections and auxiliary contacts. 


17.  Speed Changer and Gate Limit Motors and Remote Position Indicators 
Annual.  Operate motors and check for excessive vibration or noise.  
Replace bearings as required.  Check electrical connections and 
motor brushes.  Check operation of position indicators for any 
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sticking or binding and check correlation between transmitter and receiver.  
Check gears for wear and proper meshing. 


18.  Actuator Tank 
5 Years.  Inspect tank in accordance with FIST 2-9, Inspection of Unfired 
Pressure Vessels. 


While designs may vary, in general, accumulator tanks are sized; and the oil 
level/air cushion are adjusted to provide five full servo motor strokes when the 
system pressure is slightly below the minimum normal operating pressure 
(5 psi).   


Verify low-pressure switch settings.  Typically, at least two low-pressure 
switches are associated with the actuator tank.  One switch is set to alarm at a 
pressure slightly below the minimum normal operating pressure, and the other 
is set to operate the shutdown solenoid, shut off the governor pumps, and 
close the penstock or unit guard gate when the pressure drops to a point that 
corresponds to two complete servo strokes left in the tank. 


Verify level switch settings.  Low level alarm should be set to close when 
level falls to a level that corresponds to 5 psi less than normal low operating 
pressure.  Low level shutdown should close to shut down unit and oil pumps 
and close penstock gate at a level corresponding to two complete servomotor 
strokes.  


19.  Governor Inspection Report 
Annual.  An inspection report similar to PO&M Form 192 should be filled out 
annually to record data obtained during the annual inspection.  This form can 
be found on Reclamation’s Intranet at http://intra.usbr.gov/forms/ 
pomforms.html.  
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5.  Air Compressors 
5.1  General 


Air compressors are a common piece of equipment found in most pumping plants 
and maintenance shops.  There are a number of different types of compressors 
available, but the two most common types are the reciprocating and the rotary 
screw compressors. 


5.2  Reciprocating Air Compressors 


Reciprocating compressors have been available for many years in a variety of 
sizes and configurations and make up the majority of air compressors found in 
plants and maintenance shops.  Reciprocating compressors are efficient and 
relatively simple to operate and maintain.  Most reciprocating compressors can be 
overhauled completely with a minimum of tools and parts. 


A reciprocating compressor compresses air in a cylinder, against a cylinder head, 
by a reciprocating piston.  While all reciprocating compressors operate in 
basically the same manner, there are many variations in their construction.  For 
example, a reciprocating compressor can be single or multicylinder, single or 
double acting, single or multistage, air or water cooled, and can have a horizontal, 
vertical, or angled cylinder arrangement.  Other variations are possible depending 
on the application. 


Single acting compressors use automotive type pistons, connected directly to the 
crankshaft by connecting rods, and compress air on one side of the piston only.  
Double-acting compressors have a double-acting piston, compressing air on both 
sides, driven by a piston rod which extends through a packing box.  The piston 
rod is connected to a crosshead which is connected to the crankshaft by a 
connecting rod.  Both single and double-acting compressors are available as 
single or multistage.  Multistage compressors develop their final pressure in steps 
by connecting the discharge of the first stage, through an intercooler, to the intake 
of the second stage.  The intercooler removes the heat of compression of the first 
stage. 


5.3  Rotary Screw Air Compressors 


A rotary screw air compressor uses two meshing helical-shaped rotors to 
compress the air.  As the rotors turn, air is compressed by the advancing helix.  
The rotor either may be oil-flooded or dry.  Dry rotor compressors require the use 
of timing gears to maintain the proper clearance between the rotors.  The oil in the 
oil-flooded type compressor lubricates and seals the rotors and acts as a coolant to 
remove the heat of compression.  The oil-flooded type does not require timing 
gears as the oil film prevents contact of the rotors, but an air-oil separator is 
necessary to remove the oil suspended in the compressed air as it leaves the 
compressor. 
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Rotary screw compressors have fewer moving parts than reciprocating 
compressors and provide a smooth, nearly pulse-free air supply.  Rotary screw 
compressors are usually supplied in a “package” requiring only connection to 
electrical power and to an air system.  Since there is little vibration, they do not 
require the massive foundation a comparable reciprocating compressor would 
need.  They are also very popular in trailer-mounted, internal combustion engine 
driven portable compressors. 


The construction of a rotary screw compressor is such that little maintenance can 
be accomplished in the field by plant personnel.  The lubricating oil filtration 
system must be maintained regularly as the tight tolerances make clean oil an 
necessity.  The air end (i.e., the rotors and their housing) of the rotary screw 
compressor has no sacrificial components, such as the piston rings of the 
reciprocating type.  Since the air end is constructed with such high precision and 
tight tolerances, in most cases, the entire air end must be replaced as a unit. 


5.4  Accessories 
5.4.1  Inlet Filters 
Inlet filters prevent dust and other particulates from entering the compressor.  All 
compressors, especially rotary screw compressors, are susceptible to wear or other 
damage from dirt particles.  A clogged filter can cause a significant loss in 
compressor efficiency.  To prevent damage and loss of efficiency, regular 
cleaning of filter elements or replacement of throw away elements is required. 


5.4.2  Aftercoolers 
Aftercoolers are installed on the discharge line to lower the compressed air’s 
discharge temperature and to condense water from the air.  Aftercoolers usually 
are installed with a separator and trap to handle the condensate. 


5.4.3  Separators 
Separators are used to remove entrained liquids from the compressed air.  This is 
usually accomplished by changing the direction of movement of the liquid 
particles so that they are removed from the air either centrifugally or through 
impingement against a separator element.  The most common types of separators 
are impingement, centrifugal, and cyclone types.  Separators should be equipped 
with a trap or drain. 


5.4.4  Traps 
Traps collect liquid that has been removed from the air by separation 
or condensation and release it, either automatically or through a manual 
valve.  Traps are installed with separators, filters, aftercoolers, receivers, 
and dryers.  They also should be installed at the low points in distribution 
systems, especially on lines passing through a cold area.  An in-line 
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strainer is usually installed directly upstream of a trap to prevent sediment 
or other contamination from clogging the trap. 


5.4.5  Dryers 
Dryers are used when dryer air is required than can be provided by an aftercooler 
system.  The most common are refrigerated dryers which condense the moisture 
from the air by reducing the air temperature.  Deliquescent type dryers absorb 
moisture into a deliquescent material which periodically must be replaced.  
Desiccant dryers use porous moisture adsorbing materials that hold the moisture 
in the pores until they are regenerated by electric heat, air purging, or both.  


5.4.6  Pressure Regulating Valves 
Pressure regulating valves are used to supply small volumes of air to various 
pneumatic equipment at a pressure lower than the system pressure.  Pressure 
regulating valves are not considered to be safety devices.   


5.4.7  Pressure Relief Valves 
As a safety precaution, a pressure relief valve is required in every compressed air 
system ahead of the first point that could conceivably act as an air flow 
restriction.  This includes shutoff valves, check valves, and even in-line filters 
since they could clog.  Receiver tanks also should have a relief valve installed on 
the tank with no restrictions between the tank and the valve.  If there are no 
restrictions in the discharge line between the compressor and the receiver tank, 
the relief valve mounted on the receiver tank is sufficient to protect the system.  
The relief valve should be set to open at no higher than the maximum 
allowable working pressure of the pressure retaining item and periodically 
checked for proper operation.  It should be noted that pressure regulators are 
not acceptable for protection against excessive system pressure as they do not 
vent air, but regulate pressure by restricting air flow. 


5.4.8  Receiver Tanks and Other Pressure Vessels 
Receivers perform several functions in a compressed air system.  The receiver 
dampens pulsations from reciprocating compressors, acts as a reservoir to take 
care of temporary demands in excess of compressor capacity, and prevents 
frequent loading and unloading of the compressor.  The receiver may also act as a 
separator.  Since the air is cooled and its velocity reduced, some of the moisture 
still in the air will condense and fall to the bottom of the receiver where it can be 
removed by a trap or manual valve.  If moisture is not drained, it can lead to 
corrosion of the receiver.   


Air receivers and governor accumulator tanks are examples of pressure vessels 
found in Reclamation plants.  Periodic inspection is required to ensure that 
pressure vessels are in safe operating condition.  Reclamation Safety and Health 
Standards (RSHS), section 17.12, requires the inspection of all pressure vessels 
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every 5 years.  FIST Volume 2-9, Inspection of Unfired Pressure Vessels, 
provides inspection and testing guidelines for pressure vessels. 


5.5  Inspection Checklist  
 


Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 
1. Foundation Annual Reclamation Practice 
2. Frame Annual Reclamation Practice 
3. Compressor Drive Weekly, Annual Reclamation Practice 
4. Cooling System Weekly, Annual Reclamation Practice 
5. Air Intake and Filter Weekly, Monthly Reclamation Practice 
6. Piping and Valve Annual Reclamation Practice 
7. Aftercoolers Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
8. Separators Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
9. Traps Weekly, Annual Reclamation Practice 
10. Dryers Annual Reclamation Practice 
11. Pressure Regulating 


Valves 
Annual Reclamation Practice 


12. Pressure Relief Valves Annual, 5 Years FIST 2-9, section 3 
13. Receiver Tanks Weekly, Annual, 5 Years FIST 2-9; RSHS, 


section 17.12 
14. Gauges Weekly, Biannual Reclamation Practice 
15. Pressure and 


Temperature Switches 
Monthly, Annual Reclamation Practice 


16. Unloader Monthly, Annual Reclamation Practice 
17. Bearings Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


Reciprocating Compressors 
18. Lubrication Weekly, Annual Reclamation Practice 
19. Packing Gland Annual, Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
20. Crosshead Weekly, Annual Reclamation Practice 
21. Cylinder Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
22. Piston Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
23. Connecting Rod Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
24. Intake and Discharge 


Valves 
Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 


Rotary Screw Compressors 
25. Air End Not Scheduled Reclamation Practice 
26. Oil Reservoir and 


Separator 
Weekly, Annual Reclamation Practice 


27. Oil Filter Annual Reclamation Practice 
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5.6  General 


1.  Foundation 
Annual.  Examine concrete for cracks and spalling. 


2.  Frame 
Annual.  Examine metal for corrosion and cracks.  Clean and paint as 
required. 


3.  Compressor Drive 
Weekly.  Check v-belts for slippage, chains for looseness, and shaft couplings 
for excessive runout or vibration.  Dress or tighten v-belts as required.  
Tighten coupling bolts and lubricate coupling as required. 


Annual.  Check v-belts for signs of wear or aging and replace as needed.  
Check shaft runout of direct coupled machines with dial indicator and check 
shaft alignment if runout is excessive. 


4.  Cooling System 
Weekly.  Check flow of water or coolant through compressor and aftercooler.  
Check for accumulation of dirt and lint on cooling fins of air-cooled 
compressors and radiators or water-cooled compressors.   


Annual.  Check for corrosion and scale buildup and clean or flush as required.  
Thoroughly clean cooling fins of air-cooled compressors and radiators of 
water-cooled compressors. 


5.  Air Intake 
Weekly.  Check condition of filter and intake for obstructions.  Replace filter 
as required. 


6.  Piping and Valves 
Annual.  Check piping for corrosion.  Clean and repaint or replace piping as 
required.  Repack and reseat valves as required. 


7.  Aftercoolers 
Not Scheduled.  Check for leaks and for adequate water flow.  Disassemble 
and check for internal corrosion and scale buildup.  Clean as required. 


8.  Separators 
Not Scheduled.  Check for leaks.  Disassemble and check for corrosion and 
scale buildup.  Clean as required. 


9.  Traps 
Weekly.  Operate manual drains. 


Annual.  Check automatic traps for leaks and proper operation.  Clean strainer 
and check for corrosion or scale buildup. 
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10.  Dryers 
Annual.  Replace dryer elements as required on deliquescent dryers.  Check 
operation of refrigerated and desiccant types. 


11.  Pressure Regulating Valves 
Annual.  Check operation and verify that regulating valves are providing 
correct pressure downstream from valve. 


12.  Pressure Relief Valves 
Annual.  Verify operation and setting.  Nameplate setting shall be no higher 
than the maximum allowable working pressure (MAWP) marked on the 
pressure retaining item.  While standards require that the pressure relief 
valve shall prevent the system pressure from exceeding MAWP by more than 
10 percent, the set point of the relief valve must not exceed the MAWP.  The 
relief valve will open at the set pressure, but system pressure may exceed the 
MAWP by no more than 10 percent with the relief valve operating.  Check for 
signs of leaking, rust or corrosion, deposits, or mineral buildup. 


5 Years.  Perform operational test of relief valve either in service or remove 
and perform test on test stand.  If a valve is found to be not functioning 
properly, the system immediately should be taken out of service until the 
valve can be repaired or a new valve can be installed.  The relief valve setting 
should not be changed by plant personnel.  The setting of a pressure relief 
valve can only be certified by an accredited repair facility.   


13.  Receiver Tanks and Other Pressure Vessels 
Weekly.  On air receiver tanks, open the receiver drain valve and blow down 
until water is removed from tank.  Check for leaks on all pressure vessels. 


Annual.  Make thorough inspection of exterior of the tank, paying close 
attention to joints, seams, and fittings. 


5 Years.  All receiver tanks are to be inspected in accordance with the 
National Board Inspection Code per Reclamation Safety and Health 
Standards, section 17.12.  The inspection interval shall not exceed 5 years.  
The inspection should be performed by a qualified inspector as outlined in the 
National Board Inspection Code or in accordance with Reclamation’s 
FIST Volume 2-9, Inspection of Unfired Pressure Vessels. 


14.  Gauges 
Weekly.  Check operation of gauge.  Look for loose or stuck pointer.  If there 
is any doubt about the accuracy of gauge, remove and check calibration or 
replace with new gauge. 


Biannual.  Remove gauge and calibrate.  Make any necessary repairs or 
replace with new gauge if gauge is not repairable. 
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15.  Pressure and Temperature Switches 
Monthly.  See that pressure switches cut in and out at proper pressures.  Check 
setting of temperature switches. 


Annual.  Check switch calibration and set points.   


16.  Unloader 
Monthly.  Check that compressor is not being loaded until operating speed is 
reached in starting and that it unloads at the proper pressure. 


Annual.  Inspect valves and air lines for leaks and valves for proper seating.  
Lap valves if required.  Examine solenoid for deteriorated insulation or loose 
connections. 


17.  Bearings 
Weekly.  Check antifriction bearing for excessive vibration or noise and 
schedule replacement as required.  Check for adequate lubrication.  


Not Scheduled.  Disassemble compressor and inspect condition of all bushings 
and babbitt-lined bearings.  Repair or replace as required. 


5.7  Reciprocating Compressors 


18.  Lubrication 
Weekly.  Check that oil or grease cups are full and that crank case oil is at 
proper level.  Replace or add the correct lubricant to bring to proper levels in 
crankcase or oil reservoir.  Check oil feed rate to cylinder.  Check forced oil 
systems for proper operation.  Note any leaks and repair if excessive. 


Annual.  Clean oil or grease cups and piping.  Check condition of lubricant 
and change if required.   


19.  Packing Gland 
Weekly.  Check for excessive leakage and for scoring on piston rod.  Adjust 
packing as necessary. 


Annual.  Replace packing as necessary. 


20.  Crosshead 
Weekly.  If visible, check fit and lubrication. 


Annual.  Check bearing shoes for scoring and wear and fit to crosshead.  Shim 
shoes if necessary to obtain proper fit.  Check pin and bushing for wear and 
replace or refit as required. 
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21.  Cylinder 
Not Scheduled.  Check cylinder walls for wear and scoring.  Measure inside 
diameters at top, bottom, and middle in two directions, 90 degrees apart.  If 
cylinder is out-of-round or oversized, rebore cylinder. 


22.  Piston 
Not Scheduled.  Check piston for wear.  Check clearance with micrometer.  
Examine rings for tightness and fit.  Replace if necessary.  Check piston rod 
for trueness and scoring or wear.  Renew or replace as required. 


23.  Connecting Rod 
Not Scheduled.  Check for distortion or bending.  Check bearing bolts and 
nuts for damage and replace as required. 


24.  Intake and Discharge Valves 
Not Scheduled.  Inspect valves and seats for scoring and proper seating.  Clean 
any deposits off of seats and valve plates, being very careful not to scratch the 
surfaces.  Lap valve seats if there are any imperfections.  Deposits on the 
valves indicate a dirty intake, the wrong type or excessive oil, or a leaking 
valve or valve gasket.   


5.8  Rotary Screw Compressors 


25.  Air End 
Not Scheduled.  Check condition of rotors and bearings.  Replace if worn or if 
compressor efficiency has decreased noticeably. 


26.  Oil Reservoir and Separator 
Monthly.  Drain condensation from bottom of oil reservoir. 


Annual.  Check condition of separator element and service or replace if oil 
consumption is excessive. 


27.  Oil Filter 
Annual.  Replace or clean oil filter as required. 
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6.  Cranes, Hoists, Rigging Equipment, and Elevators 
6.1  General 


Due to the potential for injury to personnel and damage to equipment, the 
inspection and maintenance of cranes and hoists is very important.  A preventive 
maintenance and inspection program based on Government and Reclamation 
regulations, manufacturer’s recommendations, and applicable industry standards 
is required for all cranes, hoists, or other lifting devices.  This program should be 
well documented with detailed records of the inspections and maintenance 
performed on the equipment. 


6.2  Standards and References 


Section 19 of Reclamation Safety and Health Standards lists recommended safety 
practices for crane and hoisting equipment for Reclamation forces.  There are two 
national organizations that also set laws and regulate safe crane and hoist safety 
practices.  The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the 
American National Standards Institute publish the following regulations and 
standards that are applicable to crane safety and setting up an inspection and 
maintenance program for cranes and hoists. 


6.2.1  Reclamation Standards 
• Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 18, section 19, and 


appendices D through F. 


6.2.2  OSHA Regulations 
OSHA publishes its laws and regulations in the Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR) (29 CFR).  OSHA crane standards are divided in to three different parts:  
General Industry (Part 1910), Construction (Part 1926), and Maritime (Parts 1917 
and 1918).  The relevant standard(s) should be used for the type of activity being 
performed.  Applicable sections pertaining to cranes and hoists are: 


• 1910.179 “Overhead and Gantry Cranes” 


• 1910.180 “Crawler, Locomotive, and Truck Cranes” 


• 1910.181 “Derricks” 


• 1910.184 “Slings” 


• 1926.251 “Rigging Equipment for Material Handling” 


• 1926.550 “Cranes and Derricks” 


• 1926.753 “Hoisting and Rigging” 
 


OSHA regulations are law and require strict compliance. 
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6.2.3  ANSI/ASME Standards 
Some of the more commonly used standards for cranes found in power and 
pumping plants are: 


• ANSI/ASME B30.2 “Overhead and Gantry Cranes (Top Running Bridge, 
Single or Multiple Girder, Top Running Trolley Hoist)” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.5 “Mobile and Locomotive Cranes” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.7 “Base-Mounted Drum Hoists” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.9 “Slings” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.10 “Hooks” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.11 “Monorails and Underhung Cranes” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.16 “Overhead Hoists (Underhung)” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.17 “Overhead and Gantry Cranes (Top Running Bridge, 
Single Girder, Underhung Hoist)” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.19 “Cableways” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.20 “Below-the-Hook Lifting Devices” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.21 “Manually Lever Operated Hoists” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.22 “Articulating Boom Cranes” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.23 “ Personnel Lifting Systems” 


• ANSI/ASME B30.26 “Rigging” 


Although adherence to ANSI/ASME rules and regulations are voluntary, their 
authority sets legal precedence. 


Certain States also have agencies to control safety practices of cranes and hoists.  
The States of California and Washington require adherence to the California 
Occupational Safety and Health Regulations (CAL/OSHA) and the Washington 
Industrial Safety and Health Administration (WISHA), respectively.  Other States 
are working on creating similar agencies.  States with agencies such as 
CAL/OSHA often require adherence to the ANSI/ASME B30 documents; thus, 
they become law in those States. 


The laws and standards and regulations for the different authorities vary 
considerably and are changed or revised on a frequent basis. 


Reclamation’s policy is that if there is a difference between any provisions of 
these laws, standards and regulations, State plans, or manufacturer’s instructions, 
the more stringent provision will apply. 
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6.3  New Versus Existing Cranes 


New cranes constructed, installed, inspected, tested, operated, and maintained 
shall conform to the requirements of the latest requirements of set standards 
and regulations.  It is not the intent that older, existing cranes necessarily be 
retrofitted to meet current standards; however, when an item is being modified, 
its requirements shall be reviewed relative to the latest standards and regulations.  
The need to meet the current requirement shall be evaluated by a qualified person.  
Cranes are required to be compliant with the accepted standard used at the time of 
its installation.  The user should recognize that sometimes upgrades or retrofits to 
older and existing cranes may be prudent to perform, if for no other reason than to 
protect personnel using the crane, the crane equipment, and the user from legal 
liability. 


6.4  Crane Types  


This chapter summarizes operation, maintenance, inspection, and testing 
recommendations for common overhead and gantry cranes, hoists, rigging, 
wire rope and slings, and rigging hardware.  The O&M requirements for 
cranes, rigging, and other accessories vary depending on the type of crane, 
hoisting equipment, or component.  Due to the extreme variation in types of crane 
and hoisting equipment available and the infrequency that some of these types 
would be found in power and pumping plant facilities, this document will not at 
this time describe safety and maintenance requirements and techniques for less 
commonly used crane types.  Included in this list are mobile and locomotive 
cranes; portal, tower, and pillar cranes; floating cranes and derricks; material and 
personnel hoists; manlifts; draglines; A-frame trucks; and similar machines.  For 
specific requirements and regulations regarding this equipment, the user should 
reference Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, OSHA 1910, the related 
ANSI/ASME standard as described in section 6.2, specific State regulations and 
guidelines, and the manufacturer’s instructions for that piece of equipment. 


6.5  Inspections 


Crane inspections are required at regular intervals.  Inspection requirements are 
derived and defined in detail in Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, 
OSHA 1910, ANSI B30, State regulations, manufacturer’s recommendations, and 
the rigging standards.  Specific types of inspections are required on all cranes and 
hoists at prescribed intervals.  The inspection criteria and interval differ between 
authorities and the duty cycle of the crane or hoist.  For a more complete 
description of inspection techniques, requirements, and frequency, refer to the 
pertinent documents stated above for the type of equipment at your site.  Each 
facility should develop an inspection program for each individual crane, hoist, 
fixture, and rigging that is based on the manufacturer’s recommendations and all 
applicable standards.  The nature of the critical components of the equipment and 
the degree of service that the piece of equipment is exposed to shall be taken into 
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consideration in determining inspection frequency.  Inspection procedures should 
state the acceptance criteria for inspections and tests and shall be specific for the 
applicable make and model of crane.  Inspections must be conducted by 
“designated personnel.”  These are people who are selected or assigned by the 
employer as being qualified to perform these specific duties. 


The inspections in this section describe mandatory inspection requirements.  
Inspection procedures for cranes in regular service are based upon the intervals at 
which inspections should be performed.  The intervals, in turn, are dependent 
upon the nature of the critical components of the crane and the degree of their 
exposure to wear, deterioration, or malfunction.  The general classifications of 
inspections are designated as “initial,” “startup and daily,” “frequent,” and 
“periodic.” 


1. Initial Inspections 
Prior to use, all new, altered, modified, or repaired cranes shall be inspected3 
by a designated person in accordance with a written procedure.  Inspections of 
repaired, altered, and modified cranes may be limited to the provisions 
affected by the alteration, repair, or modification as determined by a qualified 
person.  Dated and signed inspection reports shall be kept on file and shall be 
readily available.  The inspection shall include the following functions:  
(1) hoisting and lowering, (2) trolley travel, (3) bridge travel, and (4) limit 
switches and locking and safety devices. 


2. Startup and Daily Inspection 
On each shift, before operating the crane, the operator shall perform the 
following operations: 


a. Test All Controls.  Any controls that do not operate properly should be 
adjusted or repaired prior to the start of any operation.4 


b. Verify Operation of the Primary Upper-Limit Switch.  The trip-setting of 
the primary upper limit switches shall be checked under no load 
conditions by inching the block into the limit (running at slow speed).5 


c. Visually Inspect Ropes and Load Chains.  These visual observations 
should be concerned with discovering gross damage that may be a hazard.6 


d. Inspect hooks and latches for deformation, chemical damage, cracks, and 
wear.7 


e. Ensure inspections (wire rope, chains, and crane) are current via 
inspection sticker or other documentation. 


                                                 
3 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (1) (i), OSHA 1910.179 (k) (1) (i). 
4 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (2) (i). 
5 OSHA 1910.179 (n) (4) (i). 
6 OSHA 1910.179 (n) (3) (ii)(a). 
7 Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, attachment 19-1. 
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Each day that the crane is in use, the operator shall also inspect the following: 


a. Check that motions are smooth and regular with no hesitations, vibration, 
binding, weaving, unusual noise, or other irregularity. 


b. Check for deterioration or leakage in lines, tanks, valves, drain pumps, and 
other parts of air or hydraulic systems.8 


Reclamation requires daily inspections prior to operation or inspections prior 
to each shift.9 


3. Frequent Inspections 
A visual inspection by the user or other designated person with records not 
required to be maintained. 


a. Normal service – monthly  


 Operating at less than 85 percent of rated load and not more than 10 lift 
cycles per hour except for isolated instances. 


b. Heavy service – weekly to monthly 


 Operating at 85 to 100 percent of rated load or in excess of 10 lift cycles 
per hour as a regular specified procedure. 


c. Severe service – daily 


Operating at normal or heavy service under abnormal operating conditions 
(i.e., extreme temperatures, corrosive atmospheres) 


Cranes that have been idle for 1 month or more but less than 6 months shall 
have a frequent inspection before being placed back in service. 


The operator shall perform the following operations: 


a. The inspections shall include all requirements of the “Startup and Daily 
Inspection.”  


b. All functional operating mechanisms for excessive wear or damage to 
components.10  The operator or designated person should check that crane 
and hoist motions are smooth and regular for all speed steps, with no 
hesitations, vibration, binding, weaving, unusual noise, or other 
irregularity. 


                                                 
8 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (2) (ii). 
9 Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 19.2.1, table 19.2. 
10 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (2) (i). 
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c. Check brake actions and ensure that the brakes are functioning normally 
and that there is no slippage, excessive play, or binding.11  Exercise brakes 
to assure that they are dry. 


d. Visually inspect hoist rope or chain reeving for compliance with hoist 
manufacturer’s recommendations.12  Run out as much of the rope or chain 
as is necessary to visually examine those portions that flex over sheaves, 
sprockets, and other areas subject to wear or abrasion.  Inspect hoist ropes 
for proper spooling onto the drums and sheaves.  Visually ensure that 
hoisting ropes and/or chains are in good condition.  The hoist chain shall 
feed smoothly into and away from sprockets.  Inspect the chain for exces-
sive wear, twist, distorted links interfering with proper function, or stretch.  


e. If the crane is equipped with a lower-limit switch, check the lower-limit 
switch by slowly moving the block into the switch (no load on hook).  The 
drum should be observed during this operation to ensure that at least two 
full wraps of wire rope remain on the drum at the lower limit. 


f. For a cab-operated crane, check for a charged 10BC (or larger) fire 
extinguisher and ensure that the extinguisher inspection tag is current. 


g. Complete any other inspections that are specific for the crane. 


 Operators or other designated personnel shall carefully examine each 
deficiency and determine whether they constitute a safety hazard.13 


4. Periodic Inspections 
A thorough inspection by a designated person requiring a record of the 
inspection as of apparent condition. 


a. Normal service – annually  


b. Heavy service – annually 


c. Severe service – quarterly 


A crane that is used infrequently and has been idle for a period of 6 months or 
more shall receive a periodic inspection before being placed in service.  
Reclamation requires periodic inspections to be performed at least annually. 


A periodic inspection should contain information as described in the checklist 
that follows: 


a. Include pre-inspection safety requirements (e.g., lock and tag 
requirements) and ensure that the crane is in the proper location for 
inspection.14 


                                                 
11 OSHA 1910.179 (n) (3) (vii). 
12 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (2) (vii). 
13 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (2). 
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b. Include inspections recommended by the manufacturer or a qualified 
engineer. 


c. Include items previously listed in “2.  Startup and Daily Inspection” and 
“3.  Frequent Inspection” and “5.  Monthly Wire Rope Inspection,” 
“6.  Monthly Chain Inspection,” and “7.  Hook Inspection” (requirements 
for these are included at the end of this section). 


d. Require a check of all motion limit devices which interrupt power or cause 
a warning to be activated, including hoist limit switches and bridge and 
trolley travel limit switches, for proper performance.  To prevent damage, 
each motion shall be inched or operated at low speed into the limit device 
with no load on the crane.  The actuating mechanism of the limit switch 
shall be located so that it will trip the switch, under all conditions, in 
sufficient time to prevent contact of the hook or load block with any part 
of the trolley or crane.15 


 Check load limiting devices for proper operation. 


e. Require a check of control systems, if applicable, to include electrical 
apparatus for signs of pitting or any deterioration of visible controller 
contacts, limit switches, and pushbutton stations.16  Inspect for dirt, oil, 
and moisture accumulation. 


f. Require a check for leakage in lines, tanks, valves, pumps, and other parts 
of pneumatic or hydraulic systems.  Check reservoirs, air tanks, and gear 
boxes for proper fluid/pneumatic levels. 


g. Require a visual inspection of hooks for cracks; deformation; increased 
throat opening; twists; damage to hook retaining nuts, collars, or pins; and 
welds or rivets used to secure the retaining members.17  Refer to 
section 6.10, “Overhead and Gantry Cranes,” “Hooks” for additional 
requirements. 


h. Require inspection of structural components for deformed, cracked, or 
corroded members.18 


i. Require an inspection of structural components for loose bolts or rivets.19 


j. Require an inspection of foundations and anchorages. 


k. Require an inspection for cracked or worn sheaves, drums, and load or 
idler sprockets for excessive wear.20 


                                                                                                                                     
14 ANSI/ASME B30.2-2.3.2; ANSI/ASME B30.17-2.3.2. 
15 ANSI/ASME B30.17-2.1.3(10). 
16 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (3) (x). 
17 ANSI/ASME B30.10-2.2.1.3. 
18 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (3) (i). 
19 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (3) (ii). 
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l. Require an inspection of running ropes and/or load chain, including end 
connections.  Refer to the section on hoisting equipment, “Hoist Wire 
Rope or Load Chain” for additional requirements. 


m. Require an inspection of load chain and drive chain sprocket for excessive 
wear or chain stretch.21  Refer to the section on Hoisting Equipment, 
“Hoist Wire Rope or Load Chain” for additional requirements. 


n. Require an inspection for worn, cracked, or distorted parts such as pins, 
bearings, wheels, shafts, gears, rollers, locking and clamping devices, 
bumpers, and stops.22 


o. Require a check of brake systems parts, lining, pawls, and ratchets for 
excessive wear or damage.23 


p. Require a check of rail alignment and rail condition. 


q. Require a check of load, wind, and other indicators over their full range 
for any significant inaccuracies.24 


r. Require a check of gasoline, diesel, electric, or other powerplants for 
improper performance or noncompliance with applicable safety 
requirements.25 


s. Check function, warning, and safety labels for legibility.26 


t. Provide a document on which to record measurements, tests, or 
examinations. 


u. State the acceptance criteria for measurements, tests, and examinations. 


v. Provide specific “how to” instructions for any inspection activity that is 
not “common sense” to qualified inspection personnel. 


w. Complete nondestructive examination of hooks and of welds, bearings, or 
other suspect load-bearing parts when required by the inspector.  


5. Monthly Wire Rope Inspection 
For in-service cranes (overhead and gantry), a monthly documented wire rope 
inspection is required as well as the requirements for startup and daily, 
frequent, and periodic inspections.27  All rope that has been idle for a period of 


                                                                                                                                     
20 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (3) (iii). 
21 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (3) (viii). 
22 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (3) (iv). 
23 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (3) (v). 
24 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (3) (vi). 
25 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (3) (vii). 
26 ANSI/ASME B30.2-2.1.3 (12); ANSI/ASME B30.17-2.1.3 (11). 
27 OSHA 1910.179 (m) (1). 
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a month or more due to shutdown or storage of the crane on which it is 
installed shall be given a “monthly” inspection before it is used.28  Rope that 
has been out of service for more than 6 months shall have a periodic wire rope 
inspection before returning to service. 


Refer to the section on hoisting equipment, “Hoist Wire Rope or Load Chain,” 
for additional requirements. 


6. Monthly Chain Inspection 
For in-service cranes (overhead and gantry), a monthly documented load 
chain inspection is required as well as the requirements for startup and daily, 
frequent, and periodic inspections.29   


7. Monthly Hook Inspection 
A monthly documented hook inspection is required.30  Refer to section 6.10, 
“Overhead and Gantry Cranes,” “Hooks,” for additional requirements.  Hooks 
with cracks or having more than 15 percent in excess of normal throat opening 
or more than 10 degrees twist from the plane of the unbent hook shall be 
removed from service and discarded.   


8. Inspection of Cranes Not in Regular Use 
Cranes that are out of service shall be inspected before being returned to 
service.  The following identifies inspection requirements for returning cranes 
to service. 


a. A crane that has been idle more than 1 month, but less than 6 months, 
shall be given a frequent inspection and a documented monthly hook, 
rope, or load chain inspection.31 


b. A crane that has been idle more than 6 months shall have a periodic 
inspection, including a documented hook, rope, or load-chain inspection.32 


c. Standby cranes shall have a frequent inspection and a documented 
(equivalent to monthly) hook, rope, or chain inspection every 6 months.33 


Cranes that are out of service AND are exempt from inspections shall be 
tagged out of service in accordance with the facility-specific lock and tag 
procedure.  Standby cranes are not out of service. 


9. Third Party Inspections 
A third party crane inspection program is not required but is optional and at 
the discretion of the local organization management. 


                                                 
28 OSHA 1910.179 (m) (2). 
29 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (2) (vi). 
30 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (2) (iii). 
31 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (4) (i). 
32 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (4) (ii). 
33 OSHA 1910.179 (j) (4) (iii). 
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10. Inspection Records 
Inspection reports should be dated, comparable, and kept on file.  Inspection 
records shall be kept throughout the life of the crane.  An electronic 
recordkeeping system may be used.  If a computerized maintenance 
management system (CMMS) such as MAXIMO is used, and maintenance 
records are not retained in the crane file, the crane file should state where the 
electronic maintenance records are kept.  PO&M Form 194 is an example of 
an Overhead Crane Inspection Report.  This form can be found electronically 
on Reclamations Intranet at http://intra.usbr.gov/forms/pomforms.html.  It or 
similar forms should be used when conducting inspections that require 
documentation. 


a. Initial Inspections.  An inspection report shall be completed to record data 
obtained during the inspection.  The report shall be signed and dated and 
kept on file and readily available. 


b. Pre-use, Daily and Frequent Inspections.  A written inspection report and 
record retention is not required.  A frequent inspection verification 
checklist is recommended. 


c. Periodic Inspections.  An inspection report shall be completed to record 
data obtained during the inspection.  The report shall be signed and dated 
by a qualified inspector and kept on file and readily available. 


Table 1 better defines these inspection requirements and intervals. 


 


Table 1.—Crane and  hoist equipment inspection criteria 


When to Inspect Type of Inspection Notes 


Before initial use – new 
cranes 


Initial inspection Performed by manufacturer. 


Before initial use – altered 
cranes 


Initial inspection Altered” is defined as any change 
to the original manufacturer’s 
design configuration—that is, 
replacement of weight handling 
equipment, parts, or 
components with other parts or 
components. 


 
A qualified person must conduct 


this inspection. 


Before initial use on a 
Reclamation project 


 


Periodic inspection 
 


“Initial use” refers to the first time 
Reclamation takes possession 
of and assembles a crane or 
whenever a non-Reclamation-
owned crane is brought onto a 
jobsite and set up for use. 
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Table 1.—Crane and  hoist equipment inspection criteria (continued) 


When to Inspect Type of Inspection Notes 


Before every operation (shift) 
 
Annually or as required by 
manufacturer (if more 


frequent) 


Startup inspection 
 
Periodic inspection 


If the hoisting equipment has not 
been in service, inspect prior to 
operation.  However, do not 
use the equipment if you have 
not inspected it in more than 
12 months. 


Before using a crane which is 
not in use on a regular 
basis and which has been 
idle for more than 1 month 
but less than 6 months 


Frequent inspection Also inspect running ropes.  
Annual (periodic) inspection 
also applies. 


Before using a crane that is 
not used on a regular basis 
and that has been idle for 
more than 6 months 


Periodic and 
frequent 
inspection 


Also inspect running ropes.   
 
 


Standby cranes, at least  
semi-annually 


Frequent inspection Standby cranes are those not 
used regularly but are 
available, on a standby basis  
for emergencies (e.g., 
emergency operation and 
maintenance work); 
requirements for frequent 
inspections of standby cranes 
are in addition to the 
requirements for an annual 
(periodic) inspection. 


Source:  Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, Revised 2001; table 19-2. 
 
 


Table 2 defines relevant OSHA and ANSI/ASME standard references that 
describe overhead crane and rigging inspection criteria. 


 
Table 2.—Overhead Crane Inspection Standards 


Interval 
Equipment Daily/Shift Monthly Frequent1 Periodic2, 3 


Overhead and Gantry Cranes 
1. Crane Rails 


and Supports 
   ANSI/ASME 


B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(1) 


2. Hoist, Trolley, 
and Bridge 
Framework 


   ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(1) 


3. Footwalks and 
Ladders 


   ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(2) 
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Table 2.—Overhead Crane Inspection Standards (continued) 
Interval 


Equipment Daily/Shift Monthly Frequent1 Periodic2, 3 


Overhead and Gantry Cranes (continued) 
4. Stops, Bumpers, 


Rail Sweeps 
and Guards 


   ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(4) 


5. Braking System   ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.2(c) 
(3) 


ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(5) 


Electrical Equipment 
6. Controllers OSHA 1910.179 


(j)(2)(i); 
RSHS 19-1(1) 


 ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.2(c)(1) 


ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(7) 


7. Resistors    ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(9) 


8. Hoist-Limit 
Device 


OSHA 1910.179 
(n)(4)(i); 


ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-3.2.4(a); 


RSHS 19-Att.1(3) 


 ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.4.1(b); 


B30.2-
2.1.2(c)(2)


ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(10) 


9. Bridge and 
Trolley 
Conductors and 
Collectors 


   ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(9) 


Hoisting Equipment 
10. Drum and 


Sheaves 
   ANSI/ASME 


B30.2-
2.1.3(b)(3) 


11. Wire Ropes OSHA 1910.179 
(j)(2)(vii); 


RSHS 19-1(17) 


OSHA 
1910.179 
(m)(l) 2 


ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.4.1(a); 


B30.2-
2.1.2(c)(6)


ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.4.1(b)(11) 


 


12. Load Chain OSHA 1910.179 
(j)(2)(iv) 


OSHA 
1910.179 
(j)(2)(iv)2 


  


12. Hooks OSHA 1910.179 
(j)(2)(iii); 


ANSI/ASME 
B30.17-
2.1.2(c)(4); 


RSHS 19-1(6) 


OSHA 
1910.179 
(j)(2)(iii) 2-
hooks 
with 
cracks or 
deformati
on only 


ANSI/ASME 
B30.2-
2.1.2(c)(4)
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Table 2.—Overhead Crane Inspection Standards (continued) 
Interval 


Equipment Daily/Shift Monthly Frequent1 Periodic2, 3 


Hoisting Equipment (continued) 
13. Inspection 


Report    
ANSI/ASME 


B30.2-2.1.5 


Ropes, Slings, Chains, and Rigging Hardware 
14. Slings ANSI/ASME 


B30.9-2.8.1; 
OSHA 


1910.184(d) 


  ANSI/ASME 
B30.9-2.8.2;  


OSHA 
1910.184(e) 
(3) i (alloy 
steel chain) 


15. Rigging 
Hardware 


ANSI/ASME 
B30.26-1.8.2; 
2.8.2; 3.8.2; 
4.8.2; 5.8.2 


  ANSI/ASME 
B30.26-
1.8.3; 2.8.3; 
3.8.3; 4.8.3; 
5.8.3 


16. Below the 
Hook Lifting 
Devices 


  ANSI/ASME 
B30.20-
4.3.1.2(d) 


ANSI/ASME 
B30.20-
4.3.1.3(a) 


Elevators 
17. Routine and 


Periodic 
Inspections 


Semiannual, 
Annual, 5 
Years tests 
and 
inspections 


  FIST 2-10; 
ANSI/ASME 
17.1 
sections 
1001, 1002 


1 Frequent inspections shall also include observations performed during a startup or change in 
shift pre-operation inspection. 


2 Written certification required to be kept on file. 
3 Periodic inspects also shall incorporate and include the items of a frequent inspection. 


 


6.6  Maintenance 


The users of all cranes are required to develop and follow a preventive 
maintenance program.  Cranes are to be maintained in a safe and workable 
condition.  As a minimum, manufacturer’s recommendations shall be followed, 
and they should be the first source of information in developing a comprehensive 
maintenance plan for that particular piece of equipment.  Replacement parts shall 
be at least equal to the original manufacturer’s specifications.   


Preventive maintenance shall be performed in accordance with written 
procedures.  Procedures should state specific precautions, such as lockout/tagout 
requirements.  A copy of the PM procedures shall be retained in the crane history 
file.  An electronic recordkeeping system may be used.  If a CMMS, such as 
MAXIMO, is used, and maintenance records are not retained in the crane file, the 
crane file should state where the electronic maintenance records are kept.   
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The crane maintenance file is a compilation of various documents and records 
relating to operation, maintenance, inspection, testing evaluation, and repair of the 
equipment.  The methods selected for establishing adequate information retention 
and retrieval shall be determined by the equipment custodian. 


The crane maintenance file shall contain, as a minimum, the required current 
dated periodic inspection records and other documentation to provide the user 
with evidence of a safe and reliable maintenance program.  Inspection records 
should be retained in a format and location that provides for ease in accessibility.  
Maintenance file information should provide a source for comparing present 
conditions with past conditions to determine whether existing conditions show a 
trending pattern of wear, deterioration, or other comparable factors that may 
compromise safe, continued use of the equipment.  Length of record retention 
shall be determined by the equipment custodian’s established maintenance 
program. 


Before maintenance is accomplished, where adjustments and repairs are required, 
the following precautions shall be taken. 


a. The crane shall be run to a location where it will cause the least 
interference and is most accessible. 


b. All controllers shall be checked to assure that they are in the off position. 


c. If the equipment is electrically powered, the main or emergency 
disconnect or switch shall be opened and locked in the open position.  The 
facility specific lockout/tagout procedures shall be strictly followed.  
Effective isolation of the energy source shall be conducted.  If the crane is 
hydraulic or air powered, hydraulic and air pressure shall be relieved. 


d. Effective warning signs, guards, and barriers shall be installed where 
overhead maintenance work creates a hazard or where interference with 
another crane or another crane’s electrical conductors could occur. 


e. Where other cranes are operating on the same runway, rail stops or other 
means shall be provided to prevent interference with the idle crane or 
work area. 


f. Only trained personnel shall work on energized equipment when 
adjustments and test are required. 


g. After maintenance work is completed and before returning to service:  


• Guards shall be reinstalled. 


• Safety devices shall be reactivated. 


• Replaced parts, tools, rags, and debris shall be removed. 
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• Maintenance equipment shall be removed. 


• All locks and tags shall be cleared and removed. 
 


All hazardous conditions and discrepancies disclosed by inspection or operation 
shall be corrected before resuming normal operation.  Adjustments or 
replacements of parts shall be made to assure the correct function of all operating 
mechanisms, including components such as limit switches, control systems, 
brakes, and motors.  The hook, rope, load chain, etc. shall be inspected and 
repaired or replaced as required. 


After maintenance or repair, a pre-operational check shall be performed to verify 
the proper function of activities such as crane motion controls and interlocks.  
Special attention shall be given to those areas likely to have been affected by the 
maintenance or repair. 


A closely controlled lubrication plan is required to prevent under- or over-
lubrication.  Lubrication frequency and lubrication types used in motors, bearings, 
gear boxes, wire rope, and other lubrication points shall be specified by the 
responsible engineer inspector or maintenance organization and adhere to the 
manufacturer’s recommendations.  If inspection finds over- or under-lubrication, 
the lubrication method or frequency shall be adjusted. 


Sheave bearings, including equalizing sheaves, shall be individually lubricated on 
a regular schedule.  Load blocks that are immersed in water shall have special 
provisions to prevent lubricant loss.  Lubrication frequency and type should be 
carefully evaluated. 


Hoist ropes, except for stainless steel rope (consult manufacturer), shall be 
lubricated.  Again, when ropes are immersed in water, the type of lubricant and 
frequency shall be adjusted to reduce the loss of lubricant to water.   


For motors that require lubrication, a closely controlled lubrication plan is 
required.   


The responsible engineering or maintenance organization should use predictive 
maintenance practices or tests as necessary to diagnose problems and predict 
maintenance requirements.  Examples of this are the use of scheduled 
chemical/microscopic lubricant tests and vibration analysis of rotating equipment. 


6.7  Testing  
6.7.1  Operational Tests 
Before initial use, new, reinstalled, altered, repaired, or modified cranes shall be 
tested by a designated person to ensure that the crane is in good operational 
condition.  Tests shall include: 
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• Lifting and lowering 


• Trolley travel 


• Bridge travel 


• Limit switches 
 


a. Check the hoist limit device(s), primary and secondary if so equipped, by 
slowly moving the block into the switch (no load on hook).  Then check 
the hoist limit device(s) at increasing speeds up to maximum speed. 


b. The actuating mechanism of the upper-limit device shall be located or 
adjusted so that it will trip the device in sufficient time to prevent contact 
of the load block or load with any part of the trolley or bridge. 


c. Travel-limiting devices. 


d. Locking and indicating devices, if provided. 


Operational testing of altered, repaired, and modified cranes may be limited to 
the functions affected by the alteration, repair, or modification as determined 
by a qualified person. 


Reclamation requires an annual operational test unless the equipment has been 
out of service; in which case, it may be deferred until the next crane 
operation.34 


6.7.2  Periodic Load Tests 
Scheduled (Periodic) load tests are not routinely required.  Management, at their 
discretion, may implement a periodic load testing program.  The frequency and 
capacity of such periodic tests shall be set by management.  For example, 
Reclamation requires a load test before any lift where the load is expected to be at 
least 75 percent of the rated capacity.  The test remains valid for 5 years and must 
be at least 100 percent of rated capacity but not greater than 110 percent.35  


Rated load tests shall be conducted under the following criteria: 


Before initial use, new, reinstalled, altered, repaired, or modified cranes shall be 
load-tested as determined by a qualified person.  Overhead and gantry cranes may 
be load-tested between 100 percent and 110 percent unless recommended 
differently by the manufacturer or a qualified person.  Rated load tests of altered, 
repaired, and modified cranes may be limited to the functions affected by the 
alteration, repair, or modification as determined by a qualified person. 


The replacement of load rope and chain is specifically excluded from this load 
test; however, an operational test is required.  Load testing may be required at 
management’s discretion.  The crane manufacturer may want to be consulted. 
                                                 


34 Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 19.2.2 (a). 
35 Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 19.2.3. 
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When rope clips or wedge socket end connections are used on a load line, the 
hoist should be cycled several times with a load no less than the maximum 
operation load (normally 100 percent of the rated capacity).  Next, if rope clips 
are used, check and retighten nuts to the recommended torque.  If a wedge socket 
is used, verify that the rope is properly seated. 


Consult Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, attachment 19-2, for further 
requirements and test procedures. 


Load tests shall be performed only after inspection and maintenance of the crane 
are confirmed as current and any outstanding problems have been addressed.  
This is usually a good time also to check load limiting devices for accuracy of 
settings. 


The load-test weight should be within tolerance of +0 percent, -5 percent. 


After the load test is conducted, the person conducting the test shall prepare a 
written report on the test.  This report shall be signed, dated, and kept on file. 


A hook nondestructive examination (NDE) is not routinely required before a load 
test.  If the hooks are to have a NDE, the NDE should be done after the load test. 


6.8  Safe Operating Practices 


Cranes shall only be operated by qualified designated persons, trainees under 
direct supervision of a designated person, and/or maintenance and test personnel 
when necessary.  Operators of cab-operated cranes and pulpit-operated cranes 
shall be required to pass a written or oral examination and shall meet specified 
physical requirements as outlined in Reclamation Safety and Health Standards.  
When physically or otherwise unfit, an operator shall not operate the equipment. 


All controls shall be tested by the operator before beginning a new shift.  The 
operator shall test the brakes each time a load approaching the rated load is 
handled.  The brakes shall be tested by raising the load a few inches and applying 
the brakes.  If any controls do not operate properly, they should be adjusted or 
repaired prior to the start of operations. 


The operator shall be familiar with the crane and its proper care.  He shall 
promptly report any repairs or adjustments that are discovered to the person 
responsible for the O&M repairs of the crane. 


Contact with runway stops or other cranes should be made with extreme caution 
and care. 


Before any maintenance work is performed on the crane, the operator shall lock 
and tag the main disconnect in the de-energized position.  Facility-specific 
lockout/tagout procedures shall be followed and enforced. 


Before leaving a cab-operated crane, the operator shall land any attached load, 
place controllers in the off position, and open the main disconnect of the crane.   
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The operator is responsible for those operations under the operator’s direct 
control.   


The operator shall respond to signals from the person who is directing the lift or 
from an appointed signal person.  When a signal person is not required as part of 
the operation, the operator then is responsible for the lifts.  However, the operator 
shall obey a stop signal at all times, no matter who gives it.   


While actually operating the crane, the operator shall not engage in any practice 
that will divert his attention.  The operator should not leave his position at the 
controls while a load is suspended unless specific precautions have been 
implemented. 


The operator shall not close the main disconnect until certain that no worker is on 
or adjacent to the crane.  The operator shall be sure that all controllers are in the 
off position before closing the main disconnect. 


If power goes off during operation, the operator shall immediately place all 
controllers in the off position. 


A warning signal shall be sounded prior to starting bridge travel and when the 
load or hook approaches near or over people. 


Standard hand signals shall be used.  Radio communication should be used where 
hand signals are insufficient.  The crane operator and signal person shall always 
maintain communication. 


Outdoor cranes shall be secured after use. 


If a wind-indication device is present and alarms, all crane operation shall be 
immediately discontinued, and the crane shall be prepared and stored for 
excessive wind conditions. 


The crane shall not be loaded beyond its rated load, except for test purposes. 


The hoist rope or chain shall be free from all kinks or twists and shall not be 
wrapped around the load.  Multiple part lines shall not be twisted around each 
other. 


The load shall be attached to the block hook by means of slings or other approved 
devices. 


Care shall be taken to make certain that the sling clears all obstacles.  The load 
should not contact any obstructions. 


The load shall be well secured and properly balanced in the sling or lifting device 
before it is lifted.  The hook should be centered over the center of gravity of the 
load in such a manner as to prevent swinging. 


The hoist rope should be checked prior to operating to verify that it is seated in 
the drum grooves and sheaves, especially if there has been a slack condition. 
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Avoid sudden acceleration or deceleration of the load. 


Cranes shall not be used for side pulls, except when specifically authorized by a 
qualified person. 


When practical, tag lines shall be used to control loads. 


Personnel shall not ride the load or hook. 


The operator shall avoid carrying loads over people. 


The load shall not be lowered below the point where less than two full wraps of 
rope remain on the drum. 


When two or more cranes are used to lift a load, one qualified responsible person 
shall be in charge of the operation. 


Operators shall be familiar with the operation and care of the fire extinguisher. 


6.9  Critical Lifts 
6.9.1  Determination of Critical Lift  
A critical lift is a nonroutine lift requiring detailed planning and additional or 
unusual safety precautions.  Reclamation designates critical lifts as those that are 
determined to be:36 


a. Lifts made when the load weight is 75 percent or more than the rated 
capacity of the crane or hoisting device. 


 


b. Lifts made with more than one crane. 


c. Hoisting personnel with a crane. 


d. Any lift that the crane or hoist operator believes to be critical. 


Additional examples of factors that would designate a critical lift would be: 


a. If the item being lifted were to be damaged or upset, a significant release 
of a hazardous material or other undesirable conditions to the environment 
would occur. 


b. The item being lifted is unique and, if damaged, would be irreplaceable or 
not repairable and is vital to a system or project operation. 


c. The cost to replace or repair the item being lifted, or the delay in 
operations of having the item damaged, would have a significant negative 
impact on the facility or organization, to the extent that it would affect 
program commitments. 


                                                 
36 Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 19.6. 
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d. If the load requires exceptional care in handling because of size, weight, 
close tolerance installation, high susceptibility to damage, or other unusual 
factors. 


The item, although noncritical, is to be lifted above or in close proximity to a 
critical item or component.  An item close to a safety-related component or near 
concentrations of hazardous energy or chemicals meets this criterion.  A mobile 
crane working near power lines or transmission towers is an example. 


6.9.2  Responsibility 
The person who has responsibility for the item being lifted has the authority to 
require that it be handled as a critical lift.  In addition, the manager at the facility 
where the lift will be performed or the safety officer overseeing the facility also 
has the authority to require that it be handled as a critical lift.   


6.9.3  Designated Person 
The manager who designates a lift as a critical lift shall ensure that a designated 
person, other than the crane operator, be assigned to supervise the planning and 
execution of the critical lift.  This designated person also shall ensure that 
equipment (cranes, hoist, slings, rigging hardware, and below-the-hook lifting 
devices) are current on all inspections and load tests (if required).  He shall ensure 
that all members of the work teams completely understand the work instruction 
and revisions of the critical lift. 


6.9.4  Critical Lift Plans  
A step-by-step plan or work instructions shall be prepared and approved by a 
technically qualified person.  Critical lift plans shall contain the following: 


a. Identity of the items(s) to be lifted 


b. Exact weight and size of the item and total weight of the load (including 
all crane and rigging components) 


c. Exact information about the sequence of events and procedures, including 
equipment positioning, height of the lift, and load radius, where applicable 


d. Rigging plans and sketch(s) which include the following: 


• Lift point identification 


• Methods of attachment 


• Load angle factors 


• Sling angles 


• Accessories used 
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• Rated capacity of the equipment in the configuration(s) in which it is 
used 


• Other factors effecting the equipment capacity 
 


e. Conditions and procedures under which the lifting operation is to be 
stopped 


f. Coordination and communications procedures 


g. Names of lift supervisor, crane operator, riggers, and other personnel with 
key roles in the operation 


h. For tandem lifts, general information on the hoisting equipment to ensure 
the equipment is compatible 


i. Ground conditions and other information needed to ensure that a level, 
stable foundation is available to support the lift. 


Other general information that may be required, depending on the situation and 
equipment used: 


a. Special precautions or equipment required, such as sling corner pads, 
cribbing, etc. 


b. A list that specifies each piece of equipment, type, and rated capacity 


c. Location of the loads center of gravity 


d. Designated check or hold points so job progress can be checked against 
the plan and the load inspected 


e. A load-path sketch that shows the load path and height at key points 


f. A sketch indicating lifting at travel speed limitations 


g. A signoff sheet to verify that equipment and hardware inspections and 
tests are current 


Practice lifts may be beneficial in certain circumstances.  (If used, the practice lift 
should be documented in the plan). 


6.9.5  Critical Lift Plan Approval 
All personnel involved in the lift should review, sign, and date the critical lift 
plan.  Others who should approve and sign the plan, depending on the situation 
are: 


a. The manager responsible for the item to be lifted 


b. The technical approver 
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c. Qualified engineer 


d. Safety officer in charge 


6.9.6  Prelift Meeting 
Before performing a critical lift, immediately following a field revision, or prior 
to initiating a change in the critical lift, participating personnel shall meet to 
accomplish the following: 


a. Review the critical lift plan or revision 


b. Discuss any hazards, controls, hold points, unique conditions, and 
emergency contingencies. 


c. Coordinate with each other and other work groups 


d. Resolve any questions before beginning work 


e. Sign the critical lift plan 


6.9.7  Documentation 
Documentation of a critical lift shall include the following: 


a. The critical lift plan, recording job completion, hold point signoffs, and 
approval signatures, as applicable 


b. Documentation of the prelift meeting, meeting date, and list of attendees 


c. Any additional documentation deemed appropriate 


The designated person or other assigned person shall retain meeting 
documentation until the lift is satisfactorily completed.  When the job is finished, 
he shall forward the critical lift documentation to the manager for whom the lift 
was done. 


6.10  Overhead and Gantry Cranes 
6.10.1  General 
This section applies to overhead and gantry cranes; semi-gantry, cantilever, and 
wall cranes; storage bridge cranes; and all other cranes that have trolleys and 
similar travel characteristics. 


6.10.2  Modifications 
Modifications, additions, or major repairs shall not be made except by 
the manufacturer, with his written approval, or by the approval of a 
professional engineer.  Any crane that has been modified or rerated so 
that its load-supporting components, capacity, or operation has been 
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modified shall be retested in accordance with the testing portion of this 
section.  The new rated load shall be shown on the crane. 


6.10.3  Rated Load Marking 
The rated load of the crane should be marked on each side of crane.  If the crane 
has more than one hoist, each hoist shall have its rated load marked on its load 
block.  Markings shall be large enough to be legible from the ground or floor. 


6.10.4  Hand Signal Posting 
Figures demonstrating standard hand signals for controlling crane operations shall 
be posted conspicuously at the operator’s position and, as practical, at signal 
control points and other locations where necessary.37 


6.10.5  Outdoor Cranes 
New outdoor storage cranes require automatic rail clamps and a wind indicating 
device. 


6.10.6  General Construction 
Crane installations and equipment must be designed by the manufacturer or 
a professional engineer.  Crane runways and supporting structures shall be 
designed to withstand the loads and forces imposed by the crane.  A minimum 
clearance of 3 inches overhead and 2 inches laterally shall be provided and 
maintained between the crane and any obstructions.  The cab shall also have a  
3-inch minimum clearance from any obstruction within its possible movement. 


6.10.7  Maintenance and Inspection Requirements 
Unless there is justification to do otherwise, the manufacturer’s recommendations 
shall be followed.  The following are recommended maintenance and inspection 
practices. 


1. Crane Rails and Supports 
Frequent Inspections.  Check for abnormal vibration or skewing in the crane 
support structure or bracing and the crane rails when operating. 


Periodic Inspections.  Check crane rails for alignment and level.  Look 
for dips, cleanness, grease, or oil.  Bridge rails should be straight.  Inspect 
welds if welded clips or welded rail is used.  Check that expansion gaps 
in splice joints are evenly spaced and not so large as to cause vertical 
movement when the wheel passes over it.  Refer to manufacturer’s 
specifications for spacing tolerances.  Look for wear patterns on the rail, 
both on the top and side of the rail head.  Clean rails if significantly dirty.  
Packed debris on the rail head can lead to jerky crane motion.  Check 
concrete rail supports for cracking or spalling and check steel supports for 


                                                 
37 Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 19.5.9 b. 
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corrosion and loose bolts or rivets.  Repair concrete as required.  Tighten 
loose bolts and rivets.  Check that rail stops are securely fastened. 


2. Hoist, Trolley, and Bridge Framework 
Frequent Inspections.  Check for abnormal vibration or skewing in the crane 
structure or bracing when operating. 


Periodic Inspections.  Check all framework for deformation, cracks, and 
corrosion, paying close attention to load bearing members and welded joints. 
Look for structural problems, especially in the corners and on long spans.  
Check for evidence of skewing.  Skewing will occur between end-truck cross 
members and bridge girders and sometimes can be seen on the inside corners.  
On fixed cranes, check column anchorage and supports for deformed bolts or 
concrete cracks in the foundation.  Check bolts and rivets for tightness.  Clean 
and repaint as required. 


3. Cabs 
Access shall be by fixed ladder, stair, or platform requiring no step over 
any gap exceeding 12 inches.  Outdoor cabs should be enclosed.  All cab 
glazing shall be safety glass.  All cabs shall have an emergency means of 
egress.  A portable fire extinguisher is required to be installed in every cab.  
A 2A: 40-B: C rating is required.38  Carbon tetrachloride extinguishers are 
not allowed. 


Frequent Inspections.  Tools, oil cans, extra fuses, and other articles shall be 
stored in the tool box and should not lie loose in or about the cab.  Check for 
adequate cab lighting.  Replace failed bulbs.  Dispose of oily rags and trash. 


Periodic Inspections.  Check for broken windows or doors.  Check guardrails 
and doors.  Check bolts and rivets for tightness.  Check welded joints for 
cracks.  Look for corrosion of steel member.  Cab housekeeping should be 
maintained.  Tools, oil cans, rags, and other parts shall be stored in fire-
resistant toolboxes.  Vacuum the cab and clean controls.  Paint as required.  
Verify that the fire extinguisher is full. 


4. Footwalks and Ladders 
Footwalks shall be rigid with an antislip type walking surface.  Wooden 
footwalks are allowed.  Ladders, toeboards, and handrails shall be permanent, 
be securely fastened in place, and be OSHA compliant.  Ladders shall extend 
from the ground or floor to the cab platform or footwalk.  If headroom is 
sufficient, a footwalk shall be included on the drive side along the entire 
length of the bridge of all cranes having a trolley running on top of the girders. 


Frequent Inspections.  Check that footwalks are clean of trash, debris, and oil.  
Be cognizant of unsafe conditions such as loose railing, toeboards, or walking 
surfaces and repair if required. 


                                                 
38 Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 19.9.8. 
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Periodic Inspections.  Check handrails and ladders.  Verify compliance to 
codes.  Check bolts and rivets for tightness.  Check ladder rungs and stairs for 
significant wear of antislip surfaces.  Check welded joints for cracks.  Check 
that toeboards are secure.  If wooden footwalks are used, verify that the wood 
is in good condition and the surface is slip-resistant.  Look for corrosion of 
steel member or cracked welds.  Clean and paint as required. 


5. Stops, Bumpers, Rail Sweeps, and Guards 
Stops shall be provided at the limits of trolley travel and shall be fastened to 
resist forces applied when contacted by the bumpers. 


All power-operated bridges and trolleys are required to have bumpers.  They 
should be energy-absorbing (or energy-dissipating) and designed specifically 
for stopping the bridge or trolley, even with loss of power.  Bumpers shall be 
equipped so as to minimize parts falling from the crane in case of breakage or 
age. 


When more than one bridge or trolley is mounted on the same runway, 
bumpers shall be provided between adjacent bridge or trolley ends. 


Rail sweeps are required in front of the leading wheels on both ends of the 
trolley end truck.  Their purpose is to clear the rail of objects on the bridge 
which, if caught between the wheel and rail, could damage or derail the wheel.  
Clearance between the top surface of the rail and the bottom of the sweep 
should not exceed 3/16 inch.  Rail sweeps should extend below the top of the 
rail.  Side clearance should be equal to the crane float plus 3/16 inch. 


Guards are required over all exposed moving parts, such as gears, set screws, 
keys, drive chains, and sprocket that present a hazard under normal operating 
conditions.  Guards are required to be substantially constructed so that they 
cannot deform and make contact with moving parts or live electrical parts.  A 
guard should be provided between exposed bridge conductors and hoisting 
ropes if it is possible that they could come into contact.  Guards are also 
required if hoisting ropes run near enough to other parts to make chafing or 
fouling possible. 


Frequent Inspections.  Visually inspect the area of oil-filled bumpers for 
indications of oil leakage.  Visually inspect for missing guards. 


Periodic Inspections.  Inspect stops and bumpers for wear, cracks, corrosion, 
or distortion.  Check for looseness and proper positioning.  Check for leaking 
of hydraulic bumpers and fill to proper level.  Check rubber or plastic 
bumpers for cracks or other damage.  Check mounting connections for 
tightness and signs of shear.  Replace or repair as required.  Adjust rail sweeps 
if required.  Verify that all guards are in place and securely fastened.  Verify 
that bridge and trolley bumpers have a safety chain or cable in place that will 
keep the bumper from falling if mounting connections break. 
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6.  Braking System 
Hoist Brakes.—Each hoist unit is required to have at least one self-setting 
(holding) brake that applies directly to the motor shaft or some part of the gear 
train.  Hoist holding brakes shall apply automatically when power to the brake 
is removed.  Also, hoist holding brakes shall be provided with brake adjusters 
to adjust for lining wear.  The wear surface of all drum and disc brakes shall 
be smooth.  Brakes should not overheat under general service conditions. 


Each hoist unit greater than 1 ton (except specifically designed worm gear 
hoists) is required to have at least one control brake to prevent overspeed.  
Braking means can be electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, or worm-gear.  
Brakes should not overheat under general service conditions. 


Hand-operated hoists shall be designed to automatically stop and hold a test 
load up to 125 percent of the rated load, when the actuating force is removed. 


Trolley and Bridge Brakes.—Each power-driven bridge and trolley unit of 
the crane shall be equipped with either a braking means or have frictional 
characteristics that will provide stopping and holding.  Brakes should not 
overheat under general service conditions. 


Brakes may be mechanical, electrical, pneumatic, hydraulic, or gravitational.  
They shall have a means for adjustment to compensate for wear.  The wear 
surface of all drum and disc brakes shall be smooth.  Foot-operated brakes 
shall require not more than 70 pounds to apply and be equipped with means 
for positive release when force is taken off the pedal. 


Brake pedals, latches, and levers should allow release with less force than was 
used to apply the brake.  


When provided, a parking brake shall: 


• Be applied either automatically or manually 


• Impede horizontal motion as required by ANSI/ASME standards 


• Not prohibit the use of a drift point in the control circuitry 
 


When provided, a service brake shall: 


• Be applied manually by the operator 


• Stop trolley or bridge travel as required by ANSI/ASME standards 
 


When provided, a drag brake shall provide a continuous retarding torque 
without external control. 


When provided, an emergency brake shall: 


• Be applied when initiated by the operator or automatically upon loss of 
power 
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• Stop trolley or bridge travel as required by ANSI/ASME standards 


• Impede horizontal motion as required by ANSI/ASME standards 
 


Frequent Inspections.  Check operation of bridge and trolley brakes and look 
for leaks in hydraulic lines.  Before proceeding with a lift, lift load a few 
inches and check that hoist brakes are holding.  Be conscientious to unusual 
smoke or smell that might indicate overheating or burning of linings. 


Periodic Inspections.  Check brake lining for excessive wear and oil 
contamination.  Inspect for signs of heating.  Check linings of shoes and pads 
for asbestos.  Replace any asbestos linings with a non-asbestos type. Check 
brake drums for scoring.  Check for smooth drums and uneven wear patterns.  
Measure and record clearance and shoe thickness.  Check operating 
mechanisms for wear or damage, adequate lubrication, and proper adjustment.  
Repair or replace parts as required.  Check operation of load control braking 
system.  Verify that hoist brakes will hold load with loss of power.  Clean dust 
and dirt from brakes.  Always wear a dust mask for this work.  Inspect brake 
drums and flanges for cracks and signs of heating.  Look for broken or 
damaged springs.  Lubricate pivot points lightly.  Foot brake pedals shall be 
clean and properly maintained so that the operator’s foot will not easily slip 
off the pedal. 


7.  Trolley and Bridge Motors, Gear Boxes, and Shafts 
Motors should be routinely tested.  Refer to FIST 4-1-B, Maintenance 
Scheduling for Electrical Equipment, section 24, for electrical test 
requirements. 


Frequent Inspections.  Listen for abnormal noise in gear boxes and motors 
which may be indicative of motor or gear box bearing problems. 


Periodic Inspections.  Open covers and check oil levels.  If the facility has an 
oil sampling program, draw an oil sample for testing.  Prior to adding 
lubricant, verify the proper lubricant required.  Only lubricants that comply 
with the manufacturer’s specification should be used.  Inspect oil and gear 
boxes for metal and nonmetal particles.  Check seals on gear boxes for leaks.  
Clean oil leakage and replace seals if required.  Inspect gears for missing or 
worn teeth or abnormal wear patterns on teeth.  Look for signs of heat 
(discoloration).  Grease bearings on shafts where grease zerks are present.  Do 
not overgrease.  Inspect shafts and couplings.  Make sure that bolts are tight 
and no slippage has occurred.  Verify that all protective guards are in place 
and secure. 


Check motor brushes for wear and slip rings for pitting.  Examine brushes for 
length and fit.  Replace one at a time if badly worn.  Inspect commutators for 
wear, flat spots, high bars discoloration, or ridging.  Never touch the 
commutator with your finger.  Check connections to brushes.  Look for signs 
of excessive heat.  Re-torque to manufacturer’s recommendations as required.  
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Vacuum away carbon dust produced from brush wear.  Clean motor air intake 
screens.  Using air, blow dirt out of the interior windings of the motor if 
required.  Grease bearings if not of the sealed type.   


8. Electrical Equipment 
Wiring and equipment shall comply with the requirements of the National 
Electric Code, National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70, Article 610, 
“Cranes and Hoists.”  Crane control voltage shall be less than 600 volts (V) ac 
or dc.  Pendent control voltage shall not exceed 150 V ac or 300 V for dc.   


All electrical equipment shall be located or enclosed so that, under normal 
operating conditions, contact with energized parts cannot occur.  Electrical 
equipment shall be protected from dirt, grease, oil, and moisture.  Cabinet 
interiors should be cleaned during annual maintenance, if required. 


Controllers.—Cranes that are not equipped with spring-return controllers or 
momentary contact pushbuttons shall be provided with a device which will 
disconnect all motors from the line on power failure and will not permit any 
motor to restart until the controller handle is brought to the “off” position or a 
reset is operated. 


All controls and switches should be labeled as to their function.  Each crane 
control shall be marked to indicate the direction of the resultant motion.  
Arrangements of cab, pendent, and radio controls should conform to the 
requirements of ANSI/ASME B30.2. 


Pendant control stations shall be constructed to prevent electrical shock.  Only 
commercially manufactured pendants shall be used.  Where multiple 
conductor cable is used, the station’s electrical conductors will be provided 
with some type of strain support.  Push buttons on pendant stations shall have 
a spring return to the off position when pressure is released.  The spring return 
force shall be the minimum necessary for positive return. 


For cab cranes, the lever-operated manual controller and switch shall be 
provided with a spring-return and off-point detent or latch.  With floor-
operated cranes, the controllers, if rope operated, shall also automatically 
return to the off position when released by the operator.  


Radio- or remote-operated cranes shall function so that, on loss of control 
signal for any crane motion, the crane motion shall stop.  Signals from any 
source other than the transmitter shall not result in operation of motion. 


Frequent Inspections.  Check control levers and pushbuttons for 
misadjustments, free movement, and for any obstruction that could interfere 
with proper operation.  Check that the controller returns to the off position 
when the lever is released.  Check for excessive wear and contamination by 
lubricants or other foreign matter.  Controls shall be kept clean, and function 
labels shall be kept legible. 
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Periodic Inspections.  Check controller contacts for signs of pitting or any 
other deterioration.  Examine the controller for burned contacts or signs of 
overheating.  Check for excessive wear or looseness of control levers.  
Vacuum and clean the controller if contaminated with dust and dirt.  Lubricate 
moving parts as needed.  Check strain relief on pendent.  Check that required 
control markings are displayed and legible. 


Resistor Banks.—Resistors shall have openings to provide adequate 
ventilation.  They shall be made to prevent molten metal from falling on the 
operator or from the crane.  If enclosed, they shall be installed so that the 
accumulation of combustible matter is minimized. 


Frequent Inspections.  Nothing required. 


Periodic Inspections.  Visually examine resistor tubes for cracks, loose bands 
and connections, and broken resistance wire.  Clean resistor banks if dirty. 


Switches.—The power to the runway conductors shall have a switch or circuit 
breaker accessible from the floor and lockable in the open position.  On cranes 
with cabs, an enclosed switch or breaker with provisions for locking in the 
open position shall be provided in the leads from the runway conductor.  A 
means of opening the switch or breaker shall be located within easy reach of 
the operator.  When the operator opens this switch or circuit breaker, the 
holding brake(s) shall set. 


On floor remote or pulpit-operated cranes, a lockable switch or enclosed type 
circuit breaker shall be provided in the leads from the runway conductors and 
shall be located on the bridge or footwalk near the runway collectors.  It shall 
be able to be locked in the open position.  A means to open the switch with a 
magnetic contactor controlled from the operators station shall be provided.  
This provides for emergency shutdown of all power to the crane. 


Over-travel Protection.—Hoists shall have an upper limit switch to prevent 
travel of the load block beyond the limit of travel.39  On wire rope hoists, if a 
geared or other limit switch or device that operates in relation to drum turns is 
used, a second limit switch that operates independent of drum rotations shall 
be provided.  Cranes with powered hoists shall not be installed where, during 
normal operating conditions, the hook can be lowered to a point that leaves 
less than two wraps of rope on the drum. 


Underhung, hand-chain operated hoists shall have a means to restrain the 
chain before the load chain can be completely run out of the hoist.  The 
restraint shall be designed such that the unloaded hoist can withstand a 
lowering hand-chain force equivalent to twice the pull required to lift the rated 
load or, with the rated load on the hoist, a hand-chain force equivalent to the 
pull required to lift the rated load. 


                                                 
39 In lieu of a limit switch, a mechanism such as a slip clutch may be used for underhung 


hoists. 
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Plants where the load block may enter pits or hatchways below the floor 
should be provided with a lower limit switch. 


Warning Devices.—Except for floor-operated cranes, all cranes with a 
powered traveling mechanism shall be equipped with a travel warning device.  
A gong, bell, horn, flashing light, or other effective warning device shall be 
used for this purpose.  A warning device is recommended for floor-operated 
cranes with a powered traveling mechanism. 


For outdoor overhead and gantry crane operations with a top-running trolley, a 
wind-indicating device shall be provided.  The device shall give a visible and 
audible alarm to the crane operator at a predetermined wind velocity. 


Service Receptacles.—All service receptacles provided on the cab or bridge 
shall be of the permanent, grounded three-prong type, not to exceed 300 volts.  


Frequent Inspections.  Check operation of hoist upper limit switches, without 
load, by carefully inching into the limit switch.  Confirm operation of all 
warning devices. 


Periodic Inspections.  Check operation of hoist upper, lower, and travel limit 
switches; check electrical contacts for signs of pitting or any other 
deterioration.  Check levers and cams for adequate lubrication and excessive 
wear.  Verify main disconnect and cab disconnect or breaker meet all code 
requirements. 


Bridge and Trolley Conductors and Collectors.—Open type conductors, 
mounted on the crane runway beams or overhead, shall be located or guarded 
so that personnel cannot, under normal operating conditions, inadvertently 
come in contract with the energized conductors.  The guards shall be securely 
fastened so that any contact between the guards and the hoist ropes will 
prevent the hoist ropes from coming into contact with the conductors. 


Frequent Inspections.  Nothing required. 


Periodic Inspections.  Check the contact surfaces of open conductors and 
collectors for signs of arcing damage, pitting, and corrosion.  Check condition 
of insulators.  Clean as required.  Check that festoon type conductor cable 
moves freely with bridge and trolley movement.  Check the condition of 
insulation and for kinking in cable.  Check that all guards are in place and 
secure. 


9.  Hoisting Equipment 
Drums and Sheaves.—Rope drums shall be grooved, unless provided 
differently by the manufacturer for a special application.  The grooves shall be 
free of surface defects and form a close-fitting saddle for the rope size used. 


Sheave grooves shall be smooth and free from surface defects that might 
damage the rope.  Sheaves in the bottom block shall be equipped with guards 
that will prevent the ropes from fouling when the block is lying on the ground 
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and the ropes are loose.  All running sheaves shall be equipped with means for 
lubrication.  Permanently lubricated, sealed, and/or shielded bearings meet 
this requirement 


Frequent Inspections.  Nothing required. 


Periodic Inspections.  Visually inspect drums and sheaves for cracks or other 
damage.  Check pillow block bearings for tightness, wear, and proper 
lubrication.  With a sheave gauge, check grooves of drums and sheaves for 
wear.  Repair or replace as required.  Inspect load block guards for contact 
with sheaves or wire rope.  Inspect wire rope dead-ends. 


Hoist Motors, Gear Boxes and Shafts.—Refer to item 7, “Trolley and Bridge 
Motors, Gear Boxes and Shafts.”  The same requirements apply. 


Equalizers.—If the load is supported by more than one part of rope, the 
tension shall be equalized.  Equalizer sheaves shall be lubricated at the same 
time as other drums and sheaves.   


Frequent Inspections.  Nothing required. 


Periodic Inspections.  Manually turn equalizer sheave on inspection, so that 
ropes travel in a new location.  Lubricate if required. 


Hoist Wire Rope or Load Chain.—Hoisting ropes shall be as recommended 
for the crane service.  For hoists and overhead cranes, the wire rope design 
factor is 5:1.  


Socketing shall be done in a manner recommended by the rope or fitting 
manufacturer or a qualified person. 


Ropes shall be secured to the drum as follows: 


a. No less than two wraps of rope shall remain on the drum at each 
anchorage of the hoisting drum when the hook is in its extreme low 
position unless a lower-limit device is provided; in which case, no less 
than one wrap shall remain. 


b. The rope end shall be anchored by a clamp attached to the drum or by a 
socket arrangement specified by the crane or rope manufacturer.  Rope 
clamps shall be tightened to the recommended manufacturer’s torque. 


c. Eye splices shall be made in the recommended manner.  Rope thimbles 
should be used in the eye. 


d. Wire rope clips shall be drop-forged steel of the single-saddle(U-bolt) or 
double-saddle type. 


e. Swaged or compressed fittings shall be applied as recommended by the 
rope, crane, or fitting manufacturer or qualified person. 
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f. Rope having an independent wire-rope or wire-stranded core or other 
temperature resistant core shall be used whenever the rope is exposed to 
ambient temperatures greater than 180 degrees. 


g. Using rotation-resistant rope shall be approved by the manufacturer of the 
equipment on which it is used, if possible.  The application of rotation-
resistant rope requires special installation procedures, higher design 
factors, and special inspection and maintenance procedures. 


h. Replacement rope shall be the same size, grade, and construction as the 
original rope furnished by the crane manufacturer, unless otherwise 
recommended by a rope or crane manufacturer or qualified person due to 
actual working condition requirements. 


Startup and Daily Inspections.—At the start of each shift or day and prior to 
the crane being used, the crane operator shall visually inspect the rope for 
visual damage, such as: 


a. Distortion of the rope, such as kinking, crushing, unstranding, bird-caging, 
main strand displacement, or core protrusion 


b. General corrosion 


c. Broken or cut strands 


d. Number, distribution, and type of visible broken wires 


When damage is discovered, the rope shall either be removed or given a 
detailed inspection as required in the periodic inspection below. 


Check wire rope to ensure there is no slack in drum or load block and that 
reeving is proper. 


Check load chains for worn or damaged links.  Check that the chain feeds into 
and away from sprockets smoothly.  If the chain binds, jumps, or is noisy, it 
shall be checked to ensure that it is clean and properly lubricated.  If the 
trouble persists, the chain and mating parts shall be inspected for wear, 
distortion, or other damage. 


The chain shall be examined visually for gouges, nicks, weld spatter, 
corrosion, and distorted links.  The chain shall be slackened, and the adjacent 
links shall be moved to one side to inspect for wear at the contact points. 


Monthly Inspections.  For inservice overhead and gantry cranes, 
OSHA 1920.179 requires a monthly, documented running rope inspection to 
be performed by a qualified wire rope inspector.40  Similarly, overhead and 
gantry cranes with load chains also shall have a monthly inspection 


                                                 
40 Occupational Safety and Health Administration, “Overhead and Gantry Cranes,” 


1910.179 (m) 1. 
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conducted.41  Documentation shall include the date of inspection, the signature 
of the person who performed the inspection, and the identity of the ropes that 
were inspected.  This documentation shall be kept readily available. 


Visually inspect running ropes for any condition that could result in an 
appreciable loss of strength.  Some conditions to look for are: 


a. Reduction of rope diameter below nominal diameter 


b. A number of broken outside wires and the degree of distribution or 
concentration of broken wires 


c. Worn outside wires 


d. Corroded or broken wires at end connections 


e. Corroded, cracked, bent, worn, or improperly applied end connections 


f. Severe kinking, crushing, cutting, or unstranding 


For overhead and gantry cranes that are in service, load chains are required to 
be inspected monthly.  Cranes not in regular use that have been idle for 
1 month or more, but less than 6 months, shall have a chain inspection, equal 
to a monthly chain inspection before returning to service.  Welded link and 
roller type chain inspection shall check for excessive wear, twist, or distorted 
links which interfere with the chains proper function or stretching beyond the 
manufacturer’s recommendations.  Also inspect the end connections. 


A monthly inspection is not required if a periodic inspection of running and 
standing rope or chain is accomplished the same month.   


Periodic Inspections.  A thorough inspection of running rope and standing 
rope shall be made at least annually or more frequently as determined by a 
qualified person.  Inspection frequency shall be based on such factors as 
expected rope life, determined by experience on the particular equipment or 
similar equipment, severity of environment, percentage of capacity lifts, 
frequency of operation, and exposure to shock loads.  Periodic wire rope and 
load chain inspections should be performed in conjunction with the overall 
crane periodic inspection.  Inspect the entire length of each rope.  Check the 
wire ropes for: 


a. Items listed for frequent wire rope inspection 


b. Items listed for the monthly wire rope inspection 


c. Reduction of rope diameter below nominal diameter resulting from loss of 
core support, internal or external corrosion, or wear of outside wires 


d. Severely corroded or broken wires at end connections 
                                                 


41 Occupational Safety and Health Administration, “Overhead and Gantry Cranes,” 
1910.179 (j) 2 (iv). 
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e. Severely corroded, cracked, bent, worn, or improperly applied end 
connections 


f. Improper and insufficient rope lubrication 


g. Evidence of heat or other damage from any source 


Additional care should be taken when inspecting sections where rapid 
deterioration may take place, such as a section in contact with saddles, 
equalizer sheave or other sheaves, and sections of rope at or near terminal 
ends.  Refer to the Rigging Manual or the rope manufacturer for 
recommendations for replacing the wire rope.  Clean and apply lubrication, if 
required, according to manufacturer’s recommendations. 


Ropes that have been idle for a period of 1 month or more due to shutdown or 
storage shall be given a thorough inspection by a qualified wire rope 
inspector, which shall include running and standing ropes and be equal to a 
periodic inspection as previously described.  The inspection shall be 
completed prior to the equipment’s return to service.  Be particularly 
cognizant of the condition of the wire rope lubricant. 


Periodic load chain inspections are required and should be performed in 
conjunction with the overall crane periodic inspection.  A periodic inspection 
is more thorough than the monthly inspection and shall include a careful link-
by-link inspection of the load chain. 


a. Check welded link load chains for: 


b. Link wear that is less than 90 percent of the original bar diameter 


c. Nicking, cracking, or corrosion of a link that, when ground out to a 
smooth surface, leaves less than 90 percent of the original bar diameter 


d. Stiffening or poor hinging of the linkage 


e. Distortion by bending or kinking of 15 percent of any overall link 
dimension 


f. Evidence of heat damage 


g. Elongation in excess of the manufacturer’s recommended allowable 


h. Worn, nicked, or corroded fittings 


For inspection of roller type load chain, test the hoist under load in lifting and 
lowering directions and observe that the chain feeds smoothly into and away 
from the sprockets.  If the chain binds, jumps, or is noisy, first see that it is 
clean and properly lubricated.  If the trouble persists, inspect the chain for the 
following: 
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a. Elongation following the hoist manufacturer’s instructions. 


b. Chain twist – Replace the chain if, in any 5-foot section, the twist exceeds 
15 degrees. 


c. Check for straightness in the plane perpendicular to the plane of the 
rollers.  A chain that has a bow exceeding 0.25 inch in any 5-foot section 
shall be replaced. 


Additional inspection of the chain should be made by removing the chain 
from the hoist and cleaning it thoroughly in an acid-free solvent.  Then check 
the chain for any of the following deficiencies: 


a. Pins turned from their original position 


b. Rollers that do not run free with light finger pressure 


c. Points that cannot be flexed by easy hand pressure 


d. Side plates that are spread open 


e. Corrosion, pitting, or discoloration of the chain 


f. Gouges, nicks, or weld splatter 


Refer to the Rigging Manual or the chain’s manufacturer for guidelines on 
replacing the chain.  Clean and apply lubrication, if required, according to 
manufacturer’s recommendations. 


10.  Hooks 
General.—This section applies to crane or hoist hooks.  Hooks used with 
rigging are described in the section on rigging hardware.  Hooks shall meet or 
exceed the requirements of ANSI/ASME B30.10, “Hooks.”  Hooks shall meet 
the manufacturer’s recommendations and not be overloaded.  Swivel hooks 
should rotate freely.  Latch-equipped hooks shall be used unless the 
application makes using a latch impractical or unnecessary. 


Marking.—The manufacturer’s identification shall be forged or die-stamped 
on the hook. 


Throat Latches.—All hooks shall be equipped with a latch, or mousing, that 
bridges the throat opening, unless the application makes using the latch 
impractical or unsafe.  Unless there is a specific unsafe or impractical 
situation, use of the hook latch should be considered as mandatory. 


Hooks shall be inspected at the frequency previously noted in section 6.5.  If 
any damage is found, the hardware shall be removed from service.  A 
designated person shall include the following items in his inspection: 


Initial Inspections.  All new and repaired hooks shall be inspected to ensure 
compliance with the applicable provisions of ANSI/ASME B30.10, “Hooks,” 
prior to initial use.  Document this inspection asrequired. 
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Pre-use and Daily Inspections.  At the start of each shift or daily use, each 
hook shall be visually inspected by the operator or other designated person.  
No records are required.  Inspect the hook for the following: 


a. Cracks, nicks, and gouges. 


b. Any sign of deformation such as bending, twisting, or increase in throat 
opening. 


c. Chemical damage. 


d. Check hook latch operation for damaged or malfunctioning latch.  Check 
that the latch fully engages. 


Frequent Inspections.  Visually inspect hook for the same items as with a pre-
use or daily inspection such as cracks, nicks, gouges, chemical damage, 
deformation, and hook latch operation.  Check that swivel hooks are free to 
rotate.  Also observe during operation and include: 


a. Check for abnormal wear. 


b. Check the hook attachment and securing point. 


c. Check for excessive damage from rust, especially on threaded hook 
attachments. 


Periodic Inspections.  As required, document the periodic inspection.  
Measurements are required only if the inspector finds evidence of distortion or 
damage.  Hooks having any deficiencies shall be removed from service until 
repaired or replaced. 


In the inspection, include the requirements of the “frequent inspection” 
previously discussed.  Lubricate swivel and sheave bearings as required.  With 
hooks that are occasionally submerged in water or show signs of corrosion, 
disassemble the load block to inspect the hook shank.  In this case, inspect for 
proper lubrication, corrosion damage on threaded shanks and nuts, or 
excessive clearance. 


Hooks with any of the following conditions shall be removed from service 
until repaired or replaced. 


a. An increase in throat opening of more than 15 percent (or as 
recommended by the manufacturer). 


b. A bend or twist of more than 10 degrees from the plane of the unbent hook 
(or as recommended by the manufacturer). 


c. Wear exceeding 10 percent of the original sectional dimension of the hook 
or its load pin(or as recommended by the manufacturer). 


d. Any visible crack. 
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e. Inoperable hook latch or a hook with a latch that does not close the full 
throat opening. 


f. A self-locking hook that does not lock. 


Dated and signed inspection records shall be kept on file and readily available. 


Annual Nondestructive Testing (NDT) such as magnetic particle, die 
penetrant, or other nondestructive test are not required but are recommended 
for hooks that are submitted to severe or heavy service or hooks with 
questionable defects.  It also is recommended that the manufacturer conducts a 
NDT on any new crane/hoist hooks.  NDT records, traceable to the hook by 
serial number or other identifier, shall be kept on file as long as the hook 
remains in service.   


Minor discontinuities may be removed by limited and controlled grinding.  
This work should be performed by a qualified person.  Cracks, nicks, and 
gouges may be removed by grinding longitudinally, following the contour of 
the hook, provided that no dimension is reduced more than 10 percent (or as 
recommended by the manufacturer) of its original value.  When performing 
this work, using a NDT is recommended.  Contact the Mechanical Equipment 
Group, 86-68410, for further guidelines prior to grinding. 


Operation.—Operating practices and guidelines for using rigging hooks are as 
follows: 


a. Never lift a load that exceeds the load rating of the hook. 


b. Avoid shock loading the hook. 


c. Always have the load centered in the base (bowl or saddle) of the hook. 


d. Avoid side or back loading the hook. 


e. Insure that the load is not carried on the throat latch. 


f. Load duplex (sister) hooks equally on both sides. 


g. Do not load the pinhole in duplex (sister) hooks beyond the rated load of 
the hook. 


6.11  Ropes, Slings, Chains, and Rigging Hardware 
6.11.1  General Maintenance and Inspection Requirements 
Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 18, provides information on 
ropes, slings, chains, and accessories and their safe use.  It is based on safety 
regulations set forth in OSHA 1910.184 “Slings,” and OSHA 1926.251 “Rigging 
Equipment for Material Handling” (Construction).  The Rigging Manual 
published by the Construction Safety Association of Ontario, 21 Voyager Court 
South, Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada M9W 5M7 has been designated as the 
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Reclamation Rigging Manual.  This publication provides information on safe 
rigging, load capacities of slings and other rigging equipment, and the inspection 
of wire rope and slings.  The Rigging Manual should be used as a guide to 
determine whether rigging practices are safe and conform with industry-wide 
practices; and while its use is recommended, it is advisory in nature and intended 
to complement the safety requirements of Reclamation Safety and Health 
Standards, section 18 and appendices D and E.  ANSI/ ASME B30.9 “Slings,” 
ANSI/ASME B30.10 “Hooks,” and ANSI/ASME B30.26 “Rigging Hardware” 
are also helpful references in using and inspecting rigging. 


Rigging equipment shall be inspected prior to use on each shift and as necessary 
during its use to ensure that it is safe.  Defective equipment that is repairable 
should immediately be clearly marked as unsafe and removed from service.  
Repairs should be made by the manufacturer or in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s written instructions.  Repaired equipment shall be tested at twice 
their rated safe working load.  Defective equipment that is not repairable should 
be cut in half or otherwise rendered unusable to ensure that it will not be reused.   


When using multiple-leg slings (three or four legs), two of the legs should be 
capable of supporting the total load.  Multiple-leg slings shall be selected to suit 
the most heavily loaded leg rather than the total weight. 


Capacity charts should be consulted, and all variables (such as sling angle) should 
be considered to ensure that the rigging hardware’s rated capacity is not exceeded 
by the load being lifted.  Slings shall not be used with loads in excess of the rated 
capacities shown in the rigging tables and in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 


6.11.2  Inspections 
Sling inspection is divided into three inspection classifications based upon the 
(a) frequency of sling use, (b) severity of service conditions, (c) nature of lifts, 
and (d) historical experience of the service life of slings in similar conditions.  
The three general classifications of inspections are as defined. 


Initial Inspections.  Prior to use, all new, altered, modified, or repaired slings shall 
be inspected by a designated person. 


Frequent Inspections.  OSHA 1910.184 and Reclamation requires that each sling  
be visually inspected by the operator or other designated person at the start of 
each shift or daily use.42  No records are required.   


Periodic Inspections.  A visual inspection by a designated person is required.  
Inspection records, as to the apparent condition, are required to be maintained. 


                                                 
42 Occupational Safety and Health Administration, “Slings,” 1910.184, 1910-184(d); 


Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 18, 18.1.6 a. 
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a. Normal service – annually 


Operating at less than 85 percent of rated load and not more than 
10 lift/cycles per hour except for isolated instances. 


b. Severed service – monthly to quarterly 


 Operating at normal service under abnormal operating conditions 
(i.e., extreme temperatures, corrosive atmospheres). 


c. Special or infrequent service – as recommended by a qualified person 
before the first occurrence and as directed by him for any subsequent 
occurrences. 


Under no condition shall inspection intervals be greater than once every 
12 months. 


Damaged or defective slings shall be immediately removed from service.  
Attachments should be replaced and not repaired. 


Periodic load testing of slings is not recommended. 


6.11.3  Operating Practices 
Proper operating practices and guidelines applicable to all types of slings are as 
follows: 


a. Slings having suitable characteristics for the type of load, hitch, and 
environment shall be selected. 


b. The weight of the load shall be within the rated load (working load limit) 
of the sling. 


c. Slings shall not be shortened or lengthened by knotting, twisting, or other 
methods not approved by the sling manufacturer. 


d. Slings that appear to be damaged shall not be used unless they are 
inspected and accepted as usable according to the stated inspection 
requirements. 


e. The sling shall be hitched or rigged in a manner providing control of the 
load. 


f. Sharp corners in contact with the sling should be padded with material of 
sufficient strength to minimize damage to the sling. 


g. Portions of the human body should be kept from between the sling and the 
load and from between the sling and the crane/hoist hook. 


h. Personnel should stand clear of the suspended load. 


i. Personnel should not ride the sling. 
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j. Shock loading is prohibited. 


k. Slings should not be pulled from under a load when the load is resting on 
the sling. 


l. Slings should be stored in an area where they will not be subjected to 
mechanical damage, corrosive action, moisture, extreme heat, or kinking. 


m. Twisting and kinking the legs (branches) shall be avoided. 


n. The load applied to the hook should be centered in the bowl of the hooks 
to prevent point loading on the hook, unless the hook is designed for point 
loading. 


o. During lifting, with or without load, personnel shall be alert for possible 
snagging. 


p. In a basket hitch, the load should be balanced to prevent slippage. 


q. The sling’s legs (branches) should contain or support the load so that the 
load remains under control. 


r. Slings should be long enough so that the rated load is adequate when the 
angle of the legs (branches) is taken into consideration. 


s. Slings should not be dragged on the floor or over an abrasive surface. 


6.11.4  Alloy Steel Chain Slings 
Chain for alloy steel chain slings shall conform to the requirements of 
ASTM A391/A391M, “Standard Specification for Grade 80 Alloy Steel Chain.” 


Rated Load.—Refer to the Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, the Rigging 
Manual, or the chain’s manufacturer for guidelines on sizing and safe workload of 
the chain.  Rated loads for alloy steel chain slings shall be based on a minimum 
design factor of 4. 


Proof Testing.—Before use, each new, repaired, or reconditioned alloy steel 
chain sling, including all welded components in the sling assembly, shall be proof 
tested by the sling manufacturer or repairing agency to twice the rated capacity.  
Refer to the Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, the Rigging Manual, or 
the chain’s manufacturer for other proof testing criteria guidelines. 


Sling Identification.—Alloy steel chain slings shall have permanently affixed 
durable identification stating manufacturer’s name or trademark, chain grade and 
size, number of legs, rated load and angle, and reach.  Repaired or worn sling 
shall be labeled to reflect any reduced capacity. 


Environment.—Alloy steel chains shall be permanently removed from service if 
heated above 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) and capacities reduced if exposed 
above 600 °F.  The chain manufacturer should be consulted when chain slings are 
to be used in temperatures of -40 °F or below. 
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The sling manufacturer should be consulted before slings are used around 
chemicals, especially caustic, acid, or oxidizing environments. 


Attachments.—Hooks, rings, oblong and pear shaped links, coupling links, or 
other attachments shall have a rated capacity at least equal to that of the alloy 
steel chain of which they are used; or where impractical, the sling shall be marked 
with a rated capacity that is consistent with the least working load rating of any 
component.  Standard attachments should be of a size recommended by the sling 
manufacturer.  All welded components in the sling shall be proof-load-tested as 
components or as part of the sling assembly.  Makeshift or job-made links or 
fasteners formed from bolts or rods shall not be used.  Where used, handles shall 
be welded to the master link or hook before heat treating.  (This prohibits welding 
on chain slings in the field.)  Other types of attachments shall meet the 
requirements of ANSI/ASME B30.26, “Rigging Hardware.”  Hook characteristics 
shall meet the requirements of ANSI/ASME B30.10, “Hooks.” 


Repairs.—Any hazardous condition disclosed by the inspection requirements 
shall be corrected before use is resumed.  Repairs shall be made only by the chain 
manufacturer or qualified personnel. 


Initial Inspection.  Before use, all new, altered, modified, or repaired chain slings 
shall have an initial inspection conducted by a designated person. 


Frequent Inspections.  Inspect for defects and damage.  Any found deficiencies 
shall cause the sling to be set aside for periodic inspection.  Chain and 
attachments should display no sign of wear, nicks, cracks, breaks, gouges, stretch, 
bends, weld splatter, discoloration from excessive temperature, or excessive throat 
opening of hooks.  Chain links and attachments shall hinge freely with adjacent 
links.  Latches on hooks, if present, should hinge freely and seat properly without 
distortion. 


Periodic Inspections.  Perform a complete link-by-link inspection of the sling.  
The inspection shall include all items described in the frequent inspection.  In 
addition, each link and attachment shall be individually examined, taking care to 
expose the inner-link surfaces of the chain and chain attachment.  Refer to the 
Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, the Rigging Manual, or the chain’s 
manufacturer for guidelines on the replacement of the chain. 


A dated record of this inspection shall be maintained and available for 
examinations. 


Operating Practices.— 


a. Multiple-leg (branch) chain slings shall be selected according to the 
Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, the Rigging Manual, or the 
chain’s manufacturer for guidelines.  Use the rated load given for the next 
lower angle for operations at angles between the specific angles listed in 
the table. 
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b. When used in a choker hitch arrangement, slings shall be selected to 
prevent the load developed on any portion of the sling from exceeding the 
rated load of the chain sling components. 


6.11.5  Wire Rope Slings 
Wire rope slings are made from various grades and types of wire rope.  Rated 
loads of wire rope slings shall be specified by the manufacturer, with a design 
factor of at least 5.  Rotation-resistant wire rope shall not be used for slings. 


Minimum Sling Length.—Cable laid, wire and braided slings, sling grommets, 
and endless slings shall have a minimum length as defined in OSHA 1920.184. 


Rated Load.—Refer to the Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, the Rigging 
Manual, or the wire rope manufacturer for guidelines and tables on the sizing and 
safe workload of the rope. 


Proof Testing.—Job-made or repaired slings require proof testing.  


a. Hand-tucked slings shall be tested with a proof load that is a minimum of 
the rated load and shall not exceed 1.25 times the rated load. 


b. Wire rope clips shall be tested with a proof load that is a minimum of the 
rated load and shall not exceed two times the rated load (refer to the 
section, “Wire Rope Clamps”). 


c. Other types of wire rope sling assemblies, including mechanical splice, 
zinc-poured, resin poured, and swagged socket, shall be proof tested to 
two times the vertical rated load.  


d. The proof load for multiple-leg bridle slings shall be applied to the 
individual legs.  The load for the individual legs shall be consistent with 
the particular single-leg assembly stated above.  The master link to which 
the multiple legs are connected shall be proof loaded to two times the 
force applied by the combined legs.   


Refer to the Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, the Rigging Manual, or 
the wire rope manufacturer for proof testing criteria. 


Sling Identification.—Wire rope slings shall be labeled with a permanent tag or 
other identification method.  The identifier shall state the manufacturer’s name 
and rated load.  The load test date and periodic inspection due date is also 
beneficial. 


Environment.—Fiber core wire rope slings of all grades shall not be exposed to 
temperatures in excess of 180 °F or less than -40 °F.  Wire rope slings of any 
grade shall be used only between 400 °F and -60 °F. 


The sling manufacturer should be consulted before slings are used around 
chemicals—especially caustic, acid, or oxidizing environments.  
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Minimum Sling Lengths.—Slings, made of rope with a 6 by 19 and 6 by 
37 construction, and cable-laid slings shall have a minimum clear length of rope 
10 times the rope diameter between splices, sleeves, or end fittings.  Braided 
slings shall have a minimum clear length of 40 times.  Grommets and endless 
slings shall have a minimum circumferential length of 96 times the body diameter 
of the grommet or endless sling. 


End Attachments.—All welded load-bearing components (welded before or after 
assembly) in the sling shall have a design factor of 5:1 and shall be proof tested 
by the manufacturer or the manufacturer’s agent to twice their rated load.  
Welding of handles or any other accessories to end attachments, except covers to 
thimbles, shall be performed prior to assembly of the sling.  Eyes in wire rope 
slings shall not be formed using knots.  Other types of attachments shall meet the 
requirements of ANSI/ASME B30.26, “Rigging Hardware.”  Hook characteristics 
shall meet the requirements of ANSI/ASME B30.10, “Hooks.” 


Special Cautions.— 


a. Wire rope clamps (clips) shall not be used to fabricate wire rope slings 
except when the application of the sling prevents using a prefabricated 
sling or when the specific application is designed by a qualified person.  
When used, slings fabricated using wire rope clamps shall be derated to 
80 percent of the rated wire rope load capacity to account for the 
efficiency of the clamps.  Wire rope clamps must be installed in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.  The nuts on the 
clamps must be checked periodically and retorqued to the recommended 
value.  Slings made with wire rope clips should not be used as a choker 
hitch.   


b. Wire rope wedge sockets shall not be used to fabricate wire rope slings.  
Refer to the additional information given in the “Rigging Hardware” 
section of this manual.  


c. Slings with eyes formed by folding back the rope (not a Flemish eye loop) 
and secured with one or more metal sleeves pressed (not forged) over the 
wire rope junction are prohibited. 


d. Slings shall not be made from rotation-resistant wire rope. 


Repairs and Replacement.—Wire rope slings shall be removed from service if 
any of the following conditions exist: 


a. For strand-laid and single-part slings, ten randomly distributed broken 
wires in one rope lay or five broken wires in one strand in one rope lay. 


b. Broken wires in braided and cable-laid slings. 


c. Severe localized abrasion or scraping of one-third the original diameter of 
outside individual wires. 
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d. Kinking, crushing, bird-caging, or any other damage resulting in distortion 
of the rope structure. 


e. Evidence of heat damage. 


f. End attachments that are cracked, deformed, or worn to the extent that the 
strength of the sling is substantially affected. 


g. Severe corrosion of the rope or end attachments. 


h. Hooks that have been opened more than 15 percent of the normal throat 
opening measured at the narrowest point or twisted more than 10 degrees 
from the plane of the unbent hook. 


Refer to the Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, the Rigging Manual, or 
the wire rope manufacturer for guidelines on when to replace the wire rope. 


Inspections.—Because many variable factors are involved, no precise inspection 
criteria can be given for determining the exact time for replacement of a sling.  In 
this respect, safety depends largely on a qualified person using good judgment. 


Frequent Inspections.  All slings shall be visually inspected each day by the 
person using the sling.  Slings should be inspected for: 


a. Distortion of rope in the sling such as kinking, crushing, unstranding, bird-
caging, main strand displacement, or core protrusion.  If loss of rope 
diameter in short rope lengths or unevenness of other strands is observed, 
the sling or slings should be replaced. 


b. General corrosion. 


c. Broken or cut strands. 


d. Number, distribution, and type of visible broken wires (ten randomly 
distributed broken wire in one rope lay or five broken wires in one strand 
in one rope lay). 


Periodic Inspections.  A wire rope sling periodic inspection shall be performed by 
a qualified inspector with the frequency of inspection based on the frequency of 
sling use, severity of service conditions, and the nature of the lifts being made.  
The periodic inspection shall be made at least on an annual basis.  The individual 
inspection of each sling shall be documented.  Typical methods of sling 
documentation is to mark a serial number on the sling and maintain inspection 
records by serial numbers, institute a comprehensive marking program such as 
color coding, or mark each sling with a tag that indicates when the next periodic 
inspection is required.  The tag than becomes the record.  Inspection shall be of 
the entire length of each sling including splices, end attachments, and fittings.  
Deterioration that would result in original strength loss shall be observed and a 
determination made whether further using the sling would constitute a hazard. 
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Operating Practices.—In addition to the operating practices referenced earlier, 
the following practices apply to wire slings: 


a. Multiple-leg slings shall be selected so as not to introduce a working load 
in direct tension in any leg greater than that permitted.  Triple and 
quadruple leg sling rating should be considered the same as a double-sling 
rating.  If rigging techniques, verified by a qualified rigger, ensures that 
load is evenly distributed, then full use of three legs is allowed.  Special 
rigging techniques verified by a qualified engineer shall be required to 
prove a load is evenly distributed over four or more sling legs. 


b. In a choker hitch, slings shall be long enough so that the choker fitting 
chokes on the wire rope body and never on the fitting. 


c. Slings shall not be inspected by passing bare hands over the wire rope 
body.  Broken wires, if present, may injure the hands. 


d. Fiber core wire rope should not be subjected to degreasing or a solvent, 
because it will damage the core. 


e. Single-leg slings with hand-tucked splices can be unlaid by rotation.  Care 
should be taken to minimize rotation. 


f. An object engaging the eye of a loop eye sling should not be greater in 
width than one-half the length of the loop eye. 


Onsite Sling Fabrication.—Slings may be fabricated onsite by knowledgeable 
craftsmen.  Slings shall be made only from new wire rope.  When swaged fittings 
are used, the fitting and swaging machine manufacturer’s recommendations shall 
be followed.  Thimbles should be used unless their use makes the sling 
impractical.   


a. Using wire rope clips should be avoided and only used in special cases. 


b. The terminal efficiency of hand tucked splices is reduced.  This sling type 
is also usually more expensive than most commercially made slings. 


c. Using Flemish eye spices with swaged sockets is usually the best method 
and shall be used except when use is impractical. 


6.11.6  Metal Mesh Slings 
Using metal mesh slings in power and pumping facilities is limited.  Refer to 
ANSI/ASME 30.9, the Rigging Manual, or the sling manufacturer for guidelines 
if this type of sling is used. 


6.11.7  Natural and Synthetic Fiber Rope Slings 
Slings manufactured from conventional three-strand natural or synthetic fiber 
rope are not recommended for use in lifting service.  Refer to ANSI/ASME 30.9, 
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Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, the Rigging Manual, or the 
sling manufacturer if this type of sling is used. 


6.11.8  Synthetic Webbing Slings 
Construction.— 


a. The webbing of synthetic web slings shall have sufficient certified tensile 
strength to meet the sling manufacturer’s requirements.  Stitching is the 
only method that is to be used to attach end fittings to the webbing and to 
form eyes.  Webbing ends shall be sealed by heat or other methods to 
prevent unraveling.  The webbing shall have a uniform thickness and 
width. 


b. Coatings shall be of a suitable material that will seal the sling to help resist 
abrasion and prevent penetration of foreign particles and dirt.  The coating 
shall offer0 protection from sunlight or ultraviolet degradation and 
increase the41+-- 0coefficient of friction. 


c. If synthetic web slings incorporate metal fittings, the fittings shall be of 
sufficient strength to sustain twice the rated load of the sling without 
permanent deformation and have a minimum breaking strength equal to 
five times the rated capacity of the sling.  Slings incorporating reused or 
welded fittings shall be proof tested to two times the rated load to the 
sling.  Surfaces shall be cleanly finished and without sharp edges that 
might damage the webbing.  The eye opening in the fitting shall be the 
proper shape and size to ensure that the fitting will seat properly in the 
hook or other attachment.  Slings with aluminum fittings shall not be used 
where chemical fumes or sprays from caustic or acidic liquids are present. 


Marking (Sling Identification).—Synthetic web slings shall be labeled (a sewn-
on leather tag is recommended).  The label shall state the following: 


• Manufacturer’s name or trademark 


• Manufacturer’s code or stock number 


• Rated loads for the types of hitches used 


• Type of synthetic web material 
 


An additional tag, sticker, or other identifier shall be added by the user to indicate 
when the next periodic inspection is required. 


If the synthetic web sling is to be used for critical lifts, the tag or other 
identification means shall be used to indicate that a proof test has been performed.   


Design Factor.—The design factor for synthetic web slings shall be a minimum 
of 5. 


Rated Load.—A synthetic web sling shall not be used at a load greater 
than shown on its tag.  Refer to the Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, 
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the Rigging Manual, or the wire rope manufacturer for guidelines and tables 
on sizing and safe work load of the synthetic web slings. 


Proof Test.—Proof testing is not required for synthetic web slings but may be 
beneficial if the slings may be used in critical lift situations.  Single leg and 
endless slings shall be proof tested to two times the vertical rated load.  Each 
individual leg of a multiple leg bridle sling would also be tested to two times the 
vertical rated load. 


Environment.—High radiation or chemically active environments can destroy the 
strength of synthetic web slings.  Sling materials can be susceptible to caustics 
and acids.  The manufacturer should be consulted before slings are used in 
chemically active environments.  Specific environmental limits are as follows: 


a. Nylon and polyester slings shall not be used at temperatures in excess of 
180 °F. 


b. Synthetic web slings that incorporate aluminum fittings shall not be used 
where fumes, vapors, sprays, mists, or liquids of caustics or acids are 
present. 


c. Nylon web slings shall not be used where fumes, vapors, sprays, mists, or 
liquids of acids or phenolics are present. 


d. Polyester web slings shall not be used where fumes, vapors, sprays, mists, 
or liquids or caustics are present. 


e. Synthetic web slings are not recommended where extensive exposure to 
sunlight or ultraviolet light is experienced.  Most synthetic web slings are 
especially susceptible to damage by ultraviolet light.  Synthetic slings 
require storage away from exposure to sunlight.  Slings that have had 
long-term exposure to sunlight should be removed from service. 


Inspections.— 


Initial Inspections.  Before any new or repaired synthetic web sling is used, it 
shall be inspected to ensure that the correct sling is being used as well as to 
determine that it has proper identification. 


Frequent Inspections.  This inspection should be made by the person handling the 
sling each day the sling is used. 


Periodic Inspections.  A periodic inspection shall be performed by a qualified 
inspector on a regular basis with frequency of inspection based on the frequency 
of sling use, severity of service conditions, and the nature of the lifts being made.  
The periodic inspection shall be made at least annually.  The individual inspection 
of each sling shall be documented.  Typical methods of sling documentation is to 
mark a serial number on the sling and maintain inspection records by serial 
numbers, institute a comprehensive marking program such as color coding, or 
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mark each sling with a tag that indicates when the next periodic inspection is 
required.  The tag than becomes the record.    


Removal Criteria.—Synthetic web slings shall be removed from service if the 
following damage is visible: 


a. Acid, phenolic, or caustic attack 


b. Melting or charring on any part of the sling 


c. Holes, tears, cuts, or snags 


d. Broken or worn stitching in load-bearing splices 


e. Excessive abrasive wear 


f. Knots in any part of the sling 


g. Excessive pitting or corrosion or cracked, distorted, or broken fittings 


h. Other visible indications that cause doubt as to the strength of the sling, 
such as loss of color that may indicate the potential for ultraviolet light 
damage 


Repairs.—Synthetic web slings shall be repaired only by a sling manufacturer or 
a qualified repair agent.  Proof testing is required to twice the rated load for all 
repaired slings.  When repaired, a sling shall be permanently marked to identify 
the repair agent.  Temporary repairs shall not be permitted. 


Additional Operating Practices.—The following additional operating practices 
are applicable to using synthetic web slings: 


a. The sling’s legs should contain or support the load from the sides above 
the center of gravity when a basket hitch is used. 


b. In a choker hitch, slings shall be long enough so the choker fitting chokes 
on the webbing and never on the other fitting. 


c. Nylon and polyester slings shall not be used at temperatures in excess of 
180 °F or below -40 °F.  


d. Nylon and polyester web slings lose strength from extensive exposure to 
sunlight or ultraviolet light.  Possible strength loss may be indicated by 
color loss in the pick threads or outer jacket.  If the user suspects sunlight 
or ultraviolet light damage, the sling shall be taken out of service pending 
inspection by a qualified person. 


e. Hard or brittle spots in the fabric of synthetic slings may indicate a 
substantial reduction in strength as a result of damage from chemicals or 
excessive heat. 
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6.11.9  Rigging Hardware (Shackles, Eyebolts, etc.)  
This section summarizes some of the more important requirements to use rigging 
hardware for lifting service.  Rigging hardware standards can be found in 
ASME/ANSI B30.26, “Rigging Hardware.”  Refer to the Reclamation Safety and 
Health Standards and the Rigging Manual for sizing and additional guidelines for 
rigging hardware. 


This section divides rigging hardware into six different categories: 


1. Shackles.  Types of shackles include anchor, chain, and synthetic sling 
shackles.  Pin types are divided into screw and bolt pins. 


2. Adjustable Hardware.  This includes turnbuckles, eyebolts, eye nuts, 
swivel hoist rings, and other types of adjustable hardware. 


3. Compression Hardware.  Wire rope clip, wedge sockets, and other types of 
compression hardware fall under this category. 


4. Links, Rings, and Swivels. 


5. Rigging Blocks.  Types of rigging blocks include tackle, utility, rolling, 
and snatch blocks. 


6, Rigging Hooks. 


Inspections.—Inspection criteria pertaining to all types of rigging hardware is as 
follows: 


Initial Inspection.  Prior to use, new, altered, modified, or repaired rigging 
hardware shall be inspected.  Repairs, modifications, or alterations should not be 
done except as defined by the manufacturer or a qualified person.  Replaced parts 
must meet or exceed the specifications of the original parts.  Documentation is not 
required. 


Frequent Inspection.  Daily or before each shift use, all rigging hardware used 
shall be visually inspected.  Documentation is not required. 


Periodic Inspection.  At least once a year, a complete inspection of all rigging 
hardware shall be performed by a designated person.  Although documentation is 
not required, the condition, inspection scheduling, and inventory of rigging 
hardware can easily be tracked through a CMMS and is recommended. 


Training.—All users of rigging hardware shall be trained to use the hardware, 
including the selection, inspection, environmental hazards, safety to personnel, 
and rigging practices particular to that hardware. 


Selection.—Rigging hardware shall be selected according to the 
recommendations of the manufacturer or a qualified person. 
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Storage.—Rigging hardware should be stored in an area where it will not be 
exposed to extreme heat, chemical and corrosive damage, or other potentially 
damaging conditions. 


1.  Shackles 
General.—Shackles are manufactured in three configurations to use in 
rigging:  anchor shackles, chain shackles, and synthetic sling shackles.  All are 
available with screw pins, round pins, or safety bolts.  Using round pin 
shackles is not recommended for lifting purposes. 


Shackles are sized by the diameter of steel in the bow section rather than the 
pin size.  Shackle specifications are derived from the following documents: 


a. For shackles 3/16 to 2½ inches, Federal Specification RR-C-271, 
“Chains and Attachments, Welded and Weldless,” applies. 


b. For shackles 1½ to 4 inches, MIL-S-24214, “Shackles, Steel, General 
Purpose and High Strength,” applies. 


c. For shackles 4½ to 8½ inches, ASTM A148M, “Standard 
Specification for steel Castings, High Strength, for Structural 
Purposes,” should be used. 


For sizes that overlap, either RR-C-271 or MIL-S-2414 can be used; however, 
RR-C-271 is most commonly used. 


Design Factor.—Shackles manufactured under requirements of RR-C-271 
and MIL-S-24214 have a design factor of 5; those specified under the 
requirements of ASTM A148M have a minimum design factor of 4.   


Proof Test.—Proof testing is not required for shackles but may be beneficial, 
especially if the hardware may be used in critical lift situations.  A critical lift 
procedure may call for proof testing or additional load testing.  Proof test the 
hardware with a proof load that is a minimum of two times the rated load.  If 
tested, inspect the hardware for damage after the test. 


Marking and Tagging.—Each shackle body shall be permanently and legibly 
marked by the manufacturer.  Marking will be raised or stamped letters on the 
side of the shackle bow with an identifying manufacturer’s name or 
trademark, shackle size, and the rated load (maximum allowable load). 


Shackle pins also shall be marked with the manufacturer’s name or trademark 
and the load rating, grade, or material type. 


Shackles should be restamped or discarded if the shackle identification 
becomes illegible. 


Shackles that have been proof tested shall have a tag or other marking to 
indicate clearly to the user that proof testing has been done. 
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Hostile Environments.—The shackle manufacturer or qualified person should 
be contacted before using shackles in a hostile environment.  This includes 
use at temperatures above 400 °F, below -40 °F, or in chemically active 
environments. 


Shackle Inspection and Removal Criteria.—The shackle shall have no defect 
that will interfere with serviceability.  Shackles shall be inspected for and 
removed from service if any damage is found to the shackle which may 
include the following: 


a. Shackle pins shall fit freely without binding.  Pins should fully engage. 


b. The pin shall show no sign of deformation.   


c. Missing or unreadable markings. 


d. Excessive pitting or corrosion. 


e. Thread damage. 


f. Heat damage, weld spatter, or evidence of unauthorized welding. 


g. Any sign of deformation including bent, twisted, distorted, stretched, 
elongated, cracked, or broken load-bearing parts. 


h. A 10-percent reduction of the original diameter at any point on the 
body or pin. 


i. Nicks or gouges. 


j. Other conditions that compromise the integrity of the shackle. 


Repairs should be made only by the manufacturer or a qualified person.  
Replacement pins or other parts shall meet or exceed the manufacturer’s 
original specifications. 


Operation.—Operating practices and guidelines for using shackles are as 
follows: 


a. Select shackles according to the shackle manufacturer’s guidelines.  
Remember that the stress in the shackle is affected by the loading 
angle.  As the horizontal angle decreases, the stress in the shackle 
increases. 


b. Never exceed the rated load of the shackle. 


c. Never use shackles that appear to be damaged. 


d. The shackle pin shall never be replaced with a bolt; only a properly 
fitted pin shall be used.  Bolts are not intended to take the load that is 
normally applied to the pin. 


e. Avoid shock loading. 
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f. Avoid contact with sharp edges. 


g. Avoid dragging shackles on the ground or over an abrasive surface. 


h. Shackles shall not be used if the pin cannot be completely seated, with 
the shoulder making contact with the shackle body. 


i. If side loaded, the shackles rated load should be reduced according to 
the horizontal angle of the load. 


j. Shackles shall never be pulled at an angle because the capacity will be 
tremendously reduced.  Centralize whatever is being hoisted on the pin 
by suitable washers or spacers.  The load should always be centered in 
the bow of the shackle. 


k. Screw pin shackles shall not be used if the pin can roll under the load 
and unscrew. 


Bolt shackles should be used when requirements call for long-term 
installations.  This type is better suited than the screw pin type where the pin 
may rotate or loosen. 


2. Adjustable Hardware 
General.—Adjustable hardware includes turnbuckles, eyebolts, eye nuts, and 
swivel hoist rings.   


Turnbuckles are found in the open body and pipe body style and can come 
with hook, eye, or jaw end fittings.  Eyebolts include shoulder nut, 
nonshoulder nut, nonshoulder machinery, and shoulder machinery types.  All 
should be designed to permanently deform prior to losing the ability to 
support the load at manufacturer’s recommended temperature.  Turnbuckles 
shall meet or exceed the requirements of Federal Specification FF-T-791 
(latest revision), “Turnbuckles.”  Turnbuckles used in hoisting and rigging 
shall be fabricated from forged alloy steel. 


Only shouldered eyebolts (Type 2) shall be used for rigging hardware, except 
when prohibited by the configuration of the item to which the eyebolt is 
attached.  Reclamation Safety and Health Standards require that all eyebolts 
be forged alloy steel and equipped with shoulders or collars.43 


Carbon steel eyebolts are made of forged carbon steel.  Alloy steel eyebolts 
are forged, quenched, and tempered with improved toughness properties and 
intended primarily for low-temperature applications. 


Design Factor.—All adjustable hardware shall be designed with a factor of 5. 


Proof Test.—Proof testing is not required for new adjustable hardware but 
may be beneficial, especially if the hardware may be used in critical lift 
situations.  A critical lift procedure may call for proof testing or additional 


                                                 
43 Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 18.7.4. 
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load testing.  Proof test the hardware with a proof load that is a minimum of 
two times the rated load.  If tested, inspect the hardware for damage after the 
test. 


Marking and Tagging.—Each turnbuckle, eyebolt, and eye nut shall be 
marked with the manufacturer name or trademark, the size or rate load, and 
the grade (for alloy eyebolts).  Swivel hoist rings each shall be marked with 
the manufacturer’s name or trademark, the rate load, and the torque value.  All 
hardware should be maintained so that all markings are legible throughout the 
life of the hardware.  


 Eyebolt Marking: 
a. Carbon Steel Eyebolts.  Each eyebolt shall have the manufacturer’s name 


or identification mark forged in raised characters on the eyebolt surface. 


b. Alloy Steel Eyebolts.  Each eyebolt shall have the symbol “A” (denoting 
alloy steel) and the manufacturer’s name or identification mark forged in 
raised characters on the eyebolt surface. 


Hostile Environments.—When using adjustable hardware in a hostile 
environment, excluding swivel hoist rings and carbon steel eyebolts, the 
manufacturer or a qualified person should be contacted before their use.  This 
includes use at temperatures above 400 °F, below -40 °F, or in chemically 
active environments.   


For swivel hoist rings, consult the manufacturer or a qualified person if 
used at temperatures above 400 °F, below -20 °F, or in chemically active 
environments.  For carbon steel eyebolts, the temperature range is above  
275 °F or below 30 °F or in chemically active environments.  Note that carbon 
steel eyebolts are subject to failure from shock loading at temperatures below 
30 °F and lose strength at temperatures above 275 °F. 


 
 


NOTE:  Eyebolts manufactured according to ASTM A 489, 
“Standard Specifications for Carbon Steel Lifting Eyes,” are 
rated for lifting services between +30 °F and +275 °F.  These 
temperature limitations are also referenced in ASME B18.15, 
“Forged Eyebolts.” 


 
 


Eyebolts manufactured according to ASTM F 541, “Alloy Steel Eyebolts,” are 
rated for temperatures down to -40 °F.  ASTM F 541 requires the symbol “A” 
to denote alloy steel.  Some manufacturer’s of carbon steel eyebolts employ 
manufacturing processes that allow usage at a lower service temperature 
range.  Since most manufacturer’s of eyebolts do not publish service 
temperature limitations, it is the responsibility of the user to contact the 
manufacturer and obtain this information. 
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Swivel hoist rings (carbon steel or alloy) may have similar temperature 
limitations as eyebolts.  Components of swivel hoist rings are typically 
manufactured according to national standards, but there is no national 
standard governing the entire swivel hoist ring.  Specifications for swivel hoist 
rings, including temperature limitations, are specified by the manufacturer. 


Before using eyebolts or swivel hoist rings for lifting service, the following 
steps should be taken: 


a. Inspect the eyebolt and identify mark forged in raised character.  
Identify the manufacturer of eyebolts in question.  If manufacturer is 
unknown, use only for lifts above +30 °F. 


b. Determine if manufactured of carbon steel or alloy steel. 


c. Validate with the manufacturer the temperature limitations for use. 


d. Ensure that eyebolts and swivel hoist rings are used within the 
manufacturer’s temperature limitations. 


Adjustable Hardware Inspection and Removal Criteria.—Adjustable 
hardware shall be visibly inspected at the frequency previously noted.  If any 
damage is found, the hardware shall be removed from service.  A designated 
person shall include in his inspection the following: 


a. Missing or unreadable markings. 


b. Excessive pitting or corrosion. 


c. Heat damage, weld spatter, or evidence of unauthorized welding. 


d. Any sign of deformation including bent, twisted, distorted, stretched, 
elongated, cracked, or broken parts. 


e. A 10-percent reduction of the original or catalog dimension at any 
point. 


f. Excessive nicks or gouges. 


g. Excessive thread damage or wear. 


h. The shank of a eyebolt shall not be undercut and shall be smoothly 
radiused into the plane of the shoulder. 


i. Swivel hoist rings should be able to freely rotate and pivot. 


j. Other conditions or visible damage that may cause doubt to its 
continued use. 


Repairs should be made only by the manufacturer or a qualified person.  
Replacement parts shall meet or exceed the manufacturer’s original 
specifications. 
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Operation.—Operating practices and guidelines for using adjustable hardware 
are as follows: 


  Turnbuckles 
a. Prior to use, verify that all components are in good working condition. 


b. End fitting threads shall fully engage. 


c. When using locking nuts, ensure that they are of the same thread as the 
turnbuckle ends. 


d. Avoid shock loading. 


e. Do not side load turnbuckles.  The turnbuckle should always be in line 
with the load and in tension. 


f. Rig and secure turnbuckles to prevent unscrewing during lifts.  This is 
especially critical for long-term installations. 


g. Avoid letting turnbuckles contact any obstruction or the load during 
lifting.  


h. Avoid dragging on the ground or over an abrasive surface.   


i. Use the correct sized wrench in adjusting. 


  Eyebolts 
 Manufacturer Installed Eyebolts.—Eyebolts designed for and 


permanently installed by the manufacturer on existing engineered 
equipment are considered part of the engineered equipment.  They may 
not meet all requirements specified for rigging hardware.  Eyebolts 
permanently installed on engineered equipment are acceptable for their 
intended use as long as they pass visual inspection before use. 


 It is important to know how the manufacturer of engineered equipment 
intends to use permanently installed eyebolts.  Eyebolts installed by the 
manufacturer to lift only parts of the engineered equipment are not 
suitable for lifting the completely assembled piece of equipment.  When 
questions arise regarding using manufacturer-installed eyebolts, the 
equipment manufacturer or qualified engineer should be consulted. 


 Rigging Eyebolts.— 
a. Select eyebolts in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines. 


b. Never exceed the rated load of the eyebolt. 


c. Avoid shock loading. 


d. Never use eyebolts that appear to be damaged until they are 
appropriately inspected and accepted as useable. 
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e. Eyebolts shall be tight and secured against rotation prior to conducting 
the lift. 


f. For sizing and safe work loads, see the Reclamation Safety and Health 
Standards, the Rigging Manual, or the manufacturer for guidelines.  
The Reclamation Safety and Health Standards states that only eyebolts 
“equipped with shoulders or collars shall be allowed for hoisting.” 


g. The size of the hole shall be checked for the proper size of eyebolt 
before installation.  The condition of the threads in the hole shall be 
checked to ensure that the eyebolt will secure and that the shoulder can 
be brought to a snug and uniformly engaged seat.  When used on a 
tapped blind hole, the effective thread length shall be at least 1½ times 
the diameter of the bolt.  When used on a tapped through-hole of less 
than one diameter thickness, use a nut on the under load side.  The nut 
must be fully engaged.  Make sure that the retention nut is of sufficient 
grade with a minimum strength capable of meeting the safe working 
load.  Torque to manufacturer’s recommendations. 


h. When installed, the shoulder of the eyebolt must be flush with the 
surface.  When eyebolts cannot be properly seated and aligned with 
each other, a steel washer or spacer, not to exceed one thread pitch, 
may be required to put the plane of the eye in the direction of the load 
when the shoulder is seated.  Proper thread engagement must be 
maintained.  Use a washer with approximately the same diameter as 
the eyebolt shoulder and the smallest inside diameter that will fit the 
eyebolt shank.  Nuts, washers, and drilled plates shall not be used or 
assembled to make shouldered eyebolts. 


i. Angular loading of eyebolts should be avoided.  Angular loading 
occurs in any lift in which the lifting force is applied at an angle to the 
centerline of the eyebolt shank.  Remember that the loading angle 
affects the stress in the eyebolt.  As the horizontal angle decreases, the 
stress in the eyebolt increases.  The working load limit must be 
reduced when lifting at an angle. 


j. When more than one eyebolt is used in conjunction with multiple-leg 
rigging, spreader bars, lifting yokes, or lifting beams should be used to 
eliminate angular loading.  Where spreaders, yokes, or beams cannot 
be used, shouldered eyebolts may be used for angular lifting. 


k. To keep bending forces on the eyebolt to a minimum, the load shall 
always be applied in the plane of the eye—never in the other direction.  


l. If the hook will not go completely into the eyebolt, use a shackle to 
avoid loading the hook tip. 


m. Slings shall not be reeved through an eyebolt or reeved through a pair 
of eyebolts.  Only one leg should be attached to each eyebolt. 
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n. A size ⅞-inch eyebolt should not be used because a 7/8-9 unified 
coarse thread (UNC) may be threaded into a 1-8 UNC tapped hole but 
will fail when loaded. 


  Eye Nuts 
a. Eye nuts shall be tight and secured against rotation prior to conducting 


the lift. 


b. Avoid shock loading. 


c. The eye nut should be used only for in-line loads. 


d. Use a flat washer or lock nut to position the eye nut so that the plane of 
the eye matches the direction of the load. 


e. Prior to use, verify that all components are in good working condition. 


f. Eye nut threads shall be fully engaged. 


  Swivel Hoist Rings 
 Swivel hoist rings shall be provided with instructions from the 


manufacturer.  Read, understand, and follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions before using a swivel hoist ring.  Swivel hoist rings are 
available in both UNC and metric thread sizes, so they shall also be 
marked to identify the thread type. 


a. When used on a threaded hole, the effective thread length shall be at 
least 1½ times the diameter of the bolt. 


b. A nut and washer shall be used in a through hole.  When a swivel hoist 
ring is installed with a retention nut, make sure that the retention nut is 
of sufficient grade with a minimum strength capable of meeting the 
safe working load.  The nut must have no less than full thread 
engagement.  To develop safe working load, nuts must meet the 
standards of ASTM A-560 grade D or DH, or SAE grade 8, standard 
hex.  


c. To avoid side loading, center the load in the bail of the swivel hoist 
ring. 


d. The working load limit of the swivel hoist ring must meet or exceed 
the anticipated angular rigging tension when lifting at an angle.  The 
working load limit must be reduced when used for angular lifting. 


e. The swivel hoist ring shall be free to rotate and pivot.  Avoid 
interference with other components. 


f. Never use swivel hoist rings that show signs of corrosion, wear, or 
damage. 
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g. Tighten the swivel hoist ring to manufacturer torque specifications.  A 
swivel hoist ring bolt may loosen over prolonged service in a 
permanent installation.  Periodically, verify proper torque and 
retighten the mounting bolt as recommended by the manufacturer. 


h. The bushing flange shall make full contact with the load surface. 


i. Spacers or washers shall not be used between the bushing flange and 
the load mounting surface. 


j. Avoid shock loading. 


k. Prior to use, verify that all components are in good working condition. 


3.  Compression Hardware 
General.—Compression hardware used for rigging consists of forged wire 
rope clips and wedge sockets.  Clips (also called clamps) shall meet or exceed 
the requirements of Federal Specification FF-C-450, “Clamps, Wire Rope.”  
Wire rope clamps come in several different types.  Type 1 is a single grip, 
single saddle wire rope clamp (one single saddle with U-bolt).  Type 11 is 
a double grip, double saddle wire rope clamp (two separate saddles with a  
U-bolt).  Type 111 is a double grip, double saddle wire rope clamp.  A 
Type 11, Class 1 wire rope clamp has integral saddles with two L-shaped 
clamps; and a Type 11, Class 2 wire rope clamp has separate hex head bolts 
and nuts.  Type IV half clamps are fabricated in matched pairs, and parts are 
not interchangeable. 


For additional information, see the Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, 
the Rigging Manual, or manufacturer guidelines.   


 Wire Rope Clip Assemblies 
a. Consult the clip manufacturer, the wire rope manufacturer, or other 


qualified person prior to use on wire rope with a plastic coating or 
impregnation. 


b. On U-bolt clips, always place the saddle on the live end of the wire rope 
and the U-bolt on the dead end side. 


c. Use the required number of clips, spacing, and turn-back as recommended 
by the manufacturer, qualified person, or the referenced sources as 
described.  Tighten wire rope clips to the recommended torque. 


d. Load test the connection to at least the expected working load after 
assembly.  After unloading, wire rope clips then shall be re-torqued.  


 Wedge Sockets Assemblies 
a. Wedge sockets shall be assembled only by a qualified person according to 


manufacturer’s instructions. 
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b. Consult the wedge socket manufacturer, wire rope manufacturer, or other 
qualified person prior to use on wire rope with a plastic coating or 
impregnation. 


c. The live end of the wire rope in the wedge socket cavity shall be in 
alignment with the socket’s pin. 


d. Match the proper socket and wedge combination to the wire rope to be 
installed.  Do not interchange different manufacturer’s components. 


e. The length of the wire rope dead end tail shall be as required by the 
manufacturer or qualified person. 


f. Secure the dead end tail of the wire rope as required by the manufacturer 
or qualified person.  Secure the dead end tail of the wire rope to the live 
end of the rope such that it restricts the movement of the live end.   


g. After assembly and before use, load the connection to fully seat the 
wedge. 


Design Factor.—Wire rope clips and sockets do not have a conventional 
design factor.  They are required to have a minimum connection efficiency of 
80 percent.  The connection efficiency is based on the wire ropes minimum 
breaking force. 


Proof Testing.—Proof testing of compression hardware is not required.  If 
proof tested, the proof test is based on the wire rope minimum breaking force.  
Proof test to a minimum of 40 percent, but not to exceed 50 percent, of the 
wire rope minimum breaking force. 


Marking and Tagging.—Each wire rope clip saddle and each wedge socket 
shall be marked with the manufacturer’s name or trademark and the size.  
Wedge sockets shall also be marked with the model, if required, to match the 
wedge to the body.  Wire rope clip and wedge socket components should be 
restamped or discarded if the shackle identification becomes illegible. 


Hostile Environments.—Before using  wire rope clips and wedge sockets in a 
hostile environment, the manufacturer or a qualified person should be 
contacted.  This includes using at temperatures above 400 °F, below -40 °F, or 
in chemically active environments.  


Compression Hardware Inspection and Removal Criteria.—Compression 
hardware shall be visibly inspected at the frequency previously indicated.  If 
any damage is found, the compression hardware shall be removed from 
service.  A designated person shall include in his inspection the following: 


a. Missing or unreadable markings. 


b. Excessive pitting or corrosion. 


c. Excessive nicks or gouges. 
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d. Heat damage, weld spatter, or evidence of unauthorized welding. 


e. Any sign of deformation including bent, twisted, distorted, stretched, 
elongated, cracked, or broken parts. 


f. A 10-percent reduction of the original or catalog diameter at any point. 


g. Unmatched or unauthorized replacement components.  Assembled clamps 
should contain the same size, type, and class parts. 


h. Insufficient number of wire rope clips. 


i. Improperly tightened wire rope clips. 


j. Indications of slippage. 


k. Indications of damage to the wire rope. 


l. Improper assembly. 


m. Other conditions or visible damage that may cause doubt as to the integrity 
of the hardware or wire rope. 


Repairs should be made only by the manufacturer or a qualified person.  
Replacement parts shall meet or exceed the manufacturer’s original 
specifications. 


Operation.—Operating practices and guidelines for using compression 
hardware are as follows: 


a. Select all compression hardware according to the manufacturer’s 
guidelines. 


b. Never exceed the rated load of the piece or the wire rope it secures. 


c. Never use compression hardware that appears to be damaged until it is 
appropriately inspected and accepted as useable. 


d. Assemble wire rope clips and wedge sockets and use according to 
manufacturer instructions, the Rigging Manual, and appendix D of the 
Reclamation Safety and Health Standards. 


e. Avoid side loading wedge sockets. 


f. Avoid shock loading. 


g. Avoid letting wire rope clips contact any obstruction or the load during 
lifting.  


h. Avoid dragging clips on the ground or over an abrasive surface.  Avoid 
contact with sharp edges that could damage the wedge socket. 
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i. Avoid any impact that might dislodge the wedge socket from the body. 


j. Using wire rope clips to fabricate slings is prohibited except for situations 
as explained under the section on slings. 


4.  Links, Rings, and Swivels 
General.—Links and rings include oblong, round, and pear shapes.  Swivels 
include eye and eye and eye and jaw types.  The hardware rated load shall be 
according to the manufacturer’s recommendation.  Specifications for links and 
rings are derived from Federal Specification RR-C-271, “Chains and 
Attachments, Welded and Weldless.”  Links and rings should be forged steel 
and weldless.  Welded rings are not recommended but may be used if 
designed by a qualified engineer and subjected to NDT. 


Design Factor.—All links, rings, and swivels shall have a minimum design 
factor of 5.  Rings manufactured to the requirements of RR-C-271 have a 
minimum design factor of 6. 


Proof Tests.—Welded links and rings are required to be proof tested by the 
manufacturer or qualified person prior to initial use.  All others do not require 
a proof test.  The proof load shall be a minimum of two times the rated load. 


Marking and Tagging.—Each new link, ring, and swivel shall be marked 
with the manufacturer’s name or trademark, the size or rated load, and the 
grade (if required).  Links and rings that have been proof tested shall have a 
tag or other marking to clearly indicate to the user that proof testing has been 
done. 


Hostile Environments.— Before using steel links, rings, or swivels in a 
hostile environment, the manufacturer or a qualified person should be 
contacted.  This includes their use at temperatures above 400 °F, below  
-40 °F, or in chemically active environments. 


Link, Ring, and Swivel Inspection and Removal Criteria.—Links, rings, and 
swivels shall be visibly inspected at the required frequency previously 
indicated at the start of this section.  If any damage is found, the compression 
hardware shall be removed from service.  A designated person shall include in 
his inspection the following: 


a. Missing or unreadable markings. 


b. Excessive pitting or corrosion. 


c. Heat damage, weld spatter, or evidence of unauthorized welding. 


d. Any sign of deformation including bent, twisted, distorted, stretched, 
elongated, cracked, or broken parts. 


e. A 10-percent reduction of the original or catalog dimension at any point. 
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f. Swivels shall have the ability to freely rotate when not loaded.  Also check 
swivels for loose or missing nuts, bolts, cotter pins, snap rings, or other 
fasteners. 


g. Other conditions or visible damage that may cause doubt as to the integrity 
of the hardware. 


Repairs should be made only by the manufacturer or a qualified person.  
Replacement parts shall meet or exceed the manufacturer’s original 
specifications. 


Operation.—Operating practices and guidelines for using links, rings, and 
swivels are as follows: 


 Links and Rings. 
a. Select links and rings according to the manufacturer’s guidelines.  


Remember that the loading angle affects the stress in the link or ring.  As 
the horizontal angle decreases, the stress and the resulting effective load in 
the piece increases. 


b. Never exceed the rated load of the link or ring. 


c. Never use links or rings that appear to be damaged until they are 
appropriately inspected and accepted as useable. 


d. Avoid contact with obstructions that could damage the link or ring. 


e. Avoid shock loading. 


f. Avoid dragging shackles on the ground or over an abrasive surface. 


g. Assure that the link or ring is of the proper shape and size to seat properly 
in the hook or lifting device. 


h. Do not exceed a 120-degree angle when using multiple slings or rigging 
hardware off of a link or ring. 


i. The horizontal angle of loading should not be less than 30 degrees unless 
approved by a qualified person. 


 Swivels 
a. Select swivels according to the manufacturer’s guidelines.  Remember that 


the loading angle affects the stress in the swivel.  As the horizontal angle 
decreases, the stress and the resulting effective load in the piece increases. 


b. Never exceed the rated load of the swivel. 


c. Never use swivels that appear to be damaged until they are appropriately 
inspected and accepted as useable. 


d. Swivels are not intended to be rotated under load. 
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e. Swivels shall only be used for in-line loads. 


f. Avoid shock loads. 


g. Assure that the swivel is of the proper shape and size to seat properly in 
the hook or lifting device. 


h. Avoid contact with obstructions that could damage the swivel. 


5. Rigging Blocks 
General.—This section applies to rigging blocks only and does not apply to 
crane hoist blocks.  Rigging blocks include tackle, utility, rolling, and snatch 
blocks and can include hooks, eyes swivels, yokes, shackles, pins, and other 
hardware.  The hardware rated load shall be according to the manufacturer’s 
recommendation.  The blocks rated load is the maximum load applied to the 
main fitting and not the line pull. 


Design Factor.—All rigging blocks shall have a minimum design factor of 4. 


Proof Tests.—Rigging blocks are not required to be proof tested by the 
purchaser unless specified. 


Marking and Tagging.—Each rigging block shall be marked with the 
manufacturer’s name or trademark, the rated load, and the rope size(s). 


Hostile Environments.—Consult the manufacturer or a qualified person 
before using rigging blocks in a hostile environment.  This includes their use 
at temperatures above 150 °F, below -0 °F, or in chemically active 
environments. 


Rigging Block Inspection and Removal Criteria.—Rigging blocks shall be 
visibly inspected at the frequency previously indicated.  If any damage is 
found, the rigging block shall be removed from service.  Inspect for the 
following: 


a. Missing or unreadable markings 


b. Wobble or misaligned sheaves 


c. Excessive sheave groove wear 


d. Loose or missing nuts, bolts, cotter pins, snap rings, or other fasteners 


e. Excessive pitting or corrosion 


f. Heat damage, weld spatter, or evidence of unauthorized welding 


g. Any sign of deformation including bent, twisted, distorted, stretched, 
elongated, cracked, or broken parts 


h. A 10-percent reduction of the original or catalog dimension at any point 


i. Excessive wear, nicks, or gouges 
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j. Damage to load bearing threads 


k. Other conditions or visible damage that may cause doubt as to the integrity 
of the hardware 


Repairs should be made only by the manufacturer or a qualified person.  
Replacement parts shall meet or exceed the manufacturer’s original 
specifications. 


Operation.—Operating practices and guidelines for using links, rings, and 
swivels are as follows: 


a. Select rigging blocks only according to the manufacturer’s guidelines.  
Never exceed the rated load of the block.  Remember that the angle 
formed between the load lines affects the block load.  As the included 
angle decreases, the load on the rigging block increases.   


b. Never use rigging blocks that appear to be damaged until they are 
appropriately inspected and accepted as useable. 


c. The rigging block shall be fully engaged and in good working order before 
applying the full load. 


d. Avoid contact with sharp edges or obstructions that could damage the 
block. 


e. Do not side load the rigging block.  The block sheave and fittings should 
always be in line with the load. 


f. Avoid shock loading. 


g. Avoid dragging load blocks on the ground or over an abrasive surface. 


h. Fittings attached to the load line should not contact the block sheaves. 


i. The rope should be in the sheave groove when loaded.  The minimum 
D/d44 ratio between sheave pitch and wire rope diameter is 6. 


6. Rigging Hooks 
General.—Rigging hooks are used as part of rigging tackle, such as sling 
assemblies, or with below-the-hook lifting devices.  See section 6.10, 
“Overhead and Gantry Cranes,” “Hooks,” for load hooks on hoists or cranes.  
Many styles of rigging hooks are available.  Some rigging hooks (e.g., grab 
hooks and sorting hooks) are designed to carry the load near the point as well 
as in the bowl or saddle of the hook.  Rigging hooks shall be used within the 
limits specified by the manufacturer.  Forged alloy steel hooks generally make 
the best rigging hooks. 


                                                 
44 Sheave pitch diameter to rope diameter ratio. 
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Rigging hooks shall meet or exceed the requirements of ANSI/ASME B30.10, 
“Hooks.” 


Design Factor.—The rated load for a hook shall be equal to or exceed the 
rated load of the chain, wire rope, or sling to which it is attached. 


Marking and Tagging.—The manufacturer’s identification shall be forged or 
die-stamped on the hook. 


Attachments.—Throat latches shall be used, unless application makes using 
the latch impractical or unnecessary. 


Rigging Hook Inspection and Removal Criteria.—Rigging hooks shall be 
visibly inspected at the frequency previously indicated.  If any damage is 
found, the hook shall be removed from service.  Inspect the following: 


1. Rigging hooks that are not permanently installed in a sling assembly shall 
be visually inspected for the following deficiencies before use: 


• Distortions, such as bending or twisting, exceeding 10 degrees from 
the plane of the unbent hook 


• Increased throat opening exceeding 15 percent 


• Wear exceeding 10 percent of the original dimension 


• Cracks, severe nicks, or gouges 


• Damage, engagement, or malfunction of latch 
 


2. Rigging hooks shall be inspected as a part of the slings to which they are 
attached. 


3. The nondestructive testing of rigging hooks is not routinely required.  
Rigging hook nondestructive tests may be required by a critical-lift 
procedure. 


4. Welding on hooks, except by the hook manufacturer, is not allowed.  
Never repair, alter, rework, or reshape a hook by welding, heating, 
burning, or bending. 


Repairs should be made only by the manufacturer or a qualified person.  
Replacement parts shall meet or exceed the manufacturer’s original 
specifications. 


Operation.—Operating practices and guidelines for using rigging hooks are as 
follows: 


a. Loads for rigging hooks shall be equal to or exceed the rated load of the 
chain, wire rope, or other suspension member to which it is attached.  
Where this is not feasible, special precautions shall be taken to ensure that 
the rated load limit of the hook is not exceeded. 
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b. The safe working load (SWL) for a hook used in its intended manner shall 
be equal to or exceed the rated load of the chain, wire rope, or other 
suspension member to which it is attached. 


c. The designated SWL applies only when the load is applied in the bowl or 
saddle of the hook.  Center the load in the base (bowl or saddle) of the 
hook. 


d. Avoid shock loading. 


e. Do not side load or back load the hook. 


f. Ensure that the load is not carried on the throat latch. 


6.12  Shop Fabricated Lifting Devices and Rigging Hardware 


All lifting devices and rigging hardware shall be designed with a 5:1 factor of 
safety and according to any applicable ANSI standard.  Reclamation Safety and 
Health Standards require that any job-fabricated rigging hardware be designed by 
a professional engineer.  All job-made or repaired wire rope slings and steel 
chains require marking and proof testing prior to use. 


6.13  Below-the-Hook Lifting Devices 


Below-the-hook lifters are defined by ASME B30.20, “Below-the-Hook Lifting 
Devices.”  They are arranged in four different types of groups as follows: 


Group I:  Structural and Mechanical Lifting Devices 
Structural Lifter—A lifter consisting of an assembly of rigid parts designed to 
hold and attach a load to a hoisting device. 


Mechanical Lifting Device—A mechanism composed of two or more rigid 
parts that move with respect to each other for attaching a load to a hoisting 
device. 


Group II:  Vacuum Lifting Device 
A below-the-hook lifting device using a holding force by means of vacuum. 


Group III:  Magnet, Lifting, Close Proximity Operated 
A lifting magnet used in such a fashion that the operator manually positions 
the magnet on the load and manually guides the magnet and load during a lift. 


Group IV:  Magnet, Lifting, Remotely Operated 
A lifting magnet that does not require the operator or other personnel to be in 
close proximity to the magnet or its load while the magnet is in use. 


This section provides the requirements for Group I, structural and mechanical 
below-the-hook lifting devices.  This type represents the majority of below-the-
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hook lifting devices found at power and pumping plants and include, but are not 
limited to, supporting lifting devices, indentation-type pressure lifting devices, 
friction-type pressure lifting devices, spreader bars, lifting jigs, lifting yokes, and 
load test fixtures.  Structural and mechanical lifting devices are often one-of-a-
kind designs.  Slings and rigging hardware that may be components in a below-
the-hook lifting device are covered in previous sections of this document. 


Using vacuum and magnetic lifting devices is very limited at pumping plants and 
is not covered in this document. 


6.13.1  Design 
All specialized devices should be designed and certified for use by a engineer 
competent in the field and according to the provisions of ASME B30.20.  In most 
cases, ANSI N14.6, which is similar to ASME B30.20, also will apply and may 
be invoked by the responsible engineer.  Lifting devices designed for a specific 
operation should not be used for any other operation unless approved by a 
competent engineer.   


Load-bearing components of a lifter shall be designed to withstand the stresses 
imposed by its rated load plus the weight of the lifter, with a minimum design 
factor of 3, based on the yield strength of the material and with stress ranges 
within ANSI/AWS D14.1, “Specification for Welding of Industrial and Mill 
Cranes and Other Material Handling Equipment,” standards.  Welding shall also 
be according to requirements of this standard.  Guards will be provided for all 
moving parts, and any wiring and electrical equipment shall comply with the 
requirements of NFPA 70, “National Electrical Code,” Article 610, “Cranes and 
Hoists.” 


All existing, site-fabricated, below-the-hook lifting devices should be analyzed by 
a design engineer to verify that they conform to the required design factor. 


6.13.2  Marking 
The rated capacity of each lifting device shall be marked on the main structure 
where it is visible and legible.  If the lifting device comprises several items, each 
detachable from the assembly, each lifting device shall be marked with its rated 
capacity.  At a minimum, a nameplate, name tag, or other permanent marker shall 
be affixed displaying the following data: 


a. Manufacturer’s name (contractor’s name if fabricated onsite) 


b. Lifting device weight (if over 100 pounds) 


c. Serial number (if applicable) 


d. Drawing number (if applicable) 


e. Rated capacity 
 


A rerated lifting device shall be relabeled with the new rated capacity. 
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6.13.3  Modifications 
Any modification or rerating of below-the-hook lifting devices requires 
documented analysis by a qualified engineer or the manufacturer of the lifting 
device.  Any rerated or modified lifting device requires a new load test.  A rerated 
lifting device also must be appropriately relabeled with the new rated load 
capacity. 


6.13.4  Operations 
Below-the-hook lifting devices shall only be operated by qualified designated 
persons, trainees under direct supervision of a designated person, and/or 
maintenance and test personnel when necessary.  The operator shall be familiar 
with and instructed in using the device. 


a. The condition of the lifting device shall be observed before use and during 
operation.  Any defects found shall be examined and, if it constitutes a 
hazard, repaired prior to any operation. 


b. The lifting device shall be applied to the load according to established 
procedures. 


c. The operator should not leave his position at the controls while a load is 
suspended unless specific precautions have been implemented. 


d. The lifting device shall not be loaded in excess of its rated load (except for 
test loads) or be used for any application for which it is not designed. 


e. Before lifting, the operator shall ensure that lifting device ropes or chains 
are not kinked and multiple-part lines are not interwoven. 


f. Care should be taken to ensure that the load is correctly distributed for the 
lifting device being used. 


g. The lifting device shall not be used for side pulls. 


h. The lifting device, when not in use, should be stored in a dry, inside 
location. 


i. Missing or defaced markings or tags shall be replaced. 


6.13.5  Inspections 
Initial Inspections.—Before initial use, all new, modified, or repaired lifting 
devices shall be inspected by a designated person to ensure compliance with the 
provisions of ASME B30.20, “Below-the-Hook Lifting Devices.” 


Frequent Inspections.—The user shall inspect for the following deficiencies on 
each shift or before use.  In addition, visual observations should be conducted 
during regular service for any damage or evidence of malfunction that appears 
between regular inspections.  Deficiencies shall be examined carefully to 
determine whether they constitute a hazard: 
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a. Structural deformation, cracks, or excessive wear on any part of the lifter 


b. Loose or missing guards, fasteners, covers, stops, or nameplates 


c. All functional operating mechanisms and automatic hold and release 


d. Mechanisms for misadjustments that interfere with operations 


e. All load-carrying portions of the device for deformation, cracks, and 
excessive wear 


Periodic Inspections.—A complete inspection of lifting devices shall be 
performed by a qualified inspector at 12-month intervals for normal service,  
6-month intervals for heavy service, and 3-month intervals for severe service.  
Fixtures not in use do not require periodic inspection, but the inspection must be 
performed before use.  Any deficiencies shall be examined and a determination 
made as to whether they constitute a hazard.  These inspections shall include the 
requirements of “Frequent Inspections,” noted above, and items such as the 
following, as applicable: 


a. Loose bolts or fasteners. 


b. Cracked or worn gears, pulleys, sheaves, sprockets, bearings, chains, belts, 
and welds. 


c. Excessive wear of linkages and other mechanical parts. 


d. Excessive wear at hoist-hooking points and load-support clevises or pins. 


e. Marking as required by ASME B30.20. 


f. External evidence of damage to structure, motors, and controls. 


g. Lubricate bearings and bushings. 


h. Check that all pivot points and level indicators are free to move.  For 
rarely used lifting devices, apply a protective coating to areas prone to 
corrosion. 


i. Clean and paint as required. 


Inspection Records.—Make dated inspection reports and records for each 
periodic inspection and any time the lifting device requires adjustment or repair.  
The most recent inspection records shall be retained in an equipment maintenance 
file. 


6.13.6  Repairs 
Any deficiencies disclosed by the inspection shall be corrected before normal 
operation of the lifting device is resumed. 
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6.13.7  Testing 
Keep dated reports of operational tests, rated load tests, and manufacturers’ 
certification, as applicable, as long as the device is available for use. 


Before initial use, load test and inspect all new, altered, modified, or repaired 
lifting devices.  An operational test also should be performed.  Rated load tests 
shall be done under the direction of a qualified person.  A written report furnished 
by such person confirms the load rating of the lifter.  The load rating should not 
be more than 80 percent of the maximum load sustained during the test.  Test 
loads shall not be more than 110 percent of the rated load unless otherwise 
recommended be the manufacturer.   


At the option of the organization, a manufacturer’s certification may be used in 
lieu of a rated load test only if all the following criteria apply: 


a. The lifter is manufactured by a reputable manufacturer that customarily 
manufactures structural and/or mechanical lift devices. 


b. The lifter is a standard readymade item in the manufacturer’s normal 
inventory.  (One-of-a-kind items shall be load-tested.) 


c. The manufacturer furnishes a written statement, signed and stamped by a 
registered professional engineer, certifying its structural and operational 
integrity and that it conforms to the specific requirements of ASME 
B30.20, “Below-The-Hook Lifting Devices.” 


6.13.8  Maintenance Files 
The maintenance file is a compilation of various documents and records relating 
to operation, maintenance, inspection, testing evaluation, and repair of the 
equipment.  The methods selected for establishing adequate information retention 
and retrieval shall be determined by the equipment custodian. 


An electronic recordkeeping system may be used.  If a computerized maintenance 
management system such as MAXIMO, is used and maintenance records are not 
retained in the crane file, the crane file should state where the electronic 
maintenance records are kept.   


The crane maintenance file shall contain, as a minimum, the required current 
dated periodic inspection records and other documentation to provide the user 
with evidence of a safe and reliable maintenance program.  Keep dated reports of 
operational tests and the rated load test as long as the device is available for use.  
Inspection records should be retained in a format and location that provides for 
ease in accessibility.  Maintenance file information should provide a source for 
comparing present conditions with past conditions to determine whether existing 
conditions show a trending pattern of wear, deterioration, or other comparable 
factors that may compromise safe, continued use of the equipment.  Length of 
record retention shall be determined by the equipment custodian’s established 
maintenance program. 
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6.14  Elevators 


FIST Volume 2-10, Maintenance, Inspection, and Testing of Electric and 
Hydraulic Elevators, provides guidance on the maintenance of elevators.  
section 19 of Reclamation Safety and Health Standards lists requirements for the 
installation and maintenance of elevators and other personnel hoists.  Passenger 
and freight elevators are to be inspected and tested according to ANSI A17.1, 
“Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators,” and ANSI A17.2, “Inspector’s 
Manual for Elevators and Escalators.”  The inspector shall meet the qualification 
requirements of ASME/ANSI QEI-1, “Standard for the Qualification of Elevator 
Inspectors,” and shall be certified by an organization accredited by the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers according to the requirements of ASME/ANSI 
QEI-1.  If the State or other organization is responsible for elevator inspections, 
the inspector shall be an employee of that organization or authorized by that 
organization.  Periodic maintenance should be according to the elevator 
manufacturer’s recommendations and any recommendations of the elevator 
inspector. 


1.  Routine and Periodic Inspections 
Semiannual.  Perform routine inspections and tests according to ANSI A17.1, 
Part X, section 1001 on all electric passenger and freight elevators. 


Annual.  Perform periodic inspections and tests according to ANSI A17.1, 
Part X, section 1002 on all electric and hydraulic passenger and freight 
elevators. 
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7.  Cathodic Protection 
7.1  General 


Corrosion is a natural process that can significantly reduce the useful service life 
of a structure or its components.  As structures get older, corrosion will become 
more evident.  There are successful methods which can be employed to mitigate 
corrosion; therefore, corrosion should not be accepted as a “fact of life.”  Metals 
don’t deteriorate from age; they deteriorate from corrosion.  Fortunately, 
corrosion can be stopped.  Some of the more common methods of corrosion 
control are design, materials selection, changing the environment, protective 
coatings, and cathodic/anodic protection. 


Protective coatings and cathodic protection are widely used as synergistic 
corrosion control methods.  There are no perfect coatings.  Coatings have voids, 
can be damaged, and deteriorate overtime.  The metal exposed at the coating 
defects is susceptible to corrosion.  The corrosion process enlarges the coating 
defects by undercutting the intact coating adjacent to the defects.  Coatings 
effectively reduce the amount of metal surface area which requires cathodic 
protection; as a result, less cathodic protection current is required for a well 
coated structure than for a poorly coated structure.  In return, cathodic protection 
extends the life of the coating by reducing undercutting of the coating and 
effectively limiting the growth of defective coating areas. 


Many metallic components of powerplants experience corrosion.  Two of the 
most corrosive environments of a powerplant are the water which they convey 
and the soil in which they are constructed.  In addition to corrosive environments, 
the materials of construction have a significant impact on the corrosion 
experienced.  There are numerous items at powerplants that can be cathodically 
protected.  Some powerplants may have been designed with cathodic protection 
systems; others may not have been.  For powerplants that do not have existing 
cathodic protection systems, many can be retrofitted with a cathodic protection 
system as the need arises. 


This section presents typical operation and maintenance requirements for cathodic 
protection systems and does not provide an indepth review of corrosion.  At the 
end of this section, definitions and procedures have been included which will 
introduce the reader to terms and procedures typically associated with cathodic 
protection systems.  For a more indepth understanding of corrosion and its 
mitigation, the reader is referred to the many books and articles on the subject. 


7.2  What Is Corrosion 


Corrosion is the deterioration of a material due to a reaction with its environment.  
The following is limited to the corrosion of metallic materials.  Corrosion is a 
natural electro-chemical reaction between a metal and an electrolyte (usually soil 
or water) in which a refined metal is returning to its natural state as an ore.  The 
following are the four required components of a corrosion cell: 
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1. Anode 
The anode is the electrode of the corrosion cell which experiences the physical 
destruction of corrosion (i.e., metal loss).  Current flows from the anode 
surface into the electrolyte taking metal ions with it. 


2. Cathode 
The cathode is the electrode of the corrosion cell which does not experience 
the destructive nature of corrosion.  Current collects on the cathode surface 
from the electrolyte.  Because current is collecting on the surface, metal ions 
are not lost. 


3. Metallic Path 
There must be a metallic path between the anode and cathode.  Current flows 
from the cathode to the anode within the metallic path. 


4. Electrolyte 
The anode and cathode must be in contact with the same electrolyte.  Current 
flows from the anode to the cathode within the electrolyte. 


During the corrosion process, current flows between the anode and cathode, while 
chemical reactions occur at both the anode and cathode.  At the anode, current 
leaves the metal surface and enters the electrolyte, taking metal ions with it.  The 
metal ions are a part of the corrosion products of the corrosion reaction.  Rust is 
the corrosion product of steel.  The current flows through the electrolyte from the 
anode to the cathode and collects onto the cathode.  The current then uses the 
metallic path to return back to the anode. 


Anodes and cathodes can be on the same metal surface or they can be on two 
different metals which are in contact with one another.  Anodes and cathodes can 
be atoms apart; they can be inches apart; or on large structures, such as pipelines, 
they can be miles apart. 


Corrosion will cease if one of the four required elements of a corrosion cell is 
eliminated. 


7.3  What Is Cathodic Protection 


Cathodic protection is a proven method of mitigating corrosion and is the only 
corrosion control method which can potentially halt ongoing corrosion of a 
structure.  Cathodic protection is a corrosion cell which is used to our benefit.  
With cathodic protection, the structure that is to be protected is made the cathode 
of the corrosion cell.  Remember, corrosion does not occur at the cathode.  Since 
we still have an operating corrosion cell, we must have an anode.  Therefore, an 
anode material must be installed which will be sacrificed for the sake of the 
structure to be protected.  It should be noted that corrosion is not stopped but is 
transferred.  It is transferred from the structure that is to be protected to sacrificial 
material which is installed to be consumed. 
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Since cathodic protection is a corrosion cell, current must flow.  As with the 
corrosion cell, current flows from the anode to the cathode within the electrolyte, 
and from the cathode to the anode within the metallic path.  The electrolyte is the 
water or soil which our structures are in contact with.  The metallic path is the 
structure itself and the cables that may need to be installed to complete the 
metallic return path for the cathodic protection system. 


There are two types of cathodic protection systems:  galvanic anode and 
impressed current.  Both systems require the installation of a sacrificial material 
as the anode.  Galvanic anode cathodic protection requires the installation of 
galvanic anodes.  A galvanic anode is a material which is more electro-chemically 
active than the structure to be protected.  Galvanic anodes use the natural potential 
difference between the anode material and the structure to cause current to flow.  
For soil and freshwater applications, zinc and magnesium typically are used as the 
galvanic anode material.  Galvanic anodes can be attached directly to the structure 
or installed some distance from the structure and connected to the structure 
through cables. 


With an impressed current cathodic protection system, external power is required 
to supply the current required for cathodic protection.  Any dc type power supply 
can be used for cathodic protection, although, a rectifier typically is used.  A 
rectifier coverts ac power into dc power.  Impressed current requires installing 
anodes and a power supply; the power supply is connected between the structure 
and anodes.  Because external power is providing the driving force for the 
cathodic protection current, a wide range of anode material can be used.  Some 
commonly used impressed current anode materials include high silicon cast iron, 
graphite, mixed metal oxides, and platinum. 


With both galvanic anode and impressed current cathodic protection systems, the 
anode must be installed within the same electrolyte that is causing corrosion of 
the structure.  To mitigate soil side corrosion, such as on a pipeline, anodes are 
installed in the soil.  It should be noted that anodes installed in the soil will not 
protect the inside surface of a buried pipeline; they will only protect the exterior 
surface of the buried pipeline.  To mitigate water side corrosion, such as on pump 
columns of a wet sump pumping plant, anodes are installed in the water. 


7.4  Cathodically Protected Metalwork at Powerplants 


From a cathodic protection standpoint, the metalwork at powerplants can be 
divided into two categories:  submerged metalwork and buried metalwork.  The 
category that they fall under depends on what is causing the corrosion—soil or 
water.  Generally, the cathodic protection systems for the submerged metalwork 
and those for the buried metalwork are separate and independent systems. 


All metallic surfaces which contact water or soil can be cathodically protected.  
Items that are typically cathodically protected at powerplants include: 
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• Pump columns 


• Trash racks 


• Traveling water screens 


• Air chambers and elevated water tanks 


• Intake and discharge manifolds 


• Intake and discharge pipelines 


• Miscellaneous piping such as drain and fill lines 


• Various gates such as radial gates, slide gates, roller gates, etc. 


7.5  Typical Operation and Maintenance Requirements 


O&M of cathodic protection systems should be conducted by individuals who 
have, as a minimum, a general knowledge of such systems.  Applicable training 
should be provided for individuals conducting the O&M of cathodic protection 
systems. 


The O&M requirements of a cathodic protection system are dependent on 
the design of both the structure and cathodic protection system.  The 
O&M requirements contained herein are typical in nature, and standard 
operating procedures should be specifically written for each individual 
cathodic protection system. 


7.5.1  Operating Criteria 
In general, the performance of a cathodic protection system is based on a 
structure-to-electrolyte potential.  Structure-to-electrolyte potentials are 
determined at various locations on a protected structure, with the locations being 
dependent on the design of both the structure and cathodic protection system.  
Other requirements are useful in tracking trends and trouble shooting the system 
should problems arise. 
 
 


NOTE:  Listed below are the more common operating 
criteria employed.  Not all the criteria listed are used on a 
single structure.  The listed criteria are included for 
educational purposes only, and the criteria to be employed 
on a specific structure shall be determined by qualified 
individuals. 


 
 
 


Typical operating criteria for cathodic protection systems are as follows: 


a. Protective structure-to-electrolyte potential – Protective structure-to-
electrolyte potentials should be negative 850 millivolts or more negative, 
as referenced to a copper/copper sulfate reference electrode. 
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b. Polarized structure-to-electrolyte potentials – Polarized structure-to-
electrolyte potentials should be negative 1,100 millivolts or more positive, 
as referenced to a copper/copper sulfate reference electrode. 


c. Minimum 100-millvolt polarization shift – The polarization shift can be 
determined by one of two methods.  The polarization shift is determined in 
the first method by comparing the static and polarized structure-to-
electrolyte potentials.  The polarization shift is determined in the second 
method by determining the polarization decay after the cathodic protection 
is turned off. 


 
 


NOTE:  At no time should the polarized structure-to-
electrolyte potential be more negative than negative 
1,100 millivolts as referenced to a copper/copper sulfate 
reference electrode.  If the system cannot be adjusted to 
satisfy the above criteria, the dominate criterion should be 
the polarized structure-to-electrolyte potential criterion. 


 


7.5.2  Submerged Metalwork Cathodic Protection Systems 
The cathodic protection systems for submerged metalwork may not be operated 
continuously.  If the structure is dewatered on a regular schedule, such as being 
dewatered for winter, the cathodic protection system of the submerged metalwork 
is not operated while the structure is in the dewatered condition. 


Structure-to-electrolyte potentials should be determined at representative 
locations on all submerged metalwork such as pump columns, traveling water 
screens, trash racks, ladders, etc.  Potentials are generally determined at 5-foot 
intervals for the submerged height of the metalwork.  Potentials should also be 
determined on the submerged metalwork at locations which are closest to anodes 
and furthest from anodes. 


a. Galvanic anode cathodic protection system – A galvanic anode cathodic 
protection system will be active at times when both the metalwork and 
anodes are submerged (unless the anodes have been depleted or 
disconnected from the structure). 


1. Annual requirements.  The following should be determined and 
recorded on an annual basis: 


• Protective structure-to-electrolyte potentials. 


• Current output of individual anodes. 
 


b. Impressed current cathodic protection system – The cathodic protection 
systems should be energized during periods when water is present within 
the structure.  If the structure is only partially dewatered which results in 
both metalwork and anode(s) being submerged, the cathodic protection 
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system should remain energized.  The following assumes that the structure 
is dewatered in the winter.  If the structure is not dewatered, only the 
monthly and annual monitoring requirements are applicable. 


 
 


NOTE:  When access to a submerged area of the structure is 
required, the cathodic protection system for the submerged 
metalwork should be turned off before accessing the 
submerged area. 


 
 


1. Spring startup requirement.  The cathodic protection systems should 
be energized and properly adjusted when the structure is watered up.  
The following process should be used during the spring startup: 


• Energize cathodic protection systems.  If the system was properly 
adjusted prior to the fall shutdown, adjustment of the system may 
not be required. 


• Conduct annual and monthly requirements.  Adjust system if 
necessary. 


• Allow the system to operate between 1 to 2 weeks.  Conduct 
annual and monthly requirements.  Adjust system if necessary. 


 


2. Monthly requirements.  During times that the cathodic protection 
system is energized, the following should be determined and recorded 
on a monthly basis: 


• Rectifier’s current and voltage outputs. 


• Rectifier’s settings. 


• Current output of individual anodes. 


• Clean debris from screened areas of rectifier and anode terminal 
box. 


3. Annual requirements.  For a dewatered system, the annual 
requirements should be conducted towards the middle of the period for 
which the structure contains water.  The following should be 
determined and recorded on an annual basis: 


• Conduct monthly requirements. 


• Protective and polarized structure-to-electrolyte potentials on all 
submerged metalwork. 


4. Fall shutdown requirements.  After the structure has been dewatered, 
the cathodic protection system should be turned off.  If any portion of 
the metalwork is submerged and any of the anodes are submerged, the 
cathodic protection system should remain energized. 
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7.5.3  Buried Metalwork Cathodic Protection Systems 
The cathodic protection system for buried metalwork should be continuously 
operated.  Structure-to-electrolyte potentials should be determined at 
representative locations on all buried metalwork.  Test stations typically are 
installed on buried metalwork to provide electronic access to the buried 
metalwork for testing purposes.  If test stations are not installed at critical 
locations, electronic assess sometimes can be obtained by contacting exposed 
metalwork which is electrically continuous with the buried metalwork. 


a. Galvanic anode – The galvanic anode cathodic protection system for the 
buried metalwork will be active at all times unless the anodes have been 
depleted or the anodes have been disconnected from the structure. 


1. Annual requirements.  The following should be determined and 
recorded on an annual basis: 


• Current output of individual anodes. 


• Protective structure-to-electrolyte potentials at all test locations on 
all buried metalwork. 


 


b. Impressed current –  


1. Monthly requirements.  The following should be determined and 
recorded on a monthly basis: 


• Rectifier=s current and voltage outputs. 


• Rectifier’s settings. 


• Current output of individual anodes. 


• Clean debris from screened areas of rectifier and anode terminal 
boxes. 


 


2. Annual requirements.  The following should be determined and 
recorded on an annual basis: 


• Conduct monthly requirements. 


• Protective and polarized structure-to-electrolyte potentials at all 
test locations on all buried metalwork. 


7.6  Data Analysis and Technical Assistance 


Data analysis for cathodic protection systems should be conducted by a qualified 
individual.  Reclamation’s Technical Service Center (86-68180) can provide 
technical assistance (including specialized training, data collection, data analysis) 
on a cost reimbursable basis. 
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7.7  Definitions and Procedures 
7.7.1  Definitions 
The following definitions typically are associated with cathodic protection 
systems. 


Corrosion monitoring systems 
Corrosion monitoring systems consist of bonded or welded joints for electrical 
continuity, insulating fittings at selected locations where electrical 
discontinuity is desired, and test stations to determine structure-to-electrolyte 
potentials.  Corrosion monitoring systems facilitate testing to determine if 
supplemental corrosion control measures are necessary and for the application 
of cathodic protection, if required. 


Cathodic protection 
Cathodic protection is an electrical means of mitigating corrosion of a metal.  
Cathodic protection is provided by causing direct current to collect on all 
metallic surfaces of a structure.  By collecting direct current on all metallic 
surfaces of the structure, the structure becomes the cathode of a corrosion cell. 


 Galvanic anode cathodic protection 
Galvanic anode cathodic protection uses the natural potential difference 
between metals to provide the direct current required for cathodic 
protection.  Magnesium and zinc anodes typically are used in freshwater 
and soil environments. 


 Impressed current cathodic protection 
Impressed current cathodic protection utilizes an external power source to 
provide the direct current required for cathodic protection.  A rectifier 
typically is used to convert alternating current into direct current for 
cathodic protection. 


Current interrupter 
A device installed into the output circuit of a rectifier which provides a means 
of opening and closing the circuit at programmable intervals. 


Electrolyte 
The electrolyte is any medium that can conduct ionic current flow.  Water and 
soil are electrolytes. 


Portable voltmeter 
Any portable, high-input impedance (10 megohm minimum) voltmeter. 


Rectifier 
A device which converts alternating current into direct current. 
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Rectifier tap settings 
The position of the link bars of the voltage tap circle on the front of the 
rectifier.  The tap settings limit the voltage output of the rectifier and is 
adjusted by changing the position of the link bars. 


Reference electrode 
A reference electrode is used to measure the potential of a structure that is 
buried or submerged in an electrolyte (soil or water).  The reference electrode 
must be accurate, stable, and reproducible.  A submersible reference electrode 
is a reference electrode that can be used in a totally submerged condition.  A 
copper/copper sulfate reference electrode is commonly used in field 
measurements because of its ruggedness. 


Shunt 
A shunt is a calibrated device, placed within a circuit to determine the current 
flow within the circuit.  A shunt has a known, fixed resistance, and its 
calibration typically is expressed in ohms or amperage/voltage. 


Structure 
The structure is the item being monitored and/or cathodically protected (e.g., 
buried pipeline and submerged pump columns). 


Structure-to-electrolyte potential 
The potential between the structure and electrolyte as referenced to a 
reference electrode.  Also referred to as structure-to-water, structure-to-soil, 
pipe-to-soil, and tank-to-water potentials. 


 Polarized structure-to-electrolyte potential 
The structure-to-electrolyte potential determined with the cathodic 
protection system energized and immediately after the cathodic protection 
current is interrupted. 


 Protective structure-to-electrolyte potential 
The structure-to-electrolyte potential determined with the cathodic 
protection system energized and cathodic protection current flowing 


 Static structure-to-electrolyte potential 
The structure-to-electrolyte potential determined prior to energizing a 
cathodic protection system or after the cathodic protection system has 
been de-energized for a given time period.  Also referred to as native 
structure-to-electrolyte potential. 


Test station 
Buried structures typically have test stations.  Submerged structures may or 
may not have test stations. 


The basic test station is composed of a housing and test cables.  The test 
cables originate from the metallic portion of the structure being monitored 
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and, as such, provide electronic access to the structure.  Test cables generally 
are installed in pairs—one being sized No. 12 American Wire Gauge (AWG) 
or larger and the other No. 6 AWG or larger.  The No. 6 AWG is used for 
bonding and applying cathodic protection, and the No. 12 AWG is used for 
determining structure-to-electrolyte potentials. 


On buried pipelines, there may be more than two cables terminated in the test 
station housing.  The following are common sources of additional cables: 


1. The test station may contain one or more cables to galvanic anodes. 


2. The test station may contain a No. 12 AWG or larger cable originating 
from a buried permanent reference electrode. 


3. Insulating fitting test stations typically have two pairs of test cables, 
one pair originating upstream of the insulating fitting and the other 
pair originating downstream of the insulating fitting. 


4. Foreign line crossing test stations can have up to five test cables.  Two 
test cables will originate from the structure being monitored, two 
cables may originate from the foreign line, and one cable may 
originate from a buried, permanent reference electrode.  The test 
cables originating from the foreign line are installed at the discretion 
of the foreign line owner and, therefore, may not be installed.  A 
permanent reference electrode may or may not be installed. 


7.7.2  Procedures 
The following procedures typically are associated with cathodic protection 
systems. 


Anode current output measurement 
To determine the current output of an anode, measure the voltage (millivolts) 
across its shunt located in the anode terminal box using a portable voltmeter 
and calculate the current output using Ohm’s law (I=V/R).45  Typically, the 
shunts within the anode terminal box are 10-milliohm shunts; although, the 
10-milliohm shunts are typically not marked with a rating.  For example, if 
25 millivolts is measured across an anode shunt with a resistance of 
10 milliohms, 2.5 amps (A) are flowing through the shunt. 


Current interrupter installation 
To insert a current interrupter into the output circuit of a rectifier, the 
rectifier must be de-energized.  The circuit breaker within the rectifier 
cabinet can be used to de-energize the rectifier.  Remove the common 
anode cable from the positive terminal of the rectifier and connect it to 
one terminal of the current interrupter.  Connect the other terminal of 
the current interrupter to the positive terminal of the rectifier using a 


                                                 
45 I = current (amps); V = voltage (volts); R = resistance (ohms). 
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separate insulated cable similar in size to the common anode cable.  
The common anode cable is typically a No. 6 AWG cable. 


The “on” cycle of the interrupter is when the rectifier’s current output is not 
interrupted, and the “off” cycle is when the rectifier=s current output is 
interrupted.  The “on/off” cycles of the current interrupter should be set so that 
the cycles can be easily identified with the “on” cycle being at least three to 
four times that of the “off” cycle (i.e., 30 seconds on and 5 seconds off). 


Energize the rectifier and start the current interrupter.  Verify that the current 
output of the rectifier goes to zero during the “off” cycle and cycle times are 
as desired. 


Rectifier current output measurement 
To determine the current output of a rectifier, measure the voltage (millivolts 
[mV]) across the shunt and calculate the current by multiplying the shunt’s 
rating (i.e., 15 A/50 mV) by the measured voltage.  The shunt’s rating is 
stamped on the side of the shunt.  For example, if 30 millivolts are measured 
across a shunt rated at 15 A/50 mV, 9 amps are flowing through the shunt. 


Rectifier voltage output measurement 
To determine the voltage output of a rectifier using a portable voltmeter, 
measure the voltage (volts) across the positive and negative output terminals 
of the rectifier. 


Rectifier voltage output adjustment 
To change the output of a rectifier, the voltage output of the rectifier must be 
adjusted.  The following procedure is for a manually tapped rectifier; if 
another type of rectifier is used, the procedure will be different.  For a 
manually tapped rectifier, adjustment is accomplished by changing the 
rectifier’s tap setting.  When adjusting the rectifier’s tap setting, the rectifier 
must be de-energized.  The circuit breaker within the rectifier cabinet can be 
used to de-energize the rectifier.  To increase the rectifier’s voltage output, its 
tap setting is increased (e.g., from B to C or 3 to 4.)  To decrease the rectifier=s 
voltage output, its tap setting is decreased (e.g., from D to C or 2 to 1).  
Energize the rectifier once the rectifier’s tap setting has been changed. 


Reference electrode integrity 
To obtain valid structure-to-electrolyte data, an accurate, stable, and 
reproducible reference must be used.  The reference electrode integrity of all 
reference electrodes should be determined prior to use.  Reference electrode 
integrity or accuracy is determined by comparing it to a freshly prepared, 
portable copper/copper sulfate reference electrode.  In general, the potential 
difference (millivolts) between the two reference electrodes is determined 
when they are in contact with a common electrolyte. 
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 Portable copper/copper sulfate reference electrodes 
The accuracy of two freshly prepared, portable copper sulfate reference 
electrodes should be determined by submersing the tips of the two 
reference electrodes in a nonmetallic container of water.  Measure the 
potential difference (millivolts) between the two reference electrodes with 
a portable voltmeter.  The integrity of the reference electrodes is 
acceptable when the potential difference between the two is within 
10 millivolts. 


Once the integrity of the reference electrodes has been verified, identify 
one reference electrode as the standard.  The other is used for all field 
measurements which require a freshly prepared, portable copper/copper 
sulfate reference electrode.  The standard reference electrode is set aside 
and is used only to determine the accuracy of the other portable reference 
electrode which is used for field measurements. 


 Permanent reference electrode 
When checking permanent reference electrodes, they either need to be 
removed for testing; or the cathodic protection system must be de-
energized.  If the permanent reference electrode is connected to a rectifier, 
it must be disconnected from the rectifier before testing.  The negative of 
the portable voltmeter should be connected to the freshly prepared, 
portable copper/copper sulfate reference electrode; and the positive 
terminal should be connected to the permanent reference electrode.  
Determine and record the magnitude, polarity, and meter connection (i.e., 
negative to portable).  Consideration should be given to replacing 
permanent reference electrodes when the potential determined is greater 
than 50 millivolts. 


To check a buried reference electrode, place a freshly prepared, portable 
copper/copper sulfate reference electrode directly above the permanent 
reference electrode.  The ground at point of contact should be saturated 
with tap water to reduce contact resistance. 


To check a submerged reference electrode, place a freshly prepared, 
portable copper/copper sulfate reference electrode adjacent to the 
permanent reference electrode.  The submerged reference electrodes can 
be tested in place or removed and tested as describe under portable 
reference copper/copper sulfate reference electrodes. 


Structure-to-electrolyte potential measurement 
Also referred to as structure-to-water, structure-to-soil, pipe-to-soil, and tank-
to-water potentials. 


To determine a structure-to-electrolyte potential, connect the negative 
terminal of a portable voltmeter to the portable reference electrode and 
connect the positive terminal to the structure contact.  The portable reference 
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electrode should be positioned as close as possible to the structure being 
monitored.  Record the polarity, magnitude, and location of potential. 


For buried metalwork installations, the portable reference electrode should 
contact the soil directly over the buried metalwork.  The soil at point of 
reference electrode contact should be saturated with tap water to reduce 
contact resistance. 


Protective structure-to-electrolyte potentials are determined with the cathodic 
protection system energized and the cathodic protection current flowing. 


Polarized structure-to-electrolyte potentials are determined with the cathodic 
protection system energized and immediately after the cathodic protection 
current is interrupted.  To obtain polarized potentials, a current interrupter 
generally is inserted into the output circuit of the rectifier. 


7.8  Inspection Checklist 
 
 


Equipment 
Recommended 


Interval Reference 
Submerged Metalwork Cathodic Protection – Galvanic Anode System 
Protective structure to electrolyte 


potentials 
Annual Reclamation Practice 


Current output of individual anodes Annual Reclamation Practice 
Submerged Metalwork Cathodic Protection – Impressed Current System 
Rectifier current and voltage outputs Monthly Reclamation Practice 
Rectifier setting Monthly Reclamation Practice 
Current output of individual anodes Monthly Reclamation Practice  
Clean debris from terminal boxes Monthly Reclamation Practice 
Protective and polarized structure to 


electrolyte potentials on all submerged 
metalwork  


Annual Reclamation Practice 


Buried Metalwork Cathodic Protection – Galvanic Anode System 
Protective structure to electrolyte 


potentials at all test locations on all 
buried metalwork 


Annual Reclamation Practice 


Current output of individual anodes Annual Reclamation Practice 
Buried Metalwork Cathodic Protection – Impressed Current System 
Rectifier current and voltage outputs Monthly Reclamation Practice 
Rectifier setting Monthly Reclamation Practice 
Current output of individual anodes Monthly Reclamation Practice 
Clean debris from terminal boxes Monthly Reclamation Practice 
Protective and polarized structure to 


electrolyte potentials at test locations on 
all buried metalwork 


Annual Reclamation Practice 
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8.  Fire Systems 
8.1  General 


Periodic inspection, testing, and maintenance of plant fire protection systems are 
critical to ensuring a functional system that will provide a reasonable degree of 
protection for life and property.  Hydroelectric power facilities include fire 
protection systems that are comprised of both mechanical and electrical 
equipment and systems.  Pumps, piping, valves, sprinklers, and other appurtenant 
fixtures and equipment represent the mechanical portion of a plant’s fire 
protection and suppression systems.  These systems are required to have 
scheduled inspections, testing, and maintenance.46  This chapter provides the 
minimum requirements for the routine inspection, testing, and maintenance of the 
mechanical portion of most common fire protection systems that protect 
hydroelectric facilities. 


Historically, hydroelectric powerhouses have been constructed of reinforced 
concrete and masonry with limited amounts of furniture and combustible sources 
and, thus, generally are considered a low fire hazard structure.  Still, fires at 
hydroelectric plants are not uncommon.47  Fire hoses and extinguishers generally 
are used for protecting and suppressing structural fires.  Specific fire hazards 
within hydroelectric plants are somewhat limited and usually can be defined into 
four areas:  main power generators or pumps, oil storage and oil processing 
rooms, transformers, and paint and flammable liquid storage rooms.  These 
higher-risk fire areas most often are designed with specific, separate fire 
protection and suppression systems. 


Inspection, testing, and maintenance of fire protection systems and equipment 
should be scheduled and documented through the facilities maintenance 
management program, such as Reclamation’s MAXIMO program.  Original 
records shall be maintained for the life of the system.  Subsequent records shall be 
retained for a minimum period of 1 year after the next inspection, test, or 
maintenance. 


Each facility must have a written, detailed, and effective fire prevention plan in 
place.48  Since many facilities do not have their own trained fire fighting brigades 
but rely on the services of community fire departments services, close 
coordination and cooperation with local fire fighting departments is essential. 


                                                 
46 NFPA 851, Recommended Practice for Fire Protection for Hydroelectric Generating 


Plants, 2000, 851 2-4.1.2; Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 10.3.2. 
47 CO2 Fire Protection Study for Hydrogenerators – Report of Findings, Reclamation, 1984. 
48 NFPA 851, Recommended Practice for Fire Protection for Hydroelectric Generating 


Plants, 2000, 851 2-4.1.2; Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 10.1.1. 
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8.2  Carbon Dioxide Fire Suppression Systems 


Special fire protection systems, such as carbon dioxide normally are used to 
protect generators and motors.  In older plants, automatic CO2 fire suppression 
systems were installed in oil storage and processing rooms.  NFPA 12, Standard 
on Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems, 2005, no longer allows CO2 use in 
normally occupied space in new installations and highly regulates entrance in 
existing installations.49  Due to the hazards associated with using CO2, using 
automatic CO2 fire suppression systems in oil storage and oil processing rooms, 
transformer vaults, and other locations that occasionally are visited by personnel 
is not recommended.  Reclamation recommends removing existing active systems 
in these locations.50 


Requirements and instructions for inspection, testing and maintenance of CO2 fire 
suppression systems can be found in FIST Volume 5-12, CO2 System Operation 
and Maintenance, and other pertinent referenced documentation.  Users should 
refer to this document for detailed inspection, testing, and maintenance 
guidelines.  Refer to table 6 of this document and the manufacturer’s instructions 
for a summary of testing, maintenance, training, and drill requirements. 


8.3  Fire Suppression Systems for Transformers 


Although fires of this type are rare, powerplant oil-filled transformers pose a 
particularly acute fire risk to personnel and property due to the potentially 
catastrophic size and temperatures involved with this type of fire.  Subsequent 
environmental risks due to oil spillage and air pollution also increase liability.  
Water deluge and mist systems (water spray fixed systems) normally are provided 
for outdoor oil-filled transformers.  Oil-filled transformers that are installed inside 
of a facility must be installed and protected according to the requirements of 
NFPA 70, National Electric Code, Article 450 and NFPA 851, Recommended 
Practice for Fire Protection for Hydroelectric Generating Plants.  For large 
capacity transformers, this usually requires installation within a fire rated vault.  


Requirements and instructions for inspection, testing, and maintenance of 
transformer fire protection systems can be found in FIST Volume 3-32, 
Transformer Fire Protection, and other pertinent referenced documentation.  
Users should refer to this document for detailed inspection, testing, and 
maintenance guidelines. 


                                                 
49 NFPA 12 Standard on Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems 2005, section 4.1.1, 4.1.4. 
50 FIST Volume 5-12, CO2 System Operation and Maintenance, section 6. 
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8.4 Fire Suppression Systems for Paint and Oil Storage 
and Transfer Rooms 


Oil storage and processing rooms have a potentially high hazard for fire because 
they contain such large quantities of transformer and lubricating oil.  Because of 
the intense heat and large amount of fuel associated with an oil room fire, water 
deluge or water mist systems are recommended over traditional wet pipe sprinkler 
systems.  Wet pipe sprinkler systems or water mist fire protection systems may be 
found in some locations but are less common.  Normally, with deluge systems, 
heat sensing fire detectors initiate flow by actuation of an electrically actuated 
pressure valve (deluge valve).   


Determine the type of system and refer to the appropriate table in this document 
and the manufacturer’s instructions for a summary of inspection, testing, and 
maintenance requirements. 


8.5  Clean Agent Fire Extinguishing System 


Clean agent fire suppression systems are often found in some control rooms, 
computer rooms, and within certain control cabinets.  They do not include fire 
extinguishing systems that use carbon dioxide or water.  Originally, Halon was 
the standard extinguishing agent used in this type of system.  Halon was phased 
out after restrictions were placed on its use under the Montreal Protocol of 
September 16, 1987, as amended.  Today, there is a number of different clean 
agents that have taken the place of Halon.  Existing quantities of Halon are 
closely regulated and monitored. 


Different clean agents produce differing degrees of hazardous atmosphere when 
discharged.  Thus when used, suitable safeguards are required; and unnecessary 
exposure to these agents shall be avoided.  As with carbon dioxide suppression 
systems, safeguards shall be provided to prevent entry into areas after discharge, 
and safety items such as personnel training, warning signs, pre- and post- 
discharge alarms, self-contained breathing apparatus, evacuation plans, and fire 
drills shall be used. 


Clean agent systems are usually pre-engineered.  It is recommended that the 
design, installation, service, and maintenance of clean agent systems be 
performed by those knowledgeable and trained in that area of technology.   


Refer to table 7 of this document and the manufacturer’s instructions for a 
summary of testing, maintenance, and training and drill requirements. 


8.6  Life Safety Code 


NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, addresses life safety from fire.  Although normally 
associated with matters of egress, it also lays out requirements for modifications, 
modernization, or renovation of existing facilities and addresses other fire 
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prevention considerations essential to life safety.  This code should be reviewed 
for compliance prior to any building modifications, modernization or renovations, 
changes in occupancy, hazard, water supply storage commodity or arrangement, 
or other condition that might affect the adequacy of the installed systems. 


NFPA 851, “Recommended Practice for Fire Protection for Hydroelectric 
Generating Plants,” classifies hydroelectric generating plants as follows: 


• General areas are considered as special purpose industrial occupancies. 


• General office structures should be considered as business occupancies. 


• Open and underground structures such as tunnels should be considered as 
occupancies in special structures. 


• Warehouses should be considered as storage occupancies. 


The need for egress, fire detection and suppression systems, sprinkler systems, 
stairwell ventilation requirements, fire barriers and doors, signage, etc. are all 
partially determined by this code. 


Existing life safety features and equipment such as sprinklers, fire alarm systems, 
standpipes, etc. shall be periodically tested and maintained according to this and 
other NFPA codes. 


8.7  References and Standards 


The following standards and references apply to fire protection systems 
predominantly found in hydroelectric plants: 


• NFPA 25, “Standard for the Inspection, Testing and Maintenance of 
Water-Based Fire Protection Systems” 


• NFPA 101, “Life Safety Code” 


• NFPA 72, “National Fire Alarm Code” 


• NFPA 851, “Recommended Practice for Fire Protection for Hydroelectric 
Generating Plants” 


• NFPA 110, “Standard for Emergency and Standby Power Systems” 


• NFPA 13, “Standard for Installation of Sprinkler Systems” 


• NFPA 115 “Standard for Water Spray Fixed Systems for Fire Protection” 


• NFPA 750, “Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems” 


• NFPA 20, “Standard for Installation of Stationary Pumps for Fire 
Protection” 


• NFPA 22, “Standard for Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection” 
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• NFPA 1962, “Standard for the Care, Use, and Service Testing of Fire 
Hose Including Couplings and Nozzles” 


• NFPA 10, “Portable Fire Extinguishers” 


• NFPA 12, “Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems” 


• NFPA 2001, “Clean Agent Fire Extinguishing Systems”  


• NFPA 70, “National Electric Code” 


• FIST 4-1B, Maintenance Scheduling for Electrical Equipment 


• FIST 5-12, CO2 System Operation and Maintenance 


• FIST 3-32, Transformer Fire Protection 


• FIST 5-2, Firefighting and Fire Prevention 


• Power Equipment Bulletin 28, Engine Generator Maintenance, Inspection 
and Testing 


• CO2 Fire Protection Study for Hydrogenerators – Report of Findings, 
Reclamation, 1984 


• Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 10, “Fire Prevention 
and Protection” 


8.8  Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Sprinkler Systems 
 
 


Table 3.—Summary of Sprinkler System Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Inspection Annually (including 
spares) 


NFPA 25 5.2.1 Sprinklers 


Test – sprinklers 
 
 
Test – sprinklers, fast 


response 
 
Test – sprinklers, 


extra-high 
temperature 


Test – sprinklers, dry 


At 50 years and every 
10 years thereafter 
or replace 


At 20 years and every 
10 years thereafter 
or replace 


5 years 
 
 
Every 10 years 


NFPA 25 5.3.1.1.1; 
5.3.1.1.2; 5.3.1.1.3 


RSHS, table 10-1 


Pipes, Fittings, 
and Hangers 


Inspection  Annually NFPA 25 5.2.2; 5.2.3 


Inspection Weekly/monthly (dry, 
preaction, and 
deluge systems) 


Monthly (wet pipe 
system) 


NFPA 25 5.2.4.2 and 
5.2.4.3 


NFPA 25 5.2.4.1 


Gauges  


Test – Replace or 
calibrate 


5 years NFPA 25 5.3.2 
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Table 3.—Summary of Sprinkler System Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance (continued) 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Inspection Weekly/monthly 
(control valves 


NFPA 25, table 12.1 
RSHS, table 10-1 


Replace or calibrate 5 years NFPA 25-5.3.1.1.1.3 


Valves 


Maintenance Annually or as needed NFPA 25, table 12.1 


Inspect Quarterly NFPA 25-5.2.6 Alarm Devices 


Test Quarterly-
pressure/water 
motor gong type  


Semiannually vane 
type 


NFPA 25-5.3.3 


Fire Department 
Connections 


Inspection Quarterly NFPA 25, table 12.1 


Main drain Test Annually NFPA 25, table 12.1 


Low Point 
Drains-Dry 
Pipe 


Maintenance Annually prior to 
freezing 


NFPA 25-12.4.4.3.3 


Sprinkler 
Obstructions 


Maintenance 5 years or as needed NFPA 25-5.2.1.2 


Buildings Inspection  Annually, prior to 
freezing 


NFPA 25-5.2.5 


 


8.8.1  Sprinklers 
Inspect from the floor level for signs of leakage, corrosion, paint, physical 
damage, and orientation.   


Replace if any of these factors are noted.  Spares shall be of the proper type and 
number and include a sprinkler wrench. 


Remove any unacceptable obstructions to the spray patterns. 


8.8.2  Pipe and Fittings 
Inspect from the floor level for signs of leakage, corrosion, physical damage and 
misalignment.  Inspect for pipes that may have objects resting or hanging from it.  
Remove these sources of external load. 


The sprinkler piping inspection should include inspection of pipe hangers and 
seismic braces.  Inspect for damaged or loose hangers and bracing. 


8.8.3  Gauges 
The life expectancy of a gauge is 10 to 15 years.  Gauges that have greater than  
3-percent error over full scale should be recalibrated or replaced. 
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8.8.4  Alarm Devices 
Water-flow devices of the mechanical water motor gong and pressure switch type 
shall be inspected and tested quarterly.  Inspect for physical damage.  Water-flow 
devices of the vane-type shall be tested semiannually.  On wet pipe systems, the 
inspector’s test connection shall be used to create a flow condition unless other 
circumstances such as freeze conditions exist.  In this instance, the bypass 
connection can be used. 


8.8.5  Buildings 
Buildings with wet pipe sprinkler systems shall be inspected annually prior to 
freezing weather.  Check all openings including windows, doors, skylights, 
ventilators, attics, and spaces under buildings where water-filled sprinkler piping 
could be exposed to freezing temperatures and verify that adequate heat is 
available.  Verify the freezing point of the antifreeze solution in piping that is 
filled with this solution. 


8.9  Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Fire Pumps 


Unless connected to a municipal fire water system, most powerplants rely on fire 
pumps to supply pressurized water for fire suppression.  Water typically is taken 
from the tail race through dedicated water supply piping.  Generally, the fire 
water pumps are electric motor driven.   


Table 4 summarizes the minimum requirements of routine inspection, testing, and 
maintenance of fire pump assemblies. 
 
Table 4.—Summary of Fire Pump Testing, Maintenance, Training, and Drills 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Fire Pump System Inspection Weekly NFPA 25-8.2.(2) 


Test – no flow Weekly NFPA 25-8.3.1 Pump Operation 


Test – with flow Annually NFPA 25-8.3.3.1; 
RSHS, table 10-1 


Pump House, Ventilation and 
Heating Louvers 


Inspection Weekly NFPA 25-8.2.2(1) 


Motor, Controller, Electrical and 
Mechanical Systems, Diesel 
Engine, 


Maintenance Annually NFPA 25-8.5 


 


Test results shall be recorded and retained. 


Each plant shall establish a preventive maintenance program for each 
fire pump assembly.  This program shall incorporate manufacturer’s 
recommendations that are included in the operation and maintenance 
manual.  Where manufacturer’s recommendations are not available, refer 
to table 8.5.3 of NFPA 25, “Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and 
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Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection System.”  This table provides 
minimum inspection, testing, and maintenance requirements. 


Maintenance shall be performed immediately after testing. 


8.10 Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Water Spray, 
Fixed Systems 


As previously mentioned, water spray, fixed systems are routinely found in 
powerplants where they are routinely used as oil storage room and transformer 
deluge systems.  These systems have fixed nozzles in lieu of sprinkler style heads.  
Design requirements for this type of system can be found in NFPA 15, “Standard 
for Water Spray Fixed Systems for Fire Protection.” 
 
 


Table 5.—Summary of Water Spray Fixed System Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Inspection See section 8.15, table 10 See section 8.15, table 10


Test See section 8.15, table 10 See section 8.15, table 10


Valves – Backflow 
Preventers, Control, 
Alarm, Deluge, 
Check, Pressure 
Reducing 


Maintenance See section 8.15, table 10 See section 8.15, table 10


Inspection See section 8.9, table 4 See section 8.9, table 4 


Test See section 8.9, table 4 See section 8.9, table 4 


Fire Pump – Electric 
Motor, Drive, etc. 


Maintenance See section 8.9, table 4 See section 8.9, table 4 


Inspection Weekly/monthly/annually See NFPA 25,  chapter 9 


Test 5 years See NFPA 25,  chapter 9 


Tanks- Pressure, 
Gravity Suction 


Maintenance Annually See NFPA 25,  chapter 9 


Inspection Weekly/annually RSHS, table 10-1; NFPA-
25 10.2.6.1-2 


Water Supply Systems 


Test (flow) Annually RSHS, table 10-1; NFPA 
25-7.3.2 


Inspection Monthly NFPA 25-10.2.1-2; 
10.2.5 


Nozzles 


Test Annually NFPA 25-10.2.1.6; 10.3 


Detection Systems Inspection, test, 
maintenance 


 FIST 4-1B; NFPA 72 


Drainage Inspection Quarterly NFPA 25-10.2.8 


System Piping, Fittings, 
Hangers, Supports 


Inspection Quarterly NFPA 25-10.2.4.1-2; 
10.2.1.1-2; 10.6.1-2 


Inspection Manufacturer instruction NFPA 25-10.2.7 


Test Annually NFPA 25-10.2.7; 
10.2.1.7 


Strainers 


Maintenance Annually 
5 years (baskets/ screen) 


NFPA 25-10.2.7; 
10.2.1.7 


NFPA 25-10.2.1.8 
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Table 5.—Summary of Water Spray Fixed System Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance 
(continued) 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Flushing Test Annually NFPA 25-10.2.1 3 


Main Drain Test Quarterly/Annually NFPA 25-12.2.6; 
12.2.6.1 


Maintenance Annually NFPA 25-10.1.4 Water Spray System 


Test Annually NFPA 25-10.3 


Manual Release Test Annually NFPA 25-10.3.6 


Water Flow Alarm Test Quarterly NFPA 25,chapter 5 


 
 
Refer to NFPA 25, chapter 10.4, for minimum inspection, testing, and 
maintenance requirements for ultra-high-speed water spray systems. 


8.11  Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Private Hydrants 
and Fire Service Mains 


 


Table 6.—Summary of Private Water Fire Service Main Inspection, Testing, and 
Maintenance  


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Inspection Quarterly NFPA 25-7.2.2.7 Hose Houses 


Maintenance Annually NFPA 25-7.4.5 


Inspection Semiannually/each 
operation 


RSHS, table 10-1; 
NFPA 25-
7.2.2.4-5 


Maintenance Annually NFPA 25-7.4.3 


Hydrants (Wet and Dry Barrel, 
Wall) 


Test (flow) Flow annually RSHS, table 10-1; 
NFPA 25-7.3.2 


Inspection Semiannually NFPA 25-7.2.2.6 


Maintenance Annually NFPA 25-7.4.4 


Monitor Nozzles 


Test Flow annually NFPA 25-7.3.3 


Inspection1 Annually NFPA 7.2.2.1-2 Piping (Exposed and 
Underground) Test (flow) 5 years NFPA 7.3.1 


Maintenance Annually/each 
operation 


NFPA 25-7.4.2 Mainline Strainers 


Inspection Annually/each 
operation 


NFPA 25 7.2.2.3 


1 Underground piping cannot effectively be inspected on a routine basis; thus, flow tests may 
be beneficial. 
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Reclamation Safety and Health Standards, section 10, “Fire Prevention and 
Protection,” table 10-1, requires a semiannual inspection where NFPA’s 
requirement for inspections of dry hydrants is annually. 


Flow tests on underground and exposed piping are made at flows similar to those 
expected in an actual fire.  Friction loss comparisons between those seen during 
the actual test and those calculated for that particular pipe with consideration of 
age should be made. 


Refer to NFPA 25, chapter 9 for minimum inspection testing and maintenance 
requirements for water storage tanks. 


8.12  Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Standpipe and 
Hose Systems 


A standpipe system is the piping, valves, hose connections, and equipment in a 
plant, with one end connected to a hose or nozzle and the other end to a water 
supply system, with the explicit purpose of extinguishing a fire.  There are both 
wet and dry standpipe systems depending whether the system is normally “dry” or 
contains water at all times.   


The National Fire Protection Association sets codes and standards for the design, 
maintenance, inspection, and testing of these systems as it does for all fire 
protection systems. 
 
Table 7.—Summary of Standpipe and Hose System Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Valves  (All Types) Maintenance Annually/as 
needed 


NFPA, table 12.1 


Inspection Weekly/monthly NFPA, table 12.1 Valves (Pressure Control) 


Test 5 years NFPA, table 12.1 


Valves (Pressure 
Reducing) 


Test 5 years NFPA, table 12.1 


Valves (Pressure 
Regulating) 


Inspection Quarterly NFPA, table 12.1 


Piping Inspection Quarterly NFPA 25-6.2.1 


Inspection Monthly RSHS, table 10-1; NFPA 
1962 


Hose  


Test (occupant 
use hose) 


 
Test (attack, 


supply and 
forestry hose) 


5 years/3 years 
thereafter 


 
Annually 


RSHS, table 10-1; NFPA 
1962-4.3.2 


 
NFPA 1962 4.1.2 


Inspection Quarterly NFPA, table 12.1 Hose (Connections) 


Maintenance Annually/as 
needed 


NFPA 6.2.2 
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Table 7.—Summary of Standpipe and Hose System Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance 
(continued) 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Inspection  Annually NFPA 1962 Hose (Storage Device) 


Test Annually NFPA 1962 


Hose (Nozzle) Inspection, test Annually NFPA 1962, 6.1.2 


Cabinet Inspection Annually NFPA 1962 


Alarm Device Test Quarterly NFPA, table 12.1 


Hydrostatic Test Test 5 years RSHS, table 10-1; 
NFPA 25-6.3.2  


Flow Test Test 5 years NFPA 25-6.3.1 


Main Drain Test Test Annually NFPA, table 12.1 


 


The requirements for maintenance, inspection, and testing of fire hose, nozzles, 
and couplings can be found in NFPA 1962, “Inspection, Care, and Use of Fire 
Hose, Couplings, and Nozzles and the Service Testing of Fire Hose.” 


Reclamation Safety and Health Standards provide inspection requirements for fire 
hose stations in section 10, “Fire Prevention and Protection,” table 10-1.  This 
inspection criteria is more stringent in some areas than NFPA requirements, 
requiring for example, a monthly inspection instead of NFPA’s requirement for 
annual inspections for fire hose stations. 


Accurate hose records are required on each hose.  Each occupant use hose shall be 
tagged with information which includes the manufacturer’s name, part numbers, 
date put in service, date of each service test, who performed the test/inspection, 
repair as well as other pertinent information.  Electronic bar code files are 
permitted in lieu of tags.  Attack and supply hoses require similar requirements. 


After each use and before being placed back in service, the hose, connections, and 
nozzle shall be inspected, cleaned, and dried. 


Refer to NFPA 1962, “Inspection, Care, and Use of Fire Hose, Couplings, and 
Nozzles and the Service Testing of Fire Hose,” for service test procedures and 
details and other information on hoses and attachments. 
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8.13  Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Carbon Dioxide 
Systems 


 


Table 8.—Summary of Carbon Dioxide Systems Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Inspection Monthly NFPA 12-4.8.1; RSHS, 
table 10-1 


Functional tests Annually NFPA 12-4.8.3.2; RSHS, 
table 10-1 


CO2 System 


Discharge 
concentration 
test 


After initial 
installation, 
uprate or major 
modification of 
the CO2 
system; when 
maintenance 
indicates their 
advisability 


NFPA 12-4.4.3.3.4; 
NFPA 12-4.8.3.2.2 


Weigh Semiannually NFPA 12-4.8.3.4.1 High-Pressure Cylinders 


Hydrostatic test 5 years; 12 years 
if continually in 
service and 
undischarged 


NFPA 12-4.6.5.1 


Inspection – 
pressure 
gauges 


Weekly NFPA 12 4.8.3.5.1 Low-Pressure Systems 


Calibration – 
pressure 
gauges 


Annually  Reclamation Practice 


Control System Including 
Initiation Devices, 
Batteries, etc. 


Inspection, test, 
and 
maintenance 


Per NFPA 72 
requirements 


NFPA 12-4.8.3.6;  
Refer to FIST 4-1b 


Flexible Hoses Pressure test 5 years NFPA 12-4.8.2.3 


Routing Valves Manual operation Annually or after 
any 
maintenance 


NFPA 12-4.8.3.2; 
Reclamation Practice 


Training O&M personnel Annually Reclamation Practice 


Drills Fire prevention 
plan 


Annually Reclamation Practice 


 
 
Refer to FIST Volume 5-12, CO2 System Operation and Maintenance, for 
additional details and requirements.   


The manufacturer’s maintenance and test procedure should be followed for testing 
and maintenance of the system.  Manufacturer’s instructions may have test 
requirements at more frequent intervals.  


Prior to any testing or maintenance on a CO2 system, proper safety procedures 
shall be reviewed.  Lock out procedures shall be followed to prevent accidental 
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discharge of the system.  Initial and delayed discharge isolation valves should be 
closed and locked out prior to testing.  It is also prudent to disconnect the firing 
heads from the high-pressure initial and delayed discharge control bottles.   


Maintenance and inspection reports are required to be maintained and filed. 


All plant personnel who are involved with inspection, testing, and maintenance of 
CO2 fire suppression systems should be thoroughly trained on the operation and 
maintenance of the system. 


8.14  Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Clean Agent Fire 
Extinguishing 


Table 9.—Summary of Clean Agent Extinguishing Systems Inspection, Testing, and 
Maintenance 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Inspection and  
tests 


Annually NFPA 2001 6.1.1 Clean Agent Systems 


Mechanical 
inspection 


Flow and pressure 
test 


Enclosure 
inspection  test 


Electrical 
inspection 


Electrical 
functional tests 


Control panel 
power source 
test 


After initial 
installation, 
uprate or major 
modification of 
the CO2 system 


NFPA 2001  


Agent quantity and 
pressure 


Semiannually NFPA 2001 6.1.3 Containers and Cylinders 


Hydrostatic test 5 years; 
If continually in 


service and 
undischarged, 
visual 
inspection 
every 5 years 


NFPA 2001 6.2.1, 6.2.2 


Hoses Test 5 years NFPA 2001 6.3.2.1 


Enclosure  Inspection  Annually NFPA 2001 6.4 


Training O&M personnel Annually Reclamation Practice; 
NFPA 2001 6.6 


Drills Fire Prevention 
Plan 


Annually Reclamation Practice 


 
 
The manufacturer’s maintenance and test procedure should be followed for testing 
and maintenance of the system.  Manufacturer’s instructions may have test 
requirements at more frequent intervals.  Agent discharge tests are not required. 
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Maintenance and inspection reports are required to be maintained and filed.  
Container and cylinder tests require written report and tagging of cylinders. 


For the most part, halocarbon clean agents have different and often stricter 
regulations than inert gas clean agents, especially with regard to collection and 
disposal.  Refer to NFPA 2001 for specific instructions. 


Clean agent extinguishing systems shall be maintained in full operating condition 
at all times.  Any problems or impairments or enclosure penetrations shall be 
timely corrected. 


Safe procedures shall be used during all work on the clean agent extinguishing 
system, including the handling and recharging of clean agent containers.  
Personnel working in a protected enclosure shall have specific training on clean 
agent safety issues. 


Inspection, test, and operation and maintenance personnel that are assigned these 
tasks with clean agent extinguishing systems shall be thoroughly trained. 


8.15  Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Fire System 
Valves and Components 


 
Table 10.—Summary of Valve Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Inspection (non-
supervised/ 
supervised, 
locked) 


Weekly/monthly NFPA 25-12.6.1  


Test Annually NFPA 25-12.6.2 


Backflow Prevention  


Maintenance  NFPA 25-12.6.3.1 


Check Valves Inspection 
(interior) 


5 years NFPA 25-12.4.2.1 


Inspection Weekly/monthly (if 
with locks or 
tamper 
switches) 


NFPA 25-12.3.2.1 


Test Annually NFPA 25-12.3.3.1 


Control Valves 


Maintenance Annually NFPA 25-12.3.4 


Deluge/Preaction Valves Inspection Enclosure, gauges-
weekly (daily in 
cold weather) 


Monthly-exterior 
Annually/5 years – 


interior 
5 years – strainers, 


filters, orifices 


NFPA 25-12.4.3.1.3 
 
 
 
NFPA 25-12.4.3.1.6 
NFPA 25-12.4.3.1.7 
 
NFPA 25-12.4.3.1.8 
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Table 10.—Summary of Valve Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance (continued) 


Component 
Test or 


Maintenance Frequency Reference 


Test Quarterly – 
priming,  air 
pressure  


Annually – flow 


NFPA 25-12.4.3.2.1, 10 
 
 
NFPA 25-12.4.3.2.2 


Deluge/Preaction Valves 
(continued) 


Maintenance Annually NFPA 25-12.4.3.3.2 


Alarm Valves Inspection Monthly – exterior 
 
5 years – interior, 


strainers, 
filters, orifices 


FIST 4-1B; NFPA 72; 
NFPA 25-12.4.1.1; 
NFPA 25-12.4.1.2 


Water-Flow Alarm Test Quarterly NFPA 25-12.2.7 


Supervisory Switches Test Semiannually NFPA 25-12.3.3.5.1; 
NFPA 72 


Pressure 
Reducing/Regulating 
Valves 


   


Dry Pipe Valves/Quick 
Opening Devices 


Inspection Daily/weekly (cold 
weather) – 
enclosure 


Monthly – exterior 
Annually – interior 
5 years – 


strainers, 
filters, orifices 


NFPA 25-12.4.4.1.1 
 
 
NFPA 25-12.4.4.1.4 
NFPA 25-12.4.4.1.5 
NFPA 25-12.4.4.1.6 


Main Drain Test Test Annually/quarterly NFPA 25, table 12.3.3.4; 
12.2.6 
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9.  Powerplant Heating and Ventilating Systems 
9.1  Introduction 


The heating and ventilation system in hydroelectric plants are not only 
important for the comfort of those working in the plants but also are 
important to ensure the proper operating temperature of plant equipment.  
Ventilating equipment may vary in complexity, but below are some of 
the more common components.   


9.2  Inspection Checklist 


Equipment Recommended Interval Reference 


1,  Fans Annual, monthly Reclamation Practice 


2.  Motors Annual, monthly Reclamation Practice 


3.  V- Belts Monthly Reclamation Practice 


4.  Cooling or Heating Coils Annual Reclamation Practice 


5.  Dampers Annual Reclamation Practice 


6.  Filters Monthly Reclamation Practice 


 
1.  Fans 


Monthly.  Lubricate as required.  Check for vibration or excessive noise. 


Annual.  Check and clean fan blades as necessary.  Check vibration or 
excessive noise.  Replace bearings or balance as required.  Clean intake 
louvers and screens.  Check and clean fan blades as necessary.  Assure that 
intake area is free from contaminants.  


2.  Motors 
Monthly.  Lubricate bearings as required.  Check for vibration or excessive 
noise. 


3.  V-belts 
Monthly.  Check belts for tension and alignment.  Adjust as required.  Check 
condition of belts.  Replace complete set of belts as required.  Check for wear 
on pulleys.  Replace as required. 


4.  Cooling or Heating Coils 
Annual.  Inspect and clean exterior of coils.  Check for leaks. 
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5.  Dampers. 
Annual.  Inspect and clean all dampers.  Check for freedom of motion 
and lubricate at bearing points.  Fire dampers should have the fusible link 
temporarily removed and the damper checked to ensure that it will close 
under its own weight. 


6.  Filters. 
Monthly.  Inspect and replace as required. 
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10.  Mechanical Drawings 
10.1  General 


Generally, current mechanical drawings are not as critical as current electrical 
drawings.  In many, if not most cases, modifications made to mechanical 
equipment is visible and apparent to the maintenance personnel; but in cases 
where modifications are not apparent, the safety of the maintenance personnel can 
be compromised if current drawings are not available.  An example of this is the 
rerouting of high-pressure water, air, or oil piping.  Also, instructional drawings, 
such as provided for gate and valves, should always be kept current. 


10.2  Maintenance Schedule for Mechanical Drawings 
 


Maintenance or Test Recommended Interval 


Critical mechanical drawings and 
schematics 


Current and available 
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11.  Engine Generators 
11.1  General 


Engine generators are critical systems at powerplants, dams, and other water 
related facilities.  They must be maintained and tested regularly to ensure they 
will perform as expected.  Manufacturer and NFPA standards should be followed.  
Engine generators provide essential power to supply critical loads in the event of 
loss of the normal power source.  Spillway or outlet gates/valves may need to be 
operated for water release purposes with engine generator power.  Powerplant 
critical loads such as sump pumps, fire pumps, and battery chargers also are 
dependent on reliable power.  Engine generators also may be used to power unit 
auxiliaries and the generator excitation system for blackstart generators assigned 
to restore the power system after a blackout.  


11.2  Maintenance Schedule for Engine Generators 


Mechanical maintenance on engine generators should be completed as outlined in 
PO&M Form 400.  It is available on the Intranet at http://intra.usbr.gov/forms/ 
pomforms.html.  This form lists weekly, monthly, quarterly, semiannual, and 
annual maintenance tasks based on the two levels: 


• Level 1 Emergency power supply systems (EPSS) maintenance, 
inspection, and testing are required where failure of the emergency 
power supply system could result in the loss of human life or serious 
injuries (NFPA 110, section 4.4.1).  This includes engine-generators 
required for water release purposes (via gates/valves) and for support of 
plant systems related to personnel safety.  Level 1 EPSS maintenance, 
inspection, and testing also applies to EPSS at plants essential to power 
system blackstart restoration plans and to plants where significant 
damage would occur upon failure of the emergency power supply 
system.  


• Level 2 EPSS maintenance, inspection, and testing are applicable where 
failure of the emergency power supply system is less critical to human 
life and safety and where flexibility greater than Level 1 is permissible 
(NFPA 110, section 4.4.2).  Level 2 maintenance, inspection, and testing 
apply where the emergency power supply system is not essential for 
water release purposes (via gates/valves), where blackstart capability is 
not required, and where no significant damage to the plant would occur if 
the system fails.  
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Executive Summary 
Introduction and Feasibility Study Objectives 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Hydroelectric Design Center (HDC) contracted with HDR 
Engineering, Inc. (HDR) to assess the technical feasibility of switching from conventional greases to 
Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants (EALs) on certain in-water hydroelectric plant equipment. 


EALs represent a class of lubricants that have been demonstrated to meet standards for biodegradability, 
toxicity and bioaccumulation that minimize the potential for adverse consequences in the aquatic 
environment when compared to conventional lubricants. The feasibility of switching to EALs is being 
assessed at the following power plants: Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day, McNary, Ice Harbor, Lower 
Monumental, Little Goose, and Lower Granite. EALs are being evaluated for use on turbine wicket gate 
bushings and powerhouse balance of plant lifting equipment that may become submerged such as crane 
hooks, lifting beams and wire rope. The study objective focused on technical feasibility and whether one 
or more EALs can be used without risk of damage to existing plant equipment. 


Assessment Methods 
HDR collected representative in-service grease from USACE powerhouses to be used to check 
compatibility with new candidate EAL greases and serve as a performance target for new products. 
Candidate EAL greases were selected based on United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
and other internationally-accepted criteria defining an EAL. For purposes of this study, only lubricants 
which meet requirements for the European Eco Label- (EEL), OSPAR- (Convention for the Protection of 
the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic), and Vessel General Permit-specific (VGP) specific 
testing requirements were considered EALs. Grease already in service at the plants and candidate EAL 
samples were sent to independent analytical laboratories for testing and analysis.  


In-service grease samples were tested for their compatibility with four candidate EAL lubricants to assess 
whether the greases currently in service can be mixed with the candidate EALs without development of 
adverse characteristics or degradation in performance. The ability to mix the EAL grease with the in-
service grease is very important to prevent clogging of the grease distribution lines or separation of the 
base oil from the thickener. Either of these scenarios could lead to one or more bearings being starved of 
lubricant. Additionally, each of the candidate EALs was tested for performance metrics to determine if 
their performance was equal to or better than a reference in-service grease. 


Findings 
Based on laboratory data alone, the study concludes that switching to EALs is technically feasible on 
certain in-water hydroelectric plant equipment. One of the four EAL greases tested (Panolin Biogrease 
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EP 21) was assessed to be compatible with existing in-service greases and achieved the stated laboratory 
performance metrics. However, this study was not able to locate wicket gate bushing performance history 
on the Panolin Biogrease EP 2.  For this reason, the question of whether it can be implemented without 
risk of damage to equipment remains uncertain, and a stepped plan is needed to test performance prior to 
full implementation. 


Based on results of laboratory testing and the absence of wicket gate performance history for Panolin 
Biogrease EP 2; the implementation of EALs should include a "proof of concept" prior to full 
implementation. The "proof of concept" can take various forms to fully demonstrate that the new EAL is 
satisfactory for long-term operation and does not pose a risk to generation assets. This may involve a 
defined timeline of testing or operation in one or two machines at each site or on each turbine type that is 
of sufficient duration to determine a successful outcome.  


This study also identifies several candidate greases for wire rope applications.  Although wire rope 
greases were not subject to testing because of the reduced sensitivity to compatibility issues in these 
applications, several greases have been found to qualify as EALs and have promising characteristics for 
wire rope protection and lubrication. 


 


1 Reference to any trade names contained in this report does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. 
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1.0 Introduction 
HDR prepared this report on behalf of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydroelectric Design Center to 
assess the feasibility to switch from greases presently used on certain in-water equipment to 
Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants (EALs). The grease replacement is being considered at each of 
the following eight power plants: Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day, McNary, Ice Harbor, Lower 
Monumental, Little Goose, and Lower Granite. The equipment for which EAL greases are to be 
evaluated includes turbine wicket gate bushings and other power plant lifting equipment that may become 
submerged (e.g., wire rope, crane hooks, and lifting beams). 


This study seeks to identify potential replacement EALs and determine if these candidate replacement 
lubricants are compatible with existing lubricants and whether their performance is acceptable. The report 
provides a discussion of the typical grease application for in-water components used at USACE 
hydropower facilities; an overview of EALs; results of the compatibility and performance testing; 
identification of potential replacement EAL(s); and consideration of future implementation of EALs.  


2.0 Background 
This section provides relevant background on grease manufacture and composition, typical uses in 
hydropower facilities, and performance characteristics and objectives for new greases. 


2.1 Manufacture and Composition of Greases 
Greases are semi-solid lubricants typically composed of a base oil, thickener, and performance-enhancing 
additives. Common base oils include mineral or vegetable oils, which have many different compositions 
and methods of manufacture. Lithium and calcium soaps are the most common thickening agents used to 
emulsify the base oil and additives and increase the viscosity of the lubricant. Additives are used to 
modify existing chemical properties or to provide new lubricious benefits. Common additives include 
PTFE, rust inhibitors, anti-wear agents, and dyes/pigments.  


In the United States, the primary means of rating grease consistency is through the National Lubricating 
Grease Institute (NLGI) standard grade system. Ratings are assigned based on the results of testing per 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D-217, with values ranging from 000 (fluid) to 6 
(solid block). NLGI Grade 2 is the most common grade used at USACE facilities due to its resistance to 
water washout and ease of pumping through grease distribution systems. Table 1 provides a summary of 
the characteristics of these NLGI grades. 
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Table 1: Summary of NLGI grades commonly used in hydropower 


NLGI Grade 
ASTM D-217 


Penetration Range 
(1/10 mm) 


Consistency Description Food Viscosity Analogy 


00 400 - 430 Semi-Fluid Apple Sauce 


0 355 - 385 Very Soft/Very Fluid Brown Mustard 


1 310 - 340 Soft Tomato Paste 


2 265 - 295 Normal/Medium Peanut Butter 


3 220 - 250 Firm/Medium Hard Vegetable Shortening 


2.2 In-Water Lubricant Use in Hydropower 
Greases are used extensively throughout hydropower facilities to provide lubrication where two moving 
parts are in contact; however, the focus of this study is limited to in-water components related to the 
powerhouse such as wicket gate trunnions, lifting beams, and wire ropes. For these components the 
objective is twofold; to maintain lubrication in extreme pressure/slow speed interfaces and to resist 
corrosion. 


Wicket gate trunnions are considered to be the most critical hydropower-related lubricated component in 
contact with water. Rotation of the wicket gates about the trunnion bushings provides the regulation of 
water flowing to the turbine through the scroll case. Each unit has three sets of bushings.  The upper 
bushings and wicket gate linkages are exposed inside the turbine pit.   The lower bushings are located 
inside the water passage and are installed in the head cover (separating the water passage from the turbine 
pit) and stay ring (on the lower half of the distributor). The upper wicket gate bushings are accessible 
through removing the wicket gate linkages and control ring; however it still may be difficult to service or 
inspect the bearing without removing or partially lifting the head cover. The lower bushings in the head 
cover and bottom ring are only accessible with the wicket gates removed, which requires a significant 
outage to disassemble the turbine-generator unit.  


On larger turbines such as the USACE units, the wicket gate trunnion and linkage bushings are lubricated 
via grease lines connected to a centrally-located grease supply pump. Wicket gates are lubricated 
periodically throughout the day or prior to startup.  


Lifting beams and other hoisting equipment have a need for lubrication at various sliding interfaces. Since 
these components are typically only submerged temporarily, the bushings and sliding surfaces could be 
easily accessed for removal of existing grease and re-application of new grease. 


On wire ropes, periodic lubrication is necessary to reduce wear on the ropes as they are spooled onto the 
drum, and to resist corrosion. Internal lubrication, which is applied to reduce friction on individual wires 
and strands as the rope is flexed, is provided with most wire ropes as a product of the manufacturing 
process. In the Pacific Northwest, the USACE typically applies lubricant to the wire ropes above the 
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waterline by hand. Since pressurized application is not used, it is not expected that compatibility between 
new lubricant and the manufacturer supplied lubricant would be an issue, especially if the rope has been 
in service long enough for the existing internal lubrication to be removed.  


Unless otherwise noted, the discussion in this report pertains to wicket gate greases. Wire rope greases are 
discussed in dedicated sections due to their differing application and less frequent lubrication in areas in 
contact with water. 


2.3 Objectives for Replacement Greases 
In addition to being an EAL, two primary objectives exist for any replacement lubricant: 1) the new 
product is compatible with the existing lubricant; and 2) performance is equal to or exceeds that of the 
existing lubricant. A brief discussion of these criteria is provided below. 


2.3.1 Compatibility 


The first objective of the replacement EAL grease is that it is compatible with the existing grease. 
Compatibility of greases is a serious concern in wicket gate bushings due to accessibility issues associated 
with removing old grease from the wicket gate bushings, and the adverse consequences if greases foul 
within the bushing itself or within the greasing lines. In order to access the lower wicket gate bushings, 
the unit would need to be taken off-line and disassembled at significant cost to the owner.  


The primary compatibility issue with greases lies with the thickeners. It is well known that when 
incompatible greases are mixed, the mixture’s consistency will change: mixture will either get stiffer 
(e.g., harder to pump through grease lines) or thinner (e.g., run out of bearings due to separation of base 
oil from thickener).  


With base oils, a subcomponent of the overall grease mixture, incompatibility is generally caused by the 
undesirable chemical reaction of additives which may cause components of the mixture to dropout. 
Dropout can result in the development of flocks and precipitation that can lead to the clogging of in-line 
filters, grease pump lines, and reduction in the clearances between a shaft and bushing. Incompatibility of 
base oils is seen only in cases when PAG (polyalkylene glycol) is mixed with mineral, vegetable or other 
synthetic based oils. PAG is not miscible with any other oil but itself.  


Additives are used in small quantities in greases to enhance certain properties of the grease mixture to 
obtain better performance. Additives have extremely poor mobility due to being firmly incorporated in 
grease. Thus, the majority of the additives are precluded from interacting with each other even if they are 
incompatible, and incompatibility of grease additives is of low concern.  


A common method of checking compatibility of two greases is to mix the two products at several 
different ratios and observe the effect to the consistency and appearance of the mixture. Testing 
methodologies are described in more detail in Section 6.2 of this report. 
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2.3.2 Performance 


Performance for any new EAL grease must be equal to or exceed the existing product. Desirable 
performance characteristics of wicket gate grease include: 


• Anti-wear, high lubricity 
• High/extreme pressure grease suitable for low speeds 
• Low washout/high washout resistance 
• Corrosion inhibiting 
• Appropriate viscosity for pumping  
• Low oxidation 


Several widely accepted methods exist to test these performance characteristics. These tests are described 
in Section 6.3 of this report. 


3.0 EAL Discussion and Criteria 
3.1 General 
The term ‘EAL’ has been broadly applied to lubricants that have reduced impact to the environment. In 
the late 1990s and 2000s various groups worked to determine which characteristics of lubricants would be 
acceptable given their application and geographic location of use, spawning several international 
standards defining EALs. Presently, the industry is becoming more aligned with their definition of what 
constitutes an ‘Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant,’ with several widely accepted labeling and 
certification programs using similar criteria and definitions for EALs. Industry research has indicated that 
the term ‘EAL’ had been used by some manufacturers, such as Mobil in the case of their SHC 101 EAL, 
to describe their product as an ‘Environmentally Aware Lubricant.’ In most instances, these do not meet 
the definition of an EAL as used by the EPA or international labeling programs.  The following sections 
provide a summary of several key documents that define EALs. 


3.2 EALs per EPA 800-R-11-002 
EPA 800-R-11-002 (EPA 2011), ‘Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants’ (EPA 800) uses the term EAL 
to describe lubricants that have been demonstrated to meet standards for biodegradability, toxicity and 
bioaccumulation potential that minimize the potential for adverse consequences in the aquatic 
environment when compared to conventional lubricants. 


The document provides an overview of lubricant labeling programs and common testing methods used to 
determine biodegradability, marine toxicity, and bioaccumulation potential of a lubricant or its constituent 
parts. Testing methods are described in Section 6.0 of the document; however, it should be noted that the 
listed procedures are not required, and the EPA does not provide labeling or certification of EALs.  
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Definitions and explanations of biodegradability, toxicity and bioaccumulation per EPA 800 are provided 
in Table 2. 


Table 2: EAL Criteria and Definitions per EPA 800 


Term Definition / Explanation 


Biodegradable Biodegradability is the measure of the breakdown of a chemical (or a chemical mixture) by 
micro-organisms. Primary biodegradation is the loss of one or more active groups in a 
chemical compound that renders the compound inactive with regard to a particular function. 
Primary biodegradation may result in the conversion of a toxic compound into a less toxic or 
non-toxic compound. Ultimate biodegradation, also referred to as mineralization, is the 
process whereby a chemical compound is converted to carbon dioxide, water, and mineral 
salts. 


Minimally Toxic Minimally toxic means that the product is minimally harmful to aquatic organisms. This is 
typically measured at three trophic levels; algae, daphnia, and fish. 


Non-bioaccumulative Bioaccumulation is the build-up of chemicals within the tissues of an organism over time. 


 


Appendix A of this report provides a summary of the common testing methods for biodegradability, 
toxicity, and bioaccumulation potential provided in EPA 800. 


3.3 Vessel General Permit  
The stated purpose of the EPA 800 document is to “describe the range of environmentally preferable 
lubricants that may be used as a Best Management Practice (BMP) by operators of vessels covered under 
the Vessel General Permit for Discharges Incidental to the Normal Operation of Vessels (VGP; EPA 
2013).” The VGP was re-released in 2013 and now includes further guidance and definition of EALs.  


The VGP provides criteria for the biodegradability, toxicity, and bioaccumulation potential of approved 
lubricants to be used in ship-to-sea interfaces in the waters of the United States. The permit also stipulates 
that products labeled by Blue Angel, European Ecolabel (EEL), Nordic Swan, the Swedish Standards SS 
1554342 and 155470, and the Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East 
Atlantic (OSPAR) shall be considered to meet the definition of an EAL for the purposes of the VGP. 


Appendix A of the VGP provides a summary of the required testing methods3 for biodegradability, 
toxicity, and bioaccumulation potential provided in the VGP (EPA 2013).  


2 SS 155434 applies to hydraulic fluids, and this is not applicable to this study. 


3 These methods are required to qualify a lubricant as an EAL under the VGP if the lubricant has not previously 
been labeled one or more of the six approved labeling programs; Blue Angel, European Ecolabel, Nordic Swan, the 
Swedish Standards SS 155434 and 155470, and OSPAR. 
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3.4 International Labeling Programs 
Several international labeling programs have been recognized by EPA 800 and the VGP. While the intent 
of these programs is similar, the requirements for testing and certification differ widely. A brief summary 
of the requirements of each program is provided below. Additional detail on required tests for each 
program is provided in Appendix A . 


3.4.1 Blue Angel 


The Blue Angel (Der Blaue Engel) is a German labeling program that labels various household consumer 
items, industrial products, electronic, and other goods, including lubricants (Blue Angel 2014). The basic 
award criteria for this label contains a series of tests and verification requirements based on the 
toxicological effects and biodegradability of the components added to the lubricant formula. The testing 
requirements for biodegradability and toxicity are closely aligned with the EPA’s list of common testing 
methods, and the requirements of the VGP and EEL. The test methods for bioaccumulation do not align 
with the common testing methods of other EAL labeling programs. See Appendix A for more 
information. 


The Blue Angel labeling program for EALs has been recently active, with updated criteria published in 
July 2014. The latest publication states that “an attempt should also be made where possible and sensible 
to harmonise with…” the award criteria for the EEL (Blue Angel 2014), which is described in Section 
3.4.2. At the present time, only one grease is labeled by the Blue Angel. 


3.4.2 European Ecolabel 


The European Union has adopted a single EEL to designate various household, industrial, and other 
products as being more environmentally friendly. The requirements for EAL labeling under the EEL were 
derived from existing lubricant labeling programs such as the Blue Angel, the Swedish Standards, the 
Nordic Swan, and others. For this reason, the EEL is becoming the most widely accepted label for EALs. 
The testing requirements for biodegradability, toxicity, and bioaccumulation are closely aligned with 
those of the VGP and the common testing methods as summarized by EPA 800 (European Eco Label 
2014). See Appendix A for more information. 


3.4.3 Nordic Swan (Nordic Ecolabel) 


Nordic Swan (or Nordic Ecolabel) was the first international labeling program for EALs, providing 
guidelines for lubricants in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Iceland, and Denmark (EPA 2011). Research 
conducted as part of this study indicates lubricants are no longer certified under this labeling program; the 
Nordic Swan discontinued certification of lubricants in 2006.  


3.4.4 OSPAR 


The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic (OSPAR 
Convention) was developed to regulate discharges incidental from offshore oil and gas operations in the 
North Sea. The standards for environmental compliance of industries residing in the waters of the North 
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Sea are defined within the OSPAR Harmonized Mandatory Control Scheme (EPA 2011). Testing for 
biodegradation, toxicity, and bioaccumulation under OSPAR is conducted on the individual components 
of the lubricants rather than the compound as a whole. Research conducted as part of this study indicates 
the testing requirements align closely with those of the Blue Angel, EEL, and VGP (OSPAR 2015).  For 
more information, see Appendix A. 


3.4.5 Swedish Standard 


The Swedish Standard SS 15 54 70 was developed collaboratively between the Swedish Government and 
private industries (EPA 2011). This standard tests lubricants using International Standards Organization 
(ISO) standards, which do not align with the other existing labeling programs as described by EPA 800 or 
the VGP. This labeling program appears be active, with the standards still labeled as ‘valid’ per the 
Swedish Standards Institute website as of April 2015. Testing requirements summarized in EPA 800 
Table 8 could not be verified due to lack of access to the standard. For this reason, it is assumed that the 
information contained within EPA’s Table 8 is accurate and that the Swedish Standards do not account 
for marine toxicity or bioaccumulation potential. 


3.5 Discussion of EAL Criteria 
The investigation into the technical feasibility of replacing existing lubricants with EALs for certain in-
water equipment began with a review of EPA 800 in an attempt to determine the definition of an EAL. As 
described above, EPA 800 does not provide requirements for lubricants to be considered EALs, but rather 
provides a summary of their expected characteristics and common testing methods. Therefore, EPA 800 
cannot alone be used to determine if a specific lubricant is an EAL. For this reason, the 2013 VGP and the 
labeling programs described above to further understand EAL testing standards and establish criteria for 
the evaluation of suitable candidate lubricants.  


Figure 1 below provides a summary of the relationship between the primary documents and programs 
used to establish EAL selection criteria for this study. 
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Figure 1: Relationship of Primary Documents Describing EALs 


 


As can be seen from the figure, both the EPA 800 and the VGP refer to five international labeling 
programs to provide the definition of an EAL. The VGP also references the same labeling programs that 
may be used to certify a lubricant as an EAL in-lieu of VGP-specific testing for products that are not 
already labeled by the referenced programs.  


A summary of EAL requirements of each of the five labeling programs and the VGP is provided below: 


• The Nordic Swan (Nordic Ecolabel) program appears to have been discontinued for lubricants, 
possibly in favor of a more widespread adoption of the EEL to define EALs. For this reason, this 
label is no longer valid and lubricants labeled under this program should not be considered EALs 
for the purposes of this study. 


• The Swedish Standard appears to still be active, but the testing requirements summarized in EPA 
800 show this program does not require toxicity or bioaccumulation testing. For this reason, this 
labeling program does not meet the most rigorous definition of an EAL.  


• Blue Angel appears to be an active labeling program with strong testing requirements for 
biodegradation and toxicity; however, the testing methods for bioaccumulation do not align with 
the common testing methods as provided in EPA 800. At the present time, only one grease is listed 
under the Blue Angel label. 


Vessel General Permit, VGP 
(Active: December 2013) 


Criteria for Certification: 
1. VGP-specific testing requirements 


OR 
2. Labeled by existing programs 


EPA 800-R-11-002  
(November 2011) 


EPA 800-R-11-002 is a 
supporting document to 
the 2008 VGP which has 
been superseded by the 
2013 VGP.  


Blue Angel 


European Ecolabel 


Nordic Swan 


OSPAR 


Swedish Standards 


 


European Labeling Programs 
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• The EEL is perhaps the most widely accepted EAL labeling program, and aligns very well with 
the common testing methods presented in EPA 800 and the requirements of the VGP. 


• The OSPAR testing requirements for biodegradability and bioaccumulation align very well with 
the common testing methods presented in EPA 800 and the requirements of the VGP. OSPAR 
testing for toxicity differ slightly, but the requirements appear to meet the intent of EPA 800 and 
the VGP. 


• While EPA 800 does not provide criteria for the certification of a lubricant as an EAL, the EPA 
has subsequently provided the VGP which provides detailed requirements. The VGP is very 
closely aligned with the suggested methods and requirements of its predecessor document as well 
as to the EEL. The VGP-specific testing requirements appear to meet the definition of an EAL 
according to EPA 800. The VGP also allows lubricants labeled by five international labeling 
programs to qualify as EALs. As discussed previously, several of these programs appear to be 
discontinued, or do not meet the most stringent definition of an EAL. For this reason, for purposes 
of this study, only lubricants which meet requirements for the EEL, OSPAR, and the VGP-specific 
testing requirements will be considered EALs. 


3.6 Candidate Grease EAL Criteria  
For the purposes of this study, the following criteria were used to select candidate EALs: 


• Any lubricant that has been officially represented to be VGP compliant by the manufacturer. 
• Any lubricant meeting the specific testing requirements of the VGP for biodegradation, toxicity 


and bioaccumulation as outlined in Appendix A of the VGP.  
• Any lubricant which has been granted EAL certification by the EEL. 
• Any lubricant which has officially represented to be OSPAR approved by the manufacturer. 


For reasons mentioned above, for the purposes of this study, the following labels alone will not be 
considered as meeting the definition of an EAL: Blue Angel, Nordic Swan, and the Swedish Standard(s). 


4.0 In-Service Wicket Gate Greases 
4.1 General 
Table 3, provided by the USACE, lists the greases that are presently used on wicket gates at the facilities 
in consideration. The general characteristics of these lubricants are discussed in the sections below. 
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Table 3: Summary of in-service greases on the lower Columbia and Snake Rivers 


Project In-Service Grease(s) 


Bonneville Second Powerhouse Huskey Hydrolube, NLGI 00 


The Dalles and John Day Mobil SHC 101 EAL, NLGI 1 


McNary Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 0 


Ice Harbor Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 


Lower Monumental Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 1* 


Little Goose Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 


Lower Granite Chevron FM ALC EP2, NLGI 2 


*According to plant staff, Lower Monumental recently switched to NLGI 2  


4.2 In-Service Grease Sampling 
In March of 2015, HDR personnel traveled to four USACE dams to collect samples of in-service greases 
for analysis. Samples were collected in 5-gallon pails (approximately 35 lbs of lubricant) and were 
shipped to SGS Laboratories in Vallejo, CA for testing. With the exception of John Day Dam where 
samples were provided in new, unopened containers, lubricant was dispensed directly into the sample 
container by the transfer pump or by hand scooping. A summary of in-service grease sampling conducted 
by HDR is provided in Table 4. More details on testing of the in-service lubricants are provided in 
Section 6.0. Manufacturer literature and cut sheets for each product can be found in Appendix B. 


Table 4: Summary of in-service grease sampling 


Sample 
Number 


Plant Grease 


1 Bonneville Second Powerhouse Huskey Hydrolube 


2 John Day Mobil SHC 101 EAL 


3 Ice Harbor Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI2 


4 Lower Granite Chevron FM ALC EP2 


4.3 Huskey Hydrolube 
Huskey Hydrolube is a fully synthetic lubricant which was originally designed for use in the hydropower 
industry. Typical hydropower applications include: wicket gates, valves, fish screen equipment, gate 
linkages, etc. Due to it’s registration as a NSF/USDA H-1 product, it is acceptable for use in all areas 
where incidental food or potable water contact may occur (Huskey Specialty Lubricants 2015a). Although 
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the manufacturer product literature describes the product as “environmentally responsible,” the 
information available has been insufficient to indicate that this product can be considered an EAL. The 
manufacturer has indicated that the base oil, Huskey 15A14, which constitutes >93% of the grease 
formula may meet VGP testing requirements for toxicity (Huskey Specialty Lubricants 2015b). No 
ecological information is provided in the product MSDS.  


The product in use at Bonneville Second Powerhouse is an NLGI 00 grade lubricant with a viscosity of 
310 – 340 cSt at 40oC. This viscosity is the lowest NLGI grade which is considered a grease (lower 
viscosities would be classified as oils), and this grade is considered to be low for use in wicket gates. 


4.4 Mobil SHC 101 EAL 
Mobile SHC 101 “EAL” grease is a member of the Mobil family of Environmental Awareness Lubricants 
(not to be confused with Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants). This lubricant is formulated with 
synthetic ester base oil with lithium soap thickener. According to the manufacturer, common applications 
for this lubricant include marine equipment, dams, locks, and waterways, and hydroelectric plants. 
Biodegradability and aquatic toxicity test results were provided by Mobil (Exxon Mobil Corporation, 
2015a); however these testing results alone do not meet the definition of an EAL as described in Section 
3.0 above. 


Due to its history of good performance, this product was identified by the USACE as the reference grease 
to serve as the performance target for new candidate EALs.  


4.5 Chevron Ultra-Duty EP NLGI2 
Chevron Ultra-Duty grease is an EP grease designed for a wide variety of automotive and industrial 
applications. This lubricant is formulated with highly refined mineral oil base oil with lithium-12 
hydroxystearate thickener. Per the MSDS, this material is expected to be harmful to aquatic organisms 
and may cause long-term adverse effects in the aquatic environment. Also per the MSDS, this material is 
not expected to be readily biodegradable (Chevron U.S.A., Inc. 2014 a,b). 


4.6 Chevron FM ALC EP2 
Chevron FM ALC grease is a food grade EP grease designed for use in applications where incidental 
contact with food is possible. The grease is formulated with food grade white oil base and aluminum 
complex thickener ( Chevron U.S.A., Inc. 2010).  


4.7 Summary of In-Service Greases 
Research completed on the greases presently in service at the eight facilities in consideration has 
not indicated that any of the existing products meet the definition of an EAL as set forth in 
Sections 4 and 5 of EPA 800 or as described in Section 3.0 of this report.  
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5.0 New Candidate EAL Greases for Wicket Gates 
5.1 General  
To identify new products for testing, products which meet the criteria for an EAL as described in Section 
3.6 were identified through market research, responses to the industry survey, internet search, and a 
review of greases from the available labeling program lubricant lists.  


The most effective way of locating candidate EALs was through existing databases offered from the 
international labeling programs. Of the labeling programs discussed in previous sections of this report, 
only the EEL and Blue Angel had a published list of certified lubricants. The EEL database was the most 
extensive, consisting of 134 lubricants, of which 14 were identified as possible candidate EALs for wicket 
gate greases4 and 1 identified as a candidate EAL for wire rope grease. Of the 14 grease products, 6 could 
not be located online, were not available for sale in the USA, or product information was not available in 
English. The remaining 119 products were hydraulic oils, chain oils, rail flange oils, or other products. 
The Blue Angel database contained only 1 grease which was already labeled under the EEL.  


Several products were identified in the industry surveys as possible greases for consideration; however, 
research indicated that all products identified in the survey do not meet the criteria for an EAL as 
presented in Section 3.0. A summary of the responses to the industry survey are provided in Section 5.6. 


An internet search also helped identify several possible candidate greases, but more verification of each 
individual product’s credentials was required. The internet search revealed numerous manufacturers that 
produce ‘environmentally friendly’ greases, but many of these products meet only a portion of the 
requirements for biodegradability, toxicity, and bioaccumulation or do not have published testing results 
indicating that they can be considered an EAL.  


Through the methods discussed above, four lubricants were identified as possible EAL candidates to 
replace in-service wicket gate grease. A tracking matrix for candidate EAL greases under consideration 
for testing, including those that were rejected for not meeting the definition of an EAL, is provided in 
Appendix C.  Cut sheets and other manufacturer information for the approved candidate EALs utilized for 
testing are provided in Appendix D.  A brief description of each candidate EAL is provided below.  


5.2 Panolin BioGrease EP 2 
Panolin BioGrease EP 2 is formulated with synthetic base oil with lithium soap thickener. According to 
the manufacturer, recommended applications for this lubricant include hydroelectric turbine wicket gate 
bearings, among other applications in sensitive environments (Panolin American Inc. 2013a). The 
manufacturer has provided a statement that this product meets the requirements of the VGP, and therefore 


4 These figures do not include the Shell Naturelle line of products, which appears to be discontinued. 
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is considered an acceptable EAL candidate for this work (Panolin American Inc. 2013b). Table 5 provides 
a summary of VGP testing results provided by the manufacturer. 


Table 5: Relevant EAL test results for Panolin BioGrease EP 2. 


Characteristics of Test Method Units Specification Result 


Biodegradability ASTM 5864, 
OECD 301, 306 


%ThOD > 60 > 60 


Toxicity 


Algae OECD 201 LC50 > 100 mg/l > 100 


Daphnia OECD 202 EC50 > 100 mg/l > 100 


Fish OECD 203 LC50 > 100 mg/l > 100 


Bioaccumulation OECD 107, 117 Log KOW < 3 or > 7 pass 


Source: Panolin American Inc. 2013b 


5.3 Mobil SHC Aware EP 2 
Mobil SHC Aware EP 2 is formulated with synthetic ester base oil with lithium/calcium soap thickener. 
According to the manufacturer, the product is typically used on high-pressure interfaces in the maritime 
industry (Exxon Mobil Corporation 2013). The manufacturer has provided a statement that this product 
meets the requirements of the VGP. Since the manufacturer has indicated that this product meets the 
requirements of the VGP it is therefore considered an acceptable EAL candidate for this work . Table 6 
provides a summary of testing results provided by the manufacturer. 


Table 6: Relevant EAL test results for Mobil SHC Aware EP 2. 


Characteristics of Test Method Units Specification Result 


Biodegradability OECD 301B %wt > 60% > 60% 


Toxicity 


Algae OECD 201 EC50 Not provided > 1,000 mg/l 


Daphnia Not provided LC50 Not provided 688 mg/l 


Fish Not provided LC50 > 100 mg/l >1,000 mg/l 


Bioaccumulation OECD 117 Log KOW < 3 < 3 


Sources: Exxon Mobil Corporation 2013, 2015b. 
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5.4 KAJO Longlife Grease LZR 2 
KAJO Longlife Grease LZR 2 is formulated with ‘high quality basic oils’ with lithium soap thickener. 
According to the manufacturer, the product is typically used in vehicles, industrial machinery of all types, 
and highly loaded bearings (KAJO Schmierstoffe 2015). This product is labeled as an EEL; however, no 
specific testing results have been provided. 


5.5 Castrol BioTac OG 
Castrol BioTac OG is a high performance open gear lubricant developed specifically for the rack and 
pinion mechanism of the self-elevating mobile drilling rigs used in the offshore oil and gas industry (BP 
Marine Limited 2009). This product is OSPAR compliant and therefore qualifies as a VGP eligible EAL. 
No specific testing results have been provided by the manufacturer.  


5.6 Industry Survey 
A survey was distributed to various hydropower organizations throughout North America and Europe to 
inquire as to which EALs were in use at hydropower facilities and their performance relative to 
conventional lubricants. A summary of the responses to the industry survey are provided below, and full 
responses are provided in Appendix G. 


• Many respondents addressed the use of ‘food grade’ lubricants or other environmentally friendly 
lubricants that have not been demonstrated to meet the EAL criteria discussed in Section 3.0. It 
appears that the definition of an ‘Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant’ is either not well 
understood in the industry or the respondent chose lubricants prior to the availability of the EPA 
800 and VGP guidelines.5  


• All respondents expressed interest in EALs even if they were not presently in use at their facilities. 
• Several respondents are presently using greaseless wicket gate bushings and/or are in the process 


of converting. 
• Two respondents said that their organization has discontinued use of environmentally friendly 


lubricants due to performance issues. 


5 ‘Food grade’ does not imply that a lubricant is environmentally friendly. For a product to be considered an H1 food 
grade lubricant, it is safe for incidental food contact in concentrations no larger than 10 PPM and must not cause 
physiological harm or change the food’s odor or taste. Research conducted during this study has not uncovered any 
food grade lubricants that can be considered EALs. For more information on food grade lubricant regulations, see 
NSF International guidelines. 
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6.0 Analytical Methods 
6.1 General 
In this study, grease was analyzed for compatibility and performance. Compatibility testing is important 
to determine whether the in-service greases can be mixed with the candidate EALs without development 
of adverse characteristics or degradation in performance. When incompatible greases are mixed, the 
resulting blend can harden or soften, possibly resulting in the translating bearing surfaces being 
improperly lubricated. In some circumstances, this can lead to catastrophic bearing failure. Compatibility 
is most important for wetted components that cannot be easily accessed to remove existing grease (e.g., 
wicket gate trunnions that require the unit be disassembled for service).  


Another primary objective of this study was to verify that new candidate EALs provide a level of 
performance that meets or exceeds the existing in-service greases. The physical characteristics of each of 
the new candidate EAL greases was analyzed and compared to Mobil SHC 101 which was selected as the 
reference grease due to its history of performance with the USACE. These tests are described in further 
detail below. 


6.2 Compatibility Testing 
Compatibility of replacement grease with existing greases is of paramount importance due to the 
possibility of flocking or changes in consistency, causing abnormal or insufficient distribution of grease. 
These conditions may cause pressure changes in the lines resulting in one or more bearings receiving less 
lubrication while others receive more than desired. Thickening of the grease within the lines or bearing 
may cause the grease to clog or stagnate, while thinning of the grease may cause washout and less 
protection of the bearing surfaces. The only means of repairing fouled lines that service the lower wicket 
gate bushings or replacing the bearings themselves is to disassemble the unit and manually remove the 
blockage and fouled mixture. 


Compatibility tests between the in-service and new EAL greases was completed per ASTM D6185-10, 
Standard Practice for Evaluating Compatibility of Binary Mixtures of Lubricating Greases by SGS 
Herguth Laboratories in Vallejo, California. In this test, the properties of binary mixtures of lubricating 
greases are tested and compared to the neat (individual) properties of the constituent greases. Three 
properties are evaluated the ASTM D6185-10 testing protocol using standard test methods:  


• Dropping point by test method ASTM D566.  


o Dropping point is the temperature at which the base oil starts to separate from the thickener. 
The base oil may ‘drop out’ due to the thickener melting or the oil becoming so thin that the 
surface tension and capillary action become insufficient to hold the oil within the thickener 
matrix. This test is important because a significantly lowered dropping point for a mixture of 
greases when compared to the neat oils may lead to catastrophic lubrication failure. 


• Shear stability by test method ASTM D217; 100,000 stroke worked penetration.  
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o Shear stability (or mechanical stability) of grease is its ability to withstand repeated working 
with minimum change in its structure or consistency. For this reason, mixtures and neat 
greases are subjected to a 100,000-stroke process (the lubricant pushed through a perforated 
plate with 1/16-inch diameter holes for 100,00 cycles) in a working-vessel before the 
penetration characteristic (NLGI rating) is measured. No significant change to the 
consistency of the grease mixtures and neat greases should be observed. 


• Storage stability at elevated-temperature by change in 60-stroke penetration by test method ASTM 
D217  


o The storage stability test measures possible changes in grease consistency when subjected to 
a thermal stress. Grease samples are heated at 120°C for 70 hours, and the 60-stroke worked 
penetration test is conducted before and after the heating and compared. Grease is deemed 
incompatible if the consistency after heating for the mixture changes at a greater rate than the 
consistency of neat greases (more than 5 percent higher or lower than the maximum and/or 
minimum value limits set by the test method).  


o The results from this test, if not significantly different from the results of the neat greases, 
may not alone disqualify the candidate EAL. The grease used in USACE wicket gate 
lubricating applications would not be subjected to the test temperature (120°C) either in the 
storage rooms or the intended equipment and the equipment-related environment. This test 
should be considered a general indicator of grease performance only. 


A significant change of the tested characteristics in mixtures when compared to the neat greases would 
indicate that those greases may be incompatible, as noted in the ASTM D6185 test method guidance. This 
compatibility rating guidance provides for three outcomes of testing: 


• A ‘Pass/Compatible’ is awarded when the grease mixture is considered compatible; the mixture 
does not have a significant degradation of properties or performance when compared to the neat 
greases. A compatible mixture achieves a better test result of that of the poorer of the two 
constituent greases.  


• ‘Borderline Compatible’ means that the grease mixture(s) showed slight degradation, meaning that 
the performance of the mixture is poorer than of the two neat greases but by an amount not 
exceeding the repeatability value of the test method. 


• A ‘Fail/Incompatible’ is awarded when the greases are considered incompatible; the test result is 
inferior to the poorer of the two constituent greases by an amount exceeding the repeatability of 
the test method used for the evaluation.  


The compatibility tests were conducted at three different mixing ratios between the in-service greases and 
new candidate EALs at 10%/90%, 50%/50%, and 90%/10%. The same tests were also conducted on the 
neat greases to serve as a reference for the testing results of the in-service and candidate EAL mixtures. 


6.3 Performance Characteristics Testing 
Four new candidate EALs and one in-service grease (Mobil SHC 101) were each tested for their 
performance characteristics. The USACE selected Mobil SHC 101 as the reference in-service grease, as it 
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is used by the most units (40), has base oil viscosity closest to what turbine manufacturers recommended 
across the eight plants. Historically, the performance of Mobil SHC 101 has been satisfactory and 
provides a suitable baseline target for new candidate EALs. The performance tests investigate anti-
corrosion properties, water washout resistance, apparent viscosity, oxidation stability, and wear 
properties. Table 7 provides a summary of the physical characteristics testing program. 


Table 7: Summary of performance testing 


ASTM Test Method Description 


D4048 Standard Method for Detection of Copper Corrosion from Lubricating Grease 


D1264 Standard Test Method for Determining the Water Washout Characteristics of Lubricating 
Greases 


D1092 Standard Test Method for Measuring Apparent Viscosity of Lubricating Greases (at 40°F) 


D942 Standard Test Method for Oxidation Stability of Lubricating Greases by the Oxygen 
Pressure Vessel Method 


D2266 Standard Test Method for Wear Preventive Characteristics of Lubricating Grease (Four-
Ball Method) 


 


A detailed description of each test is provided below: 


• ASTM D942 Oxidation Stability of Grease: 


o In an artificially induced oxidation-accelerated environment, this test evaluates grease’s 
resistance to oxidation by measuring the net pressure change in the oxygen-charged test 
vessel. The pressure drop indicates the expected rate of grease oxidation. Lower numbers for 
pressure drop are more desirable as this signifies that less oxygen has been converted into 
oxidation.  


o Oxidation stability of EAL lubricants are expected to be slightly poorer than of the petroleum 
based lubricants, because they are formulated with either vegetable based base oils or from 
synthetic esters produced from vegetable based oils. It is well documented that the vegetable 
based lubricants are more prone to oxidation than the petroleum based products; however, if 
such greases are used for an underwater application where the oxygen is not abundantly 
present, a slightly poorer oxidation stability of vegetable oil based greases are not expected to 
jeopardize the equipment. 


• ASTM D1264 Water Washout at 38°C (100°F), 60 minutes 


o This test estimates the resistance of grease to water washout under the test conditions, by 
measuring the weight percentage loss of grease washed out of a ball bearing which is rotating 
at 600 RPM while being indirectly sprayed by water. This characteristic is paramount for 
selecting greases that would be used for lubricating underwater equipment.  
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o The acceptable limits for water washout characteristic in general, and especially for an 
underwater application, is not well defined in the industry. However, a sample grease 
specification for Grand Coulee Dam was located in which the water washout characteristic 
was specified to be less than or equal to 5% per ASTM D-1264-96 (U.S. Department of 
Interior, Bureau of Reclamation 2015). This limit can be used as a reasonable target for 
evaluation of candidate EAL greases for use in hydropower machinery in this study. 


• ASTM D4048 Copper Corrosion at 100°C, 24 hours 


o This test method measures the tendency of lubricating grease to corrode copper under specific 
static conditions. At the conclusion of the test, the appearance of the test-strips are 
compared/matched to appearance of the standard copper corrosion strips and consequently 
rated based on their color changes. The results may be used to predict possible chemical 
attack from grease on lubricated parts, such as bearings that contain copper or copper alloys. 
All of the plants in consideration in this study have bronze wicket gate bushings which 
contain significant amounts of copper. 


• ASTM D2266 Four Ball Wear at 75°C, 60 minutes, 40 kgf load 


o This test quantitatively evaluates wear preventive characteristics of grease in sliding steel-on-
steel applications. Wear caused by the rotating ball on the stationary three remaining balls is 
quantified using a microscope to measure and record the average diameter of the wear scar 
(in millimeters). The test is at 40kgf load at 75°C temp for 1 hour at 1200 rpm. 


• ASTM D1092 Apparent Viscosity at 40°C  


o This test measures the force required to force the grease through an orifice under pressure. 
Apparent viscosity is defined as the ratio of shear stress (pressure) and shear rate (flow). At 
start-up, grease has a higher resistance to motion, implying a high viscosity. However, as 
grease is sheared between wearing surfaces and moves faster, its resistance to flow reduces; 
viscosity decreases as the rate of shear increases. This test helps predict the flow 
characteristics of grease through pipes, lines, and dispensing equipment. 


ASTM D4048 was performed by SGS Herguth Laboratories, while the balance of the performance tests 
was completed by Savant Inc. laboratory of Midland, Michigan. 


7.0 Analytical Results and Discussion 
This section presents the results of laboratory testing and a discussion of the performance and 
compatibility of the lubricants. The results are presented in two sections for compatibility and 
performance testing, respectively. The discussion provided for each set of tests (each section) is provided 
on a stand-alone basis; Section 8.0 of this report will provide conclusions and recommendations 
considering the combined results for compatibility and performance. 
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7.1 Compatibility Testing 
7.1.1 Compatibility Results 


Results from compatibility testing of greases are provided in the following two sections for 60 and 
100,000 stroke tests per ASTM D6185-10, respectively. A summary of compatibility testing results from 
the laboratory report is provided in Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10 on a pass/borderline/fail basis. Detailed 
results from 60 and 100,000 (100K) stroke laboratory compatibility testing per ASTM D6185-10 are 
provided in Appendix H. Note: Table 8 through Table 10 show the results from the testing laboratory 
which are based solely on the test method criteria for compatible/borderline/incompatible. These ratings 
do not necessarily represent the specific operational conditions of wicket gate bearings and other 
hydropower equipment in consideration. The raw results provided in these tables are consolidated into 
one summary table with discussion and interpretation for each in-service and EAL mixture in Table 11.  


Table 8: Dropping point compatibility results.  


In-Service Grease 


EAL #1 EAL #2 EAL #3 EAL #4 


Panolin 
Biogrease 
EP NLGI 2 


Mobil SHC 
Aware EP 
 NLGI 2 


KAJO Longlife 
LZR NLGI 2 


Castrol BioTac 
OG NLGI 2 


Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 00 Pass Pass Pass FAIL 
Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Pass Pass Pass Pass 


Mobil SHC 101  Pass Borderline Pass Pass 


Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 Pass Pass Pass FAIL 


Chevron FM ALC EP2 FAIL Borderline Pass Pass 
 


Table 9: Shear stability compatibility results. 


In-Service Grease 


EAL #1 EAL #2 EAL #3 EAL #4 


Panolin 
Biogrease 
EP NLGI 2 


Mobil SHC 
Aware EP 


NLGI 2 


KAJO Longlife 
LZR NLGI 2 


Castrol BioTac 
OG NLGI 2 


Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 00 Pass Pass Pass FAIL 


Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Pass Pass Pass FAIL 


Mobil SHC 101  Pass Pass FAIL Pass 


Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 Pass Pass Borderline Borderline 


Chevron FM ALC EP2 Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Table 10: High temperature storage compatibility results. 


In-Service Grease 


EAL #1 EAL #2 EAL #3 EAL #4 


Panolin 
Biogrease 
EP NLGI 2 


Mobil SHC 
Aware EP 


NLGI 2 


KAJO Longlife 
LZR NLGI 2 


Castrol BioTac 
OG NLGI 2 


Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 00 Borderline Pass Pass Pass 


Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Pass Pass FAIL Pass 


Mobil SHC 101  Borderline Borderline FAIL Pass 


Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 FAIL Borderline Borderline Borderline 


Chevron FM ALC EP2 FAIL FAIL FAIL Pass 
 


7.1.2 Discussion of Compatibility Results 


Table 11 contains the evaluation rating of the EAL greases and their compatibility with the in service 
greases. Notes for selected results from the summary are provided below the table. 


Table 11: Summary of grease compatibility results. 


In-Service Grease 


EAL #1 EAL #2 EAL #3 EAL #4 


Panolin 
BioGrease EP 


Mobil SHC 
Aware EP 


KAJO Longlife 
LZR 


Castrol BioTac 
OG 


Huskey Hydrolube 
NLGI 00 


In-Service 
Grease #1 Compatible Compatible Compatible Incompatible(8) 


Huskey Hydrolube 
NLGI 16 


Proxy for 
In-service 
Grease #1 


Compatible Compatible Acceptable(7) Incompatible(8) 


Mobil SHC 101 In-Service 
Grease #2 Compatible Acceptable(3) Incompatible Incompatible(8) 


Chevron Ultra-Duty EP 
NLGI 2 


In-Service 
Grease #3 Acceptable(1) Acceptable(4) Acceptable(6) Incompatible(8) 


Chevron FM ALC EP2 In-Service 
Grease #4 Acceptable(2) Incompatible(5) Incompatible Incompatible(8) 


1. Test data show that the consistency of 50/50 mixture of Panolin Biogrease EP 2 and Powerhouse #3 grease 
after 60-strokes failed the test by small margin, and therefore was reported incompatible in the SGS laboratory 
report. However, the same mixture (50/50) tested after 100,000-strokes showed acceptable shear stability 


6 The low viscosity of the Huskey Hydrolube NLGI 00 made compatibility testing and repeatability unreliable; for 
this reason, Huskey Hydrolube NLGI 1 was added to the testing program. 
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(consistency, or mechanical integrity) value7. For this reason, the compatibility of these two greases is 
considered ‘Acceptable.’ 


2. The 50/50 mixture of Panolin Biogrease and Chevron FM ALC narrowly failed the dropping point test, and failed 
60-stroke (after heating) consistency test at 10/90 mixing ratio. Consequently, the SGS lab report reported these 
products to be incompatible, even though this mixture passed the shear stability consistency test at more 
rigorous test conditions. For this reason, the compatibility of these two greases is considered ‘Acceptable.’  


3. Test data show that Mobil SHC Aware grease is compatible with Mobil SHC 101, even though borderline 
compatibility is recorded for the dropping point at 10/90 mixture, and for the consistency at 90/10 mixture before 
the heating sequence. For this reason, the compatibility of these two greases is considered ‘Acceptable.’ 


4. Test data show that Mobil SHC Aware grease is compatible with Chevron Ultra-Duty, even though borderline 
compatibility is recorded for grease consistency (storage stability) at 90/10 mixture before the heating sequence. 
For this reason, the compatibility of these two greases is considered ‘Acceptable.’ 


5. Test data show that Mobil SHC Aware grease is incompatible with Chevron FM ALC grease due to failing the 
consistency test (storage stability) at the 10/90 mixture. Borderline compatibility of the dropping point 
characteristic at 90/10 and 50/50 ratios was also observed. For this reason, these two greases are considered 
‘Incompatible.’  


6. Test data show that KAJO Longlife grease is compatible with Chevron Ultra-Duty, even though the shear stability 
and the consistency (storage stability) for the 50/50 mixture is rated borderline compatible. For this reason, the 
compatibility of these two greases is considered ‘Acceptable.’ 


7. KAJO Longlife grease failed the consistency test after heating by a small margin for the 50/50 mixture in the 60-
stoke tests; however, shear stability of the same mixture measured after 100K-strokes is within the acceptable 
limits. Since the shear stability test more closely simulates the conditions grease would be subjected to while in 
the lubricating system, KAJO compatibility with Huskey Hydrolube NLGI 1 is rated ‘Acceptable.’  


8. Test data show that consistency of neat Castrol BioTac OG grease and its mixtures significantly changed when 
worked 100K-strokes (in comparison to 60-stroke tests) or when subjected to increased temperature. When 
worked for extended periods of time, the grease thinned out more than 5 percent above the upper limit of the 
testing method. In most cases, the grease samples showed dramatic thinning of its consistency that was beyond 
the test method’s recording range. For this reason, Castrol BioTac OG was given an ‘Incompatible’ rating for all 
in-service grease mixtures. 


 


7.1.3 Summary of Compatibility Results 


The compatibility testing results are summarized below for each candidate EAL.  


• Panolin Biogrease: compatible with all wicket gate greases in-service at the powerhouses in 
consideration. A minor level of flushing should be conducted when replacing Chevron Ultra-Duty 
and Chevron FM ALC. See Section 8.0 for additional discussion on flushing. 


• Mobil SHC Aware: compatible with Huskey Hydrolube products. A minor level of flushing 
should be conducted when replacing Mobil SHC 101 and Chevron Ultra-Duty. Mobil SHC Aware 
is not compatible with Chevron FM ALC and should not replace this in-service grease without 
fully emptying and cleaning the wicket gate bushings and grease lines. 


• KAJO Longlife: compatible with Huskey Hydrolube and Chevron Ultra-Duty products although 
flushing should be conducted when replacing these products due to ratings of ‘Acceptable’ in 
several tests. KAJO Longlife is not compatible with Mobil SHC 101 or Chevron FM ALC and 


7 As noted in ASTM D6185, paragraph 5.3: “A 50/50 mixture simulates a ratio that might be experienced when one 
grease (Grease A) is installed in a bearing containing a previously installed, different grease (Grease B), and no 
attempt is made to flush out Grease B with Grease A. The 10/90 and 90/10 ratios are intended to simulate ratios that 
might occur when attempts are made to flush out Grease B with Grease A. ” 
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should not replace these in-service greases without fully emptying and cleaning the wicket gate 
bushings and grease lines. 


• Castrol BioTac OG: This product exhibited excessive thinning when worked for extended periods 
of time during the 100K-stroke compatibility test. This product is not considered compatible with 
any of the in-service greases and should not replace these products without fully emptying and 
cleaning the wicket gate bushings and grease lines. 


With the results as provided above, Panolin Biogrease and Mobil SHC Aware have 100% unit 
compatibility across the USACE plants in consideration when a minor level of flushing as described in 
Section 8.0 is conducted. KAJO Longlife has approximately 50 percent unit compatibility due to 
incompatibility with Mobil SHC 101 and Chevron FM ALC products. Castrol BioTac OG is considered 
incompatible with all in-service greases. Table 12 provides a summary of candidate EAL compatibility 
with in service greases at USACE plants on the lower Columbia and Snake Rivers. 


Table 12: Summary of candidate EAL compatibility across the USACE plants on the Lower Columbia and Snake Rivers8. 


   


Compatibility 


Powerhouse In-Service Grease # Units 
Panolin 


Biogrease EP 
NLGI 2 


Mobil SHC 
Aware EP 


NLGI 2 


KAJO 
Longlife LZR 


NLGI 2 


Castrol 
BioTac OG 


NLGI 2 


Bonneville 2 Huskey Hydrolube 8 X X X   


The Dalles Mobil SHC 101 22 X X   
 John Day Mobil SHC 101 16 X X   
 McNary Chevron Ultra-Duty  14 X X X   


Ice Harbor Chevron Ultra-Duty  6 X X X   


Lower Monumental Chevron Ultra-Duty  6 X X X   


Little Goose Chevron Ultra-Duty  6 X X X   


Lower Granite Chevron FM ALC  6 X 
   


 
Total Compatible Units 84 78 40 0 


 
Compatible Percentage 100% 93% 48% 0% 


 


7.2 Performance Testing 
This section summarizes and discusses the results of performance testing. Detailed results from the 
laboratory report can be found in Appendix H. 


8 Judged compatible when a minor level of flushing of in-service greases is conducted where compatibility is 
‘Acceptable’ as noted in ASTM D6185-10. 
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7.2.1 Performance Testing Results and Discussion 


A summary of performance testing results are summarized below in Table 13. The results for ASTM 
D942 oxidation stability of grease are in the expected range, with the exception of Castrol BioTac OG. 
The pressure drop experienced for the Castrol product is extremely high, indicating that the sample 
experienced approximately 3 to 10 times more oxidation than the other candidate EALs or the in-service 
reference grease.  


Table 13: Summary of performance testing results. 


EAL 
Sample 
Number 


Sample Name 


ASTM D942 
Oxidation 
Stability of 


Grease 


ASTM D1264 
Water Washout 
@ 38°C (100°F) 


ASTM D4048 
Copper 


Corrosion @ 
100°C, 24 hours 


ASTM D2266 
Four Ball Wear @ 
75°C, 60 minutes, 


40kgf load 


Mean Pressure 
Drop after 100 


hours (psi) 


%wt Washout 
over 24 hours at 


38°C 


Visual Score for 
Corrosion of 


Polished Copper  


Average Wear 
Scar (mm) 


1 Panolin Biogrease 
EP NLGI 2 8.0 4.19% 1B 0.442 


2 Mobil SHC Aware 
Grease EP NLGI 2 9.2 1.15% 3A 0.817 


3 KAJO Longlife LZR 
NLGI 2 3.5 19.63% 4B 0.452 


4 Castrol BioTac OG 31.3 3.85 1A 0.751 


REF Mobil SHC 101  
(In-service) 2.0 2.47% 1A 0.730 


Assessment Limits <= 10.0 (1) <= 5% (2) Score of 1 or 2 is 
Acceptable (3) <= 0.730 (4) 


1. This limit was determined to be appropriate on the basis that lubricants formulated with vegetable-based oils or 
synthetic ester fluids synthesized from vegetable-based oils are more prone to oxidation than lubricants 
formulated with the petroleum-based oils. 


2. Water washout limit is based on the specified value published by Grand Coulee Dam as discussed in Section 6.3 
which was determined to be a reasonable target for wicket gate greases. 


3. Industry best practice indicates that a result of Class 3 or greater in this test is undesirable and may indicate poor 
protection against corrosion for bearings (SKF Group 2015).  


4. Limit set based on the wear protection characteristic of the in-service reference grease. 
 


All greases except KAJO Longlife produced very good water washout resistance results. Approximately 
20% of the KAJO product was removed from the ball bearing during the 1 hour test period. The value 
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measured in this study is much higher than the manufacturer reported value of 0.2%9. The remaining 
candidate EALs and the reference in-service grease all yielded washout results in the expected range. 


High values for copper corrosion were noted for Mobil SHC Aware and KAJO Longlife; however, both 
of these values conflict with the manufacturer reported scores of 1B for both products. The results for the 
remaining EALs and in-service reference grease indicate that wicket gate bronze bushings would most 
likely not suffer corrosion due to use of these greases. A classification guide for the results of ASTM 
D4048 is provided in Appendix I. 


The wear testing results were in the expected range for all products tested. Panolin Biogrease and KAJO 
Longlife both out-performed the reference in-service grease. 


Apparent viscosity testing results per ASTM D1092 are provided below in Table 14. Three tests per 
grease were conducted at varying shear rates (flow). A comparison of the apparent viscosity of the 
candidate EALs to the reference in-service grease (Mobil SHC 101) could not be completed in a straight 
forward manner because of the difference in the NLGI grades. The reference grease is NLGI 1 grade, 
while all candidate EAL greases are NLGI 2. As previously mentioned, the consistency of the grease is 
typically similar to ‘tomato paste’ for NLGI 1, and ‘peanut butter’ for NLGI 2 greases. Consequently, the 
resistance to flow through the testing capillary tubes and required pressures are expected to be higher for 
NLGI 2 greases than NLGI 1 greases at all testing sequences of applied various shear rates (flow).  


9 This value was reported by the manufacturer as shown in Appendix D, and may be in error as this is an extremely 
low value that is in conflict with laboratory results as measured in this report. 
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Table 14: Apparent viscosity results per ASTM D1092. 


Sample Description Shear Rate  
(s-1) 


Pressure  
(psi) 


Viscosity  
(P) 


EAL #1 – Panolin Biogrease EP NLGI 2 


17 30 781 


316 120 163 


12098 1480 53 


EAL #2 – Mobil SHC Aware Grease EP NLGI 2 


17 40 1041 


316 99 135 


12312 1074 38 


EAL #3 – KAJO Longlife LZR NLGI 2 


17 47 1224 


316 146 199 


12224 1250 44 


EAL #4 – Castrol BioTac OG 


17 20 507 


315 233 319 


2546 1360 230 


REFERENCE In-Service Grease - Mobil SHC 101  


17 15 390 


317 38 52 


12578 456 16 


 


The apparent viscosity of the tested EAL candidate greases showed similar patterns, as seen in the log 
graph (Figure 2). The values for the pressures and the apparent viscosities are all slightly higher than the 
reference grease as expected due to the differences in NLGI grades. From these results, it is expected that 
the automatic centralized grease lubrication systems in place at USACE powerhouses would deliver and 
dispense NLGI 2 greases with sufficient ease. 


It should be noted that the observed shear rate for Castrol BioTac OG was approximately five times lower 
than the other greases.  The target shear rate of approximately 12,250 s-1 could not be achieved due to the 
2,000 psi pumping limitation on the test equipment.  A shear rate of 2,546 s-1 was achieved for a pumping 
pressure of about 1,300 psi (the pressure at which the other greases achieved the target shear rate of 
12,250 s-1).  This characteristic of the Castrol BioTac OG grease is understandable as a low shear rate is 
desirable when extreme pressures are experienced on open gears (hence the OG designation).  The results 
for this product are in-line with the other greases at the 17 s-1 and 316 s-1 target shear rates which require 
reasonable pumping pressures.  The test results for this product are acceptable for use in automatic 
greasing systems with pressures not exceeding 500 psi.  
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Figure 2: Candidate EAL and reference in-service grease apparent viscosity results. 


 


7.2.2 Summary of Performance Testing Results 


A summary of performance testing results is provided below. For the purposes of this study, laboratory 
measured data found in Appendix H are given preference when conflicting with manufacturer reported 
values. 


• Oxidation testing values were in the target range with exception of Castrol BioTac OG, which 
resulted in an approximately 3 to 10 times greater pressure drop when compared to the other 
greases, indicating high oxidation rates. 


• Water washout values were in the target range for all products with exception of KAJO Longlife. 
Approximately 20% of the KAJO product was observed to be removed from the bearing during 
the 1 hour test. 


• Mobil SHC Aware and KAJO Longlife experienced unacceptable elevated copper corrosion 
levels. 


• Mobil SHC Aware and Castrol BioTac OG exhibited slightly inferior wear protection than the 
reference in-service grease. Panolin Biogrease and KAJO Longlife out-performed the reference in-
service grease. 
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• The apparent viscosity of the candidate EAL greases is slightly higher than the reference in-
service grease. It is expected that these greases can be delivered by the existing lubrication 
systems with sufficient ease. 


8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations  
One of the four EAL greases tested (Panolin Biogrease EP 2) was assessed to be both compatible with 
existing in-service wicket gate bushing greases and achieved the target laboratory performance metrics. 
Based on laboratory data alone, the study concludes that switching to EALs is technically feasible on 
certain in-water hydroelectric plant equipment. Although the Panolin Biogrease EP 2 emerged as the top 
candidate based on the laboratory results, this study did not find wicket gate bushing performance history 
on the Panolin Biogrease EP 2. For this reason, there remains some unquantified risk of damage to 
equipment.  This risk could be minimized through a phased implementation plan designed to gradually 
test in-service performance before full implementation. 


Additional EAL greases that were not subjected to testing and analysis in this study may also prove to be 
acceptable replacement greases; however their evaluation was beyond the scope of this study. 


Further discussion of the conclusions and recommendations for wicket gate and wire rope greases are 
provided in their respective sections below. 


8.1 Wicket Gate Grease 
Table 15 provides a summary of in-service grease compatibility with new candidate EALs. For the 
purposes of this study, the rating system for ease of implementation for fully compatible, acceptably 
compatible, and incompatible greases is as follows: 


• Fully compatible: the in-service grease and candidate EAL products are fully compatible and 
flushing of the existing grease may not be required for implementation.  


• Acceptably compatible: the in-service grease and candidate EAL were shown to be compatible in 
the majority of tests conducted in this study. The few instances where borderline or incompatible 
test results were observed were determined to be unrepresentative of the overall typical 
performance of the grease mixture. Minor flushing of the greasing equipment is recommended to 
remove as much of the existing product as possible before introducing the replacement EAL.  


o Minor flushing could most likely be conducted during a short routine maintenance outage. 
This flushing process may include: 


 Removal of existing grease from the grease pumping system reservoir, reload with 
replacement EAL. 


 Disconnect grease distribution lines one at a time at the farthest accessible location, then 
operate the pump until existing grease is purged to the extent possible, as indicated when 
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the EAL product emerges. Color changes between the existing and replacement 
lubricants can be used to indicate when flushing is sufficient. 


 After flushing of the distribution lines is complete, reconnect and commence operation 
and performance monitoring of the new grease as described below in Section 9.0. 


• Incompatible: the in-service grease and candidate EAL were shown to be incompatible; direct 
replacement of the in-service grease is not recommended without fully cleaning and flushing the 
existing greasing and greased equipment. This would most likely require a significant unit outage 
to implement. 


As can be seen from the table, Panolin Biogrease and Mobil SHC Aware have the greatest compatibility 
with in-service greases. These products can be implemented on 100% and 93% of main generating units 
at the powerhouses in consideration if minor flushing is completed for greases with ‘Acceptable’ 
compatibility, respectively. KAJO Longlife would require major flushing on approximately one-half of 
main generating units for implementation. Castrol BioTac grease is not compatible with any of the tested 
in-service greases. Further discussion on the flushing process and replacement grease implementation is 
provided in Section 9.0. 


Table 15: Summary of compatibility results. 


Candidate EAL 


In-Service Grease Compatibility 


# Greases Fully 
Compatible 


# Greases with 
Acceptable 


Compatibility10 


# Greases 
Incompatible 


Panolin Biogrease EP NLGI 2 3 2 0 


Mobil SHC Aware EP NLGI 2 2 2 1 


KAJO Longlife LZR NLGI 2 1 2 2 


Castrol BioTac OG NLGI 2 0 0 5 
 


Table 16 contains the performance rating of the candidate EAL greases in comparison to the in-service 
reference grease. Based on the results above for compatibility and performance, the following EAL 
products should be removed from consideration for use in wicket gate bushings:  


• Mobil SHC Aware: despite high marks for compatibility and three of the four performance tests, 
this product should be removed from consideration due to poor scoring in the test for copper 
corrosion. All of the eight hydropower facilities in consideration have bronze wicket gate 


10 Products which were reported to have incompatibilities at specific mixing ratios which were determined to be 
‘Acceptable’ for implementation with existing in-service greases with only minor flushing of greasing equipment. 
See notes regarding the assignment of an ‘Acceptable’ rating in Table 11 located in 7.1.2. 
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bushings. Use of this product could lead to corrosion of the bushings causing increased trunnion 
friction and possibly seizing or mis-operation of the gates. 


• KAJO Longlife: this product should be eliminated from consideration due to difficulty of 
implementation (major flushing required on approximately one-half of generating units) and very 
poor scores for water washout and copper corrosion. 


• Castrol BioTac OG: this product should be eliminated from consideration due to difficulty of 
implementation (major flushing required on approximately one-half of generating units), and very 
poor oxidation stability scoring. Poor oxidation stability indicates that the performance of this 
product could deteriorate rapidly when in contact with air. Although wicket gates are submerged 
in water, the product may still be exposed to air entrained in water and also within the greasing 
system or while in storage. In addition, the consistency of this grease, whether tested as a neat 
grease or in mixtures, changes dramatically (thins out) to the point where the result is out of the 
test method’s range for the 100K-stroke compatibility test.  


Table 16: Summary of grease performance testing results. 


Grease Tested  


Characteristic Tested and Evaluation Results 


Oxidation 
Stability 


Water Washout Copper 
Corrosion 


Wear Prevention 


Mobil SHC 101  
(In-Service Reference) Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark 


Panolin Biogrease EP 2 Good Good Very Good Excellent 


Mobil SHC Aware EP2 Good Very Good Poor Slightly Inferior 


KAJO Longlife LZR NLGI 2 Very Good Very Poor Very Poor Excellent 


Castrol BioTac OG NLGI 2 Very Poor Good Excellent Slightly Inferior 


 


With the elimination of Mobil SHC Aware, KAJO Longlife, and Castrol BioTac OG for the reasons 
mentioned above, the remaining candidate EAL is Panolin Biogrease EP 2. This product is compatible 
across all plants with minor flushing at McNary and the four plants on the Snake River (38 main 
generating units total). Panolin achieved results which were in-line with the reference in-service grease, 
even exceeding performance for wear prevention. This product is produced in Switzerland but is available 
in the United States via their distribution center in Ventura, California. One 55-gallon drum of this 
product costs about $2,500 when purchased in bulk.  


8.2 Wire Rope Grease 
Although wire rope greases were not specifically tested, the research presented in Section 3.0 of this study 
has provided direction towards appropriate EAL selection criteria for wire rope greases. Market research 
has also uncovered several products which may be appropriate wire rope lubricants to replace those 
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presently in-service. One EAL product which has a favorable service history is Biogen Wireshield from 
the ROCOL Company. This product is a gel type lubricant which can be applied either via automatic 
pressurized lubricators or by hand. Due to its pseudoplastic rheology characteristic (lowered viscosity 
when subjected to shear strain), when shear is applied, the viscosity is reduced, allowing the product to 
penetrate into the rope core. The penetration of this product would be superior to non-pseudoplastic 
rheological lubricants. Biogen Wireshield is EEL certified and therefore is VGP compliant. 


Although wire rope lubricants can be successfully applied by hand, superior results can be achieved using 
a pressurized embedment system. This will improve the lubrication of the individual strands and wires as 
well as the core, helping to reduce internal rope failures. When applying new wire rope lubricant, it is 
recommended to remove as much of the existing product from the outside of the rope as possible before 
applying the replacement lubricant. Additional testing should be considered to check for compatibility 
issues between the new candidate EAL and the manufacturer-supplied lubricant in the rope core which 
cannot be removed by hand.  


Lubricants identified in the scope of work which may be suitable replacements for in-service wire rope 
greases include: 


• Vickers Oil, Bio Grease – manufacturer states compliance with the VGP, but no additional data 
available. Per the criteria presented in Section 3.0, this should be considered as a viable 
replacement wire rope grease. 


• Renewable Lubricants, Bio-EP Wire Rope Lubricant – manufacturer states compliance the with 
VGP, but no additional data available. Per the criteria presented in Section 3.0, this should be 
considered a viable replacement wire rope grease. 


Other wire rope lubricants identified in the scope of work: 


• TKG Inc., Dynagard Blue – manufacturer states positive aquatic toxicity testing results but no 
additional information available at the present time. More information is needed to verify this 
product meets the criteria set forth in Section 3.0 of this report. 


• TKG Inc., Dynagard “E” – manufacturer states that the product is non-toxic and 97% 
biodegradable, but no additional information is available at the present time. More information is 
needed to verify this product meets the criteria set forth in Section 3.0 of this report.  


At the present time, no information is available concerning Nordic Swan or OSPAR labeled lubricant 
products. Similarly, at the present time there are no wire rope greases listed under the Blue Angel label. 
For more possible candidate wire rope greases, refer to Appendix C.  


It should be noted that the wicket gate lubricants discussed in the preceding sections are not suitable for 
use in wire ropes. Wicket gate lubricants should, however, be suitable for other lifting equipment 
applications, such as pins, sheaves, and hook swivels, that may become periodically submerged, provided 
the loads are within the manufacturer recommended ranges. The manufacturer should always be consulted 
before a new lubricant is applied to determine if the application is appropriate. 
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9.0 Implementation Plan 
This section provides recommendations on a stepped approach to test the performance of new EALs with 
hydropower equipment. 


9.1 Wicket Gate Grease 
After a suitable EAL grease(s) is identified based on the results of laboratory testing, the "proof of 
concept" must be completed prior to full implementation. This "proof of concept" can take various routes 
to fully demonstrate that the new EAL is satisfactory for long term operation and does not pose a risk to 
generation assets. This may involve a defined time line of testing or operation in one or two machines at 
each site or on each turbine type that is of sufficient duration to determine a successful outcome. This also 
provides the opportunity to test and refine greasing system flushing procedures and equipment. 


“Proof of Concept” steps: 


1. Select one or more units from each turbine family for trial implementation of the EAL grease. 
Select unit(s) that are scheduled for a maintenance outage (six months to a year) to minimize 
outages and other interruptions. Turbine families at the plants in consideration are shown in Table 
17. 


Table 17: USACE turbines with greased wicket gate bushings on the lower Columbia and lower Snake Rivers. 
Project Turbine Family Units HP 


Bonneville Second Powerhouse Allis Chalmers 11 - 18 105,000 


The Dalles 
BLH 1 - 14 123,000 


BLH 15 - 22 136,000 


John Day BLH 1 - 16 212,400 


McNary S. Morgan Smith 1 - 14 111,300 


Ice Harbor 
Allis Chalmers 1 - 3 143,000 


Allis Chalmers 4 - 6 174,000 


Lower Monumental 
BLH 1 - 3 212,400 


Allis Chalmers 4 - 6 212,400 


Little Goose 
BLH 1 - 3 212,400 


Allis Chalmers 4 - 6 212,400 


Lower Granite 
BLH 1 - 3 212,400 


Allis Chalmers 4 - 6 212,400 


  


2. Verify the existing grease dispensing systems are fully operational. 
3. Record wicket gate servo motor differential operating pressures for in-service greases.  Baseline 


performance of the system with existing grease should be recorded in at least three separate 
instances for the operations as described in below: 
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a. Servo breakaway pressure when starting at rated head with the governor oil either fully 
cooled or at a steady state warm temperature. 


b. After operation for a duration of at least 4 hours with governor oil at a steady state warm 
temperature, record servo pressure time-history from 80% to 20% load.   


4. Implement new grease(s) utilizing one of the following procedures: 
a. While in-service, disable automatic grease system empty and clean existing reservoir. 


Conduct minor flushing as necessary as outlined in Section 8.1. Install EAL grease in the 
grease system reservoir and return the existing automatic grease system to service. As 
time progresses, the EAL grease will replace the non-EAL grease during normal 
operation. No specific outage should be required. Residual waste non-EAL grease can 
later be removed from turbine pit during a scheduled outage. 


b. During a scheduled watered-up outage, disable automatic grease system empty and clean 
existing reservoir. Conduct minor flushing as necessary as outlined in Section 8.1. Install 
EAL grease in the grease system reservoir and return the existing automatic grease 
system to service. Remove existing accumulated residual non-EAL grease from turbine 
pit. Remove existing grease metering lines and arrange to collect residual non-EAL 
grease from metering lines by operating the automatic grease system in manual until EAL 
grease is being discharged at each metering line end point. Reinstall metering lines and 
return grease system to automatic operation. 


c. During a scheduled or unscheduled unwatered outage while access to wicket gate 
bushings is available, disable automatic grease system empty and clean existing reservoir. 
Conduct minor flushing as necessary as outlined in Section 8.1. Install EAL grease in the 
grease system reservoir and return the existing automatic grease system to service. In the 
turbine water passage, at the wicket gate bushings, prepare containers to accept the 
residual non-EAL grease from all the wicket gate upper and lower bushings. Repair or 
replace any non-functioning metering lines. Operate the automatic grease system 
collecting non-EAL grease until the new EAL is discharged at each bushing. Remove 
existing accumulated residual non-EAL grease from turbine pit. Return the automatic 
grease system to service. 


5. Operate the unit until the next scheduled maintenance outage. Periodically record the wicket gate 
servo motor operating pressures in the same or similar conditions as described in item 3 above.  
Allow the new grease to break in through at least 10 wicket gate operations before recording 
pressures for comparison to values observed for the existing in-service greases. 


6. Inspect top wicket gate bushings in the turbine pit.  Disassemble bushings or remove caps to the 
extent possible to inspect bushings, to: 


a. Determine if grease is being satisfactorily distributed among bushings and within 
individual bushings,  


b. Determine if any grease degradation is occurring by visual inspection. 
c. Determine if abnormal or uneven wear is occurring. Bearing clearances can be observed 


without disassembly using feeler gages. 
7. If preliminary monitoring results of bearing wear, grease consistency, and wicket gate servo 


motor pressures are satisfactory, schedule the remaining units for grease replacement and full 
adoption of EAL lubricants in wicket gate bushings. If results are not satisfactory, repeat this 
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process with a new candidate EAL. Testing of additional candidate EALs may identify other 
suitable replacement greases. 


9.2 Wire Rope Grease 
Several possibilities for replacement wire rope grease are identified above in Section 8.2 and also in 
Appendix C. The first step in implementation is to verify that each product meets the definition of an 
EAL as discussed in Section 3.0 of this report. After a suitable replacement product is chosen, it is 
advisable to perform testing. If possible, the product should be applied to wire rope on hoists that are 
operated on a regular basis to observe the product’s performance during and after the rope is wound onto 
the drum. The new lubricant should be applied after first removing the existing product to the extent 
possible from the exterior of the rope.   


A performance inspection of the new lubricant on each hoist should be conducted at regular intervals and 
compared to performance of the in-service grease. Inspection should be carried out by a qualified 
engineer and include observations of corrosion, grease oxidation, noise during operation, and other 
parameters.  


If a pressurized grease embedment system is used, then additional testing should be considered to check 
for compatibility issues between the new candidate EAL and the manufacturer-supplied lubricant in the 
rope core which cannot be removed by hand. 
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EAL Labeling & Certification Program Comparison Matrix


Common Testing Methods for Grease Mixtures


HDR Engineering, Inc.


Updated: 7/24/2015


Testing or Labeling Program Biodegradability Test Method Toxicity Test Method Bioaccumulation Potential Test Method Reference


Potential Methods per EPA 800-R-11-


002, November 2011


Common testing methods include:


OECD 301 A through F


ASTM D5864 


ASTM D7373


CEC L-33-A-934


ISO 10708


EPA 560/6-82-003


(per Table 2, page 11)


Common testing methods include


OECD 201, 202, 203, 204


EPA 560/6-82-002, Sections EG-8, EG-1, and EG-9 (Analogous to OECD tests 201-203)


OECD 209, 210, 211, 212


Common testing methods include:


OECD 117


OECD 107


United States EPA, Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants, 


EPA 800-R-11-002, November 2011.


Blue Angel Ultimate Biodeg (all 3 req'd):


--28-day test per Part C.4 of Annex to EC No. 440/2008 or OECD 301 (B,C,D,F)


--OECD 306


--OECD 310


Inherent Biodeg (either test 2A or 2B)


--Blue Angel reqm't 2A: Part C.9 of Annex to EC No. 440/2008 or OECD 302 C


--Blue Angel reqm't 2B: 28-day test Part C.4 of Annex to EC No. 440/2008 or OECD 306 or 


OECD 310


Test required for each trophic level for final grease product (not components): algae, daphnia, 


fish.  One test per level required.


--Algae:  Acute - ISO/DIS 10253 or OECD 201 or Part C.3 of Annex to EC No. 440/2008


--Daphnia: Acute - ISO TC 146/SC5/WG2 or OECD 202 or Part C.2 of Annex to EC No. 


440/2008.  Chronic - OECD 211 or Part C.20 of Annex to EC No. 440/2008.


--Fish: Acute - OECD or Part C.15 of Annex to EC No. 440/2008. Chronic - OECD 204, 210, or 


215 or Part C.14 of Annex to EC No. 440/2008


One of the following:


--Part A.8 of EC No. 440/2008


--OECD test 123


--Part C.13 of EC No. 440/2008


--OECD 305


Blue Angel, Basic Criteria for Award of the Environmental Label 


- Biodegradable Lubricants and Hydraulic Fluids, RAL-UZ 178, 


July 2014.


European Eco Label --28-day study per to Reg. 440/2008/C.4 (OECD 301 A-F), 


OECD 306 or OECD 310, and in case they are not available:


--The BOD5 and COD studies according to Regulation 440/2008/C.5 for the


BOD5 and for the COD according to Regulation 440/2008/C.6


The aquatic toxicity assessment is based on chronic toxicity data of two trophic levels: daphnia 


and fish.  When these chronic toxicity data are not available, acute toxicity data can be used (see 


doc for more details).


--Chronic (daphnia and fish): Regulation 440/2008/C.20 (OECD 211) for Daphnia (crustacean) 


and Regulation 440/2008 (OECD 215) or OECD 210 for fish


--Acute (daphnia and fish): for marine environment ISO/DIS 10253 for algae, ISO TC 


147/SC5/W62 for crustacean and OECD 203 for fish.  For freshwater Regulation


440/2008/C.3. (OECD 201) for algae, Regulation 440/2008/C.2. (OECD 202) for daphnia and 


Regulation 440/2008/C.1. (OECD 203) for fish. Only (72hr) ErC50 for algae, (48hr) EC50 for 


daphnia and (96hr)LC50 for fish are accepted.


Data on the bioaccumulation must be submitted if the substance is not ultimately nor inherently 


biodegradable


If not meeting biodegradability criteria submit proof of one of the following:


--Molecular Mass (MM) or Molecular Diameter (MD);  MM> 800 Dalton or MD > 15Å are 


non–bioaccumulative;


--Substance is a polymer and the MM <1000 Dalton is below 1% in


the polymer itself;


--Test per Reg 440/2008/C.13 (OECD 305) or any other equivalent test method. 


--log Kow of the substance according to Reg 440/2008/A.8 (OECD 107 or OECD 117) or OECD 


123 or any other equivalent test method.  


--Organic compound, non surfactant;  calculation of, CLOGP, LOGKOW, (KOWWIN) and 


SPARC. 


EU Ecolabel, European Union Ecolabel Application Pack for 


Lubricants, Self-Assessment Methods, Version 1.1, September 


2014.


Nordic Swan NA OECD 201-202 None NA


OSPAR --OECD 306 (marine degradation) OR


--OSPAR Ring Test OR


--OECD 301 A-F and freshwater BODIS tests


--Algae:  ISO/DIS protocol 10253


--Crustacea: ISO protocol TC-147/SC5/WG2


--Fish: Part B of OSPAR protocols on Method of Testing Chemicals Used in the Offshore Industry 


(OSPAR, 1995)


--OECD 117or 107 (Kow) 


--OECD 305 or ASTM E1022


--MW >700


--Other internationally recognized methods


OSPAR Guidelines for Completing the Harmonised Offshore 


Chemical Notification Format (HOCNF), (OSPAR Agreement: 


2012/05. Update 2014)


Swedish Standard ISO 9439 NA None NA


Vessel General Permit (US EPA) OECD 301 A-F, 302C, 306, and 310, ASTM 5864, ASTM D-7373, OCSPP Harmonized Guideline 


835.3110, ISO 14593:1999


Must pass either:


--Acute: OECD 201, 202, and 203 (all three)


--Chronic: OECD 210 and 211 (both)


Equivalent toxicity data for marine species, including methods ISO/DIS 10253 for algae, ISO 


TC147/SC5/W62 for crustacean, and OSPAR 2005 for fish, may be substituted for OECD 201, 


202, and 203


Not Bioaccumulative means:


--log KOW <3 or >7 using test methods OECD 117 and 107,


--molecular mass > 800 Daltons,


--molecular diameter >1.5 nanometer,


--BCF or BAF is <100 L/kg, using OECD 305, OCSPP 850.1710 or OCSPP 850.1730, or a field-


measured BAF or


--polymer with MW fraction below 1,000 g/mol is <1%.


US EPA, Vessel General Permit for Discharges Incidental to 


the Normal Operation of Vessels (VGP), Appendix A, 2013.


Note: The testing lists above are a summary only.  The information above summarizes common testing methods for grease mixtures for several interenational EAL labeling programs.  Although permissible in several labeling programs, testing / certification of a grease mixture based on a disclosure of its constituent parts is not included in this summary. For complete list of testing requirements, read 


the referenced documents for each label.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMARY OF 
HUSKEY™ 15A14 FAMILY  


OF OILS AND GREASES 
 
BACKGROUND:                               Page 1. 
 
In today's world, all facets of Industry are becoming more aware and increasingly concerned 
with the environmental impact lubricants can pose. 
The Water Industry is a primary example of one Industry that this concern specifically affects. 
 
The HUSK-ITT Corporation has been developing lubricants to address these concerns without 
sacrificing maximum equipment protection for the past 15 years. 
 
In 1982, the HUSK-ITT Corporation introduced to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) new synthetic waterproof, 
biodegradable base fluids for evaluation and approval.   
 
In 1984, The HUSK-ITT Corporation was granted full approvals for the new oils and greases, 
for use in incidental food contact in the food processing industry.  From this technical break-
through has come a New Generation of lubricants that have extreme service qualities and are 
environmentally benign. 
 
This new family of Oils and Greases is called the HUSKEY 15A14 Family.  This family 
consists of eight separate viscosities of the 15A14 Series of Oils and six different greases; which 
include HUSKEY LUBE'O'SEAL, LVI-50, LVI-50 NT, HYDROLUBE and LUBE'O'SEAL 
Valve Lubricant Grade. 
 
As all of these greases share the same common base oil, (in varying viscosities) and the 15A14 
oils are 93% to 95% of the grease formula, with the balance being primarily a synthetic 
thickener, the focus of environmental testing has been done on the oils themselves. 
 
The following information reviews aquatic toxicity information about the HUSKEY 15A14 oils, 
and indicates the German Water Classification (WGK) for these HUSKEY oils. 
 
AQUATIC TOXICITY STUDIES: 
The HUSKEY 15A14 base oil for HYDROLUBE Grease and both LUBE'O'SEAL Grease and 
LUBE'O'SEAL Valve Lubricant, was tested in an ecotoxicity screening program sponsored by 
the Chemical Manufacturer's Association.  The acute toxicity of the water accommodated 
fraction (WAF) of this 15A14 Oil to the freshwater invertebrate Daphnia magna, and to the 
freshwater fish, the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) was tested.  HUSKEY 15A14 Oil 
was among those materials rated as "non-toxic to daphnids (LC 50 greater than 1,000 mg/L)" and 
as "non toxic" to fathead minnows (96 hour LC 50 greater than 1,000 mg/L). 







        
 
Page 2 - Aquatic Toxicity Studies (continued) 
 
The tests were designed to establish approximate toxicity ranges as a screening procedure.  The 
WAF was obtained by stirring the material in water for 24 hours, allowing the solution to settle 
for about 1 hour, and siphoning the water phase off to use for testing.  Initial amounts of material 
were 0, 100, 300 and 1,000 mg/L (before stirring).  This procedure provides a way to test the 
toxicity of materials that are not soluble in water, or have a very low solubility.  However, some 
insoluble fractions may be stirred into suspension or may form emulsions.  This seemed to be the 
case with the HUSKEY 15A14 Oil, as a slight oily sheen at the surface of the test containers was 
observed during the test. 
 
All fish survived in all test concentrations of the 15A14 Oil, and no sublethal effects were 
observed.  (Sublethal effects could include abnormal fish behavior, excitability, gulping air, or 
lethargy.) 
 
Slightly over half the daphnia survived at the highest concentration tested.  The endpoint of the 
acute test is the LC 50, the estimated concentration at which 50% of the exposed organism dies 
after 48 hours exposure.  Consequently, the 48 hour LC50 exceeded the highest concentration 
tested.  A large number of daphnia were floating, appearing to be stuck in the layer of material 
on the surface.  This impact appears due to the physical effects of insoluble material, rather than 
due to toxicity due to the material. 
 
GERMAN WATER ENDANGERMENT CLASSIFICATION:  
 
The German Federal Ministry for the environment has published a method to classify hazard to 
the aquatic environment that uses data on oral toxicity to rats, acute toxicity to fish, and acute 
toxicity to bacteria to calculate a score ranging from 0 to over 6, with higher values increasing 
hazard.  Using the calculation method presented in the German regulation, 15A14 Oils have been 
assigned a water endangerment classification (WGK) OF ZERO (0). 
 
The background information for the WGK calculation is attached.  The key data used include the 
fish study noted above, a rat oral toxicity study, and a bacterial inhibition test.  The bacterial test 
of 15A14 Oils conducted using two grades of HUSKEY 15A14 Oils (ISO Grades 22 and 460).  
No inhibition of bacterial respiration was found with either grade of 15A14 Oils. 
 
 
Submitted by: 
     
Hugh J. Woodworth 
Hugh J. Woodworth, 
Technical Coordinator 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 







 
 
 


ATTACHMENT 
 


German Water Classification (WGK) for HUSKEY 15A14 Oils  
      
A commission within the German Federal Ministry for the Environment has devised a scheme 
for classifying substances as "water endangering" based on potential human and environmental 
health hazards.  The scheme provides a classification (WGK) derived from a scoring system 
using data from three types of studies; acute mammalian oral toxicity (preferably in rats) acute 
fish toxicity, and bacterial toxicity.  Higher scores reflect increasing potential for water 
endangerment. 
 
Additional considerations must be considered if other relevant test data are available concerning 
the environmental fate or effects of the substance. 
 
The data from the three test systems are used in the following way: 
 
Acute Mammalian Oral Toxicity 
 
The acute oral toxicity endpoint, LD50 in mg/kg is used to determine a score, the BZs, from the 
following table: 
 
   LD50 mg/kg  BZS 
 
   < 25  7 
   25-200 5 
   200-2000 3 
   >2000 1 
 
Toxicity tests for HUSKEY 15A14 Oils indicate that the rat oral LD50 is >2000 mg/kg, so the 
BZs is 1. 
 
Acute Fish Toxicity 
 
The BZf is defined by the toxicity threshold (LC0 value) in mg/L (ppm) following the table on 
oral mammalian toxicity (above).  Ecological toxicology tests conducted with HUSKEY 15A14 
Oils showed no fish mortality at loadings up to 1000 mg/L.  Water accommodated fractions and 
water-dispersed fractions were tested using the freshwater fish, Pimephales promelas.  These 
data indicate that the LC0 is in the 200-2000 mg/L range so the BZf is 3. 
 
Acute Bacterial Toxicity: 
 
HUSK-ITT Corporation has not conducted the preferred bacterial toxicity test specified in the 
WGK legislation, namely the Bringmann-Kjhn Cell Multiplication Test.  However, data 
obtained from several tests with microbes indicate that 15A14 Oils have low toxicity to bacteria.  
Following a modified OECD Method 209, bacterial inhibition using activated sludge microbes 
was tested with two grades of HUSKEY 15A14 Oils.  The tests showed no bacterial inhibition at 
15A14 Oil loadings of up to 25 mg/L, as determined by measuring oxygen consumption 
(respiration). 


Page 1. 







 
 
 
 
Page 2 - German Water Classification, Acute Bacterial Toxicity (continued) 
 
In separate tests, the biological oxygen demand (BOD) of microorganisms was measured.  These 
tests, done at higher loadings of 15A14 Oils, about 200,000 ppm showed no evidence of bacterial 
toxicity.  The oxygen demand is indicative of degradation of 15A14 by microorganisms.  For all 
grades of 15A14 Oils, BOD was small, and it increased with decreasing 15A14 Oil chain length.  
The reduced capacity of the microorganisms to decompose higher molecular weight 15A14 Oils 
is probably due to the increased size of the 15A14 Oil molecules. 
 
The bacterial toxicity threshold in mg/L (ppm) BZB is calculated as: 
 
  BZB = - log (toxicity threshold in ppm) 
For 15A14 Oils, the microbial inhibition data, showing no inhibition at 25 mg/L, is used as a 
conservative estimate of the bacterial toxicity threshold.  This resulting calculated BZs is: 
 
    BZB = - log (25 ppm) = 1.4                
 
 
Water Classification Score: 
 
The three test systems, mammalian, bacterial and fish, are considered equally when determining 
the water endangerment number (WGZ) using the following calculation: 
 
    BZS + BZB + BZF 
  WGZ =    3 
 
    1 = (-) 1.4 + 3  
For 15A14 Oils, the WGZ =  3   =  0.87 
 
The water endangerment class is then determined from the following table: 
 
    WGZ   WGK 
 
  0 - 1.9   0 In general, not endangering water 
  2 - 3.9   1 Slight water endangerment 
  4 - 5.9   2 Water endangering 
  > 6   3 Severe water endangerment 
 
According to the calculation, the WGK for 15A14 Oils, is 0, which indicates they pose no water 
endangerment. 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
Additional information, such as solubility, carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, chronic toxicity, 
toxicity to daphnia or algae and bioaccumulation and biodegradation, can also be used to 
influence the classification. 
 
15A14 Oils are poorly soluble in water.  This minimizes their bioavailability and is consistent 
with a classification that 15A14 Oils do not endanger water. 







 
 
 
 
Page 3 - German Water Classification (continued) 
 
 
Acute toxicity tests of HUSKEY 15A14 Oils were conducted with the freshwater invertebrate, 
Daphnia magna.  The 48 hour EC50 was greater than 1000 mg/L (expressed as the nominal 
amount of test substance used to prepare the water-accommodated fraction).  This is consistent 
with the fish data used in the WGZ. 
  
Based on the results of toxicity tests, supporting information and professional judgment, the 
weight of the evidence indicates that 15A14 Oils are non-hazardous.  After performing the self-
classification, HUSK-ITT Corporation recommends a WGK of 0, indicating that 15A14 Oils and 
their grease counterparts pose no water endangerment. 
 
 
Addendum (July 1, 2006) 
 
As outlined in the attachment above the HUSKEY 15A14 Oils have a WGK value of 0 however, 
the system was changed eliminating this class. The method of evaluating products is the same 
just the classifications have changed. WGK 1 is now the lowest classification and based on all of 
the original data the HUSKEY 15A14 Oils are now classified as WGK 1. 
 
Submitted by: 
James F. Landry                                                
 James F. Landry                                                
Technical Coordinator 
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Material Safety Data Sheet


 SECTION 1  PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION


Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 0, 1, 2


Product Use:   Grease
Product Number(s):  238011, 238012, 238013    
Company Identification
Chevron Products Company
a division of Chevron U.S.A. Inc.
6001 Bollinger Canyon Rd.
San Ramon, CA 94583
United States of America
www.chevronlubricants.com


Transportation Emergency Response
CHEMTREC: (800) 424-9300 or (703) 527-3887
Health Emergency
Chevron Emergency Information Center: Located in the USA.  International collect calls accepted. (800)
231-0623 or (510) 231-0623
Product Information
email : lubemsds@chevron.com
Product Information:  1 (800) 582-3835, LUBETEK@chevron.com 


 SECTION 2  COMPOSITION/ INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS


 COMPONENTS  CAS NUMBER  AMOUNT
 Highly refined mineral oil (C15 - C50)  Mixture  70 - 99 %wt/wt
 Zinc dialkyldithiophosphate  68649-42-3  1 - 5 %wt/wt


 SECTION 3  HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION


************************************************************************************************************************
EMERGENCY OVERVIEW


 - HARMFUL TO AQUATIC ORGANISMS. MAY CAUSE LONG-TERM ADVERSE EFFECTS IN THE
AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
************************************************************************************************************************


IMMEDIATE HEALTH EFFECTS
Eye: Not expected to cause prolonged or significant eye irritation.
Skin: Contact with the skin is not expected to cause prolonged or significant irritation.  Contact with the skin
is not expected to cause an allergic skin response.  Not expected to be harmful to internal organs if
absorbed through the skin.  High-Pressure Equipment Information:  Accidental high-velocity injection under
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the skin of materials of this type may result in serious injury.  Seek medical attention at once should an
accident like this occur.  The initial wound at the injection site may not appear to be serious at first; but, if
left untreated, could result in disfigurement or amputation of the affected part.


Ingestion: Not expected to be harmful if swallowed.
Inhalation: Not expected to be harmful if inhaled.  Contains a petroleum-based mineral oil.  May cause
respiratory irritation or other pulmonary effects following prolonged or repeated inhalation of oil mist at
airborne levels above the recommended mineral oil mist exposure limit.  Symptoms of respiratory irritation
may include coughing and difficulty breathing.


 SECTION 4  FIRST AID MEASURES


Eye: No specific first aid measures are required.  As a precaution,  remove contact lenses, if worn, and
flush eyes with water.
Skin: No specific first aid measures are required.  As a precaution, remove clothing and shoes if
contaminated.  To remove the material from skin, apply a waterless hand cleaner, mineral oil, or petroleum
jelly. Then wash with soap and water.  Discard contaminated clothing and shoes or thoroughly clean before
reuse.
Ingestion: No specific first aid measures are required.  Do not induce vomiting.  As a precaution, get
medical advice.
Inhalation: No specific first aid measures are required.  If exposed to excessive levels of material in the air,
move the exposed person to fresh air.  Get medical attention if coughing or respiratory discomfort occurs.
Note to Physicians: In an accident involving high-pressure equipment, this product may be injected under
the skin.  Such an accident may result in a small, sometimes bloodless, puncture wound.  However,
because of its driving force, material injected into a fingertip can be deposited into the palm of the hand.
Within 24 hours, there is usually a great deal of swelling, discoloration, and intense throbbing pain.
Immediate treatment at a surgical emergency center is recommended.


 SECTION 5  FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES


FIRE CLASSIFICATION:
OSHA Classification (29 CFR 1910.1200): Not classified by OSHA as flammable or combustible.


NFPA RATINGS:  Health:  0        Flammability:  1      Reactivity:  0


FLAMMABLE PROPERTIES:
Flashpoint:   274 °C (525 °F)   Minimum
Autoignition:     No data available
Flammability (Explosive) Limits (% by volume in air):   Lower:    Not Applicable   Upper:    Not
Applicable


EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Use water fog, foam, dry chemical or carbon dioxide (CO2) to extinguish flames.


PROTECTION OF FIRE FIGHTERS:
Fire Fighting Instructions: This material will burn although it is not easily ignited.  See Section 7 for proper
handling and storage.  For fires involving this material, do not enter any enclosed or confined fire space
without proper protective equipment, including self-contained breathing apparatus.
Combustion Products:   Highly dependent on combustion conditions.  A complex mixture of airborne
solids, liquids, and gases including carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and unidentified organic compounds
will be evolved when this material undergoes combustion.
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 SECTION 6  ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES


Protective Measures:  Eliminate all sources of ignition in vicinity of spilled material.
Spill Management:  Clean up spills immediately, observing precautions in Exposure Controls/Personal
Protection section.  Stop the source of the release if you can do it without risk.   Contain release to prevent
further contamination of soil, surface water or groundwater.  Clean up spill as soon as possible, observing
precautions in Exposure Controls/Personal Protection.  Use appropriate techniques such as applying
non-combustible absorbent materials or pumping.  Where feasible and appropriate, remove contaminated
soil.  Place contaminated materials in disposable containers and dispose of in a manner consistent with
applicable regulations.
Reporting:  Report spills to local authorities and/or the U.S. Coast Guard's National Response Center at
(800) 424-8802 as appropriate or required.


 SECTION 7  HANDLING AND STORAGE


Precautionary Measures: Keep out of the reach of children.
General Handling Information: Avoid contaminating soil or releasing this material into sewage and
drainage systems and bodies of water.
Static Hazard:  Electrostatic charge may accumulate and create a hazardous condition when handling this
material. To minimize this hazard, bonding and grounding may be necessary but may not, by themselves,
be sufficient. Review all operations which have the potential of generating and accumulating an electrostatic
charge and/or a flammable atmosphere (including tank and container filling, splash filling, tank cleaning,
sampling, gauging, switch loading, filtering, mixing, agitation, and vacuum truck operations) and use
appropriate mitigating procedures. For more information, refer to OSHA Standard 29 CFR 1910.106,
'Flammable and Combustible Liquids', National Fire Protection Association (NFPA 77, 'Recommended
Practice on Static Electricity', and/or the American Petroleum Institute (API) Recommended Practice 2003,
'Protection Against Ignitions Arising Out of Static, Lightning, and Stray Currents'.
Container Warnings:  Container is not designed to contain pressure. Do not use pressure to empty
container or it may rupture with explosive force.  Empty containers retain product residue (solid, liquid,
and/or vapor) and can be dangerous.  Do not pressurize, cut, weld, braze, solder, drill, grind, or expose
such containers to heat, flame, sparks, static electricity, or other sources of ignition.  They may explode and
cause injury or death.  Empty containers should be completely drained, properly closed, and promptly
returned to a drum reconditioner or disposed of properly.


 SECTION 8  EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION


GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Consider the potential hazards of this material (see Section 3), applicable exposure limits, job activities, and
other substances in the work place when designing engineering controls and selecting personal protective
equipment.  If engineering controls or work practices are not adequate to prevent exposure to harmful
levels of this material, the personal protective equipment listed below is recommended.  The user should
read and understand all instructions and limitations supplied with the equipment since protection is usually
provided for a limited time or under certain circumstances.


ENGINEERING CONTROLS:
Use in a well-ventilated area.


PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Eye/Face Protection: No special eye protection is normally required.  Where splashing is possible, wear
safety glasses with side shields as a good safety practice.
Skin Protection: No special protective clothing is normally required.  Where splashing is possible, select
protective clothing depending on operations conducted, physical requirements and other substances in the
workplace.  Suggested materials for protective gloves include:  Neoprene, Nitrile Rubber, Silver Shield,
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Viton.
Respiratory Protection: No respiratory protection is normally required.
If user operations generate an oil mist, determine if airborne concentrations are below the occupational
exposure limit for mineral oil mist.  If not, wear an approved respirator that provides adequate protection
from the measured concentrations of this material.  For air-purifying respirators use a particulate cartridge.
Use a positive pressure air-supplying respirator in circumstances where air-purifying respirators may not
provide adequate protection.


Occupational Exposure Limits:


 Component  Agency  TWA  STEL  Ceiling  Notation
 Highly refined mineral oil (C15 -
C50)


 ACGIH  5 mg/m3  10 mg/m3  --  --


 Highly refined mineral oil (C15 -
C50)


 OSHA Z-1  5 mg/m3  --  --  --


 Consult local authorities for appropriate values.


 SECTION 9  PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES


Attention:  the data below are typical values and do not constitute a specification.


Color:  Red
Physical State:  Semi-solid
Odor:  Petroleum odor
pH:  Not Applicable
Vapor Pressure:    <0.01 mmHg Maximum @ 100 °C (212 °F)
Vapor Density (Air = 1):    >1 Minimum
Boiling Point:  260°C (500°F) Minimum
Solubility:   Soluble in hydrocarbons; insoluble in water
Freezing Point:  No data available
Melting Point:  165°C (329°F) (Min)
Specific Gravity:  1.1 @ 15.6°C (15.6°F) / 15.6°C (60.1°F) (Estimated)
Density:   No data available
Viscosity:  No data available
Evaporation Rate:  No data available


 SECTION 10  STABILITY AND REACTIVITY


Chemical Stability:  This material is considered stable under normal ambient and anticipated storage and
handling conditions of temperature and pressure.
Incompatibility With Other Materials:  May react with strong acids or strong oxidizing agents, such as
chlorates, nitrates, peroxides, etc.
Hazardous Decomposition Products:  None known (None expected)
Hazardous Polymerization:  Hazardous polymerization will not occur.


 SECTION 11  TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION


IMMEDIATE HEALTH EFFECTS
Eye Irritation:  The eye irritation hazard is based on evaluation of data for similar materials or product
components. 
Skin Irritation:  The skin irritation hazard is based on evaluation of data for similar materials or product
components. 
Skin Sensitization:  The skin sensitization hazard is based on evaluation of data for similar materials or
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product components. 
Acute Dermal Toxicity:    The acute dermal toxicity hazard is based on evaluation of data for similar
materials or product components.


Acute Oral Toxicity:  The acute oral toxicity hazard is based on evaluation of data for similar materials or
product components.


Acute Inhalation Toxicity:  The acute inhalation toxicity hazard is based on evaluation of data for similar
materials or product components.


ADDITIONAL TOXICOLOGY INFORMATION:
 This product contains petroleum base oils which may be refined by various processes including severe
solvent extraction, severe hydrocracking, or severe hydrotreating.  None of the oils requires a cancer
warning under the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200).  These oils have not been
listed in the National Toxicology Program (NTP) Annual Report nor have they been classified by the
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) as; carcinogenic to humans (Group 1), probably
carcinogenic to humans (Group 2A), or possibly carcinogenic to humans (Group 2B).  These oils have not
been classified by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) as: confirmed
human carcinogen (A1), suspected human carcinogen (A2), or confirmed animal carcinogen with unknown
relevance to humans (A3).


 SECTION 12  ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION


ECOTOXICITY
This material is expected to be harmful to aquatic organisms and may cause long-term adverse effects in
the aquatic environment.  The ecotoxicity hazard is based on an evaluation of data for the components or a
similar material.


ENVIRONMENTAL FATE
Ready Biodegradability: This material is not expected to be readily biodegradable.  The biodegradability
of this material is based on an evaluation of data for the components or a similar material.


SECTION 13  DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS


Use material for its intended purpose or recycle if possible.  Oil collection services are available for used oil
recycling or disposal.  Place contaminated materials in containers and dispose of in a manner consistent
with applicable regulations.  Contact your sales representative or local environmental or health authorities
for approved disposal or recycling methods.


 SECTION 14  TRANSPORT INFORMATION


The description shown may not apply to all shipping situations.  Consult 49CFR, or appropriate Dangerous
Goods Regulations, for additional description requirements (e.g., technical name) and mode-specific or
quantity-specific shipping requirements.


DOT Shipping Description:  PETROLEUM LUBRICATING GREASE; NOT REGULATED AS A
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL FOR   TRANSPORTATION UNDER 49 CFR 


IMO/IMDG Shipping Description: PETROLEUM LUBRICATING GREASE; NOT REGULATED AS
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DANGEROUS GOODS FOR   TRANSPORT UNDER THE IMDG CODE


ICAO/IATA Shipping Description: PETROLEUM LUBRICATING GREASE; NOT REGULATED AS
DANGEROUS GOODS FOR   TRANSPORT UNDER ICAO


 SECTION 15  REGULATORY INFORMATION


EPCRA 311/312 CATEGORIES:  1.    Immediate (Acute) Health Effects:                NO
      2.    Delayed (Chronic) Health Effects:             NO
      3.    Fire Hazard:                                          NO
      4.    Sudden Release of Pressure Hazard:  NO
      5.    Reactivity Hazard:                                 NO


REGULATORY LISTS SEARCHED:
 01-1=IARC Group 1  03=EPCRA 313
 01-2A=IARC Group 2A  04=CA Proposition 65
 01-2B=IARC Group 2B  05=MA RTK
 02=NTP Carcinogen  06=NJ RTK


 07=PA RTK


The following components of this material are found on the regulatory lists indicated. 
 Zinc dialkyldithiophosphate  03, 06


CHEMICAL INVENTORIES:
All components comply with the following chemical inventory requirements:  AICS (Australia), DSL
(Canada), IECSC (China), KECI (Korea), PICCS (Philippines), TSCA (United States).


One or more components does not comply with the following chemical inventory requirements: ENCS
(Japan).


NEW JERSEY RTK CLASSIFICATION:
Under the New Jersey Right-to-Know Act L. 1983 Chapter 315 N.J.S.A. 34:5A-1 et. seq., the product is to
be identified as follows:  PETROLEUM OIL  (Grease)


 SECTION 16  OTHER INFORMATION


NFPA RATINGS:  Health:   0        Flammability:   1      Reactivity:   0


HMIS RATINGS: Health: 1        Flammability:  1       Reactivity:  0
(0-Least, 1-Slight, 2-Moderate, 3-High, 4-Extreme, PPE:- Personal Protection Equipment Index
recommendation, *- Chronic Effect Indicator).  These values are obtained using the guidelines or published
evaluations prepared by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) or the National Paint and Coating
Association (for HMIS ratings).


LABEL RECOMMENDATION:
Label Category : GREASE 1 - GRS1


REVISION STATEMENT:  This revision updates the following sections of this Safety Data Sheet:  1, 15
Revision Date: June 26, 2014


ABBREVIATIONS THAT MAY HAVE BEEN USED IN THIS DOCUMENT:
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 TLV      -    Threshold Limit Value  TWA     -     Time Weighted Average
 STEL   -    Short-term Exposure Limit  PEL      -     Permissible Exposure Limit


 CAS     -     Chemical Abstract Service Number
 ACGIH   -   American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists


 IMO/IMDG     -     International Maritime Dangerous Goods
Code


 API   -   American Petroleum Institute  MSDS     -     Material Safety Data Sheet
 CVX   -   Chevron  NFPA     -     National Fire Protection Association (USA)
 DOT   -   Department of Transportation (USA)  NTP     -     National Toxicology Program (USA)
 IARC   -   International Agency for Research on
Cancer


 OSHA     -     Occupational Safety and Health Administration


 NCEL   -   New Chemical Exposure Limit  EPA  -   Environmental Protection Agency
 SCBA   -   Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus


 Prepared according to the 29 CFR 1910.1200 (2012) by Chevron Energy Technology Company, 6001
Bollinger Canyon Road San Ramon, CA 94583.


The above information is based on the data of which we are aware and is believed to be correct
as of the date hereof.  Since this information may be applied under conditions beyond our
control and with which we may be unfamiliar and since data made available subsequent to the
date hereof may suggest modifications of the information, we do not assume any responsibility
for the results of its use.   This information is furnished upon condition that the person receiving
it shall make his own determination of the suitability of the material for his particular purpose.







Product(s) manufactured in the USA.
Always confirm that the product selected is consistent with the original equipment manufacturer's recommendation for the 
equipment operating conditions and customer's maintenance practices.


A Chevron company product 3 June 2013
GR-150
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CHEVRON ULTRA-DUTY GREASE EP
NLGI 0, 1, 2


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Chevron Ultra-Duty Greases EP are versatile, high 
pressure greases with good adhesive properties 
designed for a wide variety of automotive and 
industrial applications.


CUSTOMER BENEFITS 
Chevron Ultra-Duty Greases EP deliver value through:


• Shock load protection 
• Load-carrying protection 
• Corrosion and rust protection 
• Water resistant 
• Maximum service lubrication 


FEATURES
Chevron Ultra-Duty Greases EP are versatile, high 
pressure greases with good adhesive properties 
designed for a wide variety of automotive and 
industrial applications.


They are manufactured using selected highly refined, 
high viscosity base oils, a lithium-12 hydroxystearate 
thickener, rust and oxidation inhibitors, and extreme 
pressure and tackiness additives. They are red in color 
and stringy in texture.


Chevron Ultra-Duty Greases EP provide thicker shock-
absorbing oil film protection and greater water 
resistance than conventional multipurpose greases due 
to their high viscosity components.


The high viscosity components and tackiness additive 
give Chevron Ultra-Duty Greases EP an excellent 
adhesive quality which provides a tenacious lubricating 
film in working parts. The lubricants stay in place under 
abrasive operating conditions to resist water washout 
and shock load wear.


The tackiness characteristics of Chevron Ultra-Duty 
Greases EP make these products somewhat harder to 
pump than the historical soft, buttery greases. For this 
reason, we recommend the use of a heavy follower 
plate with air-driven grease pumps.


Chevron Ultra-Duty Greases EP lubricate well at low 
temperatures. The ASTM D1478 low temperature 
torque test shows that they retain their lubricating 
capacity, as defined by military specification 
MIL-G-81322, down to about -26°C (-15°F).


APPLICATIONS
Chevron Ultra-Duty Greases EP are recommended for 
use in automotive and industrial equipment operating 
under most conditions except where very high 
operating temperatures are encountered. Typical 
applications are: mining equipment, construction 
equipment, material handling equipment, marine deck 
equipment, marine deck cranes, oil field equipment, 
offshore drilling equipment, paper machines, dredging 
equipment, logging equipment, rock quarry equipment, 
etc., operating in water, mud, or dusty conditions.


Chevron Ultra-Duty Greases EP will help provide the 
needed shock load and rust protection and, best of all, 
they stay put which means less frequent regreasing. 
They are not Chevron’s primary recommendation for 
high temperature wheel bearings. Delo® Greases EP or 
Black Pearl® Greases EP are preferred for wheel 
bearing applications.


In industrial service, Chevron Ultra-Duty Greases EP 
are recommended for use in most types of plain and 
antifriction bearings from 1-1/2 inch OD to over 16 
inch OD, operating at speeds from 50 to 3000 rpm, as 
well as slides, gears, ways, etc.
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TYPICAL TEST DATA


Minor variations in product typical test data are to be expected in normal manufacturing. 


NLGI Grade 0 1 2


Product Number 238013 238012 238011
MSDS Number 6790 6790 6790
Operating Temperature, °C(°F)


Minimuma


Maximumb
-26(-15)
132(270)


-26(-15)
138(280)


-26(-15)
143(290)


Penetration, at 25°C(77°F)
Worked (60 Strokes) 370 325 280


Dropping Point, °C(°F) 172(342) 172(342) 190(374)
Four Ball Weld Point, kg 315 315 315
Four Ball Wear Scar, mm 0.45 0.45 0.45
Timken OK Load, lb 55 70 70
Water Washout, wt % 15 10 7
Water Spray-off, wt % n/a 40 25
Lincoln Ventmeter, psig at 30 s, at


75°F
30°F
0°F


100
200
1700


100
400
1750 


280
600
2500 


Thickener, %
Type


5.6
Lithium


7.2
Lithium


8.6
Lithium


ISO Viscosity Grade,
Base Oil Equivalent 460 460 460


Viscosity, Kinematic*
cSt at 40°C
cSt at 100°C


400
24.3


400
24.3


400
24.3


Viscosity, Saybolt*
SUS at 100°F
SUS at 210°F


2160
121


2160
121


2160
121


Viscosity Index* 76 76 76
Flash Point, °C(°F)* 274(525) 274(525) 274(525)
Oil Separation, mass % 5 4 2
Texture Stringy Stringy Stringy
Color Red Red Red


a Minimum operating temperature is the lowest temperature at which a grease, already in place, could be expected to 
provide lubrication. Most greases cannot be pumped at these minimum temperatures.


b Maximum operating temperature is the highest temperature at which the grease could be used with frequent (daily) 
relubrication.


* Determined on mineral oil extracted by vacuum filtration.







Product(s) manufactured in the USA.
Always confirm that the product selected is consistent with the original equipment manufacturer's recommendation for the equip-
ment operating conditions and customer's maintenance practices.


A Chevron company product 1 March 2010
FPL-8
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CHEVRON FM ALC EP
0, 1, 2 
Food Machinery Grease


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Chevron FM ALC EP food machinery greases are high 
performance greases that are white in color and water-
resistant.


CUSTOMER BENEFITS
Chevron FM ALC EP greases deliver value through:


• Excellent wear and rust protection 
• Controlled operating costs — Minimizes costly 


inventories while providing one grease that will 
work in a wide variety of applications. Available in 
three common NLGI grades to meet specific 
equipment requirements. 


• Minimal wear and sling out — Provides good 
wear protection and is highly water-resistant to help 
prolong machinery life.


• Good water tolerance — Remains grease-like 
even when subject to gross water contamination or 
when subjected to direct water spray.


• Excellent pumpability — Readily adaptable to 
centralized greasing systems. Easily handled in 
conventional grease-pumping equipment.


• High dropping point — Helps ensure protection 
where higher operating temperature properties are 
required. 


• Slightly tacky and adhesive in nature 
• Quality control — Manufactured under closely 


controlled conditions to help ensure a high degree of 
purity food manufacturers demand today.


• Compliance with state and federal 
regulations — Composed of materials approved by 
FDA as incidental or accidental food additives.


• Corrosion protection — Provides excellent 
corrosion protection during food processing and 
plant cleanup procedures


• EP properties — Excellent Timken and Four Ball 
Weld Point values.


FEATURES
Chevron FM ALC EP food machinery greases are high 
performance greases that are white in color and water-
resistant.


Available in three NLGI grades, Chevron FM ALC EP 
were developed for the food processing and canning 
industries.


Chevron FM ALC EP greases are comprised of an 
aluminum complex thickener and food grade white oils 
containing a highly effective rust inhibitor package. 
They are smooth and buttery in texture, and are also 
slightly tacky.


All grades contain specially-blended additives that 
impart improved adhesive and stringiness properties to 
the grease.


APPLICATIONS
Chevron FM ALC EP food machinery greases are multi-
purpose lubricants suitable for many grease-lubricated 
machinery located in canneries, beverage bottlers and 
canners, potato/corn chip processors, candy manufac-
turers, meat and poultry packers, frozen food proces-
sors, and other food producers and processors. They 
are specifically recommended for critical applications 
where there is a possibility of the lubricant becoming 
an incidental food ingredient.


NLGI 0 is preferred for low temperature operations, 
particularly in centralized grease systems.


NLGI 1 and 2 are preferred for general plant lubrica-
tion including applications such as electric motors and 
wheeled vehicles where NSF-registered H2 lubricants 
are often used. This allows for a reduction in the num-
ber of greases used in the plant.
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NLGI 2 is also recommended for those applications 
where the grease is exposed to high temperatures, 
steam, and centrifugal action causing throw-off.


Typical applications for Chevron FM ALC EP greases in 
processing plants include:
• Electric motor bearings
• Pump shaft bearings
• Conveyor belts


— Head, tail, and roller bearings
• Food handling machinery - Mechanical linkage
• Automatic lube systems
• Grease gun application
• Grease packed bearings
• Slides and ways
• Mobile equipment
• Wheel bearings
• Grease fittings
• Seamers


Chevron FM ALC EP:


• are formulated in compliance with the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) requirements 
for lubricants with incidental food contact, 21 CFR 
178.3570 and other sections referenced therein. 
Lubricants with incidental food contact should not 
contaminate food at levels greater than 10 ppm.


• are registered by NSF and are acceptable as a 
lubricant where incidental food contact may occur 
(H1) in and around food processing areas. The NSF 
Nonfood Compounds Registration Program is a 
continuation of the USDA product approval and 
listing program, which is based on meeting 
regulatory requirements of appropriate use, 
ingredient review and labeling verification.


• are certified Kosher and Pareve.
• are accepted by the Canadian Food Inspection 


Agency for use in Registered Plants and for use on 
food equipment or machinery parts where contact 
with food is only incidental.







Always confirm that the product selected is consistent with the original equipment manufacturer's recommendation for the equip-
ment operating conditions and customer's maintenance practices.
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Chevron FM ALC EP — Continued


TYPICAL TEST DATA


Minor variations in product typical test data are to be expected in normal manufacturing.


1 Minimum operating temperature is the lowest temperature at which a grease, already in place, could be expected to 
provide lubrication. Most greases cannot be pumped at these minimum temperatures. 


2 Maximum operating temperature is the highest temperature at which the grease could be used with frequent (daily) 
relubrication.


* Determined on mineral oil extracted by vacuum filtration.


NLGI Grade 0 1 2


Product Number 230202 230203 230204
MSDS Number 14860 14860 14860
Operating Temperature, °C(°F)


Minimum1 
Maximum2


-20(-4)
163(325)


-20(-4)
163(325)


-20(-4)
163(325)


Penetration at 25°C(77°F)
Unworked
Worked


340
370


295
325


250
280


Dropping Point, °C(°F) 232(450) 260(500) 260(500)
Timken OK load, lb 40 40 40
Four-Ball


Weld Point, kg
Wear Scar Diameter, mm


500
0.60


500
0.60


500
0.60


Thickener, %
type


5.8
Aluminum Complex


6.9
Aluminum Complex


7.7
Aluminum Complex


ISO Viscosity Grade, Base Oil Equivalent 220 220 220
Viscosity, Kinematic*


cSt at 40°C
cSt at 100°C


200
20.6


200
20.6


200
20.6


Viscosity, Saybolt*
SUS at 100°F
SUS at 210°F


1045
104


1045
104


1045
104


Viscosity Index* 120 120 120
Flash Point, °C(°F)* 246(475) 246(475) 246(475)
Pour Point, °C(°F)* -25(-13) -25(-13) -25(-13)
Texture Smooth, Adhesive
Color White
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USACE Hydroelectric Design Center


Environmentally Acceptable Grease Analysis


Candidate Grease Tracking Matrix


W912EF-09-D-0056, DT04, EAL Grease Analysis


Updated 7/24/2015


Candidate Grease Name
VGP 


Compliant?


EPA  


Recognized 


Label*


History of 


Wicket Gate 


Use?


Biodegradability 


Test Method


Biodeg. Test 


Doc. Code
Toxicity Test Method


Tox. Test 


Doc. Code


Bioaccumulation 


Potential Test Method


Bioacc. Test 


Doc. Code
Source of Info Notes


Panolin BioGrease EP 2 Yes BA, EEL & 


SS


ASTM D5864, 


OECD 301 and 306 


> 60%


1 OECD 201, 202, 203 


>100 mg/l


1 OECD 107 and 117 = pass 3 Data provided by 


Manufacturer  


Documented to meet EPA and VGP standards for EAL 


Mobil SHC Aware EP2 Yes  OECD 301B >60% 1 OECD 201, 72h 


EC50>1000 mg/L


1 OECD 117, log KOW <3 1 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


Claims to meet EPA and VGP standards for EAL


KAJO Longlife LZR 2 Yes EEL Not reported 5 Not reported 5 Not reported 5 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


This product has achieved the EEL label which meets the EPA requirements for an 


EAL.


Castrol BioTac OG Yes OSPAR Not reported 5 Not reported 5 Not reported 5 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


Manufacturer has provided a statement that this product meets the requirements of 


the VGP since it has been approved by OSPAR.


Fuchs Plantogel 2 S (EAL) Yes EEL Yes Not reported 5 Not reported 5 Not reported 5 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


This product has achieved the EEL label which meets the EPA requirements for an 


EAL.


RSC Envirologic 802 Yes ASTM D 7373 2 OECD 201, 202, 203 


>1000 mg/l


2 Test method not reported 4 Safety Data Sheet Incomplete environmental data.  Manufacturer states that this product is compliant 


with VGP.  Similar product available for wire ropes.


Renewable Lubricants Bio-


Food Grade Grease EP2


Yes ASTM D5864 


Pw1>60%


2 LC50/EC50 >1000 


ppm


2 Not reported 4 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


Manufacturer provides signed statement they are compliant with VGP.  Product is 


also applicable to wire ropes.


Vickers Biogrease EP2 Yes OECD 301B >60% 2 OECD 201, 202 & 203 


> 1000 mg/L


2 Not reported, grease is 


biodegradable per the 


VGP, so bioaccumulation 


testing is not needed


4 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


Manufacturer provides signed statement they are compliant with VGP.  Product is 


also applicable to wire ropes.


Husk-ITT LubeOseal No None performed 5 (No data 


available)


Modified OECD 209 


(self certified)


5 (EAL non- 


compliant) 


Not reported 5                (Not 


evaluated)


2009 era catalog cut Not conforming to EPA EAL criteria for biodegr., aq. tox. and bioaccumulation


Husk-ITT LVI-50 No None performed 5 (No data 


available)


Test method(s) 


unknown


5 (EAL non- 


compliant) 


Not reported 5                  


(Not evaluated)


Product Data Sheet Not conforming to EPA EAL criteria for biodegr., aq. tox. and bioaccumulation


Husk-ITT Huskey Hydrolube No Yes None performed 5 (No data 


available)


Test method(s) 


unknown


5 (EAL non- 


compliant) 


Not reported 5                (Not 


valuated)


Product Data Sheet Not meeting to EPA EAL criteria for biodegr., aq. tox. and bioaccumulation


Lanopro EP 53 Yes Not reported 5 Not reported 5 Not reported 5 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


This product is VGP compliant by association - previous labeling by the Swedish 


Standard SS 155470, Section 4.2.  Manufacturer provides signed statement they are 


compliant with VGP.  Similar product is available for wire ropes.Mobil SHC 101 EAL Yes OECD 301B 2 OECD 203 (missing 


OECD 201 & 202)


2 Not reported 5                 


(Not evaluated)


Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


Not meeting EPA EAL criteria due to incomplete aq. tox. and bioaccumulation


Molydal GREEN LIFE Yes EEL OECD 301B >80% 2 Not reported 5 Not reported 5 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


This product has achieved the EEL label which meets the EPA requirements for an 


EAL.  No US distributor exists, and product information is only available in French.


Shell Naturelle S5 Yes EEL Yes CEC-L-33-A-93 4 4 4 Manufacturer Web Site Apparently discontinued and unavailable according to distributor Don Thomas 


Petroleum


VSG Grade 1 Yes CEC-L-33-T-82 5  (Outdated 


test method)


Non-toxic to trout & 


Daphnia


5 (Outdated 


test method)


Not reported 5                 


(Not evaluated)


Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


Not conforming to EPA EAL criteria for biodegr., aq. tox. and bioaccumulation


ROCOL Biogen Wireshield Yes EEL NA OECD 306 3 OECD 211 & 215 3 OECD 117 3 Manufacturer statement 


of VGP compliance


Castrol BioTac MP   Yes OSPAR NA OECD 306 = 20% 


to 60% at 28 days


2 ISO 14669:1999 


LC50>1000, EPA 821-


R-02-14 Method 1007 


NOEC<7000


2 Molecular wt. of 


components >70% are 


non-bioaccumulative


4 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


Needs OSPAR conformation sheet from manufacturer.  This product can also be 


used on wire ropes.


Dynaguard E                  (wire 


rope grease)


NA OECD 301B 4 EPA 600/44-90/027 4 Not reported 5                 


(Not evaluated)


ERDC


Renewable Lubricants Bio-


E.P.


Yes NA 4 4 4 Product Data Sheet - 


Manuf Web Site


Manufacturer has stated VGP compliance, but supporting data not available.


Vickers Biogrease EP2 Yes See above


*BA (Blue Angel), EEL (European EcoLabel), SS (Swedish Standard) Testing Documentation Codes


1) Statement of meeting EPA EAL requirements by manufacturer, and/or have provided  test results in numerical form, and/or detailed results from a certified testing laboratory


2) Manufacturer cut sheet or website provides references to testing methods and achieved values


3) Manufacturer cut sheet or website provides information on testing completed and results at a Pass/Fail level


4) Manufacturer claims to be an EAL but does not provide specific information


5) Other


Primary EAL Criteria


Greases Procured for Laboratory Testing


Greases Under Consideration


Greases No Longer Under Consideration


Wire Rope Greases 


HDR Engineering Inc.
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PANOLIN America Inc.
4882 McGrath Street/Suite 220
Ventura, CA 93003-7721
Phone 805-676-1193
Fax 805-676-1194
www.panolinamerica.com
info@panolinamerica.com


PANOLIN BIOGREASE EP 2
Compliance of EPA Vessel General Permit 2013


  PANOLIN BIOGREASE EP 2


Characteristics 
of test Units Specification Result Method


Biodegradability a % ThOD >60 >60
ASTM 5864,


OECD 301, 
306


Toxicity b


 Algae LC50 >100 mg/l >100 OECD 201


 Daphnia EC50 >100 mg/l >100 OECD 202


 Fish LC50 >100 mg/l >100 OECD 203


Bioaccumulation c Log Kow <3 or >7 pass OECD 107, 
117


Visible sheen Gloss, visual 
color etc. – d no visual 


color 58 FR 12507


a VGP accepts result based on formulation and main constituents 
 – see Appendix A, VGP 2013 final version
b VGP accepts testing of formulation – see Appendix A, VGP 2013 final version
c OECD test method valid for single substances testing only; data reported should be 
 seen as a summary of all single > 1 % components in stated formulation
d Report 
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Assessment in accordance to requirements of Vessel General Permit 2013


EPA test requirements state, all vessels must use an EAL 
in all oil to sea interfaces. “Environmentally Acceptable 
Lubricants” means lubricants that are “biodegradable” 
and “minimally-toxic” and are “not bioaccumulative” as 
defined in Appendix A of the Vessel General Permit. 
PANOLIN has conducted the EPA test requirements for all 
standards described in the 2013 Vessel General Permit 
(review above chart for test results)







 Mobil SHC Aware™ Grease EP 2


Optimal-performance environmentally acceptable* multi-purpose grease 


Protect your equipment and the environment. 


Our synthetic environmentally acceptable grease is specially formulated to provide maximum 
protection for shipboard equipment affected by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (EPA) 2013 Vessel General Permit (VGP).


Mobil SHC Aware Grease EP 2 meets VGP requirements for environmentally acceptable 
lubricants and is engineered to deliver benefits that customers and original equipment 


manufacturers (OEM) around the globe expect from Mobil SHC™ synthetic products.


VGP Requirements Mobil SHC Aware Grease EP 2


Biodegradable �


Minimally toxic �


Non-Bioaccumulative �


 
Mobil SHC Aware Grease EP 2 provides outstanding performance in applications that include: 


Rudder stock•
Towing notch interface•
General deck grease applications•


The potential benefits of using our innovative grease will help today’s vessel operators: 


Extend equipment life•
Reduce the need for frequent re-greasing•
Minimise unscheduled downtime and costs•
Keep equipment running reliably and efficiently•
Lower potential remediation and clean-up costs caused by accidental spills or leakage•


Reduces potential for environmental impact whilst delivering outstanding protection. 


Mobil SHC Aware Grease EP 2 provides an exceptional balance between reducing the potential for environmental impact over 
conventional products whilst standing up to very demanding performance standards. Mobil SHC Aware Grease EP 2 is 
formulated using biodegradable synthetic ester base oil and lithium/calcium soap thickener. It performs reliably in 
temperatures as low as -25°C (-13°F) and as high as 125°C (257°F). The product resists water washout due to rain or salt 
water, combats rust and corrosion and delivers outstanding protection for bearings working in wet conditions.


* Environmentally acceptable lubricants are defined in the VGP as lubricants that are biodegradable, minimally toxic and non-
bioaccumulative.


Download the Mobil SHC Aware Grease EP 2 fact sheet >>  


Tech Details
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Mobil SHC Aware Grease EP 2  


NLGI Grade 2  


Thickener Type Calcium/Lithium


Color, Visual Amber


ISO Viscosity Grade of Oil 150


Dropping Point, ASTM D 2265, ºC >160


Worked Penetration, ASTM D 217, mm/10 @25 °C 280


Water Washout @ 79 ºC, ASTM D 1264, wt% 7


EMCOR Bearing Corrosion in Distilled Water, ASTM D 6138, Rating 0,0


Copper Corrosion, ASTM D 4048, Rating 1b


Four Ball Weld, ASTM D 2596, kgf  400


Four Ball Load Wear Index, ASTM D 2596, kgf 65


Biodegradability of ester base oil, OECD 301B, wt% >60


Aquatic Toxicity,  


OECD 201, 72h EC50


>1000


Bioaccumulation, OECD 117, 
Partition Coefficient, log KOW


<3
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Product information       
No. 66260000 
 
 
BIO-Longlife Grease LZR 2   
 
 
 EU Ecolabel Nr. DE/027/039 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KAJO-BIO-Longlife grease LZR 2 is a special 
grease,saponiefied with lithium. Due to the use of 
efficient and tested additives in synthetic esters it is 
biodegradable and is awarded with the Ecolabel of 
the European Community, register-no. DE/027/039.  
 


Practical advantages: 
KAJO-Longlife Grease LZR 2 is very suitable for 
all lubrication areas at mobile and stationary 
aggregates. As it is easily biodegradable, the 
product can be used in all sensitive environments. 
Due to the strong adhesiveness of the basic oils on 
metal surfaces as well as due to the selected 
additives, this grease shows an extensive corrosion 
protection and an excellent water resistance.  
 
 
 
 


KAJO-Longlife Grease LZR 2 can be used 
universally as long-life lubricating grease. It is 
especially recommended for lubrication areas, 
where there may be a discharge into environment, 
e.g. with nipple lubrication as well as open 
lubricating areas, where the the used grease or 
lubricant may discharge.It is always recommended. 
in forestry machines, construction industry, at lock 
gates, bridges and the like, where it can be 
expected, that leaking lubricant can get into water.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
Version 3  revised: Pos/T 
 
 


- All ratings are average values and are subject to production-related variations. - 
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Product information       
No. 66260000 
 
 


BIO-Longlife Grease LZR 2 
 
 
 
 
Typical ratings: 
 


Characteristics Value Unit DIN / ISO 
NLGI class 2  DIN 51 818 
Worked penentration (Pw60) 265-285 0,1 mm ASTM D 217 
Dropping point 204 °C ASTM D 556 
Base oil viscosity at 40 °C 
(synthetic ester) 345 mm² DIN EN ISO 3104 


Water resistance 1-90  DIN 51 807-1 
EMCOR dest. water 0-0  DIN 51 802 


EMCOR sea water 0 -0  DIN 51 802 


Water wash out 0,2 % ASTM D 1264 


Water spray off 18 % ASTM D 4049 


Copper corrosion 1b corrosion grade DIM 51 811 


VKA O.K.-load 


VKA welding load 


VKA 150N/1h 


3000 


3200 


0,53 


N 


N 


mm 


DIN 51 350-4 


DIN 51 350-4 


DIN 51 350-5 


Operating temperature reange -30 to +120 °C DIN 51 825 


Viscosity index 185 °C DIN ISO 2909 


Flow pressure Kesternich -30 °C 1200 mbar DIN 51805 


Designation KPE 2 G-30  DIN 51 502 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Version 3 revised: Pos/T.            
 
 


- All ratings are average values and are subject to production-related variations. - 
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Product information       
Nr. 61320000 
 
Longlife Grease LZR 2   
 
 
 
KAJO-Longlife Grease LZR 2 is a new grease for 
roller and friction bearings, which is made from high 
quality basic oils by using lithium soaps as 
thickening agents. It shows an extraordinary 
oxidation resistance. 
 
KAJO-Longlife Grease LZR 2 is water resistant, 
adhesive, can be loaded with pressure and is 
protective against corrosion. These characteristics, 
combined with high work resistance, very good 
abrasion rating and particularly strong 
adhesiveness, make this lubricant particularly 


appropriate for lubrication under difficult operating 
conditions at highly loaded roller and friction 
bearings even at low temperatures. 
 
 
Practical advantages: 
KAJO-Longlife Grease LZR 2 can be used 
universally as long-term grease. It is recommended 
for lubrication of vehicles, industrial machinery and 
for all machines and devices in the field of 
construction, stone and earth. 


 
  
Ratings: 


characteristics value unit DIN / ISO 
colour blue   
nature smooth, transparent, long-fibrous   


NLGI class 2  DIN 51 818 
Working penetration 265 - 295 0,1 mm ASTM D 217 
Working resistance 


Decrease in penetration after 
-      10.000 double lifts: 
-    100.000 double lifts: 


 
 


below 15 
below 25 


 
 


1/10 mm 
1/10 mm 


ASTM D 217 


Dropping point > 180 °C ASTM D 556 
Behaviour towards water 


3 h / +90 °C 
 


1 
Evaluation 


stage 
 


DIN 51 807-1 
Copper corrosion 


3h/+120°C 1 Evaluation 
stage DIN 51 811 


Corrosion protection 
Emcor-Test 


 
0 - 0 


Corrosion 
degree 


 
DIN 51 802 


VKA 
Welding load 


O.K. load 


 
2400 
2200 


 
N 
N 


DIN 51 350-4 


Flow pressure -30 °C 1050 mbar DIN 51 805 


Working temperature short term 


 
-30 bis +120 


bis +140 
 


°C DIN 51825 


Flow pressure < 100 (22° C) Mbar DIN 51 805 
Designation KP 2 k-30  DIN 51 502 


 
 


All ratings are average values and are subject to production-related variations. 
 
 
 Version 3 date of revison: 28.01.2015 4/3/2 SEK 
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PRODUCT &
TECHNICAL DATA


CASTROL BIOTAC OG
Environmentally responsible open gear lubricant
2007 OSPAR compliant with no substitutable components


DESCRIPTION


Castrol BioTac OG is a highly tenacious, high performance open
gear lubricant developed specifically for the rack and pinion jacking
mechanism of self-elevating mobile drilling rigs. This is one of the
most arduous environments to which a lubricant can be exposed –
not only is it subject to high loads and water washing in the splash
zone, it also has to provide protection against corrosion to both
the rack and pinion between rig moves. In addition, this is one area
of operation where a lubricant is deliberately introduced to the
marine environment in the course of normal use. The oceans and
seas constitute the major part of our planet, using an environmentally
responsible open gear lubricant can minimize environmental
impact and help conserve marine biological diversity.


Castrol BioTac OG has been specifically formulated to minimize
impact upon the marine environment. All the components of
Castrol BioTac OG have been selected for their low environmental
impact, either from the PLONOR* list of chemicals or following a
thorough assessment of their biodegradability, potential for 
bioaccumulation and their toxicity towards marine species. As a
result, Castrol BioTac OG is OSPAR compliant and contains no 
substitutable components. However this would count for little if its
performance as a lubricant was inferior to those used greases
which are currently used on leg racks – any performance deficiencies
would prevent its adoption or result in a higher consumption,
negating its environmental benefits. We have used the performance
characteristics of the best available traditional lubricants as the
specification for Castrol BioTac OG and have matched these using
new additive technologies. The unique thickener structure is highly
resistant to water washing and provides outstanding corrosion
protection, ensuring that the volumes of lubricant introduced into
the environment are similar to those with traditional products.


*PLONOR – Pose Little Or No Risk to the Environment (according
to the OSPAR definition)


APPLICATIONS


Rack and pinion gearing on the legs of jack-up drilling rigs where
the lubricant is deliberately placed in contact with the marine 
environment. 


Other open gearing in exposed locations where there is a risk of
lubricant egress to the marine environment, such as anchor winches
or other deck machinery.


FEATURES/BENEFITS


Castrol BioTac OG environmentally responsible open gear lubricant
has been formulated to provide the following key benefits:
• Formulated to minimize environmental impact in service, particularly


in comparison with conventional open gear lubricants
• OSPAR compliant with no substitutable components
• All components classified as Green (PLONOR) or Yellow in 


Norwegian assessments by SFT
• UK OCNS group D
• All components are either PLONOR or are expected to biodegrade


completely in the marine environment, a significant improvement
in comparison with conventional open gear lubricants


• Reduced potential for bioaccumulation in comparison with 
conventional open gear lubricants


• Exceeds US EPA toxicity requirements*
* As specified in NPDES permit GMG29000 for subsea production
control fluids


• Passes US EPA static sheen test
• High load carrying performance to minimize wear on pinion 


teeth and guides
• Highly resistant to water wash-off to give excellent corrosion 


protection and to maintain lubricant presence between rig moves


CARE AND HANDLING


The wearing of impervious PVC (or other suitable material) apron
and gloves, together with eye protection is recommended.
Contaminated clothing should be changed immediately and thoroughly
cleansed before re-use. This applies especially to under garments.
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PRODUCT &
TECHNICAL DATA


PACKAGING AND STORAGE


All packages should be stored under cover. Where outside storage
is unavoidable drums should be laid horizontally to avoid the 
possible ingress of water and the obliteration of drum markings.


Products should not be stored above 60°C, exposed to hot sun or
freezing conditions.


GENERAL ADVICE


Further information on all Castrol Marine lubricants is available from any Castrol Marine office or from:


Castrol Marine www.castrolmarine.com
Technology Centre 
Whitchurch Hill 
Pangbourne 
Reading RG8 7QR 
United Kingdom


TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS UNIT TEST METHOD VALUE
- - BioTac OG


NLGI Classification - ASTM D217 1/0
Appearance Visual Beige, tacky grease
Base oil kinematic viscosity @ 40°C cSt ASTM D445 650
Base oil kinematic viscosity @ 100°C cSt ASTM D445 51
Penetration, Worked (0.1mm) IP 50 / ISO 2137 340
Relative density - ASTM D4052 1.210
Four ball EP test
Wear scar diameter, 1hr @ 40kg Mm ASTM D2596 0.742
Weld load N ASTM D2596 >8000
Load Wear Index - ASTM D2596 141.1
EMCOR Corrosion Test


Demineralised water IP 220 0.0
3% NaCI solution IP 220 0.0


Flow Pressure @ 0°C mBar DIN 51 805 125.
@ -10°C mBar DIN 51 805 325.
@ -20°C mBar DIN 51 805 425.


The above figures are typical of those obtained with normal production tolerance and do not constitute a specification


TECHNICAL DATA


This data sheet and the information it contains is believed to be accurate as of the date of printing. However, no warranty or representation, express or implied, is made as to
its accuracy or completeness. Data provided is based on standard tests under laboratory conditions and is given as a guide only. Users are advised to ensure that they refer to
the latest version of this data sheet.


It is the responsibility of the user to evaluate and use products safely, to assess suitability for the intended application and to comply with all applicable laws and regulations.
Material Safety Data Sheets are available for all our products and should be consulted for appropriate information regarding storage, safe handling, and disposal of the product.
No responsibility is taken by either BP plc or its subsidiaries for any damage or injury resulting from abnormal use of the material, from any failure to adhere to recommendations,
or from hazards inherent in the nature of the material.


All products, services and information supplied are provided under our standard conditions of sale. You should consult our local representative if you require any further information.


Castrol and the Castrol logo are the trade marks of Castrol Limited, used under licence.


© 2009 BP Marine Limited. All rights reserved.


14th Sept 2009
Version 2.0
BioTac OG
Page 2 of 2


Produced by BP Marine Limited. 
Registered office: Chertsey Road, Sunbury-on-Thames,
Middlesex. TW16 7BP United Kingdom.
Registered in England & Wales, no 01214291.
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1 Introduction 


HDR has been hired by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Hydroelectric 


Design Center (HDC) to assess whether it is technically feasible to switch from 


conventional greases presently used on certain “in-water” equipment at each of the 


following eight dams: Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day, McNary, Ice Harbor, Lower 


Monumental, Little Goose, and Lower Granite to Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants 


(EALs). The subject equipment for which EAL greases are to be evaluated include the 


wicket gate bushings and power plant lifting equipment that may become submerged 


(e.g., wire rope, crane hooks, and lifting beams). 


2 Sampling Objectives 


The objective of the sampling program is to collect in-service wicket gate bushing 


greases currently in-service at the eight dams. Table 1, provided by the USACE, lists the 


greases that are presently used on wicket gates at the facilities in consideration. 


Table 1: Summary of In-service Greases on the Lower Columbia and Snake 
Rivers 


Project In-Service Grease(s) 


Bonneville Second Powerhouse Huskey Hydrolube 


The Dalles and John Day Mobil SHC 101 EAL 


McNary Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI
1
 0 


Ice Harbor Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 


Lower Monumental Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 1* 


Little Goose Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 


Lower Granite Chevron FM ALC EP2 


*According to plant staff, Lower Monumental recently switched to NLGI 2  


 


Only one of the in-service greases will be subject to physical property testing in order to 


provide a baseline performance target for the new EALs.  During the kickoff meeting for 


this task order, the USACE provided direction that the Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP 


NLGI 1 would be tested, as this is the median viscosity used by the USACE and this 


grease family is used at several plants. However, since Lower Monumental has switched 


to NLGI 2, that NLGI grade 1 is no longer available for sampling. The USACE requested 


during a meeting on March 5, 2015 that the target in-service grease to be subjected to 


physical property testing should be the Mobil SHC 101, since it is used by the most units 


                                                   
1
 National Lubricating Grease Institute (NLGI) rating system is a widely used standard which expresses 
the relative hardness of greases used for lubrication.  
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(40) and has base oil viscosity closest to what turbine manufacturers recommended 


across the 8 plants.  It is also an NLGI 1, which is the thickest grease recommended for 


use in the central greasing systems.   


3 Sample Collection Methods for In-Service 
Greases 


3.1 Schedule 


Table 2 provides a summary of which greases will be collected from each facility. HDR 


proposes two trips to procure samples. The first trip would be to Bonneville Second 


Powerhouse and The Dalles Dams via car from Portland. The second trip would be to 


Lower Granite and Little Goose Dams via plane to Spokane, Washington and car to the 


projects. It is envisioned that the first trip would be completed in one day and the second 


trip in two days. USACE staff will escort HDR engineers during collection. 


Table 2: Sampling Plan and Greases 


Trip Project Greases to be Sampled 


Minimum 
Quantity 
Required 


(lbs) 


1 
Bonneville Second Powerhouse Huskey Hydrolube  21 and 21* 


John Day Mobil 101 SHC EAL  21 and 25* 


2 
Ice Harbor Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 21 


Lower Granite Chevron FM ALC EP2  21 


*Two samples will be procured, one as an in-service grease and one as a potential candidate EAL. 


 


The preliminary dates identified for Trip #1 collection is the week of 9 March 2015. HDR 


will provide written requests to the projects no later than 5 days before sampling is to 


occur.   


3.2 Collection Methods 


HDR plans to collect in-service greases using 5-gallon containers that have been 


approved by the testing laboratory. Each container will have a removable locking lid. 


Grease collection from containers at the site will be via grease pumps. If mechanical 


pumping of the grease is not possible, manual scooping will be necessary. Coordination 


with the projects to check on the best method of collection will be required.  


The weight of each in-service grease will be verified using a hand scale to confirm that 


enough product has been acquired for testing. The weight of a standard 5-gallon bucket 


filled with grease varies from about 30 to 35 pounds (lbs), depending on composition. 


HDR intends fill a full bucket (at least 30 lbs) for each of the greases shown in Table 2. 
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HDR will ship the samples to the testing laboratory after affixing a sample identifier that 


does not reveal the grease type or manufacturer. Sample collection procedure is as 


follows: 


1. Discuss sampling methods with plant staff. 


2. Confirm grease type and components to which it is applied by witnessing and 


photographing container labels and equipment. 


3. Obtain samples: 


a. Apply labels to the 5-gallon container (see following section for more 


information).  


b. Photograph sampling in progress. 


c. Weigh sample and container and check that proper amount has been 


obtained. 


d. Complete the Field Sampling form, provided in Appendix A. 


4. Complete the Chain of Custody form.  


5. Prepare and ship the sample to the testing laboratory. 


More information on the sample container can be found in Appendix B.  


3.3 Sample Labels 


Sample labels (i.e., samples 1 through 4) will be affixed to each sample container after 


collection at each project. Labeling should be completed in two locations on the outer 


walls and once on the bottom of the container. At least one label on the side should be 


protected with packing tape to reduce the possibility of smudging and/or water causing 


ink to run.  


Labeling will be witnessed by the USACE HDC representative and notes will be kept to 


indicate which label corresponds to each sample. 


3.4 Chain of Custody 


A Chain of Custody form will be completed for each sample before shipment to the 


testing laboratory. A sample Chain of Custody form is provided in Appendix C. 


3.5 Shipping 


Shipping will be via UPS next day air directly to SGS Herguth’s laboratory. Tracking 


numbers will be recorded in the Field Sampling form. 
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4 Sample Collection Methods for New 
Candidate EAL Greases 


4.1 Candidate EAL Grease Selection  


HDR will submit a recommendation for new candidate EAL greases for analysis before 


13 March 2015. Up to five new greases will be selected. 


4.2 Procurement of New EAL Greases 


New EAL candidate greases will be purchased from local distributors or direct from the 


manufacturer, if required. During procurement, HDR will not disclose the reason for the 


purchase so that no bias will be present from the manufacturer or their associates. One, 


5-gallon pail of each new candidate EAL will be purchased. 


4.3 Shipment of New EAL Greases 


The new candidate EAL greases will be shipped to HDR’s office for re-labeling and 


shipment to SGS Herguth’s laboratory in Vallejo, California. Each grease will be re-


labeled to remove/hide type and manufacturer information. If identifying information is 


physically imprinted on the container by the manufacturer in a non-removable manner, 


HDR will make an attempt to obscure this information; however, greases will not be 


transferred to other containers. 


Shipment of new greases shall be made using UPS or FedEx. Tracking numbers will be 


recorded in the New EAL Sample Form. The Chain of Custody form will be included in 


the shipment. The New EAL Sample Form will be completed prior to shipping the 


samples to the laboratory. A Sample form can be found in Appendix D. 


Shipment preparations will be independently checked by a second HDR staff member to 


verify proper labeling and shipping processes have been followed. 


5 Analytical Methods 


This analysis includes two main types of testing; compatibility and performance testing. 


Compatibility testing is important to check whether the in-service greases can be mixed 


with the candidate EALs without degradation in performance. When incompatible 


greases are mixed, the resulting blend can harden or soften, possibly resulting in the 


translating bearing surfaces being improperly lubricated. In some circumstances, this can 


lead to catastrophic bearing failure. Compatibility is most important for wetted 


components that cannot be easily accessed (e.g., wicket gate trunnions that require the 


unit be unstacked to remove old grease).  


Another objective of this study is to check that new candidate EALs provide a level of 


performance that meets or exceeds the existing in-service greases. The physical 
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characteristics of each of the new candidate greases and one in-service grease will be 


tested in various scenarios. 


These tests are described in further detail below. 


5.1 Compatibility Testing 


Compatibility tests between the in-service and new EAL greases will be completed per 


American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D6185. This test will be conducted at 


three different mixing ratios; 10%/90%, 50%/50%, and 90%/10%. 


In ASTM D6185, three properties are evaluated in a primary testing protocol using 


standard test methods:  


1. dropping point by Test Method D566;  


2. shear stability by Test Methods D217, 100 000 stroke worked penetration; and  


3. storage stability at elevated-temperature by change in 60-stroke penetration (Test 


Method D217).  


The dropping point, shear stability test, and 60-stoke penetration test will be performed 


during the first phase of work and results from this testing included in the draft report. 


Due to the time needed for testing, the results of the 100,000-stroke penetration test will 


only be included in the final report. 


5.2 Physical Characteristics Testing 


Up to five new candidate EALs and one in-service grease (Mobil SHC 101 EAL) will each 


be tested for their performance characteristics. These include tests to determine anti-


corrosion properties, water washout resistance, apparent viscosity, oxidation stability, 


and wear properties. Table 3 provides a summary of the physical characteristics testing 


program. 


Table 3: Summary of Physical Characteristics Testing 


ASTM Test Method Description 


D4048 Standard Method for detection of Copper Corrosion from  Lubricating 
Grease 


D1264 Standard Test Method for Determining the Water Washout Characteristics 
of Lubricating Greases 


D1092 Standard Test Method for Measuring Apparent Viscosity of Lubricating 
Greases (at 40 degrees F) 


D942 Standard Test Method for Oxidation Stability of Lubricating Greases by the 
Oxygen Pressure Vessel Method 


D2266 Standard Test Method for Wear Preventive Characteristics of Lubricating 
Grease (Four-Ball Method) 
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5.3 Disposal of Grease Samples 


Grease samples will be recycled by the testing lab according to local and state 


regulations.  


6 Quality Control 


There are three primary quality control (QC) components for the testing program that will 


occur during the sample collection and shipping, sample analysis, and final reporting 


phases. The QC program for each phase is outlined below. 


6.1 Sample Collection, Requisition, and Shipment 


Sample collection, requisition, and shipment will be witnessed independently by HDR or 


USACE staff to ensure quality and forms will be used to document labeling. Refer to 


sections 3.5 and 4.3 for more information. 


6.2 Laboratory Testing 


HDR will request a copy of the testing laboratory’s quality plan, which shall meet or 


exceed HDR’s own internal quality requirements. HDR will review the testing results as 


they become available to check for any results which seem to deviate from the expected 


values. HDR will also provide oversight on sample shipment, receipt, and chain of 


custody. 


6.3 Final Reporting 


HDR will provide a final report that provides a synthesis of the laboratory testing results 


and recommendations for a replacement EAL if a suitable product is identified through 


the investigations. QC checks by technical reviewers on the technical and numerical 


details of the reports are identified in a separate plan “Work and QC Plan, EAL Grease 


Analysis” dated February 26, 2015. 
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Powerhouse
Date
Sample Time
Witnesses


Sample Method


Sample Location
Sample Name
Sample Label Number
Photos (Y/N)
Other Notes


Tracking Number


Powerhouse
Date
Sample Time
Witnesses


Sample Method


Sample Location
Sample Name
Sample Label Number
Photos (Y/N)
Other Notes


Tracking Number


In-Service Sample 1


In-Service Sample 2


In-Service Grease Sampling Form
DT04 - Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant (EAL) Grease Analysis


HDR Engineering, Inc.


Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping.


Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping.







In-Service Grease Sampling Form
DT04 - Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant (EAL) Grease Analysis


HDR Engineering, Inc.


Powerhouse
Date
Sample Time
Witnesses


Sample Method


Sample Location
Sample Name
Sample Label Number
Photos (Y/N)
Other Notes


Tracking Number


Powerhouse
Date
Sample Time
Witnesses


Sample Method


Sample Location
Sample Name
Sample Label Number
Photos (Y/N)
Other Notes


Tracking Number
Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping.


In-Service Sample 4


In-Service Sample 3


Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping.
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Appendix B.  In-Service Grease Sample 
Container 


  











                                                                                                               


        


       General Specifications for cover: 


Material:  High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)                           
Method of Mfg: Injection Molding 
Weight:  1.02 lbs  
Cover Height:   2.50” 
Min. Wall Thickness: .090” (90 mil)  
Bottom OD:  12.690” 
Gasket:   Neoprene 
 Qty:   240 per pallet 
Standard Color:  White, Red186, Blue300  
   Please inquire about custom colors 
                    


 


 


 General Specifications for Pail: 


Material:   High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)   
Method of Mfg: Injection Molding 
Nominal Capactiy:  5.0 Gallons  
Weight:  2.40 lbs 
Min. Wall Thickness:  .090” (90 mil)  
Exterior Height:  15.25”                                                             
Top ID:                11.25” 
Bottom OD:  10.27 ”                           
Shipping: Case:  4 pails and lids per case 
Pallet:         120 units 
Truckload:  4,320 units  
Handle:   Plastic Handle 
Printing Area:   9.5” x 33”     
Nesting:   Tapered walls for nesting 
Standard Color:  White 
   Please inquire about custom colors 
UN Certification: 1H2/Y30/S 
                                                                                     


 


 


 


Manufacturing Plants:  Chattanooga, TN (800) 331-5305 /  Phoenix, AZ (602) 233-8758 


5.0 Gallon  
New Generation  


Pail 


Prepared For: Standard Technical Specification 
09/06/11 


            Top ID:  11.25 ” 


Height 


15.25” 
 


Height 
w/cover 
16.04” 


         Bottom OD:  10.27” 
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Appendix C. Chain of Custody Form 
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Appendix D. New Candidate EAL Shipping Form 
 











Date
HDR Representative
HDR Witness
Grease Manufacturer
Grease Type
Sample Label Number 5
Photos (Y/N)
Other Notes


Tracking Number


Date
HDR Representative
HDR Witness
Grease Manufacturer
Grease Type
Sample Label Number 6
Photos (Y/N)
Other Notes


Tracking Number


Date
HDR Representative
HDR Witness
Grease Manufacturer
Grease Type
Sample Label Number 7
Photos (Y/N)
Other Notes


Tracking Number


New EAL Sample 6


New EAL Sample 7


Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping.


Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping.


New Candidate Grease Shipping Checklist
DT04 - Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant (EAL) Grease Analysis


HDR Engineering, Inc.


New EAL Sample 5


Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping.







New Candidate Grease Shipping Checklist
DT04 - Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant (EAL) Grease Analysis


HDR Engineering, Inc.


Date
HDR Representative
HDR Witness
Grease Manufacturer
Grease Type
Sample Label Number 8
Photos (Y/N)
Other Notes


Tracking Number


Date
HDR Representative
HDR Witness
Grease Manufacturer
Grease Type
Sample Label Number 9
Photos (Y/N)
Other Notes


Tracking Number
Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping.


New EAL Sample 8


New EAL Sample 9


Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping.
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Trip Report 
Date: March 12, 2015 


Project: DT04 – EAL Grease Analysis 


To: Joshua Sills, HDC 


From: Brian Moentenich, Steve Meicke, Blaine Graff 


Subject: In-Service Grease Sampling Trip Report, March 9 and 10, 2015 


Purpose 
The purpose of the In-Service Grease Sampling Trip was to collect four different unused in-


service grease samples from the wicket gate bushing greasing systems at the power plants 


listed below, and ship them to SGS Herguth Laboratory in Vallejo California for testing. For 


more information please reference the Sampling and Analysis Plan submitted March 6, 2015.  


Trip Report 


General 
Table 1 provides a general description of the in-services greases collected on day one and day 


two of the trip, March 9, 2015 and March 10, 2015, respectively. For each plant, the In-Service 


Grease Sampling Form was completed, which includes sample names, label numbers, 


witnesses, tracking numbers, and other information (Appendix A). Chain of Custody Forms were 


also completed before leaving each plant and were shipped along with the samples to SGS 


Herguth. Photographs of the sampling and shipping process (including Chain of Custody Forms) 


are provided in Appendix B.  


Table 1: Summary of Sampling Trip Activities 
Day Plant Grease Plant Contacts Sample 


Number 
Sample 
Amount 


1 Bonneville Second 
Powerhouse 


Husky Hydrolube Megan Fisher,  
Ken Rochefort 


1 2 


1 John Day Mobil SHC 101 EAL Eric Bretthauer 2 2 


1 Ice Harbor Chevron Ultra-Duty 
Grease EP NLGI2 


Floyd Stredwick 3 1 


2 Lower Granite Chevron FM ALC 
EP2 


Casey Sweeny,  
John Dammann 


4 1 


 


March 9, 2015 
Steve Meicke and Brian Moentenich of HDR, and Joshua Sills of the U.S. Army Corps of 


Engineers Hydroelectric Design Center, drove to Bonneville Dam in two cars arriving at 


9:00 AM. Bonneville Dam personnel Garrett Wickham and Meghan Fischer assisted with 
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2 
  


collecting two, 5-gallon samples of grease. A mechanic used a transfer pump (normally used to 


fill Farval pump reservoirs) to fill both containers. These samples were labeled Sample 1, 


Bucket 1 and Sample 1, Bucket 2 from Powerhouse 1 on the Chain of Custody Forms.  


The team then drove to John Day Dam and met with Eric Bretthauer. Eric provided 2 unopened, 


new 5-gallon pails of grease that were representative of the grease used in the wicket gate 


bushing lubrication systems. Pumping or manual transfer of the sample was not necessary. The 


team removed the manufacturer’s information (large sticker) from one pail which was then 


shipped to the lab. Both unopened 5-gallon pails of grease were labelled Grease from 


Powerhouse 2 on the Chain of Custody Forms.  


The final stop of the day was Ice Harbor Lock and Dam. The team met with Floyd Stredwick and 


proceeded to collect the sample from a transfer pump normally used to fill main unit Faval 


reservoirs. It was identified as Sample 3, from Powerhouse 3 on the Chain of Custody Form.  


After departing Ice Harbor Powerhouse, the samples were taken by car to Pasco, Washington 


for shipment. One sample from Bonneville Second Powerhouse and one sample from John Day 


Powerhouse were shipped to the lab, and the extra sample of each was shipped to HDR’s 


Portland, Oregon office for possible future analysis. The sample from Ice Harbor Powerhouse 


was not shipped at this time, but was held for shipment along with the next day’s sample.  


The team spent the night in Pasco and planned to visit Lower Granite Powerhouse the next day.  


March 10, 2015 
We drove to Lower Granite Powerhouse and arrived on the south side of the plant as requested. 


Casey Sweeney greeted us at the gate. At this plant, the plant staff did not use a transfer pump 


so the mechanic donned gloves and hand-scooped the grease from the barrel into the sample 


container. It was identified as Sample 4, from Powerhouse 4 on the Chain of Custody Form.  


The team then drove to a UPS store in Moscow, Idaho to ship the containers we had filled at Ice 


Harbor Powerhouse and Lower Granite Powerhouse to the lab. 


Finally, the team drove to the Moscow/Pullman Regional airport for the return flight to Portland. 
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In-Service Grease Sampling Form 


DT04 - Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant (EAL) Grease Analysis 


HDR Engineering, Inc. 


  


In-Service Sample 1 


Powerhouse   


Date   


Sample Time   


Witnesses   


Sample Method   


Sample Location   


Sample Name   


Sample Label Number   


Photos (Y/N)   


Other Notes   


Tracking Number   


Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping. 


  


In-Service Sample 2 


Powerhouse   


Date   


Sample Time   


Witnesses   


Sample Method   


Sample Location   


Sample Name   


Sample Label Number   


Photos (Y/N)   


Other Notes   


Tracking Number   


Note: send copy of Chain of Custody form to SGS before shipping. 
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Bonneville Second Powerhouse 


Bonneville Second Powerhouse 
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Bonneville Second Powerhouse 


 


Figure 1: Huskey Hydrolube barrel label at Bonneville Second Powerhouse. 


 


Figure 2: Sampling of Huskey Hydrolube, Sample 1 (1 of 2). 
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Bonneville Second Powerhouse 


 


Figure 3: Sampling of Huskey Hydrolube, Sample 1 (2 of 2). 


 


Figure 4: Sample 1 Chain of Custody Form (1 of 2). 
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Bonneville Second Powerhouse 


 


Figure 5: Sample 1 Chain of Custody Form (2 of 2). 


 


Figure 6: In-Service Grease Sampling Form - Sample 1. 
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Bonneville Second Powerhouse 


 


Figure 7: Sample 1, Buckets 1 and 2, sampling complete. 


 


Figure 8: Fish unit Farval pump, typ.







 


 
 


John Day Powerhouse 


John Day Powerhouse 
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John Day Powerhouse 


 


Figure 9: Mobil SHC 101 EAL in new containers, Sample 2, Buckets 1 and 2 (stickers shown were removed). 


 


Figure 10: Sample 2, bucket 1 Chain of Custody Form. 
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John Day Powerhouse 


 


Figure 11: Sample 2, Bucket 2 Chain of Custody Form. 


 


Figure 12: In-Service Grease Sampling Form - Sample 2.







 


 
 


Ice Harbor Powerhouse 


Ice Harbor Powerhouse 
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Ice Harbor Powerhouse 


 


Figure 13: Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 and pump at Ice Harbor Dam, Sample 3. 


 


Figure 14: Chevron Ultra-Duty Grease EP NLGI 2 barrel label. 
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Ice Harbor Powerhouse 


 


Figure 15: Sampling process Sample 3. 


 


Figure 16: Sample 3 Chain of Custody Form. 
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Ice Harbor Powerhouse 


 


Figure 17: In-Service Grease Sampling Form - Sample 3. 


 


Figure 18: Main unit Farval pump servicing wicket gate trunnions, typ.







 


 
 


Lower Granite Powerhouse 


Lower Granite Powerhouse 
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Lower Granite Powerhouse 


 


Figure 19: Chevron FM ALC EP2 in barrel at Lower Granite Dam, Sample 4. 


 


Figure 20: Hand-sampling of Sample 4. 
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Lower Granite Powerhouse 


 


Figure 21: In-service grease 4 barrel label. 


 


Figure 22: Sample 4 container ready for shipment. 
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Lower Granite Powerhouse 


 


Figure 23: Sample 4 Chain of Custody Form. 


 


Figure 24: In-Service Grease Sampling Form for Sample 4. 
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Industry Survey 
Request for Information 
The Centre for Energy Advancement through Technological Innovation (CEATI) is a user-driven 
organization committed to providing technology solutions to its electrical utility participants, who are 
brought together to collaborate and act jointly to advance the industry through the sharing and developing 
of practical and applicable knowledge. 


CEATI’s efforts are driven by over 120 participating organizations (electric & gas utilities, governmental 
agencies, provincial and state research bodies), represented within 18 focused Interest Groups and 
specialized Task Forces. Continuously expanding its international reach, CEATI’s participants represent 
17 countries on 6 continents, a diversity that contributes to the strength of CEATI programs and brings 
value directly to the participants. 


The following two questions were distributed to various contacts throughout the hydropower industry via 
CEATI:  


• Does your facility use EAL greases for in-water components such as wicket gates, fish way 
equipment, lifting blocks, wire ropes, etc.? If so, what types and where are they used? Please 
provide brand, name and grade information. 


• For each of the EAL greases, is the performance of the lubricant satisfactory? Please elaborate on 
service history successes and/or performance issues. 


HDR also directly approached individuals and hydropower organizations outside of CEATI with the 
questions above.  


Summary of Survey Results 
A partial summary of survey responses is provided by organization below. The responses captured here 
only include those with significant discussion on operational experience with environmentally friendly 
lubricants and greaseless wicket gate bushings. Other responses are summarized in Section 5.6.3. 


Respondent # 1 


Respondent # 1 has been using VSG grease manufactured by Eco Fluid Center Ltd for approximately 15 
years on one unit. They began using this product following a discovery of some problems with greaseless 
wicket gate bushings. This specific facility was chosen because it had 3 units that could be used to 
experiment between various grease/bushing combinations; greaseless bushings, grease from mineral oil 
on greaseless bushings, and VSG on greaseless bushings. All three units were instrumented with a 
differential pressure transmitter across the servo motors. The trends over the first 5 years showed the VSG 
performed better than the mineral oil grease consistently by 10 psi. 
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The greaseless bushings also performed just as well as the greaseless/VSG combo, but due to greaseless 
bushing issues at other of Respondent # 1’s facilities, a decision was made to continue using the greased 
bushings. 


To date, almost all of Respondent # 1’s units have been switched to VSG grease for wicket gate bushings. 
According to Respondent # 1, VSG grease has what appears to be an infinite shelf life (over 5 years), 
while the mineral oil grease would separate after 2-3 years.  


Editors note: Although VSG was determined to be ‘environmentally friendly’ at the time of its 
implementation by Respondent #1, VSG has not been shown to qualify as an EAL under the guidelines 
discussed in Section 3.0 of this report. 


Respondent # 2 


Respondent #2 has experimented with some vegetable-based oils and greases, but use has been 
discontinued because the results were not satisfactory. They have been converting to greaseless bushings, 
and in several cases have converted from oil-lubricated turbine guide bearings to water-lubricated 
designs.  


Respondent # 3 


Respondent # 3 has been using VSG grease since 2003 on three units at one of their facilities. Usage is 
normally 1 to 2 barrels per unit per year, depending on unit run times. Previously they had used “Mobil 
EAL 101,” but it was too thick and didn't work well with the plant’s greasing systems. 


Editor’s note: Although VSG was determined to be ‘environmentally friendly’ at the time of its 
implementation by Respondent #1, VSG has not been shown to qualify as an EAL under the current 
guidelines. As discussed above, Mobil SHC 101 does not meet the criteria for an EAL.  


Respondent # 4 


Overall, Respondent # 4’s use of EAL is limited as experiments with environmentally friendly products 
have been marginal. In one area of their system for all greased wicket gate bushings and greased cables, 
Huskey Hydrolube is used and performance is satisfactory. Respondent # 4 does not use any 
environmentally friendly greases or oils in other locations. In the past, Shell Naturelle was used on fish 
screens but was discontinued for the following reasons: 


• The product only lasted a year before needing to be changed out; 
• It was three times the cost of regular oil and if there was a spill; 
• The response required was the same, so the benefits were deemed to be minimal. 


Editor's note: Huskey Hydrolube has not been shown to qualify as an EAL under the guidelines discussed 
in Section 3.0 of this report. Shell Naturelle is labeled under the EEL program; however, recent research 
has indicated that this product may be discontinued. 
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Appendix H. Laboratory Testing Results 
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Certificate of Analysis 
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These results are submitted pursuant to our current Terms, Conditions and Limitations and Laboratory Pricing Policy. No responsibility or 
liability is assumed for the manner in which these results are used or interpreted. 


 


 
Blaine Graff                                                  Lab No. V0606664    (HDREBG) 
HDR Engineering, Inc.                                         Report Date: June 23, 2015 
1001 SW Fifth Avenue 
Suite 1800 
Portland, OR  97204                                           Email: blaine.graff@hdrinc.com 
Phone: (503) 423-3866                                         Fax: (503) 423-3737 
 
Sample Description: 
Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant (EAL) Grease Analysis Project 
 
 
Dear Blaine: 
 
Thank you for your confidence in SGS Herguth Laboratories, Inc. Please accept this report and attachments as our 
conclusion to the above numbered project/sample description. 
 
 
Background:  SGS Herguth Laboratories, Inc. was asked to evaluate four (4) unused Powerhouse grease samples to 
determine their compatibility with four (4) new EAL candidate grease products.  One additional grease product was 
included into the test matrix to review compatibility with the EAL candidate greases.  The samples were submitted 
for grease compatibility testing based on ASTM D6185 (Standard Practice for Evaluating Compatibility of Binary 
Mixtures of Lubricating Greases), using three different blending ratios of each Powerhouse grease to each EAL 
candidate grease, respectively.   
 
To determine the dropping point compatibility section of ASTM D6185, the fresh mixtures from each Powerhouse 
and EAL candidate grease were blended to the following ratios: 90/10, 50/50, and 10/90.  The mixtures and 
constituent greases were then measured for dropping point by ASTM D2265 (Standard Test Method for Dropping 
Point of Lubricating Grease Over Wide Temperature Range).  From these same mixtures, all constituent greases and 
all 50/50 blends were tested by ASTM D217 (Standard Test Methods for Cone Penetration of Lubricating Grease) to 
determine the products’ shear stability and compatibility under prolonged worked conditions (100,000 strokes). 
 
To determine the high-temperature storage stability and compatibility section of ASTM D6185, 60-stroke cone 
penetrations of all constituent greases and all blends were determined per ASTM D1403 (Standard Test Methods for 
Cone Penetration of Lubricating Grease Using One-Quarter and One-Half Scale Cone Equipment), using ½ scale 
equipment.  Portions of the samples were then heated in a laboratory oven for about three days (70 hours) at 120 ± 
3°C.  After heating, the grease samples were tested again for 60-stroke cone penetration per ASTM D1403 using ½ 
scale equipment. 
 
Sample aliquots for all EAL candidate greases and Powerhouse #2 grease were obtained to measure additional 
property data.  The grease properties included: ASTM D942 for 100 hours (Standard Test Method for Oxidation 
Stability of Lubricating Greases by the Oxygen Pressure Vessel Method), ASTM D1264 at 100°F (Standard Test 
Method for Determining the Water Washout Characteristics of Lubricating Greases), ASTM D4048 at 100°C 
(Standard Test Method for Detection of Copper Corrosion from Lubricating Grease), ASTM D2266 (Standard Test 
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Method for Wear Preventive Characteristics of Lubricating Grease (Four-Ball Method)), and ASTM D1092 at 40°F 
(Standard Test Method for Measuring Apparent Viscosity of Lubricating Greases). 
 
 
Conclusions:  The compatibility ratings of the products tested for dropping point, shear stability, and high-
temperature storage stability, as described in ASTM D6185, are shown in Tables 1 through 3.  Additional grease 
property data is shown in Tables 4 & 5, and Figure 1. 
 
All data tables and charts for each compatibility criterion are shown in appendices A through D. 
 
 


Table 1.  Dropping Point Compatibility 
Grease Description EAL #1 EAL #2 EAL #3 EAL #4 
Powerhouse #1 Compatible Compatible Compatible Incompatible 
Powerhouse #2 Compatible Borderline Compatible Compatible Compatible 
Powerhouse #3 Compatible Compatible Compatible Incompatible 
Powerhouse #4 Incompatible Borderline Compatible Compatible Compatible 
Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Compatible Compatible Compatible Compatible 
 
 


Table 2.  Shear Stability 
Grease Description EAL #1 EAL #2 EAL #3 EAL #4 
Powerhouse #1 Compatible Compatible Compatible Incompatible 
Powerhouse #2 Compatible Compatible Incompatible Compatible 
Powerhouse #3 Compatible Compatible Borderline Compatible Borderline Compatible 
Powerhouse #4 Compatible Compatible Compatible Compatible 
Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Compatible Compatible Compatible Incompatible 
 
 


Table 3.  High-Temperature Storage Stability 
Grease Description EAL #1 EAL #2 EAL #3 EAL #4 


Powerhouse #1 
Borderline 
Compatible Compatible Compatible Compatible 


Powerhouse #2 
Borderline 
Compatible 


Borderline 
Compatible Incompatible Compatible 


Powerhouse #3 Incompatible Borderline 
Compatible 


Borderline 
Compatible 


Borderline 
Compatible 


Powerhouse #4 Incompatible Incompatible Incompatible Compatible 
Huskey Hydrolube 
878 NLGI 1 


Compatible Compatible Incompatible Compatible 
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Table 4.  Grease Property Data 
ASTM D942 Oxidation 


Stability of Grease
ASTM D2266 Four Ball Wear 


@ 75°C, 60 minutes, 40kgf load
Mean Pressure Drop after 


100 hours (psi) Average Wear Scar (mm)


V0606664 EAL #1 8.0 4.19% 1B 0.442


V0606672 Powerhouse #2 Grease 2.0 2.47% 1A 0.730


V0606698 EAL #2 9.2 1.15% 3A 0.817


V0606764 EAL #3 3.5 19.63% 4B 0.452


V0606827 EAL #4 31.3 3.85% 1A 0.751


Sample ID Sample Description
ASTM D1264 Water 
Washout @ 38°C 


(100°F)*


ASTM D4048 Copper 
Corrosion @ 100°C, 24 


hours


 
*Bearing dried at 77°C (171°F) for ASTM D1264 
 
 
 
 


Table 5.  ASTM D1092 Apparent Viscosity at 40°F Data 


17 30 781
316 120 163


12098 1480 53
17 15 390
317 38 52


12578 456 16
17 40 1041
316 99 135


12312 1074 38
17 47 1224
316 146 199


12224 1250 44
17 20 507
315 233 319
2546 1360 230


V0606827


EAL #1


Powerhouse #2 Grease


EAL #2 


EAL #3


EAL #4


V0606764


Pressure (psi) Viscosity (P)


V0606664


V0606672


V0606698


Sample ID Sample Description Sheaer Rate (s-1)
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Figure 1.  ASTM D1092 Comparison 
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APPENDIX A 
DATA TABLES 


 
 


Table A1:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #1 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #1 100 V0606664 197 275 225 279


A/B 90/10 V0606665 195 299 223


A/B 50/50 V0606666 189 317 285 347


A/B 10/90 V0606667 173 399 323


Powerhouse 1 100 V0606668 152 >400 (unworked) 327 >400 (unworked)


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Lab IDMixture 


(%)Grease


 
 
 


Table A2:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #2 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #2 100 V0606698 187 279 241 252


A/B 90/10 V0606699 185 291 271


A/B 50/50 V0606700 181 315 291 323


A/B 10/90 V0606701 167 >400 301


Powerhouse 1 100 V0606668 152 >400 (unworked) 327 >400 (unworked)


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A3:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #3 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #3 100 V0606764 188 293 279 288


A/B 90/10 V0606765 184 305 280


A/B 50/50 V0606766 194 299 299 334


A/B 10/90 V0606767 161 365 332


Powerhouse 1 100 V0606668 152 >400 (unworked) 327 >400 (unworked)


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID
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Table A4:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #4 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #4 100 V0606827 107 377 >400 (unworked) >400


A/B 90/10 V0606828 113 389 >400 (unworked)


A/B 50/50 V0606829 169 395 397 340


A/B 10/90 V0606830 73 >400 (unworked) >400 (unworked)


Powerhouse 1 100 V0606668 152 >400 (unworked) 327 >400 (unworked)


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A5:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #1 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #1 100 V0606664 197 275 225 279


A/B 90/10 V0606669 198 261 223


A/B 50/50 V0606670 201 301 257 314


A/B 10/90 V0606671 203 307 307


Powerhouse 2 100 V0606672 199 325 281 332


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A6:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #2 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #2 100 V0606698 187 279 241 252


A/B 90/10 V0606702 196 303 305


A/B 50/50 V0606703 190 305 281 300


A/B 10/90 V0606704 182 295 273


Powerhouse 2 100 V0606672 199 325 281 332


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID
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Table A7:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #3 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #3 100 V0606764 188 293 279 288


A/B 90/10 V0606768 198 321 283


A/B 50/50 V0606769 203 343 309 344


A/B 10/90 V0606770 200 341 323


Powerhouse 2 100 V0606672 199 325 281 332


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A8:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #4 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #4 100 V0606827 107 377 >400 unworked >400


A/B 90/10 V0606831 117 361 >400 unworked


A/B 50/50 V0606832 179 341 >400 unworked 347


A/B 10/90 V0606833 198 341 339


Powerhouse 2 100 V0606672 199 325 281 332


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A9:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #1 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #1 100 V0606664 197 275 225 279


A/B 90/10 V0606673 203 283 233


A/B 50/50 V0606674 203 297 243 298


A/B 10/90 V0606675 202 281 243


Powerhouse 3 100 V0606676 205 275 241 301


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID
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Table A10:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #2 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #2 100 V0606698 187 279 241 252


A/B 90/10 V0606705 190 267 263


A/B 50/50 V0606706 191 283 259 281


A/B 10/90 V0606707 196 273 279


Powerhouse 3 100 V0606676 205 275 241 301


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A11:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #3 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #3 100 V0606764 188 293 279 288


A/B 90/10 V0606771 193 301 277


A/B 50/50 V0606772 201 307 279 302


A/B 10/90 V0606773 191 295 277


Powerhouse 3 100 V0606676 205 275 241 301


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A12:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #4 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #4 100 V0606827 107 377 >400 unworked 400


A/B 90/10 V0606834 99 >400 >400 unworked


A/B 50/50 V0606835 174 279 345 293


A/B 10/90 V0606836 190 295 273


Powerhouse 3 100 V0606676 205 275 241 301


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID
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Table A13:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #1 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D217/D1403 Worked Cone 
Penetration, (After Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #1 100 V0606664 197 275 225 279


A/B 90/10 V0606677 191 287 243


A/B 50/50 V0606678 186 257 287 292


A/B 10/90 V0606679 241 229 303


Powerhouse 4 100 V0606680 269 225 281 318


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A14:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #2 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D217/D1403 Worked Cone 
Penetration, (After Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #2 100 V0606698 187 279 241 252


A/B 90/10 V0606708 184 255 279


A/B 50/50 V0606709 185 247 241 300


A/B 10/90 V0606710 257 243 345


Powerhouse 4 100 V0606680 269 225 281 318


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A15:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #3 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #3 100 V0606764 188 293 279 288


A/B 90/10 V0606774 195 301 283


A/B 50/50 V0606775 191 297 355 302


A/B 10/90 V0606776 224 261 341


Powerhouse 4 100 V0606680 269 225 281 318


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID
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Table A16:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #4 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #4 100 V0606827 107 377 >400 unworked >400


A/B 90/10 V0606837 110 341 >400 unworked


A/B 50/50 V0606838 196 267 385 336


A/B 10/90 V0606839 250 241 >400 unworked


Powerhouse 4 100 V0606680 269 225 281 318


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A17:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #1 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #1 100 V0606664 197 275 225 279


A/B 90/10 V0606715 198 257 243


A/B 50/50 V0606716 221 261 259 309


A/B 10/90 V0606717 >307 269 259


Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 100 V0606718 >307 261 291 331


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A18:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #2 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #2 100 V0606698 187 279 241 252


A/B 90/10 V0606719 204 277 269


A/B 50/50 V0606720 198 247 257 304


A/B 10/90 V0606721 >307 247 257


Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 100 V0606718 >307 261 291 331


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID
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Table A19:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #3 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #3 100 V0606764 188 293 279 288


A/B 90/10 V0606777 225 297 245


A/B 50/50 V0606778 225 315 259 323


A/B 10/90 V0606779 >307 297 265


Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI Grade 1 100 V0606718 >307 261 291 331


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID


 
 
 


Table A20:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #4 
Dropping Point Shear Stability


D2265 Dropping Point, 
°C (Before Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (Before 


Heating)


D1403 1/2 Scale Worked 
Cone Penetration, (After 


Heating)


D217 100K Stroke 
Worked Cone 
Penetration


EAL #4 100 V0606827 107 377 >400 unworked >400


A/B 90/10 V0606840 115 379 >400 unworked


A/B 50/50 V0606841 282 323 347 320


A/B 10/90 V0606842 >307 301 305


Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI Grade 1 100 V0606718 >307 261 291 331


High-Temperature Storage Stability
Grease Mixture 


(%) Lab ID
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APPENDIX B 
DROPPING POINT CHARTS 


 
 
 


Figure B1:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure B2:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure B3:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure B4:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure B5:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure B6:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure B7:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure B8:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure B9:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure B10:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure B11:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure B12:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure B13:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure B14:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure B15:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure B16:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure B17:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure B18:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure B19:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure B20:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #4 
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APPENDIX C 
SHEAR STABILITY CONE PENETRATION CHARTS 


 
 
 


Figure C1:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure C2:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure C3:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure C4:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure C5:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure C6:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure C7:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure C8:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure C9:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure C10:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure C11:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure C12:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure C13:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure C14:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure C15:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure C16:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure C17:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure C18:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure C19:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure C20:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #4 
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APPENDIX D 
STORAGE STABILITY CONE PENETRATION CHARTS 


 
 
 


Figure D1:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure D2:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure D3:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure D4:  Powerhouse #1 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure D5:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure D6:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure D7:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure D8:  Powerhouse #2 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure D9:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure D10:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure D11:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure D12:  Powerhouse #3 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure D13:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure D14:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure D15:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure D16:  Powerhouse #4 Grease & EAL #4 
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Figure D17:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #1 
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Figure D18:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #2 
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Figure D19:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #3 
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Figure D20:  Huskey Hydrolube 878 NLGI 1 Grease & EAL #4 
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ASTM D4048 Copper Corrosion Scoring Key 


Classification Designation Description 


Freshly Polished Strip - - 


1 Slight Tarnish a. Light orange, almost the same as a freshly polished 
strip 


b. Dark orange 


2 Moderate Tarnish a. Claret red 


b. Lavender 


c. Multicolored with lavender, blue, or silver, or both, 
overlaid on claret red 


d. Silvery 


e. Brass or gold 


3 Dark Tarnish a. Magenta overcase on brassy strip 


b. Multicolored with red and green showing (peacock) 
but no gray 


4 Corrosion a. Transparent black, dark grey, or brown with peacock 
green barely showing 


b. Graphite or lusterless black 


c. Glossy or jet black 
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SECTION 35 20 16.01


ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE LUBRICANTS (EAL)
05/16


PART 1   GENERAL


1.1   REFERENCES


The publications listed below form a part of this specification to the 
extent referenced.  The publications are referred to within the text by the 
basic designation only.


ASTM INTERNATIONAL (ASTM)


ASTM D1264 (2016) Standard Test Method for 
Determining the Water Washout 
Characteristics of Lubricating Greases 


ASTM D1742 (2006; R 2013) Standard Test Method for 
Oil Separation from Lubricating Grease 
During Storage


ASTM D1743 (2013) Standard Test Method for 
Determining Corrosion Preventive 
Properties of Lubricating Greases


ASTM D217 (2010) Cone Penetration of Lubricating 
Grease


ASTM D2509 (2014) Standard Test Method for 
Measurement of Load-Carrying Capacity of 
Lubricating Grease (Timken Method)


ASTM D2596 (2015) Standard Test Method for 
Measurement of Extreme-Pressure Properties 
of Lubricating Grease (Four-Ball Method)


ASTM D2782 (2002; R 2014) Standard Test Method for 
Measurement of Extreme-Pressure Properties 
of Lubricating Fluids (Timken Method)


ASTM D4048 (2010) Standard Test Method for Detection 
of Copper Corrosion from Lubricating Grease


ASTM D4049 (2006; R 2011) Standard Test Method for 
Determining the Resistance of Lubricating 
Grease to Water Spray
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ASTM D445 (2015) Standard Test Method for Kinematic 
Viscosity of Transparent and Opaque 
Liquids (and the Calculation of Dynamic 
Viscosity)


ASTM D566 (2002; R 2009) Dropping Point of 
Lubricating Grease


ASTM D6185 (2011) Standard Practice for Evaluating 
Compatibility of Binary Mixtures of 
Lubricating Greases


ASTM D942 (2015) Standard Test Method for Oxidation 
Stability of Lubricating Greases by the 
Oxygen Pressure Vessel Method


U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)


EPA 800-R-11-002 (2011) Environmentally Acceptable 
Lubricants


EPA VGP (2013) Vessel General Permit


1.2   SUBMITTALS


Government approval is required for submittals with a "G" designation; 
submittals not having a "G" designation are for information only.  When 
used, a designation following the "G" designation identifies the office 
that will review the submittal for the Government.  Submit the following in 
accordance with Section 01 33 00 SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES:


SD-03 Product Data


EAL Material; G ECDS


  Submit product data including the following:


a. Base oil composition
b. EAL labeling data
c. EPA VGP-compliant data
d. Performance data
e. Manufacturer and complete vendor data including additives
f. List of in-service applications
g. Corrosion potential of EP and anti-wear additives on bronze 
bearings


1.3   EAL DEFINITION


As used in this specification, "Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants" (or 
"EALs") means those lubricants that have been demonstrated to meet 
standards for biodegradability, toxicity and, bioaccumulation potential.  A 
two-tiered definition is further defined below.  EALs minimize their likely 
adverse consequences in the aquatic environment compared to conventional 
lubricants, as set forth in Section 4 of EPA 800-R-11-002.  They include, 
but are not limited to, products labeled as such by one or more of the 
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following labeling programs: Blue Angel; Swedish Standard(s); Nordic Swan; 
European Eco-label; and OSPAR (Convention for the Protection of the Marine 
Environment of the North-East Atlantic).  In addition, greases certified as 
EPA VGP-compliant shall also be considered EALs.  The definition of an EAL 
is specified in section 4 of EPA 800-R-11-002.  The lubricant has to be 
biodegradable, minimally toxic, and non-bioaccumulative.  A specific 
two-tiered definition is defined below.


PART 2   PRODUCTS


2.1   TESTING


EPA 800-R-11-002 and EPA VGP Appendix A define several tests for each 
criteria.  By presenting test results as a report or in a spec sheet, a 
manufacturer can conclusively state that the grease passes the criteria.


2.2   VENDOR'S STATEMENTS AND TESTING DATA


Although not as conclusive as actual, formalized, and independent test 
results, a vendor's statement indicates that they stand behind their 
product and is a strong endorsement for meeting a given criteria. Provide 
complete testing data showing that the EAL grease meets all stated 
requirements in this Specification.


2.3   BASE OIL COMPOSITION


The EPA indicates that greases of specific compositions generally meet the 
criteria (Tables 3, 5, 6 and 7 in EPA 800-R-11-002).  For example, 
vegetable oil grease would generally be readily biodegradable, have no 
potential for bioaccumulation, and low toxicity, even without supporting 
testing.  The EPA also indicated that synthetic ester and polyalkylene 
glycol (PAG) based greases also generally meet EAL criteria.


2.4   LABELING


Specific and formalized labeling standards and programs are generally 
considered as EALs.  These include Blue Angel; Swedish Standard(s); Nordic 
Swan; European Eco-label; and OSPAR.  Many greases are certified as EPA VGP
-compliant.  All greases defined as EPA VGP-compliant are considered to be 
EALs.


2.5   TIERED DEFINITION


Acknowledging that some EAL greases have more complete data than others and 
that the EPA definition can be interpreted either tightly or more broadly, 
a tiered definition is noted.  The proposed EAL grease can be Tier 1 or 
Tier 2 as defined below.


a.  A Tier 1 USACE EAL is one that conforms to a strict interpretation of 
the EPA definition and will either:
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(1) Be a product labeled by European Eco-label, and/or Ospar.  Other 
product labeling can be considered by an Environmental Officer.  
Other labeling that will be considered includes the following: 
Blue Angel, Nordic Swan, or Swedish Standard.  To be considered as 
an EAL with labeling, provide additional data as noted in list 
items (2) or (3) below.


(2) Be a product classified as EPA VGP Appendix A compliant, or


(3) Have test data as specified in EPA 800-R-11-002 or in EPA VGP 
Appendix A, indicating that it meets requirements for 
bioaccumulation, toxicity, and biodegradability.  Such data may be 
presented as test reports or reported on product specification 
sheets.


b.  A Tier 2 grease is also considered as an EAL grease but additional 
documentation is required.  A Tier 2 USACE EAL is a product that does 
not meet the criteria of a strictly-conforming EAL, but:


(2) Contains a manufacturer's statement that it meets the test 
criteria (bioaccumulation, toxicity, and biodegradability) of a 
strictly-conforming USACE EAL definition, with appropriate test 
data to confirm criteria; and


(3) Its base oil indicates that it meets one or more of the test 
criteria (see EPA 800-R-11-002, Section 4, Table 3 for 
biodegradability, Table 5 for toxicity, and Table 6 for 
bioaccumulation), with test data to support the other criteria. 
Provide data on lubricant composition, including toxic or RCRA 
metals, and certification that additives do not affect toxicity or 
accumulation.


2.6   COMPATIBILITY


a.  For replacement EAL grease, verify that it is compatible with the 
existing grease.  The compatibility testing is not required for new 
grease or old grease that has been completely flushed from the system.  
The primary compatibility issue with greases lies with the thickeners.  
When incompatible greases are mixed, the mixture's consistency will 
change: mixture will either get stiffer (e.g., harder to pump through 
grease lines) or thinner (e.g., run out of bearings due to separation 
of base oil from thickener).


b.  With base oils, a sub-component of the overall grease mixture, 
incompatibility is generally caused by the undesirable chemical 
reaction of additives which may cause components of the mixture to 
dropout.  Dropout can result in the development of flocks and 
precipitation that can lead to the clogging of in-line filters, grease 
pump lines, and reduction in the clearances between a shaft and 
bushing.  Incompatibility of base oils is seen only in cases when PAG 
is mixed with mineral, vegetable, or other synthetic-based oils.  PAG 
is not miscible with any other oil but itself.
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c.  Used in small quantities, additives in greases enhance certain 
properties of the grease mixture to obtain better performance.  
Additives have extremely poor mobility due to being firmly incorporated 
in grease.  Thus, the majority of the additives are precluded from 
interacting with each other even if they are incompatible, and 
incompatibility of grease additives is of low concern.


d.  Test compatibility between the in-service and new EAL greases per 
ASTM D6185.  Test results are pass or fail.  Three properties are 
evaluated using the ASTM D6185 testing protocol using standard test 
methods: dropping point by test method ASTM D566; shear stability by 
test method ASTM D217; and storage stability at elevated-temperature by 
change in 60-stroke penetration by test method ASTM D217.


2.7   PERFORMANCE


Performance for any new EAL grease must be equal to or exceed the existing 
product.  Desirable performance characteristics of grease include:


a.  Anti-wear, high lubricity


b.  High or extreme pressure grease suitable for low speeds


c.  Low washout or high washout resistance


d.  Corrosion inhibiting


e.  Appropriate viscosity for pumping


f.  Low oxidation


Determine the oxidation stability by ASTM D942.  In an artificially induced 
oxidation-accelerated environment, this test evaluates grease's resistance 
to oxidation by measuring the net pressure change in the oxygen-charged 
test vessel.  The proposed grease must have a low potential for oxidation 
and high oxidation stability.  Provide manufacturer's test data and vendor 
data.  The pressure drop indicates the expected rate of grease oxidation.  
Lower numbers for pressure drop are more desirable as this signifies that 
less oxygen has been converted into oxidation.  Oxidation stability of EAL 
lubricants are generally expected to be slightly poorer than of the 
petroleum-based lubricants, because they are often formulated with either 
vegetable-based base oils or from synthetic esters produced from 
vegetable-based oils.  Vegetable-based (bio-based) lubricants are more 
prone to oxidation than either esters or PAGs.


2.7.1   Performance Requirements for Open Gearing


Bio-based grease will only be considered if the temperature range is 
moderate.  Bio-based grease will not be considered for high temperature or 
low temperature applications.  Open gear grease must have the following 
characteristics:


a.  Tackiness (adhesive/cohesive properties) - excellent adhesion to the 
gears.
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b.  Resistance to water washout and spray-off.


c.  Load-carrying capability to protect against friction and wear.


d.  Protection of the gears against wear and corrosion.


e.  Cushioning ability (vibration reduction).


f.  Sprayability or ease (or both) of dispensability.


g.  Alleviation of housekeeping and maintenance problem.


h.  Resistance to fling-off.


i.  No buildup in the roots of the gear teeth.


j.  Properly selected dropping point and low temperature pumpability.


Temperature Range Required: For atmospheric exposure, 0 to 105 degrees F.  


TABLE 1 - EAL Required Target Performance Values for Open Gear Grease


TEST PURPOSE REQUIREMENT


ASTM D1743 Rust Prevention Pass


ASTM D1264 Water Washout Maximum 1.9 percent and for 
submerged applications maximum 
less than 1 percent


ASTM D217 Worked Penetration NLGI 1 or NLGI 2 depending on 
climate conditions


ASTM D445 Viscosity Minimum 320 cSt at 40 degrees C


ASTM D2596 Antiwear/scuffing Wear load index 100 kgf 
(minimum); Weld point 400 kgf 
(minimum)


ASTM D4049 Resistance of Lubricating 
Grease to Water Spray


Less than 2


ASTM D1742 Non-separation in Storage 0.5 to 1 percent


ASTM D2782 Timken OK Load (EP 
Lubricants)


45 minimum


ASTM D2509 Timken OK Load 75 minimum


2.7.2   Performance Requirements for Trunnion Bearings and Pintle Bearings


These are considered critical applications.  Provide manufacturer 
applications of the proposed grease in service along with references and 
contact information.  Only synthetic-based oil greases are allowed 
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including esters, PAOs (Polyalphaolefin) and PAGs.  Bio-based base oils are 
prohibited for trunnion and pintle bearing applications.  Provide EP and 
anti-wear additives.  Many trunnion bearings and pintle bearings are 
bronze.  Demonstrate that the proposed grease does not corrode bronze 
bearings.


Temperature Range Required: For atmospheric exposure, 0 to 105 degrees F.  
For water submergence exposure, 30 to 80 degrees F.


TABLE 2 - EAL Required Target Performance Values
for Trunnion Bearings and Pintle Bearings


TEST PURPOSE REQUIREMENT


ASTM D1743 Rust Prevention Pass


ASTM D1264 Water Washout Maximum 1.9 percent and for 
submerged applications maximum 
less than 1 percent


ASTM D217 Worked Penetration NLGI 1 or NLGI 2 depending on 
climate conditions


ASTM D445 Viscosity Minimum 320 cSt at 40 degrees C


ASTM D2596 Antiwear/scuffing Wear load index 40 kgf;
Weld point 140 kgf


ASTM D4048 Prevention of Bronze 
Corrosion


1-B


ASTM D4049 Resistance of Lubricating 
Grease to Water Spray


Less than 2


ASTM D1742 Non-separation in Storage 0.5 to 1 percent


ASTM D2782 Timken OK Load (EP 
Lubricants)


45 minimum


ASTM D2509 Timken OK Load 75 minimum


PART 3   EXECUTION


3.1   INSTALLATION


Install EAL with contractor-supplied greasing tool into the zerk fittings 
provided for key components of the miter gates.  Provide components a 
sufficient amount of lubrication until the components and associated grease 
lines have been fully charged and have been visually witnessed to accept 
lubrication.  Key components of the miter gates to accept EAL include: 
gudgeon pins, strut pins, pintle, and associated pintle grease line.
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3.2   OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS


Provide legible copies of EAL material product data information in the 
Operations and Maintenance Manuals.  All information must be the most 
current and approved copy, reflecting any changes made during the 
construction process.


-- End of Section --
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LUBRICATING OILS AND SYSTEMS


1.   SCOPE 


1.1    Intent.   This technical standard provides the general information, requirements, and
guidance necessary for the use, testing, and analysis of Lubricating oils and Systems.


1.2   Appendices. 


SUB-STANDARD APPENDIX


LISTING OF APPROVED LUBRICANTS FOR
PROPULSION EQUIPMENT BY CUTTER CLASS


A


NEW SHIPBOARD OIL TEST EQUIPMENT B


API ENGINE OIL SERVICE CLASSIFICATION C


SHIPPING OIL SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS D


ELECTRONIC LUBE OIL TEST LOG E


FLUSHING PROCEDURES FOR ALCO 251B MAIN
DIESEL ENGINES


F


FLUSHING PROCEDURES FOR FM 8-1/8 OP MAIN
DIESEL ENGINES


G
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NSTM Chapter 262 – Lubricating Oils, Greases, Specialty Lubricants and Lubrication
Systems, Revision 4, 01Sep1999
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Environmentally Acceptable Hydraulic Fluids HEES, HEPG, HETG for Axial Piston Units, RE
90 221/01.02, Rexroth Bosch Group


Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants, EPA 800-R-11-002 November 2011, US EPA Office
of Wastewater Management


Lubrication Fundamentals, Second Edition, Revised and Expanded, D.M. Pirro and A.A.
Wessol
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3.   REQUIREMENTS 


3.1    Lubrication Fundamentals.  


3.1.1    Introduction.  


3.1.1.1   General. This section provides an overview of the fundamentals of lubrication. Included
are the basic properties and functions of a lubricant, and how a lubricant acts to reduce friction
and wear, dissipate heat, and prevent corrosion.


3.1.1.2   Friction and Wear. The surfaces of machinery components appear well finished to the
naked eye. When magnified, surface imperfections become readily apparent. These microscopic
hills and valleys are called asperities. When dry surfaces move relative to one another, asperities
may rub, lock together, and break apart. The resistance generated when these adjacent surfaces
come in contact is called friction. The welding together and breaking apart of asperities is a
form of adhesive wear. Another form of wear may occur when a hard contaminant particle
becomes trapped between two opposing surfaces. When this occurs, the contaminant acts as
a miniature cutting tool removing material from the softer machinery surface. This process is
termed abrasive wear. Another consequence of friction is that the energy created by resistance is
converted into heat. Thus the primary function of a lubricant is to form a protective film between
adjacent surfaces, to reduce wear and the dissipate heat generated at these wear surfaces.


3.1.1.3   Corrosion Protection. A second role provided by a lubricant is the prevention of
system corrosion. In environments where contamination of the system with water is likely,
protection of machinery components from corrosion is of the utmost importance. Salt water
is considerably more corrosive than fresh water; thus shipboard machinery must be well
protected from this contaminant. Water molecules may also diffuse through the lubricant and
enter surface microcracks, causing hydrogen embrittlement and subsequent surface failure. It
is thus imperative that water contamination of machinery systems be minimized. To achieve
corrosion protection, lubricants must form a protective barrier on machinery surfaces. Modern-
day lubricants often contain corrosion inhibitors that chemically bond to the metallic surfaces
of equipment components. Corrosion inhibitors are an example of a class of compounds called
additives.


3.1.2    Important Properties of Lubricants.  


3.1.2.1   Viscosity. The most important physical property of a lubricant is its viscosity. Viscosity,
defined as fluid’s resistance to flow, is the requirement most frequently specified by equipment
manufacturers when making lubricant recommendations. The selection of proper lubricant
viscosity is often a compromise between selecting one high enough to prevent metal to metal
(wear) contact, and one low enough to allow sufficient heat dissipation. The preferred unit of
measurement for the U.S. Coast Guard is the centistoke (cSt). Kinematic viscosity in centistokes
is obtained by measuring the time required for a specified volume of fluid to flow through
a calibrated capillary tube at a specific temperature. Various industry standards exist for the
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grading or classification of lubricant viscosity. The most familiar of these is the Society of
Automotive Engineers (S.A.E.) classification of automotive engine and gear case oils. This
system grades lubricants according to their viscosity characteristics at either -18°C (0°F) or
100°C (212°F). Oils meeting low temperature viscosity requirements are assigned a "W" after
the grade number (for example, SAE grade 10W). Oils meeting high temperature requirements
are assigned a grade number such as SAE grade 40. Multigrade oils may be formulated to meet
both low and high temperature requirements (for example, SAE grade 15W-40). However,
these viscosity designations are applicable primarily for the lubrication of internal combustion
engines. By international agreement, all nations now recognize a universally applicable system
of viscosity classification termed the International Standards Organization (ISO)/American
Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) Viscosity System for Industrial Lubricants. This
system assigns viscosity grades from ISO VG 32 through VG1500, where the number indicates
the midpoint viscosity in centistokes of the lubricant at 40°C (104°F).


3.1.2.2   Viscosity Index (VI). The rate at which a lubricant’s viscosity changes with temperature
is characterized by its Viscosity Index (VI).Most marine oils of paraffinic base stock have VI’s
in the 95-100 range. Marine oils prepared from synthetic stock, and multigrade engine oils
typically have VI’s in excess of 100. The higher the VI, the less a given lubricant’s viscosity will
change with a subsequent change in temperature. Additives can modify Viscosity Index.


3.1.2.3   Cloud Point and Pour Point. Since petroleum stock consists of a mixture of molecular
components, lubricants do not exhibit sharp freezing points. Rather, as a lubricant is cooled,
certain components such as waxes will begin to precipitate out and become evident in the liquid
as a cloud. The temperature at which this occurs is called the cloud point of the lubricant. If
the product is further cooled, a point will be reached at which the lubricant will no longer flow
or be efficiently pumped. The temperature at which this occurs is termed the pour point of the
lubricant. Both properties are related to the wax content of the base stock. The pour points of
high-wax lubricants may be depressed by the addition of pour point depressant additives. Pour
point behavior becomes important in applications such as refrigerant compressor lubrication
where the oil is subjected to low temperatures. Additives can modify pour and cloud points.


3.1.2.4   Flash Point and Fire Point. As a lubricant is heated, lighter components begin to
vaporize. The temperature at which sufficient vapor concentration exists above the surface of
the lubricant so that ignition with a test flame is possible is called the flash point of the product.
Flash point is useful for both product storage requirements and for the detection of contamination
of one product with another. The fire point of a lubricant is that temperature at which sufficient
vapors are present above the surface of the lubricant to sustain combustion upon ignition. This
parameter is useful for storage and safety considerations.


3.1.2.5   Neutralization Number. As petroleum products are subjected to elevated temperatures,
the process of oxidation occurs. Oxidation leads to the formation of organic acids in the
lubricant. This increase in acidity reduces the water-separating ability of certain oils, and may
also prove corrosive to certain alloys. The neutralization number measures the amount of acidity
present in the lubricant. It is quantitatively defined as the amount of potassium hydroxide (KOH)
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required to neutralize the acid present in one gram of sample. This quantity is also referred to as
the Total Acid Number (TAN).


3.1.2.6   Total Base Number. Internal combustion engine oils are formulated with a highly
alkaline (base) additive package designed to neutralize the acidic by-products of combustion.
The Total Base Number (TBN) is a measure of this additive package, and it may be used as an
indication of when diesel engine oil should be changed.


3.1.2.7   Water Content. The most common contaminant in marine lubricating systems is water.
Common sources of water include lube oil cooler leaks, condensation, steam turbine gland
seal leaks, and diesel engine piston blow-by and jacket water leaks. The acceleration of system
corrosion by water contamination cannot be overemphasized. In addition, excessive water
contamination increases the viscosity and decreases the fluid film strength of oil. This may
result in accelerated wear due to rupture of the oil film and resultant surface-to surface contact.
A qualitative assessment of the amount of water present in some lubricants may be made by
inspecting the oils’ appearance. Another method for determining water contamination levels is
the Hot Plate or Crackle test. The most reliable test is by the Karl Fischer titration method.


3.1.2.8   Demulsibility. Demulsibility refers to a lubricant’s ability to readily separate from
water. Oils used in force-feed lubrication systems should possess good water separability to
prevent emulsification. There are certain applications (Controllable Pitch Propellers) where,
due to the high likelihood of water contamination, the ability to hold water in emulsion without
losing fluid film strength is needed, and thus low demulsibility is sought.


3.1.2.9   Hardness. Greases are classified according to a hardness scale developed by the
National Lubricating Grease Institute (NLGI). According to this system, softer greases are
assigned a low NLGI number, and stiffer greases a high NLGI number. The penetration numbers
refer to the depth, in tenths of millimeters, that a weighted cone penetrates the grease. Most
greases for marine applications have NLGI numbers from 1 to 2, and are classified as medium
consistency greases.


3.1.2.10   Dropping Point. Greases exist in an essentially semi-solid form. The temperature at
which grease changes from a semi-solid to a liquid is termed its dropping point. Dropping point
provides some indication of the high temperature characteristics of grease.


3.1.2.11   Water Washout. Greases subjected to splashing or impinging water must possess good
water washout resistance. Greases with good resistance will maintain an adequate lubricating
film under excessive water contamination conditions.


3.1.2.12   Load Carrying Ability. The ability of a lubricant to maintain an effective lubricating
film under high loads or pressures is a measure of its load carrying or extreme pressure (EP)
characteristics. The load carrying ability of a lubricant may be enhanced by the addition of EP
additives.


3.2    Lubricant Types and Applications.  
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3.2.1    Types of Lubricant.   The two major types of lubricants in use aboard USCG cutters
are lubricating oils and greases. The selection of a lubricant type is dependent on the type of
machinery to be lubricated, the complexity of the lubricating system allowed by machinery
design, and the frequency of lubrication required.


3.2.1.1   Lubricating Oils. Lubricating oils are used for the majority of applications. They may be
classified according to their viscosities and any special properties imparted to them by additives.
Oils whose base stocks are derived primarily from crude oil refining are called mineral or
petroleum oils. Petroleum oils may be further classified as being paraffinic or naphthenic based
on the types of hydrocarbons comprising the base stock. Oils that have been manufactured by
chemical synthesis such as polymerization are called synthetic oils. Additives may be blended
into the base stock to impart special properties to the finished product.


3.2.1.2   Hydraulic Oil. Hydraulic oils are typically composed of high VI paraffinic base stocks
with EP, antioxidant, antifoaming, anticorrosive and demulsifying additives. The hydraulic oil
used in propulsion and auxiliary machinery is MIL-H-17672 (grades 2075TH, 2110TH, and
2135TH) oil or its commercial grade equivalents. Oils under this specification possess excellent
water separating abilities, high temperature stability, and contain a moderate amount of EP
additive. This oil may also be used to lubricate Main Reduction Gears (MRG’s), low, medium,
and high-speed air compressors, line shaft or spring bearings, gas turbine generators, and various
machinery.


NOTE:


For miscellaneous lubrication requiring a higher viscosity mineral oil, MIL-L-17331 (Mil
Symbol 2190 TEP) or commercial grade equivalent may be used.


3.2.1.3   Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) Oil. Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) lube oils are
formulated with detergent or dispersant additives to keep soot and other combustion byproducts
from depositing on engine parts. In addition, alkaline additive packages act to neutralize the
acidic products of combustion. A third type of additive reduces the wear of internal parts such as
cylinder liners, rings, pistons, and bearings. Medium speed diesel engines normally use a single
grade SAE 40 oil for operation at ambient temperature at 32F or higher. For ambient conditions
below this temperature, typically in high-speed diesel engines rated above 1100 rpm, multi-grade
SAE 15W40 grade oil is used.


NOTE:


To simplify logistics, engine oils may sometimes be used onboard cutters in associated
reduction gears, line shaft bearings, and thrust bearings.


3.2.1.4   Gas Turbine Oils. The high operating temperatures found in gas turbine engines require
the oxidative stability of synthetic oil with anti-wear additives. Synthetic gas turbine oils are
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classified as either Type I or Type II lubricants based on the chemical structure of the base stock.
Oils conforming to MIL-PRF-23699 are type II (polyester-based) lubricants used in all shipboard
gas turbine engines. There are three classes of MIL-PRF-23699; STD (standard), CI (corrosion
inhibited) and HTS (high temperature service).


3.2.1.5   Refrigerant Compressor Oils. The low evaporator and high compressor temperatures
encountered in refrigerant systems require oil with low pour point and good oxidative resistance.
In addition, water contamination must be extremely low, as the chlorofluorocarbon refrigerant
may mix with the oil in the compressor piston area and react with water to form acidic
byproducts. The USCG uses A-A-50634, ester-based lubricating oil for shipboard compressors
using R-134A refrigerant.


3.2.1.6   Gear Oils. The requirements placed on a gear oil depend on the type of gearing (for
example, spur, helical, bevel, hypoid, or worm), gear tooth sliding speed, and gear loading. Due
to the nature of gear lubrication, lubricants are required to have high levels of EP additives.
Additionally, antifoaming, antioxidant, and anticorrosion additives are common. The EP gear
oils used in enclosed gears conform to MIL-L-2105 (GO 80W/90, GO 85W/140) oil. Since oil
conforming to MIL-L-2105 has poor water separating ability, it should not be used in forced-
feed lubrication systems or in systems where water contamination is likely. For systems in which
water contamination is likely, gear oils conforming to American Gear Manufacturers Association
(AGMA) Standard 250.4, Grade 7 Compounded, are recommended. These oils contain a fatty oil
additive that enhances their surface wetting ability under high moisture conditions.


3.2.2    Greases.   Greases are typically used in situations where sufficient lube oil cannot be
effectively maintained on machinery surfaces, or when a simple lubricating system is desired
or required. Greases are a semisolid mixture of oil and thickening agent. The oil may be either
petroleum or synthetic base. Thickening agents are typically alkali soaps or clays (bentonite).
Critical grease properties, such as hardness and water washout, are dependent on the selection of
base oil and thickening agent. For example, sodium-soap greases exhibit poor water resistance;
lithium-soap greases have good water resistance and are excellent general purpose lubricants.
Following are Coast Guard grease grades:


3.2.2.1   Ball and Roller Bearing Greases. Ball and roller (rolling element) bearing greases must
possess good mechanical stability to resist shearing, excellent oxidation resistance to prevent
hardening and deposit formation, and the proper viscosity to maintain film thickness between
rolling elements and raceways. The grease used to lubricate ball and roller bearings is DOD
G-24508 or commercial grade equivalent. This grease consists of synthetic-base oil and a clay
thickening agent. It is also used as general purpose grease.


3.2.2.2   Wire Rope Exposed Gear Greases. A wire rope is typically fabricated by helically
bending metal strands around a fiber rope core. Each strand, in turn, is comprised of numerous
wires bent around another smaller core. During use, individual strands and wires move with
respect to one another as the wire rope flexes and bends. Wire rope grease must adequately
lubricate individual wires and strands to prevent frictional wear of these components. In addition,
the lubricant must penetrate to the fiber rope core to prevent drying out of this component. A
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third function of wire rope grease is to form an effective barrier against corrosion. Greases
conforming to MIL-G-18458 or commercial grade equivalent are used for the lubrication of wire
rope and exposed gears.


3.2.2.3   Electric Motor Ball and Roller Bearing Greases. Grease conforming to MIL-L-15719
is used for the lubrication of ball and roller bearings in Class H electric motors. This grease
consists of a polymethyl phenyl-silicone base oil and a lithium soap thickener. This grease may
also be used for the lubrication of boiler sliding feet. However, it should not be used to lubricate
journal bearings, spiral gears, or gear trains.


3.2.2.4   General Purpose Greases. Greases conforming to MIL-G-23549 and MIL-G-24139
or commercial grade equivalent are petroleum-based, medium consistency greases useful for
various lubrication applications that require water resistance or dispensing through long lengths
of tubing. In addition, MIL-G-23549 contains 5 percent molybdenum disulfide for high load
applications.


3.2.2.5   Plug Valve Grease. This specialty grease is for the lubrication of tapered plug valves,
gaskets, seals and scuppers in freshwater, salt water, and sewage systems. Greases conforming to
MIL-G-6032 or commercial grade equivalent are available in either bulk (Type I) or stick (Type
II) containers.


3.2.3    Grease Application.   Grease may be applied through grease cups or through hydraulic
lubrication fittings. Hydraulic lubrication (“Zerk”) fittings form a readily installed and
convenient means for lubricating numerous low-speeds, lightly loaded, or widely separated
bearings. These fittings are not acceptable for use on electric motors or generators because of
the danger of grease being forced out of the bearing and onto windings (refer to NSTM Chapter
310, Electric Power Generators and Conversion Equipment, for further discussion). A grease
gun or other pressure device shall be used for applying grease through hydraulic type fittings.
When grease is applied through hydraulic lubrication fittings, pressure should be applied until
grease seeps out around the edges of the bearings. In bearings fitted with felt or other seals, care
shall be exercised to avoid breaking the seals by the application of too much pressure. If not, the
bearing will fail due to a lack of lubrication. The type of fitting should be identified and carbon
steel fittings which are corroded should be replaced with Corrosion Resistant Steel (CRES) or
Monel fittings. Below is a table of grease consistency classification established by NLGI.


TABLE 1 - NLGI Grease Consistency Classification Table


NLGI Grade ASTM Worked Penetration


000 445-475


00 400-430


0 355-385


1 310-340


2 265-295
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NLGI Grade ASTM Worked Penetration


3 220-250


4 175-205


5 130-160


6 85-115


3.3    Permitted Lubricating Oils.  


3.3.1    General.   This section establishes lubricating oils to be used in the various components in
service throughout the United States Coast Guard fleet.


3.3.2    Diesel Engine Lubricating Oil.  


3.3.2.1  In the past, Coast Guard cutters and boats were generally restricted to MIL-PRF-9000,
Military Symbol 9250 and MIL-L-2104 SAE15W40, in main propulsion and auxiliary diesel
engines and reduction gears. Current policy allows use of approved commercial grade lubricants
onboard cutters and boats in lieu of MILSPEC oils. Many new and legacy cutters are already
using OEM approved commercial grade engine oils for their high speed and medium speed
diesel engines. Most MILSPEC oils are not readily available in ports overseas and our cutters
are faced with the problem of mixing commercial grade oils with MILSPEC oils. Appendix A
provides listing of OEM approved commercial lubricants for propulsion machinery by cutter
class.


TABLE 2 - Approved Engine Oil Exceptions


Cutter/Boat Type Main/Gen/Aux Engine Lubricating Oil


75 FT WLIC (A,B&D) CAT D-353
Detroit 4-71


SAE40
SAE40


75 FT WLR (C&E) CAT D-353
CAT D-3304


SAE40
SAE15W40


75 FT WLR (F) CAT D-3412
CAT D-3304


SAE15W40
SAE15W40


65 FT WLR (A&B) CAT D-353
CAT D-3304


SAE40
SAE15W40


65 FT WLI (A) Detroit 8-71
Detroit 2-71


SAE40
SAE40


65 FT WLI (B) Detroit 8-71
Detroit 3-71


SAE40
SAE40


65 FT WYTL (A) CAT D-3412
CAT D-311


SAE15W40
SAE40


65 FT WYTL (B,C&D) CAT D-379 SAE40
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Cutter/Boat Type Main/Gen/Aux Engine Lubricating Oil


Detroit 2-71 SAE40


52 FT MLB Detroit 6-71
Perkins 4.108


SAE40
SAE40


49 FT BUSL Detroit 8-71
Perkins 4.236


SAE40
SAE40


49A BUSL Cummins 6C&4B SAE 15W40


47 FT MLB Detroit 6-92 SAE40


46 FT BUS Detroit 6-71 SAE40


45 FT BUS Detroit 6-71 SAE40


41 FT UTB Cummins VT-903 SAE15W40


130 FT BARGE Cummins 4BT 3.9
Cummins 6BT 5.9


SAE15W40
SAE15W40


120 FT BARGE Cummins 6BT 5.9
Cummins NTA 855


SAE15W40
SAE15W40


100 FT BARGE Detroit 4-71 SAE40


90 FT BARGE Detroit 4-71 SAE40


84 FT BARGE Detroit 4-53 SAE40


70 FT BARGE Detroit 4-53 SAE40


68 FT BARGE Detroit 3-71 SAE40


* Use SAE 15W-40 with an API rating of CH-4 or later.
** When cold ambient temperatures result in cranking or starting problems, SAE 30 may be
used.
***Use Chevron Delo 400 LE, Mobil DELVAC MX, Shell Rotella T3 or equivalent


NOTE:


Cutters and boats currently using MIL-PRF-9000 MS 9250 oil in reduction gears and
auxiliary equipment are authorized to use COMMERCIAL SAE 40 oil in reduction gears
and auxiliary equipment unless specifically prohibited by the equipment manufacturers.


NOTE:


Cutter and boat PMS documents will be amended to reflect this change.
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NOTE:


Cutters and boats shall expend existing stocks of MIL-PRF-9000 MS9250 oil before
changing to COMMERCIAL SAE 40.


NOTE:


Although COMMERCIAL SAE 40 and MIL-PRF-9000 MS9250 oils are compatible
when mixed together, smaller cutters and boats shall drain engine sumps, clean external
strainers and change oil filters before adding COMMERCIAL SAE 40 OIL to an engine.
Larger cutters are not required to drain oil sumps and bulk storage tanks before adding
COMMERCIAL SAE 40, however, manufacturers recommend expending existing stocks
of MIL-PRF-9000 MS9250 oils in bulk storage tanks to the lowest possible levels and not
to exceed 20% of tank capacity before adding COMMERICAL SAE 40 oil. Recommend
sample existing oil in storage tanks and perform visual inspection for clear and bright
criteria. If visual inspection fails, remove oil and clean storage tank prior to filling with
new COMMERCIAL SAE 40 oil.


NOTE:


On cutters equipped with lube oil centrifuges, the difference between the specific gravity
of MIL-PRF-9000 MS9250 oils and suitable commercial grades may be great enough to
require a change in the size of centrifuges discharge rings, ring dams and float assemblies.


NOTE:


When evaluating substitution requests, the following factors shall be considered:


• Compatibility: The candidate commercial lube oil must be compatible with the
existing lube oil.


• Commonality: A single lube oil type should be used for all engines on the vessel if
practical. In light of this, the candidate lube oil’s capacity to serve as suitable engine
oil for all engines on the vessel shall be considered.


• Shared lube oil storage tanks and lube oil distribution systems: Where multiple engine
types share a common lube oil storage tank or lube oil distribution system, commercial
lube oils shall be considered unless it is suited for all connected engines. Commercial
lube oils shall be considered where engines and reduction gears share a common lube
oil storage tank and and/or common lube oil distribution system.
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NOTE:


Follow same procedures for change over from MIL-L-2104 SAE 15W40 oil to
COMMERCIAL SAE 15W40 oil.


NOTE:


Follow same procedures for change over from one commercial brand oil to another
equivalent commercial brand oil. Change over from commercial grade oils of different
manufacturer requires careful consideration. Major oil companies use different additives
to configure the best performance in a lubricant. Different technologies are not always
compatible and could make unstable the balanced molecular structure of the lubricant.
The type of machinery (i.e. Engines installed onboard and Fuel in use) should be taken
into consideration. Always collect a sample of the “lubricant in use” from engine and
hydraulic systems for visual inspection and oil analysis. Avoid mixing of mineral oil with
synthetic oil because of the different blending procedures involved. It could make the final
blend unstable, possible additives detachment and loss of properties. In case of smaller
application like air compressors, or separators gearbox, the whole oil charge is usually
replaced rather than “topping-up” during the machinery maintenance.


NOTE:


Always follow OEM lubricant specifications in determining the proper lubricant for use in
an equipment or machinery. Some manufacturers provide listing of approved oils by make
and type; others provide their own specifications that meet industry standards such as API
Engine Oil Classification Appendix C.


3.3.3    Two-Stroke Cycle Gasoline Engine Lubricating Oil.   All Coast Guard two-stroke cycle
gasoline engines, including those powering outboard motorboats, shall use oil having the BIA-
TC-W or later designation (Boating Industry of America, two-cycle, water or air cooled). BIA-
TC-W oil shall be used with a fuel-to-oil ratio of 50 to 1 (one pint of oil per 6 gallons of fuel).
This is the ratio recommended by most manufacturers of modern two-stroke cycle engines.
There are several fuel-oil ratios now recommended for various older applications, and it is
recommended that the subject oil be used at the fuel-to-oil ratio specified by the applicable
equipment technical manual. The importance of thorough mixing of the oil and fuel at the
specified ratio cannot be over emphasized. Improper mixing can greatly affect engine operation
and maintenance.


3.3.4    Pratt and Whitney FT-4 Gas Turbine Lubricating Oil.  


3.3.4.1  Approved Lubricating Oils: The oils listed in the following table comply with Pratt &
Whitney specification 521C for use in Pratt & Whitney FT4A marine GGs and FTs.
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Oils marked “A” are approved. Service experience has shown that when Mobil Jet 254, which is
marked “A+” is used, there is improved oil life, increased gear pump life and improved GG and
FT internal oil wetted parts condition. The use of Mobil Jet 254 is preferred.
The use of oil other than those listed is NOT permitted.


TABLE 3 - Accepted Oils


Name of Oil Rating


Aero Shell Turbine Oil 500 A


Aero Shell Turbine Oil 560 A


AMOCO Jet II A


Esso Turbo Oil 2380 A


Exxon Turbo Oil 2380 A


Mobil Jet Oil II A


Mobil Jet Oil 254 A+


Anderol STL A


Royco Turbine Oil 500 A


Royco Turbine Oil 560 A


3.3.4.2  Changing Lubrication Oil Brands: Different brands of lubricating oil should NOT be
mixed. When changing brands of oil follow the procedure below:


• Drain oil from the GG or FT and all external components of the lubricating oil system.
• Fill the tank to 2/3 capacity with the new oil.
• Idle the GT/FT for 2 to 5 minutes.
• Drain the oil.
• Fill the oil system with the new oil, mark the tank level and tag the oil system


indicating the brand of oil being used.
• Within the first 25 hours after the conversion to a new oil, the main oil filter/strainer


shall be checked for any signs of loosening of deposits which may be in the GG or FT
from the prior oil used.


3.3.4.3  Oil Sample Intervals and Oil Change Guidelines and Procedures for FT-4 Main Gas
Turbines. The oil sampling interval policy provided in these paragraphs applies to Pratt &
Whitney FT4A Main Gas Turbines (GGs & FTs) onboard 378 WHECs and 400 WAGBs.


1. Sampling Intervals: The oil sampling intervals provided herein supersede sampling
intervals provided in existing policy documents including the ship’s current PMS
cards.


2. Samples for Newly Installed Engines: Newly installed GGs and FTs shall have an oil
sample taken at 5 hours, 25 hours and 50 hours.
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3. Normal Sampling Intervals: Normal sampling intervals for the engines is every 250
operating hours or once every 6 months, whichever comes first.


4. Wear Metal Threshold Limits for FT4 Engines are found in TABLE OF WEAR
METAL THRESHOLD LIMITS (PPM) in section 3.4.


5. Oil Analysis Participation:
5.1. The 400 FT WAGB Class Icebreakers are currently participating in the Coast


Guard’s commercial oil analysis contract with ALS Tribology Lab. The POLAR
Class will continue to use the ALS Tribology Lab.


5.2. 378 WHEC Class are not currently participating in the Coast Guard’s commercial
oil analysis contract with ALS Tribology Lab. Despite this, the ships shall sample
the free turbine and gas generator of the MGTE’s at the intervals listed above.
Samples shall be submitted to a qualified commercial oil analysis lab or one of
the NOAP labs.


6. Gas Turbine Oil Physical Property Limits:
6.1. The limits for TAN and kinematic viscosity @ 40 C are provided below. If the


limits are exceeded, the lubrication system shall be drained, flushed, and refilled
as soon as operating conditions permit.


TABLE 4 - Limits


Kinematic Viscosity @ 40 degrees C Total Acid No.
TAN


23 cst to 35 cst 1.0 (Max)


6.2. Whenever the oil has been drained due to an oil sample exceeding degradation
limits, the first sample following the drain shall be taken at 10 hours to verify that
the oil condition is satisfactory. Thereafter, samples shall be taken at 250 hour
intervals or every 6 months, whichever occurs first.


7. Oil Cleanliness: Oil analysis samples exceeding NAS 1638 Class 10 (ISO 4406
22/19/17) is a trigger to clean the oil using a filter cart.
7.1. All units with FT4 engines are required to carry a filter cart. The filter cart shall


be suitable for use with MIL-PRF-23699 lube oil.
8. Oil Consumption (POLAR Class Only): Average oil consumption shall be determined


by ship board personnel whenever replenishment oil is added to the lube oil tank .
Average Oil Consumption Calculated as:
OCi== OAi / [EOHi–EOHi-1]
OCi==Average Oil Consumption @ time i
OAi===Oil added at time i
EOHi===Engine Operating Hours @ time i
EOHi-1==Engine Operating Hours @ time i-1
Example: Oil is added at 1500 operating hours to bring the oil level to the prescribed
level when idling. At 1750 operating hours 50 liters are added to bring the oil to the
correct level. The average oil consumption OCi is:
OCi== OAi / [EOHi–EOHi-1] == 50/[1750-1500]==.20 liters per operating hour.
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8.1. Average lube oil consumption, reported in liters per op hour shall be reported in
the “Comments” space of the sample bottle label.


8.2. The ships engineering staff shall track and trend oil consumption (liters/operating
hour). Levels exceeding .5 liters/operating hour in combination with a positive
(increasing) trend is an indication of bearing sump seal leakage.


3.4    Introduction to USCG Oil Analysis Program.  


3.4.1    General.   This section describes the USCG Oil Analysis Program and its two
components: Shipboard and Laboratory oil testing. It also provides the policy regarding lube oil
sampling, testing and analysis using a contracted commercial oil laboratory.
The United States Coast Guard uses different preventive or predictive monitoring programs
onboard its cutters. Oil analysis is the most widely accepted and implemented form of predictive
maintenance technology. However, the success of this program requires an organized and
sustained effort from shipboard and ashore personnel including testing laboratory.


3.4.2    Four Keys to Sucessful Oil Analysis Program.   Clearly defined goals and program
requirements ensure that the test performed fit the application and that the service is being fully
utilized on an ongoing basis. Representative samples ensure the true condition of the lubricant
and component can be determined by reliable, accurate testing.
Proper communication promotes accurate interpretation and leads to increased confidence and
interest in maintaining an active oil analysis program. Complete and correct sample information
speeds processing and increases the data analyst’s ability to fully interpret the test results.


3.4.3    Two Components of USCG Oil Analysis Program.  


3.4.3.1   Shipboard Oil Testing. Used oils from vital shipboard equipment are sampled and
tested periodically using approved onboard test equipment. Oil viscosity of operating diesel
engines is tested daily to determine suitability for continued use. Total Base Number, water
content and soot levels need to be checked if the viscosity indicates unsatisfactory results. Prior
to testing, careful visual inspection of non-engine oils is required to check for clear and bright
criteria. If the sample fails the visual inspection, test for water content shall be performed. A
general shipboard testing guidance provides procedures, criteria and threshold limits for use by
shipboard personnel. If an oil sample fails the shipboard testing requirements, a representative
sample shall be submitted to oil laboratory for complete testing and analysis. Shipboard
personnel are required to keep record log of oil test results from vital equipment every month for
review by USCG SME at SFLC/ESD as necessary. Test equipment shall be maintained in proper
order and calibration as required by the OEM. It is important to review laboratory test results and
compare with shipboard test results for verification of accuracy.
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Figure 1 - Shipboard Oil Testing Program Workflow


3.4.3.2   On-Shore Oil Laboratory Testing and Analysis. Once oil samples are properly taken
onboard the cutters, samples are required to be sent out promptly to the oil laboratory for
complete oil testing and analysis. Samples must be properly labeled and identified with required
label information. The US Coast Guard has a requirement for the services of an ISO 17025
certified new and used oil sampling laboratory located in the continental United States with
a turn-around time to deliver test data within 48 hours upon receipt of oil samples. Different
combinations of physical, spectrochemical and wear particle testing are used to measure the
properties of the lubricant itself and determine the levels of contaminants and chemical elements
suspended in the lubricant. USCG has clearly defined the proper oil test slate required for
each equipment service or application. Certified oil analysts use data interpretation of test
results properly through trend analysis, OEM and USCG provided threshold limits. Test data
is submitted daily to the USCG central database using approved data file format. The USCG
SME at SFLC/ESD reviews test results, provides recommendations and submits oil message via
email to shipboard and Product Line personnel. Shipboard personnel are notified immediately on
all samples where data interpretation detects critical condition. The test data is then archived in
the central database for historical and data reporting requirements. Shipboard and Product Line
personnel are provided with remote access to the central database through the USCG intranet
server. Finally, the interpretation accuracy is verified by comparing the lab test result-based
predictions with actual conditions confirmed by inspection. Feedback from shipboard personnel
is required.
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Figure 2 - On-Shore Oil Laboratory Testing and Analysis Program Workflow


3.4.4    Lubricating Oil Testing and Analysis Procedures.  


3.4.4.1   General. Although lube oil testing and analysis will never be a substitute for
determining engine condition by component inspection, it is a proven system that will:


• Permit maximum useful life of lube oil
• Determine when to change oil
• Detect fuel dilution and water leaks
• Determine harmful changes in viscosity - high and low
• Detect buildup of wear metals
• Reduce costly engine damage


3.4.4.2   Administration. ESD-NAME-MPM shall administer the lubricating oil testing program
in accordance with the guidelines set forth. Funding for Coast Guard participation in USCG Oil
testing and analysis program shall be handled centrally by ESD-NAME-MPM through the funds
provided by the various participating Product Lines as required.


3.4.4.3   Applicability and Contractor Requirements. All OPFAC cutters 87 feet in length and
longer, including those assigned to SARFAC and ANFAC, are required to participate in this
program. The contracted oil laboratory must meet the following requirements:
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a. The laboratory shall maintain a minimum certification of ISO 17025.
b. The laboratory facility shall be located within the Continental United States (CONUS).
c. The laboratory shall complete processing of all samples received within two (2)


business days of receipt.


3.4.4.4   Equipment Sampled. Periodic oil samples on propulsion and auxiliary machinery
are required and shall be taken in accordance with the cutter’s PMS manual on the following
equipment:


• WMSL
• Main Diesel Engines
• Main Reduction/Cross Connect Gears
• CPP
• Ship Service Diesel Generator
• Gas Turbine/Hydraulic Starter
• Bow Thruster
• Steering Gear Hydraulics
• Stern Gate Hydraulics
• Air Compressors
• HVAC
• Sideport Door Hydraulics
• Line Shaft Bearing
• Boat Davit
• Anchor Windlass
• Storage Tanks


• WAGB (HEALY)
• Main Diesel Engines
• AC Propulsion Motors
• Auxiliary Diesel Generator
• Steering Gear Hydraulics
• Thrust Bearing
• Deck Cranes


• WAGB (POLAR CLASS)
• Main Diesel Engines
• Main Gas Turbines
• Reduction Gears
• Controllable Pitch Propeller Systems
• DC Propulsion Motors
• Ship Service Diesel Generators


• WAGB (MACKINAW)
• Main Diesel Engines
• Emergency Diesel Generator
• Main Reduction Gears
• Bow Thruster
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• Azipod Gears
• 378 WHEC


• Main Diesel Engines
• Main Gas Turbines
• Main Reduction Gears
• Controllable Pitch Propeller Systems
• Ship Service Diesel Generators


• 282 WMEC
• Main Diesel Engines
• Ship Service Diesel Generators
• Fire Pump Diesel Engine
• Main Reduction Gears
• Controllable Pitch Propeller Systems
• Bow Thruster


• 270 WMEC
• Main Diesel Engines
• Ship Service Diesel Generators
• Emergency Diesel Generator
• Main Reduction Gears
• Controllable Pitch Propeller Systems
• Fin Stabilizer Hydraulic Systems


• 240 WLBB
• Main Diesel Engines
• Bow Thruster
• Azipod Turning System HPU
• Azipod Bearings
• Auxiliary Generator
• Aft Deck HPU
• Crane and Buoy Deck HPU


• 225 WLB
• Main Diesel Engines
• Ship Service Diesel Generators
• Main Reduction Gear
• Controllable Pitch Propeller System
• Bow Thruster
• Stern Thruster
• Forward Buoy Deck HPU
• Aft Deck Machinery HPU
• Steering Gear Hydraulics
• SORS HPU
• Boat Davit Winch HPU


• 210 WMEC
• Main Diesel Engines
• Ship Service Diesel Generators
• Emergency Diesel Generator
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• Main Reduction Gears
• Controllable Pitch Propeller Systems


• 175 WLM
• Main Diesel Engines
• Ship Service Diesel Generators
• Z-drive
• Bow Thruster Hydraulics
• Central Hydraulic System HPU
• Boat Davit Winch HPU


• 154 FRC
• Main Diesel Engines
• Ship Service Diesel Generators
• Main Reduction Gears
• Steering Gear Hydraulics
• Launch and Recovery Hydraulics
• Fin Stabilizer Hydraulics


• 140 WTGB
• Main Diesel Engines
• Ship Service Diesel Generators
• Main Reduction Gears
• Steering Gear Hydraulics
• Air Compressor Diesel Engine


• 110 WPB
• Main Diesel Engines
• Main Reduction Gears
• Ship Service Diesel Generators
• Fin Stabilizers
• Steering Gear Hydraulics


• 87 WPB
• Main Diesel Engines
• Main Reduction Gears
• Ship Service Diesel Generators
• Steering Gear Hydraulics
• Deck HPU


3.4.5    Sampling Point.   Samples contain wear metals and other debris that reveals information
about the condition of the machinery. The sample must be representative of what is actually
lubricating the moving parts. Sample from an “active zone” where oil is turbulent and any
contaminants are suspended. Recommend to sample a component while it is operational or
within 15 minutes after shutdown. Recommend sample prior to a filtration or purification device.
Avoid areas where lubricant flow is restricted or where contaminants and wear products tend to
collect or settle if necessary. Once a proper sampling point and method is chosen for a particular
component, oil samples from the component should always be taken from the same point with
the same method. Oil samples shall be drawn from running machinery at normal operating
temperatures and only from the designated sampling points.
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3.4.5.1  All sampling points shall meet the approval of the SFLC/ESD SME. Engineers
are cautioned to ensure that the metals between the machine and sampling installation are
compatible; that is, stainless steel plumbing to a gas turbine. In general, sampling valve
installation shall be as follows:


1. Insert a tee pipe fitting in the lube oil line ahead of the oil filter connection. Locate the
tee fitting so that it will not be an obstacle for maintenance work or personnel.


2. If necessary reduce the tee fitting's base leg (branch) to accommodate the sampling
valve. This valve shall have a 1/4-inch opening and be able to withstand a pressure of
at least 100 psi and a temperature of 275 degrees F. This valve shall be capped and the
cap chained to the valve. A double male pipe spacer (nipple) will be required between
the valve and the cap.


3.4.5.2   Precautions in Sampling. The overriding emphasis is to avoid contamination of the
samples. The following instructions should ensure this:


1. Store unused kits in clean closed containers, such as the packaging boxes in which
received.


2. Cap off sampling point valve opening to prevent contamination.
3. When drawing samples, allow adequate oil run out before filling the sample bottle.
4. Never take a sample immediately after oil or filter change or the addition of oil to the


sump.
5. After oil and filter change, or the addition of oil, allow a minimum of 25 hours


operation before sampling.
6. Avoid contact of the sample bottle with equipment, rags, hands, etc. A "sterile" sample


is required.
7. Open sample bottle only when completely ready to take the sample. Replace bottle cap


immediately after taking the sample.
8. If a sampling tube is used, discard the tube after taking the sample.
9. Hot samples are the required method because of flushing action, etc. Samples shall be


drawn from the machinery while running at normal operating temperature and only
from the designated sampling point.


10. If the time to sample a piece of machinery and the necessity for adding lube oil
coincide, take the lube oil sample before adding oil.


11. Use a clean, lint-free wiping cloth to avoid introducing lint into the system or oil.
Clean area around the sample point of dirt or other particles that may contaminate the
sample. Sweaty hands will cause an erroneous reading if they come in contact with the
bottle or stopper.


12. Exercise caution to avoid dropping the sample bottle or other material into the system
during sampling.


3.4.5.3   Oil Sample Intervals. The oil sampling interval policy provided in this paragraph applies
to main diesel engines, ship service diesel engines, reduction gears, thrusters, controllable pitch
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propeller systems, and hydraulic systems. Sampling intervals shall be in accordance with the
class’ Preventive Maintenance System or as follows:


a. For diesel engines with defined oil change intervals greater than or equal to 750 hours,
oil samples shall be taken a minimum of three times between oil changes, at even
operating hour intervals. Oil sampling intervals shall not exceed 250 operating hours.


b. All equipment with defined oil change intervals of less than 750 hours shall not be
required to undergo routine sampling. Unless specified herein. Where specified the oils
samples shall be taken at oil change intervals.


c. Sampling intervals for reduction gears, thrusters, controllable pitch propellers, and
hydraulic systems that don’t have defined oil change intervals shall be taken quarterly.
Samples from reduction gears, thrusters, controllable pitch propellers and hydraulic
systems with defined oil change periods shall be taken a minimum of three times
between oil changes at even increments of elapsed time. Oil samples shall be taken no
less frequently than quarterly.


d. Samples shall be taken before oil is changed. Samples of new oil being installed
shall be taken. In addition, newly overhauled engines shall have break-in oil samples
drawn and submitted after 10, 25, 50 hours, and thereafter at the regularly scheduled
sampling intervals.


e. If at all possible, an oil sample shall be drawn and submitted after any major engine
or component casualty. If debris or wear particles are found in filters or filtration
device, debris will be collected carefully and submitted together with representative
oil samples from the affected engine or component to the USCG contracted laboratory
ASAP. The sample will be used to relate the casualty to oil characteristics and develop
data that may be useful in predicting similar casualties.


3.4.6    Testing Requirements.   The following tests will be used by the USCG contracted oil
laboratory, in accordance with the specific tests slates which follow:


3.4.6.1   Spectrometric Analysis for Wear Metals. Data shall be reported in parts per million
(PPM). Results shall be trended. Labs shall use both wear metal levels and wear metal trend
levels to make determinations regarding the existence and severity of machinery problems.
Labs shall also make diagnostic determinations based on the types of wear metals exhibiting
abnormally high wear metal concentrations and trend levels. The following wear metals levels
shall be measured and reported:


1. Iron
2. Aluminum
3. Lead
4. Tin
5. Copper
6. Chromium
7. Nickel
8. Silver
9. Silicon
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10. Titanium
11. Magnesium
12. Zinc
13. Calcium
14. Sodium
15. Boron
16. Potassium
17. Molybdenum
18. Phosphorus
19. Antimony
20. Barium


3.4.6.2   Particle Count Analysis (Applicable to Gas Turbine and Hydraulic Systems Only). An
optical Particle Counter utilizes a laser to measure debris in a lubricant sample and categorize
that debris by size. The sizes that are separated at the >4, >6, >14, >21, >38, and >70 sizes.
ISO 4406:1999 categorizes the particles into codes of the >4, >6, and >14 particle count levels.
Labs shall perform particle count analysis on all hydraulic oil system samples (including CPP
systems). Particle counts shall be determined and reported for each of the following particle size
categories using ISO 4406 requirements:


1. Greater than 4 Microns
2. Greater than 6 Microns
3. Greater than 14 Microns
4. Greater than 21 Microns
5. Greater than 38 Microns
6. Greater than 70 Microns


In addition to the above particle count determinations, contracted laboratory shall report particle
count results at >4, >6 and >14 micron size and provide ISO 4406 3-digit cleanliness codes for
hydraulic and gas turbine oil samples.


3.4.6.3   Viscosity. The most important single property of a lubricating is its viscosity. It is a
factor in the formation of lubricating films under both thick and thin film conditions. It affects
heat generation in bearings, cylinders, and gears; it governs the sealing effect of the oil and the
rate of consumption or loss; and it determines the ease with which machines may be started
under cold conditions. For any piece of equipment, the first essential for satisfactory results is to
use oil of proper viscosity to meet the operating conditions. A decrease in viscosity may indicate
contamination with a solvent or fuel or with lower grade viscosity oil. An increase may indicate
lube oxidation or contamination with a higher-grade viscosity.


3.4.6.4   Total Acid Number/Total Base Number. Acidity indicates the extent of oxidation of
a lubricant and its ability to neutralize acids from exterior sources such as combustion gases.
The acidity of lubricants is measured by the amount of potassium hydroxide required for
neutralization (mgKOH/g) and the resultant number is called the TAN (total acid number).
The additives in most new oils contribute a certain TBN (alkaline reserves for engine oils) or
TAN (acidity for non engine oils), therefore, it is critical to determine and monitor changes
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from new oil reference. An increase in TAN or decrease in TBN may indicate lube oxidation or
contamination with an acidic product. A severely degraded lubricant indicated by a high TAN or
low TBN may be very corrosive.


3.4.6.5   Water Testing by the Karl Fischer Test. Water contamination in the oil affects viscosity,
increase oxidation, formation of acids and causes corrosion of components. There are three
states of water in the oil; dissolved emulsified and free water. The Karl Fischer test calculates
percentages of dissolved, emulsified and free water in the oil. This test produces iodine when
electricity is conducted across a mesh screen. The electrical current needed to create iodine and
remove existing water is measured and converted to parts per million (ppm). Quantification of
water contamination - water in a lubricant not only promotes corrosion and oxidation, but also
may form an emulsion having the appearance of a soft sludge.


3.4.6.6   Fuel Dilution by Gas Chromatography. Fuel Dilution is typically the result of partially
combusted diesel fuel blow-by into the diesel engine lubricant. Fuel dilution reduces a lubricants
viscosity in proportion to the amount of fuel present. A Gas Chromatograph separates smaller
fuel molecules from the larger oil molecules by their respective boiling points. The sample is
vaporized and condensed onto a capillary column where the temperate is gradually elevated.
The smaller fuel molecules have much lower boiling points than oil molecules and are therefore
separated from each other. The fuel molecules are compared and quantified to the calibration in
the computer.


3.4.6.7   Infrared Analysis (FTIR). When an organic compound, such as lubricating oil, is
exposed to infrared light, the substances present in the compound will absorb the light at
specific wavelengths. The amount of absorbance at a particular wavelength is related to both
the type and quantity of absorbing material. When the infrared absorbance spectrum of new oil
provided by the customer is compared to the spectrum of the same type of used lubricant, certain
contaminants and physical changes in the lubricant can be directly measured. Oxidation and Soot
Index of engine oils are measured using this test.


3.4.6.8   Direct Reading (DR) Ferrography. The DR Ferrography is a trending tool that permits
condition monitoring through examination of fluid samples on a scheduled, periodic basis.
The DR Ferrography quantitatively measures the concentration of ferrous wear particles in
lubricating or hydraulic oil. The DR Ferrography provides for analysis of a fluid sample by
precipitating particles onto the bottom of a glass tube that is subjected to a strong magnetic field.
Fiber optic bundles direct light through the glass tube at two locations where large and small
particles are deposited by the permanent magnet. At the onset of the test, before particles begin
to precipitate the instrument is automatically “zeroed” with a microprocessor chip as the light
passes through the oil to adjust for its opacity. The light is reduced in relation to the number of
particles deposited in the glass tube, and this reduction is monitored and displayed on a LCD
panel. Two sets of readings are obtained: one for Direct Large >5 microns (DL) and one for
Direct Small <5 microns (DS) particles. Wear Particle Concentration is derived by adding DL +
DS divided by the volume of sample, establishing a machine wear trend baseline. A key aspect
of ferrography is that machines wearing abnormally will produce unusually large amounts of
wear particles indicating excessive wear condition by the DR Ferrograph in WPC readings. If
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WPC readings are beyond the normal trend a Ferrogram sample slide is made with the fluid for
examination by optical microscopy.


3.4.6.9   Analytical Ferrography. Additional information about a wear sample can be obtained
with the Analytical Ferrograph system, instruments that can provide a permanent record of
the sample, as well as analytical information. The Analytical Ferrograph is used to prepare
a Ferrogram -- a fixed slide of wear particles for microscopic examination and photographic
documentation. The Ferrogram is an important predictive tool, since it provides an identification
of the characteristic wear pattern of specific pieces of equipment. After the particles have
deposited on the Ferrogram, a wash is used to flush away the oil or water-based lubricant. After
the wash fluid evaporates, the wear particles remain permanently attached to the glass substrate
and are ready for microscopic examination.


3.4.7    Test Slates.   Labs shall test for and report on the following physical properties:


1. Diesel Engines
a. Viscosity @ 40 C
b. Viscosity @ 100 C
c. Spectrochemical Analysis
d. Fuel Dilution
e. Soot Index
f. Oxidation by FTIR
g. Water Content
h. Total Base Number
i. Direct Reading Ferrography


2. Gas Turbines and Hydraulic Systems
a. Viscosity @ 40 C
b. Spectrochemical Analysis
c. Total Acid Number
d. Water Content
e. Particle Count


3. Compressors and Bearings
a. Viscosity @ 40 C
b. Spectrochemical Analysis
c. Total Acid Number
d. Water Content


4. Gear Systems and CPP Systems
a. Viscosity @ 40 C
b. Spectrochemical Analysis
c. Direct Reading Ferrography or PQ Index
d. Water Content
e. Total Acid Number


5. New Oil Testing
a. Viscosity @ 40 C
b. Spectrochemical Analysis
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c. Total Acid Number or Total Base Number
d. Water Content


TABLE 5 - USCG Oil Test Slates


Test Slate 1 Viscosity, Water, TBN, Spectrochemical Analysis, Fuel Dilution,
Oxidation by IR, Soot Index, Direct Reading Ferrography


Test Slate 2 Viscosity, Water, Spectrochemical Analysis, TAN, Particle Count


Test Slate 3 Viscosity, Water, Spectrochemical Analysis, TAN


Test Slate 4 Viscosity, Water, Spectrochemical Analysis, TAN, Direct Reading
Ferrography


Test Slate 5 Viscosity, Water, TBN for diesel engine oils or TAN for non-diesel
engine oils, Spectrochemical Analysis


Analytical
Ferrography


Wear Particle Analysis


3.4.7.1   Physical Test Properties.


TABLE 6 - Physical Test Properties


Physical Test
Property


Description Unit of Measure


Viscosity Test in accordance with ASTM D-445. Report Viscosity
@ 40°C for non-diesel engine oils and Viscosity @ 100°C
and 40°C for diesel engine oils.


cSt


Water Water content shall be tested for by using industry
accepted screening methods. If any water content
is detected, the Karl Fischer water test (ASTM
D-1744/6304) will be run. Report any Free Water
observed as percent by volume.


PPM or Percent
by volume


Total Base
Number (TBN)


Test in accordance with ASTM D2896/D-4739. Testing
Range 1-70


Total Acid
Number (TAN)


Test in accordance with ASTM D-664. Testing Range
up to 5.0


Soot Index Test in accordance with ASTM D-893 or using Fourier
Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy.


Testing Range
between


0.01 to 5.0


Oxidation Test using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy.


Testing Range
1-50 A/Cm


Direct Reading
Ferrography


Particle size index shall be reported in microns using
industry accepted test methods.


Testing Range
0-1000 microns
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Physical Test
Property


Description Unit of Measure


Analytical
Ferrography


Perform test as directed by DR Wear Particle Content
(WPC) and/or trend analysis and requested by the
Government.


Fuel Oil Dilution Fuel dilution shall be tested using gas chromatograph
(GC) equipment following ASTM D-3524.


Percentage
by volume
(0.1-15%)


Particle Counting Test in accordance to ISO-4406 or ISO 11171 guidelines.
Test results provided shall be the actual particle count
readings in 4/6/14 micron size including the class
designation.


Testing Range
4 micron/6
micron/14


micron


3.4.7.2   Spectrochemical Analysis. The laboratory shall conduct oil elemental analysis using an
atomic emission spectrographic analyzer (ASTM D5181 or D6595) and report concentrations of
the following elements:


TABLE 7 - Elements


Wear Metal Symbol Unit of Measurement


Aluminum (Al) PPM


Antimony (Sb) PPM


Boron (B) PPM


Barium (Ba) PPM


Calcium (Ca) PPM


Chromium (Cr) PPM


Copper (Cu) PPM


Iron (Fe) PPM


Lead (Pb) PPM


Magnesium (Mg) PPM


Molybdenum (Mo) PPM


Nickel (Ni) PPM


Phosphorous (P) PPM


Potassium (K) PPM


Tin (Sn) PPM


Silicon (Si) PPM


Silver (Ag) PPM


Sodium (Na) PPM
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Wear Metal Symbol Unit of Measurement


Titanium (Ti) PPM


Zinc (Zn) PPM


3.4.7.3   Analytical Ferrography Testing Standards. The USCG contracted oil laboratory shall
conduct ferrographic analysis as dictated by results of DR Wear Particle Content (WPC), trend
analysis, or as requested by Government. The following elements shall be included on each
analytic ferrography report submitted to the Government:


• A representative photograph of sample from 100x-1000x in magnification
• Wear particle count
• Normal wear concentration
• Sliding wear concentration
• Severe wear concentration
• Wear particle size determination
• Dark oxide concentration
• Red oxide concentration
• Corrosive wear particle concentration
• Non-metallic particle concentration
• Non-ferrous metallic particle concentration


• A narrative with a statistical list of suspected problems and the recommended
actions


• Sample analysis data


Report and transfer analytical ferrography results to the USCG database as a MS word or Adobe
pdf document with file name linking it to the original oil sample data.


3.4.8    Data Analysis Requirements.   The oil laboratory data analyst shall provide remarks to
indicate the test results have been reviewed and verified. Additional information with regards to
sample condition such as abnormal visual appearance, presence of contaminants or inability to
perform test results due to insufficient sample, shall also be provided in the laboratory comments
of the data format.
The oil laboratory data analyst shall employ analysis techniques using USCG furnished alarm
thresholds limits, trend analysis or OEM threshold limits to determine oil sample condition
(normal, monitor, abnormal or critical) and provide alert indications. Recommendations
are welcomed, but not required. The analysis provided shall be at no additional cost to the
Government.
The data interpretation separates the overall component and lubricant condition and the relative
severity of contamination and wear into four main classifications:


• NORMAL – Physical properties of the lubricant are within acceptable limits and no
signs of excessive contamination or wear are present.


• MONITOR – Specific test results are outside acceptable ranges, but are not yet serious
enough to confirm abnormal conditions. Caution is advised. The initial stages of
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abnormality often show the same pattern of results as temporary conditions such as
extended usage or over-loading.


• ABNORMAL – Lubricant physical properties, contamination, and/or component wear
is clearly unsatisfactory, but not critical. A confirming resample should be submitted.
Additional diagnostic procedures may be needed to confirm each condition. Corrective
actions such as oil and filter change are necessary to prevent reduction of service life
or overall loss of performance.


• CRITICAL – Lubricant physical properties, contamination, and/or component wear is
clearly serious enough to require immediate diagnostic and corrective action to prevent
major long-term loss of performance or component failure in service. Increases in
operating hazard are likely. Short-term loss of performance may already be present.
Large-scale repairs may be required. It may be necessary to remove unit/component
from service until a confirming resample is tested and diagnostics confirm that repairs
are required.


3.4.9    Reporting Requirements for USCG Contracted Oil Laboratory.  


a. Oil analysis reports shall include a complete oil analysis history and applicable
recommendations for the sampled equipment. Pursuant to this, the unit providing the
sample shall provide laboratory with the following information for each sample:
1. Name/address of the cutter or unit providing the sample
2. Component description and designated unit ID number
3. Oil/lubricant name or type
4. Date the sample was taken
5. Equipment operating/service hours
6. Oil operating/service hours
7. Actions taken since the last sample was taken, i.e. oil change, filter change
8. Quantity of oil added since the last sample was taken
9. Reason for submitting the oil sample i.e. routine, casualty, break-in, etc


b. USCG Oil Testing and Analysis contract awarded to ALS Tribology on August 2013.
ALS Laboratory address and Point of Contact information are as follows:
ALS Tribology Laboratory
6180 Halle Drive
Valley View, OH 44125
Tel # 1-800-726-5400
POC: Patrick Kilbane


3.4.9.1   Data Reporting Procedures Through USCG Database.


• Oil laboratory receives, tests and analyzes sample to produce raw data.
• Data sent to USCG Oil Analysis Database for upload.
• USCG Data Analyst reviews data, provides analysis/interpretation and makes


maintenance recommendations.
• Data Analyst sends reports via email to cutter and PL personnel.
• Upon completion of analysis, data is archived in Oil Analysis database.
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• Data is ready for review by shipboard and shoreside personnel through USCG intranet
server.


3.4.10    Sample Bottle Kits and Shipping.   Standard sample bottle kits comprise of the
following materials:


• 10 clear plastic bottles
• 10 blue containers
• 10 pre-printed sample labels
• 2 UPS shipping return labels
• 2 UPS shipping pad packs (use one bag if mailing 5 or fewer samples at a time)
• 1 ALS shipping box (if mailing 10 samples at a time)


Shipping oil sample instructions are provided in Appendix D.


3.4.10.1   Sample Label Information. Provide the following information in the blank sample label
if lab-generated labels are not available. An example is shown below:


1. Cutter’s Name – USCGC Bertholf
2. Component Description – #1 Main Diesel Engine
3. Unit ID Number - 1150001
4. Oil Type in service – Chevron Delo 400 15W40
5. Date of sample taken – October 8, 2011
6. Oil Hours – 23 hours
7. Engine Hours – 5291 hours
8. Oil Change – Yes/No
9. Filter Change – Yes/No
10. Comments – Routine or Break-in or Casualty Sample


3.4.11    OEM Commercial Oil Testing Services.   The following procedures apply for Cutters
using other commercial oil analysis services until transferred to USCG centralized oil testing and
analysis service:


1. A complete oil analysis history for all applicable equipment/systems shall be
maintained. The history shall present results listed in tabular format. Each test record
shall indicate the date the sample was analyzed, the number of operating hours on the
equipment sampled, the number of operating hours since last overhaul (if applicable),
and the number of operating hours since the last oil change. It shall include an
indication of whether or not an oil change was performed after the sample was taken,
and the quantity of oil added since the last sample was taken. Sample results shall
include spectrometric wear metal levels, particle counts, and oil physical properties.


2. Recommendations shall be provided based on the sample results.
3. The laboratory shall provide the response time on the lube oil analysis report. The


response time is the difference in days between the time the sample is submitted and
the lab response is provided.
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4. Lube oil analysis reports shall be provided to the unit/cutter that submitted the
sample and to ESD-NAME-MPM. Oil analysis reports to ESD-NAME-MPM shall
be provided in either electronic or hardcopy. An electronic copy is preferred. In order
to accommodate the desire of some units to use commercial oil analysis facilities, it
is important that copies of oil analysis reports from commercial labs are sent to ESD-
NAME-MPM. The purpose of this is to allow ESD-NAME-MPM to establish and
maintain a consolidated database that can be used to track trends in equipment health.
Reports shall be forwarded to ESD-NAME-MPM at the following address:
Attn: Main Propulsion Section (Lube Oil SME)
U.S. Coast Guard Surface Forces Logistics Center
Engineering Services Division
707 E. Ordnance Road
Baltimore MD 21226
Electronic copies of oil analysis reports shall be sent to the following E-mail Address:
Edgardo.S.Guevara@USCG.MIL


NOTE:


Commercial labs will usually provide oil analysis sampling bottles, labels and shipping
bags. These items may or may not be included in the price of the analysis.


TABLE 8 - Table of Wear Metal Threshold Limits (PPM)


Equipment/
Model #


Fe Ag Al Cr Cu Pb Sn Ni Si Na


ALCO V16-251 50 5 10 20 10 10 10 5 30


ALCO V18-251 50 5 10 20 10 10 10 5 30


ALCO V8-251 50 5 10 20 10 10 10 5 30


ALSTOM 50 5 10 20 10 10 10 5 30


ATS-1 50 5 10 20 10 10 10 5 30


BIRD JOHNSON
102


30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30


BIRD JOHNSON
125/3


30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30


CATERPILLAR
3304


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
3306


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
3406


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40
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Equipment/
Model #


Fe Ag Al Cr Cu Pb Sn Ni Si Na


CATERPILLAR
3408


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
3508


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
3512


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
3516


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
3608


50 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
3612


50 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
D-348


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
D-353


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CATERPILLAR
D-398


75 15 15 45 50 20 10 40


CUMMINS 4B
3,9G


75 10 5 30 30 5 5 20 30


CUMMINS
6BTA5.9-DM


75 10 5 30 30 5 5 20 30


CUMMINS
QSM11-DM


75 10 5 30 30 5 5 20 30


DDC 12V 71 100 25 10 25 10 20 20 25 30


DDC 16V 149 50 10 10 25 10 20 20 25 30


DDC 4L71 100 25 10 25 10 20 20 25 30


EMERSOM
MOTOR


30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30


ESCHER WYSS 50 20 15 20 10 10 10 5 20


ESCHER WYSS
14E/87


50 20 15 20 10 10 10 5 20


FAIRBANKS-
MORSE 38D
8-1/8


50 20 15 20 10 10 10 5 20
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Equipment/
Model #


Fe Ag Al Cr Cu Pb Sn Ni Si Na


FAIRBANKS-
MORSE 38TD
8-1/8


50 20 15 20 10 10 10 5 20


GE LM2500 10 5 5 10 10 10 5 10 20


GM 8-645 100 30 15 30 30 20 20 20 30


KAMEWA/R-R 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30


LIAAEN 125/4 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30


LIAAEN 63/4 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30


MAN D-0824
LE301


100 30 15 30 30 20 20 20 30


MTU
20V1163TB93


50 20 15 50 30 20 5 20 30


MTU
20V4000M93L


50 20 15 50 30 20 5 20 30


MTU 8V396
TE94


100 20 15 50 30 20 5 30 30


OMNITHRUSTER
JT 2200 IB


30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30


PAXMAN
16RP200M


75 10 5 30 30 5 5 20 30


PHIL-GEAR
75VMGS


50 20 20 40 20 20 20 20 30


PHIL-GEAR
96DHCMG-CP


50 20 20 40 20 20 20 20 30


PRATT-
WHITNEY
FT4A-12


20 3 2 4 3 15 3 9


PRATT-
WHITNEY
FT4A-2


20 3 2 4 3 15 3 9


RENK 50 20 20 40 20 20 20 20 30


SHOTTEL SRP
225


30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30


SOLAR
T10205-30


5 5 5 5 5 5 5 10 20
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Equipment/
Model #


Fe Ag Al Cr Cu Pb Sn Ni Si Na


SULZER
12ZAV40S


30 10 10 20 20 20 20 20 20


THRUSTMASTER
47TT500L


50 20 20 40 20 20 20 20 30


TWIN DISC
MG-251


50 20 20 40 20 20 20 20 30


ULSTEIN 1350H 50 20 20 40 20 20 20 20 30


VOITH
SCHNEIDER


30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30


WESTERN
46123E


50 20 20 40 20 20 20 20 30


ZF REDUCTION
GEAR


50 20 20 40 20 20 20 20 30


TABLE 9 - Table for Physical Test Criteria


Physical Tests Warnings


Viscosity - must be within SAE or ISO viscosity range


Fuel Dilution - 2.0% min - 5.0% max for engines only


Water - 0.2% (2000 PPM) max for engines
- 0.1% (1000 PPM) max for hydraulic and gas turbine oils
- 0.2% (2000 PPM) max for other non engine oils


TAN - 1.0 max for gas turbine and circulating turbine oils
- > 3.0 mgKOH/g from new oil TAN for other non engine oils


Soot Index - 2.0% (w/w) max for engine oils only


Oxidation - 25% max for engine oils only


Particle Count - ISO 4406 Code 20/18/15 for standard hydraulics
- ISO 4406 Code 21/19/16 for gas turbines


TABLE 10 - Table for Wear Metals and Source


Element Symbol Indicator/Source


Iron Fe Antifriction bearings, gears, cams, shafts, oil pumps,
valves, cylinder liners, pistons, rotors, vanes, rods, valves,
rust and corrosion


Silver Ag Bearing overlay material (in some engines)
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Element Symbol Indicator/Source


Aluminum Al Bearings, bushings, pistons, pumps, blowers, cylinder
heads


Chromium Cr Cylinder liners, piston rings, bearings, shafts


Copper Cu Bearings, bushings (camshaft, rocker arm, or fuel pump),
piston thrust washers, discs, swash plates, retainers, oil
cooler tubing


Lead Pb Bearing overlay material, bushing, main and connecting
rod bearing shells, thrust washers, solder material


Titanium Ti Bearings, supports, sleeves, paint


Tin Sn Bearings overlay material, bushings


Nickel Ni Valves, crankshaft, gears, bearings


Molybdenum Mo Piston rings, bearings, steel alloy


TABLE 11 - Table for Wear Metals and Source


Element Symbol Contamination Elements


Silicon Si Airborne sand/air filters, sealant, anti-seize compounds


Boron B Commonly found as additives in coolant, presence in
engine oil might indicate an internal water leak


Sodium Na Commonly found as additives in coolant, presence in
engine oil might indicate an internal cooling water leak


Potassium K Commonly found as corrosion inhibitors in coolant,
presence in engine oil might indicate an internal cooling
water leak


Sodium Na This element is associated with seawater contamination


Magnesium Mg This element is associated with seawater contamination


TABLE 12 - Table for Wear Metals and Source


Element Symbol Additive Elements


Magnesium Mg Dispersent, detergent and alkalinity increaser


Calcium Ca Dispersant, detergent and alkalinity increaser


Barium Ba Detergent, corrosion and rust inhibitor


Zinc Zn Anti-wear, anti-oxidant and corrosion inhibitor


Phosphorous P Anti-wear, corrosion inhibitor in coolants, extreme
pressure EP additive for heavy loading conditions in gears


Sodium Na Coolant Supplemental additive
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Element Symbol Additive Elements


Molybdenum Mo Coolant Supplemental additive, extreme pressure EP
additive in specialty oils and greases


NOTE:


For Detroit Diesel Allison Series 53, 71, and 149 engines.
The manufacturer's recommended maximum viscosity increase is 30 percent. The
manufacturer's recommended maximum fuel oil dilution is 1.0 percent for series 149
engines, and 2.5 percent fuel dilution for series 53, 71, and 92 engines. If fuel dilution
reaches these limits, the oil shall be changed out and any fuel oil leaks shall be fixed.
Engines with fuel systems designed in such a way that failures to oil seals will result in fuel
contamination of the lube oil system shall have an oil viscosity check every four engine
operating hours.


NOTE:


Oil Filter Change Periods.
Oil filters and centrifuges are installed to remove water and other contaminants that the
engine adds to the oil and that raise the precipitation number. Liberal use of installed
centrifuges will ensure that the oil is kept free of foreign matter. A point will be reached,
however, when further centrifuging will prove to be of little value. Further, those cutters
without centrifuges must rely solely on filters to remove these contaminants. When these
installed filters have removed all they can hold, they must be changed. Oil filters shall
be changed in accordance with manufacturer recommendations or as required by the
respective PMS manuals.


NOTE:


Lubricating Oil Change Periods.
For internal combustion engines under normal conditions, no difficulty should be
experienced in maintaining satisfactory viscosity of the oil with periodic centrifuging or
by filter changes. If, however, such action does not reduce or halt the rise of the viscosity,
it is to be expected that the mechanical condition of the engine is less than satisfactory.
When operational commitments require continued use of the engine or where routine
oil testing is not possible, the oil will eventually reach a viscosity limit beyond which
further use of oil is ill advised. In addition, neither centrifuging nor filtration will affect
acidity or fuel dilution. Therefore, lubricating oil shall be changed in accordance with
manufacturer recommendations, as required by the respective PMS manuals, or whenever
the condemning limits as stated above, are reached.


3.5    General Guidance for Shipboard Oil Testing.  
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3.5.1    General.   This section provides specific guidance on shipboard oil testing of propulsion
and auxiliary machinery onboard USCG cutters.


3.5.1.1   Viscometers. All units from 87’and above are required to have a heated oil viscometer.
The Q3000 Viscometer from Spectro Inc. of Chelmsford, Massachusetts is an acceptable unit.


3.5.1.2   Clear and Bright Criteria. "Clear" means there is no visible presence of sediment or dirt.
"Bright" means the sample is not cloudy or hazy and has no visible free water.


3.5.2    Engine Oil Storage Tanks.   Take representative oil sample from storage tank after filling
the tank with new oil. Perform a visual inspection of the sample for clear and bright criteria. Test
for viscosity using the onboard viscometer and record the reference viscosity reading. Viscosity
should be within the SAE grade for the oil as provided in viscosity table. Repeat test procedures
for consistency and repeatability as required. If a sample fails either test, submit oil sample to the
USCG contracted oil laboratory for complete oil analysis.


3.5.3    Non-Engine Oil Storage Tanks.   Take representative oil sample from storage tank after
filling the tank with new oil. Perform a visual inspection of the sample for clear and bright
criteria. Test for viscosity using the onboard viscometer and record the reference viscosity
reading. Viscosity should be within the ISO viscosity grade for the oil as provided in viscosity
classification table. Repeat test procedures for consistency and repeatability as required. If a
sample fails either test, submit oil sample to the USCG contracted oil laboratory for complete oil
analysis.


3.5.4    Main, Auxiliary and Emergency Diesel Engines.  


3.5.4.1   Engine Type/Status Testing Frequency. Operating Main and Auxiliary Engines shall test
viscosity daily using the onboard viscometer. Standby or Secured Main and Auxiliary Engines
shall test viscosity weekly and prior to start-up using the onboard viscometer. Emergency Diesel
Engines shall test viscosity weekly and prior to start-up using the onboard viscometer.
Take oil sample from an operating engine and perform the viscosity test using onboard
viscometer. If the viscosity test is satisfactory, there are no other shipboard tests required for
used engine oil. If the engine oil fails the viscosity test, then additional tests shall be performed
as outlined below to determine other physical properties of the oil. Repeat viscosity test for
consistency and repeatability as required. If the viscosity is not within the SAE grade range,
submit an oil sample to the USCG contracted oil laboratory for complete oil analysis and
perform the following additional shipboard testing and recommendations.
If the viscosity result is below the minimum range for the SAE grade, perform TBN test using
FluidScan Q1000 monitor if available onboard. TBN depletion should not exceed 50% of the
new oil reference TBN. Perform oil and filter change if viscosity and TBN test results are outside
normal range.
If the viscosity result is above the maximum range for the SAE grade, perform water content and
Soot Index test using FluidScan Q1000 monitor if available onboard. Water should not exceed
0.2% (2000 PPM) and Soot Index should not exceed 2.0%. Perform oil and filter change if water
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content and soot index exceed limits. Check engine for source of possible water contamination
if water content exceeds a limit. Check engine for proper temperatures, pressures and other
operating conditions such as excessive blow-by, improper air-fuel ratio and extended periods of
idling if soot index exceeds limit.


3.5.5    Operating Main Reduction Gears Using Engine Oils.   Take an oil sample from main
reduction gears as required and perform a visual inspection for the presence of free water and
visible particles. If the sample passes the visual inspection, no further shipboard testing is
required. If the sample fails the visual inspection, submit the sample to the USCG contracted
oil laboratory for complete oil analysis. For ships that are required to carry a heated viscometer
use it to perform the viscosity testing.. For ships required to carry the FluidScan Q1000 monitor
use it to perform water content and TBN testing. Viscosity should be within range for the SAE
grade. Water content should not exceed 2000 PPM. TBN depletion should not exceed 50% of the
new oil reference TBN. As an example for oil with a new TBN of 12 mgKOH/g, a minimum of
6 mgKOH/g is allowed. Perform oil change if any of these test results exceed limits defined in
this technical standard. Check and isolate source of water contamination if water content exceeds
limit.


3.5.6    Operating Main Reduction Gears Using Non-Engine Oils.   Take oil sample from main
reduction gears as required and perform visual inspection for presence of free water and visible
particles. If the sample passes the visual inspection, no further shipboard testing is required. If
the sample fails the visual inspection, submit the sample to the USCG contracted oil laboratory
for complete oil analysis. For ships that are required to carry a heated viscometer use it to
perform the viscosity testing. For ships required to carry the Fluid Scan Q1000 monitor use
it to perform water content and TAN testing. Viscosity should be within range for the SAE
grade. Water content should not exceed 1000 PPM. Total Acid Number should not exceed 3.00
mgKOH/g. Perform oil change if any of these test results exceed limits. Check and isolate source
of water contamination if water content exceeds limit.


3.5.7    Operating Gas Turbines and HVAC Compressors.   Take oil sample from these units as
required and perform visual inspection for presence of water and visible particles. If the sample
passes the visual inspection, no further shipboard testing is required. If the sample fails the visual
inspection, submit the sample to the USCG contracted oil laboratory for complete oil analysis.
For ships that are required to carry a heated viscometer use it to perform the viscosity testing. For
ships required to carry the Fluid Scan Q1000 monitor use it to perform water content and TAN
testing. Viscosity should be within range for the ISO grade. Water content should not exceed
1000 PPM. Total Acid Number should not exceed 1.00 mgKOH/g. Perform oil change if any of
these test results exceed limits. Check and isolate source of water contamination if water content
exceeds limit.


3.5.8    Operating Oil Filled Controlled Pitch Propeller Systems.   Take oil sample from these
units as required and perform visual inspection for presence of water and visible particles. If the
sample passes the visual inspection, no further shipboard testing is required. If the sample fails
the visual inspection, submit the sample to the USCG contracted oil laboratory for complete oil
analysis. For ships that are required to carry a heated viscometer use it to perform the viscosity
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testing. For ships required to carry the Fluid Scan Q1000 monitor use it to perform water content
and TAN testing. Viscosity should be within range for the ISO grade. Water content should not
exceed 1000 PPM. Total Acid Number should not exceed 1.00 mgKOH/g. Check and isolate
source of water contamination and purify oil if water content exceeds limit.


3.5.9    Operating Air Compressors, Steering Gears, Thruster Gears.   Take oil sample from these
units as required and perform visual inspection for presence of water and visible particles. If the
sample passes the visual inspection, no further shipboard testing is required. If the sample fails
the visual inspection, submit the sample to the USCG contracted oil laboratory for complete oil
analysis. For ships that are required to carry a heated viscometer, use it to perform the viscosity
testing. For ships required to carry the FluidScan Q1000 monitor, use it to perform water content
and TAN testing. Viscosity should be within range for the ISO grade. Water content should not
exceed 1000 PPM. Total Acid Number should not exceed 3.00 mgKOH/g. Perform oil change if
any of these test results exceed limits. Check and isolate source of water contamination if water
content exceeds limit.


3.5.10    Other Operating, Secured or Standby Equipment.   Perform onboard oil analysis only
as deemed necessary by the Engineering Officer taking into consideration prevailing shipboard
equipment operating conditions and/or suspected problems.


3.5.11    Documentation and Reporting.   For ships required to carry the FluidScan Q1000
monitor and Q3000 viscometer, provide FluidScan trend reports of equipment tested and submit
via email to PL and SFLC/ESD LO SME. For ships with viscometers only, document test results
and actions taken, if any, in electronic lube oil test log (see appendix E) and submit via email to
PL and ESD Lubrication SME.


3.5.12    SAE Viscosity Grades for Engine Oils and ISO Viscosity Grades for Non-Engine Oils.  
The viscosity classification system used for engine and non-engine oils such as gear or hydraulic
oils are outlined in the Table below. The numbers followed by the letter W (e.g., 10W, and 15W)
identify oils suitable for winter service. The numbers without the W (e.g., 30 and 40) identify
oils suitable for higher temperature service. Viscosity ranges for these oils are specified at 40°C.


TABLE 13 - Viscosity Classification Table


SAE Viscosity Crankcase Oils
SAE Grade


Range (cSt) @ V40deg C


10W30 66-110


15W40 94-156


30 85-120


40 120-165
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TABLE 14 - Viscosity Classification Table


ISO Viscosity Grade
ISO Grade


Range (cSt) @ V40deg C


22 19.8-24.2


32 28.8-35.2


46 41.4-50.6


68 61.2-74.8


100 90.0-110


150 135-165


220 198-242


320 288-352


460 414-506


680 612-748


TABLE 15 - Warning Limits for Used Oils


Property ASTM
Method


Turbine HydraulicCirculating
Oil


Gear Compressor HVAC
Compressor


Engines


VISC %
Change


D445 10 10 10 20 10 10 15***


TAN*
(MGKOH/


G)


D 974/
D 664


1.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 0.1**/1.0


Water
% Max


PPM Max


D1744 0.1/1000 0.1/1000 0.2/2000 0.2
/2000


0.2/2000 0.015**
/0.15


150/1500


0.2
/2000


Fuel
Dilution
% Max


D3524 2.0


TBN
Depletion


% Max


D2896 >50


Soot Index
% Max


FTIR 2.0


*Above new oil reference.
**Wax free oils.
***For single grade oils, +/-15% change from new oil viscosity. For multigrade oils, -15%
decrease and +30% increase from new oil viscosity.
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3.5.12.1   Fluidscan Handheld Monitor and Q3000 Viscometer. The FluidScan® Q1000 is
a handheld monitor that protects machinery by determining when a lubricant needs to be
changed due to excessive contamination or degradation. Its detection capabilities can determine
lubrication contamination, degradation and cross-contamination at the point of use by measuring
key oil condition parameters in both synthetic and petroleum-based lubricants and fluids.
FluidScan® uses an innovative patent pending flip-top cell to introduce and analyze the sample
using infrared spectroscopy.
Q3000 is a portable, solvent-free viscometer that provides fast and accurate results. Requiring
no solvents, no density checks and no thermometer, the Q3000 viscometer is ready for use
whenever and wherever it is required. Each sample is measured at a constant temperature for
consistent accuracy without pre-test measurements.
Appendix B lists the technical data sheets for the FluidScan handheld monitor and Q3000
viscometer.


3.6    Essentials of Lubrication Systems.  


3.6.1    Introduction.   This section describes the essential components commonly found in
shipboard lubrication systems. In addition, the procedures for the preparation, maintenance, and
securing of lubrication systems are detailed.
In general, forced lubrication systems contain the following components:


a. Lube Oil Pump. Oil is delivered to the system by this pump. If the only available pump
is driven by the unit it serves, a priming pump is utilized to deliver oil to the system
until the unit is started.


b. Sump Tanks. Oil is taken from and returned to the sump tank after it has passed
through the system.


c. Lube Oil Coolers. Oil passes through the cooler(s) on its way to the system so that it is
maintained at a desired temperature.


d. Settling Tanks. Used to allow water and other impurities to settle out of the oil. Used
oil may also be stored in these tanks.


e. Storage Tanks. Used to store new or renovated oil.
f. Strainers and Filters. Used to remove foreign debris from the oil before it reaches


the bearings and oil sprays. Strainers are also important in providing an indication of
the condition of the lube oil and the bearings it serves through periodic inspection of
their contents. The importance of strict attention to strainer shifting and inspection
requirements cannot be overemphasized.


g. Centrifugal Purifiers. Used to remove water and other impurities not trapped by the
filters or strainers from lube oil by centrifugal action. Equipment with a centrifugal
purifier normally aligned to purify its oil while the equipment is operating is defined as
having "Online purification capability."
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NOTE:


Centrifilters found on some equipment are not considered centrifugal purifiers.


h. Oil Heaters. Used to warm lube oil to a specific temperature before starting machinery,
or heat contaminated lube oil to facilitate the removal of impurities. Heaters may be
combined with the centrifugal purifier units.


i. Electrostatic Precipitators. Used to remove oil mist from gear and sump tank vents on
large-capacity systems.


j. Transfer Pumps. Used to transfer lube oil between stowage, settling, and sump tanks.
Most ships use the centrifugal purifier pump as the transfer pump.


k. Reduction Gear Dehumidifier. Used to remove moisture from the reduction gear
casing when the lube oil system is secured for long periods. Not all cutters are
equipped with reduction gear dehumidifiers.


l. Gauges, Thermometers, and Other Instruments. Used to monitor system operating
conditions and allow corrective action when necessary. For example, low pressure may
indicate pump failure or excessive leakage. High pressure may indicate clogged lines,
strainers, or filters, which could lead to serious equipment damage.


3.6.2    Typical Lube Oil System Installations.  


3.6.2.1   Reduction Gear Lube Oil System. This system typically provides lubrication to
propulsion reduction gears and bearings. The lube oil pumps take suction from the reduction
gear sump tank and deliver oil by way of strainer and oil cooler to the lubricating oil header.
From the header, oil is distributed to the various gear, coupling, and clutch oil sprays, attached
servomechanisms, and other components, and the thrust and journal bearing serviced by the
system. From these service points, the oil is returned to the sump by gravity action. System
pressure may be monitored and maintained by an automatic unloading valve, which returns
excess oil to the sump tank. To ensure that adequate pressure is maintained, the system may
contain a sensing device that activates a standby or emergency pump whenever the pressure
supplied by the operating pump is insufficient. The system may also include an automatic
temperature-regulating valve at the lube oil cooler. Systems with automatic controls are usually
provided with manual controls for abnormal, special, or emergency situations. A lube oil heater,
when installed, is used in conjunction with the centrifugal purifier to heat the lube oil prior to
turning the gears. During warm-up, the unloading valve is opened manually to facilitate initial oil
circulation.


3.6.2.2   Diesel Engine Lube Oil System. In general, diesel engines installed aboard cutters are
provided with attached lube oil pumps driven by the engine. The lubricating oil pump takes
suction from the engine sump or sump tank and delivers oil by way of a strainer or cooler to the
engine oil header. From the header, oil is distributed to all points requiring lubrication.
Diesel engine systems are also provided with full-flow lube oil filtering capabilities. Relief
valves are provided to bypass the filters, but these relief valves normally remain closed. Diesel
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engine lube oil systems are also usually provided with a priming pump so that, before engine
startup, oil can be circulated to engine parts requiring lubrication.


3.6.2.3   Gas Turbine Lube Oil System.


3.6.2.3.1  Introduction. This section describes the general characteristics of a typical shipboard
gas turbine lube oil system.


3.6.2.3.2  General. All gas turbine engines are equipped with a self-contained engine lubrication
system.


WARNING:


Never enter a gas turbine module to perform maintenance on lubricating oil system
components while the engine is in operation. Consult appropriate PMS documentation for
engine shutdown requirements for lubricating oil system maintenance actions.


3.6.2.3.3  System Features. The principal components of a gas turbine lube oil system are as
follows:


3.6.2.3.4  Sump. Most gas turbines have a self-contained lube oil sump. If additional oil capacity
is required, a separately mounted tank may be supplied. The standard engine sump dipstick and
float switch, on opposite sides of the engine, can usually be interchanged in position to facilitate
engine servicing.


NOTE:


The float switch is electrically connected to the engine control console to indicate when the
oil level drops to a minimum normal operating level. Some installations, such as those on
high-speed, highly maneuverable ships, exhibit motions resulting in engine attitudes and
movement that will cause considerable sloshing of the oil in the sump. This may result in
momentary low-level indications, and less than optimum inlet conditions, with possible low
pressure nuisance shutdowns.
For most applications, an adjustable time-delay circuit within the electrical system, which
inhibits shutdowns from short duration low-pressure conditions, is optionally available.
For these applications, users are required to keep the oil sump at the full level. For extreme
applications, baffles in the sump and on the oil level indicator will be installed to prevent
such occurrences.


3.6.2.3.5  Cooling System. Gas turbine oil may be cooled by water, air, fuel, or oil. In the water-
cooled arrangement, engine oil is kept at a higher pressure than that of the water. This is to
prevent the incursion of water which would cause system corrosion. On other gas turbines, oil
is cooled by passing air over the oil sump or by an oil-to-air heat exchanger. Regenerative (fuel)
cooling can be employed on gas turbines where the cooling requirements are relatively low. In
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some cases, this method of cooling may be supplemented by other cooling methods. However,
the majority of marine gas turbine installations use an oil-to-oil cooling system where engine oil
is cooled by the main reduction gear oil. In these installations, engine oil pressure is maintained
at a higher pressure than that of the cooling oil so that, in the event of a leak, cooling oil will
not leak into the engine oil system. The major advantage of this type of cooling system is the
decreased possibility of the engine lube oil becoming contaminated with seawater.


3.6.2.3.6  Venting. To prevent excessive oil loss from venting oil vapor overboard, bearing
sumps are usually vented to an air-to-oil separator. The sump air is vented to the exhaust after
passing through the separator and the oil is returned to the main sump.


3.6.2.3.7  Lube Oil Filters. Last chance filters are integrally located prior to each critical feed
point. A main lube filter assembly, usually composed of a coarse filter followed by a fine filter,
is supplied with each engine. For a continuous duty engine use, a valve should be provided for
external bypassing of the remotely located fine filter to permit filter element changes without
shutting down the engine. The coarse filter is usually mounted in the lube oil system, remote
from the engine, and may have no bypass. To prevent continued use of unfiltered oil, routed
through the bypass to the engine when the filters are clogged, most filters and strainers have
differential pressure gages to assist the operator in determining when the elements require
changing, and alarms to warn operators of bypassing flow.


3.6.2.3.8  Lube Oil Strainers. Gas turbine lube oil strainers are of the same type as fuel oil
strainers, although they are usually of larger mesh. Lube oil strainers usually contain a built-in
pressure relief valve of a size sufficient to bypass all the oil around the strainer in the event of
clogging so an uninterrupted oil flow to the engine will be maintained. The bypass line should be
connected to an audible alarm to inform engine operators that strainers are clogged.


CAUTION:


Never use a wire brush for cleaning strainer elements. In duplex strainers, the element
being by-passed can be removed and cleaned without disturbing the flow. In addition, the
elements should be soaked in an approved solvent, such as clean naval distillate fuel or
JP-5, and then wiped with a soft, lint-free cloth or brush.


3.6.3    Operation of Lubrication Systems.  


3.6.3.1   General. Lubrication systems are operated as separate and distinct systems. A standby
lube oil pump (or pumps) shall be kept warmed up or primed and ready for immediate use in
case of a pump failure.


3.6.3.2   Preparing the System for Use. The following sequential procedure shall be followed
each time the system is put into operation, unless otherwise specified in EOP or PMS, to ensure
that all parts of the system are fully operative and that the oil is free from impurities:
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1. Take an oil sample from the sounding or sample connection of each sump tank. If a
sump tank sounding or sample connection does not exist, start the lube oil purifier and
draw the sample from the suction side of the purifier if applicable.


NOTE:


Some gas turbine engines are not configured to take a lube oil sample prior to
starting the engine.


2. If the sample obtained does not meet the satisfactory contamination requirements
specified for the equipment and oil type, start the lube oil purifiers and purify the oil in
the sump tanks to remove water and other impurities. If the sump tank has independent
purifier suction connections, use them; if not, pump the oil to the settling tank before
purifying. Repeat step 1 to check for contamination.


3. Strike down enough oil from the storage tanks to the sump tanks to make up the
amount of water and impure oil discharged from the sump tanks. As a general rule,
makeup oil should be added immediately after the system oil has been purified. This
procedure ensures that all of the oil in the system will be pure. Clean oil added to a
system containing impurities becomes contaminated. The addition of new or purified
oil to contaminated oil to enhance or "sweeten" its properties is prohibited.


4. Carefully note and record oil level indicator readings.
5. Examine and clean all strainers. For startup after an overhaul, system modification, or


industrial availability, frequent strainer shifting may be required.
6. The temperature of the oil supplied to reduction gears shall be at least 32°C (90°F)


or higher if specified and recommended by the gear manufacturer before units are
turned over. Oil at a lesser temperature shall be heated by use of a centrifugal purifier
heater or sump tank heater, if installed. If the purifier heater is electrically powered,
energize the heater only after the oil flow has been established and the heater has been
vented. To minimize carbonization, the heater shall be switched off before the oil flow
is stopped.


7. Start an oil-service pump in each system. Circulate the oil and maintain a steady
average service pressure at all bearings of the main engines and all auxiliaries
connected to the main system. Test any installed steam and electric lube oil service
pumps, using automatic controls if so fitted. Motor-driven pumps shall be tested with
duplicate sources of electric power. Steam-driven lube oil pumps shall be operated
using their pressure regulators, if so fitted. The oil shall be circulated at least 1 hour
during warm-up before getting underway, or as recommended by the main engine
manufacturer instruction book.


8. Prime the diesel engine lube oil system before starting the engine (or before the engine
is turned over by hand or by a motor-driven jacking gear prior to starting). Continue
priming until a slight pressure is registered on the engine lube oil pressure gauge or
until oil flow is observed at each sight flow indicator. Before starting the engine after
a prolonged shutdown, inspect the air receiver and blower discharge passages and
remove any accumulation of lube oil.
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9. Inspect the oil cooling system for leaks. Repair as necessary.
10. Test the low pressure alarm by decreasing the oil pressure until the alarm sounds.
11. Secure the cooling system until needed.
12. Sample the oil using the oil cooler or strainer vent cock to see if any water has


collected in the system. Test the turbine-driven pump governor and motor-driven
pump automatic startup controls.


13. To prevent the leakage of cooling water into the oil through leaky coolers, align
cooling water to the coolers only after the oil pumps have been started and secure
cooling water to the coolers before securing the oil pumps.


3.6.3.3   Oil Pressure. The oil pressures to be maintained at the various parts of the lubrication
system differ with the type of installation. The pressure at the service pumps shall be such that
the pressure at the hydraulically most remote bearing will be according to the system design
requirement. To avoid flooding of the bearings (resulting in oil loss at the bearing seals), do
not let pressure exceed the recommended level. If the system includes an automatic pressure
regulating unloading valve, manual control is normally not required. The unloading valve is
initially set to prevent excess oil pressure. The pressure shown by the oil gauges on the main
gauge boards should indicate the actual pressure at the hydraulically most remote bearing.


3.6.4    Lube Oil System Corrective Actions.   The following corrective actions shall be taken
when the following circumstances occur:


a. Sudden increase in oil pressure. If the oil pressure at the pump suddenly increases,
check the oil flow at the bearings and take steps to locate and remedy the problem. A
sudden increase in pressure is most often caused by a clogged strainer.


b. Interruption of oil supply. Oil flow (as observed through the sight glasses fitted in the
oil discharge lines at the bearings) should be uniform. Check sight glasses frequently
during each watch to detect immediately any interruption in the oil supply. If the oil
supply to the bearings is interrupted, notify the EO and follow Engineering Operating
Procedures. Oil sight glasses shall be kept clean and in good condition at all times.
Verify frequently that oil pressure is at the correct operating level.


c. Change in bearing temperature. Bearing temperature depends upon oil viscosity,
bearing design, running speed, clearances, and thermometer location and accuracy.
Because all these factors shall be considered, optimum temperatures cannot be
arbitrarily established for every bearing application. The normal running temperature
for every bearing should be observed and recorded. Any increase above this level
should be investigated. Watch abnormal bearing temperatures carefully and remedy
problems as necessary. Until the bearing returns to normal temperature for the
operating conditions, the machinery shall be slowed or stopped, as necessary, to avoid
exceeding safe bearing temperature levels. Generally, the following guidance applies:
1. Line shaft and thrust bearings are designed to use turbine lubricating oil


conforming to MIL-L-17331 (MS 2190TEP) or commercial equivalent. During
normal operation, the oil inlet temperature to the bearings shall be maintained
at 50 to 54°C (120 to 130°F). Sump tank and cooler inlet temperatures shall not
normally exceed manufacturer recommended limits. Operating the system with
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an oil inlet temperature below the design limits may increase the temperature
rise through certain bearings, increase variations in bearing outlet temperature,
and may even result in some bearings showing a higher outlet temperature than
when supplied with oil at the correct temperature. Each manufacturer designs
the bearings for a definite rise in the temperature of the oil passing through the
bearings.


2. In addition to sight flow thermometers, many journal and thrust bearings are
fitted with integral Resistant Temperature Elements (RTE’s), which reflect
bearing temperatures more accurately and quickly than do thermometers. Some
bearings have RTE’s located in the oil drain lines and sight flow fittings. RTE’s
are automatically and continuously monitored, and can be set to activate an alarm
at a specified temperature level.


3. Maximum allowable temperatures for internal combustion engines are provided
in engine manufacturer instruction books.


4. The friction loss in a journal bearing is directly proportional to the viscosity
of the oil in the bearing. Therefore, for most efficient operation, oil shall be
maintained at the recommended operating temperature.


5. Bearing temperature provides an indication of proper operation. The temperature
of the oil, as shown by the bearing thermometer or RTE, indicates the bearing
condition and shows whether or not the bearing is adequately supplied with oil.
If oil temperature remains normal, operating conditions are satisfactory. If there
is a sudden unexplained increase in oil temperature, trouble may have developed
and shall be investigated and corrected at once. In many cases, thermometers give
only the average temperature within the bearing reservoir, and a check on bearing
temperature shall also be made by feeling the cap and by using sight glasses to
determine that a positive oil flow is coming from the bearing.


d. Control of lube oil temperature. Lube oil temperature may be controlled through the
use of the lube oil cooler. The amount of cooling water to be circulated through the
cooler depends upon the temperature of the cooling water, cooler cleanliness, and the
amount of heat to be removed from the oil to maintain proper bearing temperatures.
The lower the temperature of the injection water, the smaller the amount of cooling
water that needs to be circulated to cool a given quantity of oil a certain number of
degrees. The higher the temperature of the injection water, the greater the amount
of cooling water required for circulation. As soon as the temperature of the oil at
the cooler outlet exceeds normal operating limits, oil temperature shall be decreased
by increasing the quantity of water circulating to the coolers. Cooler isolation and
bypass valves are locked to prevent personnel from inadvertently stopping the oil flow
while the machinery is in operation. Some cutters have a temperature-regulating valve
installed in the lube oil piping. This valve mixes cooled oil with oil that bypasses the
cooler to obtain oil of the temperature needed for the machinery. Guidelines are as
follow:
1. To maintain system oil at a temperature that results in correct (design) oil


viscosity, operate coolers whenever the system is operating. Do not exceed the
temperature and viscosity limits for the system.
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2. With the bearings in proper operating condition, a temperature of 51 ± 3°C (125
± 5°F) for the oil discharged from the cooler shall satisfactorily meet all normal
operating requirements. Some designs include temperature-regulating valves that
automatically maintain lube oil temperature within the stated range.


3. While in port, when oil coolers are unused for more than 24 hours, keep the
seawater sides drained.


4. In the event that the temperature regulating valve should fail, proper lube oil
temperature shall be maintained by use of the valve manual override or throttling
the lube oil cooler seawater outlet valve.


e. Strainer shifting. Normally, shift and inspect main propulsion reduction gear lube
oil strainer baskets once a day. Under the following circumstances, shift and inspect
baskets at least once every 4 hours:
1. When there is any indication that pressure differential has shifted from normal or


any indication of abnormal system operation (such as high bearing temperatures).
2. For the first 24 hours of operation following shutdowns in excess of a week, or


when an abnormal pressure differential (in excess of 1-1/2 psi) is noted through
the strainer.


3. For the first 48 hours of operation after repairs to the lube oil system or to any
equipment serviced by the lube oil system.


4. Under high power or heavy seas per EOP. In addition, shift strainer baskets
according to the Engineering Operating Procedures (EOP) (if provided) or
manufacturer operating procedures. When shifting, carefully note the type of
residue found in the strainer basket. If pieces of metal are found, determine
the type of the metal. Pieces of brass or babbitt indicate a damaged or wiped
bearing or that the bearing metal is breaking up. Either condition requires bearing
inspection. The affected machinery shall be stopped and inspected for damage if
the contaminants appear metallic and cannot be crushed between the thumbnails.
The lube oil shall be transferred to a settling tank, and the system cleaned and
flushed. If the contaminants are of a soft nature, lube oil system operation can be
continued. If the metal appears to be iron rust, corrosion and flaking are occurring
in the system. If corrosion exists, or if other solid contaminants are present in
the lube oil, clean the system and purify the oil as soon as practical. Rust and
bits of metal will scratch bearings and mar thrust shoes, especially in Kingsbury
thrust bearings. A sudden increase in bearing temperature, followed by a return
to normal temperature, generally indicates that a foreign substance in the lube oil
scratched the bearing and was then carried to the strainer basket.


f. Shifting filtration. If the propulsion machinery has 40 or 25 micrometer (micron)
duplex filters installed in the lubricating oil system, the daily strainer shifting and
inspection requirement does not apply. Filters may not require shifting for several
weeks, but should be shifted when the differential pressure exceeds the value
recommended by the filter manufacturer. Where class 6 (40 micron) or class 8 (25
micron) filter elements are specified to Military Specification MIL-S-17849, the
strainer housing should be designed to accept interchangeably the specified filter
elements or alternately the standard 80 mesh strainer baskets. A supply of temporary
80 mesh strainer baskets and muslin and nylon bags should be stored in the vicinity of
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each duplex strainer unit. The intent is to provide a safety net for the event of unusual
lubricating oil system contamination, for situations of repair or overhaul, when a
lubrication oil system flush is required.


3.6.5    Effect of Water in the Oil.  


3.6.5.1   General. Precautions shall be taken to keep water from entering the lubrication system;
any water detected shall be removed as soon as possible. Water in the oil increases frictional
resistance causes the oil to break down prematurely, corrodes journals and any parts not
continuously covered with oil, and may cause corrosion in the entire system. Rusting generally
originates on exposed surfaces such as gear casings and upper portions of sump tanks where
condensation occurs and, unless remedied, progresses throughout the system. Rusting due to
condensation is most likely to occur in cold climates and in installations where portions of the
lube oil sump tanks are integral with the skin of the ship. Precautions to be taken include the
following:


a. Any drain fitted in the lowest part of a bearing pedestal should be opened and the
bearings drained of any water a few hours after securing the lube oil system.


b. Lube oil from bilges, oily waste drain tanks, or miscellaneous tanks shall not be
reclaimed nor added to the lubrication system.


c. Because warm, moisture-laden vapor condenses on any cool, exposed surface, any
factor tending to cool casings or sump surfaces shall be eliminated. All forced draft
ventilation ducts shall be permanently arranged so that no air can blow directly or
indirectly on a gear casing.


d. When securing the main propulsion machinery, circulate oil through the turbines
and reduction gear lubrication system by means of the ship’s oil pumps for at least
1 hour (or until the machinery reaches ambient temperature), to allow machinery
component temperatures to equalize. The motor-driven shaft turning gear (if provided)
shall be operated during the oil circulation period. If hand jacking only is provided,
the propeller shaft shall be jacked intermittently until machinery reaches ambient
temperature. The circulation period will vary, depending upon the air and injection
temperatures. For ships operating under low air and injection temperature conditions,
the period will be somewhat longer.


e. If electrostatic precipitators are installed on turbine and reduction gear and sump vent
pipes, the vented air is cleaned of oil and water mist particles only. Moisture, in the
form of vapor, will flow through the precipitator unrestricted. A haze of moist air
visible at the electrostatic precipitator vent discharge indicates that excessive moisture
is entering the lubrication system elsewhere. Test the purifier operating efficiency and
check every possible point at which water might enter the system.


f. If the propulsion reduction gear has a dehumidifier installed, the moisture in the
air within the gear case and oil sump shall be maintained at 30-35 percent relative
humidity, when the propulsion plant has cooled down and been secured. Prior
to starting and warm-up of the lubricating oil system, the dehumidifier shall be
secured, isolation valves in the dehumidification ducts shall be locked shut, and
the electrostatic precipitator activated and its positive closure assembly opened. To
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secure the machinery, allow the oil temperature during oil circulation to cool down
to approximately 10° F above ambient. Then, secure the electrostatic precipitator,
close the positive closure assembly, stop the lubricating oil system pumps, unlock
and open the dehumidification duct isolation valves and activate the dehumidifier.
Verify once per watch that the humidity in the gear case is being maintained within the
specified limits. Refer to applicable dehumidifier operational/maintenance manual if
the specified gear case humidity requirements cannot be maintained.


3.6.5.2   Points at Which Water Enters the Lube Oil System. Water may enter the lube oil system
at the following principle points:


a. Through leaky tubes or joints in the coolers.
b. Through vents on tanks and gear casings in the form of atmospheric water vapor, that


later condenses.
c. Through leaks in drain or sump tanks located in the bilges.
d. Through the leakage of water vapor (produced by combustion) past the piston rings


into the crankcase of diesel engines on startup of a cold engine.
e. Through cylinder liner seals, cracked heads, injector tubes, cracked cylinder blocks,


etc., on diesel engines.


3.6.6    Care and Renovation of System Oil.  


3.6.6.1   Introduction. This section provides general guidance for the care and renovation of
system lube oil.


3.6.6.2   Diesel Engine System Oil. For diesel engine installations, circulate oil only until a slight
pressure is registered on the engine lube oil gauge. This limited circulation prevents lube oil from
accumulating in air receivers, blower discharge passages, and combustion spaces in quantities
that could cause the engine to over speed as it is started.


3.6.6.3   Propulsion Gear System Oil. Propulsion gear oil circulation procedures shall be
performed based on operational scenarios as follow. These procedures are generalized; for
detailed procedures, see NSTM Chapter 241, Propulsion Reduction Gears, Couplings, Clutches,
and Associated Components.


NOTE:


Heating of lube oil is not required for performing in port maintenance actions on the main
reduction gear. Rotating the gears, via use of the turning gear, can be accomplished with
the lube oil at ambient temperature.


a. Extended layup. Propulsion gears and clutches remaining inoperative during layup
procedures in excess of eight weeks shall be protected against rusting by the use of
a dehumidifier, periodic inspections, and circulation of the lube oil. On a monthly
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basis, the dehumidifier shall be shut down, and the inside casing surface and rotating
elements inspected for rust as specified in NSTM Chapter 241, Propulsion Reduction
Gears, Couplings, Clutches, and Associated Components. The lube oil shall be
circulated for one hour using a lube oil service pump. The temperature of the lube
oil shall be approximately equal to the gear and clutch casing metal temperature
to prevent condensation on the colder casing. Rotate pinion and gear elements
approximately one and one-quarter turns of the bull gear during oil circulation to
ensure reposition of gear meshes. When the emergency propulsion drive is an attached
gear case appendage, the drive shall be declutched from the gear and rotated slowly
for ten minutes after the gear is secured. If oil cannot be circulated with the lube oil
service pump, then oil at approximately the casing temperature shall be applied to
the inside surfaces and rotating elements. This may be done by operating the lube
oil purifier and pump with bowl and heater bypassed, attaching a hose to the purifier
oil discharge piping, and hosing through open casing inspection ports and unbolted
appendage inspection covers, if applicable. When oil is applied in this manner, the
pinion and gear elements shall not be rotated. It may be necessary to install temporary
fittings in the purifier discharge piping for attachment of the hose.


b. Rotation of Gears. The proper quantity of oil at the designed pressure and temperature
must be supplied when gears are turned over with the following exceptions:
1. Turning gear rotation of the propulsion train without propulsion lube oil (PLO)


system operation shall be limited. In no case shall the propulsion train be rotated
more than a total of two and a half turns of the second reduction gear (two cycles
of one and one quarter turns of second reduction gear with 1 hour cool down
period between cycles). If the PLO system has been operated within 48 hours,
coat the turning gears with lube oil immediately before rotation, and rotate
propulsion train under no load (no torque) condition. If the PLO system has not
been operated within the last 48 hours, supply all bearings through sight flow
feed lines with enough lube oil to coat the journals, coat the turning gears with
lube oil immediately before rotation, and rotate propulsion train under no load
(no torque) conditions. For brake tooth (static) contact check, coat turning gears
with lube oil continuously.


c. New Gears/Post Inspection of System. The possibility of having a large amount of dirt
in the system is greatest with new gears or after gear casings have been lifted for repair
or inspection. Particular care shall be given to checking strainers when units are new
or after covers or caps have been lifted. If large amounts of dirt are found, muslin bags
(Type 7, Class 1) shall be fitted in the strainer basket to assist in cleaning the system.
To avoid accumulation of water from condensation, continue circulation of the lube
oil, when the main engines are secured, until the temperature of the oil and reduction
gear casings approximates the engine room temperature. While the oil is circulated,
the cooler shall be operated and the engine rotated continuously. The purifier shall be
operated during circulation of the oil and long enough after circulation is completed
until no further water is discharged.


d. Height of Oil in Gear Case. The oil level in the bottom of the gear case shall not rise
above the lower level of the teeth of the gear unless an oil shield is fitted around the
gear wheel for the purpose of carrying a higher level. If not observed, churning and
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aeration of the oil will occur. This condition may be indicated by an overflow of
foaming oil through the vent at the top of the gear case (if so fitted) and oil leaks in
the gear-casing joints. If this condition occurs, the engines shall be slowed or stopped,
and the excess oil drained from the gear case, or, if oil buildup is caused by a drain
blockage, the lines to the sump tank shall be examined and abnormal conditions
corrected.


e. Getting Underway. Preparation includes the following:
1. Inspect sump or supply for sufficient oil in the system.
2. Inspect for water in the sump bottom, and remove as necessary.
3. Establish that circulating water is available at the lube oil cooler.
4. Ensure that the lube oil in the sumps is a minimum of 90° F or higher if specified


by the manufacturer before starting the main engines and rotating the main
propulsion machinery.


5. Ensure that oil is flowing freely at the correct pressure to all gear shaft bearings,
spray nozzles and line shaft components. When oil is flowing at operating
temperature to all bearings and sprays, check the operating level in the sump or
supply tank.


6. Once underway, frequently observe all oil pressures and temperatures, and
enter results in the log. Check sump oil level frequently, and if changes occur,
investigate immediately.


3.6.7    Care of New Lube Oil.   New oil is delivered to ships either in bulk by barge or tank
trucks or as packaged products in drums, pails, or cans. The recipient of delivered oil should
check for intact seals on commercial trucks and verify delivery documents. If oil quality or
quantity is questionable, do not take the oil on board until the problem is resolved with the
activity personnel responsible for the delivery. Delivery by trucks should include a laboratory
test report of lube oil quality. Additional guidelines are as follow:


1. Inspect the delivered oil for visual appearance. New oil delivered to ships shall meet
the requirements of clear and bright as provided in Section 5.


2. Ensure that the truck hose is connected to the correct ship manifold. Verify the storage
tank level and capacity prior to transfer. Upon completion of delivery, sound the lube
oil tanks and verify that the quantity delivered equals the truck meter reading(s).


3. Packaged lube oil is normally sealed and the containers are marked to identify the
contents. Do not use the oil if the container markings are unclear. Fifty-five gallon
drums are fitted with cap seals on the bungs. If these seals are not intact, do not use the
oil until the quality can be verified by oil analysis. When initially opening new drums
and pails, take a thief sample and visually inspect for clear and bright. If the sample
appears suspect, isolate the container and do not use until the oil quality has been
established. If other containers show similar quality deficiencies, submit a defective
material report.


4. Do not add packaged lube oil directly into operating machinery. All packaged lube oil
especially hydraulic oil shall be filtered through an approved filter cart with 3-micron
particulate filter and 10-micron water absorbing filter when servicing equipment.
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5. New or renovated oil from ship storage or settling tanks shall always be passed
through an operating purifier to remove contaminants before introducing the oil into
the circulating systems or storage tanks if applicable.


3.6.8    Flushing of Lube Oil Systems.  


3.6.8.1   Introduction. Cleanliness of lube oil systems is of the utmost importance. Damage
to machinery can occur if lube oil systems are not properly and completely cleaned. During
extended system shutdowns, such as overhaul, systems are subject to contamination from various
sources, such as steel piping and sump tank oxidation, component repair or replacement, system
modification, removal of system piping sections for access to other system components, and
failure to protect system openings from external contamination sources. When cleanliness of a
lubricating oil system has been lost due to contamination, the system should be flushed using
a detailed procedure developed from the flushing procedures described in this section. Where
feasible, shop cleaning of the contaminated portion of the system may be substituted for a
shipboard flush.


3.6.8.2   General Guidelines. The flushing procedures described in this section are intended to
be the basis for more detailed industrial activity procedures. Modifications may be necessary
because of individual activity practices or variations in ship configurations. In situations when
loss of cleanliness involves objects such as rags, bolts, etc., additional actions may be required
to ensure that the system does not contain contaminants that may not be removed by performing
a system flush. Borescoping and/or disassembly of lube oil coolers, system components, and
piping downstream of system installed strainers/filters may be required.


NOTE:


Use of these procedures is limited to those situations in which replacement components
have not been coated with a preservative. Portions that have been preserved shall be
hand cleaned or flushed according to procedures approved by USCG SFLC. If abrasive
blasting has taken place on, or in the vicinity of, the ship during overhaul, sump tanks,
strainers, filter bags, and other parts of the system involved in the flushing procedure
shall be inspected with particular care. Check for abrasive material in the system. Should
abrasive blasting material be found, all accessible parts of the system shall be manually
wiped down with lint-free cloths soaked in kerosene. The system shall then be cleaned and
flushed according to USCG-approved procedures.


WARNING:


Avoid skin contact with kerosene. Wash affected skin areas with soap and water upon
completion of cleaning. Avoid heat or open flames. Read all pertinent material safety data
sheets before using solvents.
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3.6.8.3   Preliminary Sump and Tank Cleaning. Before system flushing, the interior surfaces of
sump stowage and settling tanks shall be wiped with clean lint-free cloths soaked in cleaning
oil, kerosene, or other petroleum-derived solvent to remove foreign material. Tanks shall then be
wiped dry with clean, lint-free cloths and all surfaces coated with the system oil. Be sure cloths
are removed after cleaning. Also, any dead-ended piping that cannot be flushed shall be hand
cleaned before system flushing.


3.6.8.4   Hydrostatic Testing of the System. Before performing the flushing procedures,
hydrostatically test the flushing arrangement by bringing the flushing oil to service pressure to
ensure tightness and to prevent spraying hot oil into the compartment. Monitor the entire system
during flushing so that any system failure is detected promptly.


CAUTION:


Do not install filter bag with its excess length extending below the lube oil strainer basket
mounting surface (to the outlet side of the basket). Bags Caution – precedes installed with
excess length extending to the outlet side may become frayed, contaminating the lube oil
system with fibers.


3.6.8.5   Flushing Strainer Filter Bags. Nylon filter bags shall be used and shall be of a
continuous filament nylon cloth, scoured finish, 80 by 80 thread, 75–100 micron fiber thickness,
125–200 micron holes in cloth.
Each bag size shall be installed for an equal amount of time based on the minimum circulation
time calculated (e.g., for cutters with 25 micron filters, if the calculated minimum circulation
time is 12 hours, each size bag shall be installed for a minimum of 2 hours). Filter bags should
be made 1 to 2 inches larger in diameter, and approximately 4 inches longer than the strainer
baskets, to prevent rupture and to allow for folding the bag at the top of the basket. There shall
be no raw edges to the bag. All stitching shall be sewn either with polyester filament or nylon
banded thread, size E.


3.6.8.6   Timing of Flush. The system shall be flushed and cleaned as near to the completion of
the overhaul as is practical.


3.6.8.7   Reduction Gear Systems Using MIL-L-9000 (MS 9250) and MIL-L-2104 (15W40) Oil
or its Commercial Oil Equivalent. If oil conforming to either MIL-L-9000 (MS 9250) or MIL-
L-2104 (15W40) or its commercial equivalent is used as the reduction gear oil, the foregoing
procedures shall be used except that the system oil shall be heated to 180 ± 5°F (82 ± 3°C) and
circulated.


3.6.8.8   Diesel Engine Lube Oil System Flush. Diesel engine flushing is comprised of two
operations: initial flushing of external systems, and final flushing of the engine and its system.
For detailed diesel engine flushing procedures, refer to the following in Appendix F ALCO 251B
Main Diesel Engines. While this appendix is written specifically for the ALCO 251 engines, the
procedures are applicable for most large engines in the Coast Guard fleet.
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3.6.8.9   Lube Oil Fill, Transfer, and Purification System Flush. The following procedures apply
to system flushes of the oil fill, transfer, and purification systems:


1. Before flushing the service systems, flush the fill, transfer, and purification system
piping.


2. Use the system purifier or a portable flushing rig for flushing the piping.
3. Fill one stowage or settling tank to the appropriate level with the designated system


lube oil; circulate the oil through the system from tank to tank, or tank group to tank
group, by means of installed purifiers. If multiple purifiers are installed, alternate them
periodically.


4. Maintain the flushing oil at a temperature of 74 ± 3°C (165 ± 5°F) using the purifier
heater.


5. Periodically cycle system valves to ensure adequate flushing through all piping.
Circulate oil through the purifier centrifuge.


6. Clean the strainers when a pressure differential increase of 2 to 5 psi is noted in the
strainer. Inspect residue for evidence of metal or rust, and if present, eliminate the
cause. Circulate oil through the entire system until the cleanliness criteria of NAS
1638 Class 9 or ISO 4406 code 20/18/15, as indicated by approved portable particle
counter, has been met for a period of two consecutive hours.


3.6.9    Miscellaneous Lube Oil System Cleaning Requirements.  


3.6.9.1   Removing Water from Pockets. Open up and wipe out any pockets in the system. If
indications of sludge deposits remain, dismantle oil lines and clean manually with wiping cloths.
After oil lines are assembled, circulate oil through the system.


3.6.9.2   Sump Tank Inspection. Sump tanks require careful inspection because any deposits that
are overlooked may be circulated throughout the lube oil system. Annually, or as specified by
PMS, pump all oil from these tanks to the settling tanks, lift the manhole plates, and examine
the tank interiors. If any sludge or other impurities are detected, clean the tank before the system
is put into operation. If the tank sides show signs of corrosion, scrape and wire brush them,
taking care to prevent chips from entering the system. Do not coat or paint tanks without USCG
approval.


3.6.9.3   Use of Waste Rags in Oil Tanks. Never use waste rags to wipe the inside of a tank,
bearing, or any lube oil system part. Use only lint-free cloths for all wiping needs, including
hands. Be sure to remove cloths after cleaning.


3.6.10    Lube Oil System Precautions.  


3.6.10.1   Open System Precautions. Whenever any part of a lube oil system is opened (such
as a tank, pipe, or sump) foreign matter shall be prevented from entering the lube oil system
components. If the system is opened when any contaminant-producing work (such as wire-
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brushing, grinding, or chipping) is in process, all openings exposed to contaminants shall be
blanked off.


NOTE:


The foregoing requirements for system closure apply also to lube oil system vents, such
as tank and gear case vents. Whenever overhaul work is to be done in machinery spaces,
and particularly when abrasive blasting is to be performed on or near the ship, every
precaution shall be taken to prevent contaminants from entering through vents and other
openings in the system. Abrasive blasting of any interior portion of the lube oil system is
prohibited. The blanks shall be strong, durable material to prevent rupture and shall be
securely fastened to prevent them from being dislodged by normal rough handling. Loose-
fitting covers (wood plugs or rags) are not satisfactory.
A loose cloth, such as a canvas cover, may be used under the following circumstances:
a. The system will be open for only a short time.
b. The opening is under observation.
c. No contaminant-producing work is in process.


3.6.10.2   Leakage. Lube oil systems are subject to two kinds of leaks: oil leaking from the
system, and water leaking into the system. The leakage of oil from the system can be detected by
an increase in oil consumption, by the presence of oil in the bilges, and by noting the flow of oil
at the faulty parts. The leakage of water into the system can be detected by visually examining
the oil, testing the discharge from the drain and settling tanks, noting the nature of the discharge
from the purifier, and by an increase in the reading of the gauges attached to the sump tanks. To
ensure that leaks are detected quickly, the following inspections shall be made:


1. Hourly note and log the amount of oil in the sump tanks.
2. Daily sample the water side of the oil cooler and note if there is any oil in the cooling


water.
3. Frequently inspect the bilges for the presence of oil.
4. Frequently inspect the bearings, oil lines, and fittings for leaks.
5. Determine the appropriate oil level for each sump tank at various running speeds.


Inspect regularly to see that neither the upper limit nor the safe lower limit is
exceeded.


6. During each watch while the ship is underway, frequently inspect the sump tank float
gauge to be sure it is operative.


7. Whenever machinery is secured, manifold and cup covers shall be in place.
8. Periodic visual lube oil testing shall be conducted in accordance with equipment PMS


and EOSS procedures.


3.6.10.3   Safety Precautions. All lubricated equipment and the lube oil systems shall be
protected from damage by observance of the following precautions:
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1. If the oil supply is interrupted, stop the affected machinery immediately; determine
cause and correct; and restore oil supply before resuming operation.


2. If a sudden increase of pressure at the pumps is noted, inspect the flow of oil at the
bearings immediately. The pressure increase is usually attributable to a clogged
strainer.


3. The lubrication system shall be operated as an independent system. The standby and
emergency lube oil pump shall be kept ready for immediate use.


4. Take every precaution to prevent water from entering the lube oil system; if water
level exceeds system contamination limits, remove it as quickly as possible.


5. Do not permit the oil level in gear casings to rise to the point that gear teeth are
immersed; such immersion causes churning, foaming, emulsification, and a sudden
increase in temperature.


6. At the first sign that the temperature of the lube oil leaving a bearing or other unit is
higher than normal, check oil cooler operation and investigate the cause of increased
bearing temperature.


7. Operate oil coolers when oil temperature at the cooler outlet reaches system
temperature specified by USCG, and continue to operate as long as the oil temperature
at the cooler outlet exceeds that temperature. Any rise above normal operating
temperature shall be satisfactorily accounted for; the bearing condition shall be
watched carefully. Any problem discovered shall be remedied immediately. Until
corrected, the machinery shall be slowed or stopped to avoid exceeding the safe
bearing temperature.


8. When oil coolers are unused for more than 24 hours while in port, keep the seawater
side drained.


9. Use only manufacturer-recommended oils that appear in published technical manual.
10. When an engine room is secured and the ship is being towed, or is being propelled


by units other than its main engines, the bearings of the shafts and machinery that
are turned by propeller drag shall be adequately lubricated. If adequate lubrication is
unavailable, the jacking gear shall be engaged and locked. Even with the jacking gear
engaged and the brake set, oil shall be supplied to the bearings underway, if practical,
to provide additional safety in case the jacking gear brake should start to slip.


11. Circulate clean oil through an idle system weekly for at least 15 minutes. Jack the
main engines at the same time. This precaution is not applicable to diesel engine or gas
turbine installations.


12. Lube oil purifiers shall be operated each day while underway until there is no
indication of water in the oil. When the main propulsion machinery is secured, the lube
oil shall be purified until no water is discharged from the purifiers.


13. To prevent emulsification or acidity, oil in the drain tank shall be routed to the settling
tanks, heated, and run through the purifiers as soon as the oil becomes emulsified or
contaminated by water or other impurities.


14. Diesel lube oil contaminated by 5 percent fuel or 30 percent thickening shall be
discarded.


15. Whenever any part of the lube oil system is open, however briefly, the openings shall
be covered to prevent the entry of foreign matter.
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16. Waste rags shall never be used to wipe the inside of a tank, a bearing, or other
lubrication system part. Use lint-free wiping cloths only.


17. The oil reservoir of blowers and other independent machinery shall be monitored
frequently and kept filled with clean oil of the proper quality.


18. Lube oil shall be discarded, the system cleaned, and new oil introduced when testing
indicates that allowable use limits have been exceeded or when reasonable operation
of the purification facilities will not remove emulsion and sludge. The addition of new
oil to used oil to enhance or "sweeten" its properties is prohibited.


19. To ensure that the proper grade of oil has been delivered and is free from
contamination, all newly received oil shall be carefully examined before being taken
on board.


20. Keep covers on oil cups of secured machinery.
21. Keep bearing inspection opening covers closed except when openings are in use for


bearing examination.
22. Do not cut in coolers until after oil pumps have been started. Secure coolers before


securing oil pumps. The pressure on the oil side of the cooler shall always be kept
greater than that on the water side.


23. Lube oil in the bilges shall not be reclaimed nor added to the lubrication system.


3.6.11    Lube Oil System Inspections.   The following is a list of generic inspections which
shall be performed on the lube oil system unless otherwise specified by Standard Operating
Procedures or PMS:


1. Hourly note and log the amount of oil in operating equipment sump tanks.
2. Hourly check oil level and temperature of spring bearings.
3. Frequently during each watch inspect float gauge in drain areas.
4. Each watch, make frequent inspections to see that there are no leaks in the lube oil


system.
5. Frequently examine the sight flows of the lube oil system during each watch to see that


a proper oil supply is maintained. See that all funnel drains are clear and open.
6. Clean the strainers once a day or when a pressure differential (in excess of 1 to 1-1/2


psi) is noted through the strainer. Inspect residue for metal and rust and, if they are
present, eliminate the cause.


7. Inspect purifier operation once each half hour when system is being renovated. When
underway, with continuous sump-to-sump purification in progress, test once every four
hours.


8. Open and check the vent connection on the water side of the oil cooler at least daily to
be sure that cooling water is free from oil.


9. Check diesel engine oil as per MPC or OEM technical manual to be sure oil is free
from fuel contamination.


10. Within 24 hours prior to putting any machinery into operation, fully test lube oil
condition and system operation, including low pressure oil alarm, standby pump
automatic starting devices, and duplicate sources of power to motor-driven pumps.


11. Inspect and clean sump tanks as required.
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12. After extensive lube oil system repairs, after repairs to any equipment served by the
system, and when testing indicates, inspect and clean the entire lubrication system.


3.7    Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant Requirement.  


3.7.1    General.   This section provides information and requirements for approved
environmentally acceptable lubricants for use on oil-to-sea interfaces onboard USCG Cutters.


3.7.1.1   Introduction. Recognizing the potential for small amounts of fluid to be discharged
during operation it is considered the most responsible action in terms of protecting the
environment to use biodegradable fluid in systems where fluid may be expected to leak into the
environment. It is important to recognize that seals leak; it is just a matter of how much and how
soon excessive leakage will occur. If you operate in an environment that may have abrasive silt
and sand contacting the seal element, it will be sooner. If there is no drainable void separating
the two sealed fluids then either the oil will leak out, water will leak in, or both when the seal is
compromised. The significance of lubricant discharges to the aquatic ecosystem is substantial.
The main systems to consider for the use of EAL are the Controlled Pitch Propeller, Stern Tube
Bearing, Thruster gearboxes, Horizontal stabilizers and other oil-to-sea interfaces. In addition
to spills and stern tube leakage, there are “operational inputs” of lubricant oils that occur due
to continuous low-level discharges and leakages that occur during normal vessel operations in
port. The sources of operational discharges include deck machinery and in-water (submerged)
machinery. The Proposed 2013 Vessel General Permit requires that all vessels constructed on
or after December 19, 2013 must use an environmentally acceptable lubricant in all oil-to-sea
interfaces.
Commandant’s policy is to comply with laws, regulations, and treaties, to the extent
possible, even where they do not apply to government vessels. CIM 16455.1, VESSEL
ENVIRONMENTAL MANUAL promulgates our environmental policies and procedures
applicable to waterborne assets generally requiring ships meet the Inter-national Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL). Chapter 5 generally prohibits discharge
into the sea of any oil or oily mixtures from a ship. Treated discharges may only be made while
proceeding en route and must be processed through the OWS to prevent discharge of undiluted
liquid with more than 15ppm oil. The Clean Water Act prohibits the discharge of oil in a harmful
quantity (one that causes a sheen, i.e. >15 ppm of oil) into waters within 12 NM of the U.S.
coast. M16455.1 clarifies what is considered to be oil; that may vary depending on the vessel’s
location.
The term environmentally acceptable lubricant (EAL) is used to describe lubricants that have
been demonstrated to meet standards for:


• Readily Biodegradable
• Low Aquatic Toxicity
• Non-Bioaccumulation


3.7.1.2   Readily Biodegradable. Biodegradability is a measure of the breakdown of a chemical
(or a chemical mixture) by microorganisms. Readily biodegradable is an operational definition
that some fraction of a compound is ultimately biodegradable within a specific timeframe, as
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specified by a test method. Common test methods, such as those developed by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and the American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM), for determining lubricant biodegradability are OECD 301B (the
Modified Strum test) and ASTM D-5864. OECD 301B and ASTM D-5864 measure ready
biodegradability, defined as the conversion of 60% of the material to CO2 within a ten-day
window following the onset of biodegradation, which must occur within 28 days of test
initiation.


3.7.1.3   Aquatically Non-Toxic. An EAL must also demonstrate low toxicity to aquatic
organisms. Test methods to demonstrate toxicity include the OECD tests series 201-4,
and 209-212; and corresponding USEPA environmental effect test guidelines from EPA
560/6-82-002. The most common aquatic toxicity tests for assessing EALs are the 72-hour
growth test for algae (OECD 201), the 48-hour acute toxicity test for daphnia (OECD 202), and
the 96-hour toxicity test for fish (OECD 203). Analogous USEPA tests are sections EG-8, EG-1,
and EG-9 of EPA 560/6-82-002 for algae, daphnia, and fish, respectively.


3.7.1.4   Non-Bioaccumulation. The propensity of a substance to bioaccumulate is another
property of a lubricant that is often considered in the qualification of a product as an EAL.
Bioaccumulation is the build-up of chemicals within the tissues of an organism over time. The
longer the organism is exposed to a chemical and the longer the organism lives, the greater
the accumulation of the chemical in the tissues. If the chemical has a slow degradation rate
or low depuration rate within an organism, concentrations of that chemical may build-up in
the organism’s tissues and may eventually lead to adverse biological effects. It is, therefore,
desirable to use compounds in formulations that do not bioaccumulate. It may not be possible
to phase out all bioaccumulating compounds, but it is feasible to use chemicals that have a
lower bioaccumulation potential, either through not being taken up as readily or by degrading
more quickly both in the environment and in the organism. The bioaccumulation potential of a
compound is directly related to its water solubility; chemicals that are not water soluble tend to
move into fatty tissues rather than to staying in water.
A summary of the major factors regarding biodegradation, toxicity and bioaccumulation
potential, for each of the base oil types is shown in Table 16. In this table, the three major criteria
are presented for each base oil and indicate the environmental outcome. The biodegradability
of a lubricant reflects that of the lubricant’s base oil, while the degree of aquatic toxicity is
typically a consequence of the performance enhancing additives (or thickening agents) within the
formulation. The base oils that degrade quickly are considered more preferable than those that do
not rapidly degrade, although there might be a trade-off with regard to the depletion of oxygen
during compound metabolism. The compounds that do not bioaccumulate and are relatively less
toxic are considered more preferable than those that bioaccumulate and have higher toxicities.


TABLE 16 - Comparative Environmental Behavior of Lubricants by Base Oil Type


Lubricant
Base Oil


Base Oil Source Biodegradation Potential for
Bioaccumulation


Toxicity


Mineral Oil Petroleum Persistent/
Inherently


Yes High
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Lubricant
Base Oil


Base Oil Source Biodegradation Potential for
Bioaccumulation


Toxicity


Polyalkylene
Glycols (PAG)


Petroleum Source
- Polyether


Readily No Low a


Synthetic Ester Synthesized from
biological sources


Readily No Low


Vegetable Oils Naturally
occurring
vegetable oils


Readily No Low


a  Solubility may increase the toxicity of some PAGs


3.7.1.5   Static Sheen Test. In addition to these requirements, an EAL to be approved for
use onboard USCG cutters must pass the US EPA 40 CFR 435: Static Sheen Test. Title 40:
Protection of Environment PART 435—Oil and Gas Extraction Point Source Category Subpart
A—Offshore Subcategory Appendix 1 to Subpart A of Part 435—Static Sheen Test.


1. Scope and Application: This method is to be used as a compliance test for the “no
discharge of free oil” requirement for discharges of drilling fluids, drill cuttings,
produced sand, and well treatment, completion and workover fluids. “Free oil” refers
to any oil contained in a waste stream that when discharged will cause a film or sheen
upon or a discoloration of the surface of the receiving water.


2. Summary of Method: 15-mL samples of drilling fluids or well treatment, completion,
and workover fluids, and 15-g samples (wet weight basis) of drill cuttings or produced
sand are introduced into ambient seawater in a container having an air-to-liquid
interface area of 1000 cm2 (155.5 psi). Samples are dispersed within the container and
observations made no more than one hour later to ascertain if these materials cause
sheen, iridescence, gloss, or increased reflectance on the surface of the test seawater.
The occurrence of any of these visual observations will constitute a demonstration
that the tested material contains “free oil,” and therefore results in a prohibition of its
discharge into receiving waters.


TABLE 17 - Independent Laboratory Results of Appendix 1 to Subpart A of Static
Sheen Test 40 CFR 435 of Various Commercially Available Hydraulic Fluids


PAG Based
Hydraulic


Fluid


Vegetable
Oil Based
Hydraulic


Fluid


Synthetic
Ester Based
Hydraulic


Fluid


White
Oil Based
Hydraulic


Fluid


Petroleum
Based


Hydraulic
Fluid


Silvery or metalic
sheen


NO NO NO NO NO


Increased reflectivity NO NO YES YES NO


Visual color NO NO NO NO NO
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PAG Based
Hydraulic


Fluid


Vegetable
Oil Based
Hydraulic


Fluid


Synthetic
Ester Based
Hydraulic


Fluid


White
Oil Based
Hydraulic


Fluid


Petroleum
Based


Hydraulic
Fluid


Iridescence NO NO NO NO NO


Oil slick exceeding
10% of surface area


NO YES YES YES YES


Appendix 1 to
subpart A of
40CFR435 result


PASS FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL


3.7.2    Minimum Technical Requirements for Environmentally Acceptable Hydraulic Fluids.  


3.7.2.1  The proper hydraulic fluid for the hydrostatic circuit must be selected carefully on the
basis of the guidelines below, if possible even during the early design and configuration of
the system, in order to ensure problem-free, economic operation. Not all requirements can be
equally well met, for example due to reasons of price, and so it is important to determine the
appropriate balance of characteristics required. The viscosity and viscosity/temperature curve
are of primary importance, and the density and pour point must also be taken into account.
Recommend selecting an operating viscosity (at operating temperature) in the optimal range for
efficiency and service life appropriate to the circuit temperature (closed circuit), as follows:


• Vopt = opt. operating viscosity 16 ... 36 mm2/sec


The limit values are as follows:


• Vmin = 5 mm2/sec
• for a short period at a maximum temperature of Tmax = 115°C.


NOTE:


Note that the maximum fluid temperature of 115°C must never be exceeded, even locally
(e.g. in the storage area).


• Vmax = 1600 mm2/sec
• for a short period during cold starting (n #1000 rpm, Tmin = -40°C).


3.7.2.2  Special precautions are required at temperatures of -25°C to -40°C. To adapt the
viscosity to the various temperature conditions, there are different viscosity classes of between
22 and 68 cSt, depending on fluid type, based on a temperature of 40° C. Standard viscosity
index hydraulic fluids have a viscosity index of approx. 100. High viscosity index hydraulic
fluids or multigrade engine fluids have a viscosity index > 140 and are therefore better suited
for higher temperature ranges (mobile applications). Most currently known environmentally
acceptable hydraulic fluids have a viscosity index >130, and values up to 220 can be attained.
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To evaluate the wear protection characteristics of a hydraulic fluid and therefore the permissible
pressure range, the test method applied is


• FZG – Standard Test A/8, 3/90.


Without limiting the pressure values, the FZG Test (DIN 51354) must yield the following result:


• Damage force level # 10


3.7.2.3  To ensure a long service life for the system, good and reliable filtering is essential.
Primary measures, such as cleaning parts and installing filters in the filling and ventilation
systems do not prevent contamination, because new dirt particles are generated by abrasive wear
as a result of gap boundary friction, erosion and roller bearing fatigue.


3.7.2.4  In order to obtain the required cleanliness class in systems operating under normal
conditions, recommend the use of filters with a retention rate of »#10 # 100«. In open circuit,
only high-pressure and/or return filters may be used. In closed circuit, intake or feed filters must
be used.


3.7.2.5  In the case of polyalkylene glycol-based synthetic fluids, note that due to their higher
density compared to mineral fluid, the suction pressure at the pump inlet must not fall below
the permissible minimum value. This requirement is especially important in the case of intake
filtering. Other requirements to consider for an environmentally acceptable lubricant to be
approved for use onboard are seal and oil compatibility, water solubility and performance.


3.7.2.6  The preferred environmentally acceptable lubricants for use onboard USCG cutters are
the PAG based lubricants. Polyalkylene glycols (PAG) are synthetic lubricant base oils, typically
made by the polymerization of ethylene or propylene oxide. They can be soluble in either oil
(propylene oxide) or water (ethylene oxide).


3.7.2.7  Although the cost of PAG fluid is approximately four times the cost of mineral based oil,
it does not need to be changed at regular intervals and does not require the use of a purification
device. Also, the additional cost is small compared to the cost of an emergency dry-docking
for minute amounts of oil that leave a significant sized sheen on the water surface. This fluid
also has the benefit that we should not need to report oil discharge unless there is actually
a measurable amount of fluid that has leaked out because it does not leave a film, sheen or
discoloration to the water.


3.7.2.8  One EAL, Neptune Gear Lubricant ISO 100, has initially been listed in Appendix A
as OEM Spec Oil in the bow thruster system of the CGC MACKINAW as it continues to be
evaluated. Additional prototyping of Kemel ST-77 oil in the CPP system of two 225’ WLB class
vessels has been underway with positive results.


3.7.3    Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant Requirements for New Propulsor Systems (Z-
Drive, Maneuvering Thrusters, CPP).  
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1. Environmental Criteria
a. Fluid must pass all 5 sections of the US EPA 40CFR435 Static Sheen test.
b. Fluid must be tested and confirmed to be “Practically Non-Toxic” at a minimum


to fish and other aquatic wildlife under US Fish and Wildlife Service – Toxicity
Classification.


c. Fluid must be “Readily Biodegradable” according to OECD 301F.
d. Fluid must be Non-bioaccumulative.


2. Lubricating Properties
a. Wear Performance


(1). Vane Pump Test, ASTM D7043 – <10 mg Total Wear.
(2). FZG Visual Gear Test, ASTM D5182 – minimum 12 stages passed.
(3). Four Ball Wear, ASTM D4172 – maximum 1.0 mm wear scar.
(4). Four Ball EP Test, ASTM D2783 – minimum 150 weld load & load wear


index.
b. Physical Properties


(1). Viscosity, ASTM D445 – cSt @40C results for viscosity grades.
(2). Viscosity Index, ASTM D2270 – relationship of viscosity to temperature


(170 minimum).
(3). Specific Gravity @20#C, ASTM D1298 – will product float (>1.0).
(4). FM Approved – is product considered fire retardant?
(5). Hydrolytic Stability, Turbine Oil Stability Test (TOST), ASTM D943 (Wet)


– hours to 2.0 increase in total acid number (TAN).
(6). Polyalkylene glycol fluids are inert to water and cannot create insoluble


varnish even when subjected to the normal catalysts of moisture/heat/wear
metals/debris.


TABLE 18 - Lubricant Requirements


Characteristics Method Limit Notes


Sheen 40 CFR 435: Static
Sheen Test


Observation shall
show no sheen,
iridescence, gloss or
increased reflectance
on the surface of test
seawater.


Must pass all 5
sections of US EPA 40
CFR 435


Color ASTM D1500 Report Clear-Yellow, Clear-
White is not allowed


Viscosity (1),
cSt@40C ISO 32


ASTM D445 28.8 min, 35.2 max Deck Hydraulics


Viscosity (2),
cSt@40C ISO 46


ASTM D445 41.4 min, 50.6 max Deck Hydraulics
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Characteristics Method Limit Notes


Viscosity (3),
cSt@40C ISO 68


ASTM D445 61.2 min, 74.8 max CPP, Stabilizer
Hydraulics, Deck
hydraulics


Viscosity (4),
cSt@40C ISO 100


ASTM D445 90.0 min, 110.0 max Thrusters


Viscosity Index ASTM D2270 170, minimum


Specific Gravity @
20° (68°F)


ASTM D1298 1.02


Corrosion, Copper
Strip @ 100°C


ASTM D130 1, maximum


Rust Preventative
Characteristics in the
Presence of Water


ASTM D665A Pass


Water, % by wt ASTM D95 0.25% maximum


Foam Characteristics ASTM D892 65 maximum


Acidity ASTM D664 <3.0 mgKOH/g after
1000 hours


Used to indicate
relative changes that
occur in oil during
use under oxidizing
conditions regardless
of the color or other
properties of the
resulting oil.


Pour Point ASTM D97 -40°C (-40°F) min
(ISO 32, 46 hyd)
- 34°C (-30°F) min
(ISO 68 hyd)
- 40°C (-40°F) min
ISO (100 gear)


Flash Point ASTM D92 239°C (462°F)


Compatibility No sludge or emulsion
precipitates when
mixed with water or
petroleum oil.


FZG Visual Gear Test,
Stages Passed


ASTM D5182 12


Four Ball Wear, mm
Wear Scar


ASTM D4172 0.81
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Characteristics Method Limit Notes


Vane Pump Test, Total
mm Wear


ASTM D7043 <10


OK Load (Timken
Method), min.


ASTM D2509 120 lb-f


EP Properties (Four-
Ball Method)


ASTM D2783


Weld Point 250 kgf


Load-Wear Index 65 kgf


Seal Compatibility
(1000 hr at 100°C),
Buna-n, Viton, PTFE


Pass


FM Approved Test Standard 6930 Yes


OECD Ready
Biodegradability, 8/8
Biodegradation


Test method 301F 72%, minimum


3.7.4    Environmentally Acceptable Lubricant Retrofit Requirements (Change from Mineral-
Based Fluid to PAG).  


1. OEM Approvals
a. Fluid in question must be sanctioned for evaluation by an OEM after


consideration of compatibility of fluid with existing system oil, seals, hoses and
metals commonly found in hydraulic and gear systems have been confirmed.


TABLE 19 - Recommended Fluids


System Recommended Fluids


American Chemicals Neptune AW 46 or AW 68CPP


Kemel ST-77*


Maneuvering Thrusters American Chemicals Neptune Gear Lubricant ISO 68 or
100


Deck Hydraulics American Chemicals Neptune AW 32, 46 or 68


Stabilizer Hydraulics American Chemicals Neptune AW 32, 46 or 68


*Kemel ST-77 has not been tested for low aquatic toxicity requirements of the 72-hour growth
test for algae (OECD 201) and the 48-hour acute toxicity test for daphnia (OECD 202).


• American Chemical Technologies, Inc www.americanchemtech.com (800) 938-0101
• Kobelco Eagle Marine http://www.kobelco-eagle.com/biolube.html (212) 967-5575



http://www.kobelco-eagle.com/biolube.html
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3.7.4.1  To preserve the no sheen performance of the Polyalkylene glycol based fluid when
transitioning from mineral-based lubricant; the system must be completely drained and flushed
in accordance with OEM requirements. Any residual mineral oil is insoluble in the PAG and
will float to the surface in the reservoir. After allowing for resonance time (3-4 hours), wet/dry
vacuum the residual mineral oil off the top of the PAG fluid.


3.7.4.2  At the conclusion of the flush, all filtration elements must be replaced with new ones.
Oil purifiers (centrifuges) will not be effective in removing moisture from the fluid and must be
replaced with vacuum dehydrator if water intrusion will be a concern. Consideration must be
given to gear sets that incorporate yellow metals (brass/bronze). Conventional gear lubricants
incorporate active sulfur as an EP additive and can detrimentally affect the mating surfaces.
Consider non-active sulfur containing EP packages for these applications.


3.7.4.3  All environmentally acceptable lubricants are denser (heavier per gallon) in comparison
to convention mineral-based lubricants. The system must be evaluated to ensure that higher
density of fluid will not cause a problem with pump performance and in particular with
exceeding suction head requirements. SFLC/ESD SME can assist with evaluation of system
requirements.


3.7.4.4  Specific requirements for shipboard and laboratory oil testing during changeover have
to be established. Laboratory testing requirements are outlined in the maintenance requirements
section. Recommend sample system fluid once a week to conduct visual inspection of fluid for
clear and bright criteria. Recommend sample system fluid once month for complete laboratory
oil testing and analysis. SFLC/ESD SME will review test results and provide technical guidance
as required.


3.7.4.5  Test fluid for viscosity using portable viscometer and water content using an approved
water detection test kit. If viscosity and/or water content tests failed, submit fluid sample for
complete oil laboratory testing and analysis. A test plan must be formulated and approved to
monitor fluid performance and quality for a period of six months or more. Provide a complete
report on test results and observations documented onboard.


3.7.5    Environmentally Acceptable Hydraulic Lubricants Maintenance Requirements.  


3.7.5.1   Cleanliness Class. Usually, the cleanliness classes of the hydraulic fluids as delivered
do not meet the requirements of many components. Hydraulic fluids must be filtered using an
appropriate filter system to minimize solid particle contamination and water in the system. The
indication of the cleanliness class for environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluids is given,
similar to mineral oils, in form of a three digit numerical code in accordance with ISO 4406.
This numerical code denotes the number of particles present in a hydraulic fluid for a defined
quantity. Furthermore, foreign particles must not exceed a mass of 50 mg/kg or PPM.
In general, compliance with a minimum cleanliness class of 20/18/15 in accordance with ISO
4406 or better is to be maintained in operation. Tighter tolerance servo valves demand improved
cleanliness classes of maximum 18/16/13. A reduction in cleanliness class by one level means
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half of the quantity of particles and thus greater cleanliness. Lower numbers in cleanliness
classes should always be striven for and extend the service life of hydraulic components. The
component with the highest cleanliness requirements determines the required cleanliness of the
overall system.


3.7.5.2   Mixing of Oils. As early as possible during test operation, new systems should be filled
with the selected hydraulic fluid so as to reduce the risk of accidental mixing of fluids. Changing
the hydraulic medium at a later point represents significant additional costs. Changeovers,
in particular between mineral oils and environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluids, but also
between environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluids themselves may lead to malfunctions (e.g.
undesirable chemical reactions, silting, gumming, stable foam, filter blocking). In the case of
changeovers of the fluid in hydraulic systems, it is important to ensure compatibility of the
new hydraulic fluid with the remainder of the previous fluid. Recommend obtaining a written
performance guarantee from the manufacturer or supplier of the new fluid. The remaining
quantities of the old fluid need to be minimized.
If fluids from different manufacturers or different types from the same manufacturer are
mixed, gelling, silting and deposits may occur. These, in turn, may cause foaming, impaired air
separation ability, malfunctions and damage to the hydraulic system. If the fluid contains more
than 2 % of another fluid then it is considered to be a mixture. Mixing with other hydraulic fluids
is not generally permitted. This also includes hydraulic fluids with the same classification. If
individual lubricant manufacturers advertise miscibility and/or compatibility, this is entirely the
responsibility of the lubricant manufacturer.


3.7.5.3   Foaming. Foam is created by rising air bubbles at the surface of hydraulic fluids in
the tank. Foam that develops should collapse as quickly as possible. Usual hydraulic fluids in
accordance with ISO 15380 are sufficiently inhibited against foam formation in new condition.
On account of aging and adsorption onto surfaces, the defoamer concentration may decrease over
time, leading to stable foam.


3.7.5.4   Corrosion Protection. The hydraulic fluid manufacturer is to guarantee sufficient
corrosion protection of components under all operating conditions, even in the event of a
possible water contamination. Environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluids are tested for
corrosion protection like mineral-based hydraulic oils. When used in practice other corrosion
mechanisms are revealed in detail and in individual cases, for the most part in contact with non-
ferrous and white alloys.


3.7.5.5   Undissolved Air. Under atmospheric conditions the hydraulic fluid contains dissolved
air. In the negative pressure range, for instance in the suction pipe of the pump or downstream
of control edges, this dissolved air may transform into undissolved air. The undissolved air
content represents a risk of cavitation and of the diesel effect. This results in material erosion of
components and increased hydraulic fluid aging. With the correct measures, such as suction pipe
and tank design, and an appropriate hydraulic fluid, air intake and separation can be positively
influenced.
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3.7.5.6   Water Contamination. Water contamination in hydraulic fluids can result from direct
ingress or indirectly through condensation of water from the air due to temperature variations.
Polyalkylene glycol based hydraulic fluid dissolves water completely. It cannot therefore be
drained off from the tank sump. The only method to remove water from PAG environmentally
acceptable fluids is by vacuum dehydration. Close monitoring should be taken to maintain water
levels <1% with preferred water levels being <0.75 % (<7500 PPM) in circulating systems using
these fluids.
Water in the hydraulic fluid may result in increased wear of hydraulic components. Furthermore,
high water content above established limits in PAG EALs can negatively affect lubricity,
and increases susceptibility to cavitation. During operation, the water content in PAG EALs,
determined according to the “Karl Fischer method” must constantly be kept below 0.75 % (7500
PPM).


3.7.5.7   Monitoring and Conditioning.


3.7.5.7.1  Catalysts like air, water, temperature effects and solid particle contamination change
the usage properties of hydraulic fluids, contributing to their aging. To preserve the usage
properties and ensure a long service life for hydraulic fluid and components, the monitoring
of the fluid condition and a filtration adapted to the application requirements (draining and
degassing if required) are indispensable. The effort is higher in the case of unfavorable usage
conditions, increased stress for the hydraulic system or high expectations as to availability and
service life.


3.7.5.7.2  When commissioning a system, only flushing the system can frequently attain the
required minimum cleanliness class. Due to severe start-up contamination, it may be possible
that a fluid and/or filter replacement becomes necessary after a short operating period (< 50
operating hours). The hydraulic fluid must be replaced at regular intervals and tested by the
lubricant manufacturer or recognized accredited test labs. Recommend a reference analysis after
commissioning. The minimum data to be tested for analyses are:


• Viscosity at 40 °C or 100 °C - ASTM D445
• Neutralization number or Total Acid Number (TAN) - ASTM D644
• Water content (Karl-Fischer method) - ASTM D1744
• Particle count measurement with evaluation to ISO 4406
• Elemental analysis (RDE or ICP method) - ASTM D5185
• Direct Reading Ferrography or Analytical Ferrography if particles are present in the oil


3.7.5.7.3  In addition, the following requirements are performed:


• IR spectrum be reviewed for comparison with new product or available trend analyses
• Assessment/evaluation for further use


3.7.5.7.4  Differences in the maintenance and upkeep of environmentally acceptable hydraulic
fluids with the corresponding suitability characteristics in comparison to mineral oil are not
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necessary. After changing over hydraulic fluids it is recommended that the filter be replaced
again after 50 operating hours as fluid aging products may have detached themselves (“self-
cleaning effect“). In comparison to the pure unused hydraulic fluid the changed neutralization
number or Total Acid Number (TAN) indicates how many aging products are contained
in the hydraulic fluid. This value must be kept below 5.0 mgKOH/g. As soon as the trend
analysis notes a significant increase in the corrosive wear, the lubricant manufacturer should be
contacted.


3.7.5.7.5  A rise in Total Acid Number indicates aging of the EAL. Evaluation by the test lab
or lubricant manufacturers is however authoritative, whose recommendation should be urgently
observed. On systems where the possibility of water contamination cannot be completely
excluded (also condensed water), it should be ensured via the hydraulic system circuit that fluid
aging products are not accumulating in individual areas of the hydraulic system, but are being
removed from the system in a controlled manner via filtration system. This should be ensured via
suitable hydraulic circuits (e.g. flushing circuit) or system manufacturer's operating instructions/
specifications.


3.7.5.7.6  All environmentally acceptable fluids, like mineral oil-based fluids are subject to
special disposal obligations. The respective lubricant manufacturers provide specifications on
environmentally acceptable handling and storage. Please ensure that spilt or splashed fluids are
absorbed with appropriate adsorbents or by a technique that prevents it contaminating water
sources, ground or sewerage systems. Comply with the national legal provisions concerning
the disposal of the corresponding fluid. The best and most inexpensive form of environmental
protection is to avoid leakage through the careful maintenance and upkeep of the system fluid.


3.7.5.7.7  The following Tables are threshold limits/values to be utilized for laboratory testing:


TABLE 20 - CPP Systems


Test Variables, Units Minimum High Alarm Maximum Comments


VISCOSITY @40C,
cSt


41.4 50.6 FOR ISO VG 46


VISCOSITY @40C,
cSt


61.2 74.8 FOR ISO VG 68


VISCOSITY @40C,
cSt


69.3 84.7 FOR ISO VG 77


TOTAL ACID
NUMBER, mgKOH/g


4 5


WATER CONTENT,
PPM


5000 10000 MEASURED BY KARL
FISCHER


IRON, PPM 30 50 CORROSION, GEAR,
SHAFT, VALVE


CHROMIUM, PPM 20 30 ROD, VALVE
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Test Variables, Units Minimum High Alarm Maximum Comments


ALUMINUM, PPM 20 30 HOUSING


COPPER, PPM 20 30 BEARING, BUSHING,
VALVE


LEAD, PPM 20 30 BEARING, BUSHING


TIN, PPM 20 30 BEARING, BUSHING


NICKEL, PPM 20 30 GEAR, SHAFT, BEARING


SILVER, PPM


SILICON, PPM 20 30 DIRT OR DUST


SODIUM, PPM 30 50 SALTWATER


POTASSIUM, PPM 30 50 SALTWATER


TITANIUM, PPM PAINT


CALCIUM, PPM ADDITIVE


ZINC, PPM ADDITIVE


PHOSPHORUS, PPM ADDITIVE


BORON, PPM ADDITIVE


BARIUM, PPM ADDITIVE


MAGNESIUM, PPM ADDITIVE


MOLYBDENUM,
PPM


ADDITIVE


ANTIMONY, PPM ADDITIVE


DR SMALL 50 DR FERROGRAPHY


DR LARGE 100 DR FERROGRAPHY


WEAR PARTICLE
CONCENTRATION


150 DR FERROGRAPHY


TABLE 21 - Thrusters


Test Variables, Units Minimum High Alarm Maximum Comments


VISCOSITY @40C,
cSt


90 110 MEASURED AT 40C


TOTAL ACID
NUMBER, mgKOH/g


4 5


WATER CONTENT,
PPM


5000 10000 MEASURED BY KARL
FISCHER
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Test Variables, Units Minimum High Alarm Maximum Comments


IRON, PPM 30 50 GEAR, SHAFT, BEARING,
PUMP, HOUSING, BRAKE,
DISK


CHROMIUM, PPM 20 30 BEARING, SHAFT, SEAL


ALUMINUM, PPM 20 30 BUSHING, THRUST
WASHER


COPPER, PPM 20 30 DISC, BEARING,
BUSHING, THRUST
WASHER, OIL COOLER
TUBING


LEAD, PPM 20 30 BEARING, BUSHING


TIN, PPM 20 30 BEARING, BUSHING


NICKEL, PPM 20 30 GEAR, SHAFT, BEARING,
BUSHING


SILVER, PPM


SILICON, PPM 20 30 DIRT OR DUST


SODIUM, PPM 30 50 SALTWATER


POTASSIUM, PPM 30 50 SALTWATER


TITANIUM, PPM PAINT


CALCIUM, PPM ADDITIVE


ZINC, PPM ADDITIVE


PHOSPHORUS, PPM ADDITIVE


BORON, PPM ADDITIVE


BARIUM, PPM ADDITIVE


MAGNESIUM, PPM ADDITIVE


MOLYBDENUM,
PPM


ADDITIVE


ANTIMONY, PPM ADDITIVE


DR SMALL 50 DR FERROGRAPHY


DR LARGE 100 DR FERROGRAPHY


WEAR PARTICLE
CONCENTRATION


150 DR FERROGRAPHY
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TABLE 22 - Stabilizer and Deck Hydraulics


Test Variables, Units Minimum High Alarm Maximum Comments


VISCOSITY @40C,
cSt


28.8 35.2 FOR ISO VS 32


VISCOSITY @40C,
cSt


41.4 50.6 FOR ISO VG 46


VISCOSITY @40C,
cSt


61.2 74.8 FOR ISO VG 68


TOTAL ACID
NUMBER, mgKOH/g


4 5


WATER CONTENT,
PPM


5000 10000 MEASURED BY KARL
FISCHER


IRON, PPM 20 30 CORROSION, ROTOR,
VANE, PISTON, ROD,
GEAR, SHAFT


CHROMIUM, PPM 15 20 ROD, VALVE


ALUMINUM, PPM 20 30 PUMP HOUSING


COPPER, PPM 50 100 BEARING, BUSHING,
SWASH PLATE CUP, OIL
COOLER TUBING


LEAD, PPM 20 30 PUMP THRUST PLATE,
BUSHING


TIN, PPM 20 30 PUMP THRUST PLATE,
BUSHING


NICKEL, PPM 20 30 GEAR, SHAFT, BUSHING
(ALLOY WITH IRON)


SILICON, PPM 20 30 DIRT OR DUST


SODIUM, PPM 30 50 SALTWATER


POTASSIUM, PPM 30 50 SALTWATER


TITANIUM, PPM ADDITIVE


CALCIUM, PPM ADDITIVE


ZINC, PPM ADDITIVE


PHOSPHORUS, PPM ADDITIVE


BORON, PPM ADDITIVE


BARIUM, PPM ADDITIVE


MAGNESIUM, PPM ADDITIVE
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Test Variables, Units Minimum High Alarm Maximum Comments


MOLYBDENUM,
PPM


ADDITIVE


ANTIMONY, PPM ADDITIVE


PARTICLE COUNT
>4 MICRON


10000 ISO 4406


PARTICLE COUNT
>6 MICRON


2500 ISO 4406


PARTICLE COUNT
>14 MICRON


320 ISO 4406


PARTICLE COUNT
ISO CLASS


20/18/15 ISO 4406


4.   NOTES None.
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APPENDIX A
LISTING OF APPROVED LUBRICANTS FOR


PROPULSION EQUIPMENT BY CUTTER CLASS


A1.   SCOPE See tables below:
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Figure 3 - Approved Lubricants pg 1
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Figure 4 - Approved Lubricants pg 2
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Figure 5 - Approved Lubricants pg 3
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Figure 6 - Approved Lubricants pg 4
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Figure 7 - Approved Lubricants pg 5


A2.   NOTES None.
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APPENDIX B
NEW SHIPBOARD OIL TEST EQUIPMENT


B1.   SCOPE See instructions below:
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Figure 8 - Enclosure pg 1
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Figure 9 - Enclosure pg 2
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Figure 10 - Enclosure pg 3
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Figure 11 - Enclosure pg 4
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Figure 12 - Enclosure pg 5
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Figure 13 - Enclosure pg 6


B2.   NOTES None.
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APPENDIX C
API ENGINE OIL SERVICE CLASSIFICATION


C1.   SCOPE The current and previous API Engine Oil Service Categories are listed
below. Oils may have more than one performance level. For diesel engines, the latest
category usually – but not always – includes the performance properties of an earlier
category. For gasoline engines, the latest engine oil service category includes the
performance properties of each earlier category. If an automotive owner’s manual calls
for API SJ,SL or SM oil, API SN oil will provide full protection.


TABLE 23 - Diesel Engines


Category Status Service


CJ-4 Current Introduced in 2006. For high-speed, four-stroke engines
designed to meet 2007 model year on-highway exhaust
emission standards. CJ-4 oils are compounded for use in all
applications with diesel fuels ranging in sulfur content up to
500 ppm (0.05% by weight). However, use of these oils with
greater than 15 ppm (0.0015% by weight) sulfur fuel may
impact exhaust aftertreatment system durability and/or oil
drain interval. CJ-4 oils are effective at sustaining emission
control system durability where particulate filters and other
advanced aftertreatment systems are used. Optimum
protection is provided for control of catalyst poisoning,
particulate filter blocking, engine wear, piston deposits, low-
and high-temperature stability, soot handling properties,
oxidative thickening, foaming, and viscosity loss due to
shear. API CJ-4 oils exceed the performance criteria of API
CI-4 with CI-4 PLUS, CI-4, CH-4, CG-4 and CF-4 and can
effectively lubricate engines calling for those API Service
Categories. When using CJ-4 oil with higher than 15 ppm
sulfur fuel, consult the engine manufacturer for service
interval.


CI-4 Current Introduced in 2002. For high-speed, four-stroke engines
designed to meet 2004 exhaust emission standards
implemented in 2002. CI-4 oils are formulated to sustain
engine durability where exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is
used and are intended for use with diesel fuels ranging in
sulfur content up to 0.5% weight. Can be used in place of
CD, CE, CF-4, CG-4, and CH-4 oils. Some CI-4 oils may
also qualify for the CI-4 PLUS designation.


CH-4 Current Introduced in 1998. For high-speed, four-stroke engines
designed to meet 1998 exhaust emission standards. CH-4
oils are specifically compounded for use with diesel fuels
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Category Status Service
ranging in sulfur content up to 0.5% weight. Can be used in
place of CD, CE, CF-4, and CG-4 oils.


CG-4 Obsolete Introduced in 1995. For severe duty, high-speed, four-
stroke engines using fuel with less than 0.5% weight sulfur.
CG-4 oils are required for engines meeting 1994 emission
standards. Can be used in place of CD, CE, and CF-4 oils.


CF-4 Obsolete Introduced in 1990. For high-speed, four-stroke, naturally
aspirated and turbocharged engines. Can be used in place
of CD and CE oils.


CF-2 Obsolete Introduced in 1994. For severe duty, two-stroke-cycle
engines. Can be used in place of CD-II oils.


CF Obsolete Introduced in 1994. For off-road, indirect-injected and other
diesel engines including those using fuel with over 0.5%
weight sulfur. Can be used in place of CD oils.


CE Obsolete Introduced in 1985. For high-speed, four-stroke, naturally
aspirated and turbocharged engines. Can be used in place
of CC and CD oils.


CD-II Obsolete Introduced in 1985. For two-stroke cycle engines.


CD Obsolete Introduced in 1955. For certain naturally aspirated and
turbocharged engines.


CC thru CA Obsolete CAUTION: Not suitable for use in diesel-powered engines
built after 1990.


TABLE 24 - Gasoline Engines


Category Status Service


SN Current Introduced in October 2010 for 2011 and older vehicles,
designed to provide improved high temperature deposit
protection for pistons, more stringent sludge control, and
seal compatibility. API SN with Resource Conserving
matches ILSAC GF-5 by combining API SN performance
with improved fuel economy, turbocharger protection,
emission control system compatibility, and protection of
engines operating on ethanol-containing fuels up to E85.


SM Current For all automotive engines currently in use. Introduced in
2004.


SL Current For 2001 and older automotive engines.


SJ Current For 2001 and older automotive engines.


SH thru SA Obsolete For 1996 and older engines.
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Note: API intentionally omitted “SI” and “SK” from the sequence of categories.


C2.   NOTES None.
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APPENDIX D
SHIPPING OIL SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS


D1.   SCOPE See instructions below:


Figure 14 - Enclosure pg 1
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D2.   NOTES None.
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APPENDIX E
ELECTRONIC LUBE OIL TEST LOG


E1.   SCOPE See log below:


Figure 15 - Test Log


E2.   NOTES None.
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APPENDIX F
FLUSHING PROCEDURES FOR ALCO 251B MAIN DIESEL ENGINES


F1.   SCOPE See attached Appendix.


F2.   NOTES None.
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1. Scope 


1.1. Scope 


1.1.1. This procedure is applicable for ALCO 251B Main Diesel Engine (MDE) Lubricating 
System aboard the WMEC (270) Class vessel.  


NOTE: In many instances lube oil contamination is a primary cause or contributing factor 
in diesel engine failure. Overhaul and repair standards often do not include 
effective lube oil system cleaning procedures. Therefore, the potential for further 
engine failure remains due to particle contamination. During a casualty condition, 
such as bearing failure, metallic particles of the failed components are often 
dispersed throughout the lube oil system. This includes drilled oil passages, 
attached piping, and engine components. After complete overhaul, major repair of 
an engine, or engine casualty, the lube oil system internally and externally shall be 
thoroughly cleaned using the Hot Lube Oil flushing techniques IAW this document 
and the requirements of NSTM 233. 


NOTE: Process Control Procedures (PCP’s) are USCG approved documents for contractor 
execution of a specific repair item. PCP’s are to be followed as written. However 
there may be circumstances where the PCP needs to be revised to meet field 
conditions. Revisions that in the opinion of the USCG Supervisor are minor and do 
not degrade the overall performance of the process, require contract modifications, 
or significantly alter the scope of the work may be made onsite by the USCG 
Supervisor. Each change will be noted with name, time, date and signature of USCG 
Supervisor making the change on the KTR’s copy of the PCP as pen-and-ink 
changes. The KTR will submit a formal revision to the USCG Supervisor within 3 
working days of the pen-and-ink change.  


NOTE: 2104 Grade MS-HDO 15-40W shall not be used.  


NOTE: If MIL-PRF-9000 oil is utilized, oil temperature shall be 190-196 F. 


NOTE: Checkpoints are designated as follows: 


(I): Inspections Requiring Verification  
(V): Contractor Representative. 
(G): Government Representative (Diesel Engine Inspector Preferred). 
 


1.2. References: 


1.2.1. S9086-H7-STM-010/CH-262R8 


1.2.2. Coast Guard Drawing 627 WMEC 262-1, Rev E, Arrangement of Lube Oil System  


1.2.3. Coast Guard Drawing 627 WMEC 262-2, Rev C, Diagram of Lube Oil System  


1.2.4. Coast Guard Drawing 627 WMEC 262-5, Rev -, Mods to Lube Oil & Associated Piping 
for Spinner II Installation 


1.2.5. Coast Guard Drawing 627 WMEC 262-52, Rev -, Heat Exchanger – Lube Oil Cooler 


1.2.6. S9086-HB-STM-010, Naval Ships’ Technical Manual, Chapter 233, Rev 4, Diesel 
Engines 
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1.2.7. MIL-STD-419 series, Cleaning, Protecting, and Testing Piping, Tubing, and Fittings 
for Hydraulic Power Transmission Equipment 


1.2.8. MIL-PRF-2104, July 2004, Rev-H, Lubricating Oil, Internal Combustion Engine, 
Combat/Tactical Service 


1.2.9. NAVESEA Flushing Procedure S9233-DM-HBK-010-004, Flush LHA/LHD Class ALCO 
16-251C Emergency / Ships Service Diesel Generator Engine Lubricating Oil System 
and Engine 


1.3. Tables 


(1) Valve Alignment Table – MDE Lube Oil Cooler Flush 


(2) Valve Alignment Table – MDE Lube Oil System Flush 


1.4. Figures 


(1) Process Flow Diagram – Flushing Rig 


(2) Process Flow Diagram – ALCO 251B Master  


(3) Process Flow Diagram – Cooler Flush 


(4) Process Flow Diagram – External Piping/Final Combined Flush 


1.5. Enclosures 


(1) Blank Flange, Camlock Flange, and Plug Record 


(2) Ship’s Piping and Component Removal and Reinstallation 


(3) Calibration Record 


(4) Service Log Sheet 


(5) Flushing Log General Comments 


(6) Project Procedure Briefing Attendance List 


(7) Tank Cleaning Assessment Sheet 


(8) Confined Space Tank Cleaning: Rag Inventory Sheet 


(9) Danger Signs – Oil Flush In Progress 


(10) Boundary Sign – Clean Work Area Boundary 


(11) MSDS Napthenic 5W “Pale Oil 


(12) Test Inspection Record 
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SECTION 2 


2. Qualification Requirements 


2.1. All personnel utilized in accomplishing this job are knowledgeable in their field of work and 
have sufficient training. The minimum amount of training required is: 


 A minimum of 1000 hours experience with Naval lubrication systems 


 A minimum of 5 years combined work experience 


 Personnel performing sump-cleaning operations must attend a 40-Hour 


HAZWOPER/CONFINED SPACE Training Program. 


 Those operating the laboratory must have specific laboratory training in ASTM test 


procedures 


2.2. Direct Knowledge 


2.2.1. A briefing will be conducted prior to beginning work to ensure personnel have direct 
knowledge of the requirements of this procedure, including safety equipment, 
supplies and necessary MSDS. Accomplishment of the briefing will be documented 
on Project Procedure Attendance List Enclosure 6. 
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SECTION 3 


3. Process Description 


3.1. Control of the Procedure 


3.1.1. A copy of this procedure shall be provided at the work-site and will be controlled b 
the on-site supervisor. 


3.1.2. For those steps within the Procedure that do not require a “V”, “I” “VG”, or “IG” 
signature sign-off, confirmation of accomplishment of those steps will be by the 
circle to open and “X” to close method. This will be accomplished within a 
reasonable time frame but not to exceed the end of the working shift. 


3.2. Equipment Utilized 


3.2.1. Flushing Medium – Napthenic 5W “Pale Oil” 


3.2.2. Trade-size 2, 10-micron Polyester-felt Bag Filters 


3.2.3. Instrumentation (Current Calibration Required) 


3.2.3.1. Pressure Gage(s) 


3.2.3.1.1. All Pressure Gauges shall be sized to accurately read in 2psi 
increments with a range from 0 to 60psi, 0 to100psi, 0 to 
160psi, and 0 to 200psi as required. 


3.2.3.2. Temperature Gauge 


3.2.3.3. Relief Valve 


3.2.3.4. Flow Meter 


3.2.3.4.1. Sized to measure 200-300 GPM. 


3.2.3.5. Portable Particle Counter(NAS 1638) 


3.2.4. Hose Assemblies with Locking Style Camlocks, Compatible with 5W Oil 


3.2.4.1. Minimum 3-inch suction/discharge hose to run as suction and discharge 
between the engine being flushed and the Flushing Module. 


3.2.4.2. Minimum 3-inch hose sections to connect Flushing Rig components. 


3.2.4.3. All hoses shall be pressure tested and certified to 1.5 times working 
pressure annually and tagged with date of test and tested pressure. 


3.2.4.4. All hose fittings shall be camlock style with self-locking mechanisms, 
equipped with barbed type fittings, and at a minimum shall conform to A-
A-59326B (Army Specification) formerly MIL-C-27487. 


3.2.4.5. All camlock fittings shall be attached to the hose with steel or stainless 
steel crimped ferrules. 


3.2.4.6. All hose assemblies shall include caps and plugs to prevent any residual 
fluid spillage. 


3.2.5. Quadraplex Bag Filter System. 
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3.2.5.1. Plumbed in parallel with individual isolation valves that allow filter change 
out while maintaining fluid flow 


3.2.5.2. Rated at a combined flow rate of 260 GPM or greater 


3.2.5.3. Fitted to accommodate 4 each, trade size 2, commercial bag filters 


3.2.5.4. Equipped with pressure gauges at the inlet and outlet 


3.2.6. Cartridge Filter System. 


3.2.6.1. Equipped with pressure gauges at the inlet and outlet  


3.2.7. Reversing Flush Manifold. 


3.2.8. Process Heating Unit(s). 


3.2.8.1. Rated at a minimum of 35KW with a watt density no greater than 28 
watts per square inch. 


3.2.8.2. 3-inch inlet and outlet ports. 


3.2.8.3. Redundant controls to prevent overheating and burning of the flushing 
medium. 


3.2.8.4. Flow switches to allow the Process Heating Systems to only turn on when 
fluid flow is present at the outlet of the heaters. 


3.2.8.5. Thermocouples attached to the heating elements to monitor the 
temperature of the elements. 


3.2.9. Positive Displacement pump(s). 


3.2.9.1. Capable of 200-300 gallons per minute. 


3.2.9.2. Have a 3-inch threaded suction and discharge ports. Be driven by a 
(minimum) 20 HP 440V 3-Phase motor in order to achieve the 260 GPM 
flow rate. 


3.2.9.3. Electronic Variable Speed Control System with remote start-stop. 


3.2.10. Air-operated diaphragm pump (1-inch). 


3.2.11. Air-operated diaphragm pump (1.5-inch). 


3.2.12. Spill Containment. 


3.2.13. Assorted hand tools. 


3.2.14. Soft Mallets 


3.2.15. Various Spool Pieces. 


3.2.16. Various sizes of Blank Flanges. 


3.2.17. Various sizes of Cam-lock Flanges. 


3.2.18. Various Jumper Lines.  


3.2.19. Various Temporary Valves. 


3.2.20. Various “Pancakes”. 
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3.2.21. Lint free rags.  


3.2.22. ID Tags for blanks, flanges and any other removed Ships System components. 


3.2.23. Caution or Danger Barrier Tape 


3.2.24. Pails; 3-gallon minimum size. 


3.3. Safety Equipment 


3.3.1. Ventilation 


3.3.1.1. Normal Local Exhaust 


3.3.1.2. Respiratory Protection: None required under normal conditions. 
NIOSH/MSHA approved respirators should be available in the event of 
leaks causing vapors or mist. 


3.3.2. Safety Clothing (PPE) 


3.3.2.1. Aprons should be worn to protect clothing. 


3.3.2.2. Gloves: Use of nitrile or neoprene gloves are recommended. 


3.3.2.3. Eye Protection: Safety glasses, goggles or face shields are required. 


3.3.2.4. Clothing: Use long sleeve shirt and apron when potential for skin contact 
is present. Wear neoprene or nitrile rubber boots when necessary to 
avoid contaminating shoes. 


3.3.2.5. Emergency eyewash bottles will be located on the jobsite. 


3.3.3. Post “Danger, Oil Flush in Progress. No Eating, Drinking or Smoking. No Hot Work” 
signs in the area of the flushing. 


3.3.3.1. Signs shall be posted in both English and Spanish. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3.4. System Cleanliness 


3.4.1. Clean on and around planned work area prior to commencing work, by cloth 
wipe down and vacuum cleaned prior to operating. 
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3.4.2. In process inspection acceptance and rejection criteria shall be in accordance 
with the requirements of this Procedure. 


3.4.3. Establish or ensure that a minimum boundary of three feet from the work area, 
which would prevent the ingress of unauthorized personnel into the clean area. 
This boundary is to be maintained daily. Identify boundary with sign, 
Enclosure 10 in a conspicuous location containing the following verbiage: 
CLEAN WORK AREA BOUNDARY. AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY 
BEYOND THIS POINT. 


3.4.4. “Blanking” 


3.4.4.1. Verify Blanking Daily IAW reference 1.2.1; paragraph 262-3.10.1; 
internal red eyes included in maintenance kits shall not be used. 


3.4.4.2. If system and/or system components are to be left unattended for any 
period of time (i.e. lunch-time period) then blanks will be reinstalled 
on system and/or components. 


3.4.4.3. Contamination producing operations (i.e. mechanical cleaning, 
grinding) shall not be performed in the immediate vicinity above the 
system and/or components. 


3.4.4.4. Aggressive contamination producing operations such as abrasive 
blasting, carbon arching, or water jetting, shall be prohibited in the 
space while work is being performed on the hydraulic system and/or 
components. 


3.4.5. All blanking of system and/or system component openings shall be secured to 
ensure tight face-to-face contact between blank and openings. 


3.4.6. Each component and/or pipe that has been removed from the system shall be 
hand cleaned, inspected for cleanliness and blanked until ready for 
reinstallation. Log cleaning on Enclosure 2. 


3.5. Checkpoint (I)(G) “Start of Procedure” 


3.5.1. Notify the QA office a minimum 4 hours prior to the start of this procedure. 


3.5.2. Notify the RMC prior to accomplishing the requirements of this work item. 


3.5.3. A briefing will be conducted prior to beginning work to ensure personnel have direct 
knowledge of the requirements of the Procedure and the safety requirements of the 
job. 


3.5.4. A copy of this Procedure shall be provided and maintained at the work site during 
the performance of work, along with a copy of the WAF, Ship’s EOSS depicting the 
Tag-out and Tag-out record sheet (TORS). 


3.5.5. The USCG Supervisor have the authority to omit steps deemed “Not Applicable” in 
accomplishing repair actions based on conditions found or determined throughout 
the repair process. Steps omitted will be documented via condition found report. 


3.6. Checkpoint (I)(G) “Inspect Equipment Cleanliness” 


3.6.1. Inspect equipment for cleanliness and hoses for deterioration prior to installation. 
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3.6.1.1. Accept/Reject Criteria: No deterioration where material will break loose 
during flushing and no visible contamination where equipment will come 
into contact with flushing fluid. 


3.7. Flushing Prerequisites 


3.7.1. Coordination between Contractor and Ship’s Force personnel is required during the 
accomplishment of this flushing Procedure. The Lead Trade will notify the Chief 
Engineer (CHENG) or his/her designated representative for all matters involving 
Ship’s Force action as needed. 


3.7.2. Only Ship’s Force shall operate Ship’s equipment / valves as required by this 
Procedure. 


3.7.3. All system components removed shall be cataloged on the “Ship’s Piping and 
Component Removal and Reinstallation Sheet” Enclosure 2. 


3.7.4. The Project Manager shall ensure the lube oil system has been tagged, hard 
blanked and all auxiliary systems secured. 


3.7.5. Verify lube oil has been drained from engine sump, lube oil filter, lube oil cooler, 
lube oil heater and all associated piping. 


3.7.6. Very lube oil transfer system, oily waste tank and oil storage tank is tagged out and 
isolation valves are shut. 


3.7.7. Prior to connecting the flushing equipment to the system, tag-out the system IAW 
the ship’s tag-out procedures. 


3.7.8. Checkpoint (V) “Verify Tag-out” 


3.7.8.1. Verify proper tag-out and documentation of all systems associated with 
affected lube oil system components. 


3.7.9. Checkpoint (V) “Inspect Main Diesel Engine Lube Oil System” 


3.7.9.1. Document the condition of the MDE Lube Oil System including all piping 
using Enclosure 5 prior to beginning any work.  


3.7.9.2. Once an inspection of the MDE Lube Oil System is complete, forward a 
copy of Enclosure 5 to the USCG Supervisor and Clarus Quality Manager; 
for documentation of condition of the system prior to conducting any 
work. 


3.7.10. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Connection Points” 


3.7.10.1. Verify connection points identified IAW Figure 3 and Figure 4, for proper 
location. 


3.8. Daily Progress Report Requirement 


3.8.1. Daily Progress Report of the flush shall be emailed to the USCG Supervisor for 
distribution, and shall include, at a minimum: 


3.8.1.1. Ship name, date, and work item. 


3.8.1.2. Equipment, Contractor’s name, and POC with phone number. 


3.8.1.3. Key milestones indicating those that are complete for the flush. 
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3.9. Main Diesel Engine Sump and Internal Accessible Areas Cleaning 


3.9.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Sump. 


3.9.2. Pump all Lube Oil from the Sump to suitable storage container. 


3.9.3. Observe the condition of the Sump and complete the “Tank Cleaning Assessment 
Sheet” Enclosure 7. 


3.9.4. Wipe down the MDE Sump and Internal Accessible Areas, including the covers, with 
lint-free rags, recording the number of rags that enter and exit the tank on the 
“Rag Inventory Sheet” Enclosure 8. 


3.10. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness” 


3.10.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Sump and Accessible Internal Area’s with 
the Ship’s Chief Engineer or designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material: NONE 


3.11. Main Diesel Engine – Lube Oil Cooler Flush 


3.11.1. Lube Oil Cooler Flush Setup 


3.11.1.1. Remove Lube Oil Filter Relief Valve; Record on Enclosure 2. On Relief 
Valve supply line connection; install Blank Flange. Record on 
Enclosure 1, see Figure 3 for BF1 location. On Relief Valve discharge 
line connection; install Camlock Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 3 for CF1 location. On Relief Valve inlet and outlet 
connections; install proper FME.  


3.11.1.2. Disconnect Lube Oil Cooler Discharge connection from External Piping. 
On Lube Oil Cooler outlet connection; install Camlock Flange. Record 
on Enclosure 1, see Figure 3 for CF2 location. On External Piping 
inlet connection; install Blank Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 3 for BF2.  


3.11.1.3. Attach temporary flushing lines IAW Figure 3. 


3.11.2. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Equipment Setup” 


3.11.2.1. Verify Equipment Setup IAW Figure 1 and Figure 3. 


3.11.3. Verify Sump is 60% full with 5W “Pale Oil”. 


3.11.4. Ensure new 10-micron polyester felt filter bags are installed in the Quadraplex 
Filter System. 


3.11.5. Direct Ship’s Force to align valves for Lube Oil Cooler Flush – Normal, IAW Table 
1. 


3.11.6. Align Flushing Rig and equipment for Lube Oil Cooler Flush – Normal, IAW Table 
1. 


3.11.7. Checkpoint (V) “Verify Valve Alignment” 


3.11.7.1. Verify valve alignment for Lube Oil Cooler Flush – Normal, IAW 
Table 1. 


3.11.8. Energize Flush Pump. 
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3.11.9. Inspect all associated piping for leakage. 


3.11.10. Verify return flow by monitoring the in-line flow meter. 


3.11.11. After return flow and no leakage has been confirmed, Energize Flush Process 
Heaters. 


3.11.12. After a temperature of 180° - 190°F has been achieved at the Flush Rig Inlet, 
increase Flush Pump until a flow rate of 260 GPM is achieved. 


NOTE: Flush does not begin until temperature and flow rate are achieved. 


NOTE: Flushing medium pressure at inlet of system or component being flushed cannot 
exceed 110 percent of maximum normal operating pressure of system relief valve. 


3.11.13. Once the temperature and flow rate have been achieved, flush Lube Oil Cooler 
for 6 hours. 


3.11.14. During the initial 6-hour Flush: 


3.11.14.1. Lightly shock Lube Oil Cooler end bells every 30 minutes, by using 
a rubber mallet; log on Enclosure 5.  


3.11.14.2. Switch direction of flow between Normal and Reverse every 30 
minutes using Flush Reversing Manifold, IAW Table 1; log on 
Enclosure 5.  


3.11.14.3. Every hour, cycle open drain and gage line. Drain approximately 
1-gallon then secure; log on Enclosure 5. 


3.11.14.4. Log all flushing equipment filter differential pressures, system 
inlet pressure, temperature, NAS Class and flow rate every hour 
on Enclosure 4. 


3.11.15. After the initial 6-hour flush, secure from shocking Lube Oil Cooler.  


3.11.16. Align Flush Reversing Manifold for Normal direction of flow, IAW Table 1. 


3.11.17. Install new 10-micron bag filters, with magnets and continue flushing for two 
hours. 


3.11.18. Log all flushing differential pressures, system inlet pressure, temperature, NAS 
Class and flow rate every fifteen minutes on Enclosure 4. 


NOTE: If fluid contamination levels exceed NAS 1638 Class 9 at any time during the final 2 
hour flush, as indicated by the Portable Particle Counter, new filter bags shall be 
installed and the flush will continue for another 2 hours from that point in time. 
This process will be repeated until the contamination levels, as indicated by the 
Portable Particle Counter, are equal to or better than NAS 1638 Class 9 for a two-
hour period. 


NOTE: When the differential pressure on the Cartridge Filtration System exceeds 20 PSID 
above initial clean filter pressure drop or the differential pressure on the 
Quadraplex Filtration System exceeds 5 PSID above initial clean filter pressure 
drop, replace Cartridge Filtration System elements or Quadraplex Filtration 
System elements, as required. 
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NOTE: Solid-based contaminants are those that cannot be crushed between the 
thumbnail and the finger. 


3.11.19. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Bag Filter Inspection” 


3.11.19.1. After the requirements of Paragraphs 3.11.13. through 3.11.18. 
have been met, Conduct a visual inspection of the active 
Quadraplex 10-micron polyester felt Bag Filter.  


3.11.19.2. Sum total of solid and non-solid contaminants in the filter bag 
shall not exceed the area of a US dime. 


3.11.19.3. Filter bags shall contain no contaminants lager than 1/8” in any 
dimension, these visible particles must be crushable between 
thumb and forefinger.  


3.11.19.4. Once the system flushed has maintained particle counts below the 
cleanliness target of NAS 1638 CLASS 9 for a minimum of 2 
hours, the system will be determined clean. 


3.11.19.5. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.11.19.2. 
through 3.11.19.4 have not been met, restart flush at paragraph 
3.11.17. for an additional 2 hours. 


3.11.19.6. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.11.19.2. 
through 3.11.19.4 have been met, proceed to paragraph 3.11.20.  


3.11.20. Once Bag Filter Inspection criteria has been met, de-energize Flush Process 
Heaters, and secure Flushing Pump. 


3.12. Main Diesel Engine - Lube Oil System Flush Setup 


NOTE: After removal of any pump, the DEI shall inspect pump for foreign material, 
debris and excessive wear. If pump requires disassembly for cleaning or 
additional maintenance, Ships Force shall submit a work request for additional 
as required. Record condition and disposition on Flushing Log General 
Comments Sheet, Enclosure 5.  


NOTE: Each main crank bearing jumper line shall be labeled, bagged and tagged 
separately for each respective bearing. 


NOTE: Install temporary gaskets for crankcase covers used during “Flow Checks” to 
prevent loss or damage, if required. 


3.12.1. Disconnect Main Lube Oil Pump Discharge connection from External Piping. On 
Main Lube Oil Pump outlet connection; install Blank Flange. Record on 
Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for BF3 location. On External Piping inlet 
connection; install Camlock Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for 
CF3 location. 


3.12.2. Remove Main Lube Oil System Relief Valve; record on Enclosure 2. On supply 
and discharge connections install Valved Spool. Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 4 for SP1 location. On Relief Valve inlet and outlet connections; install 
proper FME.  


3.12.3. Remove Lube Oil Filter Relief Valve; Record on Enclosure 2. On Relief Valve 
supply line connection; install Blank Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 
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3 for BF1 location. On Relief Valve discharge line connection; install Camlock 
Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 3 for CF1 location. On Relief Valve 
inlet and outlet connections; install proper FME.  


3.12.4. Disconnect Lube Oil Filter Discharge connection from External Piping. On Lube 
Oil Filter outlet connection; install Camlock Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 4 for CF4 location. On External Piping inlet connection; install Blank 
Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for BF4 location. 


3.12.5. Disconnect Lube Oil Cooler Discharge connection from External Piping. On Lube 
Oil Cooler outlet connection; install Blank Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 4 for BF5 location. On External Piping inlet connection; install Camlock 
Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for CF5 location. 


3.12.5.1. Install Jumper between CF4 and CF5. Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 4 for JL1 location. 


3.12.6. Remove Lube Oil Strainer Relief Valve; record on Enclosure 2. On supply and 
discharge connections install Valved Spool. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 
4 for SP2 location. On Relief Valve inlet and outlet connections; install proper 
FME.  


3.12.7. Disconnect Pre-Lube & LOP/Spinner supply connection from sump connection. 
On sump connection; install Blank Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 
4 for BF7 location. On Pre-Lube & LOP/Spinner Piping inlet connection; install 
Camlock Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for CF7 location. 


3.12.8. Remove LOP/Spinner Pump Strainer Element. Record on Enclosure 2, see 
Figure 4 for Strainer location. 


3.12.8.1. Direct Ship’s Force to clean Strainer Element IAW current shipboard 
procedures.  


3.12.9. Disconnect LOP/Spinner Pump suction line from inlet connection, and Pump 
discharge line from pump outlet connection. On suction and discharge 
connections; install Valved Spool. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for SP3 
location. On LOP/Spinner Pump inlet and outlet connections; install proper FME.  


3.12.10. Disconnect LOP/Spinner supply line from inlet connection, and LOP/Spinner 
discharge line from outlet connection. On supply and discharge connections; 
install Valved Spool. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for SP4 location. On 
Pre-Lube & LOP/Spinner inlet and outlet connections; install proper FME.  


3.12.11. Disconnect Pre-Lube Pump Check Valve supply line from inlet connection, and 
Check Valve discharge line from outlet connection. On supply and discharge 
connections; install Valved Spool. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for SP5 
location. On Check Valve inlet and outlet connections; install proper FME.  


3.12.12. Disconnect Pre-Lube Pump suction line from inlet connection, and Pump 
discharge line from pump outlet connection. On suction and discharge 
connections; install Valved Spool. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for SP6 
location. On LOP/Spinner Pump inlet and outlet connections; install proper FME.  


3.12.13. Disconnect Lube Oil Heater Check Valve supply line from inlet connection, and 
Check Valve discharge line from outlet connection. On supply and discharge 
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connections; install Valved Spool. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for SP7 
location. On Check Valve inlet and outlet connections; install proper FME.  


3.12.14. Disconnect Turbocharger Lube Oil supply line from inlet connection. On 
Turbocharger supply line connection; install Camlock Flange. Record on 
Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for CF6 location. On Turbocharger inlet connection; 
install Blank Flange. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for BF6 location. 


3.12.15. Disconnect Lube Oil supply lines to Rocker Arm Assemblies and install proper 
FME; Record FME on Enclosure 1.  


3.12.16. Remove Main Crankshaft Bearing lube oil jumper lines and hand clean; Record 
on Enclosure 2. Install proper FME to prevent contamination, bag and tag for 
proper identification during reinstallation; Record FME on Enclosure 1. 


3.12.17. Disconnect Lube Oil supply lines to Internal Components including: cam 
bearings, gear train, governor, and cylinder heads, as applicable and install 
proper FME; Record FME on Enclosure 1. 


3.12.18. Remove cover plate on Main Lube Oil Header; Record on Enclosure 2. If cover 
plate cannot be removed, record on Enclosure 5 and proceed to 3.12.19. 


3.12.19. Verify all cylinder test cock valves are open. 


3.12.20. Verify Lube Oil Filter and Strainer Housing vents are drains are shut. 


3.12.21. Verify Lube Oil Filter elements have been removed from Main Lube Oil Filter. 


3.12.22. Verify Lube Oil Strainer elements have been removed. 


3.12.23. Attach temporary flushing lines IAW Figure 4. 


3.13. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Equipment Setup” 


3.13.1. Verify Equipment Setup IAW Figure 1 and Figure 4. 


3.14. Main Diesel Engine - External Piping Flush 


NOTE: Flushing sequence shall be performed in order described below without 
exception.  


NOTE: Pre-Lube and LOP/Spinner system piping will be flushed in conjunction with the 
External Piping Flush. 


3.14.1. Verify Sump is 60% full with 5W “Pale Oil”. 


3.14.2. Ensure new 10-micron polyester felt bag filters are installed in the Quadraplex 
Filter System. 


3.14.3. Direct Ship’s Force to align valves for External Piping Flush, IAW Table 2. 


3.14.4. Align Flushing Rig and equipment for External Piping Flush, IAW Table 2. 


3.14.5. Checkpoint (V) “Verify Valve Alignment” 


3.14.5.1. Verify valve alignment for External Piping Flush, IAW Table 2. 


3.14.6. Energize Flush Pump. 


3.14.7. Inspect all associated piping for leakage. 
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3.14.8. Verify return flow by monitoring the in-line flow meter. 


3.14.9. After return flow and no leakage has been confirmed, Energize Flush Process 
Heaters. 


3.14.10. After a temperature of 172° - 180°F has been achieved at the Rig Inlet, 
increase Flush Pump until a flow rate of 260 GPM is achieved. 


NOTE: Flush does not begin until temperature and flow rate are achieved. 


NOTE: Flushing medium pressure at inlet of system or component being flushed cannot 
exceed 110 percent of maximum normal operating pressure of system relief valve. 


3.14.11. Once the temperature and flow rate have been achieved, flush External Piping 
for 8 hours. 


3.14.12. During the initial 8-hour Flush: 


3.14.12.1. Shock/vibrate piping every 30 minutes, especially in areas of 
welded joints, elbows, and likely dead spaces such as nipples, 
valves and fittings and every 6 feet of straight pipe by using a 
rubber mallet or pneumatic vibrators; log on Enclosure 5.  


3.14.12.2. Every hour, cycle open Valved Spools independently, IAW Table 2. 
Flush for 5 minutes each then secure; log on Enclosure 5. 


3.14.12.3. Every hour, cycle open TV1, IAW Table 2. Drain approximately 1-
gallon then secure; log on Enclosure 5. 


3.14.12.4. Every hour, cycle open drain and gage line. Drain approximately 
1-gallon then secure; log on Enclosure 5. 


3.14.12.5. Log all flushing equipment filter differential pressures, system 
inlet pressure, temperature, NAS Class and flow rate every hour 
on Enclosure 4. 


3.14.12.6. After 2 hours: 


3.14.12.6.1. Align valves for Pre-Lube & LOP/Spinner piping, 
IAW Table; log on Enclosure 5.  


3.14.12.6.2. Cycle open valves independently for Pre-Lube and 
LOP/Spinner piping loops for 1 hour each, IAW 
Table 2; log on Enclosure 5. 


3.14.13. After initial 8-hour flush, secure from shocking/vibrating piping.  


3.14.14. Install new 10-micron bag filters, with magnets and continue flushing for two 
hours. 


3.14.15. Log all flushing differential pressures, system inlet pressure, temperature, NAS 
Class and flow rate every fifteen minutes on Enclosure 4. 


NOTE: If fluid contamination levels exceed NAS 1638 Class 9 at any time during the final 2 
hour flush, as indicated by the Portable Particle Counter, new filter bags shall be 
installed and the flush will continue for another 2 hours from that point in time. 
This process will be repeated until the contamination levels, as indicated by the 
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Portable Particle Counter, are equal to or better than NAS 1638 Class 9 for a two-
hour period. 


NOTE: When the differential pressure on the Cartridge Filtration System exceeds 20 PSID 
above initial clean filter pressure drop or the differential pressure on the 
Quadraplex Filtration System exceeds 5 PSID above initial clean filter pressure 
drop, replace Cartridge Filtration System elements or Quadraplex Filtration System 
elements, as required. 


NOTE: Solid-based contaminants are those that cannot be crushed between the 
thumbnail and the finger. 


NOTE: Bag Filter Inspection shall be at the Secondary Filtration Rig. 


3.14.16. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Bag Filter Inspection” 


3.14.16.1. After the requirements of Paragraphs 3.14.11. through 3.14.15. 
have been met, Conduct a visual inspection of the active 
Quadraplex 10-micron polyester felt Bag Filter.  


3.14.16.2. Sum total of solid and non-solid contaminants in the filter bag 
shall not exceed the area of a US dime. 


3.14.16.3. Filter bags shall contain no contaminants lager than 1/8” in any 
dimension, these visible particles must be crushable between 
thumb and forefinger.  


3.14.16.4. Once the system flushed has maintained particle counts below the 
cleanliness target of NAS 1638 CLASS 9 for a minimum of 2 
hours, the system will be determined clean. 


3.14.16.5. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.14.16.2. 
through 3.14.16.4 have not been met, restart flush at paragraph 
3.14.14, for an additional 2 hours. 


3.14.16.6. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.14.16.2. 
through 3.14.16.4 have been met, proceed to paragraph 3.14.17.  


3.14.17. De-energize Flush Process Heaters, and secure Flushing Pump. 


3.14.18. Do not reconnect Turbocharger Lube Oil supply line. 


3.14.19. Reconnect Lube Oil supply lines to Rocker Arm assemblies and remove FME; 
Record on Enclosure 1.  


3.14.20. Reinstall Main Crankshaft Bearing Lube Oil jumper lines; Record on Enclosure 
2. Remove FME; Record on Enclosure 1. 


3.14.21. Reconnect Lube Oil supply lines to Internal Components including: cam 
bearings, gear train, governor, and cylinder heads, as applicable; Record on 
Enclosure 2. Remove FME; Record on Enclosure 1. 


3.14.22. Reinstall cover plate on main lube oil header, if applicable; Record on 
Enclosure 2.  


3.14.23. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Installation” 
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3.14.23.1. Verify the installation of Main Crankshaft Bearing Lube Oil jumper 
lines. 


3.14.23.2. Verify the Lube Oil supply line to Rock Arm Assemblies is 
connected. 


3.14.23.3. Verify Lube Oil supply lines to Internal Components are 
connected, as applicable. 


3.14.24. Direct Ship’s Force to align valves for Final Combined Flush, IAW Table 2. 


3.14.25. Align Flush Equipment for Final Combined Flush, IAW Table 2.  


3.14.26. Checkpoint (V) “Verify Valve Alignment” 


3.14.26.1. Verify valve alignment for Final Combined Flush IAW Table 2. 


3.15. Main Diesel Engine - Final Combined Flush 


3.15.1. Verify Sump is 60% full with 5W “Pale Oil”. 


3.15.2. Ensure new 10-micron polyester felt filter bags are installed in the Quadraplex 
Filter System. 


3.15.3. Energize Flush Pump. 


3.15.4. Inspect all associated piping for leakage. 


3.15.5. Verify return flow by monitoring the in-line flow meter. 


3.15.6. After return flow and no leakage has been confirmed, Energize Flush Process 
Heaters. 


3.15.7. Increase flushing pump to 125 GPM and inspect for leakage. 


3.15.8. Remove each cylinder head cover and verify oil flow to each rocker arm 
assembly; reinstall cover. Verify oil flow to all main, thrust, connecting rod and 
camshaft bearings, piston cooling pipe connections, gear train and oil-wetted 
components. 


3.15.9. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Flow” 


3.15.9.1. Verify oil flow to each rocker arm assembly; main, thrust, connecting 
rod and camshaft bearings; piston cooling pipe connections, gear 
train and oil-wetted components. 


3.15.10. After a temperature of 172° - 180°F has been achieved at the Flush Rig Inlet, 
increase Flush Pump until a flow rate of 260 GPM is achieved. 


NOTE: Flush does not begin until temperature and flow rate are achieved. 


NOTE: Flushing medium pressure at inlet of system or component being flushed cannot 
exceed 110 percent of maximum normal operating pressure of system relief valve. 


3.15.11. Once the temperature and flow rate have been achieved, flush the Combined 
Lube Oil System for 4 hours. 


3.15.12. During the initial 4-hour Flush: 


3.15.12.1. Direct Ships Force to rotate the engine 90 degrees every 15 
minutes; log on Enclosure 5.  
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3.15.12.2. Every hour, independently cycle open Valved Spools for 5 
minutes, IAW Table 2; log on Enclosure 5.  


3.15.12.3. Log all flushing equipment filter differential pressures, system 
inlet pressure, temperature, NAS Class and flow rate every one 
hour on Enclosure 4. 


3.15.13. After initial 4-hour flush, secure from rotating the engine.  


3.15.14. Install new 10-micron bag filters, with magnets and continue flushing for two 
hours. 


3.15.15. Log all flushing differential pressures, system inlet pressure, temperature, NAS 
Class and flow rate every fifteen minutes on Enclosure 4. 


NOTE: If fluid contamination levels exceed NAS 1638 Class 9 at any time during the final 2 
hour flush, as indicated by the Portable Particle Counter, new filter bags shall be 
installed and the flush will continue for another 2 hours from that point in time. 
This process will be repeated until the contamination levels, as indicated by the 
Portable Particle Counter, are equal to or better than NAS 1638 Class 9 for a two-
hour period. 


NOTE: When the differential pressure on the Cartridge Filtration System exceeds 20 PSID 
above initial clean filter pressure drop or the differential pressure on the 
Quadraplex Filtration System exceeds 5 PSID above initial clean filter pressure 
drop, replace Cartridge Filtration System elements or Quadraplex Filtration 
System elements, as required. 


NOTE: Solid-based contaminants are those that cannot be crushed between the 
thumbnail and the finger. 


3.15.16. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Bag Filter Inspection” 


3.15.16.1. After the requirements of Paragraphs 3.15.10. through 3.15.15. 
have been met, Conduct a visual inspection of the active 
Quadraplex 10-micron polyester felt Bag Filter.  


3.15.16.2. Sum total of solid and non-solid contaminants in the filter bag 
shall not exceed the area of a US dime. 


3.15.16.3. Filter bags shall contain no contaminants lager than 1/8” in any 
dimension, these visible particles must be crushable between 
thumb and forefinger.  


3.15.16.4. Once the system flushed has maintained particle counts below the 
cleanliness target of NAS 1638 CLASS 9 for a minimum of 2 
hours, the system will be determined clean. 


3.15.16.5. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.15.16.2. 
through 3.15.16.4 have not been met, restart flush at paragraph 
3.15.14. for an additional 2 hours. 


3.15.16.6. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.15.16.2. 
through 3.15.16.4 have been met, proceed to paragraph 3.15.17.  
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3.15.17. Once Bag Filter Inspection criteria has been met, decrease flushing pump to 
125 GPM. 


3.15.18. Remove each cylinder head cover and verify oil flow to each rocker arm 
assembly; reinstall cover. Verify oil flow to all main, thrust, connecting rod and 
camshaft bearings, piston cooling pipe connections, gear train and oil-wetted 
components. 


3.15.19. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Flow” 


3.15.19.1. Verify oil flow to each rocker arm assembly; main, thrust, 
connecting rod and camshaft bearings; piston cooling pipe 
connections, gear train and oil wetted components. 


3.15.20. Once Flow Inspection has been completed, de-energize Flush Process Heaters, 
and secure Flushing Pump. 


3.15.21. Drain the Main Diesel Lube Oil System and Sump into suitable containers. 


3.16. Restore MDE Lube Oil System to found condition. 


3.17. Main Diesel Engine - Sump Cleaning 


3.17.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Sump. 


3.17.2. Pump all Lube Oil from the Sump to suitable Waste Container. 


3.17.3. Observe the condition of the Sump and complete the “Tank Cleaning 
Assessment Sheet” Enclosure 7. 


3.17.4. Wipe down the MDE Sump, including the covers, with lint-free rags, recording 
the number of rags that enter and exit the tank on the “Rag Inventory Sheet” 
Enclosure 8. 


3.18. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness Inspection” 


3.18.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Sump with the Ship’s Chief Engineer or 
designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material: NONE 


3.18.2. Upon completion of paragraph 3.18.1. close MDE Sump access covers, utilizing 
new gaskets. 


3.19. Main Diesel Engine - Rocker Arm Cleaning 


3.19.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Rocker Arm Assemblies. 


3.19.2. Wipe down the MDE Rocker Arm Assemblies, including the covers, with lint-free 
rags. 


3.20. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness Inspection” 


3.20.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Rocker Arm Assemblies with the Ship’s 
Chief Engineer or designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material: NONE 


3.20.2. Upon completion of paragraph 3.20.1. close MDE Rocker Arm Assembly covers, 
utilizing new gaskets. 
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3.21. Main Diesel Engine - Lube Oil Filter Cleaning 


3.21.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Main Lube Oil Filter housing. 


3.21.2. Wipe down the MDE Main Lube Oil Filter housing, including the cover, with lint-
free rags. 


3.22. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness Inspection” 


3.22.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Lube Oil Filter housing with the Ship’s 
Chief Engineer or designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material: NONE 


3.22.2. Upon completion of paragraph 3.22.1. Ship’s Force shall install new filter 
elements. 


3.23. Main Diesel Engine - Lube Oil Strainer Cleaning 


3.23.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Lube Oil Strainer housing. 


3.23.2. Wipe down the MDE Lube Oil Strainer housing, including the cover, with lint-
free rags. 


3.24. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness Inspection” 


3.24.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Lube Oil Strainer housing with the 
Ship’s Chief Engineer or designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material: NONE 


3.24.2. Upon completion of paragraph 3.24.1. Ship’s Force shall install strainer 
elements. 


3.25. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Inspect System” 


3.25.1. Inspect the MDE Lube Oil System for restoration to condition found. 


3.26. Accept/Reject Criteria 


3.26.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the active Quadraplex 10-micron polyester felt 
Bag Filter. 


3.26.1.1. Sum total of solid and non-solid contaminants in the filter bag 
shall not exceed the area of a US dime. 


3.26.1.2. Filter bags shall contain no contaminants lager than 1/8” in any 
dimension, visible particles must be crushable between thumb 
and forefinger.  


3.26.1.3. Once the system flushed has maintained particle counts below the 
cleanliness target of NAS 1638 CLASS 9 for a minimum of 2 
hours, the system will be determined clean. 


3.27. Objective Quality Evidence 


3.27.1. Objective Quality Evidence to include a copy of each of the following to be 
maintained on file, (Quality Management System; Provide). 


1) This Process Control Procedure 
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2) Blank Flange and Plug Record Enclosure 1 


3) Ship’s Piping and Component Removal and Reinstallation Enclosure 2 


4) Calibration Record Enclosure 3 


5) Service Log Sheet Enclosure 4 


6) Flushing Log General Comments Enclosure 5 


7) Project Procedure Briefing Attendance List Enclosure 6 


8) Tank Inspection Assessment Sheet Enclosure 7 


9) Rag Inventory Sheet Enclosure 8 


10)  Test Inspection Record Enclosure 11  
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SECTION 4 


4. Hazardous Waste 


4.1. Hazardous waste consists of rags and filters. 


4.2. All waste (hazardous or otherwise) shall be disposed of in accordance with local, state and 
federal regulations. 


4.3. Every effort will be made to limit the quantity of hazardous waste generated, i.e. the re-use 
of wiping rags, etc. 


SECTION 5 


5. Local, Regional and State Requirements 


5.1. 29 CFR 1915 OSHA, Occupational Safety and Health Standard for Shipyard Employment. 


5.2. NFPA Standard 306, Standard for Control of Hazards on Vessels.  
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Enclosure 1 
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Enclosure 2 
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CALIBRATION RECORD 
 


SHIP: HULL NO.: 
ENGINE NO.: JOB NO.: 
START DATE: COMPLETION DATE: 
 


Equipment Serial Number Expiration Date 
   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


Sheet ___ of ___  
  Enclosure 3 
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Flush Stage:__________________ 
 


SERVICE LOG SHEET 
SHIP: HULL NO.: 
ENGINE NO.: INTERNAL JOB NO.: 
START DATE: COMPLETION DATE: 
Date Time 


(24 
Hr) 


Flow 
Rate 
(GPM) 


Temp 
(F) 


Quad 
Filter 
PSID 


Cartridge 
Filter 
PSID 


NAS 
Code 


System 
Inlet PSI 


Comments Initial 


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


Sheet ___ of ___ Enclosure 4 
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Flush Stage:_____________________ 


FLUSHING LOG GENERAL COMMENTS 
 


SHIP: HULL NO.: 
ENGINE NO.: INTERNAL JOB NO.: 
START DATE: COMPLETION DATE: 
 


DATE TIME COMMENTS / REMARKS 
   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


Sheet ___ of ___ Enclosure 5 
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Project Procedure Briefing Attendance List 
          


 
Attendee Signature Print Name Initial Date 


    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    


 
 


Enclosure 6 
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Tank Cleaning Assessment 


Ship: Hull Number: 


Internal Job Number:  Component: 


Job Dates: Project Manager: 


 
 
Tank Description:   


Location:   


Age:   


Volume:   


Fluid Type:   


Baffles:   


Tank Material:   


Tank Condition:  
(1=poor 10=excellent) 


  


Water:   


Microorganisms:   


Rust:   


Sludge:   


Other Debris:   


Visual Observations:   


Signature / Date:  


 Enclosure 7 
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Confined Space Tank Cleaning: Rag Inventory 
Ship: Hull Number: 


Internal Job Number:  Component: 


Job Dates: Project Manager: 


 
 
Permit Begins  Permit Ends  
Authorized Entrant  Inventory Recorder  
Rags In  Rags Out  
Zorbs In  Zorbs Out  
    
Other Items Used   


In  Out  
In  Out  
In  Out  
In  Out  


    
 
 
 
 
 
Submitted by: 


     


 Signature  Print Name  Date 


 
Approved by: 


     


 Signature  Print Name  Date 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Enclosure 8 
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Enclosure 9, Page 1 of 2 
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Enclosure 9, Page 2 of 2 
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 Enclosure 10 
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Test Inspection Record 
1. SHIP 


 
2. HULL NO. 


 
3. WORK ITEM 


 
4. Equipment/Component 


 
6. REFERENCES (COMPONENT DETAIL/ASSEMBLY DRAWING AND REV) 


A. 


S9086-HB-STM-010, Naval Ships’ 
Technical Manual, Chapter 233, Rev 
4, Diesel Engines 


 


B. 


MIL-STD-419 series, Cleaning, 
Protecting, and Testing Piping, 
Tubing, and Fittings for Hydraulic 
Power Transmission Equipment 


 


C. 


S9086-H7-STM-010/CH-262R8 


 


5. Description: Main Reduction Gear Lube Oil System; Flush 
6. 


Check Point No. Date Time S 
A 
T 


U 
N 
S 
A 
T 


Print Name Signature 


3.5 ( I )        
3.5 (G)       
3.6 (I)       
3.6 (G)       
3.7.8 (V)       
3.7.9 (V)       
3.7.10 (V)       
3.7.10 (G)       
3.10 (V)       
3.10 (G)       
3.11.2 (V)       
3.11.2 (G)       
3.11.7 (V)       
3.11.7 (G)       
3.11.19 (V)       
Additional Results/Comments: 


7. Record has been reviewed for completeness 
 
 
 
 
QA Inspector (PRINT NAME)  Signature  Date 


 
 
 Enclosure 11, Page 1 of 3 
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Test Inspection Record 
1. SHIP 


 
2. HULL NO. 


 
3. WORK ITEM 


 
4. Equipment/Component 


 
6. REFERENCES (COMPONENT DETAIL/ASSEMBLY DRAWING AND REV) 


A. 


S9086-HB-STM-010, Naval Ships’ 
Technical Manual, Chapter 233, Rev 
4, Diesel Engines 


 


B. 


MIL-STD-419 series, Cleaning, 
Protecting, and Testing Piping, 
Tubing, and Fittings for Hydraulic 
Power Transmission Equipment 


 


C. 


S9086-H7-STM-010/CH-262R8 


 


5. Description: Main Reduction Gear Lube Oil System; Flush 
6. 


Check Point No. Date Time S 
A 
T 


U 
N 
S 
A 
T 


Print Name Signature 


3.11.19 ( G )        
3.13 (V)       
3.13 (G)       
3.14.5 (V)       
3.14.16 (V)       
3.14.16 (G)       
3.14.23 (V)       
3.14.23 (G)       
3.14.26 (V)       
3.15.9 (V)       
3.15.9 (G)       
3.15.16 (V)       
3.15.16 (G)       
3.15.19 (V)       
3.15.19 (G)       
Additional Results/Comments: 


7. Record has been reviewed for completeness 
 
 
 
 
QA Inspector (PRINT NAME)  Signature  Date 


 
 
 


Enclosure 11, Page 2 of 3 
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Test Inspection Record 
1. SHIP 


 
2. HULL NO. 


 
3. WORK ITEM 


 
4. Equipment/Component 


 
6. REFERENCES (COMPONENT DETAIL/ASSEMBLY DRAWING AND REV) 


A. 


S9086-HB-STM-010, Naval Ships’ 
Technical Manual, Chapter 233, Rev 
4, Diesel Engines 


 


B. 


MIL-STD-419 series, Cleaning, 
Protecting, and Testing Piping, 
Tubing, and Fittings for Hydraulic 
Power Transmission Equipment 


 


C. 


S9086-H7-STM-010/CH-262R8 


 


5. Description: Main Reduction Gear Lube Oil System; Flush 
6. 


Check Point No. Date Time S 
A 
T 


U 
N 
S 
A 
T 


Print Name Signature 


3.18 (V)       
3.18 (G)       
3.20 (G)       
3.20 (G)       
3.22 (V)       
3.22 (G)       
3.24 (V)       
3.24 (G)       
3.25 (V)       
3.25 (G)       
       
       
       
       
       
Additional Results/Comments: 


7. Record has been reviewed for completeness 
 
 
 
 
QA Inspector (PRINT NAME)  Signature  Date 


 
 


Enclosure 11, Page 3 of 3 
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APPENDIX G
FLUSHING PROCEDURES FOR FM 8-1/8 OP MAIN DIESEL ENGINES


G1.   SCOPE See attached Appendix.


G2.   NOTES None.







 
 
 
 


    


1. Scope 


1.1. Scope 


1.1.1. This procedure is applicable for FM 8-1/8 OP Main Diesel Engine(MDE) Lubricating 
System aboard the WHEC Class vessel.  


NOTE: In many instances lube oil contamination is a primary cause or contributing factor 
in diesel engine failure.  Overhaul and repair standards often do not include 
effective lube oil system cleaning procedures.  Therefore, the potential for further 
engine failure remains due to particle contamination.  During a casualty condition, 
such as bearing failure, metallic particles of the failed components are often 
dispersed throughout the lube oil system.  This includes drilled oil passages, 
attached piping, and engine components.  After complete overhaul, major repair of 
an engine, or engine casualty, the lube oil system internally and externally shall be 
thoroughly cleaned using the Hot Lube Oil flushing techniques IAW this document 
and the requirements of NSTM 233. 


NOTE: Process Control Procedures (PCP’s) are USCG approved documents for contractor 
execution of a specific repair item.  PCP’s are to be followed as written.  However 
there may be circumstances where the PCP needs to be revised to meet field 
conditions.  Revisions that in the opinion of the USCG Supervisor are minor and do 
not degrade the overall performance of the process, require contract modifications, 
or significantly alter the scope of the work may be made onsite by the USCG 
Supervisor.  Each change will be noted with name, time, date and signature of 
USCG Supervisor making the change on the KTR’s copy of the PCP as pen-and-ink 
changes.  The KTR will submit a formal revision to the USCG Supervisor within 3 
working days of the pen-and-ink change.  


NOTE: 2104 Grade MS-HDO 15-40W shall not be used.   


NOTE: If MIL-PRF-9000 oil is utilized, oil temperature shall be 190-196 F. 


NOTE: Checkpoints are designated as follows: 


(I): Inspections Requiring Verification  
(V):  Contractor Representative. 
(G):  Government Representative (Diesel Engine Inspector Preferred). 
 


1.2. References: 


1.2.1. S9086-H7-STM-010/CH-262 R8, Naval Ships’ Technical Manual, Chapter 262, 
Lubricating Oils, Greases, Specialty Lubricants, and Lubrication Systems 


1.2.2. Coast Guard Drawing 378-FRAM-W 801-1, Rev -, Booklet of General Plans 


1.2.3. Coast Guard Drawing 378-FRAM-W 262-2, Rev C, Diag LO Serv Sys Mn Prpln Eng, 
Dsl Gen & Red Gr 


1.2.4. Coast Guard Drawing 378-FRAM-W 262-4, Rev -, LO Serv Pip Prpln Dsl Eng, Dsl 
Gen & Red Gear a&D 


1.2.5. S9086-HB-STM-010, Naval Ships’ Technical Manual, Chapter 233, Rev 4, Diesel 
Engines 
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1.2.6. S9086-HY-STM-010, Naval Ship’ Technical Manual, Chapter 254, Rev 4, 
Condensers, Heat Exchangers, and Air Ejectors 


1.2.7. MIL-STD-419 series, Cleaning, Protecting, and Testing Piping, Tubing, and Fittings 
for Hydraulic Power Transmission Equipment 


1.2.8. MIL-PRF-2104, July 2004, Rev-H, Lubricating Oil, Internal Combustion Engine, 
Combat/Tactical Service 


1.2.9. NAVESEA Flushing Procedure S9233-DM-HBK-010-002, Flush LSD-41/49 Class 
Fairbanks Morse 38ND 8-1/8 Diesel Generator Engine Lubricating Oil System and 
Engine 


1.3. Tables 


(1) Valve Alignment Table – Lube Oil Cooler Flush 


(2) Valve Alignment Table – Lube Oil System Flush 


1.4. Figures 


(1) Process Flow Diagram – Flushing Rig 


(2) Process Flow Diagram – FM 8-1/8 OP Master  


(3) Process Flow Diagram – Lube Oil Cooler Flush 


(4) Process Flow Diagram – Lube Oil System Flush 


(5) Technical Specification – Scavenging Air Blower Lube Oil Line Location  


1.5. Enclosures 


(1) Blank Flange, Camlock Flange, and Plug Record 


(2) Ship’s Piping and Component Removal and Reinstallation 


(3) Calibration Record 


(4) Service Log Sheet 


(5) Flushing Log General Comments 


(6) Project Procedure Briefing Attendance List 


(7) Tank Cleaning Assessment Sheet 


(8) Confined Space Tank Cleaning: Rag Inventory Sheet 


(9) Danger Signs – Oil Flush In Progress 


(10) Boundary Sign – Clean Work Area Boundary 


(11) MSDS Napthenic 5W “Pale Oil 


(12) Test Inspection Record 
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SECTION 2 


2. Qualification Requirements 


2.1. All personnel utilized in accomplishing this job are knowledgeable in their field of work and 
have sufficient training.  The minimum amount of training required is: 


S A minimum of 1000 hours experience with Naval lubrication systems 


S A minimum of 5 years combined work experience 


S Personnel performing sump-cleaning operations must attend a 40-Hour 


HAZWOPER/CONFINED SPACE Training Program. 


S Those operating the laboratory must have specific laboratory training in ASTM test 


procedures 


2.2. Direct Knowledge 


2.2.1. A briefing will be conducted prior to beginning work to ensure personnel have direct 
knowledge of the requirements of this procedure, including safety equipment, 
supplies and necessary MSDS.  Accomplishment of the briefing will be documented 
on Project Procedure Attendance List Enclosure 6. 
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SECTION 3 


3. Process Description 


3.1. Control of the Procedure 


3.1.1. A copy of this procedure shall be provided at the work-site and will be controlled b 
the on-site supervisor. 


3.1.2. For those steps within the Procedure that do not require a “V”, “I” “VG”, or “IG” 
signature sign-off, confirmation of accomplishment of those steps will be by the 
circle to open and “X” to close method.  This will be accomplished within a 
reasonable time frame but not to exceed the end of the working shift. 


3.2. Equipment Utilized 


3.2.1. Flushing Medium – Napthenic 5W “Pale Oil” 


3.2.2. Trade-size 2, 10-micron Polyester-felt Filter Bags 


3.2.3. Instrumentation (Current Calibration Required) 


3.2.3.1. Pressure Gage(s) 


3.2.3.1.1. All Pressure Gauges shall be sized to accurately read in 2psi 
increments with a range from 0 to 60psi, 0 to100psi, 0 to 
160psi, and 0 to 200psi as required. 


3.2.3.2. Temperature Gauge 


3.2.3.3. Relief Valve 


3.2.3.4. Flow Meter 


3.2.3.4.1. Sized to measure 200-300 GPM. 


3.2.3.5. Portable Particle Counter(NAS 1638) 


3.2.4. Hose Assemblies with Locking Style Camlocks, Compatible with 5W Oil 


3.2.4.1. Minimum 3-inch suction/discharge hose to run as suction and discharge 
between the engine being flushed and the Flushing Module. 


3.2.4.2. Minimum 3-inch hose sections to connect Flushing Rig components. 


3.2.4.3. All hoses shall be pressure tested and certified to 1.5 times working 
pressure annually and tagged with date of test and tested pressure. 


3.2.4.4. All hose fittings shall be camlock style with self-locking mechanisms, 
equipped with barbed type fittings, and at a minimum shall conform to A-
A-59326B (Army Specification) formerly MIL-C-27487. 


3.2.4.5. All camlock fittings shall be attached to the hose with steel or stainless 
steel crimped ferrules. 


3.2.4.6. All hose assemblies shall include caps and plugs to prevent any residual 
fluid spillage. 


3.2.5. Quadraplex Filter Bag System. 
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3.2.5.1. Plumbed in parallel with individual isolation valves that allow filter 
changeout while maintaining fluid flow 


3.2.5.2. Rated at a combined flow rate of 260 GPM or greater 


3.2.5.3. Fitted to accommodate 4 each, trade size 2, commercial Filter Bags 


3.2.5.4. Equipped with pressure gauges at the inlet and outlet 


3.2.6. Cartridge Filter System. 


3.2.6.1. Equipped with pressure gauges at the inlet and outlet  


3.2.7. Reversing Flush Manifold. 


3.2.8. Process Heating Unit(s). 


3.2.8.1. Rated at a minimum of 35KW with a watt density no greater than 28 
watts per square inch. 


3.2.8.2. 3-inch inlet and outlet ports. 


3.2.8.3. Redundant controls to prevent overheating and burning of the flushing 
medium. 


3.2.8.4. Flow switches to allow the Process Heating Systems to only turn on when 
fluid flow is present at the outlet of the heaters. 


3.2.8.5. Thermocouples attached to the heating elements to monitor the 
temperature of the elements. 


3.2.9. Positive Displacement pump(s). 


3.2.9.1. Capable of 200-300 gallons per minute. 


3.2.9.2. Have minimum 3-inch threaded suction and discharge ports. Be driven 
buy a (minimum) 20 HP 440V 3-Phase motor in order to achieve the 260 
GPM flow rate. 


3.2.9.3. Electronic Variable Speed Control System with remote start-stop. 


3.2.10. Air-operated diaphragm pump (1-inch). 


3.2.11. Air-operated diaphragm pump (1.5-inch). 


3.2.12. Spill Containment. 


3.2.13. Assorted hand tools. 


3.2.14. Soft Mallets 


3.2.15. Various Spool Pieces. 


3.2.16. Various sizes of Blank Flanges. 


3.2.17. Various sizes of Cam-lock Flanges. 


3.2.18. Various Jumper Lines.  


3.2.19. Various Temporary Valves. 


3.2.20. Various “Pancakes”. 
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3.2.21. Lint free rags.  


3.2.22. ID Tags for blanks, flanges and any other removed Ships System components. 


3.2.23. Caution or Danger Barrier Tape 


3.2.24. Pails; 3-gallon minimum size. 


3.3. Safety Equipment 


3.3.1. Ventilation 


3.3.1.1. Normal Local Exhaust 


3.3.1.2. Respiratory Protection: None required under normal conditions.  
NIOSH/MSHA approved respirators should be available in the event of 
leaks causing vapors or mist. 


3.3.2. Safety Clothing (PPE) 


3.3.2.1. Aprons should be worn to protect clothing. 


3.3.2.2. Gloves:  Use of nitrile or neoprene gloves are recommended. 


3.3.2.3. Eye Protection:  Safety glasses, goggles or face shields are required. 


3.3.2.4. Clothing:  Use long sleeve shirt and apron when potential for skin contact 
is present.  Wear neoprene or nitrile rubber boots when necessary to 
avoid contaminating shoes. 


3.3.2.5. Emergency eyewash bottles will be located on the jobsite. 


3.3.3. Post “Danger, Oil Flush in Progress.  No Eating, Drinking or Smoking.  No Hot Work” 
signs in the area of the flushing. 


3.3.3.1. Signs shall be posted in both English and Spanish. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3.4. System Cleanliness 


3.4.1. Clean on and around planned work area prior to commencing work, by cloth 
wipe down and vacuum cleaned prior to operating. 


3.4.2. In process inspection acceptance and rejection criteria shall be in accordance 
with the requirements of this Procedure. 
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3.4.3. Establish or ensure that a minimum boundary of three feet from the work area, 
which would prevent the ingress of unauthorized personnel into the clean area.  
This boundary is to be maintained daily.  Identify boundary with sign, 
Enclosure 10 in a conspicuous location containing the following verbiage: 
CLEAN WORK AREA BOUNDARY.  AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY 
BEYOND THIS POINT. 


3.4.4. “Blanking” 


3.4.4.1. Verify Blanking Daily IAW reference 1.2.1; paragraph 262-3.10.1; 
internal red eyes included in maintenance kits shall not be used. 


3.4.4.2. If system and/or system components are to be left unattended for any 
period of time (i.e. lunch-time period) then blanks will be reinstalled 
on system and/or components. 


3.4.4.3. Contamination producing operations (i.e. mechanical cleaning, 
grinding) shall not be performed in the immediate vicinity above the 
system and/or components. 


3.4.4.4. Aggressive contamination producing operations such as abrasive 
blasting, carbon arching, or water jetting, shall be prohibited in the 
space while work is being performed on the hydraulic system and/or 
components. 


3.4.5. All blanking of system and/or system component openings shall be secured to 
ensure tight face-to-face contact between blank and openings. 


3.4.6. Each component and/or pipe that has been removed from the system shall be 
hand cleaned, inspected for cleanliness and blanked until ready for 
reinstallation.  Log cleaning on Enclosure 2. 


3.5. Checkpoint (I)(G) “Start of Procedure” 


3.5.1. Notify the QA office a minimum 4 hours prior to the start of this procedure. 


3.5.2. Notify the RMC prior to accomplishing the requirements of this work item. 


3.5.3. A briefing will be conducted prior to beginning work to ensure personnel have direct 
knowledge of the requirements of the Procedure and the safety requirements of the 
job. 


3.5.4. A copy of this Procedure shall be provided and maintained at the work site during 
the performance of work, along with a copy of the WAF, Ship’s EOSS depicting the 
Tag-out and Tag-out record sheet (TORS). 


3.5.5. The USCG Supervisor have the authority to omit steps deemed “Not Applicable” in 
accomplishing repair actions based on conditions found or determined throughout 
the repair process.  Steps omitted will be documented via condition found report. 


3.6. Checkpoint (I)(G) “Inspect Equipment Cleanliness” 


3.6.1. Inspect equipment for cleanliness and hoses for deterioration prior to installation. 


3.6.1.1. Accept/Reject Criteria:  No deterioration where material will break loose 
during flushing and no visible contamination where equipment will come 
into contact with flushing fluid. 
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3.7. Flushing Prerequisites 


3.7.1. Coordination between Contractor and Ship’s Force personnel is required during the 
accomplishment of this flushing Procedure.  The Lead Trade will notify the Chief 
Engineer (CHENG) or his/her designated representative for all matters involving 
Ship’s Force action as needed. 


3.7.2. Only Ship’s Force shall operate Ship’s equipment / valves as required by this 
Procedure. 


3.7.3. All system components removed shall be cataloged on the “Ship’s Piping and 
Component Removal and Reinstallation Sheet” Enclosure 2. 


3.7.4. The Project Manager shall ensure the lube oil system has been tagged, hard 
blanked and all auxiliary systems secured. 


3.7.5. Verify lube oil has been drained from engine sump, lube oil filter, lube oil cooler, 
lube oil heater and all associated piping. 


3.7.6. Very lube oil transfer system, oily waste tank and oil storage tank is tagged out and 
isolation valves are shut. 


3.7.7. Prior to connecting the flushing equipment to the system, tag-out the system IAW 
the ship’s tag-out procedures. 


3.7.8. Checkpoint (V) “Verify Tag-out” 


3.7.8.1. Verify proper tag-out and documentation of all systems associated with 
affected lube oil system components. 


3.7.9. Checkpoint (V) “Inspect Main Diesel Engine Lube Oil System” 


3.7.9.1. Document the condition of the MDE Lube Oil System including all piping 
using Enclosure 5 prior to beginning any work.  


3.7.9.2. Once an inspection of the MDE Lube Oil System is complete, forward a 
copy of Enclosure 5 to the USCG Supervisor and Clarus Quality Manager; 
for documentation of condition of the system prior to conducting any 
work. 


3.7.10. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Connection Points” 


3.7.10.1. Verify connection points identified IAW Figure 3 and Figure 4, for proper 
location. 


3.8. Daily Progress Report Requirement 


3.8.1. Daily Progress Report of the flush shall be emailed to the USCG Supervisor for 
distribution, and shall include, at a minimum: 


3.8.1.1. Ship name, date, and work item. 


3.8.1.2. Equipment, Contractor’s name, and POC with phone number. 


3.8.1.3. Key milestones indicating those that are complete for the flush. 


3.9. Main Diesel Engine Sump and Internal Accessible Areas Cleaning 


3.9.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Sump. 
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3.9.2. Pump all Lube Oil from the Sump to suitable storage container. 


3.9.3. Observe the condition of the Sump and complete the “Tank Cleaning Assessment 
Sheet” Enclosure 7. 


3.9.4. Wipe down the MDE Sump and Internal Accessible Area’s, including the covers, with 
lint-free rags, recording the number of rags that enter and exit the tank on the 
“Rag Inventory Sheet” Enclosure 8. 


3.10. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness” 


3.10.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Sump and Accessible Internal Area’s with 
the Ship’s Chief Engineer or designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material:  NONE 


3.11. Main Diesel Engine – Lube Oil Cooler Flush 


3.11.1. Lube Oil Cooler Flush Setup 


3.11.1.1. Remove Lube Oil Cooler AMOT Valve; Record on Enclosure 2.  On 
AMOT supply line connection; install Blank Flange.  Record on 
Enclosure 1, see Figure 3 for BF3 location.  On AMPT LO Cooler 
supply line connection; install Camlock Flange.  Record on Enclosure 
1, see Figure 3 for CF3 location.  On AMOT LO Cooler bypass line 
connection; install Blank Flange.  Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 
3 for BF4 location. On AMOT Valve inlet and outlet connections; install 
proper FME.  


3.11.1.2. Disconnect Lube Oil Cooler discharge connection from External Piping.  
On Lube Oil Cooler outlet connection; install Camlock Flange.  Record 
on Enclosure 1, see Figure 3 for CF2 location.  On External Piping 
inlet connection; install Blank Flange.  Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 3 for BF2.  


3.11.1.3. Disconnect Attached Lube Oil Pump suction line from Sump Draw 
connection.  Remove strainer; Record on Enclosure 2.  On Attached 
Lube Oil Pump suction line connection; install Blank Flange.  Record 
on Enclosure 1, see Figure 3 for BF1 location.  On Sump Draw 
connection; install Camlock Flange.  Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 3 for CF1 location.   


3.11.1.4. Attach temporary flushing lines IAW Figure 1 and Figure 3. 


3.11.2. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Equipment Setup” 


3.11.2.1. Verify Equipment Setup IAW Figure 1 and Figure 3. 


3.11.3. Fill Sump to a minimum 60% full with 5W “Pale Oil”. 


3.11.4. Ensure new 10-micron Polyester-felt Filter Bags are installed in the Quadraplex 
Filter System. 


3.11.5. Direct Ship’s Force to align valves for Lube Oil Cooler Flush – Normal, IAW 
Table 1. 


3.11.6. Align Flushing Rig, and equipment for Lube Oil Cooler Flush – Normal, IAW 
Table 1. 
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3.11.7. Checkpoint (V) “Verify Valve Alignment” 


3.11.7.1. Verify valve alignment for Lube Oil Cooler Flush – Normal, IAW 
Table 1. 


3.11.8. Energize Flush Pump. 


3.11.9. Inspect all associated piping for leakage. 


3.11.10. Verify return flow by monitoring the in-line flow meter. 


3.11.11. After return flow and no leakage has been confirmed, Energize Flush Process 
Heaters. 


3.11.12. After a temperature of 180° - 190°F has been achieved at the Flush Rig Inlet, 
increase Flush Pump until a flow rate of 260 GPM is achieved. 


NOTE: Flush does not begin until temperature and flow rate are achieved. 


NOTE: Flushing medium pressure at inlet of system or component being flushed cannot 
exceed 110 percent of maximum normal operating pressure of system relief valve. 


3.11.13. Once the temperature and flow rate have been achieved, flush Lube Oil Cooler 
for 6 hours. 


3.11.14. During the initial 6-hour Flush: 


3.11.14.1. Lightly shock Lube Oil Cooler end bells every 30 minutes, by using 
a rubber mallet; log on Enclosure 5.  


3.11.14.2. Switch direction of flow between Normal and Reverse every 30 
minutes using Flush Reversing Manifold, IAW Table 1; log on 
Enclosure 5.  


3.11.14.3. Every hour, cycle open drain and gage lines.  Drain approximately 
1-gallon then secure; log on Enclosure 5. 


3.11.14.4. Log all flushing equipment filter differential pressures, system 
inlet pressure, temperature, NAS Class and flow rate every hour 
on Enclosure 4. 


3.11.15. After the initial 6-hour flush, secure from shocking Lube Oil Cooler.   


3.11.16. Align Flush Reversing Manifold for Normal direction of flow, IAW Table 1. 


3.11.17. Install new 10-micron Polyester-felt Filter Bags, with magnets and continue 
flushing for two hours. 


3.11.18. Log all flushing differential pressures, system inlet pressure, temperature, NAS 
Class and flow rate every fifteen minutes on Enclosure 4. 


NOTE: If fluid contamination levels exceed NAS 1638 Class 9 at any time during the final 2 
hour flush, as indicated by the Portable Particle Counter, new filter bags shall be 
installed and the flush will continue for another 2 hours from that point in time.  
This process will be repeated until the contamination levels, as indicated by the 
Portable Particle Counter, are equal to or better than NAS 1638 Class 9 for a two-
hour period. 
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NOTE: When the differential pressure on the Cartridge Filtration System exceeds 20 PSID 
above initial clean filter pressure drop or the differential pressure on the 
Quadraplex Filtration System exceeds 5 PSID above initial clean filter pressure 
drop, replace Cartridge Filtration System elements or Quadraplex Filtration System 
elements, as required. 


NOTE: Solid based contaminants are those that cannot be crushed between the thumbnail 
and the finger. 


NOTE: Non-Solid based contaminants are those that are string/hair-like, or can be 
crushed between the thumbnail and the finger. 


3.11.19. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Filter Bag Inspection” 


3.11.19.1. After the requirements of Paragraphs 3.11.13. through 3.11.18. 
have been met, Conduct a visual inspection of the active 
Quadraplex Filter Bags.  


3.11.19.2. Sum total of solid and non-solid based contaminants in the Filter 
Bags shall not exceed the surface area of a US dime. 


3.11.19.3. Filter bags shall contain no solid or non-solid based contaminants 
greater than 1/8” in any dimension. 


3.11.19.4. Once the system flushed has maintained particle counts below the 
cleanliness target of NAS 1638 CLASS 9 for a minimum of 2 
hours, the system will be determined clean. 


3.11.19.5. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.11.19.2. 
through 3.11.19.4 have not been met, restart flush at paragraph 
3.11.17. for an additional 2 hours. 


3.11.19.6. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.11.19.2. 
through 3.11.19.4 have been met, proceed to paragraph 3.11.20.  


3.11.20. Once Filter Bags Inspection criteria has been met, de-energize Flush Process 
Heaters, and secure Flushing Pump. 


3.11.21. Drain the Lube Oil Cooler into suitable containers. 


3.12. Main Diesel Engine - Lube Oil System Flush Setup 


NOTE: After removal of any pump, the DEI shall inspect pump for foreign material, 
debris and excessive wear.  If pump requires disassembly for cleaning or 
additional maintenance, Ships Force shall submit a work request for additional 
as required.  Record condition and disposition on Flushing Log General 
Comments Sheet, Enclosure 5.   


NOTE: Each main crank bearing jumper line shall be labeled, bagged and tagged 
separately for each respective bearing. 


NOTE: Install temporary gaskets for crankcase covers used during “Flow Checks” to 
prevent loss or damage, if required. 


3.12.1. Disconnect Attached Lube Oil Pump discharge connection from External Piping.  
On Attached Lube Oil Pump outlet connection; install Blank Flange.  Record on 
Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for BF6 location.  On External Piping inlet 
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connection; install Camlock Flange.  Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for 
CF6 location. 


3.12.2. Remove Attached Lube Oil Filter Relief Valve; record on Enclosure 2.  On 
supply and discharge connections; install Jumper Line. Record on Enclosure 1, 
see Figure 4 for JL1 location.  On Relief Valve inlet and outlet connections; 
install proper FME.  


3.12.3. Disconnect Lube Oil Cooler Discharge connection from External Piping; install 
Blank Pancake between the piping connections.  Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 4 for BF9 location.   


3.12.4. On Lube Oil Cooler AMOT Valve supply line connection; install Blank Flange.  
Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for BF5 location.  On AMOT Valve supply 
line connection; install Camlock Flange.  Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 
for CF9 location. On AMOT Valve bypass line connection; install Camlock Flange.  
Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for CF10 location.  On AMOT Valve inlet 
and outlet connections; install proper FME.  


3.12.4.1. On AMOT Valve supply and bypass connections CF9 and CF10; install 
Jumper Line.  Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for JL3 location.   


3.12.5. Remove Lube Oil Strainer Relief Valve; record on Enclosure 2.  On supply and 
discharge connections; install Jumper Line. Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 
4 for JL2 location.  On Relief Valve inlet and outlet connections; install proper 
FME.  


3.12.6. Disconnect External Piping supply from Lube Oil Header inlet.  On External 
Piping supply connection; install Camlock Flange.  Record on Enclosure 1, see 
Figure 4 for CF4 location.  On Lube Oil Header inlet connection; install Camlock 
Flange.  Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for CF5 location. 


3.12.7. Disconnect Pre-Lube supply connection from Sump Draw connection.  On Sump 
Draw connection; install Blank Flange.  Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 
for BF7 location.  On Pre-Lube Piping inlet connection; install Camlock Flange.  
Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for CF7 location. 


3.12.8. Disconnect Pre-Lube Pump suction line from inlet connection, and Pump 
discharge line from pump outlet connection.  On suction and discharge 
connections; install Spool.  Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for SP1 
location.  On Pre-Lube Pump inlet and outlet connections; install proper FME.   


3.12.9. Remove Pre-Lube Check Valve internal components.  Record on Enclosure 2, 
see Figure 4 for Check Valve location.  


3.12.10. Disconnect Turbocharger Lube Oil supply line from inlet connection.  On 
Turbocharger supply line connection; install Camlock Flange.  Record on 
Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for CF8 location.  On Turbocharger inlet connection; 
install Blank Flange.  Record on Enclosure 1, see Figure 4 for BF8 location. 


3.12.11. Remove Main Crankshaft Bearing lube oil jumper lines and hand clean, bag and 
tag for proper identification during reinstallation; Record on Enclosure 2.  
Install Temporary Blanks to prevent lube oil discharge; Record on Enclosure 1. 
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3.12.12. Disconnect Lube Oil supply lines to Internal Components including: roller cam 
bearings, blower, upper and lower vertical drive spray nozzles, attached pump 
bearing, outboard bearing and governor, as applicable and install proper FME; 
Record FME on Enclosure 1. 


3.12.13. Verify all cylinder test cock valves are open. 


3.12.14. Verify Lube Oil Filter and Strainer Housing vents are drains are shut. 


3.12.15. Verify Lube Oil Filter elements have been removed from Main Lube Oil Filter. 


3.12.16. Verify Lube Oil Strainer elements have been removed. 


3.12.17. Attach temporary flushing lines IAW Figure 1 and Figure 4. 


3.13. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Equipment Setup” 


3.13.1. Verify Equipment Setup IAW Figure 1 and Figure 4. 


3.14. Main Diesel Engine - External Piping Flush 


NOTE: Flushing sequence shall be performed in order described below without 
exception.   


NOTE: Pre-Lube and LOP/Spinner system piping will be flushed in conjunction with the 
External Piping Flush. 


3.14.1. Verify Sump is at a minimum 60% full with 5W “Pale Oil”. 


3.14.2. Ensure new 10-micron Polyester-felt Filter Bags are installed in the Quadraplex 
Filter System. 


3.14.3. Direct Ship’s Force to align valves for External Piping Flush, IAW Table 2. 


3.14.4. Align Flushing Rig, and equipment for External Piping Flush, IAW Table 2. 


3.14.5. Checkpoint (V) “Verify Valve Alignment” 


3.14.5.1. Verify valve alignment for External Piping Flush, IAW Table 2. 


3.14.6. Energize Flush Pump. 


3.14.7. Inspect all associated piping for leakage. 


3.14.8. Verify return flow by monitoring the in-line flow meter. 


3.14.9. Internal surfaces and components shall be oil-wetted prior to heating flushing oil 
and commencing flushing operations. 


3.14.10. After return flow and no leakage has been confirmed, Energize Flush Process 
Heaters. 


3.14.11. After a temperature of 172° - 180°F has been achieved at the Rig Inlet, 
increase Flush Pump until a flow rate of 260 GPM is achieved. 


NOTE: Flush does not begin until temperature and flow rate are achieved. 


NOTE: Flushing medium pressure at inlet of system or component being flushed cannot 
exceed 110 percent of maximum normal operating pressure of system relief valve. 


3.14.12. Once the temperature and flow rate have been achieved, flush External Piping 
for 8 hours. 
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3.14.13. During the initial 8-hour Flush: 


3.14.13.1. Shock/vibrate piping every 30 minutes, especially in areas of 
welded joints, elbows, and likely dead spaces such as nipples, 
valves and fittings and every 6 feet of straight pipe by using a 
rubber mallet or pneumatic vibrators; log on Enclosure 5.   


3.14.13.2. Every hour, cycle open Valved Spools independently, IAW Table 
2.  Flush for 5 minutes each then secure; log on Enclosure 5. 


3.14.13.3. Every hour, cycle open drain and gage lines.  Drain approximately 
1-gallon then secure; log on Enclosure 5. 


3.14.13.4. After 2 hours: 


3.14.13.4.1. Align valves for Pre-Lube piping loop for 2 hours, 
IAW Table 2; log on Enclosure 5. 


3.14.13.5. Log all flushing equipment filter differential pressures, system 
inlet pressure, temperature, NAS Class and flow rate every hour 
on Enclosure 4. 


3.14.14. After initial 8-hour flush, secure from shocking/vibrating piping.   


3.14.15. Install new 10-micron Polyester-felt Filter Bags, with magnets and continue 
flushing for two hours. 


3.14.16. Log all flushing differential pressures, system inlet pressure, temperature, NAS 
Class and flow rate every fifteen minutes on Enclosure 4. 


NOTE: If fluid contamination levels exceed NAS 1638 Class 9 at any time during the final 2 
hour flush, as indicated by the Portable Particle Counter, new filter bags shall be 
installed and the flush will continue for another 2 hours from that point in time.  
This process will be repeated until the contamination levels, as indicated by the 
Portable Particle Counter, are equal to or better than NAS 1638 Class 9 for a two-
hour period. 


NOTE: When the differential pressure on the Cartridge Filtration System exceeds 20 PSID 
above initial clean filter pressure drop or the differential pressure on the 
Quadraplex Filtration System exceeds 5 PSID above initial clean filter pressure 
drop, replace Cartridge Filtration System elements or Quadraplex Filtration System 
elements, as required. 


NOTE: Solid based contaminants are those that cannot be crushed between the thumbnail 
and the finger. 


NOTE: Non-Solid based contaminants are those that are string/hair-like, or can be 
crushed between the thumbnail and the finger. 


3.14.17. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Filter Bag Inspection” 


3.14.17.1. After the requirements of Paragraphs 3.14.12. through 3.14.16. 
have been met, Conduct a visual inspection of the active 
Quadraplex Filter Bags.  
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3.14.17.2. Sum total of solid and non-solid based contaminants in the Filter 
Bags shall not exceed the surface area of a US dime. 


3.14.17.3. Filter bags shall contain no solid or non-solid based contaminants 
greater than 1/8” in any dimension. 


3.14.17.4. Once the system flushed has maintained particle counts below the 
cleanliness target of NAS 1638 CLASS 9 for a minimum of 2 
hours, the system will be determined clean. 


3.14.17.5. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.14.17.2. 
through 3.14.17.4 have not been met, restart flush at paragraph 
3.14.15, for an additional 2 hours. 


3.14.17.6. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.14.17.2. 
through 3.14.17.4 have been met, proceed to paragraph 3.14.18.  


3.14.18. Once Filter Bag Inspection criteria has been met, de-energize Flush Process 
Heaters, and secure Flushing Pump. 


3.14.19. Do not reconnect Turbocharger Lube Oil supply line. 


3.14.20. Reinstall Main Crankshaft Bearing lube oil jumper lines.  Record on Enclosure 
2.  Remove Temporary Blanks; Record on Enclosure 1. 


3.14.21. Reconnect Lube Oil supply lines to Internal Components including: roller cam 
bearings, blower, upper and lower vertical drive spray nozzles, attached pump 
bearing, outboard bearing and governor, as applicable and install proper FME; 
Record FME on Enclosure 1. 


3.14.22. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Installation” 


3.14.22.1. Verify the installation of Main Crankshaft Bearing Lube Oil jumper 
lines. 


3.14.22.2. Verify Lube Oil supply lines to Internal Components are 
connected, as applicable. 


3.14.23. Direct Ship’s Force to align valves for Final Combined Flush, IAW Table 2. 


3.14.24. Align Flush Equipment for Final Combined Flush, IAW Table 2.  


3.14.25. Checkpoint (V) “Verify Valve Alignment” 


3.14.25.1. Verify valve alignment for Final Combined Flush IAW Table 2. 


3.15. Main Diesel Engine - Final Combined Flush 


3.15.1. Verify Sump is at a minimum 60% full with 5W “Pale Oil”. 


3.15.2. Ensure new 10-micron Polyester-felt Filter Bags are installed in the Quadraplex 
Filter System. 


3.15.3. Energize Flush Pump. 


3.15.4. Inspect all associated piping for leakage. 


3.15.5. Verify return flow by monitoring the in-line flow meter. 
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3.15.6. Internal surfaces and components shall be oil-wetted prior to heating flushing oil 
and commencing flushing operations. 


3.15.7. After return flow and no leakage has been confirmed, Energize Flush Process 
Heaters. 


3.15.8. Increase flushing pump to 125 GPM and inspect for leakage. 


3.15.9. Remove engine coffin cover and verify oil flow to each rocker arm assembly; 
reinstall cover.  Verify oil flow to all main, thrust, connecting rod and camshaft 
bearings, piston cooling pipe connections, gear train and oil-wetted components. 


3.15.10. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Flow” 


3.15.10.1. Verify oil flow to each rocker arm assembly; main, thrust, connecting 
rod and camshaft bearings; piston cooling pipe connections, gear 
train and oil-wetted components. 


3.15.11. After a temperature of 172° - 180°F has been achieved at the Flush Rig Inlet, 
increase Flush Pump until a flow rate of 260 GPM is achieved. 


NOTE: Flush does not begin until temperature and flow rate are achieved. 


NOTE: Flushing medium pressure at inlet of system or component being flushed cannot 
exceed 110 percent of maximum normal operating pressure of system relief valve. 


3.15.12. Once the temperature and flow rate have been achieved, flush the Combined 
Lube Oil System for 4 hours. 


3.15.13. During the initial 4-hour Flush: 


3.15.13.1. Direct Ships Force to rotate the engine 90 degrees every 15 
minutes; log on Enclosure 5.    


3.15.13.2. Every hour, independently cycle open Valved Spools for 5 
minutes, IAW Table 2; log on Enclosure 5.  


3.15.13.3. Log all flushing equipment filter differential pressures, system 
inlet pressure, temperature, NAS Class and flow rate every one 
hour on Enclosure 4. 


3.15.14. After initial 4-hour flush, secure from rotating the engine.   


3.15.15. Install new 10-micron Polyester-felt Filter Bags, with magnets and continue 
flushing for two hours. 


3.15.16. Log all flushing differential pressures, system inlet pressure, temperature, NAS 
Class and flow rate every fifteen minutes on Enclosure 4. 


NOTE: If fluid contamination levels exceed NAS 1638 Class 9 at any time during the final 2 
hour flush, as indicated by the Portable Particle Counter, new filter bags shall be 
installed and the flush will continue for another 2 hours from that point in time.  
This process will be repeated until the contamination levels, as indicated by the 
Portable Particle Counter, are equal to or better than NAS 1638 Class 9 for a two-
hour period. 
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NOTE: When the differential pressure on the Cartridge Filtration System exceeds 20 PSID 
above initial clean filter pressure drop or the differential pressure on the 
Quadraplex Filtration System exceeds 5 PSID above initial clean filter pressure 
drop, replace Cartridge Filtration System elements or Quadraplex Filtration System 
elements, as required. 


NOTE: Solid based contaminants are those that cannot be crushed between the thumbnail 
and the finger. 


NOTE: Non-Solid based contaminants are those that are string/hair-like, or can be 
crushed between the thumbnail and the finger. 


3.15.17. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Filter Bag Inspection” 


3.15.17.1. After the requirements of Paragraphs 3.15.12. through 3.15.16. 
have been met, Conduct a visual inspection of the active 
Quadraplex Filter Bags.  


3.15.17.2. Sum total of solid and non-solid based contaminants in the Filter 
Bags shall not exceed the surface area of a US dime. 


3.15.17.3. Filter bags shall contain no solid or non-solid based contaminants 
greater than 1/8” in any dimension. 


3.15.17.4. Once the system flushed has maintained particle counts below the 
cleanliness target of NAS 1638 CLASS 9 for a minimum of 2 
hours, the system will be determined clean. 


3.15.17.5. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.15.17.2. 
through 3.15.17.4 have not been met, restart flush at paragraph 
3.15.15. for an additional 2 hours. 


3.15.17.6. If the cleanliness requirements set forth in paragraphs 3.15.17.2. 
through 3.15.17.4 have been met, proceed to paragraph 3.15.18.  


3.15.18. Once Filter Bag Inspection criteria has been met, decrease flushing pump to 
125 GPM. 


3.15.19. Remove engine coffin cover and verify oil flow to each rocker arm assembly; 
reinstall cover.  Verify oil flow to all main, thrust, connecting rod and camshaft 
bearings, piston cooling pipe connections, gear train and oil-wetted components. 


3.15.20. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Verify Flow” 


3.15.20.1. Verify oil flow to each rocker arm assembly; main, thrust, 
connecting rod and camshaft bearings; piston cooling pipe 
connections, gear train and oil wetted components. 


3.15.21. Once Flow Inspection has been completed, de-energize Flush Process Heaters, 
and secure Flushing Pump. 


3.15.22. Drain the Main Diesel Lube Oil System and Sump into suitable containers. 


3.16. Restore MDE Lube Oil System to found condition. 


3.17. Main Diesel Engine  - Sump Cleaning 


3.17.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Sump. 
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3.17.2. Pump all Lube Oil from the Sump to suitable Waste Container. 


3.17.3. Observe the condition of the Sump and complete the “Tank Cleaning 
Assessment Sheet” Enclosure 7. 


3.17.4. Wipe down the MDE Sump, including the covers, with lint-free rags, recording 
the number of rags that enter and exit the tank on the “Rag Inventory Sheet” 
Enclosure 8. 


3.18. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness Inspection” 


3.18.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Sump with the Ship’s Chief Engineer or 
designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material:  NONE 


3.18.2. Upon completion of paragraph 3.18.1. close MDE Sump access covers, utilizing 
new gaskets. 


3.19. Main Diesel Engine - Rocker Arm Cleaning 


3.19.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Rocker Arm Assemblies. 


3.19.2. Wipe down the MDE Rocker Arm Assemblies, including the covers, with lint-free 
rags. 


3.20. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness Inspection” 


3.20.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Rocker Arm Assemblies with the Ship’s 
Chief Engineer or designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material:  NONE 


3.20.2. Upon completion of paragraph 3.20.1. close MDE Rocker Arm Assembly covers, 
utilizing new gaskets. 


3.21. Main Diesel Engine - Lube Oil Filter Cleaning 


3.21.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Main Lube Oil Filter housing. 


3.21.2. Wipe down the MDE Main Lube Oil Filter housing, including the cover, with lint-
free rags. 


3.22. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness Inspection” 


3.22.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Lube Oil Filter housing with the Ship’s 
Chief Engineer or designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material:  NONE 


3.22.2. Upon completion of paragraph 3.22.1. Ship’s Force shall install new filter 
elements. 


3.23. Main Diesel Engine - Lube Oil Strainer Cleaning 


3.23.1. Remove access cover to the MDE Lube Oil Strainer housing. 


3.23.2. Wipe down the MDE Lube Oil Strainer housing, including the cover, with lint-
free rags. 


3.24. Checkpoint (V)(G) “Cleanliness Inspection” 
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3.24.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the MDE Lube Oil Strainer housing with the 
Ship’s Chief Engineer or designated representative to verify cleanliness.  


Allowable debris and foreign material:  NONE 


3.24.2. Upon completion of paragraph 3.24.1. Ship’s Force shall install strainer 
elements. 


3.25. Checkpoint (V)(G) “System Restoration Inspection” 


3.25.1. Inspect the MDE Lube Oil System for restoration to condition found. 


3.26. Accept/Reject Criteria 


3.26.1. Conduct a visual inspection of the active Quadraplex Filter Bags. 


3.26.1.1. Sum total of solid and non-solid based contaminants in the Filter 
Bags shall not exceed the surface area of a US dime. 


3.26.1.2. Filter bags shall contain no solid or non-solid based contaminants 
greater than 1/8” in any dimension. 


3.26.1.3. Once the system flushed has maintained particle counts below the 
cleanliness target of NAS 1638 CLASS 9 for a minimum of 2 
hours, the system will be determined clean. 


3.27. Objective Quality Evidence 


3.27.1. Objective Quality Evidence to include a copy of each of the following to be 
maintained on file, (Quality Management System; Provide). 


1) This Process Control Procedure 


2) Blank Flange and Plug Record Enclosure 1 


3) Ship’s Piping and Component Removal and Reinstallation Enclosure 2 


4) Calibration Record Enclosure 3 


5) Service Log Sheet Enclosure 4 


6) Flushing Log General Comments Enclosure 5 


7) Project Procedure Briefing Attendance List Enclosure 6 


8) Tank Inspection Assessment Sheet Enclosure 7 


9) Rag Inventory Sheet Enclosure 8 


10)  Test Inspection Record Enclosure 11 
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SECTION 4 


4. Hazardous Waste 


4.1. Hazardous waste consists of rags and filters. 


4.2. All waste (hazardous or otherwise) shall be disposed of in accordance with local, state and 
federal regulations. 


4.3. Every effort will be made to limit the quantity of hazardous waste generated, i.e. the re-use 
of wiping rags, etc. 


SECTION 5 


5. Local, Regional and State Requirements 


5.1. 29 CFR 1915 OSHA, Occupational Safety and Health Standard for Shipyard Employment. 


5.2. NFPA Standard 306, Standard for Control of Hazards on Vessels.  
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Valve Alignment Table
Main Diesel Engine 


Lube Oil Cooler Flush


FLUSH MDE MDE


Lube Oil Cooler Flush Lube Oil Cooler Flush


PHASE Normal Reverse


PARAGARPH 3.11.7 3.11.14.2.


SHIP'S VALVES POSITION POSITION


LO Filter Inlet CLOSED CLOSED


LO Filter Outlet CLOSED CLOSED


Pre-Lube Inlet CLOSED CLOSED


Pre-Lube Outlet CLOSED CLOSED


TEMPORARY VALVES


TV1 OPEN OPEN


TV2 CLOSED CLOSED


TV3 CLOSED CLOSED


TV4 OPEN OPEN


TV5 CLOSED CLOSED


TV6 OPEN OPEN


RV1 OPEN OPEN


RV2 CLOSED CLOSED


RV3 OPEN OPEN


RV4 OPEN CLOSED


RV5 CLOSED OPEN


RV6 CLOSED OPEN


RV7 OPEN CLOSED


Table 1 
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Valve Alignment Table
Main Diesel Engine


 Lube Oil System Flush


FLUSH MDE MDE MDE
External Piping Pre-Lube Final Combined


PHASE Primary Secondary Primary


PARAGARPH 3.14.5. 3.14.13.4.1 3.14.25.


SHIP'S VALVES POSITION POSITION POSITION


LO Filter Inlet OPEN CLOSED OPEN


LO Filter Outlet OPEN CLOSED OPEN


Pre-Lube Inlet CLOSED CYCLE CLOSED


Pre-Lube Outlet CLOSED OPEN CLOSED


TEMPORARY VALVES


TV1 OPEN CLOSED OPEN


TV2 OPEN THROTTLE OPEN


TV3 CLOSED OPEN CLOSED


TV4 CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED


TV5 OPEN CLOSED OPEN


TV6 OPEN CLOSED OPEN


TV7 CLOSED CLOSED CYCLE


JL1 CYCLE CLOSED CYCLE


JL2 CYCLE CLOSED CYCLE


JL3 OPEN CLOSED CLOSED
SP1 CLOSED OPEN CLOSED


Table 2 
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Scavenging Air Blower Lube Oil Line Location 


Figure 5 
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CALIBRATION RECORD 
 


SHIP: HULL NO.: 
ENGINE NO.: JOB NO.: 
START DATE: COMPLETION DATE: 
 


Equipment Serial Number Expiration Date 
   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


Sheet  ___ of ___           
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Flush Stage:__________________ 
 


SERVICE LOG SHEET 
SHIP: HULL NO.: 
ENGINE NO.: INTERNAL JOB NO.: 
START DATE: COMPLETION DATE: 
Date Time 


(24 
Hr) 


Flow 
Rate 
(GPM) 


Temp 
(F) 


Quad 
Filter 
PSID 


Cartridge 
Filter 
PSID 


NAS 
Code 


System 
Inlet PSI 


Comments Initial 


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


Sheet  ___ of ___ 
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Flush Stage:_____________________ 


FLUSHING LOG GENERAL COMMENTS 
 


SHIP: HULL NO.: 
ENGINE NO.: INTERNAL JOB NO.: 
START DATE: COMPLETION DATE: 
 


DATE TIME COMMENTS / REMARKS 
   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


Sheet  ___ of ___ 
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Project Procedure Briefing Attendance List 
          


 
Attendee Signature Print Name Initial Date 
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Tank Cleaning Assessment 


Ship: Hull Number: 


Internal Job Number:  Component: 


Job Dates: Project Manager: 


 
 
Tank Description:   


Location:   


Age:   


Volume:   


Fluid Type:   


Baffles:   


Tank Material:   


Tank Condition:  
(1=poor 10=excellent) 


  


Water:   


Microorganisms:   


Rust:   


Sludge:   


Other Debris:   


Visual Observations:   


Signature / Date:  
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Confined Space Tank Cleaning: Rag Inventory 
Ship: Hull Number: 


Internal Job Number:  Component: 


Job Dates: Project Manager: 


 
 
Permit Begins  Permit Ends  
Authorized Entrant  Inventory Recorder  
Rags In  Rags Out  
Zorbs In  Zorbs Out  
    
Other Items Used   


In  Out  
In  Out  
In  Out  
In  Out  


    
 
 
 
 
 
Submitted by: 


     


 Signature  Print Name  Date 


 
Approved by: 


     


 Signature  Print Name  Date 
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Test Inspection Record 
1. SHIP 


 
2. HULL NO. 


 
3. WORK ITEM 


 
4. Equipment/Component 


 
6. REFERENCES (COMPONENT DETAIL/ASSEMBLY DRAWING AND REV) 


A. 


S9086-H7-STM-010/CH-262 R8, 
Naval Ships’ Technical Manual, 
Chapter 262, Lubricating Oils, 
Greases, Specialty Lubricants, and 
Lubrication Systems 


 


B. 


S9086-HB-STM-010, Naval Ships’ 
Technical Manual, Chapter 233, 
Rev 4, Diesel Engines 


 


C. 


MIL-STD-419 series, Cleaning, 
Protecting, and Testing Piping, Tubing, 
and Fittings for Hydraulic Power 
Transmission Equipment 


 
5. Description: Main Reduction Gear Lube Oil System; Flush 
6. 


Check Point No. Date Time S 
A 
T 


U 
N 
S 
A 
T 


Print Name Signature 


3.5 ( I )        
3.5 (G)       
3.6 (I)       
3.6 (G)       
3.7.8 (V)       
3.7.9 (V)       
3.7.10 (V)       
3.7.10 (G)       
3.10 (V)       
3.10 (G)       
3.11.2 (V)       
3.11.2 (G)       
3.11.7 (V)       
3.11.19 (V)       
3.11.19 (G)       
Additional Results/Comments: 


7. Record has been reviewed for completeness 
 
 
 
 
QA Inspector (PRINT NAME)  Signature  Date 
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Test Inspection Record 
1. SHIP 


 
2. HULL NO. 


 
3. WORK ITEM 


 
4. Equipment/Component 


 
6. REFERENCES (COMPONENT DETAIL/ASSEMBLY DRAWING AND REV) 


A. 


S9086-H7-STM-010/CH-262 R8, 
Naval Ships’ Technical Manual, 
Chapter 262, Lubricating Oils, 
Greases, Specialty Lubricants, and 
Lubrication Systems 


 


B. 


S9086-HB-STM-010, Naval Ships’ 
Technical Manual, Chapter 233, 
Rev 4, Diesel Engines 


 


C. 


MIL-STD-419 series, Cleaning, 
Protecting, and Testing Piping, Tubing, 
and Fittings for Hydraulic Power 
Transmission Equipment 


 
5. Description: Main Reduction Gear Lube Oil System; Flush 
6. 


Check Point No. Date Time S 
A 
T 


U 
N 
S 
A 
T 


Print Name Signature 


3.13 (V)       
3.13 (G)       
3.14.5 (V)       
3.14.17 (V)       
3.14.17 (G)       
3.14.22 (V)       
3.14.22 (G)       
3.14.25 (V)       
3.15.10 (V)       
3.15.10 (G)       
3.15.17 (V)       
3.15.17 (G)       
3.15.20 (V)       
3.15.20 (G)       
3.18 (V)       
Additional Results/Comments: 


7. Record has been reviewed for completeness 
 
 
 
 
QA Inspector (PRINT NAME)  Signature  Date 
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Test Inspection Record 
1. SHIP 


 
2. HULL NO. 


 
3. WORK ITEM 


 
4. Equipment/Component 


 
6. REFERENCES (COMPONENT DETAIL/ASSEMBLY DRAWING AND REV) 


A. 


S9086-H7-STM-010/CH-262 R8, 
Naval Ships’ Technical Manual, 
Chapter 262, Lubricating Oils, 
Greases, Specialty Lubricants, and 
Lubrication Systems 


 


B. 


S9086-HB-STM-010, Naval Ships’ 
Technical Manual, Chapter 233, 
Rev 4, Diesel Engines 


 


C. 


MIL-STD-419 series, Cleaning, 
Protecting, and Testing Piping, Tubing, 
and Fittings for Hydraulic Power 
Transmission Equipment 


 
5. Description: Main Reduction Gear Lube Oil System; Flush 
6. 


Check Point No. Date Time S 
A 
T 


U 
N 
S 
A 
T 


Print Name Signature 


3.18 (G)       
3.20 (V)       
3.20 (G)       
3.22 (V)       
3.22 (G)       
3.24 (V)       
3.24 (G)       
3.25 (V)       
3.25 (G)       
       
       
       
       
       
       
Additional Results/Comments: 


7. Record has been reviewed for completeness 
 
 
 
 
QA Inspector (PRINT NAME)  Signature  Date 
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Understanding, Classifying, and Selecting 


Environmentally Acceptable Hydraulic Fluids 
 


by Timothy J. Keyser, Robert N. Samuel, and Timothy L. Welp 
 


INTRODUCTION: On a daily basis, the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is 
responsible for operation of hydraulically powered machinery systems. Some of these machinery 
systems are land-based (installed in land facilities or off-road vehicles such as excavators, 
bulldozers, backhoes, etc.), while others are installed on floating plants (such as steering systems, 
winches, capstans, etc.). 


Accidental spillage of hydraulic fluid can occur during operation of any machinery system. 
Estimates for the loss of hydraulic fluids into the environment from mobile hydraulic machinery 
are as high as 70–80% (Carnes 2004). Spillage of existing mineral oil-based hydraulic fluids into 
the environment has caused adverse effects on marine life (plants and animals) and soil 
contamination. These adverse effects have ranged from minor to devastating. USACE has 
attempted to minimize any adverse effects of its floating plant operations on the environment, 
through the following means: 


• Providing spill containments for design and construction of new vessels 
• Where possible, locating the hydraulically powered machinery inside the hull 
• Where feasible, considering the use of water-based hydraulic fluid systems  
• Providing sludge tanks and oily bilge tanks for the collection and proper disposal of oil-


contaminated bilge water 
• Performing routine maintenance, including regular inspection of hoses, seals, and fittings 


USACE has determined that these measures alone are not sufficient to minimize any adverse 
impacts of operations on the environment and that additional measures are necessary. To comply 
with the USACE Environmental Operating Principles listed below (http://www.usace.army.mil/ 
Missions/Environmental/EnvironmentalOperatingPrinciples.aspx), the use of environmentally 
acceptable hydraulic fluids must be maximized in floating plant operations. 


• Foster sustainability as a way of life throughout the organization 
• Proactively consider environmental consequences of all Corps activities and act 


accordingly 
• Create mutually supporting economic and environmentally sustainable solutions 
• Continue to meet corporate responsibility and accountability under the law for activities 


undertaken by the Corps, which may impact human and natural environments 
• Consider the environment in employing a risk management and systems approach 


throughout the life cycles of projects and programs 
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• Leverage scientific, economic, and social knowledge to understand the environmental 
context and effects of Corps actions in a collaborative manner 


• Employ an open, transparent process that respects views of individuals and groups 
interested in Corps activities 


Floating plant operations are subjected to laws, regulations, and operating principles from multiple 
agencies and government levels with respect to discharges, water quality, pollution, etc. The U.S. 
Clean Water Act (CWA), the United States Coast Guard (USCG), the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), and the International Maritime Organization (IMO) provide specific 
regulations regarding water pollution. Local, state, and tribal organizations also impose their own 
laws and regulations regarding water pollution, vessel discharges, etc. In addition, the USACE 
Environmental Operating Principles (EOP) reinforce Executive Orders 13423 (2007) and 13514 
(2009) and the necessity to use environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluids.  


It is anticipated that the current laws and regulations will only become more restrictive and 
stringent in the future. This document is intended to assist floating plant operators in selecting an 
environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluid that satisfies the criteria outlined below and is 
suitable for their operations. The environmental criteria were selected based on the upper tiers of 
current standards. 


PURPOSE: The objective of this technical note is to educate USACE end users (boat operators, 
plant managers, lock and dam operators, project managers, supervisors, etc.) about the use of 
environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluids. The USACE definition and classification criteria 
for an environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluid are presented in this document, along with 
considerations for selecting an environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluid. This technical note is 
intended to provide basic knowledge and understanding for end users considering the use of 
environmentally acceptable hydraulic fluid. 


ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE HYDRAULIC FLUID CLASSIFICATION: Fluids 
that are designated as “environmental” are described in many ways; e.g., “environmentally 
friendly,” “environmentally safe,” “environmentally acceptable,” etc. The term “environmentally 
acceptable,” or EA, will be used throughout this document to describe a fluid that satisfies 
biodegradability, toxicity, and fluid chemistry criteria established to meet USACE EOP. 


“Environmentally acceptable” fluids are classified by the International Standards Organization 
(ISO) Standard 6743-4:1999 (ISO 1999). Specifications for four of the groups classified by ISO 
6743-4:1999 are contained in ISO 15380:2011 (ISO 2011). These four categories of EA 
hydraulic fluids include the following: 


• Synthetic esters (SE) – ISO Classification HEES 
• Polyglycols (particularly Polyalkylene Glycols (PAG)) – ISO Classification HEPG 
• Triglycerides (vegetable oils) - ISO Classification HETG 
• Polyalphaolefins (PAO) and related hydrocarbon products – ISO Classification HEPR 


Note: ISO fluid class prefix “HE” is defined as hydraulic oil environmental. 
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The four classes of EA hydraulic fluids listed in ISO 15380:2011 are defined as follows 
(Rudnick 2009): 


• Synthetic Esters (SE) – made from synthetic alcohols and fatty acids 
• Polyalkylene Glycols (PAG) – water-soluble (polyethylene glycols) or oil-soluble 


(polypropylene glycols) synthesized from petrochemical starting materials 
• Triglycerides (Vegetable Oils) – plant-based oils, such as rapeseed, canola, etc. 
• Polyalphaolefins (PAO) and related hydrocarbon products – produced from 


petrochemicals 


Environmentally acceptable fluids are composed of two basic items: (1) base fluid, and (2) 
additives. The resulting mixture of both components of the fluid must meet the environmental 
criteria in order for the fluid to be rated as EA.  


FLUID PERFORMANCE FACTORS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA: The factors 
that must be considered for use of EA fluids fall into two categories: (1) performance-based, and 
(2) environment-based. Minimum technical performance should be based on ISO 15380:2011 
guidance. Some typical performance-based criteria for EA fluids (Rudnick 2009, USACE 1999) 
include the following:  


• Viscosity/viscosity index 
• Lubricity 
• Pour point (point of oil solidification) 
• Wear protection (pump wear test, gear loading) 
• Foam 
• Air release 
• R&O (rust and oxidation inhibitors) 
• Corrosion and oxidation resistance 
• Water retention (demulsability / water separation)  
• Water solubility 
• Hydrolytic stability 
• Operating temperature range/thermal stability 
• Low temperature performance 
• Seal and hose material compatibility 
• Fluid compatibility with other hydraulic fluids per ASTM 7752 
• Fluid miscibility (mixing) with mineral oil 
• Additive solubility 
• Fluid life and disposability 
• Paint compatibility 
• Fire resistance / Flash point 


As related to USACE, environmentally-based factors will include the following: 


• Biodegradability 
• Toxicity (specifically, ecotoxicity)  
• Fluid chemistry 
• Sheen generation 
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Although the sheen-generating characteristics of a hydraulic fluid are not being considered with 
respect to the EA designation by USACE, discussion and classification criteria for a “no sheen” 
hydraulic fluid are provided in this technical note. 


The focus of this technical note will be on the environmental criteria for fluids to obtain an EA 
rating, along with a general description of the physical performance factors. Specific hydraulic 
system manufacturers and hydraulic fluid providers should be consulted to determine the 
physical performance factors required for the system and associated equipment. 


FLUID CHARACTERISTICS: Select relative performance and environmental characteristics 
of the four classes of EA hydraulic fluids are shown in Table 1 below: 


Table 1. Comparisons of Various Types of Environmentally Acceptable Fluids 
(Rudnick 2009, USACE 1999) 


Parameter 


Hydraulic Fluid Type 


Vegetable Oil 
(HETG) 


Synthetic Ester 
(HEES) 


Polyglycol 
(HEPG) 


PAO & Related 
Hydrocarbon Fluids 
(HEPR) 


Viscosity Index 
ASTM D 2270 


100-250 120-200 100-200 140-1601 


Water solubility Low solubility Low solubility Soluble2 Low solubility 
Miscibility (mixing) 
with Mineral Oil 


Good Good Not Miscible2 Good3 


Low-temperature 
performance 


Weak Good Good Good 


Oxidation resistance Weak Good Good Good 
Hydrolytic stability Low Medium Good Good 
Seal material 
compatibility 


Limited/Good Limited Limited Good 


Paint compatibility Good Limited/Good Limited Good 
Additive solubility Good Good Moderate Limited/Good 
Lubricity of base 
fluid 


Good Good Limited/Good Limited/Good 


Corrosion resistance Poor Limited/Good Limited Good 
Renewability content High Variable None Variable 
Biodegradability Good Good Moderate/Good Poor/Moderate/Good 
Toxicity, LC50, 
(Rainbow) Trout, 
EPA 560/6-82-002 


633 - > 5000 >5000 80 - > 5000 100 - >5000 


1 Bosch Rexroth AG Publication No. RE90221/05.10, “Environmentally Acceptable Hydraulic Fluids,” p. 9. 
2 Solubility and miscibility ratings shown are for polyethylene glycol type PAGs. Polypropylene glycol type PAG 
fluids are not addressed in the table. 
3 Mortier et al. 2010. 


Parameters in Table 1 that require a more uniform definition, due to various definitions used 
throughout the EA hydraulic fluid industry, are as follows: 


• Water solubility – ability of the fluid to be dissolved in water  
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• Miscibility – ability of new fluid to mix with existing residual mineral oil-based 
hydraulic fluid, without separation, to form a homogenous fluid. Please note that 
favorable environmental characteristics of an EA fluid may diminish if the fluid is mixed 
with a non-EA fluid 


• Renewability content – fluid content made from renewable resources 


CRITERIA FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE FLUIDS: The environmental 
factors for EA fluids are defined by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 
Standard ASTM D 6046 – 02 (2006) (USACE 2014) as follows: 


• Biodegradability – The process of chemical breakdown or transformation of a material 
caused by organisms or their enzymes 


• Ecotoxicity – The propensity of a test material to produce adverse behavioral, 
biochemical, or physiological effects in non-human organisms or populations 


• Fluid chemistry – see page nine of this paper 


Fluid testing for these criteria is to be conducted in accordance with the following standards: 


• Biodegradability – test performed in accordance with Table 4 of the referenced ASTM 
Standard (USACE 2014)  


• Ecotoxicity – acute toxicity test, performed in accordance with Table 5 of the referenced 
ASTM Standard (USACE 2014)  


USACE has determined that for a hydraulic fluid to obtain an EA rating, the fluid must meet or 
exceed the following minimum criteria: 


• Biodegradability – Readily biodegradable: Environmental persistence classification 
Pw1, as stated in ASTM D6046-02(2006) (USACE 2014) 


• Ecotoxicity –test results for acute ecotoxicity in water (or aquatic toxicity), must meet or 
exceed the minimum requirements of the EPA or the referenced ASTM Standard 
(USACE 2014), as follows: 


• EC50 or LC50 concentration levels defined for “Practically Nontoxic” rating as defined 
by EPA (and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)), or IC50 
concentration level as defined by USFWS (2010), or; 


• EL50, LL50, or IL50 loading rates for class Tw2 fluids as defined by the referenced 
ASTM Standard (ASTM 2006). 


• Fluid Chemistry – fluid does not contain any heavy metals (lead, mercury, etc.) 


Details of these requirements are provided in the following sections.  


Biodegradability. Biodegradability of EA fluids is evaluated at rates defined by organizations 
such as the Coordinating European Council (CEC), Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD), and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The rates 
are determined through tests measuring the primary and ultimate biodegradability of the fluid. 
The following definitions are contained in EPA Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic 
Substances (OPPTS 835.3110, Ready Biodegradable) (USEPA 1998): 
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• Primary biodegradation is the alteration in the chemical structure of a substance, brought 
about by biological action, resulting in the loss of a specific property of that substance 


• Ultimate biodegradation (aerobic) is the level of degradation achieved when the test 
compound is totally utilized by microorganisms resulting in the production of carbon 
dioxide, water, mineral salts, and new microbial cellular constituents (biomass) 


Ultimate biodegradation is directly related to complete biodegradation, while primary 
biodegradation is related to the partial biodegradation of a fluid. The results of tests measuring 
the primary and/or ultimate biodegradation are often used to label a fluid with classifications as 
either readily or inherently biodegradable. 


Readily biodegradable is an arbitrary classification of chemicals that have passed certain 
specified screening tests for ultimate biodegradability; these tests are so stringent that it is 
assumed that such compounds will rapidly and completely biodegrade in aquatic environments 
under aerobic conditions (ASTM 2006). 


Inherently biodegradable is a classification of chemicals for which there is unequivocal evidence 
of biodegradation (primary or ultimate) in any test of biodegradability (ASTM 2006). 


ASTM Standard D 6046–02 (2006) uses classifications such as Pw1, Pw2, etc., to define a 
fluid’s properties with respect to biodegradability. 


USACE has determined that in order to meet its own EOPs, which address minimizing adverse 
impact on the environment, an EA hydraulic fluid shall be classified as readily biodegradable. 
With respect to ASTM, fluids are classified as readily biodegradable when they meet or exceed 
the minimum biodegradability performance requirements as stated in Table 4 of ASTM D6046-
02 (2006) for fluid environmental persistence classification Pw1. The biodegradability testing 
class and performance requirements for this class of EA fluids are defined by the referenced 
ASTM Standard as the following: 


• Pw1 - Test results for ultimate biodegradation must meet the requirements that the 
theoretical percent of CO2 and O2 remaining after 28 days shall be greater than or equal 
to 60% and 67%, respectively, for hydraulic fluids containing less than 10 wt % O2. For 
hydraulic fluids that contain greater than 10 wt % O2, the biodegradability test result 
requirement is that the theoretical percent of O2 or CO2 remaining after 28 days shall be 
greater than or equal to 60%. These requirements are the most stringent standards for 
ultimate biodegradation 


Note: Other international standards with respect to biodegradability testing and classifications 
(such as OECD), will be considered by USACE on a case-by-case basis. 


Fluids that are not readily biodegradable, and only inherently biodegradable, will not be 
considered by USACE to be environmentally acceptable. 


Ecotoxicity. Ecotoxicity ratings for EA fluids are measured in concentrations of the fluid that 
may cause toxicity to the environment, which includes toxicity effects on the aquatic 
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environment, soil contamination, avian species, and mammals. Ecotoxicity ratings are defined as 
follows (USEPA 2012): 


• Effect concentration (ECXX): The concentration at which some environmental effect, 
such as growth or deformity, will occur in XX% of the test organisms 


• Lethal concentration (LCXX): The concentration that will cause the death of XX% of the 
test organisms 


• Inhibitive concentration (ICXX): The concentration at which some inhibitory effect will 
occur in XX% of the test organisms 


Other ecotoxicity criteria are defined by the referenced ASTM Standard (ASTM 2006) in terms 
of loading rates, as follows: 


• Effect load (ELXX): A statistically or graphically estimated loading rate of test material 
that is expected to cause one or more specified effects in XX% of a group of organisms 
under specified conditions for a specified time 


• Lethal load (LLXX): A statistically or graphically estimated loading rate of test material 
that is expected to be lethal to XX% of a group of organisms under specified conditions 
for a specified time 


• Inhibitive load (ILXX): A statistically or graphically estimated loading rate of test 
material that is expected to cause XX% inhibition of a biological process (such as growth 
or reproduction), which has an analog as opposed to a digital measure 


The USFWS Research Information Bulletin No. 84-78 defines ecotoxicity for the aquatic 
environment (acute toxicity) in terms of concentration levels measured for an effect 
concentration, EC50, and for a lethal concentration, LC50. The USFWS definitions for these 
acute toxicity concentrations for the aquatic environment are as follows: 


• LC50: A 96-hr LC50 value is the concentration of chemical that would be lethal to 50% 
of a population of the test organisms (invertebrates, fishes, and amphibians) within 96 hr 


• EC50: Toxicity to some invertebrates (daphnids and midge larvae), expressed as 48-hr 
EC50, is the estimated concentration of chemical that would produce an effect 
(immobilization, loss of equilibrium, etc.) within 48 hr 


The USFWS also defines an ecotoxicity rating based upon an inhibition concentration, IC50, 
which is defined as follows (Totten 2000): 


• IC50: The concentration at which 50% reduction occurs as compared to the controls after 
a short-term exposure (i.e., growth, enzyme activities, etc.) 


ASTM D 6046–02 (2006) defines acute ecotoxicity load limits in weight parts per million 
(wppm), in terms of EL50, IL50, and LL50. However, this ASTM standard adds that the ELXX, 
LLXX, and ILXX classifications should be used in lieu of ECXX, LCXX, and ICXX, “…when 
the hydraulic fluid is not completely soluble under test conditions.”  


Given the above information, USACE has determined that in order for a fluid to be rated as EA, 
the fluid must be tested to meet acute ecotoxicity ratings in water (or aquatic toxicity) , based 
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upon the test methods defined by EPA Regulations (USEPA 1998, 2012) or the ASTM Standard 
(2006), depending upon complete solubility of the fluid during test conditions. This means that 
acute toxicity testing measurements must be made at concentration levels measured for EC50, 
IC50, and LC50, or at loading rates measured at EL50, IL50, and LL50.  


It is recommended that ecotoxicity tests be performed on a vertebrate, invertebrate, and plant 
(algal) species that is naturally found in the area of operation for the piece of floating plant. For 
example, an ecotoxicity test on a salt water species is not applicable for a floating plant that is 
operating on an inland river system. The EC50 tests are commonly performed with daphnia 
species due to their increased sensitivity to chemical concentrations. 


Ecotoxicity ratings for aquatic environments subjected to chemicals are shown in acute toxicity 
scales developed by various organizations (see Tables 2 and 3 below). 


Table 2. USFWS and EPA acute toxicity rating scales for 
aquatic organisms.  


Relative Toxicity 


USFWS EPA 
EC50 or LC50  
(mg/L or ppm) 


LC50  
(ppm) 


Super Toxic < 0.01  Not Defined 
Extremely Toxic  0.01-0.1  < 0.1 
Highly Toxic  0.1-1.0  0.1-1 
Moderately Toxic  1.0-10.0  >1-10 
Slightly Toxic  10-100  >10-100 
Practically Nontoxic  100-1000  >100 
Relatively Harmless >1000  Not Defined 
Source: U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (2012). 


 


Table 3. ASTM aquatic toxicity rating scale. 
Ecotoxicity in Water 
Designation 


Loading Rate, wppm, EL50, 
LL50 or IL50  


Tw1  >1000 
Tw2  1000-100 
Tw3  100-10 
Tw4  <10 
Source: ASTM Standard ASTM D 6046 – 02 (2006). 


Given the information in Tables 2 and 3 above, USACE has determined that for a fluid to be 
rated as EA, the test results for acute ecotoxicity in water (or aquatic toxicity) must meet or 
exceed the minimum requirements of EPA (USEPA 2012) or the referenced ASTM Standard 
(2006), as follows: 


• EC50 or LC50 concentration levels defined for the “Practically Nontoxic” rating as 
defined by EPA (and USFWS), or IC50 concentration level defined by USFWS (2010), or; 


• EL50, LL50, or IL50 loading rates for class Tw2 fluids as defined by the ASTM Standard 
(2006) 
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Fluid chemistry. In addition to the critical environmental properties detailed above, USACE 
has determined that in order for a fluid to be rated as “environmentally acceptable,” the 
chemistry of the fluid must not contain any toxic heavy metals. Examples of toxic heavy metals 
include, but are not limited to: lead, mercury, arsenic, etc.  


Sheen Generation: The sheen-generating properties of hydraulic fluid and how sheen relates 
to the environment are often-debated topics. Some argue that oil sheens on the surface of the 
water allow for faster detection of a spill/leak/problem and aid in determining the source and 
severity of the oil spill. Additionally, the oil sheen has the potential to be contained with booms 
and recovered, whereas non-sheening, water-soluble oils may enter the water column directly 
and cannot be recovered. On the other side of the argument, a non-sheen oil is less likely to 
remain on the surface of the water where it has the potential to coat the feathers of fowl or 
mammals coming to the surface for air, which can hinder their ability to breathe and survive. 
Additionally, there are applications where the oil-to-sea interface will only seep small/limited 
amounts of oil, due to the nature of the service (i.e., stern tube, submerged bearing, etc.). In these 
instances, a non-sheening, environmentally acceptable fluid may be desirable. 


Regardless of the arguments for or against sheen generation, the end user must be aware of the 
Federal regulations relating to oil discharge. The CWA and the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 
90) prohibit the discharge of oil into the waters of the United States in quantities that may be 
harmful. The Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR Part 110.3(b) defines “quantities that may be 
harmful” as those causing a film or sheen upon or discoloration of the surface of the water or 
adjoining shorelines or cause a sludge or emulsion to be deposited beneath the surface of the 
water or upon adjoining shorelines. The current EPA Vessel General Permit (VGP) allows for 
discharges of lubricants from normal operations in amounts that are not harmful (per 40 CFR 
Part 110). In addition to the Federal statutes, the discharge of oil must also be in accordance with 
appropriate state, local, and/or tribal governments. 


As the regulations read above, any oil discharge or spill that results in a sheen must be reported 
to the appropriate authorities. If the discharge or spill does not create a sheen, it still is reportable 
if it created sludge or emulsion below the water. Operators and supervisors must be aware of the 
regulations and the requirements to report any discharge of oil in quantities that may be harmful. 


Although employing a “non-sheening” EA hydraulic fluid may be desirable over a sheening type 
EA hydraulic fluid, USACE has determined that sheen-generating, or non-generating, properties 
of a hydraulic fluid will not be considered in the determination of the fluid’s EA classification. It 
is the responsibility of the floating plant and facility operators to evaluate their operations and 
determine the desirable sheen characteristics. Considerations may include the location of the 
equipment, open or closed systems, expected operational seepage, spill potential, the level of 
monitoring on the system, the operating area, and other environmental factors. 


If a non-sheen EA hydraulic fluid is required by the operators, it shall meet sheen requirements 
as defined by the “Static Sheen Test.” Sheen test requirements are defined in 40 CFR 435, 
Subpart A, Appendix 1, Part 1, Scope and Application, which states: 


This method is to be used as a compliance test for the “no discharge of free oil” 
requirement for discharges of drilling fluids, drill cuttings, produced sand, and well 
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treatment, completion, and workover fluids. “Free oil” refers to any oil contained in a 
waste stream that when discharged will cause a film or sheen upon a discoloration of the 
surface of the receiving water. 


Appendix 1, Part 8.6, of the referenced CFR (40 CFR 435) provides requirements regarding 
sheen detection and growth. These requirements are as follows: 


• Detection of “free oil” 


Detection of a “silvery” or “metallic” sheen or gloss, increased reflectivity, visual color, 
iridescence, or an oil slick on the water surface of the test container surface shall 
constitute a demonstration of “free oil”… 


• Sheen growth 


If an oil sheen or slick occurs on less than one-half of the surface area after the sample is 
introduced to the test container, observations will continue for up to 1 hour. If the sheen 
or slick increases in size and covers greater than one-half of the surface area of the test 
container during the observation period, the discharge of the material shall cease. If the 
sheen or slick does not increase in size to cover greater than one-half of the test 
container surface area after one hour of observation, discharge may continue and 
additional sampling is not required. 


If a sheen or slick occurs on greater than one-half of the surface area of the test 
container after the test material is introduced, discharge of the tested material shall 
cease. The permittee may retest the material causing the sheen or slick. If subsequent 
tests do not result in a sheen or slick covering greater than one-half of the surface area of 
the test container, discharge may continue. 


COST: The cost of EA fluids can currently range from 1.5-4 times that of a regular-grade, 
petroleum-based hydraulic fluid. Costs can vary, depending on the fluid manufacturer and 
volume required. Despite the higher initial costs for EA hydraulic fluids compared to petroleum-
based fluids, there can be significant savings in cleanup costs, when compared to cleanup costs 
for petroleum-based hydraulic fluids. In some instances, if an accidental discharge occurs, the 
fines may be reduced or eliminated if the issuing agency is aware (or is made aware) that the 
fluid is EA and the impact on the environment is minimal. 


In addition, some EA hydraulic fluids have a longer life expectancy than a traditional mineral oil; 
therefore, the life cycle costs over time may be reduced. 


REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING HYDRAULIC FLUIDS: Hydraulic fluids in existing 
machinery must be flushed/removed as much as possible to minimize the contamination to the 
new/replacement EA hydraulic fluid. Thorough flushing of an existing system ensures that the new 
fluid will retain the desired environmental properties and maximize the performance in the 
hydraulic system. The recommended process is flushing the entire system with the new EA 
hydraulic fluid until the residual level of the previous oil is not more than 5% of the total fluid 
volume, or as recommended by the fluid and system manufacturers. The hydraulic system 
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manufacturer should also be consulted on the correct flushing procedure to prevent damage to the 
equipment. 


All removed oil and oil used during flushing, should be disposed of in accordance with federal, 
state, local, and tribal regulations. 


Maintenance of machinery systems containing EA hydraulic fluids must strictly follow the 
hydraulic fluid manufacturer’s recommendations. Following these maintenance procedures is 
especially critical during the initial change from mineral oil-based to EA hydraulic fluid. 
Maintenance shall include hydraulic fluid analysis and regular fluid and filter changes. 


Some fluid providers may analyze the hydraulic fluid on a regular scheduled basis as part of the 
purchase price of the hydraulic fluid. USACE highly recommends that the operators maintain the 
analysis schedule, as this is a critical step in ensuring that the fluid is not becoming contaminated 
and maintaining its physical and environmental properties. In addition, properly maintaining the 
fluid can extend the time interval between fluid changes, thus reducing the overall operating cost 
of the EA hydraulic fluid. It is also possible for particular types of EA hydraulic fluids to be 
restored/reconditioned to the “as-new” condition, prolonging the life of the fluid indefinitely. 


Annex A of ISO Standard 15380:2011 (ISO 2011) contains useful information and guidance for 
changing fluids from mineral-based oils to EA fluids.  


SELECTING AN ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE HYDRAULIC FLUID: Selecting 
an EA hydraulic fluid to replace a fluid, or to commission a new system, is not a task that should 
be taken lightly. There is a wealth of information and misinformation available on EA fluids. The 
EA fluid industry is growing, and as such, there are many choices when it comes to selecting EA 
fluids. Some of the products available are truly “environmentally acceptable,” while other products 
only make those claims. Below is a summary of important considerations when evaluating an EA 
fluid: 


• System Requirements and Compatibility 


o Consult with the hydraulic system manufacturer to determine all of the physical 
characteristics/parameters the fluid for that system requires and if the proposed 
fluid is acceptable 


o Consult with the hydraulic system manufacturer and fluid provider to ensure that 
the operating environment is suitable for the fluid 


o Consult with the hydraulic system manufacturer to determine if ALL of the seals 
in the system are compatible with the proposed fluid 


o Ensure that the new fluid will not void the remaining warranty if the hydraulic 
system is still under warranty 


o Examine the tank/reservoir coating system and determine if the fluid is 
compatible 


o Obtain written approval from the hydraulic system manufacturer indicating that 
the proposed fluid is compatible with the system, reservoir, and seals, and that the 
physical and performance properties are within the requirements system 
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o Coordinate with the hydraulic system manufacturer and the fluid provider on the 
proper flushing procedures 


o If commissioning a new system, require the hydraulic system manufacturer to 
factory/bench test the system with the proposed EA fluid 


• Environmental Properties 


o All testing regarding environmental properties should be performed by 
independent labs/testing companies. Documentation should be provided for all 
required tests, as follows: 


 Biodegradability – ASTM Pw1 Classification or equivalent 
 Ecotoxicity  


• Tests performed on a vertebrate, invertebrate, and/or plant (algal) 
species that is naturally found in the area of operation 


o ASTM Tw2 Classification, or; 
o USFWS/EPA “Practically Nontoxic” Classification, or; 
o an approved equivalent classification 


 Sheen Generation – pass the EPA Static Sheen Test as described in 40 
CFR 435, Subpart A, Appendix 1 


o Provide a list of the chemical compounds in the fluid and ensure that no heavy 
metals are present 


• Costs and Fluid Maintenance 


o Obtain a quote(s) from the suppliers 
o Determine if additional fluid is necessary for proper system flushing and ensure 


that fluid cost is included 
o Consult with the suppliers on the life expectancy of the fluid and recommended 


intervals between fluid changes, filter changes, dryer/breather changes, etc. 
o Develop a life-cycle cost analysis to compare the fluid(s) to the conventional fluid 


over a fix period of time 
o Include periodically scheduled fluid analysis as part of the maintenance program 


It is important for the end users to apply due diligence when considering an EA fluid. This 
includes the following actions: 


• Understand the federal, state, local, and tribal laws and regulations 
• Understand the basics behind EA fluids, standards, and classifications 
• Ask questions of the system manufacturer and the fluid suppliers 
• Talk to suppliers of the different types of fluids (SE, PAG, PAO, vegetable oils) to 


determine if a particular fluid is right for the intended application (more than one type of 
fluid may work) 
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• Require the fluid supplier to provide documentation from independent labs/testing 
companies 


• Consider the overall and life-cycle costs (including potential savings from fines) 
• Ensure that the fluid supplier is a reputable company 
• Most importantly, obtain the approval from the hydraulic system manufacturer for the use 


of the EA hydraulic fluid 


FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE HYDRAULIC 
FLUIDS: The requirements for the EA-rated hydraulic fluids above have been developed based on 
current guidelines, standards, and technology. Additional future considerations to bolster the 
USACE EA rating for hydraulic fluids include the following: 


• Development of more stringent fluid aquatic ecotoxicity requirements, such as 
implementation of ASTM Acute Ecotoxicity Classification Tw1 


• Development of test standards/requirements by ASTM for bioaccumulation (current 
standards are defined by EPA and OECD) 


It is recommended that this document be reviewed for relevancy at least once every five years. 
As laws, regulations, and technology change, this document will be revised to ensure that the 
criteria for EA hydraulic fluid remain up-to-date, and at the upper tiers with the current 
standards. 


CONCLUSIONS: The development and use of EA hydraulic fluids are expanding every day. 
The definition or classification of EA hydraulic fluids varies among agencies, suppliers, and end 
users. The information provided by vendors and suppliers can be overwhelming and easily 
misunderstood. 


The biodegradability and the ecotoxicity of a hydraulic fluid are the significant characteristics used 
to gauge the environmental impact and determine if the fluid is environmentally acceptable. An EA 
hydraulic fluid shall be rated as “Readily Biodegradable” and the ecotoxicity as “Practically 
Nontoxic.” Additionally, the chemical formula for the fluid shall not include heavy metals. 


It is imperative for users considering an EA hydraulic fluid to understand the types of fluids and 
weigh a variety of factors. The fluid selected should be compatible with the system and 
components, be classified as an EA fluid according to this document, and have the desirable sheen 
characteristics. The total cost of ownership, not just the initial fill costs, should also be included in 
the fluid selection. This technical note has provided basic knowledge and understanding for end 
users considering the use of EA hydraulic fluid, but due diligence must be employed throughout 
the process to ensure a successful conversion (or system start-up) and operation.  
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 


441 G STREET, NW 
WASHINGTON, DC 20314-1000 


REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF 


CECW-CO 


MEMORANDUM FOR ALL DIVISION, DISTRICT, CENTER, LABORATORY, AND 
FIELD OPERATING ACTIVITY COMMANDERS 


SUBJECT:  Clean Water Act Compliance at USACE Hydropower Facilities 


1. PURPOSE.  This memorandum provides guidance on the operation and
maintenance of USACE hydropower facilities, in accordance with Engineer Regulation 
(ER) 200-2-3 (Environmental Compliance Policies), Chapter 11-1, specifically regarding 
compliance with the Clean Water Act (CWA).  This guidance identifies management 
practices that should be considered, where economically practicable and technically 
feasible, for implementation at USACE hydropower facilities.  This guidance refers to 
normal operations and does not address actions that may be required to respond to a 
spill of regulated substances.   


2. BACKGROUND.  The CWA regulates discharges of pollutants from point sources.
The term “discharge of a pollutant” (CWA Section 502(12)) is defined to mean “any 
addition of any pollutant to navigable waters from any point source.”  A point source is 
defined in Section 502(14) as any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance, 
including but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete 
fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, or vessel or 
other floating craft, from which pollutants are or may be discharged.  The CWA defines 
the term “pollutant” (CWA Section 502(6))  to mean “dredged spoil, solid waste, 
incinerator residue, sewage, garbage, sewage sludge, munitions, chemical wastes, 
biological materials, radioactive materials, heat, wrecked or discarded equipment, rock, 
sand, cellar dirt and industrial, municipal, and agricultural waste discharged into water.”  
Additionally, discharges of oil “in such quantities as may be harmful” are prohibited 
under Section 311(b)(3) of the CWA.  Section 311(a) further defines the terms “oil” and 
“discharge,” for purposes of Section 311, and excludes from the latter certain 
“discharges resulting from circumstances identified and reviewed and made a part of 
the public record with respect to” a permit (CWA Section 311(a)(2)(C)).  The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has defined such quantities to “include 
discharges of oil that: (a) violate applicable water quality standards; or (b) cause a film 
or sheen upon or discoloration of the surface of the water or adjoining shorelines or 
cause a sludge or emulsion to be deposited beneath the surface of the water or upon 
adjoining shorelines.”  40 C.F.R. Section 110.3. 


a. The prohibition in Section 311 of the CWA does not apply to (a) discharges in
compliance with a permit under Section 1342 of this title, (b) discharges resulting from 
circumstances identified and reviewed and made a part of the public record with respect 
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to a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit, or (c) continuous 
or anticipated intermittent discharges from a point source, identified in a permit or permit 
application under Section 1342 of this title, which are caused by events occurring within 
the scope of relevant operating or treatment systems.  33 U.S.C. Section 1321(a)(2). 


b. CWA Section 402, 33 U.S.C. Section 1342, established the NPDES permitting
program to control water pollution from point sources that discharge pollutants into 
waters of the United States.  Section 402 authorizes USEPA, or a state environmental 
agency with USEPA approval, to issue permits for the discharge of any pollutant other 
than dredged or fill material.   


c. The USACE determination of whether there is a discharge of a pollutant at a
USACE hydropower facility, and whether an NPDES permit is necessary, requires a 
careful, multi-disciplinary evaluation.  Operation and maintenance of USACE 
hydropower facilities, and their associated mechanical and electrical equipment, may 
involve the use of turbine oil, lubricants (oils and greases) and non-contact cooling 
water in a variety of applications.  Depending on the circumstances, if oil or grease or 
heat (in cooling water) is being discharged through a pipe or other point source into 
navigable waters from a USACE hydropower facility, that activity might qualify as the 
discharge of a pollutant that should be covered by a NPDES permit. 


d. The mere passage of pollutants already present in the navigable waters passing
through a dam, without the dam introducing a pollutant into the water, does not involve 
the addition of a pollutant to navigable waters requiring a NPDES permit.  See National 
Wildlife Federation v. Gorsuch, 693 F.2d 156, 175 (D.C. Cir. 1982); National Wildlife 
Federation v. Consumers Power Co., 862 F.2d 580, 584 (6th Cir. 1988).  Similarly, 
USEPA has promulgated a final rule establishing that water transfers, defined as any 
“activity that conveys or connects waters of the United States without subjecting the 
transferred water to intervening industrial, municipal, or commercial use,” do not require 
NPDES permits.1  40 C.F.R. Section 122.3(i); 73 F. Reg. 33,697 (June 13, 2008).  The 
water transfers exclusion does not apply to pollutants that are introduced by the water 
transfer activity itself.  Id. 


3. GUIDANCE.  The following guidance should be followed to facilitate compliance with
the CWA at USACE hydropower facilities.   


1 The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York issued a ruling on March 28, 2014, setting 
aside the “water transfers rule” and remanding it to EPA for further consideration.  Catskill Mountains 
Chapter of Trout Unlimited, Inc. v. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 8 F. Supp.3d 500 (S.D.N.Y. 
2014).  That decision was appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, No. 14-1823.  As 
of the date of this memorandum, the appeal remains pending at the Second Circuit and the “water 
transfers rule” remains in effect. 
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 SUBJECT:  Clean Water Act Compliance at USACE Hydropower Facilities 


a. Management Practices.  All USACE hydropower facilities will implement the
management practices listed below to the extent that it is economically practicable and 
technically feasible to do so.  Such practices will be reviewed and updated as 
appropriate on a regular basis.     


            (1) Implement operation/maintenance and housekeeping procedures that 
minimize  oil/grease usage and leakage; 


(2) Capture and reuse/recycle/dispose, as appropriate, lubricant leakage when 
and where practicable and; 


(3) Utilize environmentally acceptable lubricants.   


            (4) When planning for major overhaul or replacement of equipment, evaluate 
installing new or replacement equipment which will reduce or eliminate use of lubricants 
(e.g., greaseless bushings) 


           (5) Develop and implement an Oil Accountability Plan that accounts annually for 
lubricants added to and contained within equipment, as well as lubricants removed, 
recovered or disposed. 


b. Annual Implementation Assessment.  Implementation of management practices
(3.a.(1) – 3.a.(5)) will be assessed and documented during a facility’s annual 
environmental compliance assessment, conducted in accordance with ER 200-2-3 and 
the USACE Environmental Review Guide for Operations (ERGO) Manual.   


c. As appropriate, budget for, implement, and document corrective actions for
ERGO findings pertaining to management practices 3.a.(1) – 3.a.(5) to ensure their 
continued effectiveness. 


d. If, during routine operation and maintenance of a USACE hydropower facility,
responsible officials find that the facility may have the potential to introduce pollutants to 
navigable waters from a point source, they should first evaluate whether it is possible to 
avoid or eliminate the potential introduction of a pollutant.  If it is not possible to avoid 
the introduction of a pollutant, the district and division technical and Office of Counsel 
staff should be consulted.  This coordination is important to ensure consistent response 
and compliance across USACE facilities nationally.  HQUSACE, division, and district, 
will collaboratively evaluate the circumstances.  If the final determination is that a 
NPDES permit application is appropriate, contact with the responsible USEPA or state 
regulatory agency will be made in coordination with HQUSACE, division and district 
technical and Office of Counsel staff.  Due to the potential impact to other USACE  
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hydropower facilities, it must be stressed that this is an issue of national significance 
and is sufficiently complex to require an interdisciplinary discussion to determine the 
proper course of action based on individual circumstances. If a facility has already 
applied for, or has obtained a NPDES permit for their hydropower facility, then the 
district should report the nature of the permit and provide a copy to the division and 
HQUSACE. 


4. This memorandum has been coordinated with the Office of the Chief Counsel. 
Points of contact for this policy are Mr. John Coho, Senior Advisor for Environmental 
Compliance,202-761-4722,John.W.Coho@usace.army.mil and Mr. Chris Carey, 
Assistant Counsel for Environment,202-761-8538,Chris.D.Carey@usace.army.mil. 


9J_\_9Bl 
STEVEN L. STOCKTON, P.E. 
Director of Civil Works 












USACE St Paul District Lock and Dam Lubricant List


Equipment Description USAF LSAF Lock 1 Equipment Description Lock 2 Lock 3 Lock 4
No information provided NO information provided


Lock Miter Gates Lock Miter Gates
Miter Gate, Elect. Drive Motor Miter Gate, Elect. Drive Motor
Miter Gate, Cam Limit Switch Miter Gate, Cam Limit Switch Mobil SHC 629 Synthetic Gear Oil 
Miter Gate, strut arm bushings Miter Gate, strut arm bushings Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Miter Gate, Falk Clutch/coupling from motor Miter Gate, Falk Clutch/coupling from motor Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
Miter Gate,  Gearbox output shaft gear coupling Miter Gate,  Gearbox output shaft gear coupling Mobil XHP322 or acculube #2 Acculube MT55 Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Miter Gate, Grease Anchor Bars Hydrotex Acculube 55 Miter Gate, Grease Anchor Bars Mobil XHP322 Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
Miter Gate, Sector Gear Miter Gate, Sector Gear Lulbrication Engineers 2001 or 5182 Pyro Shield 5100/5182 Pyrosheild 5182 or Pyrosheild spray 5100
Miter Gate, Gear Case Oil Miter Gate, Gear Case Oil Schaffers 293A Schaeffer 293A Schaffer's 293A


Miter Gate,   pinion shaft bearing top one Miter Gate,   pinion shaft bearing top one Mobil XHP322 or acculube #2 Mobil SCH 460 Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
Miter Gate,  Gearbox Shaft Seals input and output Miter Gate,  Gearbox Shaft Seals input and output Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Miter Gate, brake assembly   Miter Gate, brake assembly  
Miter Gate, open gears Miter Gate, open gears LE2001 or LE5182 Pyrosheild 5100 / 5182 Pyroshield 5182


Miter Gate, bearings, and strut arm  Miter Gate, bearings, and strut arm  Mobil XHP322 Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
MG Pinion shaft bottom bearing Housing, (fill void) MG Pinion shaft bottom bearing Housing, (fill void) Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Miter Gate Pintle Hydrotex Acculube 55 Miter Gate Pintle Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
Miter Gate HPU DA Torque Fluid II Miter Gate HPU Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Pyrosheild 5182 or Pyrosheild spray 5100
Lock Tainter Gate Lock Tainter Gate
Gear Couplings Mobil SHC 220 Gear Couplings NA Acculube MT55
Roller Bearings Roller Bearings NA


Pillow Block Bearings Mobil SHC 220 Pillow Block Bearings NA
Motor Motor NA


Worm Gear Box Mobil SHC 680 Worm Gear Box NA
Helical or Parallel Gear Box Helical or Parallel Gear Box NA


Open Gears MobilTack 325 Open Gears NA
Chain Drum Gear Chain Drum Gear NA


Chain Chain NA
Wire Rope Wire Rope NA


Trunnion Bearing Hydrotex Acculube 55 Trunnion Bearing NA
Lock Tainter Valves Lock Tainter Valves


Tainter Valve, output shaft couplings from gearbox Tainter Valve, output shaft couplings from gearbox Mobil XHP322 or acculube #2 Acculube MT55
Tainter valve,  Grease Falk Coupling from motor Tainter valve,  Grease Falk Coupling from motor Mobil XHP322 Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Tainter valve, Lubricate wire rope    Tainter valve, Lubricate wire rope    LE2001 State Chemical Duraflex chain and cable spray CRC Chain & Wire rope lube
Tainter valve gearbox gear case shaft seals    Tainter valve gearbox gear case shaft seals    Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
Tainter valve, Grease Pillow Block Bearings Tainter valve, Grease Pillow Block Bearings Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Tainter valve,  gear box oil Tainter valve,  gear box oil Schaffers 293A Mobile 360 Mobil SHC 630
Tainter valve, brake assembly Tainter valve, brake assembly


Tainter valve,Grease Cam Limit Chain Sprocket Tainter valve,Grease Cam Limit Chain Sprocket Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
Tainter valve,  Lubricate Drive Chain limit switch Tainter valve,  Lubricate Drive Chain limit switch CRC Chain & Wire rope lube


Tainter Valve, Elect. Drive Motor Tainter Valve, Elect. Drive Motor
Tainter Valve HPU DA Torque Fluid II Tainter Valve HPU


TV Trunnion Hydrotex Acculube 55 TV Trunnion Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Equipment Description USAF LSAF Lock 1 Equipment Description Lock 2 Lock 3 Lock 4


Roller Gate Operating Machinery Roller Gate Operating Machinery


Roller Gate, Gear Box Roller Gate, Gear Box
Mobil SHC 634 (Gates 2,3,4 are done gate 1 will be done in 


2017)
Valvoline 75w‐140 (not synthetic, changed in 2001)


Roller Gate, Elect. Drive Motor Roller Gate, Elect. Drive Motor
Roller Gate, Grease Lifting Chain  Roller Gate, Grease Lifting Chain  Acculube and switching over to Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Roller Gate, Grease outside Lifting Chain, spray Roller Gate, Grease outside Lifting Chain, spray
Roller Gate, pillow block bearings    Roller Gate, pillow block bearings    Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Roller Gate, Open Gears   and herringbone gear Roller Gate, Open Gears   and herringbone gear Lubriplate 630‐aa
Flexible Coupling  between motor and brake Flexible Coupling  between motor and brake


RG chain drum gear RG chain drum gear Pyrosheild spray 5100
Tainter Gate Operating Machinery Tainter Gate Operating Machinery


Tainter Gate Gear Boxes Mobil SHC 680 (worm gear box) Tainter Gate Gear Boxes Mobil 630 Mobil SHC 630
Tainter Gate, Elect. Drive. Motor Tainter Gate, Elect. Drive. Motor NA


Tainter Gate, Pillow Block Bearings   Mobil SHC 220 Tainter Gate, Pillow Block Bearings   Mobil XHP322
Tainter Gate, Lube Flex. Couplings Mobil SHC 220 (gear couplings) Tainter Gate, Lube Flex. Couplings NA Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
Tainter Gate, Lube Open Gears  MobilTack 325 Tainter Gate, Lube Open Gears  LE2001 Pyrosheild spray 5100


Chain Drum Gear MobilTack 325 Chain Drum Gear NA Pyrosheild spray 5100
Tainter Gate, Grease Trunion,   Mobil CM (Gate 2 has CIP self lube bearings) Tainter Gate, Grease Trunion,   NA Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Dam Bulkheads  Ten  Dam Bulkheads  Ten 
Dam Bulkheads, Roller Gates ‐ rollers Dam Bulkheads, Roller Gates ‐ rollers Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
Dam Bulkheads, Tainter Gates ‐ rollers Dam Bulkheads, Tainter Gates ‐ rollers Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Dam Crane Undercarriage/Bulkhead Hoist Dam Crane Undercarriage/Bulkhead Hoist
Bulkhead Hoist, Cone Drive Primary, Two (2) Bulkhead Hoist, Cone Drive Primary, Two (2) Mobil SHC 630 Mobil SHC 630


Bulkhead Hoist, Cone Drive Secondary, Two (2) Bulkhead Hoist, Cone Drive Secondary, Two (2) Mobil SHC 634
Bulkhead Hoist, Trolley, Two (2) Hydrotex Acculube 55 Bulkhead Hoist, Trolley, Two (2) Mobil SHC 634 Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Bulkhead Hoist, Shives, Two (2) Hydrotex Acculube 55 Bulkhead Hoist, Shives, Two (2) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


Bulkhead Hoist, Drum pillow blocks (4) Bulkhead Hoist, Drum pillow blocks (4) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Bulkhead Hoist, hoist blocks, (2) Bulkhead Hoist, hoist blocks, (2) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


Bulkhead Hoist, Synchronizing Shaft Bulkhead Hoist, Synchronizing Shaft Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Bulkhead Hoist, Level wind, gearbox seals (2) Bulkhead Hoist, Level wind, gearbox seals (2) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Bulkhead Hoist, Pawl support and  Bearings (2) Bulkhead Hoist, Pawl support and  Bearings (2) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


Bulkhead Hoist, Hoist wire rope, Two (2) Bulkhead Hoist, Hoist wire rope, Two (2) CRC Chain & Wire rope lube
 Undercarriage, Drive Gear Boxes, Two (2)  Undercarriage, Drive Gear Boxes, Two (2) Mobil Mobilube HD Plus gear oil 80w‐90


 Undercarriage Drive, Brake Fluid    Undercarriage Drive, Brake Fluid    HYKEN Glacial Blu Hydraulic Fluid, Kendall
Undercarriage Drive, Struts & Couplings, Four (4) Undercarriage Drive, Struts & Couplings, Four (4) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


 Undercarriage Drive, wheel trucks, Four (4) Hydrotex Acculube 55 Undercarriage Drive, wheel trucks, Four (4) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


A=Annual, S=Semiannual, Q=Quarterly, M=Monthly, W=Weekly, HRS=Hours
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 Undercarriage Drive, Cable Reel, Gear Box Undercarriage Drive, Cable Reel, Gear Box Mobil Mobilube HD Plus gear oil 80w‐90
Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Pillow Blocks, & Seals Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Pillow Blocks, & Seals Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Drive Chain Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Drive Chain CRC Chain & Wire rope lube
 Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Level Wind Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Level Wind Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


 Undercarriage, Lifting Beam bearings, pins Undercarriage, Lifting Beam bearings, pins Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


Equipment Description USAF LSAF Lock 1 Equipment Description Lock 2 Lock 3 Lock 4


Bubbler Compressor, Four (4) Bubbler Compressor, Four (4)


Bubbler Compressor, Four (4) Bubbler Compressor Ingersol Rand Compressor Oil Lubriplate AC‐2
Ingersoll Rand Ultra coolant, will be switching to the Mobil Raurus 1024 


synthetic
Bubbler Blower Roots 220, grease LE Amaplex 1275 Roots Sythetic 220


Jib Cranes, and Cable/Chain Hoists, Nine (9) Jib Cranes, and Cable/Chain Hoists, Nine (9)


 I‐wall, Rescue Boats, Jib Crane, Two (2), 2 Ton  I‐wall, Rescue Boats, Jib Crane, Two (2), 2 Ton
 I‐wall, Rescue Boats, Hoist, Two (2) 2 Ton  I‐wall, Rescue Boats, Hoist, Two (2) 2 Ton Grease fittings‐ Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


 Dam Jib Crane, Two (2)  1 Ton  Dam Jib Crane, Two (2)  1 Ton Hoist gearbox‐ Mobil 629
 Dam Chain Hoist, Two (2)  1 Ton  Dam Chain Hoist, Two (2)  1 Ton Trolley gearbox‐ Mobil 636
River Wall Jib Crane  1/2 Ton River Wall Jib Crane  1/2 Ton Wire rope‐ lubriplate 630‐aa


River Wall Jib Crane Hoist    1/2 Ton River Wall Jib Crane Hoist    1/2 Ton Jib gearbox‐  Mobil 630
Monorail Cable Hoist, Garage  2 Ton Monorail Cable Hoist, Garage  2 Ton Grease fittings‐ Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Timber Hoist, Portable  1 Ton Timber Hoist, Portable  1 Ton
Chain Hoist Portable, 3 Ton Chain Hoist Portable, 3 Ton


Tow Haulage Upper   (Almon Johnson) Tow Haulage Upper   (Almon Johnson)


  Hydraulic Motor & Pump       Hydraulic Motor & Pump     Mobil AW‐46 VV043 Mobil Hydraulic AW46 Mobil SHC 525 Synthetic ISO‐VG 46
 Cable Spool Gear Box      Cable Spool Gear Box     Mobil 75W‐90 Synthetic


Bearings,  Level Wind, & Safety Gate   Bearings,  Level Wind, & Safety Gate   Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Tow Haulage Lower, (Hydra Power) Tow Haulage Lower, (Hydra Power)


  Hydraulic Motor & Pump       Hydraulic Motor & Pump     Mobil 630 Mobil SHC 525 Synthetic ISO‐VG 46
Tow Haul Bearings & Safety Gate Tow Haul Bearings & Safety Gate Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Fairlead, towhaulage, Two (2) Fairlead, towhaulage, Two (2)


Upper Fairlead, towhaulage, Shive Bearings Upper Fairlead, towhaulage, Shive Bearings Mobil SHC 460 synthetic
Lower Fairlead, towhaulage, Shive Bearings Lower Fairlead, towhaulage, Shive Bearings Mobil SHC 460 synthetic


Boiler, Nat. Gas, Weil‐Mclain, Hot Water Boiler, Nat. Gas, Weil‐Mclain, Hot Water


Boiler, Weil‐Mclain, Pump  Nat. Gas, , Mach. Rm Boiler, Weil‐Mclain, Pump  Nat. Gas, , Mach. Rm


Emergency Generator, 300 KW Emergency Generator, 300 KW


Cummins Engine, Oil Cummins Engine, Oil Mobil Delvac Fully Synthetic 5W‐40


Equipment Description USAF LSAF Lock 1 Equipment Description Lock 2 Lock 3 Lock 4


Compressors, Other than Bubblers Compressors, Other than Bubblers


Compressor, Air, Joy, Dam Pier house # 3 Compressor, Air, Joy, Dam Pier house # 3
Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco, Generator Room Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco, Generator Room 1, 3, 4‐ Mobil 1  0W‐30 synthetic
Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco, Diesel Engine Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco, Diesel Engine


Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco


Small Engines Two Cycle Small Engines Two Cycle


Kombi Tool, Stihl Kombi Tool, Stihl
Leaf Blower, Stihl Leaf Blower, Stihl Stihl Synthetic 2 Cycle Oil


Mower, Walk‐Behind, Lawn‐Boy Mower, Walk‐Behind, Lawn‐Boy
Weed Wacker, Stihl Weed Wacker, Stihl Stihl Synthetic 2 Cycle Oil


Chainsaw, Stihl, Two (2) Chainsaw, Stihl, Two (2) Stihl Synthetic 2 Cycle Oil


Small Engines Four Cycle Small Engines Four Cycle


Cement Saw, Target Cement Saw, Target
Snow Blower Snapper Snow Blower Snapper Mobil Delvac Fully Synthetic 5W‐40


Mower, Push, DR. Trimmer Mower, Push, DR. Trimmer Mobil Delvac Fully Synthetic 5W‐40
Pressure Washer Pressure Washer Mobil Delvac Fully Synthetic 5W‐40


Snow Blower Lawnboy Snow Blower Lawnboy Mobil Delvac Fully Synthetic 5W‐40
Lawn Vacuum Shredder  (Troy‐Built) Lawn Vacuum Shredder  (Troy‐Built)


Snow Blower Toro Snow Blower Toro Mobil Delvac Fully Synthetic 5W‐40


Mercury Outboard, Seven (7) Mercury Outboard, Seven (7)


Mercury Outboard, Engine Oil, Seven (7),  Mercury Outboard, Engine Oil, Seven (7),  Mobil Delvac Fully Synthetic 5W‐40
Mercury Outboard, Lower Unit Oil Seven (7) Mercury Outboard, Lower Unit Oil Seven (7) Mobil Synthetic Gear Lub 75W‐90


Mercury Outboard, Trim Oil Seven (7) Mercury Outboard, Trim Oil Seven (7)
Mercury Outboard, Grease,Body , Seven (7),  Mercury Outboard, Grease,Body , Seven (7), 


A=Annual, S=Semiannual, Q=Quarterly, M=Monthly, W=Weekly, HRS=Hours
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Mercury Outboard, Propeller, Seven (7) Mercury Outboard, Propeller, Seven (7)


Electric Cart, Three (3) Electric Cart, Three (3)


Electric Cart, Differental Oil, Three (3) Electric Cart, Differental Oil, Three (3)


Hustler Super Z HD Mower Hustler Super Z HD Mower


Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Engine Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Engine
Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Hydraulic Fluid Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Hydraulic Fluid
Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Chassis Lube Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Chassis Lube


Equipment Description USAF LSAF Lock 1 Equipment Description Lock 2 Lock 3 Lock 4


ATV,  Kawasaki, KRF 750 N ATV,  Kawasaki, KRF 750 N


ATV,  Kawasaki, Engine Oil ATV,  Kawasaki, Engine Oil Mobil Delvac Fully Synthetic 5W‐40
ATV,  Kawasaki, Front Gear Case Oil ATV,  Kawasaki, Front Gear Case Oil
ATV,  Kawasaki, Rear Gear Case Oil ATV,  Kawasaki, Rear Gear Case Oil


ATV,  Kawasaki, Chassis Lube ATV,  Kawasaki, Chassis Lube


Skid Steer, Caterpillar Skid Steer, Caterpillar


Skid Steer, Engine Oil Skid Steer, Engine Oil Mobil Delvac Fully Synthetic 5W‐40
Skid Steer, Hydraulic Oil Skid Steer, Hydraulic Oil
Skid Steer, Chain Case Oil Skid Steer, Chain Case Oil
Skid Steer, Chassis Grease Skid Steer, Chassis Grease


Snow Blower, Skid Steer attachment Snow Blower, Skid Steer attachment


Skid Steer, Angle Broom Skid Steer, Angle Broom


Hydraulic Jacks and Port‐a‐power Hydraulic Jacks and Port‐a‐power


Entry Gate Entry Gate


A=Annual, S=Semiannual, Q=Quarterly, M=Monthly, W=Weekly, HRS=Hours
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Equipment Description Lock 5 Lock 5A Lock 6 Equipment Description Lock 7 Lock 8 Lock 9


Lock Miter Gates Lock Miter Gates
Miter Gate, Elect. Drive Motor  Polyurea Motor Bearing Grease (If needed) Miter Gate, Elect. Drive Motor
Miter Gate, Cam Limit Switch Mobil SHC 629 Synthetic Gear Oil  Miter Gate, Cam Limit Switch Mobil SHC460
Miter Gate, strut arm bushings Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Miter Gate, strut arm bushings Mobil SHC460


Miter Gate, Falk Clutch/coupling from motor Mobil SHC 220 Mobil XTC Coupling Grease  Miter Gate, Falk Clutch/coupling from motor Mobil SHC460 MOBILE XTC COUPLING GREASE Mobil XTC
Miter Gate,  Gearbox output shaft gear coupling Mobil SHC 220 Mobilux EP2  Miter Gate,  Gearbox output shaft gear coupling Mobil XTC MOBILE XTC COUPLING GREASE


Miter Gate, Grease Anchor Bars Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Miter Gate, Grease Anchor Bars Mobil SHC460
Miter Gate, Sector Gear Pyroshield 5100 aerosol Lubrication Engineers Pyroshield 5182 Pyroshield 5100  Miter Gate, Sector Gear Lubrication Engineers Pyroshield 5180 PYROSHIELD ‐5182 (5100 SPRAY)
Miter Gate, Gear Case Oil Schaffer's 293A Schaffer's 293A Schaeffers 293A Moly Supreme  Miter Gate, Gear Case Oil Schaeffer’s 293A Moly Supreme SCHAEFFERS‐ 220 MOLY SUP GEAR OIL Schaeffers 293A Moly Supreme 


Miter Gate,   pinion shaft bearing top one Mobil SHC 220 Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Miter Gate,   pinion shaft bearing top one Mobil SHC460 MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Miter Gate,  Gearbox Shaft Seals input and output Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Miter Gate,  Gearbox Shaft Seals input and output


Miter Gate, brake assembly   SILICONE FLUID GE#SF96‐20 Miter Gate, brake assembly   Mobil SHC460 Hyvolt II transformer oil
Miter Gate, open gears Pyroshield 5100 aerosol Lubrication Engineers Pyroshield 5182 Pyroshield 5100 Spray Miter Gate, open gears Lubrication Engineers Pyroshield 5180 PYROSHIELD ‐5182 (5100 SPRAY)


Miter Gate, bearings, and strut arm  Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Miter Gate, bearings, and strut arm 
MG Pinion shaft bottom bearing Housing, (fill void) Mobilux EP2  MG Pinion shaft bottom bearing Housing, (fill void)


Miter Gate Pintle self lube ‐ Kamatics Miter Gate Pintle
Miter Gate HPU Miter Gate HPU


Pillow Block Bearings Mobil SHC 220
Lock Tainter Gate Lock Tainter Gate
Gear Couplings Mobil SHC 220 Gear Couplings
Roller Bearings Roller Bearings


Pillow Block Bearings Pillow Block Bearings
Motor Motor


Worm Gear Box Worm Gear Box
Helical or Parallel Gear Box Helical or Parallel Gear Box


Open Gears Open Gears
Chain Drum Gear Chain Drum Gear


Chain Chain
Wire Rope Wire Rope


Trunnion Bearing Trunnion Bearing
Lock Tainter Valves Lock Tainter Valves


Tainter Valve, output shaft couplings from gearbox Mobil SHC 220 Mobil SHC 220 Mobilux EP2  Tainter Valve, output shaft couplings from gearbox MOBILE XTC COUPLING GREASE
Tainter valve,  Grease Falk Coupling from motor Mobil XTC Coupling Grease  Tainter valve,  Grease Falk Coupling from motor


Tainter valve, Lubricate wire rope    Iron Man chain and cable Castle Ironman Chain & cable Lub.  Tainter valve, Lubricate wire rope    LE 2001 WIRELIFE
Tainter valve gearbox gear case shaft seals    Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Tainter valve gearbox gear case shaft seals   
Tainter valve, Grease Pillow Block Bearings Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Tainter valve, Grease Pillow Block Bearings


Tainter valve,  gear box oil Mobil SHC 630 Mobil SHC 630 Mobil SHC 630 Tainter valve,  gear box oil Schaeffer’s 293A Moly Supreme MOBILE SHC‐630 Mobil SHC630
Tainter valve, brake assembly SILICONE FLUID GE#SF96‐20 Tainter valve, brake assembly Mobil SHC460 Hyvolt II transformer oil


Tainter valve,Grease Cam Limit Chain Sprocket Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Tainter valve,Grease Cam Limit Chain Sprocket Mobil SHC460
Tainter valve,  Lubricate Drive Chain limit switch Castle Ironman Chain & cable Lub.  Tainter valve,  Lubricate Drive Chain limit switch Lubrication Engineers Syntemp 9102


Tainter Valve, Elect. Drive Motor  Polyurea Motor Bearing Grease (If needed) Tainter Valve, Elect. Drive Motor Mobilith SHC 100
Tainter Valve HPU Tainter Valve HPU


TV Trunnion TV Trunnion Mobil SHC460


Equipment Description Lock 5 Lock 5A Lock 6 Equipment Description Lock 7 Lock 8 Lock 9


Roller Gate Operating Machinery Roller Gate Operating Machinery


Roller Gate, Gear Box 85‐140 gear oil Mobil SHC 634 (used when adding)  worm box Roller Gate, Gear Box Mobil 600 UNKNOWN
Mobil 600W


Roller Gate, Elect. Drive Motor  Polyurea Motor Bearing Grease (If needed) Roller Gate, Elect. Drive Motor
Roller Gate, Grease Lifting Chain  Mobilux EP2  Roller Gate, Grease Lifting Chain  Lubrication Engineers Syntemp 9102


Roller Gate, Grease outside Lifting Chain, spray Mobil EAL 224 Hydraulic Oil  Roller Gate, Grease outside Lifting Chain, spray
Roller Gate, pillow block bearings    Mobil SHC 220 Mobil SHC 220 Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Roller Gate, pillow block bearings    MOBILE SHC‐ 460


Roller Gate, Open Gears   and herringbone gear Pyroshield 5100 aerosol Lubriplate 630‐A Pyroshield 5100  Roller Gate, Open Gears   and herringbone gear Lubrication Engineers Pyroshield 5180 PYROSHIELD ‐5182 (5100 SPRAY)
Flexible Coupling  between motor and brake Mobil SHC 220 Unknown Flexible Coupling  between motor and brake MOBILE SHC‐ 460


RG chain drum gear Pyroshield 5100 aerosol RG chain drum gear PYROSHIELD ‐5182 (5100 SPRAY)
Tainter Gate Operating Machinery Tainter Gate Operating Machinery


Tainter Gate Gear Boxes Mobil SHC 630 Mobil SHC 630 worm gear box Tainter Gate Gear Boxes Mobil 600 UNKNOWN Mobilube HD Plus 80W‐90
Tainter Gate, Elect. Drive. Motor  Polyurea Motor Bearing Grease (If needed) Tainter Gate, Elect. Drive. Motor


Tainter Gate, Pillow Block Bearings   Mobil SHC 220 Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Tainter Gate, Pillow Block Bearings   MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Tainter Gate, Lube Flex. Couplings Unknown Tainter Gate, Lube Flex. Couplings MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Tainter Gate, Lube Open Gears  Lubriplate 630‐A Pyroshield 5100  Tainter Gate, Lube Open Gears  Lubrication Engineers Pyroshield 5180 PYROSHIELD ‐5182 (5100 SPRAY)


Chain Drum Gear Chain Drum Gear Lubrication Engineers Syntemp 9102 PYROSHIELD ‐5182 (5100 SPRAY)
Tainter Gate, Grease Trunion,   Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Tainter Gate, Grease Trunion,  


Dam Bulkheads  Ten  Dam Bulkheads  Ten 
Dam Bulkheads, Roller Gates ‐ rollers Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Dam Bulkheads, Roller Gates ‐ rollers
Dam Bulkheads, Tainter Gates ‐ rollers Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Dam Bulkheads, Tainter Gates ‐ rollers


Dam Crane Undercarriage/Bulkhead Hoist Dam Crane Undercarriage/Bulkhead Hoist
Bulkhead Hoist, Cone Drive Primary, Two (2) Mobil SHC 634 Mobil SHC 630 Bulkhead Hoist, Cone Drive Primary, Two (2) MOBILE SHC‐ 460


Bulkhead Hoist, Cone Drive Secondary, Two (2) Mobil SHC 634 Bulkhead Hoist, Cone Drive Secondary, Two (2) MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Bulkhead Hoist, Trolley, Two (2) Mobil SHC 220, Mobil 630 and 634 Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Bulkhead Hoist, Trolley, Two (2) MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Bulkhead Hoist, Shives, Two (2) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Bulkhead Hoist, Shives, Two (2) MOBILE SHC‐ 460


Bulkhead Hoist, Drum pillow blocks (4) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Bulkhead Hoist, Drum pillow blocks (4) MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Bulkhead Hoist, hoist blocks, (2) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Bulkhead Hoist, hoist blocks, (2) MOBILE SHC‐ 460


Bulkhead Hoist, Synchronizing Shaft Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Bulkhead Hoist, Synchronizing Shaft MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Bulkhead Hoist, Level wind, gearbox seals (2) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Bulkhead Hoist, Level wind, gearbox seals (2) MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Bulkhead Hoist, Pawl support and  Bearings (2) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Bulkhead Hoist, Pawl support and  Bearings (2) MOBILE SHC‐ 460


Bulkhead Hoist, Hoist wire rope, Two (2) Castle Ironman Chain & cable Lub.  Bulkhead Hoist, Hoist wire rope, Two (2) MOBILE SHC‐ 460
 Undercarriage, Drive Gear Boxes, Two (2) Mobil Mobilube HD Plus gear oil 80w‐90  Undercarriage, Drive Gear Boxes, Two (2) MOBILE SHC‐ 460


 Undercarriage Drive, Brake Fluid    HYKEN Glacial Blu Hydraulic Fluid, Kendall Undercarriage Drive, Brake Fluid    MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Undercarriage Drive, Struts & Couplings, Four (4) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Undercarriage Drive, Struts & Couplings, Four (4) MOBILE SHC‐ 460


 Undercarriage Drive, wheel trucks, Four (4) Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Undercarriage Drive, wheel trucks, Four (4) MOBILE SHC‐ 460
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 Undercarriage Drive, Cable Reel, Gear Box Mobil Mobilube HD Plus gear oil 80w‐90 Undercarriage Drive, Cable Reel, Gear Box MOBILE SHC‐ 460
Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Pillow Blocks, & Seals Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Pillow Blocks, & Seals MOBILE SHC‐ 460


Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Drive Chain Castle Ironman Chain & cable Lub.  Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Drive Chain MOBILE SHC‐ 460
 Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Level Wind Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Undercarriage, Cable Reel, Level Wind MOBILE SHC‐ 460


 Undercarriage, Lifting Beam bearings, pins Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Undercarriage, Lifting Beam bearings, pins MOBILE SHC‐ 460


Equipment Description Lock 5 Lock 5A Lock 6 Equipment Description Lock 7 Lock 8 Lock 9


Bubbler Compressor, Four (4) Bubbler Compressor, Four (4)


Bubbler Compressor, Four (4) Mobil Rarus SHC 1025 Mobil SHC Rarus 46 Delvac Mobil 5w‐40 Synthetic Oil Bubbler Compressor, Four (4) Mobil SHC100; Roots Synsil 220; POWERMATE COMPRESSOR OIL
Blower  Blowers MOBILE SHC‐220 GREASE Roots Synsil 220


Jib Cranes, and Cable/Chain Hoists, Nine (9) Jib Cranes, and Cable/Chain Hoists, Nine (9)


 I‐wall, Rescue Boats, Jib Crane, Two (2), 2 Ton Mobil SHC 629 Mobil SHC PM 460 & Pyroshield 5100  I‐wall, Rescue Boats, Jib Crane, Two (2), 2 Ton
 I‐wall, Rescue Boats, Hoist, Two (2) 2 Ton Mobil SHC 629 Mobil SHC 630  I‐wall, Rescue Boats, Hoist, Two (2) 2 Ton


 Dam Jib Crane, Two (2)  1 Ton Mobil SHC PM 460 & Pyroshield 5100  Dam Jib Crane, Two (2)  1 Ton
 Dam Chain Hoist, Two (2)  1 Ton Mobil SHC 630  Dam Chain Hoist, Two (2)  1 Ton
River Wall Jib Crane  1/2 Ton Mobil SHC PM 460 & Pyroshield 5100 River Wall Jib Crane  1/2 Ton


River Wall Jib Crane Hoist    1/2 Ton Mobil SHC 630 River Wall Jib Crane Hoist    1/2 Ton
Monorail Cable Hoist, Garage  2 Ton Mobil SHC 630 Monorail Cable Hoist, Garage  2 Ton


Timber Hoist, Portable  1 Ton Mobil SHC 630 Timber Hoist, Portable  1 Ton
Chain Hoist Portable, 3 Ton Mobil SHC 630 Chain Hoist Portable, 3 Ton


Tow Haulage Upper   (Almon Johnson) Tow Haulage Upper   (Almon Johnson)


  Hydraulic Motor & Pump     Megaflow AW‐46 Mobil Hydraulic Oil AW‐46 Mobil Hydraulic Oil AW‐46   Hydraulic Motor & Pump     AW46 AW‐46
 Cable Spool Gear Box     Mobil SHC 629 Mobil Mobilube HD Plus gear oil 80w‐90  Cable Spool Gear Box     Mobilube HD Plus 80W‐90


Bearings,  Level Wind, & Safety Gate   Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Bearings,  Level Wind, & Safety Gate  


Tow Haulage Lower, (Hydra Power) Tow Haulage Lower, (Hydra Power)


  Hydraulic Motor & Pump     Premium AW ‐46 Automatic transmission Oil    Hydraulic Motor & Pump     AW46 AW‐46
Tow Haul Bearings & Safety Gate Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Tow Haul Bearings & Safety Gate


Fairlead, towhaulage, Two (2) Fairlead, towhaulage, Two (2)


Upper Fairlead, towhaulage, Shive Bearings Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Upper Fairlead, towhaulage, Shive Bearings Mobil SHC460
Lower Fairlead, towhaulage, Shive Bearings Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Lower Fairlead, towhaulage, Shive Bearings Mobil SHC460


Boiler, Nat. Gas, Weil‐Mclain, Hot Water Boiler, Nat. Gas, Weil‐Mclain, Hot Water


Boiler, Weil‐Mclain, Pump  Nat. Gas, , Mach. Rm #10 Nondetergent Oil (Winter only) Boiler, Weil‐Mclain, Pump  Nat. Gas, , Mach. Rm


Emergency Generator, 300 KW Emergency Generator, 300 KW


Cummins Engine, Oil Mobil Delvac 1300 Super 15w‐40 DZL Oil Cummins Engine, Oil


Equipment Description Lock 5 Lock 5A Lock 6 Equipment Description Lock 7 Lock 8 Lock 9


Compressors, Other than Bubblers Compressors, Other than Bubblers


Compressor, Air, Joy, Dam Pier house # 3 #10 Nondetergent Oil  Compressor, Air, Joy, Dam Pier house # 3
Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco, Generator Room RARUS SHC 1024 Compressor Oil  Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco, Generator Room
Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco, Diesel Engine Mobil Delvac 1300 Super 15w‐40 DZL Oil Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco, Diesel Engine


Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco RARUS SHC 1024 Compressor Oil  Compressor, Air, Atlas Copco


Small Engines Two Cycle Small Engines Two Cycle


Kombi Tool, Stihl Talltimber 2 Cycle oil  Kombi Tool, Stihl
Leaf Blower, Stihl Talltimber 2 Cycle oil  Leaf Blower, Stihl


Mower, Walk‐Behind, Lawn‐Boy Talltimber 2 Cycle oil  Mower, Walk‐Behind, Lawn‐Boy
Weed Wacker, Stihl Talltimber 2 Cycle oil  Weed Wacker, Stihl


Chainsaw, Stihl, Two (2) Talltimber 2 Cycle oil  Chainsaw, Stihl, Two (2)


Small Engines Four Cycle Small Engines Four Cycle


Cement Saw, Target 10w‐30 Engine Oil  Cement Saw, Target
Snow Blower Snapper 10w‐30 Engine Oil  Snow Blower Snapper


Mower, Push, DR. Trimmer 10w‐30 Engine Oil  Mower, Push, DR. Trimmer
Pressure Washer 10w‐30 Engine Oil  Pressure Washer


Snow Blower Lawnboy 10w‐30 Engine Oil  Snow Blower Lawnboy
Lawn Vacuum Shredder  (Troy‐Built) 10w‐30 Engine Oil  Lawn Vacuum Shredder  (Troy‐Built)


Snow Blower Toro 10w‐30 Engine Oil  Snow Blower Toro


Mercury Outboard, Seven (7) Mercury Outboard, Seven (7)


Mercury Outboard, Engine Oil, Seven (7),  Mobil 1   10w ‐30  Mercury Outboard, Engine Oil, Seven (7), 
Mercury Outboard, Lower Unit Oil Seven (7) Mercury 80w‐90 Gear Oil Mercury Outboard, Lower Unit Oil Seven (7)


Mercury Outboard, Trim Oil Seven (7) Mercury Trim ans Streering Fluid  Mercury Outboard, Trim Oil Seven (7)
Mercury Outboard, Grease,Body , Seven (7),  Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Mercury Outboard, Grease,Body , Seven (7), 
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Mercury Outboard, Propeller, Seven (7) Quicksilver Muiti‐purpose Grease W/teflon Mercury Outboard, Propeller, Seven (7)


Electric Cart, Three (3) Electric Cart, Three (3)


Electric Cart, Differental Oil, Three (3) Mobil Mobilube HD Plus gear oil 80w‐90 Electric Cart, Differental Oil, Three (3)


Hustler Super Z HD Mower Hustler Super Z HD Mower


Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Engine Mobil 1   10w ‐30  Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Engine
Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Hydraulic Fluid Mobil 1   15w ‐50  Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Hydraulic Fluid
Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Chassis Lube Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Hustler Super Z HD Mower, Chassis Lube


Equipment Description Lock 5 Lock 5A Lock 6 Equipment Description Lock 7 Lock 8 Lock 9


ATV,  Kawasaki, KRF 750 N ATV,  Kawasaki, KRF 750 N


ATV,  Kawasaki, Engine Oil Mobil 1   10w ‐40  ATV,  Kawasaki, Engine Oil
ATV,  Kawasaki, Front Gear Case Oil Mobil 1   10w ‐40  ATV,  Kawasaki, Front Gear Case Oil
ATV,  Kawasaki, Rear Gear Case Oil Exxon Hydraul 560 ATV,  Kawasaki, Rear Gear Case Oil


ATV,  Kawasaki, Chassis Lube Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  ATV,  Kawasaki, Chassis Lube


Skid Steer, Caterpillar Skid Steer, Caterpillar


Skid Steer, Engine Oil Cat, DEO‐ULS 10w‐30  Engine Oil  Skid Steer, Engine Oil
Skid Steer, Hydraulic Oil Cat, HYDO Advanced 10, Hydraulic Fluid 10w Skid Steer, Hydraulic Oil
Skid Steer, Chain Case Oil Cat, DEO‐ULS 10w‐30  Engine Oil   Skid Steer, Chain Case Oil
Skid Steer, Chassis Grease Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Skid Steer, Chassis Grease


Snow Blower, Skid Steer attachment Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease  Snow Blower, Skid Steer attachment


Skid Steer, Angle Broom Castle Ironman Chain & cable Lub.  Skid Steer, Angle Broom


Hydraulic Jacks and Port‐a‐power Liquid Wrench Hydraulic Jack Oil  Hydraulic Jacks and Port‐a‐power


Entry Gate Castle Ironman Chain & cable Lub.  Entry Gate
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Lock 10


Mobil Polyrex EM


Mobil SHC PM 460


Mobil SHC PM 460
Pyroshield 5182


Schaeffers 293A Moly Supreme 


Pyroshield 5182
Mobil SHC PM 460


Lubriplate chain and cable fluid L0135‐063


Mobil SHC 630


Mobil Polyrex EM


Lock 10


Mobilube HD Plus 80w‐90


Mobil SHC PM 460 EP2


Pyroshield 5182


Mobilube HD Plus 80w‐90
Mobil SHC PM 460 EP2


Pyroshield 5182


Mobil SHC 630
Mobil SHC 634


Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


Lubriplate chain and cable fluid L0135‐063


Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
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Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 
Mobil SHC PM 460 Synthetic Grease 


Lock 10


Roots synthetic 220 Oil
Shell Darina SD2 grease zerks


Lubriplate chain and cable fluid L0135‐063


Mobil SHC 525
Mobil SHC 630


303 Fluid


Mobil Delvac 1300 Super 15w‐40 DZL Oil


Lock 10


Doosan Protec Compressor Fluid
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Lock 10


A=Annual, S=Semiannual, Q=Quarterly, M=Monthly, W=Weekly, HRS=Hours
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FOREWORD 


 
The Army Oil Analysis Program (AOAP) is part of a Department of Defense program to detect 
impending equipment component failures and determine lubricant condition through on-line 
and laboratory evaluation of oil samples.  Through application of laboratory non-destructive 
analytical techniques, flight safety is improved, equipment readiness is enhanced, and 
resources can be conserved.  Program Manager (PM) AOAP provides operational management 
of the oil analysis program.  The objectives, policies, and the responsibilities of commands 
participating in the AOAP are prescribed in AR 750-1, Army Materiel Maintenance Policy.  
This technical bulletin must not be interpreted to mean AOAP minimizes the need to employ 
good maintenance practices and strong maintenance discipline.  AOAP is an effective 
maintenance diagnostic tool and not a maintenance substitute. 
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SECTION I 
 


GENERAL 
 


1-1.  Purpose.  This technical bulletin identifies equipment enrolled in the AOAP, provides 
instructions on taking oil samples, and provides guidance for installation and unit management of 
AOAP operations.  This publication also informs the equipment maintainer what supplies to 
obtain, how to prepare forms, where AOAP laboratories are located, and where to seek 
assistance when unusual situations are encountered and appropriate information is not contained 
herein.  
 
1-2.  Scope.  These instructions are applicable to all commands, units (including US Army 
National Guard and US Army Reserve), installations, and activities that operate or provide 
maintenance support to Army aeronautical and nonaeronautical equipment.  As outlined in  
AR 750-1, AOAP is mandatory for all AOAP enrolled equipment listed in appendices A 
(Aeronautical) and B (Nonaeronautical). 
 
1-3.  Abbreviations and Terms.  Abbreviations and special terms used in this bulletin are 
explained in appendix E. 
 
1-4.  Program Description.  
 
    a.   AOAP is an Army program using machine condition-monitoring technologies to analyze 
lubricant samples extracted from enrolled components on a scheduled basis. Worldwide 
laboratories equipped with advanced diagnostic instruments can detect and measure damaging 
part-wear particulate before it becomes visible to the human eye. The AOAP includes industry 
standard condition monitoring technologies, such as spectrometric oil analysis, ferrography, and 
online/in-line fault analysis, to determine the internal condition of engines, gearboxes, 
transmissions, and other lubricated systems or components.  Like other maintenance tools, it 
must be used properly to be effective.  
 
    b.   It doesn't take long to sample the lubricants in a piece of equipment, and that action can 
save hours of maintenance downtime through early detection of such problems as faulty air-
induction systems, leaking cooling systems, loose crossover fuel lines, and abnormal wear rates 
of moving metal parts. That sample also allows laboratory technicians to determine the quality of 
the lubricant or hydraulic fluid, and that translates to savings through laboratory-recommended 
oil changes (on-condition). A sample, properly taken and sent to the laboratory, gives the 
commander information about equipment condition and maintenance quality. That is an 
investment in readiness, and it takes the cooperation of all concerned to make it pay off. Close 
contact among the laboratories, USAMC Logistics Assistance Office (LAO) representatives, and 
maintenance personnel concerning AOAP-identified equipment problems has improved 
maintenance throughout the Army. Equipment reliability is improved through AOAP. Design 
changes and product improvements have been made on the basis of oil analysis findings. By 
detecting the signs of impending failure at an early stage, maintenance can be performed at a 
lower level, thereby reducing the number of catastrophic failures and associated rebuild costs. In 
the short run, this decreases maintenance support costs. In the long run, it improves readiness by 
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reducing the number of not mission capable (NMC) equipment items and enhances safety. 


    c.  Training/Familiarization Video.   


         (1)  To assist commanders, equipment-owning units, and maintainers in understanding the 
AOAP mission and operations, PM AOAP, has produced a videotape covering everything from 
sampling to laboratory operations. The videotape is available through your installation training 
and audiovisual support center.  Request video: 


Army Oil Analysis Program (TVT 22-136/PIN 711439) 


         (2)  The AOAP video may also be ordered through the Defense Visual Information web 
page at http://dodimagery.afis.osd.mil/.   Once the web page has been accessed, select Central 
DoD Production Databases @ DAVIS/DITIS.  Enter the word AOAP in the search box and the 
search will display available training videos.  Select video 'Army Oil Analysis Program' (PIN 
711439), dated 25 Jul 2002. 


         (3)  The AOAP training video may also be viewed through the Internet by accessing the 
AOAP homepage at:  https://weblog.logsa.army.mil/aoap/relpub.htm.  Select 'AOAP training 
program video' and the video can be viewed online using a computer media player or 
downloaded to a unit computer. 
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SECTION II   
RESPONSIBILITIES 


 
2-1.  Commanders.  Commanders of Major Army Commands (MACOM), equipment units, and 
PM AOAP, responsibilities are defined in AR 750-1.  The oil analysis program is a maintenance 
diagnostics process that will enhance crew safety, increase readiness, and conserve lubricant 
resources.  Through the use of the expertise your AOAP personnel provide, and informative 
maintenance data available on monthly reports provided by the laboratory, you have the 
capability to ensure the success of the AOAP. You should emphasize and actively promote the 
program and display firm command interest in this vital maintenance management  
tool. One of the most important tasks you have is to appoint a command representative to 
monitor the AOAP within assigned units. This command representative plays a key role. 


 
2-2.  Installation/Command AOAP Monitor.   
 
    a.  Develop supplemental command directives and procedures applicable to subordinate units 
and activities.  
 
    b.  Serve as the Commander’s primary point of contact for coordination with the supporting 
AOAP regional laboratory and the AOAP Program Management Office. 
 
    c.  Each unit, from company through division/installation, should have a monitor appointed by 
the appropriate commander. At company level, it might be the motor sergeant, although any 
responsible person can be given the job. 
 
    d.  Assist unit AOAP monitors and equipment users to understand and comply with 
procedures, operations, and requirements of the AOAP.    
    
    e.  Experience has shown the effectiveness of your program depends on you. Reports produced 
by the Oil Analysis Standard Interservice System (OASIS), (See Section XI) at the laboratory 
provide an excellent record of what is going on at your installation. Make sure your units receive 
the reports on time and use them in their daily routine.  
 
    f.  You ensure the laboratory promptly notifies units of possible abnormal conditions by 
telephone and documented follow up.  Make sure the laboratory has your name, address, and 
phone number. You, in turn, should maintain a complete list of the names, addresses, and phone 
numbers of the unit monitors in your support area.  Work with the laboratory and your 
maintenance support facilities to make sure laboratory-recommended maintenance is being 
performed and feedback supplied. 
 
    g.  Organize formal training for AOAP monitors and make AOAP performance part of your 
command inspection programs. You and your commander are the people who can make the 
program work for you. 
 
2-3.  Unit AOAP Monitor.  
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a.  Serve as the Commander’s representative to assure the AOAP is implemented within the 
equipment unit/organization. 


 
     b.  Ensure AOAP designated equipment is enrolled in the program and component oil samples 
are submitted at the prescribed intervals.  Equipment enrolled in the AOAP is listed in 
appendices A (Aeronautical) and B (Nonaeronautical).   
 
    c.  Ensure oil samples are dispatched to the laboratory by the most expeditious means on the 
same day the sample is taken (do not hold or batch individual samples for long periods of time,  
waiting for the organization to take all samples).  Oil samples held for long periods of time will 
allow the metal content in the oil to settle and may not be detected during some analytical tests.  
   
    d.  Assure each AOAP sample submitted to the laboratory has a completed Oil Analysis 
Request form, DD Form 2026 or DA Form 5991-E, accompanying the oil sample.  (See samples 
of forms at appendix D, figures 7 and 8).  Forms are available through normal publications 
channels or the automated Unit Level Logistics System (ULLS). 
 
    e.  Ensure information recorded on DD Form 2026 or DA Form 5991-E is complete and 
accurate.  Incomplete information may cause laboratory tests to be matched to the wrong 
component, adversely influence test findings, and may be returned for incomplete information. 
 
    f.  Assure units are reporting AOAP laboratory recommendations to maintenance personnel. 
 
2-4.  Unit Commander.  As unit commander, you will be relying heavily on your maintenance 
officer and AOAP monitor, so your first job is to ensure you have well-trained personnel in those 
slots.  Command actions that ensure success: 
 
    a.  AOAP training is being performed. 
 
    b.  Adequate samplings supplies are maintained. 
 
    c.  Samples are taken as scheduled. 
 
    d.  Samples are being forwarded either by courier or 1st class mail. 
 
    e.  Prompt/proper action is taken when a report of a potential problem is received. 
 
    f.  Maintenance feedback is being provided to the laboratory. 
 
    g.  Proper forms are sent to support maintenance units for equipment being repaired. 
       
2-5.  Unit Maintenance Officer. 
 
    a.  As maintenance officer, ensure your maintenance personnel review and comply with all 
AOAP publications and unit standing operating procedures, as they apply to the program.  
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    b.  When maintenance is performed on components at the recommendation of the laboratory, 
be sure your unit has entered deficiencies found and actions taken on the DA Form 3254-R. The 
form must be sent to the laboratory within 5 days of work completion. 
 
    c.  When laboratory-recommended maintenance is above your level, be sure to properly 
annotate DA Forms 3254-R and 2407 or ULLS DA Form 5990-E accompany the equipment to 
the next higher level of maintenance.  If the component is placed in a container, AOAP labels 
(provided by the laboratory) should also be affixed to two opposite sides of the container for easy 
identification. 
 
2-6.  Unit Equipment Oil Sampler. 
 
    a.  As the person taking the oil sample, you are the heart of the program. The success of the 
program at your unit rests squarely on your shoulders. It is your job to sample the equipment at 
prescribed intervals. Always take a reliable sample that is free from outside contamination. 
(NOTE:  Make sure you observe all safety precautions when taking a sample.) 
 
    b.  Requisition and maintain on hand adequate oil sampling kits and supplies.  (See Section 
IV, Tables 1 and 2, for a list of AOAP sampling supplies). 
 
    c.  Take oil samples IAW procedures outlined in Section VII.  
 
    d.  In the remarks section of the Oil Analysis Request form, record any repairs affecting oil-
lubricated parts of selected components and the odometer reading of the end-item in which the 
component is installed. 
 
    e.  Complete a DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E for each component sampled. Your 
TAMMS clerk should send your sample to the laboratory the same day it is taken. If the 
laboratory detects a problem, you may need to schedule samples at intervals shorter than normal 
to monitor its condition. If the laboratory requests a resample, follow laboratory instructions and 
get another sample to the servicing laboratory within 72 hours. 
 


 f.  Your TAMMS clerk will clearly indicate your resample is a special AOAP sample by 
banding the sample bottle with red tape and marking the borders of the DD Form 2026 or 
ULLS DA Form 5991-E in red. 


 
    g.  Writing SPECIAL in the Remarks  block of the DD Form 2026/ULLS DA Form 5991-E. 
 
    h.  Ensure laboratory recommendations are passed to maintenance personnel as soon as 
possible. 
 
    i.  Attach a copy of the laboratory report, DA Form 3254-R, Oil Analysis Recommendation 
and Feedback, to DA Form 2407/DA Form 5990-E, Maintenance Request, when AOAP enrolled 
components are evacuated to support maintenance, based on an AOAP laboratory maintenance 
recommendation.  (See sample of maintenance forms, appendix D, figure 10). 
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    j.  Affix AOAP labels to the components evacuated to support maintenance as a result of 
laboratory recommendations.  The AOAP label will provide the means for ensuring logistics 
control of components removed as a result of oil analysis detection of impending failure.  Two 
AOAP labels shall be affixed to different conspicuous areas of the component.  If the component 
is placed in a container, labels shall be posted on two opposite sides of the container for easy 
identification. (See Section VI). 
 
2-7.  Maintenance Supervisor. 
 
    a.  Your job is to make sure the people you assign to sample the oil know how to sample and 
do it in accordance with prescribed intervals.  You check the entries made on the DD Form 2026 
or ULLS DA Form 5991-E. Items especially important are hours since the last oil change, unit 
identification code, component and end item serial numbers, and usage.  
 
    b.  If you have been notified some laboratory-recommended maintenance needs to be 
performed, make sure it is done. If the needed maintenance is performed at your level, be sure 
you inform the laboratory by returning the completed DA Form 3254-R within 5 days of 
finishing the work. 
 
    c.  If maintenance is performed above your level, be sure the DA Forms 3254-R and 2407 or 
ULLS DA Form 5990-E are sent along with the equipment to support maintenance. Attach two 
AOAP labels to different conspicuous parts of the component.(Labels are provided by the 
laboratory along with the DA Form 3254-R.) If the component is placed in a container, labels 
should also be affixed to two opposite sides of the container for easy identification. 
 
2-8.  Support Unit Maintenance Officer. 
 
    a.  Support maintenance shops get all AOAP repair actions that can’t be accomplished at unit 
level. When repairs are made, be sure a copy of the completed DA Form 3254-R is sent back to 
the laboratory and the owning unit. List all discrepancies found and repairs made.  
 
    b.  If the component is not reparable at your level, ensure AOAP labels are affixed to the 
component and the container in which it is being shipped. Your task is to be sure DA Forms 
3254-R and 2407 or ULLS DA Form 5990-E have been shipped with the equipment.  
    c.  When the repairs are completed, return the component to stock or send it back to the user.  
Annotate the two forms and note all discrepancies found and repairs completed.  
Send the DA Form 3254-R to the supporting laboratory and a copy to the owning unit. 
 
    d.  The DA Form 3254-R report provides the materiel developer, engineers, and equipment 
manufacturer what material problems were actually found during maintenance repair.  When 
necessary, support maintenance personnel are encouraged to contact the laboratory technician 
directly for further explanation or clarification of test findings. 
 
2-9.  AOAP Regional Laboratory. 
 
    a.  Personnel at your AOAP laboratory are there to help you, so get your sample to them as 
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quickly as possible. 
 
    b.  In the case of normal samples, the DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E will be 
returned to the unit stamped NORMAL. 
 
    c.  The laboratory uses this priority sequence for analyzing samples: 
 
                         • SPECIAL AIRCRAFT 
                         • ROUTINE AIRCRAFT 
                         • SPECIAL NONAERONAUTICAL 
                         • ROUTINE NONAERONAUTICAL 


 
    d.  If sample analysis indicates a problem, the laboratory will request another sample by 
telephone or fax and then return the annotated DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E. 
When an impending failure is indicated, the laboratory will promptly notify the unit. Then they'll 
send a DA Form 3254-R in the mail. Units not on the same installation as the laboratory 
also receive a priority message as documentation. U.S. Army, Europe (USAREUR) units receive 
a message in DA Form 3254-R format.) NOTE: Priority messages are not needed for 
Army Reserve and National Guard nonaeronautical equipment. 
 
    e.  Units participating in the AOAP are assigned to a specific laboratory by the AOAP Program
Management Office. Laboratory designations will be based on location and 
workload of available facilities. Laboratories and areas of support are listed in Section X. 
 
    f.  Laboratories provide customer/units with available computer generated reports containing 
information to assist units to manage internal AOAP operations and show the status of unit 
equipment serviced by the laboratory. Customer/units may log on to https://aoapserver.logsa.army.mil 
and view and print thier computer generated AOAP reports. 
 
    g.  Request special samples from the unit when analyses indicate an apparent abnormal 
equipment condition, there is an inadequate amount of lubricant to conduct tests, or the source of 
the lubricant is suspected to be from a component other than the one identified for testing. 
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SECTION III  
EQUIPMENT ENROLLMENT AND REMOVAL 


 
3-1.  Initial Weapon System/Component Enrollment.    Enrollment of a weapon system or 
component in the AOAP will be recommended by the MACOM commander/materiel developer, 
and approved by PM AOAP.  Enrollment responsibilities are listed in AR  750-1 and procedures 
are outlined in DA Pam 738-750, Functional Users Manual for The Army Maintenance 
Management System (TAMMS) and DA Pam 738-751, Functional Users Manual for The Army 
Maintenance Management System-Aviation (TAMMS-A).  
 
3-2.  Newly Assigned Equipment.  When a unit is assigned an item of equipment already 
participating/enrolled in the AOAP and needs to register the equipment with their assigned 
AOAP support laboratory, complete an Oil Analysis Request form (DD Form 2026) and indicate 
in the ‘Remarks’ block the equipment is a newly assigned piece of equipment. 
 
3-3.  Equipment Removal from the AOAP.  Equipment will be removed from the AOAP in 
accordance with procedures outlined in AR 750-1.  
 
3-4.  Enrolled Equipment Transferred.  AOAP enrolled equipment is tracked and tested by the 
serial number of the tested item and the serial number of the end-item it is installed in.  When an 
item of equipment is transferred from the unit, ensure the regional AOAP laboratory is notified. 
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SECTION IV   
AOAP SAMPLING SUPPLIES 


 
4-1.  Supplies.  The equipment unit shall maintain an adequate supply of oil sampling stock on 
hand to meet routine and deployment requirements. The recommended AOAP supply items and 
sampling kit items are listed in Tables 1 and 2 below. For a sample of forms, see appendix D. 
 
4-2.  Sampling Tubes.  Sampling tubes are polyethylene tubes sealed on both ends to prevent 
contamination.  Three sizes are utilized to meet the requirements of the various equipment 
components.  Tubes are issued in bags of 25. 
 
4-3.  Sampling Bottle.  The aeronautical sampling bottle is a 5-dram (5/8 ounce) bottle with a 
plastic screw cap.  The non-aeronautical sampling bottle is a 3-ounce plastic bottle. 
 


Table 1.  Aeronautical AOAP Sampling Kit 
 


 
Item 


 
NSN 


Unit of 
Issue 


 
Source 


 Sampling Tube, Plastic 
15" long X 3/8" outside 


diameter 


 
4710-00-933-4415


 
BG 


 
S9C 


Sampling Tube, Plastic   
20" long X 3/8" outside 


diameter. 


 
4710-00-933-4416


 
BG 


 
B17 


 Sampling Tube, Plastic  
30" long X 3/8" outside 


diameter 


 
4710-01-087-1629


 
BG 


 
B17 


Sample Bottle, Glass 8125-00-933-4414 GR S9I 
Sack, Shipping  


6" X 10" (250 ea per) 
 


8105-00-290-0340
 


BX 
 


GSA 
Labels 


3 ½" X 15/16" (5000 ea per) 
 


7530-00-082-2661
 


BX 
 


GSA 
Bag, Plastic 


(1000 ea per) 
 


8105-00-837-7754
 


MX 
 


GSA 
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Table 2.  Nonaeronautical Sampling Kit 


 
 


Item 
 


NSN 
Unit of 
Issue 


 
Source 


Sample Bottle Plastic 8125-01-082-9697 BX S9I 
Vampire Pump 4930-01-119-4030 EA S9I 
Nonmetallic Tubing 
(1/4” outside diameter/1000 
ft/roll) 


 
4720-00-964-1433


 
RL 


 
S9C 


Shipping Sack 8105-00-290-0340 BX GSA 
Plastic Bag 8105-00-837-7754 MX GSA 
Mailer Kit (24 each 
nonaeronautical sampling  
bottles, plastic shipping sacks  
and mailing cartons) 


 
 
8125-01-193-3440


 
 
BX  


 
 
S9I 
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SECTION V 
WHAT TO SAMPLE 


 
5-1.  AOAP participants will use this technical bulletin as the source reference for equipment 
components required to have lubricant samples analyzed in oil analysis laboratories.  Refer to 
appendices A and B for equipment components and systems enrolled in the AOAP. 
      
5-2.  PM AOAP, will maintain a listing of enrolled equipment on the Internet at: 
https://weblog.logsa.army.mil/index.shtml.  At the WebLog index, select AOAP Air Equipment 
or AOAP Ground Equipment in the Maintenance Management window. 
      
5-3.  The hydraulic fluid in sealed recoil mechanism/gun mounts on combat equipment is NOT 
to be sampled. 
     
5-4. Reserve and National Guard equipment not operated for 180 days or more will be 
considered in a temporary inactive status. This equipment will not be sampled until removed for 
use. At that time, a sample will be taken and then normal AOAP sampling intervals will apply. A 
sample will also be taken before equipment is put back in an inactive status. 
 
5-5.  Warranty Items.  For equipment under manufacturer's warranty, the schedule for oil 
service outlined in the warranty agreement will be complied with. However, if the laboratory 
recommends an oil change, the recommendation should be followed. The organization will also 
change oil at the appropriate hard time interval in order to keep the warranty valid. If the 
laboratory recommends that a warranty component have maintenance performed, the AOAP 
monitor will report the information to the supporting warranty control office and comply with 
the course of action outlined by that office. 
 
5-6.  Equipment in storage or has very low usage. 
 
    a.  While equipment is in storage or has very low usage, no sampling is required.   A sample 
must be taken before the equipment goes into storage and when it is scheduled to return to 
operational use.  Equipment with very low usage/OPTEMPO, such as those stored at equipment 
concentration sites, are not required to be sampled.  Low usage is defined in DA Pam 738-750 
and DA Pam 738-751, under Administrative Storage.  
 
    b.  Army prepositioned stock (APS) materiel.  Refer to TM 38-470 for instructions as to what 
APS stored materiel will have AOAP oil samples taken and tested. 
 
    c.  When equipment is used as a development item, a training aid, or as a static display, 
authorization to discontinue AOAP sampling or to sample at longer intervals may be granted by 
the appropriate major command.  One copy of the written authorization should be submitted to 
PM AOAP. 
 
    d.  Source oil.  AOAP laboratories may request a sample of the source lubricant or new 
lubricant used to service the component under test, to verify the source lubricant is not the cause 
for abnormalities detected in test findings. 
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SECTION VI 
 


WHEN TO SAMPLE 
 
6-1.  Routine Oil Samples.  AOAP enrolled components will be sampled in accordance with the 
sampling interval indicated for the component in appendices A and B.  The oil-sampling interval 
schedule for equipment will begin when the equipment was most recently sampled.  Equipment 
owning units may use DD Form 314 (see Chapter 3, DA Pam 738-750 for preparation and 
disposition instructions) to schedule enrolled equipment for oil sampling. 
 
6-2.  Stored or Preserved Equipment.  When aeronautical or nonaeronautical equipment is placed 
in storage, no sampling is required. The following procedures will apply. 
     


a.   Equipment scheduled for storage and /or preservation will have an oil sample taken 
before the equipment is placed in storage and/or preservation. 


 
    b.  Equipment enrolled in AOAP that is removed from storage or a preserved state will be 
operated until normal operating temperatures are reached.  At that point, an oil sample will be 
taken and submitted to the laboratory for analysis.  
 
    c.  Army Prepositioned Stock (APS) stored materiel.  The schedule for AOAP oil sampling 
and testing of APS equipment lubricants is outlined in TM 38-470. 
 
6-3.  Special Samples and Laboratory Requested Samples.  Special samples and laboratory 
requests for a sample (resample) will not be considered as a basis for removal of a component 
from service, recording the equipment as non-mission capable or as indication the aircraft is in 
any danger. Special samples shall be submitted to the laboratory under the following circumstances: 
 
    a.  At the discretion of the maintenance officer at any time a component malfunctions or is 
suspected of being operated under abnormal conditions, which may adversely impact the normal 
operation of the component.  
 
    b.  After an aircraft accident or incident, regardless of the cause.  Oil samples from all 
components enrolled in the AOAP shall be taken and submitted for immediate analysis. 
 
    c.  Prior to oil change, with a notation of the component operating hours at the time of the oil 
change and the reason for the oil change.  A sample shall be taken after an oil change, following 
maintenance operational checks are made and the equipment has been operated at normal 
operating temperature. 
    d.  Immediately following any flight that results in a maintenance event recorded in the flight 
log, such as an in-flight failure, an overboost, or overspeed.  Oil samples should also be taken 
when any abnormal flight condition or malfunction is suspected to have affected an oil or grease 
lubricated part. 
 
    e.  After any indication of internal damage to an oil or grease lubricated component, such as 
the presence of metal particles on the magnetic plug, oil filter, or oil screen.  Contaminants 
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should be removed, placed in a clean sample bottle, and forwarded with oil sample to assist in 
evaluation. 
 
    f.  Prior to performing maintenance on enrolled components and immediately after 
maintenance has been completed.  The repairs and change of oil will establish a new pattern or 
rate of part-wear.  This includes repair, replacement, or installation of any time-change parts or 
components enrolled in the AOAP. 
 
    g.  Prior to a component removal, regardless of the reason for removal. 
 
    h.  After engine overhaul/rework and at the completion of a test cell run, test track operation, 
or functional check flight. 
 
    i.  Prior to transfer of equipment or overseas deployment of the components. 
 
    j.  Special samples should be very clearly marked “SPECIAL” and banded with red tape or 
marked in some other conspicuous manner in order that they may be easily identified by the 
laboratory and processed on a priority basis 
 
    k.  Special samples will satisfy requirement for routine sampling and will begin a new oil 
sampling interval schedule for the component.  Care must be taken to assure the next scheduled 
sample is taken without exceeding the allowable range guidelines specified in paragraph 6-4. 
 
    l.  Laboratory requested sample shall be submitted upon request.  Resamples are requested 
either as a result of a sharp increase in the wear metal content in the lubricant or because of the 
amount of dirt and/or sludge in the lubricant indicates the sample was not taken properly. 
  
NOTE:  When unprotected aircraft are exposed to rain or high humidity for prolonged periods, a 
special sample may be sent for analysis at the discretion of the maintenance personnel. 
 
 
6-4.  Sample Interval Variation. 
 
     a.  Appendices A and B prescribe the specific interval for each component.  Samples should 
be taken as near the prescribed interval as possible.  Owing to the difficulty of sampling at the  
precise interval, the following variation guidelines shall be used to plan when to sample: 
 
 
                                                Table 3 - Operating Hours 


SAMPLING INTERVAL ALLOWABLE RANGE 


5 hours 4-6 hours 
10 hours 8 - 12 hours 


12 ½ hours 10 - 15 hours 
25 hours 22 - 28 hours 
30 hours 27 - 33 hours 
50 hours 46 - 54 hours 


100 hours 95-105 hours 
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                                                   Table 4 - Calendar Days 


SAMPLING INTERVAL ALLOWABLE RANGE 


60 Days 54 - 66 Days 
90 Days 81 - 99 Days 


180 Days 162 - 198 Days 
365 Days 329 - 401 Days 


 
 
    b.  Occasionally, the laboratory will request samples be submitted more frequently in order to 
maintain a component under closer surveillance.  When a special sampling interval has been 
instituted, it should be followed until the laboratory informs the operating unit to return the 
component to the normal sampling interval. 
 
     c.  The allowable range above should not interfere with sampling on a scheduled basis.  
Scheduling should be established in accordance with the sampling intervals listed in appendices 
A and B.  This should normally reduce equipment downtime by permitting sampling of 
components while performing other scheduled inspections or services.  Scheduling will permit 
the operator, crew, AOAP monitor, and other interested individuals to easily determine when the 
next AOAP sampling is required. 
 
     d.  If the equipment does not have a functioning hour meter use the formula, 10 miles or 16 
kilometers = 1 hour of operation to calculate operating time. For example, a truck 
should be sampled every 90 days or 100 hours, you should sample every 90 days or 1,000 miles 
if there is no hour meter. (The sampling interval varies for different categories of equipment.) 
 
6-5.  Mailing and Delivery Instructions. When samples are to be mailed and the number is four 
or less, use the shipping sack.  Insert the oil sample bottle(s) into the plastic bag and seal.  Place 
the completed Oil Analysis Request forms into the shipping sack along with the plastic bag(s).  
Send it by first-class mail to your supporting laboratory.  Do not use bulk mail or parcel post.  
When the number of samples is five or more, use the boxes from which the empty bottles came 
in.  Place the Oil Analysis Request forms in a plastic bag and lay it on top of the bottles.  When 
delivering a sample directly to the laboratory, fold the completed Oil Analysis Request form in 
half, wrap it around the sample bottle and secure it with a rubber band. 
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SECTION VII 
HOW TO SAMPLE 


 
7-1.   General.  The success and effectiveness of the AOAP are dependent upon the testing and 
analysis of reliable oil and grease samples.  A reliable sample is one that is truly representative of 
the lubricant oil in the component being evaluated.  Special care is needed to ensure oil samples 
are not contaminated, either by external dirt or other foreign material. 
 
     a.  Samples taken from a component immediately after the addition of new lubricant will not 
become representative of the oil system until complete mixing of the old and new lubricant has 
taken place. 
 
    b. The value of an oil sample is wholly dependent on whether the lubricant has circulated in 
the component long enough to accumulate and mix wear metal concentrations uniformly.  
 
    c.  Always take aircraft samples while a component is still warm.  Samples shall be taken 
within 15 minutes of an engine shutdown or aircraft landing.  If a sample is to be taken from an 
aircraft that is cold, run the system until it reaches normal operating temperature; then shut off 
the system and sample it.  If it is impossible to operate the system, as in the case of an aircraft 
that is down for maintenance, indicate that the sample is a “cold” sample on the accompanying 
DD Form 2026 and explain the circumstances. 
 
     d.  Nonaeronautical equipment will be sampled under normal operating temperature 
for a “hot” sample. This applies to both routine and special samples. 
 
    e.  Store unused sampling supplies in a clean, closed container.  Remove them only when you 
are going to take a sample. 
  
    f.  Avoid contamination of cut tubing and the inside of bottle caps by keeping them sealed 
until needed. 
   
    g.  Use a new sampling tube to fill each sample bottle; discard tube after sampling. 
 
    h.  Take the sample from approximately the same depth in the reservoir each time. 
 
    i.  Do not use mouth suction to draw oil into a sampling tube. 
 
    j.  To prevent contamination of the oil sample, avoid letting the sampling tube touch the sides 
and bottom of the oil reservoir. 
 
    k.  Take special precautions at all times to avoid dropping sampling equipment into oil 
reservoirs since damage and failure may result.
 
7-2.   Sampling Techniques.  
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    a.  Valve Method.   (See appendix C, figure 2) To make sampling easier, many components in 
AOAP are equipped with a special sampling valve to simplify sample taking. These valves are 
installed according to instructions found in the equipment technical manual.  To take a sample 
with a valve, you may need to start the engine to pressurize the system. Once the oil starts to 
flow, flush a small amount of oil from the line to clear out contamination. Then fill the sample 
bottle from the valve. 
 
    b.  Pump Method.   (See appendix C, figure 3)  
 
         (1)  Sampling from equipment that has no sampling valve takes more time. First, cut the 
tubing about 10 inches longer than the dipstick (See appendix C, figure 4). 


 
         (2)  Loosen the T-handle on the pump. Insert the plastic tubing about 2 inches into the 
bottle. Tighten the T-handle just enough to grip the tubing firmly. 
 
         (3)  Remove the filler cap or dipstick from the oil reservoir.  Insert the tubing into the 
reservoir, but be careful not to let tubing touch bottom.  If the tube touches the bottom, sludge 
will be picked up, and the laboratory will request another sample. 
 
         (4)  Pull the pump handle out slowly. Oil should flow into the sample bottle.  Fill the 
sample bottle to the bottom of the neck or about 1/2 inch from the top of the bottle.  
 
         (5)  Push the vacuum release button when you have enough oil.  Do not let oil get into the 
pump. If oil does get into the pump, take the pump apart and clean each piece thoroughly with 
appropriate cleaning solvent. Let it air dry. 
 
         (6)  Remove the tubing from the dipstick opening. Unscrew the sample bottle and replace 
the bottle cap. Use a clean rag or tissue to wipe off any oil on the tip of the tube. Then pull 
the tube out of the pump head and discard the tubing. 
 
         (7)  Whether you take your sample by valve or pump, enter the end item and component 
serial numbers on the sample bottle and complete the DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-
E. Then get the sample, along with the form, to the TAMMS clerk for processing. The TAMMS 
clerk will see that it is sent to your laboratory by the fastest means available. 
 
          
         (8)  Replacement parts for the oil-sampling pump are provided in table 5. 
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Table 5. Oil Sampling Pump Parts 
 


Item NSN Unit of issue 
Replacement O-Rings for the Oil 


Sampling Pump are: 
  


Old-Style Pump (with stand)   
O-Ring 5331-00-579-8156 EA (1) 
O-Ring 5331-01-231-5216 EA (1) 


New-Style Pump (no stand)   


O-Ring 5331-00-579-8156 EA (1) 
O-Ring 5331-01-133-5858 EA (1) 
O-Ring 5331-01-226-8750 EA (1) 
O-Ring 5331-01-231-5216 EA (1) 
 
 


 
 


Figure 1. Oil Sampling Pump O-ring seals 
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    c.  Tube Method.   (See appendix C, figure 5)   
 


         (1)  Procedure is normally used in taking an aeronautical oil sample, but may be used for 
other equipment. 


 
         (2)  A plastic tube for sampling aeronautical equipment oil is preferred. The tube is used 
through the oil filler neck or dipstick hole. Insert the tube into the reservoir. Be careful not to let 
the tube touch bottom. Allow the tube to fill with oil. Place a finger over the tip of the tube and 
withdraw it from the reservoir. The tube will be partially filled with oil. Insert the tube into the 
sample bottle. Release the oil by removing your finger from the top of the tube. Repeat until the 
bottle is filled within 1/2 inch of the top of the 5/8 ounce (5 dram) glass sample bottle. 
 
NOTE: Replenish the fluid drained from the component with clean fluid. 
 
         (3)  Enter the aircraft type/model/serial number, operating hours on the component, 
component serial number/type/model, type and grade of lubricant used, and date and time sample 
taken on the label of your oil sample bottle. Complete DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-
E. Place the sample and the form in a plastic bag and send to the laboratory by the fastest means 
available; e.g., First Class mail or courier. Certain aircraft components require grease sampling 
(identified in appendix A). Grease samples will be submitted ONLY in the 3 ounce 
nonaeronautical plastic sampling bottle. To obtain grease samples, adhere to the individual 
aircraft technical manuals. 
     
    d.  Drain Method.  Use this method if a sampling valve is not installed or the tube method is 
not practicable.  (See appendix C, figure 6)  
 
         (1)  Obtain a bottle, a label, a DD Form 2026 or DA Form 5991-E, and a quart size waste 
oil container.   
 
NOTE:  A quart size container, such as a coffee can, can be fitted with a locally fabricated wire 
bracket designed to hold the sample bottle at the top of the can.  This will allow the sample to be 
taken with one hand and will free the other hand to replace the drain plug.  
  
         (2)  Open the sample bottle.  Place the bottle cap on a clean surface with the open end up to 
avoid contaminating the inside of the cap.         
         
         (3)  With the container underneath the drain point, open the drain plug and allow the initial 
stream of oil to flow into the quart can.  This will eliminate obtaining oil that has been trapped at 
the drain port and may not be representative of the oil normally flowing through the component.  
(See appendix C, figure 6A) 
 
         (4)  Allow  about one pint of oil to drain into the container to obtain oil representative of 
the system.   Allow the oil to drain into the sample bottle to within ½ inch of top.  CAUTION:  
The oil sample may easily be contaminated with sludge or water if approximately one pint of oil 
is not drained prior to sampling.  (See appendix C, figure 6B) 
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         (5)  After the sample bottle is filled to the required level, close the drain.  Allow any excess 
or overflow to drain into the 'catch can'.  (See appendix C, figure 6C) 
 


(6) Replace and tighten cap on sample bottle.  
 


         (7)  Replenish the quantity of oil drained from the component with clean new oil, if 
necessary. 
 
         (8)  Complete the Oil Analysis Request form in accordance with the instructions in Section 
VIII. 
 
         (9)  Wrap it around the oil sample bottle.  Secure with a rubber band and send sample to the 
laboratory the same day as the sample is taken. 
 
7-3.  Special Sampling. 
 
    a.  Hydraulic Systems.  If an oil-sampling valve is not installed, one of following three 
locations may be used to sample hydraulic systems.  They are listed in order of preference. 
 
         (1)  Use the tube method to sample the reservoir, provided the reservoir is part of the 
circulating system. 
 
         (2)  Use the drain method to drain the oil sample from the filter housing. 
 
         (3)  Draw the sample from a line that circulates fluid.  Be careful while disconnecting the 
line in order to avoid contamination of the fluid. 
 
    b.  Transmissions and Gearboxes.  These can be sampled using the tubing method with the 
following variations: 
 
         (1)  Remove the magnetic plug and insert one end of the tubing into a clean sample bottle. 
 
         (2)  Displace the check valve with the other end of the tube and draw off enough oil  
through the tube to fill the bottle.  
 
    c.  Swashplate Assembly. 
 
         (1)  Disconnect the scissors and sleeve drive links from the swashplate outer ring assembly.  
Lift the drive link out of the way and secure it. 
 
         (2)  Using a soft, clean, lint-free cloth dampened with cleaning solvent, clean the inner and 
outer ring assembly at the upper shield.  Ensure all surface grit, sand, and other foreign materials 
are removed.  This will ensure an uncontaminated grease sample. 
 
        (3)  Using a grease gun with a flexible hose to purge and lubricate the swashplate at 
approximately 30-degree intervals until the assembly has rotated one full turn (360 degrees) to 
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ensure thorough purging of the bearing.  Ensure all the old grease is purged from the assembly.  
Immediately collect a swab of the purged grease using a tongue depressor and a sampling bottle. 
The sampling bottle should be filled from one half to full for an adequate sample.  Failure of a 
swashplate to accept grease requires investigation and correction prior to releasing aircraft for 
flight. 
 
         (4)  Once the sample is taken, the bottle label should be filled out as completely as possible 
to avoid confusion with other grease samples. 
 
         (5)  Submit the grease sample to the AOAP laboratory with a completed DD Form 2026 or 
DA Form 5991-E. 
 
         (6)  Record the AOAP sampling action on DA Form 2408-20, Oil Analysis Log, 
maintained for the swashplate, in accordance with DA Pamphlet 738-751.  
 
    d.  Scissors and Sleeve Assembly.  Visually inspect parts of the scissors hub assembly and 
boot for signs of heat.  Any heat discoloration or distortion of components should be reported 
immediately to maintenance personnel.  After the visual inspection, follow the same procedures 
outlined above for the swashplate.  
 
    e.  New Oil Samples.  When a unit begins to use a new ‘lot’ or batch number of oil, a sample 
of the clean, new oil shall be submitted to the AOAP laboratory for analysis.  This will enable 
the laboratory to make adjustments for any changes in the lubricant chemical formulation of 
metallic compounds that may have been introduced at the refinery as oil additives.  Indicate on 
the accompanying Oil Analysis Request form that the sample is new oil and not a sample from a 
component.  Also indicate which operating units will be using the new oil supply. 
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SECTION VIII   
AOAP FORMS  


 
8-1.  Oil Analysis Request, DD Form 2026 or DA Form 5991-E (Automated ULLS Form).   
 
    a.  The DD Form 2026 (See appendix D, figure 7) is the standard Department of Defense form 
used to request an oil sample be analyed.  The DA Form 5991-E, ULLS, may be used to request 
oil sample analysis for Army aeronautical and nonaeronautical oil sample analysis 
 
 
    b.  DA Form 5991-E is an automated form produced by the unit ULLS system.  This form 
requires no soldier entries, though it should be routinely checked for accuracy. 
 
    c.  Aeronautical or nonaeronautical equipment departing from home station on an extended 
mission will be accompanied with a completed Oil Analysis Record (reverse side of DD Form 
2026) (see appendix D, figure 8).   Prior to departing from home station, the backside of the form 
will be completed by equipment user with assistance from the AOAP laboratory.  The form will 
be included in the aeronautical and nonaeronautical equipment folders for use when the 
equipment is scheduled for an AOAP sample during the mission. 
 
    d.  DD Form 2026 Preparation Instructions:  
 
BLOCK    NUMBER
 
         (1)  To: Oil Analysis Lab.  Enter the name of the laboratory supporting your unit.  
 
         (2)  From: 
 
              (a)  Major Command.  Enter the Major Army Command the equipment-owning unit is 
assigned to. 
 
              (b)  Operating Activity.  Enter the full unit designation, address, UIC, and telephone 
number. 
 
         (3)  Equipment Model/APL.  Enter nomenclature and model number of the component 
from which the oil sample was extracted; e.g. #2Engine (NHC-250)  X msn, 40 Degree 
Gearbox, etc. 
          


(4)  Equipment Serial No.  Enter the complete serial number of the component. 
 
         (5)  End Item Model/Hull No.  Enter the complete model number of the end item; e.g.;
c. 
 
         (6)  End Item Serial No./EIC.  Enter the complete serial number of the end item. 
 
         (7)  Date sample taken (Day, Mo, Yr).  Enter the day, month, and year; e.g.; 23 Feb 01. 
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         (8)  Local Time Sample Taken.  Not applicable to Army units. 
 
         (9)  Hours/Miles Since Overhaul.  Enter cumulative number of hours on the component 
since last overhaul or if applicable delete the word “overhaul” and pencil in the word “new.” 
 
         (10)  Hours/Miles Since Oil Change.  Enter the number of operating hours since last oil 
change for the component. 
 
         (11)  Reason for Sample.  Check the block that is applicable.  When the reason is 'other', 
explain in the  'Remarks' block; e.g.; prior to oil change, loss of engine power, metal on plug or 
screen, excessive vibration, etc. 
 
         (12)  Oil Added Since Last Sample.  Enter the amount of oil added since the last oil 
change.  Designate number of pints, quarts, or gallons. 
 
         (13)  Action Taken.  Leave blank. 
          


(14)  Discrepant Item.  Leave blank. 
 
         (15)  How Malfunctioned.  Leave blank. 
 
         (16)  How Found.  Leave blank. 
 
         (17)  How Taken.  Indicate by checking appropriate block whether sample was taken by 
drain or tube and indicate whether sample was hot or cold. Record the type of oil. 
 


(18) Remarks/Misc.   
 


              (a)  Record the end item odometer or hour-meter at the time the oil sample was taken. 
Indicate whether the reading represents miles (MI), hours (HR), or kilometers (KM). Do not 
convert readings from miles to kilometers or kilometers to miles.  For aircraft, enter the airframe 
hours of the aircraft. 
 
              (b)  If the end item has both an odometer and hour-meter, only record the odometer 
reading.  
 
              (c)  If the hour-meter/odometer has been replaced, make sure total operating time 
between oil samples is shown; i.e., the current meter reading plus usage from replaced meter. DD 
Form 314 (REMARKS block) should indicate if the equipment had a meter replaced and the 
usage from the old meter.  
 
NOTE: If the component is not installed in an end item, enter "uninstalled". Odometer/hour-
meter entries are NOT REQUIRED for end items not having meters installed. 
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              (d)  Use this block to explain reason for sample, when "other'  in the Reason for Sample 
block (para d(11) above)is selected, and any field maintenance performed since last sample that 
may affect the laboratory evaluation. 


 
(Reverse Side of DD Form 2026 - See appendix D, figure 8) 


         
              (19)  The reverse side of DD Form 2026 will be completed when the equipment deploys 
away from home station and must have an oil sample analyzed enroute or service may be 
provided by a non-automated oil analysis laboratory.  When equipment historical data is 
electronically transferred to an automated AOAP laboratory servicing the deployment site, the 
reverse side of the form need not be filled out.  
 
              (20)  Assigned Oil Analysis Laboratory.  Enter the complete message address of 
assigned support AOAP laboratory. 
 
              (21)  Laboratory Telephone No.  Self-explanatory. 
 
              (22)  End Item Model/Serial No.  Self-explanatory. 
 
              (23)  Equipment Model/Serial No.  Self-explanatory. 
 
              (24)  Enter the last three analytical AOAP results in designated columns.  If required, 
the AOAP regional laboratory may be contacted for technical data and assistance. 
 
              (25)  Date Departed.  Home station will enter date aircraft departs on transient mission. 
 
NOTE:  Transient laboratories will enter subsequent analytical results and ensure DD Forms 
2026 and DA Forms 5991-E are returned to home station with equipment.  However, if the 
equipment unit departs prior to completion of DD Form 2026 or DA Form 5991-E, it shall be 
mailed to the home station. 
 
8-2.  Oil Analysis Log, DA Form 2408-20 


 
    a.  A semi-permanent historical record of oil/grease samples taken and results of the laboratory 
tests for all equipment components in the AOAP.  


    b. Each oil sample extracted from the component and the results received from the AOAP 
laboratory will be recorded on DA Form 2408-20 (Refer to DA Pam 738-750 or DA Pam 738-
751 for preparation and disposition instructions) for both aviation and nonaeronautical 
equipment. 


    c.  Unless directed by local requirements, AOAP participating units receiving and maintaining 
OASIS laboratory reports with data normally listed on DA Form 2408-20, are not required to 
maintain DA Form 2408-20.  
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8-3.  Oil Analysis Recommendation and Feedback; DA Form 3254-R.  AOAP laboratory 
technicians initiate this form when they detect a potentially serious component problem. 
 
    a.  AOAP laboratories will use this form to recommend performance of maintenance on oil-or 
grease-lubricated components.  The laboratory shall prepare and forward one copy of the DA 
Form 3254-R (see appendix D, figure 9) to the following:   
 
         (1)  The AOAP customer/unit submitting the oil sample for analysis. 
 
         (2)  (AMSAM-MMC-AV-CCP) (STOP 55), 308 Crecy Street, Corpus Christi Army Depot, 
Corpus Christi, TX  78419-5260 for Aeronautical components “ONLY”. 
 
         (3)  Army Oil Analysis Program Office,  (AMXLS-MO),  USAMC Logistics Support 
Activity, Building 3661. Redstone Arsenal, AL  35898-7466. 
 
    b.  After the field unit or maintenance activity has accomplished the laboratory recommended 
inspection or maintenance action, the unit completing the action shall complete the lower block 
of DA Form 3254-R.  Record what evaluation actions were taken, what problems were 
discovered, and what maintenance actions were taken to return the equipment to service.  Be as 
specific and complete as possible in describing what action was taken.  If a component was 
removed and sent to a depot overhaul/rework facility, DA Form 3254-R shall accompany it. 
 
    c.  Depot facilities shall record the results of teardown investigation, findings, and repairs 
accomplished on the accompanying DA Form 3254-R (block 14).  The completed form should 
be returned to the originating AOAP laboratory and one copy should be forwarded to PM AOAP.  
For aeronautical equipment, one copy should be sent to CCAD within five workdays of 
completion of the maintenance action. 
     
    d.  DA Form 3254-R may be locally reproduced on 8 ½" by 11" paper. 
 
     e.  Feedback to the laboratory is essential to refine evaluation criteria, increase the accuracy of 
laboratory predictions, and to recommend design changes in those major components showing an 
abnormal failure rate through AOAP. 
 


f. Instructions for completing DA Form 3245-R. 
 
BLOCK NUMBER: 
 
         (1) through (11)  To be completed by the laboratory technicians.  
 
         (12)  No entry required.  
 
         (13)  Record "aviation" QDR number prepared as a result of this maintenance 
recommendation.  
 
         (14)  Feedback.  
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              (a)  Explain any diagnostics performed, discrepancies found, and actions taken to return 
the component to a serviceable condition.  
 


   (b)  Include in this block the following information, when applicable, the Quality 
Deficiency Report (QDR)/ Equipment Improvement Report (EIR) number and/or the 
Maintenance Request (DA Form 2407) number.  
 
         (15) From.  The Field Depot Maintenance representative preparing the report will enter 
his/her signature in this block.  
 
         (16) Date.  Enter the calendar date (DDMMMYY) the report was completed.  
 
         (17) To.  Enter the address of AOAP regional laboratory.  In addition, a copy of reports on 
aviation equipment will be sent to Corpus Christie Army Depot (address on right side of block). 
 
8-4.  Maintenance Feedback Data.  Success of the oil analysis program is measured with the 
maintenance feedback information provided by the unit and maintenance activities.  Maintenance 
findings validate laboratory test ‘alarm’ levels and indicators, thereby avoiding unnecessary 
maintenance actions or equipment servicing.  Establishment or refinement of normal and 
abnormal wear-metal trending patterns is an ongoing process as the fleet matures and is 
completely dependent on the correlation of test data with actual part conditions found in the 
inspection of the engine, transmission, or other component at disassembly. 
 
8-5.  Maintenance Request, DA Form 2407 or DA Form 5990-E (ULLS). 
 
    a.  When a Maintenance Request form is prepared to request support from a higher level of 
maintenance for an AOAP recommended evaluation, attach the DA Form 3254-R, Oil Analysis 
Recommendation and Feedback, to the request. (See appendix C, figure 10) 
 
    b.  Enter "'See attached DA Form 3254-R" in the 'Remarks' block of the Maintenance Request. 
 
    c.  Refer to DA Pam 738-750, DA Pam 738-751, or ULLS Manual for preparation and 
disposition instructions. 
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SECTION IX   
AOAP LABELS 


 
9-1.  Instructions for Use of AOAP Labels.   AOAP pressure sensitive labels shall be affixed to 
component containers sent to overhaul or tear down analysis facilities as a result of a laboratory 
recommendation. 
 
9-2  AOAP laboratories: 
 
    a.  Provide the equipment unit a minimum of four AOAP labels with every DA Form 3254-R 
containing a laboratory recommendation for the removal of a component for overhaul or repair 
actions. 
 
    b.  Instruct the equipment unit to affix two AOAP labels on different conspicuous areas of the 
component to be overhauled and two AOAP labels on opposite sides of the outside of the 
shipping container. 
 
9-3.  Maintenance/Overhaul/Rework activity: 
 
    a.  Remove the “AOAP” labels from the outside of the shipping container only when the 
component is unpacked for overhaul so that the shipping container can be reused. 
 
    b. Prior to inspection and maintenance, review AOAP DA Form 3254-R for laboratory test 
and analytical findings indicating impending failure. 
 
    c.  After maintenance inspections and actions, complete the lower portion of the form and mail 
one copy of DA Form 3254-R to the originating laboratory, one copy to PM AOAP.  
AERONAUTICAL ONLY, send one copy to (AMSAM-MMC-AV-CCP) (STOP 55), 308 Crecy 
Street, Corpus Christi Army Depot, Corpus Christi, TX  78419-5260.   
 
9-4. Teardown Inspection and Analysis Activity (CCAD) (AERONAUTICAL ONLY): 
          
    a.  Correlate equipment maintenance/overhaul analysis from components recommended for 
maintenance by AOAP. 
 
    b.  Submit findings and conclusions to the appropriate AMCOM engineering authority. 
 
    c.  Advise PM AOAP, of conclusions or findings. 
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SECTION  X   
LABORATORIES 


 
10-1.  AOAP Laboratory Service Locations.   
 
    a.  The AOAP has 20 laboratories located at worldwide locations.  Six of the 
laboratories are located in CONUS, seven are in OCONUS, three are Depot labs, one is a 
CEG-A lab, one is a joint Navy operated lab and 2 mobile laboratories are maintained by 
the US Army National Guard on standby to be deployed to areas of contingency 
operations.  Additional laboratories shall be established as required.   
 
    b.  In accordance with AR 700-132, Joint Oil Analysis Program (JOAP), Army 
equipment may be tested in Navy and Air Force oil analysis program laboratories.  Due 
to the limitations of technology in some JOAP laboratories, PM AOAP will advise Army 
units which JOAP laboratories have the appropriate technology and are approved to test 
Army equipment.  Inter-service oil analysis support will be limited to those joint service 
laboratories to accomplish the necessary testing for Army equipment.  Army laboratories 
have the capability to test equipment from all military departments.   
 
    c.  In CONUS mobile AOAP laboratories and selected (CONUS) laboratories are 
limited to providing oil analysis only to selected command customers.  Routine oil 
analysis service is available at the following AOAP locations for the geographic areas 
indicated: 


 
 


Table 6. AOAP Laboratories 
 


  
LABORATORY 


GEOGRAPHIC  
AREA OF SUPPORT 


 
LABORATORY ADDRESS 


1. Fort Bragg, NC North Carolina, Maine, Vermont, New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Delaware, 
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, 
New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, 
District of Columbia, Virginia, South 
Carolina and Florida 


(AFZA-RBC-LM-AOAP) 
Army Oil Analysis Lab 
XVIII Airborne Corps and Fort Bragg 
Building Y5015, Door 59 
P.O. Box 70539 
Fort Bragg, NC  28310 


2. Fort Campbell, KY Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, 
Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, 
Mississippi, Louisiana and West Virginia 


Petroleum Lab Fort Campbell 
(AFZB-RB-AD) 
4th Street and F Avenue 
Building 7137 
RBC Aviation Division 
Fort Campbell, KY 42223-5128 


3. Fort Carson, CO Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Minnesota, Wyoming, Iowa, Utah, 
Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri 


Dept of The Army 
DOL, ATTN: Oil Analysis Lab 
2400 O’Connell Blvd 
Bldg 8000 Door 44 
Fort Carson, CO 80913-2526 
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4. Fort Hood, TX Arizona, New Mexico, 
Oklahoma and Texas 
 


Mail:           
      AOAP Laboratory 
      (AFZF-DL-IMM) 
      P.O. Box 968 
      Killeen, TX 76540-0968  
      Fort Hood, TX  76544 
 
FedEx/UPS: 
      DOL Maintenance Division 
      Building 7046 at Hood Army Airfield 
      Fort Hood, TX 76544 


5. Fort Lewis, WA Washington, Idaho, 
Oregon, California and 
Nevada 


Director of Logistics (AFZH-DLP-O), 
MS-18, Box 339500, Building 9500, 
Door #12 
Fort Lewis, WA  98433-9500 


6. Fort Richardson, AK Alaska Director of Logistics 
Attention: APVR-RDL (AOAP) 
 724 Postal Service Loop #7000 
Fort Richardson, AK  99505-7000 


7. Fort Rucker, AL Alabama, Georgia 
(units only west of I-
75 will mail their 
samples to the Fort 
Rucker lab) 


AOAP Laboratory 
(ATZQ-DOL-M) 
US Army Aviation Center and Fort 
Rucker 
Building 800, N Avenue 
Fort Rucker, AL  36362-5115 


8. Goose Creek, SC Goose Creek (Goose 
Creek’s mission only) 


South Carolina Army National Guard 
792D QM TM, AOAP Laboratory  
103 Guidance Road , Bldg 318 
Goose Creek, SC  29445-6060 


9. Anniston Army 
Depot, AL 


Station Equipment and 
Depot QA mission 
only. 


Anniston Army Depot, (AMSTA-AN-
PEWL JOAP Lab),  
7 Frankford Avenue, Building 140, 
Anniston, AL  36201-4199 


10. Corpus Christi Army 
Depot, TX 


Station Equipment and 
Depot QA mission 
only. 


Chemical Materiel Process Branch 
(SIOCC-MA-QM-CM (Stop 27)) Corpus 
Christi Army Depot, Building 8, 308 
Crecy Street, Corpus Christi, TX 78419-
5260 


11. Red River Army 
Depot, TX 


Station Equipment and 
Depot QA mission 
only. 


Environmental Division (AMSTA-RR-
OL), Red River Army Depot, Building 
300, 100 Main Drive, Texarkana, TX  
75507-5000 


12. Bamberg, Germany Nonaeronautical 
equipment only. 


Bamberg Activity (AERSC-ML-BA), 
Mannheim Laboratory Center, Unit 
27535 Box 23661, APO AE 09139-7535 
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13. Coleman Barracks, 
Germany 


Aeronautical in 
theater.  
Nonaeronautical in 
western portion of 
theater 


(AERSC-MLC), (Coleman Bks Bldg 50), 
Mannheim Laboratory Center, Unit 
29702, Box 301, CMR 418, APO AE  
09028 


14. Eagle Base, Bosnia Area of operation AOAP Laboratory, Bosnia 
Operation Joint Forge/Eagle Base,  
APO AE  09789 


15. Camp Bondsteel, 
Kosovo 


Area of operation FSB AMC-LSE 
ATTN:  AOAP Laboratory 
Task Force Falcon 
Camp Bondsteel, Kosovo 
APO AE  09340 


16. Camp Humphreys, 
Korea 


Korea and Japan  8th  US Army AOAP Laboratory 
Attn: EANC-MSC-MJ 
Unit #15564 
APO AP 96271-0761 


17. Pearl Harbor Navy 
Shipyard, Hawaii 
(JOAP Lab) 


Alaska, Hawaii and 
Eastern Pacific Region 


Commander (Code 134.5) 
Pearl Harbor NSY & IMF 
667 Safeguard Street, Suite 100 
Pearl Harbor, HI  96860 


18. Camp Arifjan, Kuwait Area of operation AMC-LSE-SWA 
AOAP Lab COM-EL Bldg 462 
Camp Arifjan, Kuwait  
APO AE 09366 


19. Mobile Lab 1 Area of operation Contact: AOAP PM Office 
20. Mobile Lab 2 Area of operation Contact: AOAP PM Office 
 
 
 
10-2  Pearl Harbor Navy Shipyard.  The US Navy oil analysis laboratory at Pearl Harbor, 
Hawaii, provides joint service oil analysis support to Army units in the South Pacific 
region. 
 
10-3.  Assignments.  PM AOAP shall make AOAP laboratory regional support area 
assignments.  Units with equipment enrolled in the AOAP shall be supported by the 
laboratory assigned to support the region the unit is located.  When necessary, PM 
AOAP, will coordinate with joint service oil analysis program managers for additional 
support. 
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SECTION  XI   
OIL ANALYSIS STANDARD INSTERSERVICE SYSTEM (OASIS) 


 
11-1.  Each AOAP laboratory is equipped with a computer network as part of the OASIS data 
system (Army and Navy). The system interfaces with all test instruments, testing parameters, and 
unit equipment administrative files. The OASIS speeds up the sample processing cycle and 
contains a limited onsite data bank of laboratory and equipment information. 


11-2.  With AOAP history information onsite, each laboratory is currently providing 
commanders and maintenance personnel at all levels computer-generated reports on a monthly 
basis and upon request. Customer/units may log on to the AOAP website at
https://aoapserver.logsa.army.mil to view and print their reports.


11-3.  Most communication between the unit, the laboratory, and various maintenance echelons 
is with forms and computer-generated monthly reports.  


11-4.  Laboratory equipment files and test data can be transferred between laboratories 
electronically or provided to the equipment-owning unit on electronic media. 


11-5.  Correctly completed forms are the essential requirement for accurate monthly reports.  
These reports help manage equipment participation in the program more efficiently.  Units 
should contact the AOAP laboratory for more information on what reports are available and the 
frequency they are produced. 
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SECTION  XII   
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 


 
12-1.  Q. How do I know if my equipment is enrolled in the AOAP? 


    A. If it is listed in this technical bulletin, or authorized by the PM, AOAP. 


12-2.  Q. If enrolled, what is the next step for submitting samples for my equipment? 


    A. Submit a sample and a completed DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E to your 
supporting laboratory. 


12-3.  Q. Can I sample equipment not listed in appendix A or B? 


    A. Only equipment/components listed in this technical bulletin, or other 
equipment/components authorized by the PM AOAP, will be sampled. Exceptions to sampling 
policy will be through letters of authorization from the PM, AOAP. 


12-4.  Q. Who should take the sample? 


     A. Anyone may take samples. For best results, a local SOP should provide for training and 
designating of sampling teams at unit level. 


12-5.  Q. How much oil do I put in the sample bottle? 


     A. The bottle should be filled to the bottom of the neck (1/2 inch from top of bottle). 


12-6.  Q. Do I always have to take a routine sample at the scheduled date, hour, or miles? 


     A. You should always try to sample as near the prescribed interval as possible. If it is not 
possible, a 10 percent variance prior to or after the schedule date, hour, or miles for sampling is 
permissible for nonaeronautical equipment.  For example, the engine in your M1074 is to be 
sampled every 90 days. If this falls on 1 Apr, you may sample that component up to 9 days (10 
percent of 90 days) prior to 1 Apr or up to 9 days after 1 Apr and still be within prescribed 
guidance. (see Section IV, Tables 3 and 4) 


12-7.  Q. Is there a sampling interval variance for aeronautical equipment? 


     A. Yes. An example of aeronautical allowable tolerance is if the sampling interval is 25 
hours, the allowable sampling range is 22-28 hours. When sampling hour intervals are performed 
within the plus or minus allowable range, the schedule for the next sampling intervals will not be 
affected. For example, a sample with a 25 hour interval, due at 100 aircraft hours and taken at 97 
hours or 103, the next sample will still be due at 125 hours. However, when the plus or minus 
range is exceeded, scheduling of the next sample will be affected. That is, a sample with the oil 
analysis request is already filled out. This reduces the chance of submitting incorrect 
management information to the laboratory. Always file your most recently processed DD Form 
2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E, the one with laboratory results, and discard the previous one. 
(see Section IV, Tables 3 and 4) 


12-8.  Q. Must I always take a “hot” sample? 
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     A. Yes. You need to bring the equipment to operating 
temperature for a “hot” sample. This applies to both routine and special samples. 
If the weather is cold, the oil in your equipment may be too thick for the oil sampling 
pump to draw oil into the sample bottle or for the oil to flow freely 
through the sampling valve into the sample bottle.  


12-9.  Q. What is laboratory response time? 


     A. The laboratory response time for routine samples, excluding weekends and holidays, is the 
interval of time that begins when the laboratory gets the oil sample and ends when the unit that 
submitted the oil sample gets the results.  


12-10.  Q. Should sampling be a part of scheduled routine maintenance services. 


     A. Yes, for both aeronautical and nonaeronautical equipment. 


12-11.  Q. How long does it actually take to obtain a sample? 


     A. That depends on the method used. In general, the only method that should take more than 
5 minutes is the tube method. 


12-12.  Q. Why and how long should I hold onto a processed DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 
5991-E after I receive it from the laboratory? 


     A. The processed DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E is your proof that a sample has 
been taken and analyzed (as of a certain date). It contains accurate maintenance information, 
such as the component/end item model/serial number/hours since overhaul and oil change. When 
it is time to take your oil sample, simply pull out your old DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 
5991-E, copy the end item and update the hours since overhaul and oil change on a new form. 
That way half of the form is already filled out.  This reduces the chance of submitting incorrect 
management information to the laboratory.  Always file your most recent DD Form 2026 or 
ULLS DA Form 5991-E, the one with laboratory results, and discard the previous one. 


12-13.  Q. What is the sample turn-around time? 


     A. Sample turn-around time is the interval of time that begins when the oil sample is taken 
and includes sample delivery, analysis, evaluation of analytical results, and ends when the 
submitting unit is notified of sample results (normal or abnormal). NOTE: Laboratory response 
time (receipt, analysis, evaluation and notification) is a part of the sample turn-around time. 


12-14.  Q. If a tactical wheeled vehicle is scheduled for a mission, which would cause it to 
exceed its 100 hrs/1000 miles sampling interval, when should the equipment be sampled? 


     A. An oil sample should be taken before departure and submitted to your regularly assigned 
laboratory with a note in the remarks block of the DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E 
requesting priority analysis. The laboratory will provide your unit with the results and an oil 
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analysis historical record. Prior to departure your unit should coordinate its oil analysis 
requirements with the laboratory nearest its destination. Upon arrival at your destination, if your 
1,000-mile interval has been reached, send an oil sample (and the component’s oil analysis 
historical record) to the new servicing laboratory.  


     Put a note in the remarks block of the DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E stating that 
your vehicle is on a mission away from its home station and that priority consideration is 
requested in the analysis. The AOAP laboratory will provide you with an oil analysis record for 
your deployed vehicle. This procedure should be reversed when returning to home base. The oil 
analysis records should be turned in to your regular laboratory. 


12-15.  Q. Can the laboratory 'dead line' a vehicle? 


     A. A laboratory recommendation to remove equipment from service is administrative in 
nature. The removal from service gives maintenance the chance to evaluate the condition of the suspect 
component. The decision to deadline a vehicle is the responsibility of the unit commander. 


12-16.  Q. What happens if we do not comply with laboratory recommendations? 


     A. Laboratory recommendations are not made unless something serious appears to be wrong 
with your equipment. Maintenance should make every effort to investigate the 
potential problems noted in the AOAP test findings and review those findings with the unit 
commander. It is possible you might lose an engine or have an aircraft system or 
component/module failure and possibly increase the safety risk to equipment crews.  


12-17.  Q. Can the laboratory detect if maintenance is performed? 


     A. Yes. When the oil is changed, for example, the concentration of wear elements is cut 
approximately in half for some components. When air induction system leaks are fixed, dirt 
levels decrease. If several samples are taken from the same piece of equipment or from an oil 
drum instead of from the equipment, resamples will be requested since the combination of wear 
elements won’t match previous samples.  


12-18.  Q. Are DA Forms 3254-R issued for resamples and oil changes. 


     A. No. DD Forms 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E are used for this purpose. 


12-19.  Q. When are DA Forms 3254-R issued? 


     A. When maintenance actions are recommended such as to clean/service air filters, 
inspect/repair fuel injection nozzles, inspect/repair engine and transmission assemblies, etc. 


12-20.  Q. What if an item of ground equipment has no hour meter? How do I schedule my 
samples and report usage to the laboratory? 


     A. Use the formula, 10 miles or 16 kilometers = 1 hour of operation. For example, a 
truck should be sampled every 90 days or 100 hours, you should sample every 90 days or 1,000 
miles if there is no hour meter. (The sampling interval varies for different categories of 
equipment.) 
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12-21.  Q. May we hold samples until we get a full box? 


     A. No. The sooner the laboratory gets your sample, the better, especially aircraft samples. If 
you are experiencing delays beyond your control, contact your installation AOAP monitor. 


12-22.  Q. Just how important is the installation AOAP monitor? 


     A. The monitor is very important. That role is critical to a successful program. The installation 
monitor is the point of contact between the command group and the laboratory. From a 
management point of view, the AOAP monitor means the difference between an effective and an 
ineffective program. Monitoring the AOAP process at an installation is a full-time job. 


12-23.  Q. Should equipment be sampled if it is not used? Equipment in administrative storage, 
for example. 


     A. No. AOAP is for operational equipment. Equipment should be sampled prior to storage 
and immediately before activation for use. 


12-24.  Q. How do I mark a special sample? 


     A. Band the bottle with red tape or something similar, as instructed in paragraph 2-7. Mark 
the border of the DD Form 2026 or ULLS DA Form 5991-E with red felt tip marker and write 
SPECIAL in the remarks block. This gives a sample priority at the laboratory. 


12-25.  Q. Who can I contact for assistance and improvements for AOAP operations at my 
command? 
     A. The most readily available source for information and assistance is your local AOAP 
installation monitor. If additional information is needed, call the AOAP Program Management 
Office Hot Line at DSN 645-0869 or Commercial (256) 955-0869.  You may also send an email 
to: aoap@logsa.redstone.army.mil . 
 
 
 


 
 







APPENDIX A 
AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT 


 


General.  Aeronautical routine sampling intervals are provided below. For variation from the listed 
sampling intervals and additional sampling requirements, see Section 6 (When to Sample).   


                                Rotary Wing Sampling Interval 
Aircraft 


Designation 
Component 


Model 
    


Hours       Days 
Main Transmission 25  
Nose Gearbox (2) 25  
APU  100  
Hyd Sys 1 50 0 


AH-64A 


Hyd Sys 2 50 0 
Main Transmission 25  
Nose Gearbox (2) 25  
APU  100  
Hyd Sys 1 50 0 


AH-64D 


Hyd Sys 2 50 0 
Engine (T55-L712/714) (2) 50  


Engine Mech Transmission (2) 50  


Combining Transmission 50  


Forward Transmission 50  


Aft Trans 50  


APU 100  


Hyd Sys 1 50 100 


Hyd Sys 2 50 100 


CH-47D 
  
  


Hyd Sys Util 50 100 


Engine (T55-L712/714) (2) 50  


Engine Mech Transmission (2) 50  


Combining Transmission 50  


Forward Transmission 50  


Aft Transmission 50  


APU 100  


Hyd Sys 1 50 100 


Hyd Sys 2 50 100 


CH-47F 


Hyd Sys Util 50 100 


Main Transmission (-073, -074, -076 only) 3 micron filter 500 Physical Properties Only 


Main Transmission (all others)  50  


Intermediate Gearbox 35  


Tail Gearbox 35  


EH-60A 


APU  100  


Main Transmission (all) 500 Physical Properties Only 


Intermediate Gearbox 35  


Tail Gearbox 35  


EH-60L 


APU  100  
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                           Rotary Wing                                                                                                         Sampling Intervals 
Aircraft 


Designation 
Component 


Model Hours Days 
Main Transmission (all) 500 Physical Properties Only 


Intermediate Gearbox 35  


Tail Gearbox 35  


HH-60L 


APU 100  


Engine (T55-L712/714) (2) 50  


Engine Mech Transmission (2) 50  


Combining Transmission 50  


Forward Transmission 50  


Aft Transmission 50  


APU 100  


Hyd Sys 1 50 100 


Hyd Sys 2 50 100 


MH-47D 
  


Hyd Sys Util 50 100 


Engine (T55-L712/714) (2) 50  


Engine Mech Transmission (2) 50  


Combining Transmission 50  


Forward Transmission 50  


Aft Transmission 50  


APU 100  


Hyd Sys 1 50 100 


Hyd Sys 2 50 100 


MH-47E 


Hyd Sys Util 50 100 


Main Transmission 100 365 MH-6H 


90/Tail  Gearbox 100 365 


Main Transmission 100 365 MH-6J 


90/Tail Gearbox 100 365 


Main Transmission 100 365 MH-6N 


90/Tail Gearbox 100 365 


Main Transmission (all) 500 Physical Properties Only 


Intermediate Gearbox 35  


Tail Gearbox 35  


MH-60L 


APU  100  


Main Transmission (all) 500 Physical Properties Only 


Intermediate Gearbox 35  


Tail Gearbox 35  


MH-60K 


APU  100  


T63-A-720 with 3 micron filter 0  


T63-A-720  50  


Main Transmission 25  


OH-58A 


90/Tail Gearbox 25  


T63-A-720 with 3 micron filter 0  


T63-A-720  50  


Main Transmission 25  


OH-58C 


90/Tail Gearbox 25  


   
Sampling Requirements Except:   


OH-58D 
Remove All AOAP  


Hydraulic System 40  
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                            Rotary Wing                                                                                                        Sampling Interval 
Air 


Designation 
Component 


Model Hours Days 
TH-67 Main Xmsn 25 0 


 90/Tail Gbx 25 0 


 250-C-30 13 0 


 Hyd Sys 40 0 


    


UH-1 Engine (T53-l-703/13B) With ODDS 250 Physical Properties Only 


 Engine (T53-l-703/13B) Without ODDS 25  


 Main Transmission With ODDS 250 Physical Properties Only 


 Main Transmission Without ODDS 50  


 Intermediate Gearbox 50  


 Tail Rotor Gearbox 50  


UH-60A Main Transmission (-073, -074, -076 only) 3 micron filter 500 Physical Properties Only 


 Main Transmission (all others)  50  


 Intermediate Gearbox 35  


 Tail Gearbox 35  


 APU (T62T-40-1) 100  


UH-60L Main Transmission (all) 500 Physical Properties Only 


 Intermediate Gearbox 35  


 Tail Gearbox 35  


 APU  100  


UH-60Q Main Transmission (-073, -074, -076 only) 3 micron filter 500 Physical Properties Only 


 Main Transmission (all others)  50  


 Intermediate Gearbox 35  


 Tail Gearbox 35  


 APU  100  
 


                              Fixed Wing                                                                                                          Sampling Intervals 
Air 


Designation 
Component 


Model Hours Days 
C-12 PT6A-27 100 365 


 PT6A-34 100 365 


 PT6A-38 100 365 


 PT6A-41 100 365 


 PT6A-42 100 365 


C-12C PT6A-41 100 365 


C-12D PT6A-41 100 365 


C-12J PT6A-65B 100 365 


O-5A PT6A-50 100 365 


RC-12D PT6A-41 100 365 


RC-12G PT6A-41 100 365 


RC-12K PT6A-67 100 365 


RF-8G J57-P-420 100 365 


U-21F PT6A-28 100 365 
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APPENDIX B 
NONAERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT 


 
General. Routine sampling intervals are provided below. For variation from the listed 
sampling intervals and additional sampling requirements, see Section 6 (When to 
Sample). 


 
Combat Vehicles Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Components Active Army 
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/ 
NG Hours 


Reserves/ 
NG Days 


AGT-1500 25 60 25 180 


X1100-3B 75 90 75 180 


M1 
  
  


Tank, Combat, Full 
  
  


HYD SYS   365   365 


  
AGT-1500 25 60 25 180 


X1100-3B 75 90 75 180 


M1 IP 
  
  


Tank, Combat, Full 
  
  


HYD SYS   365   365 


  
AGT-1500 25 60 25 180 


X1100-3B 75 90 75 180 


M1A1 
  
  


Tank, Combat, (Mine 
Sweeper Panther) 
  
  


HYD SYS   365   365 


  
AGT-1500 25 60 25 180 


X1100-3B 75 90 75 180 


M1A2 
  
  


Tank, Combat, Full 
  
  


HYD SYS   365    365 


  
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 M1059 


  
Carrier, Smoke 
Generator 
  


TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M1059A3 


  
Carrier, Smoke 
Generator 
  X200-4 25 60 25 180 
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Combat Vehicles Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Components Active Army
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/ 
NG Hours 


Reserves/ 
NG Days 


DD6V53 25 60 25 180 M1064 
  


Carrier, Mortar 
  TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M1064A3 


  
Carrier, Mortar 
  X200-4 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M1068 


  
Carrier, 
Standardized, 
Integrated 
Command Post TX-100 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M1068A3 


  
Carrier, 
Standardized, 
Integrated 
Command Post X200-4 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 M106A1 


  
Self Propelled 
Howitzer 
  TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 M106A2 


  
Carrier, Mortar 
  TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


              
DD8V71T 25 60 25 180 


XTG-411-2A 25 60 25   


M109A4 Howitzer, Medium 
SP 


HYD SYS   365   365 
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Combat Vehicles Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Components Active Army
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/ 
NG Hours 


Reserves/ 
NG Days 


DD8V71T 25 60 25 180 


XTG-411-4 25 60 25 180 


M109A6 
  
  


Self Propelled 
Howitzer 
  
  


HYD SYS   365   365 


  
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 M113A2 


  
Personnel Carrier 
  


TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 


DD6V53 25 60 25 180 
X200-4 25 60 25 180 


M113A3 
  
  
  


Personnel Carrier 
  
  
  


TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M113A3BMP-2 


  
Personnel Carrier 
  


X200-4 25 60 25 180 


  
VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3E 25 60 25 180 


M2 
  
  
  
  


Infantry Fighting 
Vehicle 
  
  
  
  


HMPT-500-B 25 60 25 180 
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Combat Vehicles Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Components Active Army
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/ 
NG Hours 


Reserves/ 
NG Days 


VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3E 25 60 25 180 


M2A1 
   
  
  
  


Infantry Fighting 
Vehicle 
  
  
  
  HMPT-500-B 25 60 25 180 


  
VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 


HMPT-500 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3E 25 60 25 180 


M2A2 
  
  
  
  


Infantry Fighting 
Vehicle 
  
  
  
  


HMPT-500-3TE 25 60 25 180 
  


VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 M2A3 
  


Infantry Fighting 
Vehicle 
  HMPT-500-3EC 25 60 25 180 


  
VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3EC 25 60 25 180 


M270 
  
  


Carrier, 
Multiple Launch 
Rocket 
System (MLRS) HYD SYS   365   365 


  
VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 


HMPT-500 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3E 25 60 25 180 


M3 
  
  
  
  


Cavalry Fighting 
Vehicle 
  
  
  
  


HMPT-500-B 25 60 25 180 


  
VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 


HMPT-500 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3E 25 60 25 180 


M3A1 
  
  
  
  


Cavalry Fighting 
Vehicle 
  
  
  
  


HMPT-500-B 25 60 25 180 
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Combat Vehicles Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Components Active Army
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/ 
NG Hours 


Reserves/ 
NG Days 


VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3E 25 60 25 180 


M3A2 
  
  
  
  


Cavalry Fighting 
Vehicle 
  
  
  
  HMPT-500-3TE 25 60 25 180 


  
VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 M3A3 


  
Cavalry Righting 
Vehicle 
  HMPT-500-3EC 25 60 25 180 


  
VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 
6BT5.9 25 60 25 180 


M4 
  
  


Carrier, Command 
and     
Control (C2V) 
  HMPT-500-3E 25 60 25 180 


  
1790-2A 25 60 25 180 
1790-2DA 25 60 25 60 


M48A5   


HYD SYS   365   365 


  
AVDS-1790-2DA 25 60 25 180 
CD850-6A 25 60 25 180 
CD850-6A1 25 60 25 180 


M48A5AVLB 
  
  
  


Armored Vehicle, 
Launcher 
 Bridge (AVLB) 
  
  HYD SYS   365   365 


  
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 M548 


  
Cargo Carrier 
  TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 M548A1 


  
Cargo Carrier 
  TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M548A3 


  
Cargo Carrier 
  X200-4 25 60 25 180 
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Combat Vehicles Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Components Active Army
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/ 
NG Hours 


Reserves/ 
NG Days 


DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 


M551A1 
  
  


Armor 
Reconnaissance 
Vehicle 
  
  


G250-1A 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M5510PFOR 


  
Armor 
Reconnaissance 
Vehicle 
  


G250-1A 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 M577A2 


  
Personnel Carrier, 
Command Post TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M577A3 


  
Personnel Carrier, 
Command Post X200-4 25 60 25 180 


  
DD8V71T 25 60 25 180 
XTG-411-2A 25 60 25 180 


M578 
  
  


Tank, Recovery 
Vehicle 
  
  HYD SYS   365   365 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M58 


  
Carrier, Personnel, 
Full 
Tracked, Smoke X200-4A 25 60 25 180 


  
VTA-903T600 25 60 25 180 M6 


  
Linebacker  Air 
Defense 
 Carrier HMPT-500-3EC 25 60 25 180 


  
AVDS-1790-2DA 25 60 25 180 
CD850-6A 25 60 25 180 
CD850-6A1 25 60 25 180 


M60A1AVLB 
  
  
  


Tank, Combat, Full 
  
  
  


HYD SYS   365   365 
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Combat Vehicles Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Components Active Army
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/ 
NG Hours 


Reserves/ 
NG Days 


AVDS-1790-2C 25 60 25 180 
CD850-6A 25 60 25 180 
CD850-6A1 25 60 25 180 


M60A3 
  
  
  


Tank, Combat, Full 
  
  
  


HYD SYS   365   365 


  
VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 M7 


  
BFIST, Fire SPT TM 
VEH 
   HMPT-500-3 25 60 25 180 


  
1790-2DR 25 60 25 180 
XT-1410-4 25 60 25 180 


M88A1 
  
  


Tank, Recovery 
Vehicle 
  
  HYD SYS   365   365 


  
1790-8CR 25 60 25 180 
XT-1410-5A 25 60 25 180 


M88A2 
  
  


Tank, 
Recovery Vehicle 
 (HERCULES) 


HYD SYS   365   365 


  
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 


M901 
M901A1 
  


Combat, Vehicle 
Combat, Vehicle, 
TOW 
  TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
OM402A 25 60 25 180 
HP500 TYPE 6 25 60 25 180 


M93A1FOX 
  
  


Nuclear-Biological-
Chemical 
Reconnaissance 
System 
  


HYD SYS   365   365 


  
DD6V53 25 60 25 180 M981 


  
Fire Support Team 
Vehicle  (FIST-V) TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 


  
DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M981A1 


  
Fire Support Team 
Vehicle  (FIST-V) 
Carrier, Personnel TX-100-1 25 60 25 180 
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Combat Vehicles Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Components Active Army
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/ 
NG Hours 


Reserves/ 
NG Days 


DD6V53T 25 60 25 180 M981A3 
  


Fire Support Team 
Vehicle  (FIST-V) 
Carrier, Personnel X200-4 25 60 25 180 


  
DD8V71TLHR 25 60 25 180 
XTG-411-4 25 60 25 180 


M992A2 
  
  


20 T, FAASV, 
Carrier, 
 Ammunition 
  HYD SYS   365   365 


  
VTA-903T 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3 25 60 25 180 
HMPT-500-3E 25 60 25 180 


M993 
  
  
  
  


Carrier, Multiple 
Launch Rocket 
System (MLRS) 
  
  


HMPT-500-B 25 60 25 180 


  
AGT-1500 25 60 25 180 
X1100-38 75 90 75 180 


Panther Mine   


HYD SYS   365   365 


              
OM402A 25 60 25 180 
HP500 TYPE 6 25 60 25 180 


XM93FOX 
  
  


Nuclear-Biological-
Chemical 
Reconnaissance 
System  (NBCRS) HYD SYS   365   365 


  
AGT-1500 75 90 75 180 
X1100-3B 75 90 75 180 


XM104 
  
  


Armored Vehicle, 
Heavy Assault 
Bridge  (Wolverine) 


HYD SYS   365   365 
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Locomotives Sampling Intervals 


End Item 
Model Nomenclature Components Active Army 


Hours 
Active Army 


Days 
Reserves/ NG 


Hours 
Reserves/ NG 


Days 
100 T, 
Locomotive, EMD8-567B 25 90 25 90 LOCO100T 


  


 Diesel Electric AMER 539 25 90 25 90 


  
LOCO10T 10 T, 


Locomotive, 
Diesel Electric 


DD3080 25 90 25 90 


  
LOCO115T 115T, 


Locomotive, 
Diesel Electric 


AMER 539S 25 90 25 90 


  


BALDWIN 606A 25 90 25 90 


38D-81/8 25 90 25 90 
FM-H12-44 25 90 25 90 
EMD16-567B 25 90 25 90 
AMER 244F 25 90 25 90 


LOCO120T 
  
  
  
  
  


120 T, 
Locomotive, 
Diesel Electric 
  
  
  
  
  


EMD16-645E 25 90 25 90 


  


LOCO25T 
25 T, 
Locomotive, 
Crane 


HBI-600 25 90 25 90 


  


LOCO44T 
44 T, 
Locomotive, 
Diesel Electric 


CAT-D17000 25 90 25 90 


  


LOCO45T 
45 T, 
Locomotive, 
Diesel Electric 


HBI-600 25 90 25 90 
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Locomotives Sampling Intervals 


End Item 
Model 


Nomenclature Components Active Army
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/NG 
Hours 


Reserves/NG 
Days 


CAT-D397 25 90 25 90 LOCO60T 
 


60 T, Locomotive, 
Diesel Electric 
 CAT-3508 25 90 25 90 


 
NTA-855L4 25 90 25 90 LOCO80T 


 
80 T, Locomotive, 
Diesel Electric 
 LI-600 25 90 25 90 


 
LOCO80T-470 80 T, Locomotive, 


Diesel Electric 
NHBIS-600 25 90 25 90 


 
LOCO80T-550 80 T, Locomotive, 


Diesel Electric 
NHBIS-600 25 90 25 90 


 
RAIL C 25T 25 T, Crane D13,000 25 90 25 90 


 
RAIL C 40T 40 T, Crane DD671 25 90 25 90 
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Watercraft Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Component 
Active 
Army 
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/NG 
Hours 


Reserves/NG 
Days 


SABRE 212 100 90 50 180 BBEUSCSBMK1 
  


Boat Bridge 
Erection, 
USCSBMK1 10-18-002 100 90 50 180 


  
SABRE 212 100 90 50 180 BBEUSCSBMK2 


  
Boat Bridge 
Erection, 
USCSBMK2 10-18-002 100 90 50 180 


  
CO-GAB4 100 90 50 180 


CO-6EN668 100 90 50 180 


CO-DSM-6 100 90 50 180 
FM-31A6 100 90 50 180 


BD-264B 
  
  
  
  


100 T, Crane, 
Barge, Design 
264B 
  
  
  


CO-5EN668 100 90 50 180 


  


NTA-855-63 100 90 50 180 


KTA-38-G2 100 90 50 180 


HYD SYS ANC1   365   365 


HYD SYS ANC2   365   365 


HYD SYS ANC3   365   365 


BD-6802 
  
  
  
  
  


115 T, Barge, 
Derrick 
  
  
  
  
  


HYD SYS   365   365 


  
BP Boat Picket 4003 100 90 50 180 
BP Boat Picket 4002 100 90 50 180 
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Watercraft Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Component 
Active 
Army 
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/NG
Hours 


Reserves/NG
Days 


671LD63A 100 90 50 180 


DD12V71T 100 90 50 180 


671LB63A 100 90 50 180 


671RD63A 100 90 50 180 


LCM8 
  
  
  
  


Landing Craft, 
Mechanized, 69 
FT. 
  
  
  


671RB63A 100 90 50 180 


  
LCM8MOD1 
  


Landing Craft, 
Mechanized, 69 
FT. 


DD12V71T 100 90 50 180 


  
LCM8MOD1SL 
  


Landing Craft, 
Mechanized, 69 
FT. 


DD12V71T 100 90 50 180 


  


7122 100 90 50 180 LCM8-SLEP 
  


Landing Craft, 
Mechanized 
  7000 100 90 50 180 


  
KTA-50M 100 90 50 180 
NTA-855 100 90 50 180 
4B3.9 100 90 50 180 
NT-855-M 100 90 50 180 
WAV850PT 100 90 50 180 


LCU2000 
  
  
  
  
  


Landing Craft, 
Utility 
  
  
  
   
  


WAV850SB 100 90 50 180 
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Watercraft Sampling Intervals 


End Item Model Nomenclature Component 
Active 
Army 
Hours 


Active Army 
Days 


Reserves/NG
Hours 


Reserves/NG
Days 


EMD16-645E6 100 90 50 180 
3406-B 100 90 50 180 
3304-B 100 90 50 180 
3306-B 100 90 50 180 
MG509 100 90 50 180 


LSV 
  
  
  
  
  


Logistics 
Support Vessel 
  
  
  
  
  


WAV630-2240 100 90 50 180 


  
LS6DRT 100 90 50 180 
HS400-3 100 90 50 180 
EMD12645F7B 100 90 50 180 
3408DITAJW 100 90 50 180 
CAT-3304NA 100 90 50 180 


LT 
  
  
  
  
  


Large Tug 
1200 
Horsepower 
  
  
  
  


CAT-3306TA 100 90 50 180 
  


VT-400 100 90 50 180 LVTC-7A1 
  


Landing Craft, 
Assault Vehicle 


HS400-3 100 90 50 180 
  


VT-400 100 90 50 180 LVTP-7A1 
  


Landing Craft, 
Assault Vehicle 


HS400-3 100 90 50 180 
  


VT-400 100 90 50 180 
V903 100 90 50 180 


LVTR-7A1 
  
  


Landing Craft, 
Assault Vehicle 
  


HS400-3 100 90 50 180 


  
ST Tug 200 


Horsepower 320 100 90 50 180 


  
ST-TUG-200 Tug 200 


Horsepower 6DCMR 1879 100 90 50 180 


  
6B5.9-G1 100 90 50 180 TUG-900 


  
Tug 900 
Horsepower, 
Series 900, 60 
Feet 


KTA19-M3 100 90 50 180 
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Support Equipment Sampling Intervals 
End Item 
Model 


Nomenclature Components Active 
Army 
Hours 


Active 
Army 
Days 


Reserves/NG
Hours 


Reserve  
NG Days 


 
DV-100 


CAT-3126 50 90 50 180 


 Powershift 50 90 50 180 


 


Deployable 
Universal Combat 
Earthmover 
(DEUCE) 


HYD SYS  365  365 


 


M9 (ACE) V903 50 90 50 180 


 13.5 HR 3610-2 50 90 50 180 


 


Armored Combat 
Earthmover 


HYD SYS  365  365 


 
GTCP36-50 
(H) 


 180  180 MEP-360A 
P-713 


30 KW, AC 400 HZ, 
Power Unit 
Aviation Multi-Output 
GTED (APGU) HDY SYS  30  30 
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APPENDIX C 
AOAP ILLUSTRATED SAMPLING 


 
 


 
Figure 2 - Oil Sampling Valve 


 


 
Figure 3 - Oil Sampling Pump 
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Figure 4 - Oil Sampling Tube 


 
 
 


 
 


Figure 5 - Aviation Tube Sampling Method 
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Figure 6 - Oil Analysis Drain Method 
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APPENDIX D 
AOAP FORMS 


 


 
Figure 7 - Oil Analysis Request 


DD Form 2026 
(See paragraph 8-1 for preparation instructions) 
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Figure 8 - Oil Analysis Request  
DD Form 2026 (Reverse Side) 


(See paragraph 8-1 for preparation instructions) 
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Figure 9 - Oil Analysis Recommendation and Feedback 
(See paragraph 8-3 for preparation instructions) 
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Figure 10 - Maintenance Request, DA Form 2407, ULLS DA Form 5990-E 


(See DA Pams 738-750 (Ground) or 738-751 (Air) for preparation instructions) 
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APPENDIX E 
ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS 


 
 
ABBREVIATIONS 
 
AOAP - Army Oil Analysis Program 
 
CCAD - Corpus Christie Army Depot 
 
JOAP - Joint Oil Analysis Program 
 
SOP - Standing Operating Procedure 
 
ULLS - Unit Level Logistics System 
 
TERMS 
 
 AOAP Monitor.  The organization or unit representative assigned to coordinate oil analysis 
within the organization and with the regional AOAP laboratory. 
 
 Component.  Within the AOAP, this term refers to all parts, major assemblies, and secondary 
items enrolled in the oil analysis program for test and analysis. 
 
 Ferrography.   An instrument and testing process which determines the size, shape, and type of 
large wear metal particles being generated by a piece of equipment, to include the method of 
wear (e.g.; spalling, rubbing, and cutting).  Ferrography is used as the primary grease analysis 
test and as a supplemental oil analysis test to analyze wear metals too large to be examined by 
spectrometric analysis.  Generally, these particles are large enough to be seen by the human eye 
and may be indications of advanced stages of internal part wear. 
 
Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR).  An analytical instrument used to examine the physical 
properties of lubricants for contamination and to determine if the lubricant is still serviceable or 
should be replaced.  
 
Laboratory Analysis.  Oil and grease analyses used to evaluate the internal condition of 
engines, gearboxes, transmission, and other lubricated systems or components.  It is a test or 
series of tests that provide indications of equipment component condition by applying methods 
of precision detection and quantitative measurement of wear metals and contaminants in oil 
 
Laboratory Response Time.   The AOAP standard interval of time that begins when the 
laboratory receives the oil or grease sample and ends when the customer unit has been advised of 
the test results.  For aeronautical samples, the maximum laboratory response time is 24 clock 
hours (one work day) and 72 clock hours (three work days) for nonaeronautical oil samples. 
 
 
Oil Sample.  A representative amount of grease or oil extracted from the enrolled equipment 
component.  Under special circumstances, a sample may be required from new source oil to 
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compare with oil in the equipment or determine if unusual metal content in the sample is the 
result of lubricant chemical composition. 
 
On-Condition Oil Change.  An AOAP process where the oil in enrolled components will not be 
changed in accordance with the equipment Lubrication Order.  While oil samples from the 
enrolled component are being tested in the laboratory for internal part wear, the laboratory will 
also test the oil sample to determine if it has been contaminated.  Component system lubricants 
will be changed when the AOAP laboratory notifies the unit the oil is no longer serviceable. 
Equipment under warranty will still comply with all requirements of the warranty. 
 
Resample.  An additional or follow-up oil sample requested by the laboratory to confirm test 
findings indicating potentially serious conditions, when the oil sample appears to have been 
contaminated or there is insufficient lubricant to conduct the required testing. 
 
Special Samples.  AOAP samples submitted to the laboratory for analysis, other than routine or 
laboratory requested samples. 
 
Spectrometric Analysis.  A test used to detect concentrations of various wear metals, which are 
smaller than the human eye can see in oil samples.  The friction of moving parts initiates wear in 
mechanical systems, producing metal particles of microscopic size.  These metal particles enter 
the oil stream and are uniformly dispersed and suspended throughout the lubricating oil system.  
Spectroscopy detects the kinds and quantities of the different metallic particles in the sample.  
Analyses identify the wear-metal elements aiding in the determination of the rate of part wear 
and source of wear.  Through scheduled sampling and testing of the oil from the mechanical 
system, abnormal wear levels can be easily detected.  The worn parts can be repaired or replaced 
before they cause damage to the entire assembly or mechanical system. 
 
Viscosity.  Viscosity is the ‘rate of flow’ of lubricating fluid that can be affected by high 
temperatures, contamination, and aeration during service, which promotes oxidation.  Oxidation, 
if allowed to continue, leads to increased viscosity and the formation of varnish and sludge.  
Viscosity decreases are usually attributed to fuel dilution or contamination by coolant.  The 
viscosity of used lubricating fluids is determined by a viscometer.  These readings may be 
compared to new oil viscosity specifications and provide an indication of used oil condition.  
When the lubricant viscosity in equipment no longer meets factory specifications, it may no 
longer be able to lubricate, cool, and protect the internal parts of a component. 
 
Wear Metals.  Minute metal particles produced by friction of internal moving parts in 
components, suspended in used oil or grease. 
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APPENDIX F 
References 


Required Publications 


AR 750-1  
Army Materiel Maintenance Policy  
 
DA Pam 738-750  
Functional Users Manual for the Army Maintenance Management System (TAMMS) 
 
DA Pam 738-751  
Functional Users Manual for the Army Maintenance Management System - Aviation (TAMMS-
A) 
 
Related Publications   
 
AR 700-132  
Joint Oil Analysis Program (JOAP) 
 
TM 38-470  
Storage and Maintenance of Army Prepositioned Stock Materiel 
 
Prescribed and Related Forms   
 
DA Form 2408-20 
Oil Analysis Log (Prescribed in DA Pam 738-750 and DA Pam 738-751) 
 
DA Form 3254-R 
Oil Analysis Recommendation and Feedback (Prescribed in DA Pam 738-750 and DA Pam 738-
751) 
 
DD Form 2026 
Oil Analysis Log (Prescribed in DA Pam 738-750 and DA Pam 738-751) 
 
DD Form 314 
Preventive Maintenance Scheduled and Record 
 







                                                               --NOTES--
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REMR TECHNICAL NOTE EM-MM-1,1
(Replaces TN dated 9/87)


LUBRICANTS FOR HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES


PURPOSE: To describe a program developed to provide guidance in the selection


of lubricants to be used on Corps hydraulic structures.


BACKGROUND: US Army Corps of Engineers’ field installations continually ask
questions about lubricants for civil works hydraulic structures. Personnel


from several districts have reported poor performance of given lubricants and
are concerned about the compatibility of alternate lubricants. Synthetic
lubricants are being marketed more extensively in recent years, and Corps
installations are questioning the advisability of switching to more expensive
synthetic lubricants. In response to these concerns, a program was developed
to provide uniform guidance for specifying and using lubricating oils and
greases on Corps hydraulic structures.


DESCRIPTION: Phase I of the program was directed toward learning what lubri-
cants were being used by the Corps as well as the type of equipment being
lubricated. To obtain this information, a questionnaire was sent to all Corps
installations with hydraulic structures. Installations were also asked to


supply photocopies of the two engineering forms (ENG 2468 and ENG 2469)
required by the Project Operations Maintenance Guide, ER 1130-2-303. Informa-
tion on any onsite lubricant evaluations or test programs that may have been
conducted by the installation as well as points of contact for further coordi-


nation were requested.


Phase 11 consisted of first reviewing the responses to the questionnaire
regarding the type of lubricants used and the machinery lubricated. Secondly,
equipment manufacturers and lubiicant producers were contacted for their input


regarding lubrication. Finally specific problems indicated by the responses
to the questionnaire were addressed.


RECOMMENDATIONS : Based on their study, the program committee concluded that


. Field personnel need guidance on interpreting procurement rules.


. Guidance should encourage the use of available technical services.
● Particular brands can be specified to avoid mixing lubricants.
● Greases can be specified on the basis of comparative results.


If oil is used over long periods of time and in large quantities, periodic
tests to determine that the oil still meets acceptable standards are recom-
mended. Freedom to procure lubricants suitable to local conditions is recom-
mended, since Corps installations are spread over a broad range of geographic
and climatic conditions.







REMR TN EM-MM-1.1
Suppl 3


CONCLUSION: Technical Report REMR-EM-5, “Lubricants for Hydraulic Struc-
tures,” provides guidance in the selection of lubricants. It has charts of
interchangeable lubricants, viscosity, and grade conversion.


REFERENCE: Clifton, W. B. and Beitelman, A. 1989. “Lubricants for Hydraulic


Structures,” Technical Report REMR-EM-5, US Army Construction
Engineering Research Laboratory, Champaign, IL.
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LUBRICANTS FOR HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES


PART I: INTRODUCTION


Background


I. US Army Corps of Engineers field installations continually ask


questions about lubricants for Civil Works hydraulic structures. Uniform


guidance regarding the specification and use of lubricating oils and greases


is not available. Several districts indicate poor performance of given


lubricants and concern about the compatibility of alternate lubricants.


Synthetic lubricants are being marketed more extensively in recent years ana


Corps installations are questioning the advisability of switching to more


expensive synthetic lubricants. In response to these concerns, a program was


developed to provide guidance for lubricating Corps hydraulic structures.


Objective


2. The objective of the work was to determine the Corps' lubrication


practices and problems in the areas of lubricating oils and greases and


insulating oils, and provide guidance to meet the needs.


Approach


3. Phase I of the program was directed toward learning what lubricants


were being used by the Corps and what type of equipment was being lubricated.


To accomplish this, a survey was sent to all Corps installations having


hydraulic structures. The survey requested that installations supply photo-


copies of the two engineering forms (ENG 2468 and ENG 2469) required by the


Project Operation Maintenance Guide, ER 1130-2-303. Information on any onsite


lubricant evaluations or test programs which may have been conducted by the


installation as well as point of contact for further coordination was also


requested.


4. Phase II consisted of (1) reviewing the survey responses regarding


the type of lubricants used and the machinery lubricated, (2) contacting
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equipment manufacturers and lubricant producers regarding lubrication needs,


providing state-of-the-art information to aid field installations in obtaining


appropriate lubricants, and (3) addressing any specific problems indicated by


the responses to the survey.


Scope


5. Motor oils are not considered and maintenance procedures are not


discussed. General discussions on the nature and production of lubricants are


given only for background knowledge to assist in lubricant selection. Since


these subjects cover an extensive array of knowledge, only those points useful


in lubricant selection are given. Detailed information and instructions for


product selection are provided.
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PART 11: LUBRICATION PRINCIPLES


Friction


6. Friction is the resistance to relative motion between two surfaces in


contact. Two general cases occur: sliding friction and rolling friction.


7. Sliding friction is best demonstrated by imagining a brick on a flat


surface (Figure 1). If force is applied horizontally, the brick will not move


until the force is great enough to set it in motion. This force is equal to


the resistance at the instant motion begins and is called the frictional


force.


SUPPORT SURFACE


Figure 1. Force F acting on a body with load L


8. Three laws govern the relation between the frictional force and the


load or weight (L) of the sliding object. The first law sayr that the ratio


F/L remains constant and is independent of contact area. No matter which face


of the brick in Figure 1 is in contact with the surface, the ratio F/L remains


the same. The ratio F/L is called the coefficient of friction and may be


symbolized f = F/L.


9. A second law states F is proportional to L. If two objects of equal


weight are placed one above the other on a flat surface to double the weight,


the force required to move the combined load would also be doubled. This


means that f, the coefficient of 'fiction, remains constant and is independent


of load.
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10. A third law states that the force required to keep a body in motion


is the same regardless of the speed. In other words, F is independent of


speed and the coefficient of friction is also independent of speed. The third


law implies that the force required to put the body in motion is the same as


the force required to keep it in motion. This is not true. Once in motion,


the force required to maintain motion is less than the force required to


initiate motion. However, once in motion, there is some dependency on


velocity. These facts lead to two categories of friction. Static friction is


the force required to initiate motion (F s ) and kinetic or dynamic friction is


the force required to maintain motion (Fk).


11. The coefficient of friction depends on the type of material. The


coefficient for copper is different from that of a bearing alloy or steel.


However, it is less dependent on the roughness of the contacting surfaces than


one might imagine. Regardless of how smooth a surface may appear, it is


composed of small irregularities or asperities. Early researchers supposed


that dragging the contacting points of one surface up and over those of


another surface constituted the frictional force. (In Figure 2, a force is


required to drag point A over point B.) In cases where a surface is extremely


rough, the contacting points do play a role, but when the surface is fairly


smooth, the points have a very modest effect.


12. However, real surface area is much more important than apparent


smoothness. Real or true surface area reters to the area of the points that


are in contact with one another. This area is much less than the apparent


geometric area. Figure 3 illustrates this relationship. Points A, B, C, and


D represent the true area of contact.


MOTION- -


Figure 2. Section of a sliding surface
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Figure 3. True surface area at points A, B, C and D


13. Adhesion, which occurs at the points of contact, is also more impor-


tant than apparent smoothness. The term adhesion, as used here, refers to the


welding effect that occurs when two bodies are compressed against each other


and is more commonly referred to as cold welding. It arises from pressure


rather than heat which is associated with welding in the more familiar sense.


A shearing force is required to separate the bonded surfaces.


14. The objective of lubrication is to reduce friction by introducing a


material with a low shear strength or coefficient of friction between the


wearing surfaces. Nature provides such materials in the form of oxides and


other contaminants but the reduction in friction due to their presence is


insufficient for machinery operation. However, the coefficient of friction is


much lower than it would be for clean metal.


15. In such cases, a second relationship is often used to define the


coefficient of friction: f = S/P, where S is the shear strenqth of the


material and P is pressure (or force) contributing to compression. From this


relationship, it is apparent that the coefficient of friction is a function of


the force required to shear a material.


16. Sliding motion appears to be smooth but is actually jerky or inter-


mittent because the object slows during shear periods and accelerates follow-


ing the shear. After acceleration, another set of shearing obstacles are met


and the process is repeated. During shear periods, F controls the speed.


Once shearing is completed, Fk controls the speed and the object accelerates.


In well-lubricated machinery operated at the proper speed, this effect is
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b. The frictional force is an inverse function of the radius of


curvature. As the radius increases, the frictional force


decreases.


c. The frictional force decreases as the smoothness of the rolling


element improves.


d. The static frictional force (F s ) is much greater than the


kinetic force (Fk).


Wear


21. Friction creates heat and causes wear. Because heat generation due


to friction is so common, it will not be discussed here. However, wear


deserves some consideration.


22. Wear removes material from working surfaces. Although it is an


inescapable process, it can be reduced by appropriate machinery design,


precision machining, proper maintenance, and proper lubrication.


Ordinarily, wear is thought of only in terms of abrasive wear occurring in


connection with sliding motion and friction. However, wear can also be the


result of adhesion, corrosion, or fatigue.


23. Abrasive wear occurs when one wearing surface cuts into and plows


out a small portion of the other. Dust and dirt between wearing surfaces


contribute to abrasive wear.


24. Adhesive wear occurs when points of contact (which constitute the


true area of wear) undergo adhesion. Although shearing often occurs along


the plane where adhesion took place, it also occurs as shown in Figure 4.


MOTION- ADHESION PLANE SHEAR PLANE


a. Approaching high point b. Cold welding c. Shearing


Figure 4. Shearing of a welded junction
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insignificant. However, under special circumstances, this motion is respon-


sible for the squeaking or chatter sometimes heard in machine operation.


Machines that operate over long sliding surfaces, such as the ways of a lathe,


are subject to this effect which is referred to as "stick-slip." Lubricants


with additives to make Fk greater than FS are used to overcome this effect.


17. Rolling friction is also important. Experience shows that much less


force is required to roll an object than to slide or drag it. Nonetheless,


force is required to initiate and maintain rolling motion. Consequently,


there must be a definite although small amount of friction involved. The


precise manner in which rolling friction occurs is beyond the scope of this


work. However, the following generalizations will help to understand rolling


fric:ion.


18. Theoretically, a rolling sphere or cylinder should make contact with


a flat surface at a single point or along a line (in the case of a cylinder).


In reality, the area of contact is slightly larger than a point or line and is


formed by elastic deformation of either the rolling object or the flat


surface, or both. Much of the friction is attributed to elastic hysteresis.


If an object were perfectly elastic, it would spring back immediately after


relaxation of the deformation, but this is not usually the case. A small but


definite amount of time is required to restore the original shape. As a


result, energy is not entirely returned to the object or surface. It is


retained and converted to heat. The force which supplies that energy is, in


part, the rolling frictional force.


19. A certain amount of slippage (which is the equivalent of sliding


friction) is involved in rolling friction. If the friction of an unhoused


rol'ing object is measured, slippage plays only a very small part. However,


in practical applications such as a housed ball or roller bearing, some


slippage occurs and contributes to rolling friction. Disregarding slippage,


rolling friction is very small compaced to sliding friction.


20. Although laws for sliding friction cannot be applied to rolling


bodies in equally quantitative terms, the following generalities can be given:


a. The frictional force can be expressed as a fractional power of
the load times a constant (F = kLx) but the constant (k) and


the power (x) must be determined experimentally.
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Presumably, shearing occurs through the weakest section, which is not neces-


sarily at the adhesion plane. In many cases, shearing occurs in the softer


material, but such a comparison is based on shear tests of relatively large


pure samples. The adhesion junctions, on the other hand, are very small


spots of weakness or impurity that would be insignificant in a large


specimen but in practice may be sufficient to permit shearing through the


harder material. Investigations have shown that both faces of wearing


surfaces of different hardness contain traces of material from the other


face (Bowden 1967)*. Theoretically, this type of wear does not remove


material but merely transfers it between wearing surfaces. However, the


transferred material is often loosely deposited and eventually flakes away


in microscopic particles.


25. Corrosive wear occurs when a chemical reaction occurs on either


wearing surface. The most common form of corrosion is due to a reaction


between the metal and oxygen, but other chemicals could be responsible if


present. Corrosion products (usually oxides) have shear strengths that


differ from those of the metals of the wearing surfaces from which they were


formed. They tend to flake away, resulting in pitting of wearing


surfaces. Ball and roller bearings depend on extremely smooth surfaces to


reduce frictional effects. Corrosive pitting is especially detrimental to


these bearings.


26. Metal fatigue is demonstrated by bending a piece of metal wire back


and forth until it breaks. Whenever a metal shape is deformed many times,


it eventually fails. A different type of deformation occurs when a ball


bearing under a load rolls along its race. The bearing is flattened


somewhat and the edges of contact are extended outward. This repeated


flexing eventually results in microscopic flakes being removed from the


bearing. Fatigue wear also occurs during sliding motion.


27. Not all wear is considered detrimental. During the break-in period


of new machirery, friction wears down working surface irregularities and


redistributes the material.


*Bowden, F.P. 1967. Friction and Lubrication, Methuen and Co., London.
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Viscosity


28. Viscosity is a property of fluids. It is defined as shear stress


divided by shear rate and is regarded as a measure of the resistance to a


shearing force. A fluid with high viscosity does not flow easily and


requires more force in a given unit of time for shearing. Fluids with low


viscosity flow easily and require less force.


29. When viscosity is determined by directly measuring shear stress and


shear rate, it is expressed in centipoise (cP) and is referred to as the


absolute viscosity or dynamic viscosity.


30. In the oil industry, it is more common to use kinematic viscosity


which is the absolute viscosity divided by the density of the oil being


tested. Kinematic viscosity is expressed in centistokes (cSt). Viscosity


in centistokes is conventionally giveni at two standard temperatures: 104


and 2120 F (40 and 1000 C).


31. In many cases, thp viscosity of an oil is not determined by


measuring shear stress and shear rate directly. Instead, the time required


for an oil to flow through a standard orifice at a standard temperature is


used. Viscosity is then expressed in SUS (Saybolt Universal Seconds). SUS


viscosities are also conventionally given at two standard temperatures: 100


and 2100 F (37 and 980 C).


32. Professional societies classify oils by viscosity ranges or


grades. The most common systems are those of the SAE (Society of Automotiv,


Engineers), the AGMA (American Gear Manufacturers Association), the ISO


(International Standards Organization), and the ASTM (American Society for


Testing and Materials). Other systems are used in special circumstances.


33. This variety of grading systems can be confusing. A specification


giving the type of oil to be used might identify an oil in terms of its AGMA


grade, for example, but an oil producer may give the viscosity in terms of


cSt or SUS. Conversion tables for the various grading systems are given in


Appendix A. Conversion between cSt and SUS viscosities at standard tempera-


tures can also be obtained from ASTM D 2161.


34. Ordinarily, fluid lubricants are oils. The viscosity of oil varies


inversely with its temperature. As temperature increases, oil viscosity


decreases and when temperature decreases, oil viscosity increases. Oils
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also vary in the extent to which their viscosity changes with


temperatures. For some temperature range, say 0 to 1000 F (-18 to 370 C),


one oil may change considerably more than another. A measure of this


tendency has been devised and is called the viscosity index (VI). The


higher the VI, the less the viscosity will change over a given temperature


range. The lower the VI, the more the viscosity will change. An oil with a


VI of 95 to 100 would change less than one with a VI of 80. Proper


selection of petroleum stocks and additives can produce oils with a very


good VI (see Part III).


Objectives in Lubrication


35. The fundamental principle of lubrication is to interject a material


with a lower shear strength (or coefficient of friction) between wearing


surfaces that have a relatively high coefficient of friction. In effect, the


wearing surfaces are replaced by a material with a more desirable coefficient


of friction. A material used to reduce friction in this way is a lubricant.


Liquids, solids, and even gases can be used as lubricants. Industrial machin-


ery ordinarily uses oil or grease, but solid additives such as molybdenum


disulfide or graphite may be included when loading is heavy. In special


cases, wearing surfaces are plated with a different metal to reduce friction.


36. The ultimate goal of lubrication is to reduce heat and wear to


negligible or acceptable levels. Since both heat and wear are associated


with friction, they can be reduced by reducing the coefficient of friction.


Lubricants may also be used to reduce oxidation and prevent rust. However,


all such functions ultimately contribute to reducing heat and wear.


Hydrodynamic Lubrication


37. In hydrodynamic lubrication, wearing surfaces are completely


separated by a film of oil. A good example of this type of lubrication is


provided by a loaded plate riding on a flat surface (Figure 5). Before


motion takes place, the loaded plate rests on the supporting surface. As


the plate is put in motion, it meets a certain amount of resistance or


opposing force due to viscosity of the oil. This causes the leading edge to
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IDrING PLE


OIL WEDGESUPPORT SURFACE


Figure 5. Hydrodynamic lubrication.


lift slightly and allow a small amount of oil to come between the plate and


supporting surface. As velocity increases, the wedge-shaped oil film


increases in thickness until constant velocity is attained. A similar


phenomenon is witnessed when someone water skies. When the velocity is


constant, oil entering under the front edge equals the amount passing outward


from the trailing edge. For the loaded plate to remain above the supporting


surface there must be an upward pressure that equals the load. Large thrust


bearings, such as those found in generators at hydroelectric plants, operate


under this principle. However, the design must allow the plates to lift and


tilt properly and provide sufficient area to lift the load.


38. Another example of hydrodynamic lubrication is found in operation of


journal or sleeve bearings and is depicted, with exaggerated dimensions, in


Figure 6. Before motion begins, the journal rests on the bearing centered on


the vertical diameter. When the journal rotates, oil adhering to the journal


causes a buildup of pressure indicated by the shaded area on Figure 6a. As


the velocity of rotation increases, this pressure lifts the journal to provide


a curved wedge-shaped film that prevents contact between the journal and its


bearing. The point of least film depth is not on the vertical diameter; it is


shifted to the left as indicated in Figure 6b. Eventually, velocity becomes


constant and the journal rides on a film of oil sufficient to prevent contact


with the bearing surface.


39. This is a very simplified explanation. A more precise mathematical


theory was developed by Reynolds before the turn of the century and is now


referred to as the Reynolds equation. It is a rather complicated analysis and


more simplified equations have been developed to provide equivalent approxima-


tions. From such equations, film thickness may be calculated with a consider-


able degree of precision.
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Figure 6. Hydrodynamic lubrication of a journal bearing


40. Regardless of how film thickness is calculated, it is a function of


viscosity, velocity, and load. As viscosity or velocity increases, the film


thickness increases. When these two variables decrease, the film thickness


also decreases. Film thickness varies inversely with the load. As the load


increases, film thickness decreases. Viscosity, velocity, and operating


temperature are also interrelated. If viscosity is increased, the operating


temperature will increase, which has a tendency to reduce viscosity. Thus,


and increase in viscosity tends to neutralize itself somewhat. Velocity


increases also cause temperature increases accompanied by a viscosity reduc-


tion.


41. Theoretically, hydrodynamic lubrication reduces wear to zero. In


reality, the journal tends to move due to load changes or other disturbances


and some wear does occur. Nonetheless, hydrodynamic lubrication reduces


sliding friction and wear to a minimum.


Boundary Lubrication


42. Lubrication designed to protect against frictional effects when


asperities meet is called boundary lubrication. Materials contained in the


lubricant attach themselves to the wearing surfaces and lower the coefficients


of friction.
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43. In the past, animal fats and vegetable oils were used as boundary


lubrication. When petroleum begin to provide lubricating oils, it was found


that if fat was added to mineral oil the resulting compound could reduce the


coefficient of friction between wearing surfaces even though the viscosity was


the same as for untreated mineral oil. This quality of lowering the coeffi-


cient of friction for a given viscosity is known as oiliness or lubricity and


arises from the presence of long-chain fatty acids.


44. Long-chain fatty acids are composed of a chain of carbon atoms that


has oxygen at one end of the molecule, making the molecule polar and react-


ive. Although Part III gives more detail on the nature of these molecules,


the following is sufficient to describe what takes place.


45. The fatty molecules attach themselves to metal surfaces by either


of two mechanisms. In the first case, the molecules adhere to a metal surface


due to their polar nature. Mineral oil would also adhere to a metal surface;


however, the adherence is much weaker than that of the fatty acids. This type


of attachment is referred to as adsorption. Fatty molecules dissolved in the


oil attach themselves to a metal surface by their polar ends in an array


similar to the hairs of a brush (Figure 7). Remember that the surface is not


truly metallic, but a microscopic coating of oxides and impurities. The


surfaces slide over these molecules which provide a reduced coefficient of


friction and reduced heating and wear. However, adsorption is a reversible


process. If the temperature is raised to the melting point of the fatty


acids, they will be removed from the surface and go back into solution with
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Figure 7. Adsorption of fatty acids on wearing surfaces
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the oil. The adsorbed molecules may also be removed by physical force if


contact between asperities is too severe.


46. The second mechanism of attachment is called chemisorption. In this


process, the fatty acids react with the true metal surface and form a bond,


which is somewhat stronger than that of adsorption, and a new chemical--a


soap. Due to the stronger bonding, a greater degree of protection is pro-


vided. This type of bonding is irreversible. The soap does not become


detached when the temperature reaches the soap's melting point. Detachment


does not occur until a temperature considerably above the melting point is


reached. Higher temperatures and severe contact will, in the end, remove the


soap and put it in solution. (See Part III for a description of soaps.)


47. Chemicals that provide protection in this manner are called


antiwear agents and oils that have been treated with them are classed as AW


(antiwear). Most oils intended for use in heavier machine applications


contain antiwear agents. However, AW agents are effective only up to a


maximum temperature of about 250' C (4800 F).


EP Lubrication


48. Because heavy loading causes the temperature to increase, antiwear


protection is effective only up to some limit of loading and the associated


temperature. When pressure becomes too great, asperities make contact with


greater force. Instead of sliding, shearing takes place, removing the


lubricant and the oxide coating. Under these conditions (Figure 8), the


coefficient of friction is greatly increased and the temperature reaches a


damaging level.


Figure 8. Wearing surfaces shear when a lubricant
fails under extreme pressure
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49. Lubricants that protect against extreme pressure are called EP


lubricants and oils containing additives to protect against extreme pressure


are classified as EP oils. EP lubrication is provided by a number of chemical


compounds. The most common are compounds of phosphorous, sulfur, or chlo-


rine. The compounds are activated by the higher temperature resulting from


extreme pressure, not by the pressure itself. As the temperature rises, EP


molecules become reactive and release phosphorous, chlorine, or sulfur


(depending on which compound is used) to react with only the exposed metal


surfaces to form a new compound such as iron chloride or iron sulphide. The


new compound forms a protective coating on the exposed metal. Thus, the


protection is deposited at exactly the sites where it is needed. Fatty acids


in the EP oil continue to provide AW protection at sites where wear and


temperature are not high enough to activate the EP agents. Figure 9 gives


graphic representation of how EP and AW agents work together.


C


o .
U. .


0 - --.2


o0 TrTemperature


Figure 9. Frictional behavior of metal surfaces lubricated
with an oil containing AW and EP agents.


Curve I: paraffin oil; Curve II: fatty acid; Curve III: E.P.
lubricant which reacts with the surfaces at temperature Tr;
Curve IV: mixture of E.P. lubricant and fatty acid. The fatty
acid provides effective lubrication at temperatures below those
at which the E.P. additive reacts with the metal.
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Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication (EHD)


50. The lubrication of rolling bodies is called elastohydrodynamic


lubrication. This cumbersome wording is conventionally shortened to EHD.


Lubrication for rolling objects (ball or roller bearings) operates on a


considerably different principle than for sliding objects, although the


principles of hydrodynamic lubrication explain quite a bit about lubricating


rolling elements. Figure 10 shows that a wedge of oil exists at the forward


underside of the bearing. In hydrodynamic lubrication, adhesion of oil to the


sliding element and the supporting surface increases pressure and creates a


film between the two bodies. For rolling clemcnts however, the deformed area


of contact is extremely small and the force per unit area, or pressure, is


tremendous. In a roller bearing, pressure may reach 5,000 lb/sq in. (34,450


kPa). In a ball bearing, pressure may reach 100,000 lb/sq in.(689,000 kPa).


It would seem that the oil would be entirely squeezed from between the wearing


surfaces at these pressures. However, viscosity may increase from 100 to


100,000 times under extremely high pressure. This prevents the oil from being


entirely squeezed out. Consequently, a thin film of oil is present.


51. The roughness of the wearing surfaces plays an important role in EHD


lubrication. Roughness is given as the arithmetic average of the distance


from high to low points of a surface. This is sometimes called the centerline


average (CLA). This average is not a particularly good measure of roughness


because an individual peak to height distance might be as much as 6 to 10


times as large as the CLA. However, no better method has been found to simply


express roughness.


ESSURIZED


WEDGE


Figure 10. Area of pressure in a rolling body
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52. The greater the film thickness in relation to roughness, the less


surface asperities will make contact. Engineers use the ratio of film thick-


ness (h) to roughness (CLA) to estimate life of a bearing system. The ratio


is symbolized by the greek letter A (lambda): A = h/CLA where CLA is the


average of both surface CLAs.


53. Full film thickness is considered to exist when the value of A is


between two and four. When full film lubrication exists, fatigue failure is


due entirely to subsurface stress. However, in most industrial applications,


a value of A between one and two is achieved and surface stress occurs (i.e.,


surface asperities undergo stress) and contributes to fatigue. Fatigue is a


major source of wear in antifriction bearings.


54. The relation of bearing life to A is very complex and not always


predictable. However, as a generality, life is extended as A increases.
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PART III: LUBRICATING OILS AND CREASES


The Nature of Oil


55. Petroleum is a mixture of chemical compounds formed from the remains


or ancient animals and plants. It is trapped in porous rock formations and is


usually associated with concentrated saltwater. The majority of petroleum


belongs to the chemical class called hydrocarbons, which are chains of carbon


atoms compounded with hydrogen. The number of carbons may range from 1 (in


methane gas) to well above 50. Hydrocarbons are further broken into three


classes: paraffins, naphthenes, and aromatics. The carbon atoms in paraffins


are aligned in straight or branched chains (Figui ii). Naphthenes are


similar to paraffins except that the ends of the molecule are connected to


form closed rings (Figure 12). Aromatics also form rings (Figure 13).


However, they contain fewer hydrogen atoms due to double bonding between some


of the six carbon atoms. Several rings may be fused together.


56. Combinations of these three classes also occur. A paraffin may be


connected to a naphthenic ring and through another chain to an aromatic.


Furthermore, only the smallest simple molecules have been shown here for the


sake of convenience. Petroleum may contain molecules with up to 50 or more


carbon atoms, and may contain impurities such as metals or compounds of


sulfur, nitrogen, or oxygen.


H H H H H H H H H H H
I 1 I I I I I I I I


H C-H H -C -C C C- H H-C C - C - C -C C H


I I I I I I I I I I I
H H H H H H HH-C-HH H H


Methane Butane I
a gas a gas H-C- H


I
H


Ethyl Hexane
a branched paraffin
and a liquid at room


temperature


Figure 11. Paraffin structures
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Figure 12. Naphthenic structures


H H H
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wH H


Benzene Naphthene
a fused aromatic


Figure 13. Aromatic structures


57. There is another class of chemical compounds, the fatty acids, which


were mentioned in Part II, but could not be adequately described at that


point. Some idea of the nature of fatty acids can now be given.


58. Fatty acids are essentially paraffinic chains with a reactive group at


one end (Figure 14). This causes the molecule to attach or adsorb itself to


metal surfaces more strongly than would be true for a simple paraffin. The


chains may contain 15 to 20 carbon atoms.
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Figure 14. A long-chain fatty acid structure


Oil Refining


59. Due to the wide variety of petroleum constituents, it is necessary to


separate petroleum into fractions with roughly the same qualities. This is


accomplished by distillation. The crude petroleum is first mixed with water


to dissolve any salt. The resulting brine is separated by settling. The


remaining oil is pumped through a tubular furnace where it is partially


vaporized. The components that have a low number of carbon atoms vaporize and


pass into a fractionating column or tower. As the vapors rise in the column,


cooling causes condensation. By controlling the temperature, the volatile


components may be separated into fractions that fall within particular boiling


point ranges. In general, those compounds with the lowest boiling points have


the fewest carbon atoms and those with the highest boiling points have the


greatest number of carbon atoms. This process reduces the number of compounds


within each range and provides different qualities.


60. There are two distinct stages in distillation. The first stage


(described in the preceding paragraph) produces raw gasoline, kerosene, and


diesel fuel. The second stage involves distilling the portion of the first


stage that did not volatilize (the residuum). Lubricating oils are obtained


from the residuum.


61. The residuum is distilled under vacuum so it will boil at a lower


temperature. If the temperature is too high, undesirable products are ob-


tained. Distillation of the residuum produces oils of several boiling point


ranges. Again, the higher the boiling point, the higher the carbon content of
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the oil molecules in a given range. More importantly, viscosity also varies


with the boiling point and the number of carbon atoms in the oil molecules.


62. This description of refining is, of course, very simplified. Once the


oil is separated into fractions, it must be further treated to remove impuri-


ties, wax, resins, and asphalt. Those oils that have been highly refined are


usually referred to as premium grades to distinguish them from grades of


lesser quality in the producer's line of products. However, there is no


criteria to establish what constitutes premium grade.


63. A broad general scheme of the refining is as follows:


a. Crudes are segregated and selected depending on the types of
hydrocarbons in them.


b. The selected crudes are distilled to produce fractions in the
same general boiling point range.


c. Each fraction is processed to remove undesirable components.
This may include:


(1) Solvent refining to remove undesirable compounds.


(2) Solvent dewaxing to remove compounds that form crystallike
materials at low temperature.


(3) Catalytic hydrogenation to eliminate compounds that would
easily oxidize.


(4) Clay percolation to remove polar substances.


d. The various fractions are blended to obtain a finished product
with the specified viscosity. Additives may be introduced to
improve desired characteristics.


64. Refined lubricating oils are classified as paraffinic or naphthenic


according to which fraction is predominant. This varies wi..h the source of


the crude. Because aromatics are generally undesirable and are removed, they


are seldom mentioned in the product descriptions.


65. Paraffinic molecules tend to form waxy crystallike particles at low


temperatures and elevate the pour point, the temperature at which an oil


ceases to flow. However, paraffinics have a better viscosity index.


Naphthenics behave in an opposite manner; they do not form waxy particles as


easily and have a lower pour point, but their viscosity index is poor.


Naphthenics are generally reserved for uses where the temperature range is


small and a low pour point is required.
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Additives


66. Even though oil quality is established by the refining processes,


oil can be improved by introducing additives. However, additives alone do


not establish quality with respect to oxidation resistance, emulsification,


pour point, and viscosity index. The additives are most effective if the


oil is well refined. Lubricant producers do not usually state which com-


pound is used in the product; only the generic function is given (e.g.,


antiwear or EP agents, or oxidation inhibitor). Producers do not always use


the same additive to accomplish the same goal. This means that although two


brands do essentially the same job, they may not be chemically identical.


67. An additive may function in any of the following three ways:


a. It protects the lubricated surface. Extreme pressure


additives and rust inhibitors are in this category. They
coat the lubricated surfaces and prevent wear or rust.


b. It improves performance. Viscosity index improvers and anti-
foaming agents are examples. The oil is made to perform in a


desired manner.


c. It protects the lubricant itself. Antioxidants reduce the


tendency of oil to oxidize and form sludges and acids. The


most common additives are listed in Table 1 and will be dis-
cussed individually in the following paragraphs.


Rust inhibitors


68. Rust inhibitors are found in most industrial lubricating oils.


Although oil and water do not mix very well, water will become distributed


in oil as molecules, an emulsion (especially if the oil contains polar


compounds that may develop as the oil ages), or as free water (either


suspended by agitation or resting beneath the oil on machine surfaces when


agitation is absent). Rust inhibitors prevent water from making contact


with machine parts by making the oil adhere better or by emulsifying the


water if it is in a low concentration. Some typical rust inhibitors include


alkinylsuccinic acids and their derivatives, alkylthioacetic acid


derivatives, amine phosphates, and amine sulfonates. However, the producer


does not ordinarily report which compound is used.


Oxidation inhibitors


69. Over time, hydrocarbon molecules will react to incorporate oxygen


atoms into their structure. The resulting oxides may in turn react among
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themselves to form long chain molecules (called polymers) which agglomerate


into sludges and varnishlike substances that coat the machine parts. This


causes overheating and damages the moving parts. At low temperatures and


under minimal exposure to oxygen, this process is very slow. At elevated


temperatures and increased exposure to oxygen, the process takes place in a


shorter period. Oxidation of hydrocarbons is chemically very complex and


depends on the nature of the oil. Additives that reduce oxidation are


available; however, a discussion of how they retard oxidation is beyond the


scope of this report.


Antifoamants


70. In many applications, air or other gases may become entrained in


oil. Unless these gases can be released, a foam is generated. Foam may


displace some of the oil and damage the machinery or cause it to operate


improperly. Silicone polymers or polyacrylates are added to reduce foaming.


Demulsifiers


71. In most industrial applications, it is undesirable to have emulsi-


fied water in the oil. Heavy metal soaps or alkaline earth sulfonates are


often used to prevent emulsification. Some oils contain detergents that


hold contaminants in suspension to prevent them from collecting on working


surfaces. Unfortunately, this also promotes emulsification. If a detergent


oil is mixed with an industrial oil containing a demulsifier, the effect of


the demulsifier will be reduced or neutralized.


Compounded oil


72. If a small amount of animal fat or vegetable oil is added to a


mineral oil, its coefficient of friction will be reduced even though the


viscosity is unchanged. The ability of an oil to provide a lower coefficient


of friction at a given viscosity is often called its oiliness or lubricity.


When fatty oil is added to obtain this quality of oiliness, the lubricant is


called a compounded oil. Fatty oil adheres to metal more strongly than


mineral oil and provides a protective film. Compounded oils are generally


used in worm gears.


Antiwear agents


73. Fatty acids that cause an oil to resist wear by coating the metal


surfaces with a layer of the added compound are called antiwear agents.


Molecules of the compound are polar and attach (adsorb) themselves to metal
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surfaces or react mildly with the metal. When boundary wear (direct contact


between metal asperities) occurs, these molecules resist removal more than


ordinary oil molecules. This reduces friction and wear. However, they are


effective only up to about 4800 F (250' C).


Extreme pressure agents


74. Extreme pressure agents react with the metal surfaces to form


compounds that have a lower shear modulus than the metal. This reduces fric-


tion, wear, and possible galling. The reaction is initiated by increased


temperature caused by pressure between asperities on wearing surfaces.


Consequently, the reaction creates a protective coating at precisely the


points where protection is required. Extreme pressure additives are used in


cases of heavy loading or shock loading.


Pour point depressants


75. An oil's pour point is the temperature at which an oil ceases to


flow under the influence of gravity. In cold weather, oil with a high pour


point makes machinery startup difficult, if not impossible. The stiffness


of cold oil is due to paraffin waxes that tend to form crystallike


structures. Added polymethacrylates will modify the crystallike structure


and reduce the pour point.


Viscosity index (VI) improvers


76. The viscosity index is an indicator of the increase or decrease in


viscosity as the temperature is changed by a given amount. The higher the


VI, the less the viscosity of an oil changes for a given temperature


change. Thus, viscosity index improvers raise the index. These improvers


have long chain molecules that coil up when cold and have little effect on


the viscosity of thin oil. When heated, they uncoil and interact with the


oil to increase viscosity. A thin oil required for cold weather operation


is too thin for proper lubrication at high temperatures. The improver


increases viscosity at higher temperatures. The overall effect is less


change in viscosity for a given change in temperature.


Tackiness agents


77. In some cases, an oil must adhere to surfaces extremely well.


Adding polymers composed of long chain molecules or aluminum soaps of long


chain fatty acids increases the tackiness or adhesiveness of an oil.
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Synthetic Oils


78. Only a few synthetic oils were listed in the lubricant survey con-


ducted during this research. Although there is no widespread preference for


these lubricants, they have characteristics that are superior to ordinary


mineral oils. Consequently, it would not be surprising if a manufacturer


recommended synthetic oil in special cases.


79. Synthetics perform better than mineral oils in the following


respects:


a. Better oxidation stability or resistance.


b. Better viscosity index.


c. Much lower pour point, as low as -500 F (-90 C).


d. Lower coefficient of friction.


80. These features are most valuable at either very low or very high


temperatures. Good oxidation stability and a lower coefficient of friction


permits operation at higher temperatures. The better viscosity index and


lower pour points permit operation at lower temperatures.


81. The greatest drawback to using synthetics is their higher cost.


Some people in the oil industry believe there is no cost justification for


using synthetics between 320 F (0° C) and 3500 F (1750 C).


Greases


Description of grease and grease lubrication


82. Grease is not just a very thick oil, it is a mixture of a fluid


lubricant, a thickener, and other additives. The fluid in 99 percent of


grease products is a mineral oil. Thickeners are usually soaps. Although


these are the most common ingredients, other ingredients used are listed in


Table 2.


83. Grease and oil cannot be substituted. Machinery designed for use


with oil requires a costly system to keep the oil distributed on lubricated


surfaces. Grease, by virtue of its rigidity, tends to stay in place with less


costly retention devices. However, grease does not dissipate heat as well as


oil, nor does it carry away contaminants by circulation like oil. The choice
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of an appropriate lubricant depends on the operating temperature and the


machinery design.


84. The thickeners in grease do not provide lubrication but they help


the lubricant stay in place. Grease functions in the following three ways:


a. Serves as a reservoir that releases a lubricating film to the
wearing surfaces.


b. Acts as a seal to prevent the lubricant from running off the
wearing surfaces.


c. Serves as a temperature-regulated feeding device. If the film
between wearing surfaces thins, the resulting heat will soften
the adjacent grease which will expand to restore the film.


85. Grease performs somewhat like a liquid and somewhat like a soft


solid. Grease offers a resistance to flow, but once moving and being sheared


between wearing surfaces, this resistance to flow is reduced. The amount of


reduction depends mostly on the viscosity of the oil in the grease.


86. The use of grease as a lubricant has limitations. For example, in


hydrodynamic lubrication, the wearing surfaces do not meet except at startup;


wear is minimal. Because this method of lubrication requires a fluid lubri-


cant, grease cannot be used. Another limitation is that because grease is not


fluid, it cannot dissipate heat through convectioh. Thus, it invites heating


especially at high speeds where its use is limited.


Penetration and NLGI (National Lubricating
Grease Institute) numbers


87. Because the most important feature of a grease is its rigidity (or


consistency), a method to measure this quality is needed. The measure of


consistency is called penetration. To measure penetration, a cone of given


weight is allowed to sink into a grease for 5 seconds at a standard tempera-


ture of 77' F (250 C). The depth in millimeters to which the cone sinks is


the penetration of the grease. A low penetration means the grease is hard. A


penetration of 100 millimeters would represent a very hard grease while one of


450 millimeters would be very soft. Table 3 lists the NLGI grease classifi-


cations.


Bleeding


88. Bleeding is a condition when the oil in a grease separates from the


soap thickener. It is induced hy higher temperatures but it also occurs


during long storage periods.
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Temperature effects


89. High temperatures are more harmful to grease than to oil. Grease


lubrication depends on the grease's consistency to hold it in place. High


temperatures induce softening and bleeding (separation of the oil). Also, the


oil in grease may flash, burn, or evaporate at temperatures above 350' F


(1750 C). Some grease, calcium soap grease for example, contains a small


amount of water that provides a thickener structure. Temperatures above 165


to 1750 F (73 to 790 C) will result in dehydration and loss of structure.


90. A second harmful factor related to high temperature is excessive


oxidation. Since grease is a soft solid it cannot dissipate heat by


convection like a circulating oil. Consequently, if a small hot point exists,


the heat is not carried away and the excessive temperature can cause oxidation


or even carbonization. The grease can harden or form a crust.


91. If the temperature of a grease is lowered enough, it will become so


viscous that it can be classified as a hard grease. Machinery operation may


become impossible. The temperature at which this occurs depends on the shape


of the lubricated part and the power being supplied to it. Producers' speci-


fications seldom indicate the lowest operating temperature, but the maximum


operating temperature is either given on the container or can be obtained upon


request.


Dropping point


92. As the temperature of a grease increases, the penetration increases


only modestly until a point is reached where the grease quickly liquifies and


the desired consistency is lost. The temperature at which this occurs is


called the dropping point. It is possible that the grease will not regain its


original structure after cooling. The dropping point is not the maximum


temperature at which a grease may be used. The maximum operating temperature


is below the dropping point. Appendix B lists the dropping points, maximum


usable temperatures, and other information on greases.


Effects of water


93. Grease is affected by water to the extent that a soap/water lather


may suspend the oil in the grease. Sodium greases change the most; calcium


and lithium greases change the least. Calcium, lithium, and aluminum soaps


are water insoluble, but as a grease is worked during lubrication, some of the


oil and soap may become emulsified and wash away.
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Shear stability


94. As a grease is mechanically worked or sheared between wearing sur-


faces, the consistency may change. The ability of a grease to maintain its


consistency when worked is called its shear stability or its work stability.


Pumpability and slumpability


95. Pumpability refers to the ability of a grease to be pumped or pushed


through a system while slumpability or feedability refers to its ability to be


drawn into (sucked into) a pump. Fibrous greases tend to have good feeda-


bility but poor pumpability. Buttery-type greases tend to behave conversely;


good pumpability but poor feedability.


Migration


96. The oil in a grease can migrate through the thickener network under


certain circumstances. If grease is pumped though a pipe, as in a centralized


lubrication system, and encounters a resistance to the flow, the grease may


form a plug. In this case, the oil may continue to flow and migrate through


the thickener network. This separation of the oil from the thickeners results


in increased plugging.


97. If two different greases are in contact, the oils may migrate from


one grease to the other and change the structure of the grease. Therefore, it


is unwise to mix two greases. Although greases are compatible in many cases,


this is not always true. If a grease must be replaced, the old grease should


be removed as much as possible.


Contaminants


98. Greases tend to hold solid contaminants on their outer surfaces and


protect lubricated surfaces from wear. If the contamination becomes excessive


or eventually works its way down to the lubricated surfaces, the reverse


occurs; the grease retains abrasive materials at the lubricated surface and


invites wear.


Complexes


99. A "complex" grease is made from a salt of the named metal instead of


the hydroxide of the metal. This method provides added wear resistance.


Generally grease prepared by this method is referred to as multipurpose


grease.
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Calcium grease


100. Calcium grease, or lime grease, is one of the oldest grease prepa-


rations. It is prepared from inedible tallow or animal fat and a small amount


of water (about 3 percent). The water is required to modify the soap


structure so it can absorb mineral oil. Thus calcium grease is sensitive to


elevated temperature. At temperatures above 160 to 1750 F (70 to 790 C),


dehydration occurs and the structure is lost. In spite of the temperature


limitations, lime grease has good water-resistance qualities and is still used


today. If a calcium grease is prepared from 12-hydroxystearic acid, the upper


temperature limit is raised into the 2300 F (1090 C) range.


101. Calcium complex greases, prepared by adding the salt calcium


acetate, provide extreme pressure characteristics without the use of an


additive; however, EP additives may be included anyway. Dropping points as


high as 500' F (257 ° C) can be obtained and the maximum usable temperature


can be increased to approximately 3500 F (1750 C).


102. Due to the good water-resistance qualities and relatively low cost,


normal (not complex) lime grease is used where water is present and


operating temperatures are low. Of course, a calcium complex grease would


perform at higher temperatures but the water resistance is less than that of


lime preparations and the cost im higher. Rust and oxidation resistance in


calcium complex grease is poor, but it can be improved with inhibitors.


103. Calcium greases are not widely used at Corps hydraulic installa-


tions; only three instances were reported.


Sodium grease


104. Sodium grease was developed to overcome the disadvantage of a low


required operating temperature for calcium grease. Essentially, it is the


opposite of calcium grease; it can be used at temperatures up to 2500 F


(1200 C) but is very susceptible to the effects of water. Sodium is


sometimes mixed with other metals, especially calcium, to improve water


resistance. In spite of the declining use of sodium grease, it is still


recommended for use in certain heavy-duty applications and in some well-


sealed electric motors.


105. Although none of the surveyed Corps hydraulic installations


reported using sodium grease, two installations reported using sodium-


calcium grease.
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Soap Thickeners


106. The characteristics of grease (excluding the additive effects)


depend to a large extent on the included soap (Table 4). Soap thickeners do


more than provide consistency to grease. They may affect the amount of an


additive required to obtain a desired quality or they may impart a desired


quality due to their presence alone. Therefore, it is important when


selecting a grease to be aware of the influences of soaps.


Description of soap


107. Soap is created when a long-chain fatty acid reacts with a metal


hydroxide. The metal is incorporated into the long carbon chain and the


resultant compound develops a polarity. The polar molecules tend to form a


fibrous network that holds the oil. Thus, a somewhat rigid material, or


gel, is developed. Of course, when soap and oil are combined to form


grease, concentration of the soap can be varied to obtain different grease


thicknesses. Furthermore, the viscosity of the oil will also affect the


thickness of the grease.


Conventions in naming soaps


108. The most common method of designating a soap thickener is to use


the metal from which the soap is prepared (calcium, lithium, etc.). Because


soap qualities are also determined by the fatty acid from which the soap is


prepared, not all greases made from soaps containing the same metals are


identical.


Aluminum soaps


109. Normal aluminum grease is clear and somewhat stringy. When heated,


this stringiness increases, producing a rubberlike substance that pulls away


from metal surfaces and reduces lubrication. Because of this quality,


operating temperatures are limited to less than 175* F (790 C). Aluminum


grease has good water resistance and inhibits rust without additives, but it


tends to be short lived and has relatively poor shear stability.


110. Aluminum complex grease is comparable to other complex greases but


is not widely used. However, several Corps hydraulic installations reported


using aluminum complex grease.
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Lithium soaps


111. Compared to other soaps, lithium is by far the most popular. The


normal grease contains lithium 12-hydroxystearate. This grease has a dropping


point around 4000 F (2020 C) and can be used at temperatures up to about


2750 F (1340 C). It can also be used at temperatures well below zero. It has


good shear stability and a relatively low coefficient of friction, which


permits higher speeds. It has good water resistance, although not as good as


calcium or aluminum. Its greatest disadvantage is that it does not naturally


inhibit rust, but rust prevention can be obtained through additives.


112. Complexed lithium grease is generally considered to be the nearest


thing to a truly multipurpose grease and is used extensively at Corps


hydraulic installations.


Other soaps


113. Barium and lead soaps are also used in grease. Although lead


provides extreme pressure characteristics without additives, concerns with


lead toxicity probably will reduce use.


Other Thickeners


114. As indicated by Table 2, thickeners other than soaps are available.


Although most of these are restricted to very special applications, two are


worthy of mention. Polyurea grease has outstanding resistance to oxidation


because it contains no metal soaps that tend to invite oxidation. The drop-


ping point and maximum operating temperature are close to those of multipur-


pose greases but the shear stability is poor and rust inhibitors are required.


It is generally used with all types of bearings but has been particularly


effective in ball bearings.


115. Organo clay grease has outstanding temperature resistance. The


maximum operating temperature for this grease is limited by the included oil


which can flash, evaporate, or burn at temperatures above 3500 F (175 ° C).


However, many of the multipurpose greases may be operated above this tempera-


ture for short periods if the grease is changed after an hour or so. The


limiting factor then becomes the dropping point. Since clay does not melt at


low temperatures, it can be used at temperatures near 5000 F (2570 C) for


short periods. Organo clay grease also has excellent water resistance but in


other respects it does not perform better than other greases.
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PART IV: SELECTING LUBRICANTS


Classifications and Specifications


116. The fundamental key to selecting a lubricant lies in being able to


interpret what the producer says about the product and being aware of con-


ventions in classifying oils. Without such a background, it is virtually


impossible to make a reasonable selection or Eubstitution.


117. Professional societies and organizations have established classifi-


cations for oil and grease. The most widely encountered systems are those of


the following organizations:


* SAE (Society of American Engineers)
* AGMA (American Gear Manufacturers Association)
* ISO (International Standards Organization)
* NLGI (National Lubricating Grease Institute)


Oil classification


118. Oil is normally classified by viscosity grade, additives, use, as


nonspecialized, or by the producer's brand name.


a. Classification by viscosity grade. This classification is the
most common method of describing an oil. The most common
classification systems are those of the SAE, AGMA, and ISO.
Each organization uses a different kinematic viscosity range
numbering system. Appendix A lists these systems and contains
a conversion chart.


b. Oil classification by additives. Oil may be further classi-
fied by the additives as follows:


• Inhibited or R&O (rust and oxidation inhibited)
• AW (antiwear)
* EP (extreme pressure)
* Compounded
* Residual


(1) The first three classes require no explanation; they
contain the indicated additives. Compounded oil contains
from 3 to 10 percent of an acidless animal fat or
tallow. It is also called steam cylinder oil. The added
fat reduces the coefficient of friction in situations
where an extreme amount of sliding friction occurs. A
very common use would be in worm gear systems. Com-
pounded oil may be composed of either a normal mineral
oil or a residual oil depending on the desired viscosity.


(2) Residual oil is that which remained as residuum after the
lighter oil was distilled off during refining. It
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contains a relatively high proportion of asphalt which
makes it adhesive. It is often used for open gear
systems (tackiness agents are added to increase adhe-
sion). Often, open gear compounded oil is so heavy a
solvent is required to soften it for application. (The
solvent evaporates after application.) This heavy oil
should not be confused with grease. Residual oil with
lower viscosity is also used in many closed gear
systems. Compounded oil may contain residual oil if the
desired viscosity is high.


c. Classification by use. Classification according to use arises
because refining, additives, and type of petroleum (paraffinic
or naphthenic) may be varied to provide desirable qualities
for a given application. Some of the more common uses are:


• Engine oils
* Marine engine oils
• Aircraft oils
* Quench oils (used in metal. working)
* Cutting oils (coolants for metal cutting)
* Paper machine oils
• No-drip-oils (textile and food handling machinery)
* Insulating oils
* Way oils


* Wire rope or chain lubricants


Some of these are very specialized oils and only two,
insulating oils and wire rope or chain lubricants, have been
identified at Corps hydraulic installations. Of course,
engine oils are used in automotive applications.


d. Nonspecialized industrial oil. It is difficult to find a
specific name in petroleum terminology to refer to this
category. Consequently, this term has been selected to
describe those oils which are not formulated for a special
application. (Producer literature often uses the term general
purpose oil.) Nonspecialized industrial oil is generally
divided into two categories: general purpose and EP gear
oils.


(1) Ceneral purpose oils contain R&O additives, AW agents,


antifoamants, and demulsifiers. They may be used in
almost any mechanical application if a specialized oil is
not required. Their ISO viscosity ranges from about 32
to around 460. These oils are often referred to as R&O
oils or hydraulic oils even though they may contain other
additives and are not intended exclusively for hydraulic
use. Some of these oils are more highly refined and
provide longer life and better performance than others.
These are usually referred to as turbine oils or premium
grades. Although used in turbines, the name turbine oil


does not mean it is restricted to use in turbines; it
refers to the quality of the oil.
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(2) EP gear oils generally have a higher viscosity range,
from about ISO grade 68 to around 1,500. These may be
regarded as general purpose oils with EP additives.
Although these oils are probably more commonly used in
gear systems, they can be used in any application where
their viscosity range and additives are required. Gear
oils should not be confused with SAE gear oils which are
formulated differently and are not discussed in this
study.


e. Producer brand names. Oil producers often identify their
products by whimsical names which may or may not indicate one
of the standard classifications. Tribol 771, a product of
Imperial Oil and Grease Company, tells nothing of its class,
but Conoco's Dectol R&O Oil 32 indicates ,t is an R&O oil with
an ISO viscosity of 32. Regardless of how much information
may be reflected in the brand e it ia never enough to make
a selection. A uqer must refer to information brochures
provided by producers c( determine the intended use, addi-
tives, and specifications.


Producers' oil brochures and speciLicatLins


119. Oil producers provide prcduct inforrnaticoi in brochures, booklets,


or on the oil container. Although the amount )f information varies, the


format generally includes the intended use, the additives and oil type (i.e.,


paraffinic, naphthenic, synthetic, compounded, etc.), and the specifications.


120. Some producers may identify rhe product by its usage classification


although they may not use the same names given in this report. Others may


simply give the machinery classes where the product can be used. Often, both


methods of identification are used. (See the three fact sheets for Conoco's


Redind, Dectol, and Turbine oils in Appendix C.) Intended use can be


misleading. All three of the Conoco oils can be used for electric motors and


general purpose applications, but not all three are to be used throughout the


machinery. Redind oil contains no oxidation inhibitors and is intended for


use where the oil is frequently replaced. The DectoL line is an R&O oil with


the usual antifoaming and demulsifying agents. AW agents are al'o included.


The Turbine oil is similar to Dectol except that the refining method and


additive package provide greater protection. One Turbine viscosity grade, ISO


32, is treated to resist the effects of hydrogen used as a coolant in


generators.


121. Producers do not urcally list additive, Instead, they indicate


characteristics such as good antiwear qualities, good water resistance, or
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good oxidation resistance. The user can assume that since oil does not


naturally have such qualities to a desirable extent, an agent has been added


to obtain the given quality. Product literoture also gives the oil type


(i.e., paraffinic, naphthenic, residual, compounded, or synthetic).


Producer specifications


122. Producer specifications amount to a certification that the product


meets or exceeds listed physical characteristics in terms of specific test


values. The magnitude of chemical impurities may also be given. Producers


vary somewhat in the amount of information in their specifications. However,


kinematic viscosity (centistokes) at 104 and 212 ° F (40 and 1000 C), SUS


(saybolt viscosity) at 100 and 210 ° F (37 and 980 C), API gravity, pour point,


and flash point are generally listed. Other physical and chemical measure-


ments may also be given if they are considered to influence the intended


use. Appendix C contains typical specifications for oils.


Grease classifications


123. Grease is classified by penetration number and by soap or other


thickener. Penetration classifications have been established by NLGI and are


given in Appendix A. ASTM test D 217 is the standard for performing penetra-


tion tests. A penetration number indicates how easily a grease can be fed to


lubricated surfaces (pumpability) or how well it remains in place. Although


no method exists to classify soap thickener, the producer indicates which soap


is in the product. The soap thickener indicates probable water resistance and


maximum operating temperature and gives some idea of pumpability. Although


these are important factors, they are not the only ones of interest. These


simple classifications should be regarded as starting requirements to deter-


mine a group of appropriate grease types. The final selection must be made on


the basis of other information provided in the producer's specifications.


Viscosity of the oil included in a grease must also be considered.


Producer grease brochures


124. Producers also provide information and specifications for grease.


Grease specifications normally include soap thickener, penetration, included


oil viscosity, and dropping point. The producer may also include water


washout or wear test information.


125. Grease additives are not usually given unless solid additives such


as molybdenum disulfide or graphite are included. If solid additives are
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used, the producer will often state this emphatically and the product name


may indicate the additive.


Principles of Selection


Manufacturer recommendations


126. Selecting a lubricant is not a straightforward singular act; it is


a combination of approaches that have developed over time. The prime con-


siderations are film thickness and wear. Although film thickness can be


calculated, the wear properties associated with different lubricants are


more difficult to assess. Lubricants are normally tested by subjecting them


to various types of physical stress. However, these tests do not completely


indicate how a lubricant will perform in service. Experience has probably


played a larger role than any other single criterion. Machine manufacturers


have learned which classes of lubricants will perform well in their


products.


127. Professional societies have established specifications and classi-


fications for lubricants to be used in a given mechanical application. For


example, the AGMA has established specifications 250.04 and 251.02 for


enclosed and open gear systems, respectively. Such specifications have been


developed from the experience of the soriety's membership for a wide range


of applications. Thus, any manufacturer has access to the collective


knowledge of many contributors.


128. The manufacturer's recommendation should not necessarily be con-


sidered the best selection. The concept of best selection is unrealistic.


In spite of a consensus regarding what lubricant to use in a given applica-


tion, individual manufacturers may have different opinions based on their


experience and equipment design. However, the manufacturer is probably in


the best position to recommend a lubricant. This recommendation should be


followed unless it fails to perform satisfactorily.


129. A manufacturer generally does not recommend a single specific brand


name. Physical qualities (such as viscosity or penetration number), chemi-


cal qualities (such as paraffinic or naphthenic oils), or test standards are


specified. However, a number of brands that meet the manufacturer's speci-


fications may be cited.
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Producer recommendations


130. Since manufacturers specify appropriate lubricants for their


products in terms of specifications or required qualities rather than par-


ticular brand names, the user is faced with identifying which brands meet


the requirements. By following directions given in Part IV, the user should


be able to identify appropriate products. However, it is better to consult


with the lubricant producer to obtain advice on which products most closely


meet the specifications.


131. Many lubricant producers maintain technical staffs (product


engineers) to advise users in selecting lubricants and answer technical


questions regarding lubricants. Given a manufacturer's description and


lubricant specification, product engineers can identify which of their


company's lubricants meet the manufacturer's specifications. A producer may


carry several products that meet specifications, but one might be of premium


quality and carry a higher price or be intended for some special use that


would not be of benefit to the user. Furthermore, the user might be


operating the equipment under unusual or unique circumstances that could


impose additional requirements unforeseen by the manufacturer. In effect,


the product engineer converts the manufacturer's specifications into an


appropriate brand based on the user's specific circumstances.


132. The producer not only supplies lubricants, but serves as an impor-


tant link between the equipment manufacturer and user. In effect, the


producer interprets the manufacturer's intentions and provides advice when


specifications are absent or when a lubricant does not perform satisfactorily.


User selection


133. The user should ensure that certain criteria are met regardless of


who makes the selection. The selection should be in the class recommended by


the machinery manufacturer (i.e., R&O, EP, etc.) and be in the same base stock


category (paraffinic, naphthenic, or special synthetic). Furthermore,


physical and chemical properties should be equal to or better than those


specified by the manufacturer. Viscosity should be exactly the recommended


grade. If a recommendation seems unreasonable, the user should question the


suitability of the manufacturer's recommendation or ask a different lubricant


producer for a recommendation.
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134. Generally, the user should follow the manufacturer's specification.


If the manufacturer's specifications are not available, which lubricant was in


use? Did it perform satisfactorily? If it performed well, continue to use


the same brand. If that is not feasible, select a brand with specifications


equal to or better than those of the brand previously used. If a previous


lubricant performed poorly, it is probably best to rely on the recommendation


of a product engineer or possibly get several recommendations.


135. Generally, the user will make a selection in either of two possible


situations:


a. He will substitute a new brand for one previously in use.


b. He will select a brand that meets the manufacturer's specifi-
cations. This will be accomplished by comparing producer's
specifications with those of the manufacturer.


136. In either case, the selection starts by using a substitution list.


Most lubricant producers maintain such a tabluation but use different names.


A substitution list usually gives the products of major producers and an


equivalent lubricant of the publishing producer which he maintains has


comparable specifications.


137. Substitution lists are useful but they have their limitations. They


are not subdivided by classes of lubricants. Furthermore, it is difficult to


do more than compare a lubricant of one producer with one given by the pub-


lishing producer. For example, a Conoco substitution list can be used to


compare Quaker State products with Conoco or Shell with Conoco, but comparing


Quaker State and Shell cannot be done unless Conoco has a product equivalent


to products of both Quaker State and Shell. A user would need substitution


lists from many producers to be able to effectively select more than one


option. Many producers claim they do not have a list or are reluctant to


provide it.


138. The publishers of Plant Engineering have prepared a universal list,


the PE list. The PE list correlates products of over 100 producers by class


of lubricant (Appendix D).


139. Although substitution lists are helpful, they cannot solve user's


problems in making a selection. A substitution list is valuable because it


correlates the array of whimsical brand names used by producers. Furthermore,


it eliminates producers who do not have the desired product in their line. A
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substitution list should be regarded as a starting tool to quickly determine


likely products. The lists do not imply that lubricants listed as being


equivalent are identical. The lists do indicate that the two lubricants are


in the same class, have the same viscosity, and are intended for the same


general use. Selection must finally be made from information brochures


provided by the producers.


140. The user should use the producer's brochure to determine the fol-


lowing:


a. The viscosity is the one recommended by the manufacturer or is
the same as a previously used lubricant that performed well.
When a grease is considered, the viscosity of the included oil
should be the same as the previous lubricant.


b. The intended use given by the producer corresponds to the
application in which the lubricant will be used.


c. The class of lubricant is the same as that recommended by the
manufacturer or the same as a previously used lubricant that
performed well. If the manufacturer recommended an R&O or EP
oil or a lithium No. 2 grease, that is what should be used.


d. The specifications should be equal to or better than those
recommended by the manufacturer or those of a previously used
lubricant that performed well.


e. The additives should perform the required function even though
the additive may not be chemically identical in several
possible lubricants.


Using the PE substitution list


141. Each class on the PE list is divided by horizontal lines and is


further broken into viscosity grades under the column marked ISO viscosity


grade. The ISO grading system is most common for industrial oils. Use


Appendix A if you wish to convert to SAE or AGMA equivalents. The column


marked Viscosity, SUS at 1000 F (370 C) indicates the viscosity range in SUS


for a given ISO grade. For example, the viscosity of an ISO grade 150 can be


anywhere between 135 and 165 SUS at 1000 F (37° C). The viscosity is usually


near the midpoint (in this case 150 SUS). The numbers in the PE designation


refer to the midpoint SUS. Products are available in viscosities not given on


the PE list. For example, Exxon's Spartan EP line has viscosities ranging


from ISO 68 to 2200, not just the ISO 68 and 320 given in the PE list. The


same is true for other classes in the PE list.
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142. The classes of oil are indicated under the column marked Lubricant


Type. Three of the classes, fire resistant hydraulic oil, spindel oil, and


way oil were not indicated in the Corps survey as being used. One of the last


three classes on the list is a special preparation for open gears and the


other two are classes of grease.


143. The remaining four classes (hydraulic and general purpose oils, AW


hydraulic oils, gear oils, and EP gear oils), are best described by comparison


with the nonspecialized industrial oils discussed earlier. Nonspecialized


oils contain a category called general purpose oils. This term is also used


in the PE list. To prevent confusion, the PE general purpose category will be


referred to as the first PE group (which denotes its position in the list).


Both the first PE group and the PE gear oils correspond to general purpose


oils. Gear oils, as used in the PE list, refer to oils with a higher vis-


cosity that would most likely be used in gear systems. Note that the same


brand names appear in both categories and that they differ only in viscos-


ity. However, both of these categories differ from the previously described


general purpose oil in that the additives may not be the same. In most cases,


the first PE group and PE gear oils are exactly the same as general purpose


oils. However, in some cases, brand names indicate EP additives have been


included. In other cases, AW is given instead of R&O. This raises the


possibility that R&O additives are not present. AW hydraulic oil is a general


purpose oil but its antiwear properties are sufficient to pass the Vickers


vane test for hydraulic applications when this is required.


144. The EP gear oils should correspond to those described under nonspe-


cialized industrial oils except that EP additives are included and viscosities


may be as high as ISO 2200. The PE classification of gear oil should not be


confused with the SAE gear oil classification which is for use in automotive


gear systems. SAE gear oils are formulated differently and are not discussed


in this study.


145. Since grease preparation varies greatly among producers, only two


types are given in the PE list: No. 2 Lithium EP and molybdenum disulfide EP


No. 2. These are the two most widely used industrial greases. The name


molybdenum disulfide to designate lubricant type does not reflect the type of


soap, but it will usually be lithium. While both types are intended to
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provide extra protection against wear, one contains EP additives and the other


contains molybdenum disulfide.


146. Although the Corps generally uses lithium greases (60 to 70 percent


of the time), calcium, aluminum, polyurea, and sodium calcium are also used.


Furthermore, the survey indicated that greases ranging from NLGI 00 to No. 3


are being used; about 65 percent of No. 2 and 20 percent of No. 1. Conse-


quently, in many cases, the PE tables will not be useful for selecting


greases.


147. The cling-type gear shield lubricants are residual oils to which a


tackiness agent has been added. They are extremely adhesive and so viscous


that solvents are added to permit application. After application, the solvent


evaporates leaving the adhesive viscous material. Some products contain no


solvent and must be heated to reduce viscosity for application.


148. Compounded oils are not included in the list as a separate class.


When these oils are required, producers must be contacted directly.


149. In cases where the PE list cannot be used, the most simple process


is to contact product engineers and ask for product brochures. By obtaining


the recommendations of several preferably large and reputable producers, a


user can critically evaluate the recommendations.


Lubrication of Machinery Components


150. Instead of considering lubrication for an entire complex mechanical


system such as those found at Corps hydraulic installations, it is more


feasible to address lubrication for the individual mechanical components. To


begin with, R&O additives are so common today and specified by so many manu-


facturers, using lubricants without them would be unjustified. Introducing an


oil without R&O additives into a stocking system would probably do no more


than increase the possibility of accidentally adding the wrong lubricant.


Journal bearings


151. A journal bearing is the sleeve fitted around a rotating shaft (the


journal) to provide a wearing surface. The terms sleeve bearing and plain


bearing are also used. Journal bearings may be lubricated with either oil or


grease. If oil is required, a wear resistant general purpose R&O oil of


recommended viscosity, with antifoaming and demulsifying agents, is often
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sufficient. If severe or shock loading is involved, an EP oil may be


recommended.


152. Generally, oil is better than grease as a lubricant for journal


bearings. Where clearance between a journal and its bearing is relatively


large, speed is low, and shock loading is involved, grease is used. NLGI No.


2 or No. I are most commonly used. Since there is a relatively large contact


area in journal bearings, from which heat is not easily transferred, NLGI


grease numbers greater than No. 2 are not commonly used.


153. Flexible plate thrust bearings are closely related to journal


bearings in that they, like some journal bearings, are hydrodynamically


lubricated. A well-refined general purpose R&O oil of recommended viscosity,


with antifoaming and demulsifying agents, is the universal lubricant, but in


some cases premium or turbine quality oil may be recommended. The use of EP


agents is not required for hydrodynamic operation since wearing surfaces are


completely separated by the oil film.


Antifriction bearings


154. Antifriction (ball or roller) bearings are lubricated with either


oil or grease as designated by the manufacturer. These bearings function on


the elastohydrodynamic principle and depend more critically on viscosity to


maintain film thickness. Because viscosity varies with temperature, it is


the viscosity at operating temperature that is important, not the published


viscosity based on standard temperatures. Most manufacturers follow the


guidelines listed in Table 5.


155. The question that remains, however, is: "Which standard viscosity


will have the required viscosity at the temperature of operation?" The


manufacturer ordinarily provides this information, but producers can also


provide the information.


156. Rust is particularly damaging to antifriction bearings which depend on


extremely smooth surfaces to provide prolonged life. Even very small rust


pits reduce smoothness and the life of a bearing. Consequently, it is impor-


tant that an antirust additive be included in the selected oil. A well-


refined general purpose R&O oil with antifoaming and demulsifying agents will


ordinarily be recommended. EP additives are used when the machine is fre-


quently stopped and started, when heavy or shock loading is present, or when


sliding motion is excessive. Otherwise, they are not usually required.
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157. Because of the variety of greases found in the market today, grease


selection is more difficult than oil selection. As always, the manufacturer's


recommendation should be followed. When the recommended grease is not avail-


able, a substitute is required. NLGI No. 2 is the most commonly used grease.


If low ambient temperatures are involved, No. 1 may be recommended, and if the


grease is dispensed from a central system, No. 0 may be recommended. For higher


speeds, No. 3 or even No. 4 may be required. Grease containing a lithium


complex thickener is most frequently used, and if there is no other recom-


mendation, Lithium No. 2 is the best to start with. Calcium complexed greases


may be recommended, especially where water is a likely contaminant. Sodium


greases are seldom recommended, and they resist water very poorly. Because of


the critical role viscosity plays in EHD lubrication, particular attention


should be given to the viscosity of the oil in the grease.


158. Rust and oxidation inhibitors should be included in a grease for


the same reasons they are included in oil used in antiwear bearings. Solid


EP additives, such as molybdenum disulfide or graphite, are often included


in grease intended for heavy duty use. These substances are of no substan-


tial benefit in antifriction bearings but they are not detrimental either.


Gears


159. Oil is ordinarily preferred for both open and closed gears, but the


oil for open gears is a heavy residual oil that often contains tackiness


agents and is extremely adhesive. Gear oil should not be confused with


grease. Crease is also used for gear systems but most designers avoid grease


unless there is some special reason. Table 6 lists appropriate lubricants for


various gear types and loads.


160. Because of the wide differences in configuration and application, it


is difficult to make broad generalizations regarding lubrication for enclosed


gears. Viscosity recommendations cover a broad range and the use of EP


additives depends entirely on the gear's design. The AGMA prepared specifi-


cation 250.04, Lubrication of Industrial Enclosed Gear Drives. Although


selection cannot be made entirely on this publication, it should provide a


reasonable guide when no better recommendation is available. A portion of


this publication is given in Appendix E.


161. Open gears are usually lubricated with heavy residual oil containing


tackiness agents. These lubricants are extremely adhesive and tend to collect
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dust and sand particles that can build into an abrasive cake. In extremely


dusty environments, this problem can become severe. A common remedy is to


clean the gears using an agent such as Stoddard solvent. However, zome


producers feel there is an alternative. They suggest that, in some cases, an


NLGI No. 2 grease with a tackiness agent and an EP additive can be used. The


theory is that the lighter consistency of No. 2 grease allows particles to be


flushed from between the gear teeth instead of forming a cake. AGMA Specifi-


cation 251.02, Lubrication of Industrial Open Gearing, provides information to


help select an appropriate product. A portion of this publication is given in


Appendix E.


162. Worm gears involve a much greater degree of sliding motion than other


types of gears. Bronze is most commonly used for the worm because it has a


naturally low coefficient of friction. To further reduce friction, compounded


oils are used. EP additives may also be recommended. The contact area in


worm gears is greater than in other types of gears. Although this reduces the


load per unit area, worm gears tend to operate at higher temperatures than


other gear types. Consequently, oil for worm gears is heavy bodied. Oil


suitable for worm gears is commonly classed as a heavy bodied steam cylinder


oil.


Electric motors


163. Either plain bearings (sleeve) or antifriction bearings may be found


in electric motors. Previous discussion about selecting lubricants for these


bearing types also applies to electric motors. However, manufacturers and


producers strongly emphasize that the level of lubricant in electric motors is


very critical. In many cases, motors that are equipped with plain bearings


and use oil are ring lubricated. If the oil level in the reservoir is so low


that the ring does not dip into the oil, the bearings will be starved and


damaged. If the reservoir is too full, the oil might get into the windings


and cause damage. If grease is used for antifriction bearings, excessive


grease may cause churning and undesirable heating.


Hydraulic systems


164. Although viscosity is always the most important consideration in


selecting an oil, it is particularly true in hydraulic systems. Selection


depends largely on the type of pump that is used in the system. Gear pumps


use relatively heavy oils while vane pumps use lighter oils. If the viscosity
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is too low in either case, "chattering" may occur. No generalization can be


made regarding viscosity for piston pumps; it varies over a wide range.


165. Oil for a hydraulic system should be heavy enough to seal spaces


between the pump components and to minimize wear. On the other hand, if it is


too thick, excessive drag and power loss will develop. Hydraulic pump manu-


facturers always specify viscosity limits for operation and, in many cases,


they will give maximum startup and minimum operating limits. Recommended


viscosities usually fall between 70 and 250 SUS at operating temperature.


166. Because the oil viscosity should remain within certain limits


during operation, the VI should be considered when selecting an oil. It


need not be any higher than demanded by local temperacure ranges, but since


there is no simple way for a user to make a reasonable estimate, it is


probably best to use an oil with VI in the range of 95 to 100. Since


paraffinic oils have better VI, oils formulated specifically for hydraulic


use are of that class.


167. Foaming can be a problem in hydraulic systems. Although manu-


facturers can, and do, control foaming in the design of their hydraulic


systems, hydraulic oils should contain antifoaming agents.


168. Condensation can develop in a hydraulic system and cause


corrosion. To reduce the level of water in the oil, a demulsifying agent


should be included.


169. Finally, since there is a large amount of sliding motion involved


in hydraulic systems, antiwear agents are usually specified and, in some


cases, the oil may be required to pass the Vickers vane test.


Compressors


170. Compressors are essentially pumps. There is virtually no differ-


ence in the fundamental functioning of a compressor and a pump. What is


different is that a compressor pumps air while a pump pumps a liquid such


as water or oil.


171. Condensation and the presence of oxygen cause problems for lubrica-


tion in air compressors. In some cases, heavy-duty use and high temperatures


are also involved. Compressed air exposes the oil to much more oxygen than in


other systems of lubrication and, where temperatures are high, oxidation is


accelerated. Consequently, the ability of a lubricant to resist oxidation and
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rust is of much greater concern in a compressor than in most other


applications.


172. The expected severity of oxidation and condensation establishes the


type of oil that a manufacturer will recommend. When temperatures are high


and the operation is heavy duty, conditions are similar to those within


cylinders of an internal combustion engine. In such a case, automotive oils


or automatic transmission oils may be recommended. If neither excessive


temperature nor excessive condensation is anticipated, an R&O oil from naph-


thenic base stocks is normally preferred. In cases where the VI is a matter


of concern, a paraffinic oil may be recommended. Turbine oils may also be


specified. Normally, naphthenics are recommended unless the VI is a major


concern. When condensation cannot be sufficiently controlled, compounded


naphthenic oils may be recommended. These oils contain fatty acids and other


compounds that strongly adhere to metal surfaces and reduce contact with water


that might be present. These oils also provide emulsify;ng qualities. They


are more prone to oxidation than uncompounded oils and are restricted to


special applications. They should not be used unless specified by the


manufacturers. In special cases, synthetics are recommended to obtain


improved rust and oxidation inhibition, a better VT. and a lower pour point.


173. When gases other than air are used in a compressor, harmful


chemical reactions, other than oxidation of the oil, may occur. Refrigera-


tion systems, for example, usually require either special preparations of


oil or nonpetroleum lubricants to retard the unwanted reaction. A discus-


sion of those lubricants is beyond the scope of this report.


Wire rope and chains


174. Wire rope and chains are not manufactured to hold lubricants in


place. The strands of wire rope and the sleeves of chains will hold a


lubricant to some extent, but eventually the lubricant will be worked out


from between the wearing surfaces. Furthermore, there is no system to


continuously resupply the lubricant as it is lost. Although chains arc


sometimes passed through baths or under jets, the supply is not strictly


continuous. In addition, wire rope and chain systems are often exposed


directly to the atmosphere and elements of weathering and abrasive


contaminants. These factors impose a requirement for above ordinary


adherence.
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175. Heavy oil with a high asphaltic content provides the best


adherence. Heating, or the use of solvents, may be required for


application. If a dip system is present, thinner oils of appropriate


viscosity are recommended.


Insulating oil


176. Although insulating oil is not intended for lubrication, it is used


at Corps hydraulic installations. Selecting insulating oil is simple com-


pared to selecting lubricating oil. ASTM specification D 3487 is the


standard which governs the quality of insulating oil. All producers meet


these specifications with the exception of impulse strength, which varies


among producers. However, the producers publish test data and a user can


easily determine if the product meets requirements. It is also possible


that water content is above the limits set in ASTM D 3487 because of conden-


sation in shipping containers or transport tankers. Users should sample and


test insulating oil for its water content upon delivery and before intro-


duction into electrical equipment. The contractor delivering the oil is


ordinarily held responsible for meeting specifications, not the producers.
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PART V: PROBLEMS FOUND IN THE SURVEY


177. It was initially assumed that problems voiced by several field


installations reflected widespread lubricant problems, although the survey


conducted during this research did not indicate that problems were


widespread. To determine the extent of lubrication problems, 15 points of


contact dcsignated by district offices during the Phase I survey were asked


to determine if any of the problems mentioned in the survey were being


experienced in their districts. Also, staff members of operations or design


sections were asked to determine if such problems had been reported.


Although no significant complaints were uncovered, it was concluded that the


absence of problems given in the survey truly reflected field circumstances.


Lubricant Breakdown


178. In the broadest sense, breakdown or decomposition of lubricants


refers to chemical alteration resulting in loss of desired properties. When


oil and grease are oxidized, they produce sludge or varnish that causes


heating and contributes to corrosion. In some cases of breakdown, additives


are depleted. Dust particles, solvents, or corrosive agents might


contaminate a lubricant. All of these possibilities might be referred to as


breakdown or decomposition.


179. Breakdown does not imply that oil molecules are broken into smaller


molecular weight components, resulting in lower viscosity. However, contami-


nation with a solvent or oil of lesser viscosity can result in reduced vis-


cosity. Discoloration due to aging does not necessarily indicate breakdown.


180. Field personnel often refer to the separation of the oil in a


grease from the thickener as breakdown. Although separation does indeed


thin the grease or increase its penetration, it does not necessarily indi-


cate any chemical alteration. Long-term storage or excessive heat can also


induce separation.


181. The Corps survey did not identify any cases where an oil failed or


broke down. This is not surprising. Oils used at Corps hydraulic instal-


lations have been studied by producers for years and have been improved to


very high levels of performance. Manufacturers have also learned the
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appropriate oils to use for a given application and the oil producers have


developed such a wide variety of products that almost any demand can be


met. If the recommended lubricant is properly applied, the probability of


failure due to the oil itself is minimal.


182. In one case, the oil was reported to be breaking down in a speed


reducer, but it was suspected the oil had been in place for 34 years (since


1951). After such long service, any oil can be expected to oxidize, darken,


and become sludged. This case was not regarded as a problem with the oil.


183. A few complaints about the grease or gear dressing for open gears


were documented. No trend in either the product or the function could be


identified and maintenance personnel have made changes to obtain


satisfactory performance.


Compatibility


184. Many individuals believe that catastrophic failure follows if two


incompatible lubricants are mixed. That is seldom, if ever, the case and the


misunderstanding arises due to what is meant by incompatibility. Incompati-


bility ordinarily refers to the failure of one lubricant to match the quali-


ties of another with which it will be mixed. This might occur when makeup is


added or a new product is introduced. For example, if an oil with no oxida-


tion inhibitor were added to one containing an inhibitor, the effect would be


to dilute the inhibitor concentration in the mixture. The extent of dilution


would depend on the amount of uninhibited oil added. A similar example would


be if a general purpose oil is added to a compounded oil of the same


viscosity. Fats used in the compounded oil to provide greater lubricity would


be diluted proportionate to the amount added. Using the wrong lubricant could


result in damage to machinery in a very short time, but this is not usually a


matter of compatibility.


185. In any of these cases, catastrophic failure would not be an


immediate consequence. If the dilution were very small, there would be


essentially no difference in performance. Even if the dilution were quite


large, catastrophic failure would not follow immediately but the life of


either the oil or the machinery would be reduced. In this sense,


compatibility refers to dilution of a desired additive or quality.
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186. There are cases where this definition (i.e., unmatched qualities)


would not be appropriate. One oil might contain an additive that would


neutralize an additive in the other oil. Motor oils, for example, contain


detergents that keep contaminants and water suspended in the oil. General


purpose industrial oils contain demulsifiers to retard the suspension of


water. Mixing one with the other would counteract the desired effects of


either one. Again, the degree of mixing would influence the extent of quality


reduction. The viscosity would remain unchanged and lubrication would con-


tinue with no catastrophic failure. However, the life of the machinery would


probably be reduced if the condition continued for an extended period of time.


187. Incompatibility can also occur if the oil contains a corrosive


additive. EP additives can sometimes be corrosive to bearings made of


alloys. Zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate is a widely used additive that pro-


vides wear reduction but has a corrosive effect on lead-bronze bearings.


Copper alloys react with acid succinates to yield a soluble copper complex


that promotes oxidation of the oil.


188. These cases would seem to imply that compatibility is always a


problem, but in practice, a few simple rules will virtually eliminate incom-


patibility problems:


a. Select an oil from the same class as the one being used.
Brand names do not make a great deal of difference; oils
within a given class are all quite similar. The various
classes that might be encountered were discussed in Part IV.


b. The selected oil should have equal or better specifications
than the one with which it will be mixed.


c. The lubricant should meet or exceed the manufacturer's
specifications.


d. If machinery is known to contain bearings made of an alloy
affected by certain additives, the manufacturer will
normally notify the user. Orders for oil should prohibit
inclusion of such additives.


189. The compatibility between acid-refined and hydrogen-refined oils has been


questioned. The purpose of any refining process is to remove undesirable


constituents within the oil. In either acid or hydrogen refining, the


primary objective is to remove unsaturated hydrocarbons (the full complement


of hydrogen is not present). Unsaturated hydrocarbons are chemically more


reactive than saturated hydrocarbons and are more susceptible to oxidation.
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They may be eliminated in either of two ways. In hydrogen refining, hydro-


gen is added to provide saturation. In other words, unsaturates are


converted to saturates which are less susceptible to oxidation. Nothing is


removed from the oil; it is simply converted.


190. In acid refining, sulfuric acid is added and reacts with unsatu-


rates to form sulfur compounds that can be selectively removed from the


oil. The reacted sulfur compounds form a sludge and its disposal has become


an environmental problem. This has caused a shift to hydrogen refining.


191. In either case, the product is essentially the same. In hydrogen


refining, unsaturates are converted to saturated hydrocarbons and in acid


refining, the unsaturates are removed, leaving saturated hydrocarbons.


However, there are slight differences. No two oils are exacLly the same


unless taken from the same refined batch. Furthermore, hydrogen refining


does remove certain aromatics somewhat more effectively than acid


refining. Such differences are so minor that these oils can be mixed with


no problems.


192. Compatibility between these two refined types comes into question


in insulating oils. In earlier years, acid-refined naphthenic base stocks


were used for insulating oils. (As discussed in Part III, these oils have a


lower pour point than paraffinics.) In more recent times, oil producers


faced with dwindling sources of naphthenic crudes began producing paraffinic


insulating oils. This occurred at about the same time that hydrogen


refining replaced acid refining. Consequently, older transformers are very


likely to contain acid-refined naphthenic oil. However, when new makeup oil


is purchased, it may be a paraffinic hydrogen-refined oil.


193. The refining process differences lead to suspicions of compatibil-


ity problems. However, the only significant difference is the fact that


paraffinics provide a higher pour point. Although this is of little con-


cern in warm climates, it could be significant in very cold climates.


194. Lubricating oils may be either paraffinic or naphthenic depending


on intended use, but there are no restrictions on availability. If one


type is being used, there is no problem in acquiring more of the same.


Differences in the refining processes are of no consequence.


195. Greases may be incompatible in a different manner than oils. In a


few cases, greases may lose their structure when mixed. Although this is
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not common, it is most likely to occur when greases with two different soap


thickeners are mixed. The result is unpredictable. The best policy is to


not mix different brands of greases. If a new brand of grease must be


introduced, it should be injected in such a manner that the old is forced


out as much as possible. Greases may also be incompatible in the same


sense as oil. That is, if the addition of new grease in any way reduces


characteristics below specifications for the original grease it may be


considered incompatible. The only reliable way to determine compatibility


between two greases is to test them. A more simple solution is to avoid


mixing them.


Cold Weather Effects


196. The viscosity of any oil increases as the temperature decreases.


Often this increase is sufficient to cause a considerable increase in power


requirements for machinery operation. When the condition is extreme,


machinery may become inoperable. The traditional methods of remedy have been


to either provide a heating device to warm the oil to an acceptable viscosity


or to simply change the oil to one with a lower viscosity. Oil producers and


machine manufacturers indicate that the only other alternative is to use a


synthetic oil. Synthetics have much lower pour points and better viscosity


indexes. Although heaters are frequently used in northern districts, syn-


thetics are used in at least one case to reduce cold weather effects.


High Priced Proprietary Lubricants


197. The survey also attempted to identify any high-priced proprietary


lubricants recommended by equipment manufacturers with the threat that warran-


ties are not honored unless the recommended lubricant is used. The lubricants


used at Corps installations are all competitively priced products and, while


there are undoubtedly differences in prices, there is nothing to suggest they


could be considered high priced. Furthermore, the survey did not indicate


that use of a given brand had been specified by the manufacturer. Since most


of the lubricants used are very common preparations, there should be no reason


to pick a particular brand.
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Machinery Failures


198. Only two cases of machinery failure were mentioned in the survey.


The first case involved failure of the gear reducer on a fish pump. The


second case involved two overheated turbines. Neither of these problems was


the fault of the lubricant, although in the first case the wrong lubricant may


have been used. (Using an alternate oil reduced the gear reducer oil


temperature by 50 F [-15* C].) Furthermore, the machinery is still in use and


was not catastrophically damaged.


Procurement of Lubricants


199. More than 80 brand name products were identified in the survey.


Some were used at only one or two installations and were produced by small


local companies. In most cases, products of major producers such as Texaco,


Exxon, and Chevron were in use. In some cases, the survey form identified


only a MIL SPEC, not a product name.


200. The variety of products does not appear to have caused problems in


stocking levels and there were no complaints of accidentally using a wrong


lubricant due to a large number of lubricants being available. Product


selection is based on recommendations of the machine manufacturer, an oil


company representative, or recommendations from staff members of Corps opera-


tions, engineering, or design sections. In a few cases, foremen or other


personnel responsible for maintenance made selections.


201. Procurement also varies. In some cases, bids are accepted from


suppliers based on some general specification such as those of a manufacturer


or a MIL SPEC. In other cases, bids are accepted for a particular brand


name. Several suppliers usually carry the same product and they can bid


according to their individual profit requirements. In a few cases, greases


appear to have come from government supply sources. In one case, orders were


placed for less than a thousand dollars and a sole source was named. Oil that


did not meet specifications was received at one installation, which led the


district to change its procurement procedures to naming specific brands.


Another district reports having requested naphthenic oil but received paraf-


finic. They ultimately obtained a proprietary product at $3 per gallon (the
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bid for the rejected oil was $5 per gallon). Bids on general specifications


were often unsatisfactory.


202. In some cases, certain brand names are not available. Until


recently, Pennzoil distributed motor oils across the United States but did


not market their line of industrial oils in the western United States.


Smaller producers tend to market their products in limited areas. Some


producers have been merged with other corporations. These examples


generated a few remarks in the survey. Several installations gave local


availability as the basis for selection of products in use. One district


reported specifying oils according to directives in its O&M manual, but


mergers have forced them to make substitutions. These cases should not


constitute significant problems. A call to any major oil company will


quickly provide an equivalent lubricant. However, in come cases, portions


of O&M manuals may need to be changed.


Investigations of Problems at Corps Hydraulic Installations


203. The Phase I survey requested the results of investigations or


experiments designed to solve lubrication problems. Two examples typify the


nature of work that was done. At the field office of a northern district,


tests were conducted to establish a qualified product list for grease pur-


ported by their producers to meet the requirements of MIL SPEC, MIL G 211646.


District use of a proprietary product as a standard has no justification since


grease that did not meet the test may still have qualified under required


tests of the MIL SPEC and may have been adequate for the proposed application.


In effect, a test not required by the MIL SPEC was imposed.


204. In another case, a hydraulic system operated noisily during cold


weather. To remedy this, oil of a lesser viscosity was mixed with the oil


presumably recommended by the manufacturer of the system. This is not usually


a good practice. Although the cold weather problem was solved, there might be


adverse effects during warm weather. It is usually best to discuss the


problem with the manufacturer or an oil producer before making such a change.


Apparently the remedy worked, so no harm was done. But this practice could


serve as a precedent and encourage mixing lubricants where it would be


harmful.
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PART VI: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS


Conclusions


205. The most salient conclusions that can be drawn from the survey are


these:


a. LubricaLion needs are being met with current products as


evidenced by few problems with lubricants at Corps hydraulic


installations. The problems were minor, were related to
greases, and were site specific.


b. Corps maintenance personnel responsible for lubrication of
machinery were observant and aware of the few problems that


have occurred and took corrective action.


c. There have been no significant failures of machinery due to
improper selection of lubricants.


d. Some Corps personnel are confused as to what criteria must be


followed in procuring lubricants. Apparently, personnel in


some districts are under the impression that specific brands


cannot be specified under Federal procurement rules.


e. In some cases, technical advisory services provided by oil
companies and manufacturers are not used to the fullest
extent. This situation arises from interpretation of Federal


procurement rules which stress that procurement above certain
dollar amounts must be through competitive bidding and that no
partiality may be given to any commercial interest.


Recommendations


206. The following recommendations could alleviate the few problems that


exist.


a. It is recommended that guidance on interpreting procurement
rules be provided to field personnel. Particular brands can be
specified to avoid mixing lubricants. Greases can be specified
on the basis of comparative results.


b. This guidance should also encourage the use of technical


services and advice available at major oil producers.


c. If oil is changed periodically according to a maintenance plan,
testing to determine suitability for continued use is not
recommended. However, if an oil is used over long periods of
time and in large quantities, periodic tests to determine that


the oil still meets acceptable standards are recommended.
Guidance should direct attention to this practice if it is not
already a matter of routine maintenance. A number of
commercial organizations and oil producers provide such
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services. These services are also available through the
Missouri River Division Oil Test Program at the MRD Laboratory,
Omaha, NE.


d. It is recommended that strict Corps-wide control not be imposed
on the selection and procurement of lubricants. Guidance
should merely acquaint personnel with the available options.
If a district is satisfied with its current practices, the
guidance should not prohibit continuation of the practices.
Because Corps installations are spread over a broad range of
geographical and climatic conditions, freedom to adjust to
local conditions is recommended.
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Table 1


Common Additives for Industrial Oils


Rust inhibitors
Oxidation inhibitors
Antifoamants
Demulsifiers


Compounded oil
Antiwear agents
Extreme pressure agents
Pour point depressant
Viscosity index improvers
Tackiness agents


Table 2


Components Used in Grease Formulation


Fluids Thickeners Additives


Mineral oil Sodium soap Antioxidants
Synthetic oils Calcium soap Antiwear additives
Di-esters Lithium soap EP additives
Silicones Aluminum soap Corrosion inhibitors
Phosphate esters Barium soap Friction modifiers
Fluorocarbon Aluminum complex Metal deactivators
Fluorinated silicone Lithium complex VI improvers
Chlorinated silicone Bentonite clay Pour-point depressants


Silica Tackiness additives
Carbon/graphite Water repellants
Polyurea Dyes


PTFE Structure modifiers
Polyethylene
Indanthrene dye
Phthalocyanine dye


Reprinted with permission from Lubrication, a Practical Guide to Lubricant
Selection, Lansdown, Copyright 1982, A. R. Pergamon Press.
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Table 3


NLGI Grease Classification


NLGI consistency Penetration at
number 770 F (250 C)


000 445 to 475
00 400 to 430
0 355 to 385
1 310 to 340
2 265 to 295
3 220 to 250
4 175 to 205


5 130 to 160


6 85 to 115


Table 4


Percentage of Grease Production by


Thickener Type as of 1981*


Thickener Percent


Soap
Lithium 59
Calcium 16
Aluminum 8
Sodium 4
Others (mostly barium) 3


Nonsoap
Inorganic 7
Organic 3


1O00


*Reprinted with permission from CRC
Handbook of Lubrication (Theory and
Practice of Tribology) Vol. II,
Copyright 1983, CRC Press, Inc.,
Boca Raton, FL.
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'rable 5


Minimum Viscosity at Operating Temperature


Bearing type SUS cSt


Radial
Ball 70 13
Cylindrical roller 100 20
Spherical roller 110 23
Tapered roller 110 23


Thrust
Ball 150 32
Spherical roller 150 32
Cylindrical roller 160 34
Tapered roller 160 34


Table 6


Types of Lubricant Used With Various Gear Applications


Gear types


Lubricant Spur Helical Worm Bevel Hypoid


R&O oil Normal Normal Light Normal Not
(non-EP) loads loads loads loads recommended


EP oil Heavy or Heavy or Satisfactory Heavy or Required
shock shock for most shock for most
loading loading applications loading applications


Compounded Not nor- Not nor- Preferred by Not nor- For light
oil (about mally used mally used most gear mally used loading only
5% tallow) manufacturers


Heavy-bodied Slow-speed Slow-speed Slow-speeds Slow-speeds Slow-speeds
open gear open open ONLY open gearing gearing
oils ONLY gearing EP additive EP additive


desirable required


Grease Slow-speed Slow speed Slow-speeds Slow-speeds Not
open open ONLY open gearing recommended
gearing gearing EP additive


desirable


Reprinted with permission from Root, D. C., Lubrication Engineering, Vol 32,
No. 8, Copyright 1976, Society of Tribologists and Lubrication Engineers.
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APPENDIX A: VISCOSITY AND GRADE CONVERSIONS


Viscosity ranges for ISO and ASTM systems


ISO Midpoint Kinematic viscosity limits Saybolt viscosity
viscosity kinematic cSt at 40 4C (104 OF) ASTM, Saybolt 100 OF (37.8 *C)


grade viscosity Min. Max. viscosity number Min. Max.


2 2.2 1.98 2.42 32 34.0 35.5
3 3.2 2.88 3.52 36 36.5 38.2
5 4.6 4.14 5.06 40 39.9 42.7


7 6.8 6.12 7.48 50 45.7 50.3
10 10 9.00 11.0 60 55.5 62.8


15 15 13.5 16.5 75 72 83
22 22 19.8 24.2 105 96 115
32 32 28.8 35.2 150 135 164
46 46 41.4 50.6 215 191 234
68 68 61.2 74.8 315 280 345
100 100 90.0 110 465 410 500
150 150 135 165 700 615 750
220 220 198 242 1,000 900 1,110
320 320 288 352 1,500 1,310 1,600
460 460 414 506 2,150 1,880 2,300
680 680 612 748 3,150 2,800 3,400


1,000 1,000 900 1,100 4,650 4,100 5,000
1,500 1,500 1,350 1,650 7,000 6,100 7,500


Viscosity ranges for AGNA lubricants


Rust and oxidation Equivalent Extreme pressure
inhibited gear oils Viscosity range ISO grade Gear lubricants


AGMA lubricant No. cSt (mm2/s) at 40 0C AGMA lubricant No.


1 41.4 to 50.6 46
2 61.2 to 74.8 68 2 EP
3 90 to 110 100 3 EP
4 135 to 165 150 4 EP
5 198 to 242 220 5 EP


6 288 to 352 320 6 EP
7 Compounded 414 to 506 460 7 EP
8 Compounded 612 to 748 680 8 EP
8A Compounded 900 to 1,100 1,000 8A EP


NOTES: Viscosity ranges for AGMA lubricant numbers will hencerorth be identical to those of the
ASTM system. Oils compounded with 3 percent to 10 percent fatty or synthetic fatty oils.
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SAE viscosity grades for engine oils
New Classification (J-300 SEP 80)*


SAE Viscosity 1/ (cP) Borderline pumping
viscosity at temperatuFe (0C) temperature 2/ (C) Viscosity 3/ cSt) at 100 °C
grade Max. Max. Min. Max.


OW 3,250 at -30 -35 3.8
5W 3,500 at -25 -30 3.8


lOW 3,500 at -20 -25 4.1
15W 3,500 at -15 -20 5.6
20W 4,500 at -10 -15 5.6
25W 6,000 at -5 -10 9.3
20 5.6 Less than 9.3
30 9.3 Less than 12.5
40 12.5 Less than 16.3
50 16.3 Less than 21.9


NOTE: 1 cP lmPa.s; lcSt = 1 mm2/s
1/ ASTM D 2602 (cold cranking simulator)
2/ ASTM D 3829 (mini-rotary viscometer)
3/ ASTM D 445 (Kinematic viscosity)


NLGI grade numbers for greases


NLGI l/ grade No. Penetration, ASTM 2/ Description and typical use


000 445-475 Semifluid; centralized systems
00 400-430 Semifluid; centralized systems
0 355-385 Semifluid; centralized systems
1 310-340 Very soft; guns or centralized systems
2 265-295 Soft; guns or centralized systems
3 220-250 Light; grease guns
4 175-205 Medium; pressure guns
5 130-160 Heavy; grease cups
6 85-115 Block; open grease cellars


1/ National Lubricating Grease Institute
/ Worked (60 strokes), 77 OF (25 *C)
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Saybolt Saybolt
Kinematic Universal Kinematic Universal


(Centistokes) (Seconds) (Centistokes) (Seconds)


1.8 32 96.8 450
2.7 35 102.2 475
4.2 40 107.6 500
5.8 45 118.4 550
7.4 50 129.2 600
8.9 55 140.3 650


10.3 60 151 700
11.7 65 162 750
13.0 70 173 800
14.3 75 183 850
15.6 8n 194 900
16.8 85 205 950
18.1 90 215 1,000
19.2 95 259 1,200
20.4 100 302 1,400
22.8 110 345 1,600
25.0 120 388 1,800
27.4 130 432 2,000
29.6 140 541 2,500
31.8 150 650 3,000
34.0 160 758 3,500
36.0 170 866 4,000
38.4 180 974 4,500
40.6 190 1,082 5,000
42.8 200 1,190 5,500
47.2 220 1,300 6,000
51.6 240 1,405 6,500
55.9 260 1,515 7,000
60.2 280 1,625 7,500
64.5 300 1,730 8,000
69.9 325 1,840 8,500
75.3 350 1,950 9,000
80.7 375 2,055 9,500
86.1 400 2,165 10,000
91.5 425
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CONVERSION CHART FOR GRADING SYSTEMS
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APPENDIX B: CREASE APPLICATION GUIDE
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APPENDIX C: CONOCO OIL FACT SHEETS
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REDIND8Ql
Du Pont Code A-101 through A-104


High-Quality Industrial Oil


CONOCO REDIND ® Oils constitute a line of high- Customer Benefits
quality, paraffin-base, foam and rust-inhibited * Economical
oils. They provide excellent economical service in
applications where oxidation-inhibited or ex- e Good natural chemical stability
treme pressure oils are not required. The line of * Quick separation from water (regular grades)
CONOCO REDINDO Oils includes 8 regular @ Non-foaming
grades. * Protection against rust


CONOCO REDIND* Oils are recommended for, a Minimum change in viscosity with temperature
but not limited to, the following applications: change


" Lightly loaded speed reducers
" Centrifugal and turbine pumps CONOCO REDINDe Oils are made from high-
* Electrical motors quality, solvent-refined, and filtered base stocks
" Fans and blowers and contain rust and foam inhibitors.


" Back-up roll bearings in steel and aluminum
rolling mills Package Size


• Low pressure hydraulic systems 55-gallon drum
" Air and gas compressors
" Steam and large diesel and gas engine bearings
" General purpose oiling


CONOCO REDINDO Oil-Typical Specifications
Grade 32 46 68 100 150 220 320 460


ISO/Viscosity Grade 32 46 68 100 150 220 320 460
Gravity, API 31.7 30.8 30.0 29.2 28.6 28.0 27.5 27.0
Flash, IF. 380 400 410 420 435 450 470 540
Pour Point, IF. -10 -10 -10 10 10 10 10 10
Viscosity:


SSU @ 100 ° F. 155 228 340 505 755 1,120 1,630 2,300
SSU @ 210- F. 44 48 55 64 77 95 118 145
cSt @ 400C. 29-34 43-49 63-73 92-108 138-162 205-235 295-345 420-490
cSt @ 100°C. 5.2 6.6 8.5 11 14.3 18.5 23.7 29.7


Viscosity Index 100 100 98 97 96 96 96 96
ASTM Rust Test, A Pass


"ASTM Industrial Fluid Lubricants, Saybolt Viscosity Grade Number


To continue to provide superior quality, Conoco reserves the right to
change the composition of its products without notice.


2-50488 CONOCO INC. Rev. 6-85


HOUSTON, TEXAS
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DECTOL
R&O Oil


Premium-Quality Industrial Oils


CONOCO DECTOL' R&O Oils, in eight regular 9 Gas turbines
grades, are manufactured from high-quality, * Hydroelectric turbines
solvent-refined, and filtered paraffin-base stocks. * Steam turbines where this quality oil is recoin-
CONOCO DECTOL" R&O Oils contain a well- mended by the equipment manufacturer
balanced additive package to provide excellent 9 Hydrauic systems
oxidation resistance, good antiscuff and antiwear
properties, and good protection against rust, e Speed reducers
corrosion, and foam. Oxidation stability at high 9 Plain and antifriction bearings
temperatures reduces the tendency of the oils to e Electric motors and generators
"thicken" in service and retards change in acid
number. * Vacuum pumps


e Centrifugal, turbine, and deep well pumps
Customer Benefits a General purpose oiling


* Effective lubricant for long service life * Roller chains
" Excellent chemical stability * Oiled couplings
" Minimum effect on most seal materials CONOCO DECTOL R&O Oils meet the require-


" Excellent antiscuff and antiwear properties ments of Dennison Specification HF-I. Grade 150
" Excellent low temperature properties meets the requirements of Military Specification
" Retains its viscosity over a wide variation in MIL-H-46001C(1). Grade 68 is approved under


temperatures Cincinnati Milacron Specification P-54. Grade
* Separates quickly from water 150 meets the requirements of Cincinnati Mila-


cron Specification P-57.* Nonfoaming
Even though these oils are highly fortified against* Superior rust protection to lubricated parts oxidation, the correct grades of CONOCO Tur-


* Low carbon-forming tendencies in air com- bine Oil should be used on equipment handling or
pressor, diesel, and gas engine cylinders exposed to highly reactive gases, such as hydro-


gen. This applies particularly to hydrogen-cooled
They have a wide range of service applications generators or compressors.
and meet the general requirements for oil
described as "Turbine Oil Quality." These oils, in Package Sizes
the proper grades, are recommended for: 55-gallon drum


* Air compressors 5-gallon pail (not available for Grades 320 or460)
Bulk
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CONOCO DECTOLx R&O Oil


Product Typicals


ISO Grade 32 46 68 100 150 220 320 460


IVN* 150 215 315 465 700 1000 1500 2150
AGMA No. - 1 2 3 4 5 6 -
Gravity, API 31.5 30.9 30.3 29.8 29.0 28.5 28.0 27.5
Flash, 'F. COC (ASTM D-92) Min. 380 400 440 455 470 490 520 535
Pour Point, *F. -20 -10 0 5 5 5 5 10
Viscosity.


SSU @ 100°F. 155 226 340 505 755 1120 1630 2340
SSU @ 210 0 F. 44 48 55 64 78 95 119 148
cSt @ 40'C. 32 46 68 100 150 220 320 460
cSt @ 100°C. 5.2 6.6 8.5 11.0 14.5 18.7 24.0 30.3


Viscosity Index 100 99 98 98 98 98 98 98
Color, Max. (ASTM D-1500) 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 5.5 7.0 7.5 7.5
ASTM Rust Test A&B --------------------------------------- Pass -----------------------


"ASTM Industrial Fluid Lubricants, Saybolt Viscosity Grade Number


Detailed physical, health and safety information on this product is available on a Material
Safety Data Sheet This MSDS form may be obtained by writing or calling Conoco Inc.,
Medical Department, P.O. Box 1267, P140-ST, Ponca City, OK 74603, Phone (405) 767-6000.


To continue to provide superior quality, Conoco reserves the right to change the composition of its products without notice.


70274 CONOCO INC. Rev. 2-87


HOUSTON, TEXAS
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Turbine Oil


Premium Quality Turbine Oils


CONOCO Turbine Oils are high-quality, long 9 Separates quickly from water
service-life oils. They are designed to meet the * Excellent foam resistance-prevents erratic
severe chemical stability, antifoam, and antirust governor operation and assures smooth opera-
requirements of oils forsteam, hydraulic, and gas tion of hydraulic systems
turbines. They also fill the needs of the industry
for oil described as "Turbine Oils" or of "Turbine * Superior rust corrosion protection
Oil Quality." Turbine oils, in the required grades, * Good antiwear qualities
are recommended for: o Low carbon-forming tendencies


o Steam turbines e CONOCO Turbine Oil 32 has superb resistance
* Gas turbines to hydrogen used as a cooling medium in


* Hydro-electric turbines generators
* Exceeds 3,000 hours oxidation stability as mea-


* Electric motors sured by ASTM D-943 (Grade 32 only)
* Lightly-loaded hydraulic systems


* Air compressors Package Sizes
* Vacuum and deep well pumps 55-gallon drum


* Speed reducers 5-gallon pail (Grade 32 only)
a Lightly-loaded plain and antifriction bearings Bulk
* General purpose lubrication


CONOCO Turbine Oils are manufactured in four CONOCO Turbine Oil
grades. They are fortified with balanced additives Product Typicals
to further improve chemical stability of the oil and Grade 32 46 68 100
extend service life. These oils have had a distin- IVN* 150 215 315 465
guished service record in industry for many years, ISO/Viscosity Grade 32 46 68 100
yet they are under constant research surveillance AGMA No. - 1 2 3
to keep them second to none. Gravity, API 32.1 31.0 30.8 30.3


Flash, OF. 390 410 450 465
Customer Benefits Pour Point, OF. -30 -25 0 5


* Highly-refined, paraffin-base oils-assure max- Viscosity:
imum chemical stability and minimum effect on SSU @ 100°F. 155 226 340 505
seal materials SSU @ 210°F. 45 49 56 66cSt @ 40°00. 29-34 43-49 63-73 92-108


" High viscosity index-provides low change in cSt @ 100C. 5.4 6.8 8.7 11.3


viscosity over a given temperature range cst I 100 10 99 98Viscosity Index 100 100 99 98
* Excellent oxidation stability to give maximum ASTM Rust Test Pass


service life Color, ASTM 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0
Zinc, P.P.M., Max. 10 10 10 10


"ASTM Industrial Fluid Lubricants, Saybolt Viscosity Grade
Number.


Detailed physical, health and safety information on this product is available on a Material
Safety Data Sheet. This MSDS torm may be obtained by writing or calling Conoco Inc.,
Medical Department, P.O. Box 1267, P140-ST. Ponca City, OK 74603, Phone (405) 767-6000.


To continue to provide superior quality, Conoco reserves the right to change the composition of its products without notice,


60712-H15 CONOCO INC. 5-86


HOUSTON, TEXAS
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Reprinted from PLANT ENGINEERING, June 9, 1983.
Copyright 1983, Cahners Publishing Company.
Used with permission.


Magazine's
Exclusive Chart


Interchangeable
Lubricants


R. L. MARINELLO, Senior Editor A reduction in the number of lu- many types of lubricants the plant
A bricants used in an industrial uses. Such a study may reveal that
plant, coupled with an all-out effort individual departments are speci-
to attain the maximum use from fying ',rious iubricants for their
each lubricant, should be the main own .e when a centralized pur-
objective of a plant engineering de- chasing plan could help reduce the
partment trying to reduce lubrica- variety by 10 to 30 percent. Several
tion costs. benefits can be realized by stocking


These goals can be accomplished fewer lubricants: The chance of
in a number of ways. S~vinis can be lubricators' using the wrong prod-
realized by consolidating to fewer uct is reduced, fewer personnel are
types of lubricants, improving pur- involved in requisitioning, and in-
chasing methods, using better qual- ventory can be controlled more ef-
ity lubricants for a wider range of fectively.
machinery, reclaiming used lubri- Plants can consolidate their lu-
cants, and reducing losses from bricants and reduce inventory with
leaks. the help of PLANT ENGINEERING


Consolidating to fewer types of magazine's chart of interchange-
lubricants should be the first aim of able lubricants. The first chart,
a plant engineering department. published in our August 2, 1968,
The first step is to find out how issue, contained the names of 26


TABLEI suppliers. The chart in this issue,
the fifth update, contains the latest


Commonly Used Industrial Lubricant Viscosity Ratings information from more than 100
suppliers.


Plant Viscosity, Used properly, the chart can be a
Engineering ISO AGMAt SAEt SAE Gear SUS valuable reference. It can help the
Magazine's Viscosity Grade No. Viscosity No. Lubircant No. at 210 F engineering department identify
Designation* Grade (approx.) (approx.) (approx.) (approx.) equivalent lubricant products and


sources and can serve as a guide for
32 2 ...... consolidating lubricant stocks. Any
60 10 ...... plant using more than 20 lubricants
105 22 ...... is a prime candidate for consolida-
150 32 -- loW 75W 40 tion. Even if fewer than 20 lubri-
215 46 1 10 -- 43
315 68 2 20 80W 50 cants are used, further consolida-
465 100 3 30 -- 60 tion may be possible.
700 150 4 40 85W 75 Some lubrication suppliers might
1000 220 5 50 90 95
1500 320 6 60 -- 110 question the advisability of using
2150 460 7 70 140 130 viscosity as the prime guideline in
3150 680 8 .... 140 selecting lubricants. However, vis-


'Numbers correspond to viscosity ratings (SUS at 10OF + 10 percent) based on ASTM and ASLE cosity is one of the most important
recommendations. properties of a lubricant, and it is
"American Gear Manufacturers Association. widely used as a general selection


tSociety of Automotive Engineers, Inc. guide. Viscosity is specified in sev-
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eral ways. The American Society of now approximately $20 per drum, TABLE II. VISCOSITY
Lubrication Engineers (,,SLE) and and it may increase. CONVERSION CHART
the American Society for Testing Although lubricant costs are go-
and Materials (ASTM) have estab- ing down after the meteoric in- Kinematic
lished a standard viscosity scale creases of the past 10 yr, the costs Viscosity, Saybolt
based on Saybolt Universal Seconds of delivering and handling are not. ISO Centistokes Viscosity,
at 100 F. A comparison of the vari- Rates for delivering lubricant in Viscosity at 40 C SUS at 104 F
ous viscosity ratings that are com- bulk are lower than rates for van- Grade (104 F) (40 C) (approx.)


monly used in industry is shown in load shipments of drummed lubri-
Table 1. cants. The plant engineering de- 2 1.98-2.42 32


The current viscosity classifica- partment should evaluate the eco- 3 2.88-3.52 36
tion system is described in "Stan- nomics of bulk lubricant delivery. 5 4.14-5.06 40


7 6.12-7.48 50


dard Recommended Practice for If the plant is using smaller 10 9.00-11.0 60
Viscosity Systems for Industrial quantities of two or three oils, it 15 13,5-16.5 75
Fluid Lubricants," ASTM D2422- may not have the potential for bulk 22 19.8-24.2 105
75. It is based on International purchasing. But, if a single, better 32 28.8-35.2 150


46 41.4-50.6 215


Standards Organization (ISO) vis- grade of oil will work in place of two 68 61.2-74.8 315
cosity grade numbers ("Industrial or three, the gallonage may in- 100 90.0-110 465
Liquid Lubricants-ISO Viscosity crease to the point at which it would 150 135-165 700


220 198-242 1000
Classification," ISO Standard be wise to consider bulk purchase. 320 288-352 1500
3448) anl is applicable to fluids Many lubricant companies rec- 460 414-506 2150
ranging ir kinematic viscosity from ommend the use of a higher grade 680 612-748 3150
2 to 1500 cSt at 40 C. Table i lists lubricant to satisfy the needs of a 1000 900-1100 4650


the 18 ISO viscosity grades and wider range of machines, including 1500 1350-1650 7000


equivalent kinematic viscosity (in those that normally use lower grade
cSt at 40 C) and Saybolt viscosity products. Such an approach re-
at 104 F (40 C). duces the number of lubricants as every 10 sec, 39.6 gal will be lost in


The data supplied by the lubri- well as the number of suppliers and a year. Should one drop be lost
cant suppliers merely identify what also cuts down on the space needed every second, the yearly loss would
products fall within the lubricant for storage. be 409 gal.
designation and application. The Another approach is to switch to Many industrial plants are seri-
data do not indicate the quality of multipurpose lubricants and ously considering installing recy-
each lubricant. Nor is any attempt greases to lower overall costs and cling systems or contracting with
made to imply what lubricant per- improve machine performance. refiners offering reclamation ser-
formance can be expected under a Multipurpose lubricants and vice. Waste oils are not now consid-
particular set of operating condi- greases are usually of better quality ered hazardous waste and do not
tions. Lubricant producers and sup- than the products they replace. The fall under the Resource Conserva-
pliers stress that questions about improved quality means longer pe- tion and Recovery Act adminis-
the effectiveness of a recommended riods of lubricant use, less total vol- tered by the Environmental Protec-
substitution should be answered by ume of lubricant used, reduced ap- tion Agency (EPA). But EPA may
the equipment manufacturer or the plication cost, and less downtime classify waste oil as hazardous in
oil company application engineer, for maintenance and repair. the future and write regulations


Outside of special situations, With much sophisticated ma- covering its disposal.
however, most of the lubricant chinery already in use in many Oil does not wear out; it must be
products listed in the chart can be industrial plants, and more ex- discarded only when dust, dirt, car-
interchanged. And, when this prac- pected in the near future, the cost of bon, chips, acids, gums, sludge, wa-
tice is possible, substantial savings downtime can be extremely high. ter, soot, or oxidation products
can be realized by reducing the The use of better quality lubricants, cause the breakdown of unstable
number of oils and greases that fall even at substantially higher prices, constituents. If these products of
within a specific designation. can be inexpensive insurance contamination are properly re-


Cost savings can also be achieved against costly equipment failures. moved, the oil will be as good as
by improving purchasing practices. In addition, the high cost of down- new.
The plant should tirst review pres- time, plus high maintenance labor Comparing the lubricants listed
ent lubrication consumption and costs, necessitates the use of quality on the following pages with those
the anticipated increase over the lubricants to extend the machine's now used may reveal changes that
next 5 yr. If it uses 8000 gal of a productive capabilities as much as could provide a company with a
particular lubricant annually, or possible. more efficient, more economical lu-
6000 gal of two or more lubricants At one time, oil leaks were a nui- brication program.
each year, bulk purchasing could be sance that was tolerated because of
practical. Purchasing lubricants by low prices for oil. That is not the
the drum costs more. Additional case today; the loss of a few drops of
costs are involved in handling the oil from loose fittings or worn seals
drums and in the deposit charged can add up to hundreds of gallons in
per drum. The deposit charge is a year. If only one drop of oil is lost
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PLANT ENGINEERING'S CHART OF INTERCHANGEABLE LUBRICANTS


plant ISO Viscolsit, Amaie Refining Co.
Enginering Viscosity SUS at Advance (Division of Witco
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F Engineering Chemical Corp.)


PI-1Sa" 32 Light Wftda itai & Gen Pripoa 135-185 S/ 1066 SWa*ig R&O 32 AMAJ 00 R&O 100 AW
PLI-215-A 46 Mod. Inhibi Hydauk & Gen. RPrpm 194-236 S/ 1067 Sterling R&O 46 AMA Oi R&0 200 AW
P l-1- 68 Med.-Heavy Inhkded Hyd. & Gen. PRzce 284,111 SI/ 1069 SWerri R&O 68 AMA O0l R&O 300 AW
PE-700-A 150 Heavy hhUWe Hycaiic & Gen. Purpose 630-770 S/ 1071 S"elei R&O 150 AMA O0l R&O 800 AW
PE-150-HP 32 nigh-Pressure (Anti- Near) H-ydraui~c Oil 135-!65 S 1064 Sterting P&C AN LP 32 4MA )iI R&O 100 AW
PE-215-HP 46 -ligr-Prpssure 'Anti-Wearn Hydraulic Oil 194-236 S, 1066 Slerlinq R&C' AW LIP 4.6 AMA Oil R&' 200 AW
PE-3 15-HP 68 H-ign -Pressure !Anti-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 254-346 S 1068 Sterli R&O AOV LP 68 AlMA Cil R&C 3YiC AW
PE+TF 1-1 - FreResistant H-yd. Fuld/Syretic NR*4
PE-FW42 - Fire-Rasstant Hlyd. Rid/Waie-Glyco NPp
PE+-FH3 - Fre-Res. Hy". Fluid/Wakr-Oi Emufn t__ _ p ____


PE-32-8 2 Very LqP1 Spindle Oil i Over 6000 'pmn 29-35 S C&r' C ~~ie 2
PE-60-8 10 Liglit Spindle Oil ( 3600-6000 "i-m) 54-66 IC127 Stfrloc Dv~'
PE-105-8 22 Spindle C!i (Jp to 3600, rpm', 95- 15 S %331erfi 7 r.t'? 2 __


PE-1I50-C 32 Lgh!Wayd 01135.165 IP Sar &)ail
PE-315-C 66 meduri way Oi 284-4W S/ 1060 Vavul: 6& NR
P1-10104-C 220 Heavy Way Ol 90-13 0 S,:O ;G2axe 220 NF;
PE-700-0 150 OgNr Gear Oil 63C-770 S '066- Gear ot E~ u DEA
PE- 1000-0 22r Mediumn Gear Oil 900- 1 cm S, tJE7 Ce ar LDe VIP 220 :,IG 9(
PE-215C--0 4&4 n Eea 46C -9-345".r'Ar ,~~.3G 14C


PE-3 I5-E Qr, pExrwnePmres Gear Ol 283-347 S/ 1084 G'erLuL-P 66
PIE- H1-7 E-Er6.-r&'Heay Geer Dil 1350-16&% S; 1088 Gee', L"~ EP 320 Tn-Vs Plus


- Clnr-T Ge Sh~ed (Open GearS On~ir,,) 00 20
- Gen. Rypow EY P ihxr-8we Greas M-0G 2 wR Al Purpose! K*o;


PE-uG-; - Mol~xenurr Disi'J~ iE tP Grease 'lQ A!' Purxcae '


Plat it ISO Viscosity,
Engineering VWacoufly SUS at American Petroleum and
Designatio Grade Lubicant Type 100 F Chemical Ccrp. Amoco Oil Co.


PE-15"- 32 Lit "*td ttydmii & Gen. Rptjhoe 135-166 Module-Lutbe 303 Oil Arimecan hI. Ol s#32
PE-2 45-A 46 Med. it0ide H wAic & Gem. Pwposs 44-236 Moo*4e{be 304 OL-Y kneran M. ON 946
P1-3 I5-A 68 MNd -Heavy ktdxfld Id & Gin. Ripma 284-3W Mo~idueub 305 (Y Awcaind CAO 468
PE-700-A 150 rieavy hhbW Hlic & Gan- M2!os 630-T70 Modx9etA SD-40 Ol Aiencian ki. Od #150
P1-150-P 32 i-rigrress.e (Anti-vWea) -ryaraullic Oil !335-165 Moclute-tune 303 O1il Pykon Oil #32 or AirK~cc '-A 32
PE-2 15-P 4 High-Pessure fArW-W1,ear) Hydr~aulic 0il 194-236 M~~Ie-1u 3GJ4 'Di Rylkor Oil :;46 Yr Amric t w ' .i
PE-0-1 5-HP 58 High-Pressuire I Art,-WNea) IHydraulic Oi 254-346 ~kdl-ue305 Oil RVor Oil =68 cr Anoc- - A 603


i 1- - Fr-eat Sly. FkM/ST*sk W, Rosphte Ester krioco PR Rid PE
PE-A*I-2 - Fire-Rueiixnt F-. d/WsaW-Ivi FPC Waer Esim Amoco FR Flid WG
PE-f1w 3 - Pre-Res. l-"y. Rid/WasC4l Ei'riuin NR Air FR Rid WO _


PE-32-8 2 iery Lignl Spiryule Dil (Over 6l0 rprr) 20.05 Mocuie-ixue 29C C": A.-x-c Spir<~e Cal 4
PE40-8 , I L,;rl SP10 inl Ci360C-6000 rpmn) 54-66 Module-tut K0 0-;i Amoco Scinidle Cti A'
P1e-106-B 2 Srnimie Oil iUp !o p6W00 'r,) 95-115 ModuL-Luoe302 Oil Amoco Spirxile Oi C
PE- 15CIC 32 Lit Way 00 135-166 Moduie-Litie S0- 10 Waytelc 0l &V2
PE-3 I5-C 68 Meium Way C04 284-34W MoeiLbe Way O0l 47 Waytac Oil #68
PE-1000-C 220 Heavy Way 0il 9001100 Modi4Lue Way O0150 Waytac OiA #220
PE-700-0 'S' gri Gear 0t: 63V-70 Moduleute S0-40 0i Arreica Ind 0i. v 50
PE- 1000-0 220 Medium Gear O)il 900-1100 Mo dule-LuDe SD-S0 Oil Amrican Id, rii ::2-'r,
PE-2 150-0 460 Heavy Gear 01; 1935-2365 Moduile-Lube AG-200 Oil Amelcan id Oi' v460
PE-3154E 60 L4igh Exclyerne-Pi-ewe Gear Oil 2"337 Module L~e SO-20 Permagaa r w Amogear EP 68
PE-15004E 320 He"v Extrn-e-~resn Gea 06 1360-160 Module Litie 12' Gear O(l Prnagear Amogear EP 320
PE-OG-G - CliVgType Gear Shield l Open Gears), Module Lute Ope Gear Girease Amoco OOMPOLM-C t19
P-01111-2 - Girn. Rioa E.P Uliiui-mEls Grews qL C;2 Module Lube 7 Pkis Grows ArritMi Greas 42 EP
PE-MG-2 - Molybdenumn Disulfie E P Girease Module Lute BR8 77 Grease Amroco Super assis G~rease


q'w - cr,- ,jiore sow w-iii A" rm~ ws tmws fiw- a-ct~ semf 'wsf ww Iwk n"s&gh~b"x'
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AMerca Industrial The Americn American
Raeies ch Corp. American Industries, Inc. Lubricants Co. (Alubco) Lubricants, Inc. American Oil I Supply Co.


NR 253 #10 R&O Hyd. Oi M Hyd, 01 #32 160 .0 (RO) P032
NR 253 #15 R&O Hyd. Oi Moy Hyd. Oi #46 20 o. Ol (R&O) P046
NR 253 #20 R&O Hyd. Oii Moty Hyd. Oil #68 300 ,yd Oi (R&O) PO68
NR 253 #30 R&O Hyd. Oil Moy y. Oil #150 650 tF- Oil (R&O) P0 150
NR 255 # 10 AW Hyd. Oil Moly Hyd. Oil #32 160 AW Hyd. Oil PO 32
NR 255 415 AW Hyd Oil Moly Hyd. Oil #46 200 AW Hyd. Oil PO 46
NR 255 420 AW Hyd. Oil Moly Hyd. Oil #68 300 AW Hyd Oil P0 68
NR NiR NP NR NR
NR NR NiR NR NR


NR 254 FR Hyd. Oi NR NR NR
NR NR NR NR N


Rexlube Spindle Oil Lighl 273 Spindle Oil #1 NR Spindle Oil 60 PO Spindle Oil 5
N 273 Spindle Oil 92 Moly Spindle Oil #22 Spindle Oil 100 PO Spindle Oil '3
NR 516 Way Lube #10 y SpeciWay Lube #32 NR Ni


Rexkle #20 516 Way Luba #20 Moty Special Way Lua #68 ledwm Way Lube PO L 30
Rexkbe #90 516 Way Lue #50 M" Specal Way Lube #220 Heavy Way Lube PQL90
Rexlube #30 322 In. GO #40 Moly Ultra-Tec Gear Lube 80W90 Gear Oil Light P0 AGMA 4EP
Rexlube t95 322 Ind GO #90 Moly Ultra-Tec Gear Lube 90 Gear Oil Medium PC AGMA 5EP
Rexlube # 145 322 Ind GO #140 Moly Ultra-Tec Gear Lube 140 Gear Oil Heavy PO AGMA 7EP
Rexlube #20 325 BIG 7 80W90 Moly Lltra-Tec Gear Lube 80 EP 300 Gw 01 P0 AGMA 2EP
RexkOe #140 325 BIG 7 85W 140 Moly La-Tec Gea Lube 85W 140 EP 1500 Gear 0i PO AGMA 6EP
Rexlube OGH 336 Open Gear W 'Tacky Bison 88 Super Gear Shield P0 Open Gear DSL
Rexk*le #2 556 kP Beaui Grease "mroved Mcyelll #2 EP Lih Grse P0 C 4005-2
Rexlube #2 557 A-33 Moly Grease Moly Deluxe #2 MOS2 Grease P0 0 4001-F


Anderson Oil Arco Petroleum Ashland 011, Inc. Baum's
& Chemical Co. Products Co. Valvoline Oil Co. Autollne Lubricants Inc. Castorine Co., Inc.


Wiscd Hyd. Oil 43 uro 32 ETC (R&O) #15 T airl 32 R&O Tena-Ri #150-TH1 Oil
Wso Hyd. Oil 45 Duro 46 ETC (R&O) #20 Trrapi 46 R&O Tena-Fi'n, #300-LTH Oil
Wrsirl y. O 52 (uro 68 ETC (R&O) 30 Tenew 68 P&O Tena-Fft #304ATH Oi


NR Duro 117cor 150 ETC (R&O) #70 Tenain 150 R&O Tena-Ff #400 TH 01
Winsor Hyd. Oil 43 AW Duro AW 32 AW Oil #15 Terrapin 32 AW/Super Blue 32 AW Tena-Film # 150-TH Oil
Winsor Hyd Oil 45 AW Duro AW 46 AW Oil #20 Terrapin 46 AW/Super Blue 46 AW Tena-Film #300.LTH Oil
Winsor Hyd Oil 52 AW Ouro AW 68 AW Oil #30 Terrapin 68 AW,'Super Blue 68 AW Tena-Film #300.MTH Oil
Stari DEM Ni NR NR Ni


NR NR NR Ni NR
NR Duro FPHD NR NR NR
NR NP NR Spindle Oil 2 N


Winsor H-Spee Spindle Oil Diamond 7 NR Spindle Oil 10 NR
Wiisor Spindle Oil 4 Diamond 20 ETC (R&O) # 10 Spindle Oil 22 Tena-Film # 100-TH Oil


N TRile 32 Waytte "HW- 15 Way Lube 32 TeneFhm #EP- 150-ST 06
Wirc Way Oil t Tnrlide 68 Waylube W-30 Way Lube 68 Tant.Fmi #EP-300-ST 01


NR Trnide 220 WaykLe W- 100 Way Lube 220 Tane-hri #EP. 1000-ST Of
Winsor Gear Oil 80 Duro 117 or 150 ETC (R&O) 70 Terrapin 150 AW Tena-Film #400-TH Oil
Winsor Gear Oil 90 Duro 220 ETC (R&O) 100 Terrapin 220 AW/MP 80W-90 Tena-Film #500-TH Oil
Winsor Gear Oil 140 Rubilene 460 ETC'(R&O) 200 Terrapin 460 AW/MP 85W-140 Tena-Film #2500-TH Oil


Ni Pennant NL 68 NR kxkWa EP Gear 68 Tern-Rim #EP-30ST 01
Hodsnc Mecod 4111 Penmant NL 320 NR kkAi EP Gear 320 Tn.Fi #'- 1400 Of
Hodson Metalcoil A 185 Jet Lubricant TM NP Symiote Open Gear Tena-Fitm Moly OG Camp #0-8470


NR Lilholne HEP 2 MAibtie Uftun EP Grese Lftrim EP #2 Tra-aPh Greas #2 EP
Hodson Nornelt 2254 EP Moly 0 Grease #2 Special Moly EP Grease Moly Lith EP #2 Tena-Film Moly Compound #0-23


A l4& rV "1 of Mcosf '0 AA 1" bu1jc M I f * *0M p=l~ C~ oft"
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PLKANTENGINEERING'S CHART OF INTERCHANGEABLE LUBRICANTS


Plant ISO Viscosity,
Engineering Viscosity SUS at
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F Sol-Ray Co., Inc. Benz Oil Co., Inc.


M5150- 32 Lo~t Wtdad Hyathic & Gen. Purpose 135-165 Bel-Ray AW ILite #0 Pelralbe~ 32
P1215-A 46 Med. N'iYuled hcat& Gen. Pripose 194-236 Bel-fty AW Lube# 1 Pefrabe 46
PE1315-A 68 Med.4ieavy h1*Ated "t & Gen. Prpose 284-346 BeJ-Ray AW Lube #2 Peralbe 68
P1E-700- 150 Heavy dd Hiydrauhic & Gen'. Prpos 630-T70 8.1-Fay AW Lutbe #4 PelrA"t 150
PE-150-P 32 Lligb-Pressure iArti-Wear) Hydraulic -Oil 135-165 Rayiene AW Hyd Fluid 40 Pe'rauc 32
PE-2 1"-P 46 Hign-Pressure (Ar't-Wear, Hydraulic Oil 194-236 Rayler'e AW Hyd Fluid V 1 Peiraulic 46
PE-3 1"-P 68 H,-h-Pessure Anii-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 284-346 Raylerie AW H-yd Fluid 92 Petrauic 68
PE-FM4-1 - Fre-Resistant hW.y Fknd/Sifitic Bet-ay "N Fiame" 1-tyd. Fkad S N
P-FRI42 - -FrsfRststawt 1-tyd FWi/WaterayccilN Petraik uir-Sa'e F-AW
PEFF*-3 - Fire-Res. Hyd. Rade Waei-Od Emulision 9el-Fay "W Flama H-yd. FW, E ________


PE-32-P 2 very Ligh! SpindleDl , 0C-er 6000 rpm) 29-35 Pivlere EP Spincir 0ii Lg q
PE-60-6 10 Ligh~t Spindle Oil 3600-600C -rrnl 54-66 ;av ene EP Sc~'i~c Ci u- Per'& _c --'
PE-105-8 22 Spindle Oil f Up Ie 36&,(i rpm) 95-1 15 9vncEP Sfpir< O-il Hea3-.
PE-150-C 32 Lot Way0CA 11M5 Psyle F Le # 1
PE-3 I5.-C 68 medun Way 0%1 284-W4 PRy* nEP Lit#2 Pptac 68
FE-1000-C 220 Hleavy Way Orl 90G-1 100 r~; E& L"a 95 Petc 220
PE-700-0 150 Light Gear Oil 63G 770 7&.:e'~e EP L - 'r)'15
P1-1000-0 220 Medi'ur Geao- Oil 9C-P~~2 L, , I? CLC Z ~ 5e'~ 22
PE-2 r OK 46tc Heavy Ger1)9S05 dvi l- P Ljtv ::t-O. 46C


".I5E 68 Lqt Etr e~rsse Gw Od 283-U47 Bei-Rll 100 GeM 00 #50 Gearol 68
PE1500-E S&0 F" Exenme-Pres e Gaw 04 1350-1650 ____ i 1 Gear 04 490 Gearol 320X___
PE..-G Cirg-'~ ; e C*r Sh~ed( CDen Gea rs Eei-Fa, ~ &aa,-L.JDe P~~- ji- r xiP ,~


P1-Cw~r2 - Gen' -?Lx~El Lzfwtrjas (keaws MJi 2 TF,,iialwje EP Grease 42 1%jfvrr Ep t _ _ _


PE-MG-2 - oyc"E xte rae~ 2 EP 3rease :r2 MO - ! Ft


Plant ISO Viscosity,
Engineering Viscosity SUS at
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F C~ertified Labofatories Champin Petroleum Co.


PE-150-A 32 Lo~t rtded f~itub & Gen. Prpose 135-165 HOC 32 (Y M" 5W-20 Hyck R&0 150
fA:.21 Z-A 46 Med. W edd iaubc & Gen.Prpoes 194-235 HOC 46 orAUM5W-2 H"dR&O 215
P-315-A 66 Mad. -iavy intibed Hyd. & si,. Purpws 284,W4 HOC 88 riy"Y R&O 315
PE-700-A 150 Heavy vtbw d 4 & Gen. Furpoe 630-M7 HOC 150 HI-trk R&O 700
PE- 150-HP 32 lhirh-Pressure lAnti-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 135-!65 HOC 32 -r -ii> P 'vV- 3C H1ydrol AW '541
PE-215-HP i6 r-igh-PreSSUfe )Antl-War) Hydraulic Oil 194-236 HCC_ 46 of i r -P 11)w-30 Hydrcl ;-W 2 '3
PE-31S5-HP 68 Hqg-Pressure 2lAii:-Wearl Hydraulic Oil 284-346 HOC 58 or KTOP !OW-3C Hyorcl SW 315


P 14 - - Froe-sarit ,Hyd. -RW/S~d% w N
n1NI-2 - Fwe-e i HKyd PW/WdrlV*NR N
PI4-3 - Fire-Res lyd. FPud/WaWa-M&S~ Nniuo NRI


PE132-6 2 ry _gnt Soirole 0Ci ( Over 6000 rpmj) 29-35 14 'F
PE-.6"- LigC1 SpiocIe Ui 360G-6000 rpm)l 54-66 SOC T'CN
P1- 105-6 2 JPnrcle 04l .C iot 360C r ,mli 95-115 SOC 2vAr c


P110C32 Lgit Way 04 135-1%5 NR ydAW 150/VaffbA'
PE-315-C, 68 Medi Way Oi 2s"34 WILC 00 HyAW 215/Vatol B,
P1-100-C 220 rHeavy way O 900-1100 V&'22EN
PE-700-0 15C ~ 1;-? Cr1 F,30- 770 HOC 150 Hydra) R&O 700 3L Plus 80W-9C
PE- 1000-0 220 c~~I. ear 'Di 90011'00 HC220 Hydrol R&O '000
PE-2150-0 460 ~&v, Gear Oil 1935-23m5 -eriop 85W- 140 GL PUS 85W- 14(C


P1-315-f 68 LJm EAxene-PrinGaw 01 28347 - w% CmrSGw Od 6M5
PC- 15004 320 Heavy Exvwe&mPwe Ger 04 13%~1w60 Plvwm 8O-140 NR_ __ _ _


P1-OG-G '-iirig-FToe lear Shiel (Oper Sears) NR N


PE-GPG-2 - Gen' Ripos E.P. Lfto~ase Cem W(711 2 CL-4 Ea__ __ _


PE4dG-2 - Moi-,-ridenuri Eisuliie E P GSrease Premaiube EP2 orEc C.-500 FF2 DFeluxe vith Moly
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Cambridge
Technical


BP Oil Inc. Brooks Technology Co. Center Cato Oil & Grease Co. Century Nuiburt Inc.


Enerol Hi? 32 Veiuserl 600 Mol Hyd. 150 Pawniee R&O Ind. 01 A.5 Rl*.iulic 150
EnergcliP 46 Versaiene6 10 M*~ "~y. 225 Pawnee R&OIn. il B Huldrauic 215
EnrW HrnP t68 Versaiene 620 Mo 1,". 315 Paiwee R&(TW. 010C Rirauic315
Energol W' 150 Versalene 630 Molly H~yd. 700 Pawniee R&0 W. Oil E.5 ldriauic 700
Energol HLP 32 Versalene 600 Moly Hyd. AW 150 Myslik AW / AL Hyd Oil 10 Huldraulic 150
Energol l-ILP 46 Versalene 6 10 Moly H-yd. AW 225 Mystik AW/AL Hyd. Oil 10 Huldraulic 215
Energol HILP 68 Vefsalene 620 Moly Hyd. AW 315 Mystik AW'AL Hyd. Oil 20 Huldraulic 315


NR NR SaI-T-ube SNRR
NR NRS %A-Coi200NRR


NRVersalene 650 Sat -T-Liube FR NAHuilsafe 600
Energol HILP 2 NR #3 Moly Spindle Twin Disc Torque Convertor Fluid NR
Energol HILP 10 NR 460 Moly Spindle Mystik Hyd. Jack Oil R&O NP
Energol HIP 22 NR # 1 Moly Spindle Pawnee R&O Ind. Oil A NR
EnergriHP 321 N Moly-Way #15 MysAWMAL I-Iyd. O 01 N
Energol F 68&C NR y-Way #3 MysiArth-eak IndOl N
Energo FF 220.C Slide & Way Moly-Way #9 Mys*il JT-7 80/90 N
Energol HLP 150 Lifeguard 55 Moly-Gear 750 Pawnee R&O Ind. Oil H Hulbest 70
Energol HLP 220 Lifeguard 70 Moly-Gear 990 Pawniee R&O Ind. Oil F ;:32 Gear Oil
Energol H-LP 460 Lifeguard 110 Moly-Gear 2250 Pawnee R&O Ind. Oil H :133 Gear oil
Gearep 80 Lhguard 40 Moy-Gear EP 325 Cato Wi. EP GmISO 68 Hulbest 50
Gwaep80W*140 2  Lifeguard 90 Moly-Gear EP 1500 Cato Ind. EP Gear ISO 320 #31 Gear O0l
Gearep 00 Kh.-ofast 85 Moly Open Gear 4#1000 Ca-Ger 1 #428 Gear Oil
B"a~ Gard-2 PILexin 7263 #2 Y&L Grease MysII JT-6 I-Taip Replex GP-IEP
Bearing Gard-2 Plexalene 725-MO #2 ML Grease Moly Lilhflex CX All Season Hullilti EP-2 Moly


Cling Surface
Chemtool, Inc. Chevron U.S.A., Inc. Cities Service Co. Co., Inc. Conoco Inc.


Hyko #15 GST Oil32 CitgoPacemaker 32 HYO 0110 Oectoi R&001d32
H~o #25 GST 0146 C4go Pacemaker 46 HYOO0I20 Decto R&0 0146
Hydro#3 GST Oi68 CdgD Pacermkr68 NR* Deco R&O Oi 6
Hyro #7 AW Mwie Oil150 Cilgo Pacemar 15 N OWctR&00of150
Hydro AW :t 15 AW Hyd Oil 32 Citgo Pacemaker XD-32 or AW Hyd Oil 32 AW Oil 10 Super Hyd Oil 32
Hydro A4W .225 AW Hyd Oil 46 Citgo Pacemaker XD-46 or AW Hyd Oil 46 AW Oil 20 Super Hyd Oil 46
Hydro AWV 1315 AW Hyd. Oil 68 Cilgo Pacemaker XD-68 or AW H-yd. Oil 68 NP Super Hyd. Oil 66
Sy.HFid NRNR R N
Cherriool #900 NRi Ctgo GolFR-40)(D NRI FC FkId
Ermiso Hyd. Rad (Of) FR Flid 0 00~ Iwsfl FR Rkid NRFR FWu
:30 Spindle Oil NR NP NR TD Torque Fluie
=60 Spindle Oil AVW Machine Oil 10 NA NR GP Spindle Oil 74
::100 Spindle Oil AWV Machine Oil 22 NP NP Super Hyd Oil 22
st15 Way Lue NRWN ectol &O Of32,
#~3Way Luie Visac C4168X QtQ1D Slidseft 68 NR IDWay Lbe 31
09 Way Lute Vistac Oil 22OX Cdgo Slideftl 220 NR~ HD Way ILice 92
=750 Gear Oil 4W Machine Oil 150 Cilgo Pacemaker 150 NP Dectol R&O Oil 150
z99% Gear Oil AW Machine Oil 220 Cilgo Extra Duty Circ Oil 220 NP Dectol R&O Oil 220
V2250 Gear Oil NI Gear Compound 460 Cilgo Extra Duty Circ Oil 320 114 Dectol R&O Oil 460
EP 325 GeerOil ILGear Cwond68 Ctgo EP Coyn~ ad 6 APG 80 Gmur0iI68
EP 15 Gar 01 WGer g2Mpud 320 C~go P 2Md 320 AGG 90 GeerOil320
Open Gear 4 ',000 Pinion Grease MS4 NP NP Cogrease L Lube


WheM Luti PoIyjre EP (keas 2 Citgo Preom. Lfhuii EP Greus #2 Ulhum #2 EP EP Ccmolt Gram 2
Moly Lithium Grease Molv Grease 2 Cilgo Extra Range Grease NP Super Lube M Grease


'Staql Wtlcae 'e k^ "A' 0 10" "-&OSty aes S,?'trl kocwt~s


dVaroA WC grars k'Voiro Drm W~ *a* WWWt
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PLANT ENGINEERING'S CHART OF IN'rRCHANGEABLE LUBRICANTS


plait ISO Viscosity,
Enginrng Viscosity SUS at Cook's Industrial
Designation Grad* Lubricauit Type 100 F Convoy Oil Corp. Lubricants, Inc.


PE-150-A 32 141 "tde 7iyuic & Gen. Ripose 135-165 Con HY 618 Atee 8
PE-215-A 46 Mo MOWite H tj~, & Gen. Pivpose 194-236 Con HY 126 Akbem 10
PE-315-A 68 h/ed.+iea~r- kt1esditd & Gen'. Ripose 2t4-346 Cm~ HY 138 Altem~ 20
PE-700-A 150 heavy "-*b1ed 1draLK & Gen'. Prgpose 630-TI0 3o. f 178 Aboe 40
PE-150-HP 32 ,1rPrsl Arti-Wear) 'fclau~c Od 35-165 Cc~ o~ , 8, Albavt 8 Hyd 0v
PE-2 15"P 46 -J1gr -PreS~ffe 4rtf-Wear; Htydra~flic CHi 194-236 "'or Hi '2 8 A-Ibavis 10 Hvd C;i
PE-3 15-HP 68 -igr-Pressure Anli-ovear Hyraux~ 'i1j ,54-346 CnHY 238 .Mravts 2C Hj Oti


PE-FRH-1 - Fiwe-restanl Hy PW/Sy'c Syr Con.~ FR Fknd N
PE-FRH-2 - Fwe-Resistant N FWjd'Wa~er-C3yxA acrmy FRP Flu WG N
PE-FRH-3 - Fov-Res. ryd. Pljd. waie-CqI Emu"s Convy FR Rao~ WO p
PE-32-8 2 'eny ..ghl SD1"x-1e --,;I t ver 60&'C rom, 29-'t S )rft'e, .4
PE-80-8 IC -,gW SG2I(Oie I-- 3r(-6wY --,- I 6 : h 7


PE-ICS-8 4, L ScInde C~i I jc .; 3C r',71 95-!'5 c-v
PE52C 32 Lo 41 13-! Wzl,'ay -uoe a3
P3 16: 68 *e~rn Va\, (A 284 iavufb '1r Way LubaZ,


PIE- IU00-C 220 iavy *ay 01, 900-;10 1' Waz I0( GOO Ny Lube 5C __


PK*-'O0-0 i5 K qi C la' 63C-77C C&' ec L,,C EP $ear jue K0
220 -' ero-- o0-. Cc 9' EP -op c9C


-.1;Z4 , ., 'K5234. *"x 40 EP 5p-a L,0- '4(,
V it Ex' (a 0I &-K4 Ccntrar-. LVI EP C er LuDa 5."


V -He vN Ex C7 -:A r,16 ('0 urs Hea..y tP r-r L ube 10 ___


~4A2 ~ 0u P t iK Gaqse ______'. Cotivv L~f EP-2 thwrsal PefL.& CGreee_


~.13t0 VlSCO,,
En~giree(rwg Viscoetty SUS I


eIgnation Grade LubrIcant Type 100 F P. W. EMken, Inc. E /M LubwlAnts, Inc.


PE-itO-A -2 M rWied -dec t Gen'. %ipose 135-165 Fkxtmi 32 K 15032
CE-2 5-A AjC- kW,3 rttiu 'iraLi & Gan. Vrpoee 144-236 RidvOb A6


?E-i. A 68 vk~d -i-1es-y erdyloo rf~m. & Gm 'vp 264-346 Fbdm~ 68 K 15X8
P- 700-A rn( Hwr1y -O &Gew &Gan.Pxo 630-770 Fkzdft !5C, NR___________


P&*5(>-i4 oil 125 I~: r -QI3~1erco ?2 K '50'2
A--~ *rP~&b rh' 4  \ ijc1z4-


216  hp~


oI i0"254-346 Fpr_ __ _ __ _ K_ 150_


_F* 1-&~str -+yd. RPWj- x s"FcNR


F ~ Ie-;e -"w u Waw-Oi En~bw.on NR NR______


-:vef -XX -cr-
PF -"it 4; c E' Y ,,' &' a~er SO il' NR
PE-105-6 7 8.I--~',3
P1-150- 41 r Ivey'A '3. -65 Wayal 60 K 15032
PE - 'x- mot-1 Na )w. 284-4W W"va 70 K ,506
V' C-' -v aWy A OX)- 1100J %kayi 90 ____


PE-700-0 ;i A ~ -. ' 046C 65Y4C


PE- I1-0 ~ 3ep,90 1 %c~s2"" 40C 9C
PK-11O- 46C -l+.i, ar -1 3bti 'u'ov-S 46, K 400 '40'


P-I x- 68 LVI EA~re4%rft j C4 2R3-CA: 3-wxv 2EPw
-'c -5L -*O Fxw+18u 35&165W GeajX 6EP K 40C 9C _ _ _


E4 -2 - Leni P'jv-DoegeE~ -131-a-2su -P K I"


rE47- A" -I 1 11 .1


A ~ ~ ~ ~ f Aw. w. Am! , i,'A ps*,"







Dam'.ex
Industiail Oavle-14owlaind Deft. Resilns & Du Bois
Corp. Oil Corp. Refractories Dryden Oit Co., Inc. Chemicals


Rtyd- 100 Corivis OC 150 Deftalene Lite Roy. 00#9M Paradem 32 R&0 MPO-10
Hyd. 100/200 ConVISOC 200 Deltalie Med. H-yd 0044931 Paradene 46 R&0 W-20
Hyd 100/200 Convis 00 300 Deltalene Med-IIv Hyd. 5l #932 Paraderie 68 R&0 MO-20
Ryd- 1001200 OS& 48 Qettalere Heavy Hyd. Oil #934 Paraderie 150 R&O EGO-80.90 or MPO-Cii0
Hyd 100 DSL 44 Deltalene Life Hyd. Oil #930 Paradene 32 AW/Blue Hyd. Light MPO- 10
Hyd 100/200 DSL 45 DelftIene Med Hyd, Oil 4931 Paradjene 46 Aw.Pil,-- w,,-41)kmnt


*Hyd. 100/200 DSL 46 Deltalene MVed-Hvy. Hyd Oil 4932 Paradlene 68 AW/Blue H-yd. 20 MPO-20
Dan~x W50 DSL Swn-OaUic NR NR NR
FR 150GW D& FR-200 NR NR NR
FR 100 E OSI H-ydro-Oraulic NA NR Pyro-Safe
SPO L Conspin 3 NR Spindle Oif2 NR
SPO M C yvspin 6 Delta Light Spindle Oil #526 Spindle Oil 10 NR
SPO H Conspin 10 NR Spindle Oil 22 MPO- 10
Oarnex 10 Way Oil 75 NR Way Lube 32 MPO-10
Darmex 100 WayOI 80 NR Way Lube80 PO2
Damx 9140 W Way 00 90 NR Way Lube 90 EGO-80.90
Darmex 50 Convis 00 750 NR Paraden' 50 W EGO 60 90 or MPO,-30
Darmex 9140 Convis 00 1000 NP Paradene 220 W/APC 80W90 EGO 80 90
Darmex 140 DH- 167 Delta IF-S Gear Compound #257E Paraciene 460 W APO 85W 140 EGO 90 140


Daiex GO 1050 Compotid 1 NP EP Gear Lube #2 MPO-20
Damex 9140 Carrpoiind 4 NP EP GearILbe #6 /ES&L80'vV140 EGO-90 140
Darmex 421 Open Gear #2 NP NR OGG-H


Darmex 123 AP LitiumiEP #2 Delta Lit Gease 2 242 LiimiEP #2 TPG
Darmex 123 M Poly-Moly NP Moly EP #2 N4PG-25


F.es Corp.
Exxon Co., U.S.A. Allube Products Fllmite Oil Corp. Gard Corp. Georgia-Carolina Oil Co.


Teressfic 32 or 33 HyftShelid 150 hlsfna 150 HydraGard R&O 32 G-0 Turbine 01 Lih
Terestic 46 Hytyia- led 200 iclzsn 200 ftydraGard R&O 46 0-C Tutbie 00415
Teress1t 68 Hy4aShel 300 Inditiai 300 HydraGard R&O 68 G-C- Tubrie 04 MeW=
Teressbc 150 HYika S ook 800 hustnral 750 "y~Gard R&O 150 G.C Twvtxe 04 Extra Heavy 40
W~jo H 32 Hfyda-qelc 150 Induisrial 150 Hydra~ard AW 32 G-C- Safety-Press AW Ligt
W&o H 46 Hydra-Sheld 200 Industnal 200 HydraGard AW 46 0-C Safety-Press AW 15


kuoH 68 RydraqShel 300 rldlstrial 300 HydlraGard AW 68 0-C Safety-Press AW Medium
NR NP NP Saf eGard FR Fh SIF NP
NP NR NP SateGard FR Rod WG NP


3110 FR Hyd Fbjd 3ed FR-40 NP SafeGard FR Fklud WO NP
wP NP NP SpinGard 2 NR


Spinesslic 10 LL~-Shel 60 Irdimfnal 50 SpinGard 10 0-C White Star Spindle Oil 60
Spinesstic 22 Lubn-Shield 100 Indistrial 100 SpinGard 22 0-C White Star Spindle Oil 1010


NIR L&nShield #11 Way Lube 1 Gardway 32 G.C Way 04 Ligh
Febis K 68 Lt.&-Ss #2 Way ILbie 3 Gardway 68 0-C Way 0il Medum
Febis K )LiiYnShel #4 Way Libe 9 Gairdway 220 0-C Way 0il90
Teresslic 150 Liixi-Shel #3 Gear Film 70 Gardgear 150 0-C Trans Lube 55
Tefesstic 220 ILbin-Shelld #4 Gear Film 90 Gardgear 220 G-C Trans Lube 90
Teresstic 460 or Cylessfic TK 460 ILubr-Sheld #5 Gear Film 140 Gardgear 460 0-C Trans Lube 140
Sw mEP 68 ILbfi.Shel#2 GeerFim 5 GardgswEP 68 0-C-EP GeaLube 45
SpaitaEP 320 Latri-ShsEP 90l.G. GewFim 110 Ciardser EP 320 -C EP Gear Lule 90
SWell N8% ~ L"Kn-SWel 0CM. IIY Lubnplte Gear Shield Gardlac 220 G- Fluid Ope- 3ear Lube 50
Lidok EP 2 L&~-hK90 HTL-21-V L!LY~~Im 1200-2 Gard ~W Litew #2 -C Ban Boy 55a8
Beacon 02 Moly-Shwed at-C Libriplale MO-Lffh 2 Garc2rioly I-tTemp) EP 0-C Ben Boy Moty 5


sn 0" Am 4 ft v' ow mco gw sw LkAvw
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PLANT ENGINEERING'S CHART OF INTERCHANGEABLE LUBRICANTS


Plant ISO Viscosity,
Engineering Viscosity SUS at Getty Refining A Marketing Co.
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F Eastern Region Central Region Western Region


PE-150-A 32 LitI Inhibied -taulic & Gen Purpose 135-165 Atutno 50 Sketim 1-150 150 AW HId.
PE-215-A 46 Med inted Hyraujc & Gen. Purpose 194-236 Atrno 58 Sketm N. 10 10 AW R-yd
PE-315-A 68 Med -Heavy IlrVted Hyd & Gen. Purpose 284-346 Aturbno 60 Skelvis N+I-20 20 AW Hyd.
PE-700-A 150 Heavy inhbted Hydraulic & Gen Purpose 630-770 Aturbno 71 Siels N-40 NR


PE-15-HP 32 H,.'resue i Wear) Hydraulic Oil 15- '65 Aurr,, A , , Skelvis MP 150 150 AW Hyd
PE-215-HP 46 High-Pressure (Ani-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 194-236 Aturbrio AW 59 Skelvis MP 10 1C AW Hyd
PE-315-HP 68 Hligh-Pressure I Anti-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 284-346 Aturun ,AW 61 Skelvs MP 20 20 AW Hyd
PE-FRH-1 - Fire-Resistani Hyd. Fluid/Synteic ,NR NR
PE-FIH.2 - Fire-Resstant Hyd. Fluid/Water-Glycol N1 NR NP
PE-FR4-3 - Fire-Res Hyd. Flud/Water-Ol Emulsn _ _ NiR NR


PE-32-8 2 Very Lght Spindle Oi (Over 6000 rpm) 29-35 1k NR NFP
PE60-8 10 LigrN Spindle Oil I 3600- 00 rr,m) 54-66 NR Sielux ,iR
PE-105-8 22 Spindle Oil (Up io 36CC rpm) 95-115 Iwedve_12 'ieieVs 100 NP


1E-150-C 32 LPtI Way Od 135-165 Aturr 53 Skelvs 150
PE-315-C 58 Maou r Way Oil 284-346 A uom 6! Skews 20
PE-I000-C 220 Heavv Way Ol 900-1100 A!ur.to ;7 SKews 50 NR


PE-700-0 150 Lighl Gear Oil 630-770 -.'!urJro 7' Skelvis MP 40 AIW H/d 40
PE-1000-O 20 Medium Gear Gi 900-11 0(X ,\ri-5s1ie 50 ,3P Gear 9, Ei ',ear 90
PF-2150O-D .ni i-,a,, Gear 'ii 19352365 Ap es,,;be 90 .4, Gear 140 EP Ge:;' 146


PE-3 15-E 68 Lq!E tee&,,eGear O 283-347 GPGear 80 NP
PIE- I,.L0-E 3.0 Heavy Extrerne-Pressae Gar .il 1350-1650 ApreslA)e 86 NNI


PE-OG-G - C;;rx'-T Ve na iela Oper, _,ears_ NR NP NP


PE-GPG-2 -- x pose E Litwr8ase Cease %LG1 2 AJ'tlex VP 42 Getty VPEP #2 Gettv 'V--EP 4:2
PE-MG-2 -- MEir.'ium Disfioe S P Greane Moly EF Moly EP Mo! EP


Plant ISO Viscosity,
Engineering Viscosity SUS at Inter-State
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F Oil Co., Inc. Jet Lube, Inc.


PE- 150-A 32 Light Irtwed Hy'auc & Gen Rrpose 135-165 Resitat EP Hf- 150 NR
PE-21.'-A 46 Med t"ited Hydraulc & Gen Purpose 194-236 Resstal EP H-215 NR
Pr_-3 15-A 68 Med.-ieavy Inhtred Hld. & Gen. Pupose 284-346 Resstal EP H-315 NR
PE-700-A 150 Heavy Ihibitea Hyauic & Gen. Ipe 630-770 Restfial SF H-700 R


PE-15-HP 32 H-ig-Pressure, An!-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 135-165 Hesistal EP H--56 NA
PE-215HP 46 Hiqh-Pressure I Anti-Wear Hydraulic Oil 194-236 Resistal PP H-2 15 NR
PE-315-HP 68 Hti Freps.Jre Arbi-Weari Hydraulic Oil 284-346 Resistal EP H-315 rp


:4-1 I - Fe-Resistant Hyd Ruid/Synthettc w NR
PE-FRH-2 - Fire-ResAtan -yd Fluid/Water-Glycol NR NR
PE-*RH-3 - Pire-Fes Hyd+ Ruo/Water-01 Emulsion _R NR


PE-32-B 2 , Lgr 'Scindle :' Over 6000 rpmI 29-35 Spirle Di S-32 NR


PE-60-R , xh: Sopn:e Ci 3cC0'C-6(j, rpm) 54-66 Spindle Oil W0 NH
PE- 105-B ,.2 2,inle 0i1 ,c. 3.01. rpr, 95-115 Spindle Oil S- 10 NR


W-1iOC 32 4ltWayO0i 135-165 Way4-+". 14e W-150 NP
PE-3 15-C 68 Merkgn Way C-A 284-346 Wav4-yd. Luie W-315 NR
PE- 1000-C 220 'leavy Way 0' 900-1100 Way-llyd. Lue W-1000 NP
PE-700"O '5 ,,r" -r 7 630-770 Ind Oil --700 NR


PE-1000-0 .2 AIj j",1r ii 900-1100 i Oil H- 1000 N
PE-2150-D 460 -4.A, -,, 1935-2365 Id :)ii H-2150 P
PE-315"E 68 L,.J, E~xtrere-Pressue Gea" Ol 283-347 Id EP O 315 NR
PEE-1500-E 320 Heavy Exteme-Pesie Gear OA 1350-1650 4)d EPOI 1500 Ni_


PE-OG'G - .iir 1 , Ger £iieki , Q "n ;ears, 1-S Outside Cog & Gear Gear Guard WV._ DCG-M C3m-


PE-GPG-2 - Gen , t E P Lfttiu-aserGease qtC2 1-S Preferred W Grease C-2 & 202
PE-MG-2 __1,,L't,-,m Fi;ultiNIe E P 6fea. 1- S -lk. F Grea 202 & AP-5 (t1G5-00 0 !.231


1) 1)







Imperial Oil a International Refining &
Graphite Products Corp. Gulf Oil Corp. E. F. Houghton & Co. Grease Co. Manufacturing Co.


NR Harmony 32 HyOO-rive HP-150 Mlub-,Aoy 601 1" FLt-14
NR Harmny 46 :o)ive HP-200 Moaub-Aloy 602 RJCO HL-20
NR Harmony 68 Hyi:).e HP-300 Mohu-Aoy 603 ACO HL-30
NR Harmony 150 Hydro-ve HP-750 Mlub-Aihoy 606 IRFOO HL-69
NR Harmony 32 AW Hydro-Drive HP- 150 Tribol 771 'P:MCO HL-15
NR Harmony 46 AW Hydro-Drive HP-200 Tnbol 772 IRMCO HL-21
NR Harmony 68 AW Hydra-orive HP-300 Tribol 773 IRMCO HL-31
NR 6 Hougto-Safe 1000 Senes7  NR NR
NR FR Fluid G-200 Hoto-Safe 620 NR NR
NR FR Fud Hougto-Sate 5000 Series Tribol 587 NR


GP-SO-440 NR NR NR NR
GP-SO-#70 Gultsp;n 10 NR NR IRMCC :-6
GP-SO-# 100 Gulfspin 22 NR NR IRMCO S- IC
GP-MWO-305 Harmony 32 AW Hydro-Drive HP-150 Molub-Adloy MWO 10 IRMCO W-15
GP-MWO-1000 GUtway 68 NR Molub-Alloy MWO 20 IRMCO W-31
GP-MWO-1200 Gulfway 220 Sta-Pul 3703 ,lub-Alloy MWO 40 '2MG? W-' _0


SS-MG4-80 Harmony 150 or 1500 NR Molub-Alloy 30 IRMCO HL 7C
SS-MGO-#9 Harmony 220 MP Gear Oil 90 McluD-Alloy 40 IRMCO HI -
SS-MO-9 140 Harmony 460 NR Molub-Alloy 494 IRMCC HL- "
S&MG0-8-/90 EP Lube 1D68 NR Moa&-Afloy 804 IRMCO G2EP


NR EP Lube 10320 NR Molub-Alloy 690 vICO G6EP
GP-OG (MED) Premiun Lubcote EP Tenac-M Molub-Alloy 882 EP-H NP
GP 33 Guifcrown Grease EP #2 Csmokibe #2 Mokt-Alloy 777-2 IRMCO MP-2
GP 3 Gulflex Moly Hi-Temp 240& Molub-Ailoy 777-2 'RMCO Mol'y-Temr


Kendall Refining Co.
(Division of Witco Kent Oil Co. Keystone Div. Lubrication
Chemical Corp.) (Moly NRG) Pennwalt Corp. Lehy-Wolf Co. LubraSysteme Analysis, Inc.


Kenoil R&O AW-32 Moly Swal Duty #10 KLC-6 Gold Seal Hydrol W SHO 32 or 1GM 5W-20 Hyd. Oil 15G
Kenoil R&O AW-46 Moly Spe D-4y #15 KLC-5 Gold Seall Hydrol W-1 SHO 46 or 1GM 5W-20 Hyd. Oil 250
Kenoil R&O AW-68 Moly Special Duty #20 KLC-4A Gold Seal HyF l S SHO 68 Hyd. Oil 300
Ken-Tran 080 Moly Special Duty #40 KLC-3 Gold Seal Hyrol 400 SHO 150 Hyd. Oil 700
Kenod R&O AW-32 Moly Hydro-Servoil #303 KLC-6 Hydrol Master WHO SHO 32 or WHO 1OW-30 Hyd Oil AW 150
Kenoil R&O AW-46 Moly Hydro-Soil #304 KLC-5 HydcM Master WHH) SHO 46 or MHO 1OW-30 Hyd Oil AW 250
Kenoil R&O AW-68 Moly 1ydro-Servoil #305 KLC-4A rHydrol Master SHIO SIO 68 or MHO IOW-30 Hyd. Oil AW 300


NP NR NR Hyr lMast FR-S NP NR
NR NR NR i Mol Wser FR-G NP FR-Oil #3
NP FR Flud-Inert Emulsion NP Hol Master FR-FWE NR NR
NR Moly Spindle Oi-Ext'a Lig t NP NR NR SpindleC
NR Moly Spindle Ol Light NR Lubermster MAA SPL 10 Spindle OI6


Kenoil 040 Moly Spindle Oil Medu Spindle Oil #4 Lubemaster MA SPL 22 Spindle Oil 100
Kenod 945 EP Moly Way Od #10 NR Tac Nt EP 1000 NR Way O( ISO


NR Molly Way 01 #20 GP-20 Tac Master EP 2000 WAL 68 Way Oil 300
Kenoil 985 EP Moly Way Od #50 GP-30 Tac Master EP 5000 WAL 220 Way O1 1000
Ken-Tran 080 Moty Gear Oil #89 KLC-3 Gold Seal Hydrol 400 S-IO 150 Gear O 700
All Oil Gear Lube 85W-90 Mol Gear O190 or 89 1790 Gold Seal hydrol 500 SHO 220 Gear Cil 900
All Oil Gear Lube 140 Moly Gear Oil 140or 123 1791 Gold Seal Hydrol 700 MIG 85W-140 GearOil 140


N Molly Gear 0 RM 300 NP kIustal EP 2000 NP Gea Od EP 300
TNee Stair Gear Lube Moly Gear Oil # 123 WG-1 hainal EP 6000 1GO 8OW-140 Gear Oil EP 1300
SR 12X Moty Open Gear Medurn 426 Metalhc Gear Cote AOG pray Gear Lube
L-426 GP-2 or 7 Plus 2 81 EP LT U Mule 200 MML EP2 #2 Geese
L-424 7 Plu 2 NP Lith MolyMaster 200 PCL EP2 or HTL EP2 02 Moy Grease


,am 0ti "ofW IS) =CkXM 100.1 " Doty* YWWu ̂a 00
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PLANT ENGINEEING'S CHART OF INTERCHANGEABLE LUBRICANTS


Plant ISO Viscosity, Lubriplate Div.
Engineefng Viscosity SUS at Maske Broth~ers
Designation Grad.s Lubricant Type 100 F Refining Co.


PE-150-A 32 Light "Ubdred Hydralic & Gen. Puirpose 135-165 HO-0
PIE-21I5-A 46 Mod hbdtied Htyauhc & Gen. Purpose 194-236 HO- 1
PE-31I5-A 68 Med 4-iea'y r~ted F". & Gen. Piurpose 284-346 HO-2
PE-700-A 150 Heavy "bted H-yrauic & Geni. Pur'pose 63G-770 HO-3
PE-1I50O-HP 32 Hi-Pressure I Anli-Weari H-ydraulic Oil 135-165 HO-0
PE-215-HP 46 Higri-Pressure i Anti-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 194-236 HO- I
PE-3 15-HP 68 High-Pressure (Anti-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 284-346 O1 ________


PE-FW41 - Fre-Resistant Hyd. Flucl/Syllttetbc NR
PE-PW42 - Fire-Re4sistant Hyd. Flu/Water-Glycol NR
PE-FRII-3 - Fwe-Res. Hyd. Flud/Water-0,l Emijsao NR_____


PE-32-8 2 Veri Light Spindle 01 ,Over 6000 rpmi 29-35
PE40)-S 10 Light Soirxde 01; )36O0-CCCr Lm) 54-66 No
PE-105-8 22 Spindwle Oil Up !0 3600 rprr 95-1 5 ______40 __________


PE-150-C 32 Lo~t Way Od4 135- I (35 No
PE-315-C 68 Medi Way Oil 284-34 No. 3-V
PI 000-C 220 heavy Way 00 900-1100 No.4_ __ _ _


PE-700-0 150 Light Gear Oil 630-770 A PC,8
PE-1000-D 220 0ediurr Gear Oit 900- 1100 APC-%9
PE-2150-0 46(, Heavy G~ear Cii 1935-23E65- ARG AG________
k1-31wi 68 Lx~ht Eyderne-Prssue Gear O0l 283-347 APG 80
KE- I500-E 320 Heavy' Exl&ne-PresswE G-ear OCA 1350-1650 APG 140
F'--dG - Clirg-iv- Gear St-ikd IOpe" Gears! (-ear Shield


CI-2 - - - Gr... PupseEP 'in-8ase Grease 61 2 ti. Mo602
PE-40-2 - MoiytdenLrr Dislutwle E P Grease %-L'th No 2


Plant ISO Vsoiy
Engineanng Viscosity SUS at McGoan-Rohco, Inc.
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F Rohco Div. tlal Lubricasits Co.


PE-150-A 31. Lgh Inbted Hyaulic & Gen, Purpose 135-165 McEase AVV/A Pdymer 0il10 Mettrar AW 405
PE-2 I5-A 46 Med. k~tal hciaulr& Gen. Prpose 194-236 MCEase AW/AL PolyrnerOil 10 Meftran AW 4 10
K'-315-A 68 Med A-leavy INrted Hyd. & Gen. Purpose 28434 NkEase AWIAL Polymner 042 0 Meltran AW 420
PE-700-A 150 Heavy hirkited "-lyailic & Gen. Pixoose 630-770 McEase 75W/90 Po"e Oil Meltran AW 440
PE-iSO-HP 32 1-ighr-Pressure f(AriWear) Hydraulic Oil 135-165 McEase AW AL Polymer Oil 10 Meltran AW 405
PE-2115-HP 46 High-Pressure f Anti-WNear) Hydraulic Oil 194-236 McEase AW AL Poiymer Oil20 Melran AW 410C
PE1-31I 5-HP 68 l-igt'-Pressure 1 AnS!-Wear) Hydlraulic Oil 284-346 McEase A01 AL Polymrer Oil 30 Meltan A W 4 20 ,'__
PE-FRH- 1 - Fire-Resistant Hyd RLid SynthUeb: w NR
PE-FR14-2 - Fire-Rlesistant Hfyd. Fluod/Water-GlCol NR Melsyn FR 200
PE-i-RH-3 - rire-Res Hyd Fluid/Water-Oil Emulsion NR NR
PC1-32-8 2 Veri L.',ht SoindHN, Oil ver 6000 rpm) 2T-5 IikEase AW i Al Poiymer Oil 10 NR
PF-60-6 Cr Light Soinolle Oil 3600-00 romn) 54-436 McEase AW. AL Polymer Oil 10 Melspir 5
PE-105-8 2e Spirile D.il (Uo o 360C rirm 95-115 McEase AW'AL Polymner Oii 10 k~elspin 3
P1i-150-C- - -32 LigtW-ayO-i -- -135-165 McEase AW /AL Potyrer CA 1O Meltac WL-221
PE -3 15-C F Mieduim Wav C I 284-3A6 McE ase AW) AL Potymner Ol- 20 Meftac WL-222
PE- I 00-C 220, Heavy Way (,l _A_ 900-1100 kt*Ease 75W/90 Polymer OCM Meftac WL-224
PE-700-0 156 Ligh! 5ear Oil 630-7 70 McEase 75W 19C Polvmer G ear Oil Meltran AW 440
PE-1000-0 220 Mlejium Sear 5i! 900- 100 IY&Ease 80W 40 Polymer Gear Oil Mleitran AW 450
PE-2150-0 460 Heavy Gear? 1935-2365 4R Meltran AW 480
PE-31 S-E 68 Ligt Extreri-ePressiie 6ear Oil 283-347 N'cEase AW/AL Polymner Oil 3C Melipokie 1 CP
PE-1I500-E 320 Heavy Extrerri-Prewiri; Gear Oil 1350-1650 MEase 80W. 140 Po"e O0l Melcolube 105-CY


____N-TyoeGear Srield S'rGears _____R__ NR
PE-GPG2 - Get, Purpose E P Liftum ase Cyease ".G2 k Ese k-2 VeicoP%-2
PE4AG-2 - MolAr)0Afiurrn Dtsulfide E P 3rease p Melcorrowl 1433


-- ~~~A- Ste fm 7kW w.t*r4r ,r
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mcColmlte A Co.
Lueo lnduetrtee Corp. Mainpro, Inc. Mantek A. Mar"Is A Sons Corp. (Unitd Petroleumn Corp.)


R~hlube 32 Lfta Shel 500-1 PMY 32 Sl~oar TIP 100-15.7 Lhrvt R&O 32
Hyftube 46 NR MA{Y 46 SiogamTIPl01M&7 Ur***R&O 46
Hyralue 68 ULtra StiieW 50020 M*IY 68 Sioqw TIP 100-30-7 Ukwisi R&O 68
Hydrakje 150 Ultra SheW5000-30 IkIY 150 Skgram Nf707 Unryie PAO 150
Hydralube XD32 or 32AW Ultra Sield 5000- 10 MHY 32 Siloram TIP 100- 15-7 Univts Hya. AW 32
Hydralube X046 or 46AW NR MHY 46 Silografl, TIP 100-20-7 Univis Hyd. AW 46
Hydralube XD68 or 68AW Ultra Shield 5000-20 MHY 68 Sd1ogram TIP 100-3C.7 Univs Hya AW 68
Unisafe S NR NR NR NR
Unisafe 4OXD NR NR Skoqam FR Fi 200 NR
Urleate WO NR NR Sioarr FR Emlbwo Mud NR
SOSOLV 30 NR NA Silograrn LVS 35 NR


Hydralube T-l10 NP MSP 10 Silogram LVS 60 NR
Hydrakibe T-22 NR MSP 22 Silogam LVS 100 NR ______


WaylUm 32 US EP Prieunaic 10 Ne S&grwVP 157 Way C4132
Wayk& e68 US EP Pnsinaic 20 MWIL68 Siqam MP 307 Way al 68
Wayube 220 US EP Rwmbatc 40 MW220 Skqw MnP 907 W& v 0022C
H-ydralube 150 TK-65 80/90 WHY 150 Sllogram MP 707 Univis AA 150~


H-ydralube 220 TK- 55 85W/ 140 MHY 220 S4N~ram MP 907 Univis AW 220
HIydralube 460 TK-65 140 Marco MP 85W- 140 Silogram EP Gear 140 jnivis AW 460
EP Corpound 68 TK- 100 20 NP Skgm EP Gear 80 TP68Ge&' orrp
EP Compounad 320 TK- 100 85W/ 140 Aodamn 8OW-140 Silogam EP Gem 90 EP 320 Gea Camp
ALGO M-90 TK- 100 140 NP Silogram Moly Cling NP
UftruiiGesse#2 Pro Lube 600 StanchEP2 Silo~arr Centalized EP 2 MP Ltum __


Moly Grease #2 Pro Lube 800 Marco Moly EP2 or EBite EP2 Sikograrn HD M0-Lith Moiy Poly Lith~ium Oompoex


Metatworking
Lubrtst Co. Mobil Oil Corp. Moroll Corp. National Chem~arch Niagara Lubricant Co., Inc.


Mekbe i4- 100 Mo OTE 00LgN R&O 100 H-2 or Sokze 5W-20 Nis a iR&O 32
Valt H-200 MobilOTE01MWd. R&0 200 HLA r Soudize 5W-20 Nia VisR&O46
Melibe H-30 Mobi DTE 01 MsdHvy PAO 300 LN-68 'Aa Vil R&O 8
MsetueH-700 MobOTEOExra Hsy R&0 750 HLN-,150 %aVISR&O 150
Meflube H- 150AW Mobil OTE 24 AW/AL- 100 HLN-32 or Enerlex 1OW-30 Nia Vis R&O AW 32
Metbe H-200AW Mobil DTE 25 AW/AI. 200 KLN-46 or Enertex IOW-30 Nia Vis P&O AW 46


etlubet-1-300AW Mobi DTE 26 AW/AL 300 HLW 6or Eerlx IW-30 ia Vis R&0AW 68
MesaatsFR3 10 MobiPyrd 53 %ip NA NR
Metsafe FR 200 Nyva FR 200 Flud4+11 NP Ilco Hyroube 446
M~esafe FR Mobil P~flopM D NR N NP
99C21 Mobil Veoce Oil #3 NP NP NP
Metlube MS Mobil Velocte Oil #6 Spindle Oil 10 SLN 10 Spindol 10
Metway 100 Mobil Veloicite Oil At10 Spindle Oil 22 SLN 22 Spiridol 22
Lub"~e 150 mow Vwh Ol I Way Oi32 NR ?4agarWaylubs32
Lubeme 14MM8 Mobi Vacha 01 #2 Way 0168 WLN 68 hiagar Wayk"b 68
Lubemnel 4866 mow Vach 01 #4 Way Of1220 WLN 220 "fim Waytis 220
ILuberrnef46221) MoblDOTE 01lExtra Heavy howue 5- 150 HLN 150 Aragain 150
Luberniet 4622A Mobil OTE 0il 68 Indlube 5-220 -N 220 Aragain 220
Lubemt 46228 Mobil OTE Oil HH9 Irdlue 5-460 Gearco 85W/ 140 Araqeu 460
Lubnset 2EP Mobdgw 628 hkb~e 1048 NP Azagm EP 68
Ldmwnt 1500 Moolgsw 632 Indlue 10-32 Efikun 80W-140 _kWar EP 320


NP Mobitac A Np GEX Gear Shield Spec X9277
Lutiem M 1C21 Mobiu EP2 NP t.Ube Plue EP2 or Chern-AA.ubW .660 EP2 Tn.Gard EP #2


NPNPSN Lube ShieldEP2 EP Poly Moi V~2


%", S aiarm fe ?" a w oo., pmt kzu La


VXA SC 78 'fk XC m u
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PLANT ENGINEERING'S CHART OF INTERCHANGEABLE LUBRICANTS


Plant ISO Viscosity, The
Engineering Viscosity SUS at NonFluid North American Ore-Lube
De ignation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F Oil Corp. Chemical of Texas Corp.


P110-A 32 Lijt Iniited Hydraulic & Gen. Purpose 135-165 1183 Powe Lub 815 00230
P1-215-A 46 Med. Inibted "-*taLc & Gen. Pupose 194-236 1184 Pow Lulbe 802 00230
p1-315-A 68 Med. .- eavy hWtlted Hlyd & Gen. rpose 284-346 1185 Powe Luba 803 0023X
PE-700-A 150 Heavy irt ed Hydraulc & Gen. Purpose 630-770 NP Power Lube 807 00230-40
PE-150-HP 32 High Pressre An?,-Wearj Hydraulic Oil '35-165 1183 Power Lutie 8 )0230
PE-215-HP 46 i itgr Pr,-Ssufe ; Adlr H' rauc. 01 '94-236 !184 P-wer Lure 8_. 00230
PE-315-HP 68 Higr-Pressure i An!, svari ! orauhc Oil -,P4-34F ',)5 Pow'-, 'uwr: 803 06230


P--FRH-1 - Fe-Restant Hyd. Flud/Synthetlic FFl: 9t68 Q Fun Power FR-200 00141
PE-1Ft-2 - Fie-Resistant Hyd. Fkud"Wate-Glycd NR FW Power G!+-20 00265
PI-FRH-3 - Fre--Res. Hyd Fkm/Water-Oi Emulsion NR id Power 1810 NR


PE-32-B 2 ,er LlT ' ' S inale i i , C'ver 6000 rrni 9 '5 .P ,esion '324 3221
PE-60-8 Ic Light S ndle -i 56CC 60C ' mi C CC ' " P~ esor '325 C0C' 6 0 -,.
PE-105-8 2 2 S:dle' iL Ur!, ,- 0rr 5 SP ' ."'o&"sror, !926 .... 1'
PE-1513-C 32 Liht Way 011 13545 I LJte Way 15 001,1
PE-315-C 68 Medu Wa', Oil 284-346 " Lube Way 30 00300
P-1000-C 220 heavy Way 01 900-1100 W Lult Way 90 00301


PE-700-D '50 L a C30-70 q1'r - ,: 'eir 'uaC r ' ,04
PE-100-O -20 ,hrX, 9,eC K G 1 c
Pr--2 50-0 4CC -e e 935. SH 6r- :" 'ear L!rC


P15 83 -L gh! _xeree-Pess LGe& 0ar O 283-3,7 Gea Co #2;4P Gear C"Lad 30 0214
PE-.500-E 320 Heavy Lxtrre-Pressure Gear Oil 1350-1650 Gear Pro t6/EP Gear Guard 130 00292
PIE-.OG-G _____ ig-;,,e '-er . :,; ! 'C o 2 etr , i F' a t . , r ,'r 5:~Q 11


PE '4A-2 - Gen Purpcse E P L _ -3age Grease NLG 2 -601EPV _ ___ -- Q 3!0" ___-


PE- G.2 - .,i:, i [J,;te E F C-e .,n-P.. MS ?meq3rn- 2L-M J


Plant ISO Viscosity,
Engineering Viscosity SUS at Pillsbury Chemical Rock Valley
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F & Oil Inc. Oil & Chemical Co.. Inc.


PE-150-A 3? Lot "hled i-F atuc & Gen. Puos 135-165 Pawr LLO'D 815 Tran 150
;-? :-A ,16 Med. ted iry,.aul4E & -er Purpose 194-236 Powr Lub: 812 ToW. 200


PEZ, 16-A 68 Med Heavy i",* d hWyd. & Gen. Pupos 284-,346 Power Luba 813 rroi' 300
PE-700-A 150 Heaw "irlted Hydraulic & Gen. Purpee 830-770 Pow Lube 807 Troja 750
RE-15C-HP 12 :r-,res,re Art-Wear. Hydraulic Cil 135-IF5 rower Lt. - 1 r,r' '60-,AW
PE-2 1541P j6 Higr..'e~',r. nh-Wari hydraulic Oil 194-26 Paer jc..',- lrc',r 20-&AW
PE-3154-P 6a iign Prjsrur,.i AnoilWear rynlriuli, Oil 2R4 346 Power LJ8., 9 -rn . '5-..',','


,-F - Fre-esistant H. Fluid/Syriieic Fluid Power F-?00 NiR
PE-4W-2 - Freeistant I Flud/Weler-Gycol Fluid Power G-F-20 FR H. Fuid WG-200
PE-F--3 - Fire-Res H'd. lu , vater-OdI Eimullon Rid Power 1 b 10 NR


- - 'er, ,n', -ni ] , , 'ver FM rDm,) 29 35 P, ,sion 1924 ; :c .r 40
PE-60- C LIr Ir n, :5fl-6nC rrni 54 -66 PfislOr, 925 Hc: -in 6.
PE- 105-B 2: _.-de C,,I 1 I A, 95- 1i5 Frrcs,cin 1926 ,cc:soin 100


P- I5"C 32 LqI Way Oil 135-165 Lul Way 15 Rocxway 150-S
P"-I15-C 66 Me"In Way 0! 284,W4 Ujb Wary 30 Rockway 300-S
16-1000-C 220 Heavy Way Ol 900-1100 Luba Way 90 Rockway 1000-S


PE-700-0 S L, ' (,i 63C' 770 jar r6uari 63 Troan 750
PE-1000-D 220 'M.jitm ',ar -,i 900 i' 00 'ear Guar 4J Trolan 000
PE-2150-0 4F H.,,, 1-i' ___ 1935 1365 Gear Guarm 200 Tiojan 2000


16-3 15-E 68 Lut Exureme-Prewse Geer O M-347 Gear Guard 30 EP Gear Lthe S-300
PE-1500-E 320 Heav _Extrne-Pesre Gee Odi 1350-';60 Gea Guerd 130 EP Ge Luba S-160
PE-OG-G .r. '4., %]ar 'Cr ed 4wr. Jrsl Sear Cn Roya, Driiess 10


- Gen PJrpos E.P Litias-8s Grease Nl&GI 2 - Omegal2 I 2L Prmium Litium 2


PE-MG-2 - Ar)IYv.num C siai E P Grease Or'-m.gal-e )L.M Pre niurn Mvoi -Lith
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Pacer Lubricants, Inc. Parr Inc. Penruvoll Products Co. Phillips Petroleum Cc


Thermal T32 (150) NR AW 32 Hy. Oi/PenrecOi 32 Maps Oil 32
Thermal T 46 (215) Hydrod EP82X AW 46 Hyd. Oil/Perreco Oil 46 Magnus O0 46
Thermal T 68 (315) H"od EP 83 AW 68 Hyd. Oil/Penreco Oil 68 Manu Oi 68
Therm T 150 (700) Hydro EP 85 AW 150 Hyd. Oi/Penreco Oi 150 Magnus Oo 150


Power V 32 (150) Hydroil AW 32 AW 32 Hyd. Oil/Penreco Oil 32 Magnus A Oil 32
Power V 46 (215) Hydroil AW 46 AW 46 Hyd. Oil/Penreco Oil 46 Magnus A Oil 46
Power V 68 (315) Hydroil AW 68 AW 68 Hyd, OiPenreco Oil 68 Magnus A Oil 68


NR NR NR NR
NR NR NR NR
NR NR Maxrn iHyd. Rtd FR NR
NR NR NR NR


Spindle Oil 70 NR NR NR
Spindle Oil 100 NR AW 22 Hyd O, Pene c Oil 22 Magnus Oil 32


Tn-Sie 150 NR NR 1,lR
Tr-Slide 300 Way Lubricant #75 Tableways Lube Medn NR
Tnj-Stde 1000 882 Gear Lube SAE 90 Tableways Lube Heavy NR


Goftex AGMA 4EP NR AW 150 Hyd. Oil/Penreco Of[ 150 Magnus Oi 150
Gollex AGMA 5EP 882 Gear Lube SAE 90 AW 220 Hyd Oil/Penreco Oil 220 Magnus Oil 220
Goltex AGMA 7EP 882 Gear Lube SAE 140 AW 460 Hyd Oil, Ppri reco Oil 460 Hector Oia 460 iG00S:


Golden G Geaoyl AGMA 2EP NR Maxol EP Gear Oi 68 Phiube AP GO 80W
Golden G Gearoyl AGMA 6EP 882 Gear Lube 90 or 140 Maxol EP Gear Oil 320 Phikbe AP GO 85W-90


NP Plastigear X NP Philslik D- 1 Grease


S.5iil LCX Li'iolube EPMP #2 707L Ljbe/PenMlh EP 712 Lube/MP 705 Lube Philube EP-2


Lith-O-Mol Green Gold Moly #2 Molysulfide 704 Lube/T-TM 302 Lube P;ilube MVv-Greast:


Sentinel
Henry E. Sanson A Sons, Inc. Schaeffer Manufacturing Co. Seaboard Industries, Inc. Lubricants Corp. Shell Oil Co.


No-Gun Hyd. Oil Light #112 IW w Moly HTC SAE 10 Superior R&O 32 S-10 Hyd. Oil Turbo 32
No-Gum Hyd. Oi # 10 #112 Micron Moy HTC S I0 Supenor R&O 46 S-10/20 Hyd Ol Turbo 46
No G Hyd. Oil #20 # 112 Miron Mo*yHTC SAE 20 Supenor R&O 68 S-10/20 Hyd. Oi Turbo 68
No-Gum ,. Oil #40 #112 IkoMo y HTC SAE 40 Supenior R&O 150 S-10/50 M.P. Oil Tubo 150


AWHyd. Oil 150 #112Micron Mot HTC SAE 10 Superior A/W Hyd 32 S-10Hyd. Oil Tellus 32
AWHyd Oil 215 #ll2Micron Moly -i CSAE 10 Superior AiWHyd 46 S-10/20Hyd. Oil Tellus 46
AWHyd Oil315 # 112 Micron Moly HTC SAE 20 Superior AW Hyd 68 S-1020 Hyc. Oil Tellus 68


Hydra-Safe PE Senes7 NR NR N.F. 65 NP
Hydra-Safe Standard Glycol Series N NP N.F. 650 NP
Hyra4Mi Prenwn Emulsio Series7 NR NR N.F 750 NR


NR NR NR SPO L" NR


No-Gum Spindle Oil VL NP Superior Spindle 10 SPO LM Tellus 10
No-Gum Spindle Oil 9 # 119 While Ind. Machine Oil 5 Superior Spindle 22 SPO M Tellus 22


No-Gum -yd. Way Lube 150 #203 EP Id. Ikh e Of TO Sqpen Wayiube 32 -10 NP
No-Drip Way Lube #297 #203 EP ind Mactie 01 20 Sups= Waylube 68 S-10/50 Tonna 68
No-T Way Lube Heavy #203 EP Ind MI Oil 50 Sueror Waylube 220 S-50 Tonna 220


No-Gum Hyd Oil 440 #209 Moy Univ. Gear Lube 80W-90 Superior EP Compound 150 S-75/80 Turbo 150
No-Gum Lube Oil 550-P #209 Moly Univ Gear Lube 80W-90 Superior EP Compound 220 S-90/140 Turbo 220
No-Gum Gear Oil #2100 #209 Moly Univ. Gear Lube 140 Superior EP Compound 460 S-140 Turbo 460


No.-.um EP Gear O0 #3 15 #209 Moty Lw. Gea Lube 80W-GO Superr EP Cwpound 68 S-75/80 EP Omala 68
No-num Lube 0i # 1500-V #209 Moy Lkwv. Gear Lube 80W-90 Seror EP Caonid 320 90/140 EP Onala 320
No-Onp TM #200 Mu4y Silver Streak or #224 NR SOG Omala H


S lakube#2 #221MolyUhS00EP#2 SuMv EPGremsB-2 S1 123 Alva EP2


Synidrake #2M #221 Moy Ultra 800 or #260 or #248 Superior Moly Bento Lube SLM-2 Super Duty


AVOW* uj, 01 OW WU Al c 1aLuts O , MIeAW barn o *VW* 9 bSe S!QC<A
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KLANT ENGINEERING'S CHART OF INTERCHANGEABLE LUBRICANTS


Plant ISO Viscoeity,
Engineering Viscosity SUS at Souathwestern
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F Siegeil Oil Co. Petroleujm Corp.


MI-S"- 32 Lght 0 1 diaic &Gen. Rome 135-165 rrtn IOl# 15 Soki d. Of702-1
P12115-A 46 Med. inhii * uk & Gen.Ptpoes 194-236 TitonIHyd. 00 #21 SwepcoIn. 01702-1
PE-31I5-A 68 Mo iv ilitdsdHy & Gen. Purpoee 284-346 Thton i Od #31 SwepoId. Oil702-2
PE-700-A 150 Heavy WVted 4auhc & Gen. Pwpose 630-770 Titon Hy4 Oil #51 Swepco Ind. O00702-4
PE-150-HP 32 Highpressure Anti-vWeari tly'nrauiic Oil 135-'65 Ti~or AW Hyd Oil :t1i5 Swepco AW Hyd Oil 704-1 C
PE-2 15-HP 46 Hgr-P'essure Amt-'.Vearl Hyaraulic Oil 194-236 Titon ANV HyC 0il 421 Swepcc 44 Hvc Oil 704-10
PE-3 15-HP 58 '-igm-Pressure (An!14iearl i-vvraulic Oil 264-346 'Won AW i-ya Ol! 431 Swepco - W Hya 0>1 7,04-2C.
PE-FfiH- - FireRewtgt H-yd. FkAd SyntwNR
PE-FRI42 - Fre-Reuitart Ffy. FkWi/Wate-Glyco NP N
PE .F*4-3 .- Fie.%s. Ird. Rzud/Walu-Oi Ermuaon ___ SwePco R yd. 0i7'8
PE-32-8 2 Very Light Spindle 3! ; ver 600C rcrrn) 2S-35)N NR
PE4-8" 'C Light Sondle Oil 3&)0-,&3C rprm lip
PE-105-8 22 Soinoie Y> ULP to 3600,m r1 51 '5 T tr 4W lvc, 0"'15 lp


P110C32 LgM WayOil 13-1r.5N
PE-31I5-C 68 MeaLrWey C' 284-346 whSwe~co Geaj LLubs -80,'90
PIE- 10004 22 Heavy Way ON 90C_-1100 w_ __ _ Swwpw oear Lube20 1; 3
PE-700-0 'SC _gr' Gear 0.1 63C-7'- --*0- Lru' ::80 Swvpxo _1?ipo 20 -. 9C
PE-1000-0 220 Mleidt- G eai 900l- i . ,!n 1P Gear,-wt*e =X Swepcc Sear _uoe 2C' 90Q-
PE-2 15"~ 480 Mea~pr ',ear O-il '925-2385 Liecn VIP Gear tut~ = '4C Swevcxc 14 - c-'C 4


k14154i 68 Li Gear (Al 283-U47 Tibr, V Gem LLbt U80 Swepo Gari.rA23,80,'90
PE1 I &10C. 3X0 Heae- ExtrwoPressie Gmo C4 1350-61W Thlon ?Wf Gea Ltbe #14C Swepoc Geat Lb 201-90 __


PE-OG-0 -iN-z -- '_eOa'S e DOe'ears) ____ - - N SeLC0,c ")L'SC: 0.Ar - 5-
3w.~G E 3n oe P jftyewesw N 2 Titor. x OP#2 NR_ __


PE-MG2 - Ac~d-'r-s~rfij F; Gre, ,e T~r..( .i Acly QeS: eZ SweocoMi, 2 es


Pant ISO Viscosity. Standard Oil Co.
Engineering Viscosity SUS at (Ohio) Synthetic Oil Corp.
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F Boron Oil Co. of Americag


PE- ISWA 32 uLtMt".Thycti& Gen. Rrpose 135-165 Enrl I-L 32 SOC W. 135.3
-25. 46 Med. ibnhi k -iyrml&G . Ripce 194-236 Er L 46 N


P1-3 I ;,A 58 Mied.-Heam Inievd l-. & Gen. Purpos 284-346 &*neHL 68 NP
PE-700-A 150 Heavy Ihilra n!a . & Gen. too 630-770 Emiegol HtP 150 N
PE- 150-HP 32 r-igh-Pressure ,An~i-Wear) Hyarautic Oil 135-165 Eriergol -iLP 3 2 &OC riy '35 3
PE-215-HP 46 igr-Pessure 'Arti-Weari Hyrdraulic Oil 194-236 Eripol HL_: -Eri
PE-315-H-P 58 ignt-PrCessv (AfliiYear) Hydrawlic Oil 284-346 Er~efn<i HLP 68 NP


pE#4_ ir-A~itHy.Ri/#fkN SOC 1td 1351;3
PE+441-2 Fnrsemtant Hyd. Fiu/Waw-G"yo NR
Pf.*p%-3 - Fre-Re. H4j RA/~~WaW-CI3 8*ion NR


P-2S2 vervy ign Spinale 31i O ver 600 rprr) 29-35 Er-erqci-HLP2 SCC Artic 30
PE4-0- _ig': Sciridle 011 3&)60i0y rpmni 54-6E Energci MLP 10 NR
PE- 105-8 22 Shriole Il fU jo0t 360( rpm) 95- i1 Eniergol HLP 22 NP
PC -ISO-4C 32 LgM Way 01 135-165 Eriegol R{P 32, SOC Lorlosul 1 135.3
P1-315-C 68 MeciiuriWay 01 284,W4 Erergol W-6&- SOC Loneu 1285.0
P1-1000-C 220 Heavy Way 01 900- 1100 Enargol P-220-C SOC Longhad 1901.0
PE-700- LC ~gritear i, 63&-770 E-ergoi HLP- 150 SOO G09C
PE- 1000- 2 20 vie'Ijr- '-ea, Ci' 900- 111 00 Entrgui HLP-220 SOC Go '40
PE-2150-0 460 '-'eaA 3ear .9i' 1935-2365 Ewqrgl HLP-460 Scc Go 160
P1E41- 68 Lgit Eernepreaa Gea 01 283,347 Gwerp 80 50 O90
PE-1500-E 320 Heavy Ehrne.Presere Gear Of 13W01660 Geere 8OW-1402 SOC GO 140
PE-OG-G - Cling-Type 3ear 3&,eio : Open Gears) Gearep 00 - SOC Chair Drive
PE-11-1P1-2 - Gen. PRopoae EP. Uhurn-Sm Grabe - LG 2 _______________________I


PE-MG-2 - Vlyoaenum Disulfide E P Grease Bearing Garci-2 SOC Grease 11
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Superior
Stewart-Warner 0. A. Stuart Sun Refining & Industrial


Sta-Lube, Inc. Corp. Oil Co. of America Marketing Co. Lubricants


Sia-Lube GPO 32 Ind. #"O" Dasco PS- 15 Hyd. Oil Sur* 916 #13-32 Myd. R&O 32
Sla-Lube GPO 46 Id. Oil #1 Dasco PS-20 Iy. Oi Suw 921 #13-46 1yd. R&O 46
Sta-Lube GPO 68 M. Oil #2 Oasoo PS-30 "Oi S 931 #13-M8M ty. R&O 68
Sta-Lube GPO 150 HD Hyd. Oil #3 Disco PS-70 Hyd. Ol Sunvis 975 #13-150 HIyd. R&O 150
Premium Clear 201 HD Hyd. Oil 4"0" Dasco PS- 15 Hyd. Oil Sunvis 706, 816WR 414-32 Hyd R&O AW 32
Premium Clear 202 HD Hyd Oil #1 Dasco PS-20 Hyd Oil Sunvis 747, 821WR U14-46 Hyd R&O AW 46
Premium Clear 203 HO Hyd. Oil #2 Dasco PS-30 Hyd, Oil Sunvis 754, 831WR $14-68 Hyd. R&O AW 68


NR NR Dasco FIR 420 yd. ud NR #8061 FR Syntkeic Fluid
NR Ni Dasco FR 201 lHyd. Flu N #80.-60 FR 40 XD Fluid
Nil NR Dac FR Hyd Fluid Sunsafe 450 #80-62 Invert FR PuWd


Moly Shur Spindle Oil X-Lighl NR Dasco 1473 NR =80-50-2 SLper S in 2
NR Spindle Oil "A" NR Solnus 55 :80-50 Super Spin IC


Moly Shur Spindle Oil Medium Spindle Oil "A" Astral 0045 Sunvis 91 :80-52 Supe" Sir 22
Moly Stu FUW 150 NIP NP Lubeway 1706 #8-150 Slide-A-Way 32
MoIlyshu RDW 315 NR Sturaco 7140 Way Lube Sn Way Lube 1108 #8-320 Slide-A-Way 68
Moly Shur RDW 1000 NR Straco 7164 Way Lube Sun Way Lube 1190 #8-460 Slide-A-Way 220
Clear Shur GO 150 HD Hyd. Oil #4 Sturaco 7134 Sunvis 975. 775 =?00' Mirrera: ,GFr .&11
Clear Shur GO 220 HD Gear Oil #5 Sturaco 7 135 Sunvis 999 790 49002 ',Aneral Gear C. -,e ,r-
Clear Shur GO 460 HD Gear Oil #7 Sluraco 7137 Sunvis 9112 =90C3 Minerpi Gea ',I h-eavv
MlySu 2EP 8W NR Sturaco 7132 Sunep 105 99-68 HO Gear Oil 68
Moy Stl 6EP 940 HD Gear Oil #7 Stuaco 71,36 surlp 1090 #19-320 HO Gear O1l320
Moly Shur 383 EP OG Gear Coating "C" Sturaco 7105 Sunep Comoound 250 SF :8-00' Super HE Bar a&r Cac ie .j-e
Ciea Shu MPEP #2 UN Lif N Prestige 742 EP #8.12 EP L(Our 2 C.e
Moly Shur BRB #2 NR NP Sunaplex 882 EPM :8-01' Md LTr EP :2 Grease


Tower OiI & Tri-State Industrial
Tech-Lubi Corp, Texaco Inc. Texas Refinery Corp. Technology Co. Lubricants, Inc. Ultrachem Inc.'


Off LeaM 10 Regal Oil R&O 32 TFICHyd OI SAE 10 Hy'ro CC Hy st#15 Cherre 207
Off Leak 10 RegaiOil R&O 46 TRC Hyd. Od SAE 10 Hydo8D ydro-Fo #2 Chemube 217
Off Leak 20 Rogl O R&O 68 TlC ". Oi SAE 20 Hdrod EE Hyo-Flo #3 Cte 217
Of Leak 10/50 Regal Od R&O 150 TRC FW. 04 SAE 30 Hydrol F ydo-Flo #65 Cheube751
TH 10 LT Rando Oil HD 32 TRC Hyd. Oil SAE 10 Hydrol. AW-3 Hydro-Flo AW-15 NR
TH 10 Rando Oil HD 46 TRC Hyd. Oil SAE 10 Hydroil AW-4 Hydro-Flo AW-2 Chernluoe 217
TH 20 Rando Oil HO 68 TRC Hdy Oil SAE 20 Hydroil AW-5 Hydro-Flo AW-3 Cherniube 27
TH P Safeex 46 NR NR Ni NP
TH 150 WS Hyd. Safety F1d 46 NPkAR 40id4 Flo Kool AFH-AW NR
ThW FR Hytaluid 82 NR Safod #22 N NR
TS0 5 NR NP Durol AA =30 Spindle NR
TSO i0 Spindura Oil 10 NP Durol A v60 Spindle NP
TSO Spindura Oil 32 TRC Spindle Oil SAE 5 Durol B t 1 Spindle Chemspir 22
T 10LT Rand Od 32' TRC Pock Dil Oi 10 #15 Way & Gm Lube Sta-Lube #15 NP
T 20 Way Lube 68 TRIC #890 Van Pupos 75 #47 Way Lube Sta-Lube #3 NP
T 90 Way Lube 220 TRC #80O Val Npose 80/90 #95 Way & Gear Lube Sta-Lube #9 NP
T 75,80 Regal Oil R&O 150 TRC #790 Sure Univ Gear Lube 80 Express Gear Lube F Gearmate z65 Chernlubp 85W-9C
T 90 Regal Oil R&O 220 TRC #790 Sure Univ. Gear Lube 90 Express Gear Lube GH Gearmate #9 Chemlue '4C
T 140 Regal Oil 390 TRC #790 Sure Univ Gear Lube 140 Express Gear Lube J Gearmate #2100 Chemiue 250
T20EP Meropa 68 TRC #890 Va Pupo e 75 Exprs Gea Lube EF GeaemateEP#3 NiP
T 90/140 EP Maropa 320 TRC #890 Van Pt220 80/90 Express Gear Lube GH Geamaet EP # 1600 Cheniue 250
TG OG Crater 2X Fluid TRC Takilube Kotall Sla-Lube EP #9 Vischer .373
TG U fwi EP2 ultifak EP 2 TRC Mdypm Grezal R GL-85 Vhem 352
TG M2 Molylex EP 2 TRC Moly EP Grezall ME-1 GL-88 Vische- 350M


StraQ' mmmeate ees kid aetbe 'o vw f graes i'lYth( QMANlS
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nLANT ENGINEERING'S CHART OF INTERCHANGEABLE LUBRICANTS


Plant ISO Viscosity,
Engineering Viscosity SUS at
Designation Grade Lubricant Type 100 F Union Carbide Corp.'. 10


PE-1 -A 32 Light IrtVed I-tv aubic & Gen. Purpose 135-165 Ucon LB-135XY-26
PE-215-A 46 Med. Irtbled -ydraulic & Gen. P rpose 194-236 Uco LB-170XY-26
PE-315-A 68 Med.-Heavy inhited Hyd & Gen. Purpose 284-346 Ucon LB-300XY-26
PE-700-A 150 Heavy Inhibted Hylraulic & Gen. Purpose 630-770 Ucon LB-645XY-26
PE-150-HP 32 High-Pressure (Anti-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 135-165 Ucon Hyd Fluid AW32, WS-34'
PE-2 15-HP 46 Hign-Pressure (Anti-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 194-236 Ucon Hya Fluid AW46
PE-315-HP 68 High-Pressure (Anti-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 284-346 Ucon Hyd Pluid AW68
PE-FRH-1 - Fire-Resistant Hyd Fluid/SyntNbc NR
PE-FRI-2 - Fie-Reststant lyd. Flua/Water-34y Ucon Ftyioluie CC-7467


PERH.3 - Fire-Res. -tyd . F /Wate-Oi Emulsion NA


PE-32-8 2 Very Light Spindle Oil Over 6000 rpm; 29-35 r41


PE-60-8 10 Light Spindle Oil 3600-6000 rpm) 54-66 NP
PE-105-8 22 Spindle Oil Up to 36CC rpm) 95-1i5 ___R


PE-150-C 32 Ligh Way Od 135-165 NR
PE-315-C 68 Mediurn Way Ci 284-3.. ,
PE-1000-C 220 Heavy Way Oil 900- 1100 1,P


PE-700-D SC' Ligrt Gear Oil 630-770 Ucon Geir Lur.l '50
PE-1000-0 220 Medium Gear 0; 1J0Ii 0C icon Gear Luoe 22C
PE-2150-0 ,.t3 I eavy Gar Dtl -935-2365 Uccr, _ . _ __ __-'


PE-315-E 68 Ligt~ Exreire-Pressu'e Gear 23-47 Jcon Gear L"e 68 EP
PE-15)0-E 3 2 Heavy Ex:rewe-Pressure Gear O9 I12-1650 Uon Gea Luoe 220EP
PE-OG-G -- C;irg-T'1:)e .e r ' e, r Open _Gar,), _F


PE-GPG-2 -- Gen Pupos E P LGrm-Sas eas, NLG 2 NP__


PE-MG-2 - - Myxer,, Disultje E P -3rec( "e


Plan( ISO Viscosity,
Engineering Viscosity SUS at
Desagnatfor, Grad' Lubricant Type 100 F West Penn Oil Co., Inc. The White & Bagley Co.


PE-150-A 32 Light dvbeed Hydraulc & Gen Puose 135-165 W/P t.M.i 150 W&B Super .yd. O 150
Pr 215-A 46 Med Innked HykauIro & Gen Rrpose 194-236 W,'P.BM-200 W&B Su:)er Hyd O1225
PE-3i15-A 68 Mec ..Heavy ed Hf. & Gen Prpose 284-346 W/P HBM-300 W&B Supm Hyd Oi 300
PE-700-A 150 Heav-y ibited Fydr uic & Gen. %poe 630-170 WP HBM-650 W&B Sper Hyd Oil 600
PE-15-HP 32 r-Pressure i Anif-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 135-165 W 'P AWH-''50 W&B Super Hyd Oil 150
PE-2 15-HP 46 High--ressurp 'Anli-Wear) Hydraulic Oil 194-236 W. f- AWH-20: W&B Super Hyd Oil 225
PE-3 15-HP " -,igr-~'Pess5 4 e I Nrti-v'ear) Hydraulic Oil 284-46 W P AWH-300 W&B Super Hyd Oil 300


PE-FR4-1 - FireestaI Hyd Fkid/Sythetlc NR N
PE-FRH-2 - Fire-Resistant .tyd Fui.d/Wallr-C_,ycol NR NR
PE-FRH-3 - Cre-Res Hyd. FbjdiWate-Oil En n NR NR


PE-32-6 ' ,ry Ligr! Spinalt Oil lOver 6000 rpm) 29-35 W,'P Westspin ;:3 W&B Precision Spindle Oil 45
PE-60-8 ' :r1 ',,riole C, f6oCC-6000 rpm) 54-66 W;P Westspin .76 W&B Universal Spindle Oil 60
PE-105-8 2 c 1',0 i o c 3600 rrii 95- 15 W jP Westspin 4 10 W&B Universal Spindle Oil 100
PE- 150-C 32 Lio't Way O0l 135-165 W/P Peway igh W&B LigHyd. & Way Lube
PE-3 I5-C 68 Medn Way Oi 284-346 W'P Pemnway Mad. W&B Mad. Way Lube
PE-1000-C 220 Heavy vVay Oii 900-1100 W/P Pemway Heavy W&B Heav Way Lube
PE-700-D 5c _,rt ,Gear 01 630-770 W./P Mineral Gear Lgnt W&B Hyaline Oil H
PE-1000-D 220 Me-,um Gear Oil 900-1100 W/P Mineral Gear Med W&B Hyaline Oil J
PE-2150-0 460 ,-iea,, .ear C;i 1935-2365 W, P Mineral Gear Heavy W&B Hyaline Oil L
PE-3154E 68 Ligt ExreTe-Prwsure Gear Od 283-347 WiP APG 60 W&B EP Gear Oil SAE 80-W
PE- 1500-E 320 Heavy ExInme-Pressure Gea 00 1350-1650 W/P APG 96 W&B EP Gear Oil SAE 90
PE-_O" - C- Ty2,",,ear Sh d i Open Gearsl W,/P OGS Otlzum Open Gear Lube
PE-GPG-2 - Gen Purpose E.P Lilhxnase Grease NLG 2 W/P Uth #2 EP Oizurn WuAb-Prpose Lube
PE-MG-2 -- Mcvtyr'Jum Disulfide E P Grease W/P Moly Lit?' 92 EP Olzuin Mol¥ Lube
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Union Oil Co. ot California U.S. Industrial
Western Region Eastern Region United Refining Co. Lubricants Viscosity Oil Co. Wailover Oil Co.


Twbm Oil32 UnkaxRXFV32 Emblem R&0150 Pa#wme141 PTO 32 AZ WocoTrbine & Rd. Od150
Turbine Oil46 LkiaxRX 46 Emblem iR&0 200 Podym 141 PTO 46 AZ Wow Turbse andh~d. 00200
Turbine 00 68 Lknax FD(68 Emlem R&0 300 Po~m 141 PTO 68 AZ Woc Turbine & -"y. Od 3o
Turbine Oil150 Unax RX 150 Emlem R&0 650 Pymr142 PTO 130 AZ Waco Turbie & Nyd. 0l 700
Unax AW 32 Unax AW 32 Emblem AW- 160 Polymer 141 PTO 32 AZ Woco H',d Oil AV- 150
Unax AW 46 Unax AW 46 Emblem AW-200 Polymer 141 PTO 46 AZ Woco Hyd. 0:! AW-200
Unax AW 68 Unax AW 68 Emblem AW-300 Polymer 141 PTO 68 AZ Woco Hya Oil AW-300


NR NR NR FW-2 NR NR
NR NR NR WGF 200/300 NR NR


FR Fluid FR FWi NR FR-WO NR wP
NR wP NR Polymer 140 Verlex 40 Wocospin 35
NR NR Emblem R&O 55 Polymer 140 S-6 Wocosirr 57


Turbine Oil 22 Unax 22 Emblem R&O 100 Polymer 140 S-10 Wocoson '00
Way 00 HD32 NR EmbliemPowerway 150 Potymner 141 Visway 1 Woco AWT-150
Way 0 DlO68 Way 01 HD68 Emlem Powerway 350 Polymer 142 Visway 2 Wc-o AWT-300
Way Oil HD 220 Way Oil HDC 220 Emblem Powerway 900 LSL-90 Visway 4 Woco AVVT-1000
Unax 150 Unax 150 United Premium 40 USL-80 PTO 150 AZ Woco Regular Gear I,! 7r,


Unax 220 Unax 220 Emblem Mineral Gear 90 USL-90 PTO 220 AZ Woco Regular Gear C:i £r
Unax 460 Unax 460 Emblem Mineral Gear 140 USL- 140 PTO 460 Wocc Regular Gear C; '3C
Exn rDuty K 2 EP ExtraDutyIt2 EP EmbiernAPG80 LISL-30 Rex 2EP Woco EP Gear 0150
Extra Duty N..6 EP Extra M L M6 EP Embliem APG 96 LISL-90 /140 Rex6 EP Woco EP Gear Oil 105
Gearite Heavy Gearite Heavy Emclem Open Gear Cling-Tac Outside Gear Lube NP
UnoIba EP #2 Unoba EP #2 Emoue 302 EP Poly-Temp EP Litti #2 Woco EP ULu-n G3rease #2
Unoba Moly HD #2 Unoba Moly HD 42 Emolube 292 Moly X-D HO Moly #2 Wocc Mcly-i1? Grease =2


Wylie Lubricants
CW Petroleum and


White & Bagley of Michigan, Inc. Arthur C. Withrow Co. Chemical, Inc. 0. F. Zurn Co.


PenwrA %Jw Hyd. 06150 S ight LbeS 01 Tuirbnol 32 Zumrrwee 15A
Per4lm SLMs H-yd. 06225 S Mod. Lube O06 Turbinol 46 ZvL-, -t.. 2 1A
Pem"Mar &w l-d" 06300 S Medtvy. Lube 06 Turbinol 68 Zrrrw 30A
Psi-iMe Stw F". 06l600 S Exts Hemv Ube~ 01 Turbinol 150 Zumrxeern 70A
Penn-Mar Super Hyd. Oil 150 H Light AW Hyd. Oil Turbinol-AW 32 Zurnpreem 15A
Penn-Mar Super Htyd. Oil 225 H Med. AW Hyd. Oil Turbinol-AW 46 Zurnpreem 2 1A
Penn-Mar Super Hiyd. Oil 300 H Meo-Hvy. AW Hyd, Oil Turbinol-AW 68 Zurnpreem 30A


NR NR Turbinol-FR Fluid NR
NR ~Wiw 841 Safety RW~i Turbinol-FR-G Fluid NR
NR wP Turbkno*WR-E Fluid NR


Penn-Mar R&O Spindle Oil 45 NP NR Zurnpreem 3A
Penn-atr R&O Spnde Oil 60 H-60 AW Hfyd. Oil Turbinol-S, 10 Zurnpreem 6A
Penn-Mar P&O Spidle Oil 100 H Light AW Hyd. Oil Turbinol-S 22 Zurnpreem 10A
PswrMm' Light Hy. & way Ubte Witmo G&5-150 Way 06 Turbinoll-Way 32 Zurri Waykbe 15
Pejn-Me Mod. Way Lubs Wiihow 825-3am Way 06I TurbinolL-Way 68 Zum~ Waykti 80
Per~mwe Heavy way Ubte ww 6200Way 06 Turbirol-Way 220 Ztrn Walue 90
Penn-Mar EP Gear Oil #2 Witow EP-4 Gear Oil Turbinol-Gear 150 Zurnpreem 70A
Dan4Lube K Withrow EP-5 Gear Oil Turbinol-Gear 220 Zurnpreern 95A
Penn-Mar EP Gear Oil #4 AP Gear Oil SAE 140 Turbinol-Gear 460 Zur npreem 140A
P*eAW EPGear0OIt NR Turbmnol-Ger EP 68 Zan EP Lubse68
PwrA* EP Gear01#3 AP Gear01SAE 90 TurbinoWGar EP320 Zirn EP Lube320
Penn-ar Open Gear Shield 800 NP Turbinol Open Gear G Zurn Open Gear Lube
Pwv,-&* Kole Z-1 120-2 Ium EP #2 Greus Turbinol EP 2 Grease Zwn PAC #2 EP Grew
Penn-Mar Kole Z -1420-~ Moly-Dee Mu~lti-Purpose Grease Turbinol SD Grease Zurn MD 42-Moly Grease


6 SwevO4 ~n10 aw b 'w MCIN gram 9 s'r,'Iwr iawvn
AAMM e r a o *Wb AN ploclitS ?O1Mlwi ko Da~yW* g~ Mwe sics
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APPENDIX E: AGMA LUBRICATION SPECIFICATIONS
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Table E2


AGMA lubricant number recommendations for
enclosed helical, herringbone, straight bevel,


spiral bevel, and spur gear drives


AGMA lubricant No. 2/ 3/
Low-speed center distance Ambient temp '4/


-10-410 0C 10-50 °C
Type of unit I/ (Size of unit) (15-50 'F) 5/ (50-125 'F)


Parallel shaft (single reduction) 2-3 3-4
Up to 200 mm (to 8 In.) 6/


Over 200 am up to 500 mm (8 to 20 In) 6/ 2-3 4-5
Ovcr 500 mm (Over 20 In) 3-4 4-5


Parallel shaft (Double reduction)
Up to 200 m (To 8 in) 6/ 2-3 3-4
Over 200 mm (Over 8 in 3-4 4-5


Parallel shaft (Triple reduction)
Up to 200 mm (To 8 in) 2-3 3-4
Over 200 mm, up to 500 mm (8 to 20 in) 6/ 3-4 4-5
Over 500 mm (Over 20 In) j/ 4-5 5-6


Planetary gear units (Housing diameter)
Up to 400 mm (To 16 in) OD 2-3 3-4
Over 400 mm (Over 16 in) OD 3-4 4-5


Straight or spiral bevel
gear units
Cone distance up to
300 mm (To 12 in) 6/ 2-3 4-5
Cone distance over 300 mm (Over 12 in 6/ 3-4 5-6


Gear motors and shaft-
mounted units 2-3 4-5


High-speed units 7/ 1 2


I/ Drives incorporating overrunning clutches as backstopping devices should be
referred to the gear drive manufacturer as certain types of lubricants may
adversely affect clutch performance.
2/ Ranges are provided to allow for variations in operating conditions such as
surface finish, temperature rise, loading, speed, etc.
3/ AGMA viscosity number recommendations listed above refer to R&O gear oils
ihown in table 2, EP gear lubricants in the corresponding viscosity grades may
be substituted where deemed necessary by the gear drive manufacturer.
4/ For ambient temperatures outside the ranges shown, consult the gear
manufacturer. Some synthetic oils have been used successfully for high- or
low-temperature applications.
5/ Pour point of lubricant selected should be at least 5 0C lower than the
ixpected minimum ambient starting temperature. If the ambient starting
temperature approaches lubricant pour point, oil sump heaters may be required to
facilitate starting and ensure proper lubrication.
6/ Inch unit as shown are approximations.
7/ High-speed units are those operating at speeds above 3,600 rpm or pitch line
velocfties above 25 m/s (5,000 fpm) or both. Refer to Standard AGNA 421,
Practice for High Speed Helical and Herringbone Gear Units, for detailed
lubrication recommendations.


From Standard AGMA 250.04, Lubrication of industrial Enclosed Gear Drives,
American Gear Manufacturers Association, Arlington, Virginia, 1974.
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Table E6


Recommended AGMA lubricants (for intermittent methods of
application limited to 1500 ft/min (8 m/sec) pitch line velocity 1/


Mechanical spray systems 3/


Ambient temperature in Gravity feed for
degrees Fahrenheit EP Residual forced drop method


(Celsius) 2/ lubricant compound 4/ using EP lubricant


15 to 60 (-9 to 16) 1 4R


40 to 100 (4 to 38) 12 EP 15R 12 EP


70 to 125 (21 to 52) 13 EP 15R 13 EP


NOTE: AGMA viscosity number recommendations listed above refer to gear oils shown in Appendix 4.


I/ Feeder must be capable of handling lubricant selected.
2/ Ambient temperature is temperature in vicinity of the gears.
3/ Greases are sometimes used in mechanical spray system to lubricate open gearing. A general
purpose EP grease of number 1 consistency (NGL1) is preferred. Consult gear manufacturers and spray
system manufacture before proceeding.
4/ Diluents mJst be used to facilitate flow through applicators.


From Standard AGMA 251.02, Lubriction of Industrial Open Gearing, American Gear Manufacturers
Association, Arlington, VA, November 1974.
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Final Deliverable.  


  Page 1  
  


Background  


This report focuses on two questions: 


1. Are EAL greases available for use at multipurpose facilities (dams) for non-


hydropower application? And, 


2. Do these EALs meet performance needs? 


A separate study was conducted evaluating candidate greases for hydropower 


applications (HDR 2015). Although applicable to all US Army Corps of Engineers 


(USACE) dams, this project particularly focused on dams in the Columbia and Snake 


Rivers, under the management of the Portland and Walla Walla Districts (NWP and 


NWW respectively), both of which are part of the Northwest Division of the US Army 


Corps of Engineers. 


EAL Assessment  


The EAL assessment focused on Section 4 of EPA-R-11-002 (USEPA 2011), lubricants 


that have been demonstrated to meet standards for biodegradability, toxicity and 


bioaccumulation potential that minimize their likely adverse consequences in the aquatic 


environment compared to conventional lubricants.  This includes, but was not limited to 


products following one of the following labeling programs: Blue Angel; Swedish 


Standard(s); Nordic Swan; European Eco-label; and OSPAR (Convention for the 
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Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic). This definition was 


interpreted as broad as possible.  


An initial assessment indicated that EAL-candidate greases were already being used at 


some projects.  The Dalles and John Day Dams use an environmentally friendly grease, 


Mobil SHC EAL 100 series1. Subsequent review indicated that Bonneville Dam currently 


uses Huskey lubricants, which are purported to be environmentally friendly greases. 


Dworshak, a NWW dam, uses VSG grease, a canola oil based environmental friendly 


grease. (The use of the term environmentally friendly is to differentiate from the 


assessment of Environmentally Acceptable, which is defined below). 


Non-hydropower uses 


Non-hydropower lubrication needs are wide and demanding.  Some key non-


hydropower activities requiring in water lubrication, include (but are not limited to): 


• Navigation locks, 


• Spillway gates, 


• Fishways, and 


• Cranes (wire cables and ropes) and lifting beams. 


Although the focus was on in water non-hydropower applications, many of the literature 


and data sources did not discriminate between hydropower and non-hydropower uses.  


Therefore, some of the data and analyses presented crosses over to hydropower 


applications (particularly wicket gates). 


  


                                                           
1 Reference to trade names does not infer endorsement by ERDC or the US Army Corps of Engineers. 
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Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants  


The definition of an EAL in the settlement is specified in section 4 of EPA 800-R-11-002: 


the lubricant has to be biodegradable, minimally toxic and non-bioaccumulative 


(USEPA, 2011).   


There are three ways that a grease could pass each criteria: 


1. Testing.  EPA 800-R-11-002 has defined several tests for each criteria. By 


presenting test results as a report or in a spec sheet, a grease can conclusively 


state that it passes the criteria.  


2. Vendor’s statements. This is not as conclusive as actual test results, but a 


vendor’s statement does indicate that they stand behind their product and is a 


strong endorsement for meeting a given criteria. 


3. Base oil composition. The EPA indicates that greases of specific compositions 


generally meet the criteria (Tables 3, 5, 6 and 7 in EPA 800-R-11-002). For 


example, vegetable oil grease would generally be readily biodegradable, have no 


potential for bioaccumulation, and low toxicity, even without supporting testing. 


The EPA also indicated that synthetic ester and PAG based greases also 


generally meet EAL criteria. Although this is the weakest of the supporting data, it 


is acceptable based on EPA 800 R11-002. 


Labeling 


The definition also indicates that specific labeled products are considered as EALs.  


Several are cited in the settlement, including: Blue Angel; Swedish Standard(s); Nordic 


Swan; European Eco-label; and OSPAR, and these labeling programs are also 


identified in Section 5 of EPA 800-R11-002. In addition, some greases are certified as 
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Vessel General Permit (VGP) compliant (USEPA, 2013).  ERDC has determined this to 


be an equivalent label and all greases defined as VGP compliant are determined to be 


EALs. 


Tiered Definition 


Acknowledging that some of the candidate greases have more complete data than 


others and that the EPA definition can be interpreted either tightly or more broadly, 


ERDC has developed a tiered definition, which might be helpful for dam owners and to 


make more environmentally friendly grease choices (As proposed in the latest draft of 


EM 1424).  A Tier 1 USACE EAL is one that conforms to a strict interpretation of the 


EPA definition and will either: 


A. Be a product labeled by European Eco-label, and/or Ospar.  Other product labeling could be 
considered by an Environmental Officer. 


B. Be a product classified as Vessel General Permit (VSG) Appendix A compliant, or 
C. Have test data as specified in USEPA 800-R-2-001 or in USEPA Vessel General Permit 


document Appendix A, indicating that it meets requirements for bioaccumulation, toxicity, 
and biodegradability. Such data may be presented as test reports or reported on product 
specification sheets. 


 
A Tier 2 USACE EAL is a product that does not meet the criteria of a Tier 1 EAL, but: 


A. Is labeled by one or more of the following: Blue Angel, Nordic Swan, or Swedish Standard 
and/or, 


B. Contains a manufacturer’s statement that it meets one or more of the test criteria 
(bioaccumulation, toxicity, and biodegradability) as discussed in part C of the Confirmed 
USACE EAL definition, with appropriate test data to confirm the other criteria; and/or 


C. Its base oil indicates that it meets one or more of the test criteria  (see USEPA 800-R-2-011, 
section 4, table 3 for biodegradability, table 5 for toxicity, and table 6 for bioaccumulation), 
with test data to support the other criteria. USACE would prefer products with data on 
lubricant composition, including toxic or RCRA metals and certification that additives do not 
affect toxicity or accumulation. 


 


The preference would be to use Tier 1 EALs, but Tier 2 EALs can be used if deemed a 


safer choice for equipment.  In a recent analysis conducted by HDR for the USACE 


Hydropower Design Center (HDR 2015), a strict interpretation of EALs was used, 


equivalent to the Tier 1 definition used in this document.  However, there are many 
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excellent candidate greases that do not, as of now, have complete test data, including 


many of those that are currently being used by the USACE and by other organizations 


that operate hydropower dams.  Allowing a broader set of greases (i.e. Tier 2 greases) 


allows the transition to EAL greases to be much easier and with a much higher degreeof 


confidence.  Since Tier 2 greases have base oil compositions that are more 


environmentally benign, they do represent a better alternative from an environmental 


perspective than mineral oil lubricants. 


Approach 


Nineteen lubricants were evaluated. These were identified as environmentally friendly 


greases already used in USACE dams or as potentially applicable environmentally 


friendly greases from other sources. Each grease was checked against the EPA criteria 


for bioaccumulation, biodegradation, and toxicity. ERDC considered the composition of 


the greases where direct data was not available. ERDC also checked for labels that 


indicated EAL acceptability. 


Results 


The results are summarized in Table 1. Six of the greases were Tier 1 EALs based on 


testing, VGP compliance (we did not identify any other labels), or both. The remaining 


12 greases met the Tier 2 standard. Of the Tier 2 greases, it should be pointed out that 


there were also variations in the quality of data available.  Five of these had test data for 


two of the criteria and the third passing due to composition or vendor statement.  


However, the remaining 6 greases had weaker data sets, with more than one of the 


criteria based on either composition or vendor statement.   
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The USACE currently reported using six products that were included in the assessment, 


and all four were Tier 2 EALs.  The Mobil SHC EAL 100 Series, the VSG Wicket 


Grease, Huskey LVI-50, and Dynagard Blue and Dynagard E all had test results 


available for two of the criteria (biodegradability and toxicity) and one criteria being filled 


based on base oil composition or vendor’s statement (bioaccumulation). Huskey 


Hydrolube, on the other hand, had a weaker data set, with all three criteria lacking 


actual test data, being based on either vendor statement or on base oil composition.
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Table 1.  Assessments of greases for EAL suitability. 


Lubricant Composition Label Bioaccumulation Toxicity Biodegradability EAL 
Dynagard Blue Solvent Refined Mineral 


Oil 
None Yes, Vendor’s statement Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 2 


Dynagard E Seed Oil None Yes, Vendor’s statement Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 2 
Huskey Lube O Seal Synthetic Ester None Yes, Composition Yes, Composition Yes, Vendor’s statement Tier 2 
Huskey Ecolube EP2 Vegetable Oil None Yes, Composition Yes, Composition Yes, Vendor’s statement Tier 2 
Huskey Hydrolube Synthetic Ester None Yes, Composition Yes, Vendor’s statement Yes, Composition Tier 2 
Huskey LVI-50 Synthetic oil None Yes,  Composition Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 2 
ROCOL Biogen 
Wireshield 


Vegetable/Synthetic 
Ester Mix 


None Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 1 


Mobil SHC Aware 
Grease EP 2 


Synthetic Ester VGP Compliant Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 1 


Mobil SHC Grease 100 
EAL Series 


Synthetic Ester None Yes, Composition Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 2 


Renewable Lubricants 
Bio-EP Wire Rope 
Lubricant 


Vegetable Oil None Yes, Composition Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 2 


Vickers Oil Product 
Biogrease EP 2 


Synthetic Ester VGP Compliant Yes, Composition Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 1 


Lubriplate ATB 
Biobased EP-2 Grease 


Vegetable Oil VGP Compliant Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 1 


VSG Wicket Gate 
Grease 


Canola Oil None Yes, Composition Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 2 


Envirologic 802 Grease “Natural” esters VGP Compliant Yes, Vendor’s statement Yes, Composition Yes, Vendor’s statement Tier 1 
Envirologic 268 Wire 
Rope Lubricant 


“Natural” esters VGP Compliant Yes, Composition Yes, Testing Yes, Testing Tier 1 


Lanopro EP Grease 53 Synthetic esters None Yes, Composition Yes, Composition Yes, Vendor’s Statement Tier 2 
Shell Naturelle Grease 
S5 V120P 2 


Synthetic esters None Yes, Composition Yes, Composition Yes, Vendor’s Statement Tier 2 


Shell Naturelle S2 Wire 
Rope Grease A 


Synthetic esters VGP Compliant Yes, Composition Yes, Composition Yes, Vendor’s Statement Tier 1 


Panolin Biogrease EP 2  VGP Compliant Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Yes, Test results Tier 1 
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Performance 


ASTM tests and measurements provide well defined, quantifiable results of grease 


performance.  However, correspondence and interviews with NWP and NWW engineers 


and operators suggest that choosing an appropriate grease is as much of an art as a 


science.  Therefore, a final answer on performance is not really feasible until the new 


grease is actually used.  That said, ERDC used a 3 pronged approach for assessing 


performance: 


1. Comparison of EAL performance specifications to greases already being used by 


the NWP/NWW. 


2. Comparison of EAL performance specs to any published performance 


requirements for non-hydropower equipment. 


3. Interviews of engineers, mechanics and operators who have already used EAL 


greases. 


Comparison of EAL performance specifications to greases already being used by 
the NWP/NWW 


Engineer Research Development Center – Environmental Laboratory, ERDC-EL 


identified 9 test specifications based on review of various literature and reports.  These 


are identified in the first column of Table 2. ERDC then examined a grease survey 


conducted by NWP and NWW.  From the survey, ERDC focused on non-hydropower 


uses and identified 8 greases that were widely used and/or used in high quantities.  


These were:  


• Chevron EP NGLI 0  


• Chevron EP NGLI 1  
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• Chevron EP NGLI 2  


• Omega 65 


• Purplex with Omnistal 


• Super GL6 High Core, and  


• Mobil SHC 100 EAL Series.  


The first 7 of these greases are conventional greases, while Mobil SHC 100 EAL is a 


Tier 2 EAL. The range of performance of these greases was recorded, as shown in the 


last column of Table 2.  


Data for the existing greases was limited to the first 6 tests.  Some of the products had 


incomplete data sets, however, some of the mineral oil greases did not have data for all 


of the specifications either.  Four of the EAL candidates did have complete data sets, 


and for these, all of the performance requirements were within the required ranges, or 


exceeded the range.  For the cumulative data available, only one was below the range 


of the existing greases and several exceeded the existing range. We were not able to 


find specifications for Panolin Biogrease EP 2 on line, so it is not included on the table; 


however, it was tested as part of the HDR study, and was found to be suitable for 


hydropower applications (HDR 2012). These results suggest that the EAL greases can 


meet specifications of greases currently being used at USACE dams. 
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Table 2. Evaluation of Performance Properties Compared to Existing Greases. Green indicates performance is within the 
range of existing greases, dark green indicates performance exceeds the range of existing greases, and yellow indicates 
performance is below the lowest performance value for that category. Purple means no data for the EAL and no color 
means no data was available for the existing greases. 
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Comparison of EAL performance specs to published performance requirements 


ERDC-EL pursued several tracks to find published performance requirements for 


greases in non-hydropower roles.  One document was found, USACE Engineering and 


Construction Bulletin (ECB) 2001-11 (USACE 2006), which focused on Tainter Gate 


Trunnion Lubrication. The following tests and criteria are in Table 3, which compares 


how the EALs performed in comparison.  Although the data is spotty, at least one EAL 


grease met each requirement (although separation was not evaluated). For viscosity, 


only two of the EAL greases met this (Huskey Hydrolube and Huskey LVI-50, both Tier 


2 EALs), but none of the existing non-EAL greases met the target value.   (Huskey 


Hydrolube has an unusually large viscosity.  We double checked the value based on 


specification sheets provided by Huskey). 
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Table 3. Comparison of EAL performance to Target Performance Values given in ECB 2006-11. 


Test Purpose Requirement EAL performance 
ASTM D-1743 Rust Prevention Pass 9 of the EAL greases have 


this data and all pass 
ASTM D-1264 Water washout Max. 1.9% 9 of the EAL greases have 


this data, 4 meet the 
criteria. Most of the 
mineral oil greases 
evaluated did not meet 
this criteria. 


ASTM D-217 Worked Penetration NGLI 1 The EAL greases have a 
range of NGLI numbers.  
In particular, VSG and 
Mobil EAL 101 are NGLI 1 
greases. 


ASTM D-445 Viscosity Minimum 700 cSt at 
40C 


Only two of the EALs 
meet this.  However, 
none of the existing 
mineral oil greases had 
this level either. 


ASTM D-2596 Antiwear/scuffing Wear load index 40 
kgf 
Weld point 140 kgf 


All the EAL greases 
exceeded the weld point. 


ASTM D-4048 Prevention of Copper 
Corrosion 


1B Four of the greases are 
listed as 1B 


ASTM D-1742 Non-separation in storage 0.5 to 1% Not evaluated 
 


Interviews of engineers and operators who are already using EALs 


ERDC-EL interviewed (via phone, email, or face to face discussion) the following people 


who have used EALs at Dams.   The following testimonials discuss the implementation 


and use of EALs in numerous environments: 


• Bob McKeown, Orillia Power District.  Orillia Power is located in Canada and is 


subject to sub zero weather.  They use VSG grease (a Tier 2 EAL) for wicket 


gates and for other purposes.  


“We have not had any operating difficulties with the (VSG) grease at our 
plants that I am aware of. We use it to lubricate our wicket gates, and it 
was adopted to mitigate concerns with its contact with water i.e. 
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pollution. Our staff also use (sic) it on the vertical screw arrangement 
on our two sluice gates at our Matthias plant in Bracebridge. I have not 
heard of any issues in regards to the screw application, and this 
application is outdoors in severe weather (-30 C in winter, +30 C max in 
summer).” 
 


In terms of a new application,  


“I was not with the company when the changeover was carried out, but I 
think they would have just started to pump in the new grease without 
removing the old. The manufacturer would likely have some input on this. I 
don't have any idea of what was used previous to this product. We do use 
the grease on some sluice gate screws - these stand about 20 feet in the 
air on top of a dam with no wind break or shade, and we have found that it 
seems to adhere to the steel fairly well, and have (sic) not heard of any 
issues with the grease itself.” 


 


• Kelly LaCoste, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. Reliability Program Analyst. Power 


Resources Office. Parker Dam.  


“Yes we used 'VSG' wicket gate grease (http://vsggrease.com/) at Parker Dam 
(you will see a pic of Parker Dam when you open up their website).  It 
performed well at Parker, we had approx. 80 ft of hydraulic head and ~28 
psi at the gate. 


  
I would recommend this as a 'Green Grease', the only draw back (sic) is if 
you use it outside of water i.e.on the fixed wheel gates, it would 
separate (oil/wax) in the heat for those wheels above the waterline 
(Parker see's in excess of 120 degF in summer), but performs well on the 
Wicket Gates.” 
 


• Frank Salber, USACE. The Dalles. Mobil EAL 101 and Huskey LVI 50 are both 


Tier 2 EALs. 


“The trunnion bearings on the NL upstream gate and spillway all use Mobil 
SHC EAL 101 and it works. For fish weirs, we use Huskey LVI 50. All wire 
ropes use Omega #65.” 
 


In a meeting with engineers and operators from The Dalles on 10 February 2015, 


we discussed the implementation of the use of the Mobil SHC EAL 101 grease.  


Unfortunately, no one on staff remembered the process of implementation of the 



http://vsggrease.com/
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grease, but they confirmed that they had not undergone any significant grease 


removal or overhaul, or it is doubtful the grease would have been implemented. 


• William Lewis, Tennessee Valley Authority, (TVA) stated that VSG actually 


performed better than mineral oil greases. 


“TVA started using the VSG product about 14-15 years ago on one of the 
units at Fontana dam.  This was just following a discovery of some 
problems with greaseless wicket gate bushings.  Fontana was chosen because 
it had 3 units, one with greaseless bushings, one using grease from 
mineral oil and one the VSG was used on.  All three units had a 
differential pressure transmitter across the servo motors.  The trends 
over the first 5 years showed the VSG was better than the mineral oil 
grease by a consistent 10 psi. 
 
The greaseless bushings also performed just as well, but due to greaseless 
bushing issues at other TVA a decision was made to continue using the 
greased bushings. 
 
Over the following years, almost all of our units have been changed to the 
VSG grease for greasing wicket gate bushings.  The grease has what appears 
to be an infinite shelf life (over 5 years), while the mineral oil grease 
would separate after 2-3 years.” 
 


Mr. Isaac Allen, a Mechanical Engineer at TVA.   


“Mobil - EAL 101 and 102 Spillway gate wheels, radial gate chains, Howell-
Bunger Valve drive screws.  Approved for TVA use in submerged service.  
This is a mineral oil (it is actually a synthetic ester) lubricant that is 
bound very well to the thickeners.  Release of oil into water is nearly 
insignificant.” 


 


• We contacted Dr. Alex Qiang of Exxon/Mobil regarding Mobil SHC Environmental 


Aware EP2 grease, which is a Tier 1 grease with promising characteristics.   


“I don't have any experience of applying Aware Grease EP 2 into any 
hydropower dams, so I can't guarantee it would work properly. The base oil 
of Mobil SHC Aware Grease EP 2 is only 150 cSt and I guess it might be a 
little bit lower in terms of dams.” 
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This should not rule out the use of this grease, but it does suggest that its 


application should be conducted cautiously. 


HDR (2015) also sought user information primarily by the use of questionnaires.  One of 


their results indicated that a user of Shell Naturelle grease found its performance was 


not satisfactory, and they returned to the previously used mineral oil grease. 


These testimonials suggest that several types of Tier 2 EALs, particularly VSG and 


Mobil EAL 100 series, can be used in dam projects with no adverse affect on 


performance and that their implementation should not be an insurmountable obstacle.  


However, the HDR report did find an unfavorable review of the Shell Naturelle product. 


As best as we can determine at this time, there are no Tier 1 EALs that have significant 


usage in dams.   


Literature 


The literature contains numerous studies comparing mineral oil lubricants to 


environmentally friendly lubricants.  Various survey reports indicate that although each 


formulation of lubricants has its respective advantages and disadvantages, there is no 


inherent advantage to mineral oil lubricants and that bio-based lubricants and synthetic 


esters can perform as well, and in some cases far superior (Bartz 1998, Pai and 


Hargreaves, 2002).  Pearson and Spagnoli (2000) documented on the order of a dozen 


applications ranging from pump applications, hydraulic oil applications, sewage outfall 


applications, maintenance of golf course equipment, and construction equipment 


maintenance – all with successful long term performance.  
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Regarding application to a dam, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Hanna and Pugh, 


1994) conducted a comparison study of various lubricants.  They defined a lithium 


based mineral oil grease lubricant as providing 100% lubrication and the friction torque 


was measured at 401 in-lb.  A synthetic ester grease reached 93% lubrication (437 in-


lb), and this was deemed acceptable performance. Better still, a canola based lubricant 


(which has been revealed to be VSG, a Tier 2 EAL) outperformed all of the greases, 


providing 105% percent lubrication and the lowest friction torque at 377 in-lb.  


Conclusions 


A two tiered definition was developed for EALs.  Tier 1 EALs either are certified by an 


acceptable labeling program, or have test data for all three criteria (biodegradation, 


bioaccumulation, and toxicity). Tier 2 EALs are not labeled and lack data for at least one 


of the criteria, but are classified based on vendor statement and/or base oil composition.   


1. ERDC found 18 greases that qualify as EALs, 6 as Tier 1 and 12 as Tier 2.  Four 


of these greases are already being used at USACE dams (Mobil SHC 100 series, 


VSG, Huskey Hydrolube, and Huskey LVI 50), and each of these are Tier 2 


greases.   


2. EAL greases (both Tier 1 and 2) have similar performance requirements for non-


hydropower uses of the dams compared to greases currently being used.   


3. At least two EAL greases meet each of the performance requirements given by 


ECB 2006-11. 


4. Testimonials from longtime users of EAL qualifying greases indicate that they are 


satisfied with their performance, and in some cases indicate even better 


performance than previously used mineral oil greases.  Although there were not 
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a lot of details on the implementation, it appears that the process was relatively 


easy and did not involve complete removal of the previous grease. 


5. There is long experience for hydropower use for some of the greases, but the 


only greases we have identified with experience in hydropower dams are Tier 2 


greases.  Care should be taken in applying grease without any hydropower 


experience, even if the specifications are in range. 


6. Studies documented in the literature also indicate EALs can perform as well as 


mineral oil greases for a wide range of applications.  


All of these suggest that EALs can meet the performance requirements needed for 


non-hydropower uses.  The best options appear to be greases that are already 


being used by USACE.  All of these particular greases are Tier 2 greases. 
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